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Stability of Elastic Systems 

State Publishing House of Physi¬ 
cal and Mathematical Literature. 
Moscow, 1963. 

Pages: Cover-879* 

PREFACE 

A number of monographs, published in USSR and abroad have been 

devoted to the theory of stability of elastic systems. From 1935- 

1950 were issued books of A. N. Dinnik "Stability of elastic systems," 

"Buckling" and "Stability of arches." In 1936 there was published 

book of S. P. Timoshenko "Stability of elastic systems," translation 

of which was twice issued in Soviet Union. In 1939 appeared book of 

I. Ya. Shtayerman and A. A. Pikovskiy "Theory of stability of elastic 

systems." 

In famous courses of the structural mechanics of ships by I. G. 

Bubnov (1912-1914) and P. F. Papkovich (194l), much attention is 

allotted calculations for stability of bars and plates. In books of 

V. Z. Vlasov "Thin-walled elastic bars" (First edition-1940) and 

' ùv. leral theory of shells" (1949) are presented his research on sta¬ 

bility of thin-walled bars and shells. A. A. Il'yushin devoted a sig¬ 

nificant place in monograph "Plasticity" (19^8) to problems of stabil¬ 

ity of bars and plates beyond the limits of elasticity. Questions of 

stability of different structures are considered in book of C. B. 

Biezeno and R. Grammel "Technical dynamics" (1940) and in work "Cal¬ 

culations for strength in machine building" edited by S. D. Ponomarev 

(1952-1939). In recent years there were published monographs of 
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V. V. Bolotin, Kh. M. Mushtari and K. Z. Galimov, A. R. Rzhanitsyn, 

N. S. Streletskiy, P. Bleich, K. Kollbrunner and M. Meister, V. Pflüger 

and other authors, devoted to urgent regions of theory of stability 

and practical methods of calculation of structural members. 

Prom many of the enumerated monographs this book differs first 

of all in its general orientation. Author sets himself the goal to 

summarize research in those sections of the theory of stability of 

bars, plates and shells, which have at present the greatest practical 

value. In book there is considered a series of new problems, appearing 

in recent years in connection with requirements of industry (especially 

aircraft construction) and construction. There are presented, in par¬ 

ticular, theoretical and experimental data obtained by author and his 

colleagues on dynamic stability of elastic systems, buckling of shells 

"in the large" during creep, etc. 

In book are given tables and graphs, which can be directly used 

in practical calculations. There are given certain numerical examples. 

Chapters I-IV are devoted to theory of static stability of bars. 

Account starts with problems, known to students of course on resis¬ 

tance of materials; there are considered different methods of solving 

them. Along with widely-spread energy methods there are illuminated: 

method of successive approximations, method of finite differences and 

certain graphic methods. In subsequent chapters these methods are 

applied to solution of more complicated problems. 

There considered different criteria of stability of bars beyond 

the limits of elasticity. 

In Chapters VII-IX there is expounded theory of stability of 

rectangular and round plates. Here are presented methods of calcula¬ 

tion of rectangular plates for stability during compression in one 

2 
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and in two directions, during under shearing and combined load. Sig- 

nificant attention is allotted to methods of calculation of plates 

for stability beyond the limits of elasticity, ensuing from different 

theories of plasticity; there are shown methods of approximation, 

based on certain assumptions simplifying problem; there is given com¬ 

parison of theoretical and experimental results. 

Chapters X-XV pertain to stability of shells of different config¬ 

uration. Here is given a series of classical solutions of problems 

of stability of shells in linear formulation. Furthermore, there is 

given concept of stability of shells "in the large," and there are 

given basic results obtained with respect to different particular 

problems by nonlinear theory. Here in part are used data presented 

in last sections of the author's book "Flexible plates and shells" 

£ (Gostekhizdat, 1956); certain results are new. 

Chapter XVI is devoted to three-ply plates and shells. There 

are considered peculiarities of buckling of these structures; there 

are used the most acceptable hypotheses, allowing us to solve a series 

of practically important problems. 

In Chapters V and XVII there are illuminated temperature prob¬ 

lems. There is investigated buckling of bars, plates and shells dur- 

Lr creep. Chapters VI and XVIII are devoted to dynamic stability of 

elastic systems. In Chapter XIX there are presented certain problems 

of aeroelasticity, pertaining to stability of a flat and a curved 

panel in supersonic and hypersonic flow. 

In Chapter XX are presented statistical methods in their appli¬ 

cation to problems of stability of bars, plates and shells. 

Chapter XXI is devoted to general theory of stability of elastic 

systems and unites information, obtained by reader from preceding 

3 



sections of the book. The most attention here is allotted to more 

precise definition of the concept of a lower critical load, pertaining 

to stability 'in the large". In conclusion there are enumerated cer¬ 

tain urgent problems for subsequent research. 

At the end of book is given a bibliography for the whole book and 

by separate sections. In bibliography are presented by far not all 

published works. Author sought to give primarily those sources, in 

which is given more detailed bibliography on various particular prob¬ 

lems. 

Formulas and figures are numbered by chapters. References to 

formulas within a given chapter are given without indication of chap¬ 

ter number. 

Chapter XIII and Section l60 of Chapter XV were written at re¬ 

quest of author by I. I. Trapezin, Chapter XVI by L. M. Kurshin. 

Manuscript of book was attentively read by V. I. Feodos'yev. He made 

a series of valuable remarks, considered in final editing of book. 

Separate sections of book were examined by V. V. Bolotin, I. I. 

vorovich, V. M. Darevskiy, B. a. Korenev, G. F. Laptev, B. P. Makarov, 

R. G. Surkin, and A. A. Umanskiy. Help to author on technical for¬ 

mulation of manuscript was rendered by I. N. Zemlyanskikh, I. G. 

Kil’dibekov and E. D. Skurlatov. To all these persons the author ex¬ 

presses deep gratitude. 

A. Vol'mer. 



CHAPTER I 

STABILITY OP COMPRESSED BARS IN LIMITS OP ELASTICITY 

Theory, my friend, is dry, 
But it nurtures the tree of life. 

Goethe, "Faust." 

§ 1, Basic Concepts 

The concept of stability, which one will repeatedly meet in this 

book, every reader meets daily. Let us consider, for instance, equi¬ 

librium positions of a heavy ball, placed on a smooth surface. In 

Pig. 1.1 are shown equilibrium states of ball when curved surface is 

turned by convexity downwards (a) or upwards (b). It is easy to see 

ww&w7m 

a) b) c) 

Pig. 1.1. Forms of equilibrium, a)stable, 
b) unstable, c) indifferent. 

that these positions of ball differ among themselves according to the 

nature of equilibrium. If one were to slightly deflect ball from 

state of equilibrium, as is shown by dotted line, and leave it to it¬ 

self, then in first case ball will start to vibrate about middle 

position, and in second it will start immediately to depart from it. 
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In the first of these cases equilibrium is stable, and in the second- 

unstable. Let us note that frequency of variations of ball with res¬ 

pect to stable position depends on curvature of surface, the more gen¬ 

tle the slope of the surface, the less the frequency.* In Fig. i '^ 

shown limiting case, when curved surface passes into a plane. Here 

any position of ball is equilibriumî such form of equilibrium call 

indifferent. 

Let us turn now to problem, 

known from the course on strength 

of materials. Let us imagine a 

flexible elastic bar, set verti¬ 

cally and secured at lower end 

(Fig. 1.2). Let us assume that to 

upper end of bar is transmitted a 

compressing force P, directed ver¬ 

tically downwards.** For small 

forces bar will be compressed, re¬ 

maining rectilinear. If we slight¬ 

ly bend upper end of bar (dotted 

line in Fig. 1.2), and then re¬ 

lease it, the bar will vibrate relative to the vertical position. 

Such equilibrium position of the bar is stable. Frequency of vibra¬ 

tions turns out to be different here depending upon magnitude of com¬ 

pressing force. With growth of load, frequency will decrease. When 

* This circumstance has meaning for dynamic criterion of stability, 
see §§ 16 and I97. 

Fig. 1.2. Oscil¬ 
lations of com¬ 
pressed bar. 

** Gravity of bar here is not taken into account. 



force attains a certain critical value, frequency of small vibrations 

turns into zero, rod will be as if in neutral equilibrium*, no matter 

how we bend it. Bar, made of real material, already with comparative¬ 

ly small deflections can obtain plastic flow and will remain in deflec¬ 

ted position, reaching rest a or b. 

Let us assume that to bar is applied compressing force, exceed¬ 

ing critical; vertical position of bar will be, as before, equilibrium, 

but this equilibrium is now unstable: with any disturbance bar will 

bend, after which it no longer will return to vertical state. As we 

see, it is possible to conduct analogy between quilibrium states of 

compressed rod and the heavy ball in Pig. 1.1. 

Let us agree subsequently to call equilibrium position of elas¬ 

tic bar stable, if, obtaining small deflection from this position, 

the bar will return to it.** Small vibrations occurring after this in 

real conditions quickly attenuate from action of various kinds of re¬ 

sisting forces. 

Load, at which initial form of equilibrium ceases to be stable, 

is called critical. Application to bar of force, equal to critical 

or exceeding it, leads to buckling (bending, accomplished under action 

or longitudinal forces) . 

Stable in supercritical region now will be curved forms of equi¬ 

librium; at critical point there occurs branching ( bifurcation) of 

equilibrium forms, characterized by exchange of stability among these 

forms (see § 198). 

♦Such characteristics of critical state of bar it is possible 
to give only in first approximation, see § 5. 

♦♦Concepts of stability and instability of elastic systems are 
analyzed more rigidly in §§ 197 and 201. 
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§ 2. Stability of a Bar, Supported by 
Hinge at its Ends. Ëuler^s Formula 

We will define critical compressive load for bar with straight 

axis and constant cross section for Its length (Pig. 1.3a). L^t us 

assume that one end of bar 0 has a hinged fixed support, and the other 

end a — a hinged mobile support. We will consider that compressive 

force P is applied to center of gravity of the section and for whole 

time of loading is directed strictly vertically. We will lay out 

axes of coordinates as shown in Fig. 1.3. 

With small forces P axis of bar remains a straight line and In 

bar there appear compressive stresses 0»P/F, where F Is area of cross 

section. When, gradually increasing, force p attains critical value, 

then along with rectilinear form of equilibrium there should take 

place another, curved form, depicted in Fig. 1.3b. We assume that 

transition from rectilinear form to curved occurs without change of | 

magnitude of force P, i.e., with constant length of axial line. But 

then point a should obtain a certain displacement A; it is possible to 

show that with small deflections A is proportional to square of max¬ 

imum deflection of elastic line and, thus, is magnitude of the sec- 

one order of smallness. Subsequently in figures we conditionally 

will assume that point a in general, is not displaced in the vertical. 

We will write expression for curvature of bending line of the 

bar: 

(1.1) 

where I is moment of inertia of gross section, M is bending moment in 

a certain section. 

General expression for curvature has the form 

las (1.2) 



where v is deflection is section x; v * v(x). 

•p 

i* 
f 
I 
i 
t 

Pig. 1.3. Compressed 
bar, on hinges sup¬ 
ported at ends. 

We will consider here deflee- 

tions small as compared to length 

of bar. Bending line will be then 

a shallow curves considering 

(dv/dx)2 « 1. It is possible here 

to take 
_ é*p 

*-? jit- (1.3) 

Bending moment in section x 

is equal to 

14 « + P®. M .HI 

We obtain a differential equa¬ 

tion for bending line in the form 

Bl i*v z? 
-Pv. ( l.c.) 

As can be seen from Pig. 1.3* during deflection of rod, corres¬ 

ponding to solid line, deflection is positive, and the second deriv¬ 

ative is negative; thus, in equation of type (5) deflection and sec¬ 

ond derivative enter with various signs. Proceeding from this, we, 

independently of rule of signs for x and M, arrive at the same 

equation. 

In courses on strength of materials subsequent solution of prob¬ 

lem is conducted, proceeding from a second order equation of type ( b) • 

Here we will pass from (5) to a fourth-order equation. Since this 

will give the solution a more general nature and will allow us to 

extend it to other boundary conditions. 

Taking El = const, we differentiate (5) twice with respect to x; 
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Then we obtain, 

(1.6) 

This relationship can also be directly to obtained, proceeding fron 

the known equation of an elastic line El(d4v/dx4) ■ q, introducing 

hypothetical lateral load of intensity q. We will consider the de¬ 

formed element of bar under action of compressive forces P (Pig. 1.4a) 

resultant of these efforts, directed along the normal, will be by 

Pig. 1.4b equal to [-P(d2v/dx2) ]dx, and magnitude q equal to 

q » -P(d2v/dx2); hence we arrive at (6). 

We introduce designation 

(1.7) 

Then equation (6) will take the form 

(1.8) 

To uniform linear differential equation (6) there corresponds 

characteristic equation s2( s2 + k2) ■ 0; its roots are equal to Si = 

* s2 * 0, s3,4 * Í ik. Consequently, integral of equation (6) will 

be 

«*= ¿sin kx + fleos *jr + Cjc + D. (1.9) 

^>8! •> 

Pig. 1.4. Intensity of transverse 
"load”, caused by compressive forces. 



Por resolution of problem essential is the circumstance that 

roots s, and 84 are imaginary; this in turn is explained by the fact 

that in equation of type (5) magnitudes v and d2v/dx2 enter with dif¬ 

ferent signs. 

Solution (9) should satisfy boundary conditions, which in this 

case have the form 

9ss0, = 0 (jv-i X = 0, /. ( 1 . 10) 

Using these conditions, we find 

B+D = 0. » 

¿•la*/4.£cosA/ + C/ + 0 = O. ^sln«-fflco*ik/ = 0. I ( U ll) 

Hence B = C ■ D ■ 0. Considering A ^ 0, we will have 

•In 4/ s 0. (1*12) 

For argument kl there are obtained values 

ki 33 me, ( 1 • lo) 

where n is arbitrary integer. Rejecting solution kl * 0 as not cor¬ 

responding to initial data of problem, we find 

« = 1, 2. 3.... (1.1^) 

or, by ( 6) . 

P= nW/ ( 1 . 15) 

Changing number n, we obtain a consecutive series of values of forci 

P, to which correspond different curved equilibrium forms. 

By critical force we agreed to understand the force at which recti¬ 

linear form of equilibrium of bar ceases to be stable. Consequently, 

from all possible values of force it is necessary to select the least 
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1 I 

and to take n * 1. Considering that buckling will occur in plane of 

least rigidity of bar, by I we will understand the minium moment of | 

inertia of section I . . 
min 

Introducing for critical force designation PKp we obtain: 

(1.16) 

Formula of such form was obtained by L. Euler (l.9), (l.lO) and 

bears his name. 

Let us return to equation of bending line of bar 

Ajc = i4sin yjr. (l«17) 

We obtained a sine wave having, in general, n half-waves. To 

critical force (when n * l) there corresponds a sine wave with one 

half-wave: 

•='4‘l"T=/,'"Ti ( 1.18) < 

here A * f is the maximum deflection. 

Taking consecutively n = 2, 3* etc., we obtain curved forms of 

equilibrium in the form of a sine-wave with two, three and more half¬ 

waves within the length of tne bar. Here force P will be by four, 

nine, etc., times exceed critical magnitude. 

There forms of equilibrium, in general, are unstable, but they 

can be realized if one were to pass to a new system, setting at points 

of inflection of the sinusoid additional hinged reinforcements. 

We implied that compressive stress in bar lies within limits of 

action of Hooke's law, i.e., does not exceed proportional limit of the 

material; consequently, Euler's formula can be used only under this 

condition. We remind one also that we apply an approximate expression Í 
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(5) for curvature of bending line, which is appropriate only with deflec¬ 

tions, sufficiently small as compared to length of bar. Namely for tills 

tiie magnitude of maximum deflection f remained in the last analysis in- 

definite. In Section 5 we will show that if one were to start with 

"exact" equation of elastic line, the result will be different: every 

value of force P > P will correspond to equilibrium forms with ful!;, 
Kp 

definite deflections. However, in environment of point of branching 

of equilibrium states the bending forms of bar are arbitrarily .:1 se 

to rectilinear form, and therefore,in determining critical force va■ 

have a right to start from approximate expression for curvature. 

Prom the mathematical point of view the problem considered by us 

constitutes problem of eigenvalues of a linear homogeneous equal ion 

of type (5)- Trivial solution v = 0 pertains to the initial, tv in¬ 

curved equilibrium state of bar. Nontrivial solution corresponds 

so-called eigenfunctions of the problem, which in this case have form 

( 17) - The first and higher critical forces (15) are eigenvalues f 

parameter P, entering in fundamental equation.* 

Let us give two examples of determination of critical force by 

Euler's formula. 

Example 1.1. Section of control link to elevator in aircraft 

(Pig. 1.5) transmits compressive force. Link is a duralumin pipe <d* 

length L = 120 cm, esternal diameter of section d = 5-5 cm, fhickness 

of wall t * 1 mm. To determine critical force, taking E = 0.7-106 kg/en2 

*For more specifics on this see book of S. M. Mikhlin "Vari at 1 mal 
methods in mathematical physics",. Gostekhizdat, M., 1957- Place of 
such linear solutions in general theory of stability is discussed be¬ 
low, in Chapter XXI. 
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and proportional limit of material a = 2000 kg/cm2. n u 

Pig. 1.5. Calculation of a section link 
control in aircraft. 

We find moment of inertia of section. For thin pipe we take 

/ * -3,5-0,1 /3¿\* 
~ It) 1,55 cm*. 

Critical force is equal to 

«»•0,7.10». IA5 
T3Ö* 740kg. 

Area of section F * 7rDt - tt*3.5*0.1 *1.07 cm2. Critical force cor¬ 

responds to stress of 

740 — , 2 
• ■■ Yjjf “ A;m > 

lying below proportional limit. 

Example 1.2. Roof of all-metal railroad car, consisting of 

sheeting and longitudinal reinforcing ribs ( stringers) , transmits 

compressing forces. Determine critical load for panel of roof, con¬ 

sisting of stringer and adjacent flat panel of sheeting (Fig. 1.6). 

Fig. 1.6. Calculation of stability of 
roof of all-metal railroad car. 
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Stringer-angle bracket is 25 X 25 X 1.5; thickness of sheeting— 

1.5 mm; width of band—70mm. Material—St 5 steel, E « 2* 10® kg/cm2. 

onu = 2000 kg/cm2. It is considered that loss of stability is pos¬ 

sible only in direction, perpendicular to plane of sheeting. Ends 

of panel are assumed joined by hinge to transverse reinforcemeri's 

(frames), distance between which is 800 mm. 

We determine coordinate of center of gravity of section : 

105 • 0.75 + 37.5 - 22,5 + 35.3-14.75 
-m- 

3.85 mm 

Moment of inertia of section relative to central axis is equal to 

70-1,5» , . 25-1.5» . , I*.23.5» . 
/ — -^¡5-h 105-3,1» H--1- 37,5-1.6» -J-12— + 

+3SJ-10J»^6950 mm*. 

We find critical force: 

» ^-2.10^-0495 .... 
-ggi-— 2140kg, 

Corresponding stress a * 1190 kg/cm2 lies below onu. 

§ 3. Other Cases of Fastening of Ends 

Let us consider, further, case, when one end of bar is clamped, 

the other is free; force P, preserving vertical direction, is applied 

to free end (Pig. 1.7). At loss of stability bar will acquire deflec¬ 

tion in form depicted in Pig. 1.7. 

Differential equation of bending line preserves form (8); gen¬ 

eral integral of equation as before has the form (9). We will ex¬ 

tract boundary conditions. For the clamped end we have. 

éV A «hm X = 0. ( 1 - 

On free end bending moment should turn into zero: 

is 



(1.20) 
Af -El 

äji 0 when xas i. 

ß P 

Fig. 1.7. 
Bar, clamped 
at one end and 
free at the 
other. 

and 

Transverse force on uppe.’ a 

may be expressed by force P and 

angle of rotation: 

when*»/. (l.2i) 

Expressing transverse force by de¬ 

flection we obtain: 

~ “ P{t¡).., ( 1.22) 
or 

(1-23) 

Using written conditions we find: 

Ä4.O«0. Ak+C**Q. 1 
AtfitoAZ + atfcoi/M»*). A«0. J i1*2^) 

Hence, A = C - 0, B = -D. When 

B ^ 0 we will have 

“•"-0 (1.25) 

M-(3a-(-l)|. «=0. I. 2. 3.... (1.26) 

Reasoning Just as in preceding section, we find critical magnitude of 

force P equal (when n * 0) to 

(1.27) 

Equation of bending line obtains the form 

9*=£(cos*jr—1). (1.28) 

If one were to introduce designation f for displacement of free end, 

then we find for B * -f 

t>«/(l-co*Ax). (1.29) 

>mr :v "■* 
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We take now that one end of bar Is clamped and fixed, while 

second end Is clamped In a movable support (Fig. 1.8). Boundary 

conditions here will be; 

tr = 0 wh¿n jr = 0./, ( 1.30) 

|^=0 whenx = 0./. (l.3t) 

Pig. 1.8. 
Bar with 
clamped ends. 

Using (9) j we obtain 

0=0, yM+C==0. 
Ailnkl + Bcoskl +CI+ D=zO, 

Ak cos kl — Bk sin */ -f- C = 0. 

For constants A, B we obtain 

equation 

( l.}2) 

A (sin hi — kl) + B (cos kl - I ) = 0. 

A (cos kl — \)~ ßsln kl = 0. 

Condition of nontrivial solu¬ 

tion (A / 0, B / 0) has the form 

slnkl-kl cos kl — 1 
cos kl — l — sin kl 

( 104) 

Prom this for kZ we find 

equation 

. kl / . kl hi_kl\ n / , \ sin-^sin-j-—j-cos-j-J = 0. ( U >lo) 

Equating to zero first factor, we obtain: 

A/ss2atc, /1=1, 2, 3.... (106) 

Least possible value of kl will be equal to Sir. If, however, we equal« 

to zero the expression, standing in parentheses, then the least root 

will be kl m 8.99. Thus, to determine critical force we have to put 
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kZ * 2tt; then 

(1.37) 
a  4»9£/ aii) 
-p . 

Equation of elastic line here obtains form (when 2B * -f) 

by f, as before, we designate maximum deflection (Pig. 1.8) . 

Last, we turn to case where lower end of bar is fixedly clamped 

and upper has a hinged support (Pig. 1.9). Boundary conditions will 

be: 

v ^ = 0 whenx = 0. (1.39) 

v = °‘ ^r = 0vm^n X = /. (1.40) 

Between constant expression (9) we will obtain relationship, 

£+D = 0. Æk-|-C = 0. 

A sin k/ß cos M + CiD = 0, 
Aslnkl + ßcosk/ = 0. (1.41) 

When A / 0, -D - B = -AkZ, C = -Ak 

we will have 

Pig. 1.9. 
One end of 
bar is clamp 
ed, other 
supported on 
hinge. 

únkl -klcotkl = 0 

or 

^ki~kt. (1.42) 

Least value of kl, satisfying this 

equation, will be 

W «4.4934. (1.43) 
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For critical force we find expression 

20.19-%! 

or, with known approximation. 

Equation of elastic line will be 

9 = 4 [sin Jtx — ft* -f A/ (1 - cos A.t)|. 

( l.M) 

Í 1.4b) 

( 1.46) 

In Fig. 1.10 are compared elastic lines for considered cases 

of fastening. Euler's formula can now be written in generalized 

form: 
( 1.4?) 

or 

0.48) 

different conditions of fastening. 

! 
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By lo we understand reduced length of bar. For arbitrary boundary 

conditions it is possible to treat it as length of equivalent bar, 

having at its ends tip bearings. Magnitude v ■ i0/i we call reduc¬ 

tion factor of length*; it is equal to ratio of length of half-wave 

of sine wave to real length of bar; in Fig. 1.10 half-wave of sine 

wave is indicated; here also are given values of v. 

Magnitude P according to (47) corresponds to critical stress Kp 

in cross section, equal to 

W7- 
(1.49) 

We shall designate by lm±n minimum radius of gyration of cross sec 

tionô 

»la (1.50) 

then we obtain 

«•£ (1.51) 

By X here we designate the so-called flexibility of bar: 

(1.52) 

Example 1.3. Determine reduced length of column of press, sub¬ 

jected to compression during test of sample on extension (Fig. 1.11a). 

Upper end of column is clamped, but can shift together with crossarm 

in horizontal direction, as shown in figure. 

♦This idea was introduced by F. S. Yaslnskiy [1.7]. Subsequent¬ 
ly by "length of half-wave" is understood length of projection of 
curve on initial axis of bar. 
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aJ 

Fig. 1.11. Column of test¬ 
ing press as compressed bar. 

Bending line has one point of inflection. Each half of column 

can be liken unto a bar, one end of which is clamped, and second ic 

free (Fig. 1.10a). Consequently, reduction factor of length for 

half the column will be Vi/2 = 2. For the whole column we obtain 

y * 1. 

§ 4, Limits of Applicability of Euler»s Formula 

As we already said, Euler’s formula is valid under the condition 

that compressive strain of bar up to moment of loss of stability 

obeys Hooke's law. In other words, critical stress must not exceed 

proportional limit for given material: 

(1-5Î) 

or 

Limiting “elastic" slenderness ratio of bar, i.e., least flexibility, 
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at which it still is possible to use Euler’s formula, will be 

».=«/£• (1-55) 1 

Condition ( 5¾ acquires form 

ji>V t1-56) 

Example 1.4. Determine limiting slenderness ratio X for bars 

of steel and duralumin. We take for brand St.5 E * 2*10a kg/cm2 and 

anu * 2000 kg/cm2. Then X* = tt Vl000*100. For duralumin we will 

consider E = 7.5-105 kg/cn2 and onu » 2000 kg/cm2. Here X* = 

= tt 1/Jt5*60. 

§ 5. Equilibrium Forms in Supercritical Region 

Till now we placed before ourselves target of determining first 

critical force, assuming that for compressed bar it is limiting. ^ 

Actually, for elements of metallic structures achievement by load of 

critical magnitude is accompanied by significant deformations and, 

as a rule, leads to exhausting their supporting power. However, in 

certain cases, for instance for flexible thin bars, it is necessary 

to conduct calculation, proceeding from the fact that the structural 

element is subjected to action of loads, exceeding critical. Dis¬ 

placements of end sections of such a bar is usually limited, pro¬ 

ceeding from structural considerations. 

Thus, for practical purposes it is important to investigate 

supercritical deformation of compresses bars. Furthermore, this 

question has great theoretical significance, sine it allows us to es¬ 

tablish cases of inapplicability of linear equations and to definitize 

I 
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the criterion of stability.* 

Fig. 1.12. For 
exact solution 
of problem of 
supercritical de¬ 
formation of a bar. 

Let us consider supercrlt1ca: 

equilibrium forms from example of 

bar, clamped at lower end and with 

free second end. We consider Uial 

to upper end is applied force I*, 

preserving its direction (Fig. 

1.12). Since here deflections no 

longer can be considered smal1 as 

compared to length of bar, then we 

must use an exact expression ( ?) 

for curvature of elastic line. 

Assuming that stresses lie within 

proportional limits, we obtain 

nonlinear equation 

El 

d*v 

= - AU ( 1. r/7) 

We designate horizontal displacement of upper end by f; then 

bending moment in certain section at distance x from lower end is 

equal to 

M = - P(f-V). (1.58) 

We introduce instead of u a new variable 

y=v—/ (1.^9) 

♦Equilibrium supercritical forms of compressed bar were first 
investigated in detail by Lagrange [1.12]. 
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and use designation (7); then equation (57) can assume the form 

dx* 

RSI ITS = - *’y- 
(1.60) 

Boundary conditions will he 

y-/, - = 0 at X — 0. (1.61) 

We write first integral of equation (6o): 

_\ = ky i c. (i.62) 

the validity of this relationship is easy to prove by direct differ¬ 

entiation. Proceeding from (6l), we find: 

C=l_ W*. (1.63) 

equation (62) takes form 

?qir'-w (1.64) 

It follows from this that 

-n 

(1.65) 

Dividing variables, we obtain. 

éX M ' 
y-i/*—y*) 

rtf’-? /1-£</»_,*) y 

Length of element of bending line ds by Pig. 1.13 is equal to 

<* - =■ j/T+líy. 

(1.66) 

(1.67) 

Using expressions (64) and (66), we arrive ^t depenoenoe 

**-- 1 (1.68) 
Ÿl'—? \ ILT-y’) 

* 

« 
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We introduce new variables 9 and connected with y, f and k 

by such relationships: 

j^as/*COlY —0- = rin* d. ( ‘.69) 

Then by (99) and (69) 

jr-.qp/co*<p, « = /(1 ^coif). 
dy*mdv=a ± /sinftff. 

Relationship (68) takes form 

Atft V i — «in* I uo* f ( 1.7 ! ) 

We consider that length of axial line l is constant. Relating 

value cp * cpo to lower end of bar, we receive by ( 70) : 

**= — *<. «*=0.1.2.... ( 1.7 I ■‘¡j 

On the other hand, for upper end we should have y * 0. Correspondi nr, 

value of q> we set for definitiveness equal to q> j * tt/2. Integrating 

left and right sides of (71) the length of the bar, we obtain: 

kimm 
■■■ft 

Ft 
( i. id) 

Pig. I.13. Element of 
bending line of bar. 
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Expression of type 

( 1.73) 

carries name of complete elliptic integral of the first kina. it.cf. 

lower limit of Integral (72) is equal to (-mr) , then this integral 

will be in ( 2n + l) times greater than expression (73) ï 

A/ = (2/»+!)/>(*. b). (1.74) 

Integrals of form (73) are tabulated and given in many reference 

books. 

We return now to relationships (69); the second of them gives 

kfss ± 2sind. (1.75) 

Comparing (70) and (75) and dropping one of the signs, we find: 

(1.76) to as 2 sin d (1 — cos <p). 

Taken together, relationships (74) and (75) allow us to establish 

dependence between deflection of upper end of bar f and load P. Let 

us assume that we know rigidity of bar El and length Z. Let us as¬ 

sume that we are given magnitude of load P; then by (7) there can be 

found k and from (74), for one or another n, we can determine para¬ 

meter *. Last, by (75) we may find deflection f. Thus we determine 

relationship P = P (f) for every value of n. 

If one were to set » * 0, then when k ^ 0 we will obtain f = 0. 

In this limiting case expression (73) becomes F(7t/2, 0) ■ ir/2. 

Equality (74) then gives 

(1.77) 

or, by (26), 

/^. = (2/1+1)>AV (1.78) 
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where P is first critical force. Values Pn when n * 1, 2, etc., 
Í& P 

will correspond to other branching points of equilibrium states ac¬ 

cording to (26), i.e., higher critical forces. Relationships (7¾) 

and ( 75) can have the form 

f (*. >), (1.79] 

/ 2 tin I 
T “fci +1 F 

Set, for instance, P = 3PL.n. Then when n Kp 

( 1.60) 

0 from (T9) we hav 

F(f ») = |/3 =2-72 

By the table of elliptic integrals* we find » * 74.5° and, further, 

/_„ ^74.5^ 2-0,96 _nTnc 
7 = 2"T7T- = “575“ Ä 0'706- 

tween deflection and load in 
supercritical region. 

In Fig. 1.14 is depicted dependence between magnitudes P/PKp 

and f/i for n = 0. With increase of load deflection of upper end In 

the beginning increases to value O.8061, and then starts to decrease . 

*See, for instance, I. N. Bronstein and K. *. Scm-nayeyev, "HeiVr- 
ence book on mathematics," Gostekhizdat, Third edition, 1933, P. 0. 
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At limit P-*00, we should have f-* 0. 

Analogously we may obtain dependence between load and deflection 

of upper end for n * 1, 2, etc. Let us note that points of cor¬ 

responding curves can be obtained by points of first curve (for n - ', 

if we multiply their abscissa by (2n + l) 2, and divide ordinate by 

(2n + l); this follows from (79) and (80) . Several such curves are 

shown in Fig. 1.15. 

diagrams with loads, exceed- 
first and higher critical 
forces. 

Form of elastic line of bar, 

corresponding to some value of load, 

can be found, proceeding from de¬ 

pendence (76) . As it is easy to 

see by (60), second derivative of 

y with respect to x turns into zero 

when y * 0, i.e., for values of de¬ 

flection V, equal to f; here will lie 

points of inflection of elastic line. On the other hand, from (69) 

for these values of deflection we find cos 9 = 0 and 9 * -7r(2n + l)/2, 

since upper limit for 9 we took equal to ir/2. 

When n * 0 elastic line will not have point of inflection; when 

n 1 we will obtain one point of inflection, when n ■ 2—two, etc. 

Elastic lines for cases n * 1 and n * 2 are presented in Fig. I.16. 

For values of load, differing little from first critical magni¬ 

tude, it is possible to establish simple approximate dependence be¬ 

tween P and f. We put n = 0, then by (79) and (80) 

(1.81) 

Expression for complete elliptic integral may be presented in the 



form of a series by powers of sin b: 

F(í- ^=5(1 + ¿ sin*ft...). (1.82) 

With sufficiently small $, limiting ourselves to first two members of 

series we find. 

Fig. I.l6. Forms of elas 
tic line of bar. 

^ 1 +-- sin3». (l.6i) 

On the other hand, in the second of 

the equalities (8l) it is possible 

to put 

(1.84) 

Then from (83) wo obtain. 

( 1.80 

Thus, first section of curve of Fig. 1.14 it is possible with 

'¡cnown approximation to replace by section of a square parabola. 

Judging by formula (85) and graphs of Fig. I.I6, in supercritical 

stage maximum deflection bar increases very rapidly. If load exceeds 

critical by only then maximum deflection should constitute al¬ 

ready near O.I81. For bars in metallic structures stresses with such 

values of deflection usually exceed limit of proportionality. Con¬ 

sequently, research of supercritical deformation has sense only with 

respect to bars of great slenderness ratio. 

§ 6, Various Criteria of Stability and Methods 
of Solving of Problems 

Considering a compressed bar, differently secured at the ends, 
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we used one of the most commonly used criteria of loss of stability: 

we investigated, at what conditions along with initial state of equi¬ 

librium there appear adjacent, new equilibrium forms. Such approach 

to solution of problems of stability we will call static. 

Another criterion pertains to potential energy, acquired by sys¬ 

tem, and may be called energy. We investigate transition from ini¬ 

tial equilibrium state to a bent one and determine increase of po¬ 

tential strain energy, and also work of external forces. If strain 

energy appears larger than work of external loads, then, obviously, 

system will return to initial position of equilibrium; consequently, 

this position can be considered stable. Conversely, condition of in¬ 

stability is when work of external forces exceeds potential strain 

energy. At neutral equilibrium (in linear formulation of problem) 

increase of strain energy should be equal to work of external forces. 

If external forces are conservative, i.e., if work of them depends 

only on initial and final positions of points of application and does 

not depend on trajectories of displacement of these points, then it 

is possible to introduce idea of potential of external forces and 

total potential energy of system. Then the given criterion can be 

formulated in application to total energy of system, more correctly 

to its increase during transition from initial equilibrium state to 

an adjacent one. 

Third, the most general way consists of research of motion of 

system, caused by certain small perturbations of the initial equili¬ 

brium state. Such a criterion may be called dynamic. If small per¬ 

turbations cause dynamic displacements of system, lying in definite 

limits, then initial state is stable. To be more exact, in the pre¬ 

sence of stability it is always possible to select such initial 
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perturbations, that during subsequent motion of system displacements 

of its points do not go beyond certain, prescribed boundaries (see 

§ 197). If we talk about a conservative system, on which these 

act conservative assigned forces, and work of reactions of consimints 

and resisting forces is equal to zero, then such system will accom¬ 

plish natural oscillations near position of equilibrium. Criterion 

of loss of stability here will be—as already said in Section 1 — 

conversion into zero of frequency of natural oscillations. 

Energy criterion, as it was formulated above, is, essentially 

static, since it pertains only to potential energy of system and 

allows one to analyze only different equilibrium forms. However, 

energy criterion can be applied also in dynamic formula ..ion of prob¬ 

lem, if one were to introduce into consideration kinetic energy uf 

system and investigate change of function, including both potential 

and also kinetic energy. 

Determining critical load, corresponding to point of branching 

of equilibrium states, we consider a certain ideal system. We con¬ 

sider, for instance, that axis of compressed bar is strictly recti¬ 

linear, that load is applied to center of gravity of section, that 

material is uniform, etc. In real structures such conditions, as a 

rule, are not realized. One can determine character of stability 

of ideal system, studying behavior of an Imperfect system close to It 

and directing parameters, characterizing these imperfections, toward 

zero. As we will see later, influence of Initial imperfections 

sharply increases when load nears critical magnitude calculated 

for corresponding ideal structure; this also serves as criterion of 

stability of ideal system, which it is possible to call criterion of 

initial imperfections. 



Does above-mentioned criterion of stability of some system lead 

to the same result? As we will prove below, in problems pertaining 

to conservative systems such coincidence occurs] therefore, applicati 

of different criteria can serve to check correctness of solutic 

a problem. In case of nonconservative system one should use the 

most general dynamic criterion, since the static (or energy-static) 

approach can lead to erroneous results; this will be shown in one of 

the examples in § 21. 

Defining critical load as point of bifurcation of equilibrium 

forms leads, as we see, to solution of a linear problem; to such 

problem also pertained criteria of stability enumerated by us. If, 

however, we investigate postcritical behavior of system, as in § 5, 

then'problem is nonlinear. Uniqueness of nonlinear problem con¬ 

sists in the fact that here to the same system of loads there can 

correspond several different deformed states, some of which are 

stable, and others—unstable. Thus, for instance, in case of com¬ 

pressed bar with loads, slightly exceeding first critical magnitude, 

we obtained ■’n § 5 two stable bending forms of bar (during bend 

of rod to one and to the other side) and an unstable form—recti¬ 

linear. True, during determination of point of bifurcation we also 

encounter a series of different equilibrium states, but from each of 

them it is possible directly to pass to another, neighboring one; in 

nonlinear system equilibrium forms can sharply differ among them¬ 

selves. This it is possible to explain by example, expounded in 

§ 1. Let us assume that heavy ball moves on surface of more com¬ 

plicated configuration than in § 1, and has not one but two dips 

(Fig. 1.17). If ball initially is in left "pit,11 then its behavior 

during deflection from stable equilibrium state A depends on 



character of perturbations. If ball receives small deflection or 

si .all initial velocity, then it will experience limited vibration;; 

near A, not exceeding the bounds of pit. If, however, ball obtains 

sufficiently great push, then it may jump through unstable equilii- 

rium position B, fall in right "pit" and start to oscillate about 

new equilibrium state C. Probability of jump of ball from one pit 

to other depends on how high their dividing barrier is. For instance 

in case shown in Fig. 1.17b, this probability is greater than in 

case of Fig. 1.17a. Since height H is proportional to potential 

difference of force of weight of ball, then it characterizes potent ia 

barrier, surmo'inting of which is necessary during jump.* 

Fig. 1.17. Stability "in the large". 

We will say that in position A ball is stable "in the small," 

i.e., with comparatively small perturbations. At the same time it 

can appear unstable "in the large," if perturbation exceed given 

limit. 

Many nonlinear elastic systems, stable in the small, can be 

♦Here there is a certain analogy with concept of potential 
barrier in theory of the atomic nucleus. 

T" 
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unstable in the large. In Section 22 there will be given analysis of 

stability in the large of very simple elastic constrrctlon. The 

greatest practical value of r.nese ideas is in theory of stability of 

shells (see Section ll8) . During research on nature of equilibriun 

states of nonlinear systems there are applied the same criterion, as 

for linear systems: static, energy and dynamic (see §§ 200 through 

202) . 

Selecting one or another criterion, we should, further, adopt 

a definite method of solution of problem. If static or dynamic cri¬ 

terion is applied then it is possible to start from differential 

equations of equilibrium or motion for deflected positions and direct¬ 

ly integrate these equations. This way is possible, however, only in 

the simplest problems. In more complicated cases it is necessary to 

use different methods of approximation of determination of critical 

load. Thus, for instance, differential equation of equilibrium or 

notion may be replaced by difference equation: depending upon number 

of intervals problem will be solved from greater or lesser accuracy. 

Another way consists of replacing the differential equation—linear 

or nonlinear—by an Integral one, i.e., such as includes under the 

sign of integral functions, characterizing deflected states of sys¬ 

tem. Then for solution of problem it is possible to apply method 

of successive approximations, allowing one step by step to definitize 

character of equilibrium forms of system and, in linear problems, 

the magnitude of critical load. Theory of integral equations con¬ 

tains also a number of other ways of determining the least parameter, 

characterizing branching (bifurcation) of solutions; this value of 

the parameter corresponds to critical load interesting us (see §§ 13 

and 141). 

n ■% 
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Using energy criterion, we must consider what character the de¬ 

flected positions of system have and constitute expression for i j- 

tential strain energy and work of external forces. In linear prol- 

lems critical load is determined approximately by direct comparison 

of these magnitudes. Most frequently energy approach is carried oui 

with help of Ritz’ method. In which deflected position of equilibrium 

or motion Is characterized by several Independent parameters. Sued 

approximation of deflected state is applied also in the Bubnov- 

Galerkin method, which may be based on energy considerations - pro¬ 

ceeding from principle of virtual displacements—but, on the other 

hand, can be treated as "formal" method of approximate integrail wi 

of differential equations when form of Integral curve may be before¬ 

hand estimated from physical concepts. 

All above-mentioned methods allowed us approximately to solve 

various boundary value problems of the theory of elasticity, inasmuch, 

as together with differential equations problems must be assigned 

boundary conditions for displacements or efforts. There exists, 

however, a way—It is called below the trial-and-error method--whom 

problem is formulated as problem with initial conditions: for in¬ 

stance, for bar we are given deflection and angle of rotation for 

one of the end sections. Boundary conditions, pertaining to second 

end section, are realized after trial efforts by means of varying 

parameter of load, entering the differential equation. 

We already met one "static" method of research of stability of 

compressed bar—direct integration of differential equation of elas¬ 

tic line for deflected position. In subsequent sections we will, on 

the same simple example, meet other criteria of stability and methods 

of solution of problems. 
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§ 7. Application of Principle oí' Virtual Displacements 

As we know, the most general principle allowing one to investi¬ 

gate equilibrium states of elastic systems is principle of vir 

displacements; it pertains not only to linear, but also to nonlinear 

static problems; in connection with D'Alembert's principle it can al¬ 

so be used in dynamic problems. Therefore account of energy rela¬ 

tionships we will begin with application of principle of virtual dis¬ 

placements. According to this principle equilibrium state of elastic 

system is characterized by the fact that sum of works of all external 

and internal forces in any kinematic virtual displacements of points 

of elastic system is equal to zero. 

•Let us assume that a bar of length i in a certain way secured 

at its ends, is subjected to action of compressive force P. We des¬ 

ignate by ÔA work of internal forces during transition from given 

distorted form to another, close to it, and by <5W—the corresponding 

work of compressing load. If initial form of bar is equilibrium, 

then this equality should be satisfied: 

(1.86) IA + W = 0. 

Work of internal forces may be represented by expression 

IA = - f (1.87) 

where by ôx is designated variation of curvature of elastic line. 

We take for curvature value (3), since we are talking about small 

deflection of elastic line of bar from axis x; then 

(1.88) 
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Integrating this expression in parts, we obtain. 

iA = [ - [Q-,l- fn iv ix. ( 1.9'la) 

Repeated integration gives 

Using relationships 

àM mt _ pi ( 1. BQ' 

we find: 

( 1.9( 

Work of external load on virtual displacement will be 

w=*Ph, (1.9:) 

whereby e we designate projection of mutual displacement of ends of 

bar, taking place during distortion in direction of force P; magni¬ 

tude e is considered positive during approach of ends. Remember* that, 

magnitude and direction of compressing forces are considered con¬ 

stant. We will use relationship (67) between length of element of 

bending line ds and its projection dx in the direction of P: 

Expanding the factor with dx into a series by Newton's binomial for¬ 

mula and limiting ourselves to the first two members of series, we 

find: 
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Total length of bending line, equal to length of bar before distor¬ 

tion, will be 

/ = /, ' i o?) 

here by Zii is designated length of projection of bending line on 

direction of axis x. Projection of displacement of edges turns out 

to be equal to 

* 

Work <5W will then be 

0 
(1.95) 

or 

0 
(1.95a) 

Partial integration .^ives 

(1.96) 

Equation (86) obtains form 

M£)I -[(<?-p - / (« -2 +p£i) if ^ - 0. ( 1.97) 

We arrived at variational equation (97), ensuing from principle of 

virtual displacements. 

Considering that variations ôv are arbitrary and that first 

two members in left part turn into zero, we obtain from this 
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I differential equation (6). On the other hand, consideration members 

outside the integral leads to static boundary conditions of problem. 

Thus, in case of free end, on condition ôv ^ 0 and ô(dv/dx) ^ 0, 

we will obtaim 

Af = 0. Q - P ~ = 0. 
dx 

which corresponds to equalities (20) and (21). 

§ 8. Energy Criterion of Stability 

During research of equilibrium states of conservative systems 

it is possible instead of variations of work of internal and external 

forces to introduce variation of total potential energy of system. 

As we know, work of internal forces on virtual displacement is equal 

to variation of potential strain energy taken with the minus sign: 

\ (1-98) 

Comparing (88) and (89) f we find. 
i 

M/ = (1.99) 

Prom this follows known expression for potential strain energy of 

bent bar: 

This expression can also be written in the form 

& U 
M* dx 
~IT~- 

( 1.100) 

( 1 . 101) 
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On the other hand, by (95) we find work of external load, produced 

by force P during distortion of bar; 

il0? 

Magnitude W is equal to change of potential of load taken with minus 

signs 

v~-v~- \pf(£)'dx. • (1.103) 
0 

Sum of potential strain energy and change of potential of load con¬ 

stitutes total energy of elastic system 3: 

3=u+v = u-vr. ( 1.104) 

Thus, in considered case total energy is equal to 

• i 

(1.105) 

During virtual deflection of bar from equilibrium position 

first variation of total energy should be equal to zeros 

Í3*=0. (1.106) 

which corresponds to equality (86) . 

It is possible to Judge stability of equilibrium position by 

sign of second variation of total energy. If initial position Is 

stable, then second variation is positives 

V3>0. (1.107) 

Here energy of rectilinear form of bar will be minimum with respect 

to values of energy for curved forms close to it. 

If second variation of energy is negatives 

«*3<0. ( 1.108) 



» i 

then considered equilibrium form will be unstable. 

To neutral equilibrium of bar there corresponds equality to zero 

of second variation! 

(1.109) 

Let us consider case bar secured at ends by hinges, compressed 

by forces P at the ends. Taking for curved elastic line equation 

(18), we obtain from (105) » 

-i 

We introduce dimensionless parameters 

(1.110) 

3T _• 2 I» 
“ V TTO* 3. ( 1.111) 

where h is height of section of bar. Then by (110) and (16) we will 

have 

3* = j(l(1.112) 

First variation of $* is equal to 

ty=(i--A)csc. (1.113) 

and the second variation, to 

(1.114) 

Any rectilinear form is equilibrium: when f » 0 we will have 

Ô3* » 0. Stability of equilibrium depends on relationship between 

P and PKP; when P < PKP' P > PKP and P * PKP ec3ualitle3 ( 107) , ( 108) 

and (109) respectively will be satisfied. 

§ 9. Methods of Ritz and Timoshenko 

Energy criterion serves as basis for effective methods of ap¬ 

proximation of solution of problems of stability, briefly characterized 
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above. Let us consider these methods In more detail. 

Assume that bending line of bar upon loss of stability may be 

approximately represented by the series 

m 

1 /1^1+/¾1¾ + • • • + /„%—JS M- (1.115) 

Here by we understand functions of x, satisfying geometric boun¬ 

dary conditions of problem, i.e., such conditions, which pertain to 

deflections or angles of rotation. Pot (115) in expression for total 

energy of system (104). Then energy will depend on parameters of de¬ 

flection f^. Variation 69 here can be presented as sum of variations, 

corresponding to possible changes of parameters f.. 

(1.116) 

Since bending states considered by us are equilibrium, then variation 

69 by (106) should be equal to zero: 

Sf‘/,=a (1.117) 
J>l 

But variations can be considered independent of each other; there¬ 

fore equality (117) will occur, if each of factors in ôf^ is equal 

to zero: 

öS = 0. /I. Î* •••• Ä» (1.118) 

fudging by (105), energy should be a quadratic function of para¬ 

meters fi. Calculating derivatives with respect to fi, we obtain 

linear functions of Consequently, equalities (118) constitute sys¬ 

tem of n linear algebraic homogeneous equations with respect to fi; in 

coefficients with f1 there enters load P. If one were to consider 

f1 ^ 0, then condition of exls\ence of solution of system (ll8) would 

be equality to zero of determinant, composed of coefficients in f^i 

A=s°* (1.119) 



Equation (119) will contain load to power n. Solving this equation, 

we obtain n values of P. The least of these values will approximate¬ 

ly correspond to first critical force. Such a method of solving var¬ 

iational problems carries name of Ritz1 method.» 

Example 1.5. Determine critical force for compressed bar, 

clamped at one end and with other end free. We will present elastic 

line in first approximation in the form of a segment of a square pa¬ 

rabola , . 
—A* ( a> 

coordinate x is measured from clamped end. It is not difficult to 

prove that this expression satisfies geometric boundary conditions: 

deflection v and angle uf rotation dv/dx turns into zero for point 

x = 0. 

We calculate energy of system by formula (105)ï 
i i 

5-j»/ /«/îx**.. 
or 

Equating to zero derivative ò3/òfa, we find, 

(b) 

3£/ (c) 

Exact solution (28) leads in that case to coefficient tt2/^ * 

» 2.47Î thus, error constitutes about 20^. 

In second approximation we introduce new independent parameter 

f4 and take . . 
• -/•*•+/.*«. U) 

* W. Ritz, Über eine neue Methode zur Lösung gewisser Variations 
problème der math. Physik, Journ. f. d. reine and angew. Math. 135* 
No. 1 (1908), Gesammelte Werke, Paris, 1911. 
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> 

Energy will be equal to 

9—2Efl^/\ -f If iff 4- /41^-2/¾3^ /| + ^ fjf + y/«**)• ( e) 

If we equate to zero the first derivative of 3 with respect to f,, 

and f2, then we arrive at equationss 

(Bl-$p)j,+(iEtn-”t>y-o. I (f) 
(»-4 <•)/.+(" í/í* - ^ » 

If one were to take f2 ^ 0 and f4 ^ 0, then the determinant 

composed of coefficients for fa and Í4 should b? equal to zero: 

2-2^ 

18 2P* 
Ï“T 

■0. 

where 

Expanding this determinant, we come to quadratic equation for P: 

P* — 45P* 4 105 = 0. (1) 

The smallest root of this equation determines critical forces 

p„_iso4i-; (k) 

here error with respect to exact value is only 1.2^. 

Introducing in third approximation parameter fe, we get 

*-/***+/, *«+/•*♦. (1) 

Proceeding the same way, we obtain a final equation in the form 

18 2P 
5 '7 

1» 4 T-yP 

45 P 
T”T 

SO—J-P- 

(m) 

Determining smallest root of this cubic equation, we find: 

-2.48 £/ IT- 
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Error is lowered to 0. 4*. 

As you see, increasing the number of parameters fj, we can come 

as close to an exact resolution as we wish. Let us note that in 

given example all approximate solutions were higher than the exact 

one. This is not accidental. Real bar constitutes a system with in¬ 

finitely large number of degrees of freedom. Meanwhile, using the 

method of Ritz, we introduce only one or several modified parameters, 

limiting, as it were, the number of degrees of freedom of system, 

i.e., putting on it superfluous constraints. This leads to artifi¬ 

cial exaggeration of rigidity of bar, so that critical load is ob¬ 

tained higher. 

Results, obtained by first approximations according to method 

of Ritz, can be somewhat improved, presenting expression for energy 

(105) in another form. Using the socond of the relationships (89), 

we write: 

i r M'ix 1 
ij -ir-? dx. 

( 1.120) 

Bending moment M in certain section it is possible to express by 

compressing force P and deflection v. Then one should proceed the 

same means as during use of expression (105)• In this case it is 

not necessary to calculate second derivatives of v, as was necessary 

before. But during approximation of bending line we usually more 

or less will grasp only general outline of curve, as approximate 

values of second derivatives strongly differ from true one. By this 

is explained advantage of application of expression (120) as com¬ 

pared to ( 105) . 

Example 1.6. We will solve example 1.5, using expression for 

energies (120). Bending moment in section lying distance x from 
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clamped end, will be equal to [-P(V|-v)], where by Vi is designated 

deflection of free end. In first approximation, taking v ■ fax2, we 

find: vt * fala; hence 

Energy will be equal to ‘ 

9m J - — g|--4x 

or 

IT 

f 

-'/«/V tfjT 

^ ') 

(b) 

ï-TS-rr'?-'’?'?- (°) 
If one were now to equate to zero derivative of 9 with respect to f2, 

(d) 
then, considering f2 ^ 0, P ^ 0, we find, 

Pgp m 2,5 “j|“. 
We obtained such a result as in example 1.5 was obtained only in 

second approximation. 

Method of Ritz in application to linear problems of stability 

may be used also in another form, shown by S. P. Timoshenko [0.23], 

As we have seen, during neutral equilibrium we should have Ô3 * 0, 

ô23 - 0. If one were to consider minute deflections of bar, then it 

is possible to take total energy constant: 3 * const. Let us agree 

that zero level will correspond to critical force, and take for 

P » P 

KP 3«l/-r=0. (1.121) 

This it is possible to explain in such a way that with buckling 

potential flexural strain energy U turns out to be accurately equal to 

work of external compressing load W. Using now expression (105)» we 

fEI{j?) ix 
(1.122) 

find: 

P .- 0 

/(£)' dx 

It is possible also to use second expression for energy (120). 

We designate by m bending moment in certain section, corresponding to 

force P ■ 1. Then instead of (120) it is possible to write 
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Proceeding from (12l), we find nop 

Let us assume that bending line of bar is approximately present¬ 

ed in the form of series (115). Then in numerator and denominator 

of fraction (122) or (124) we will obtain functions of parameters f^ 

Wishing to find least value of load, we equate to zero the derivative 

of P with respect to f^s 

= /*= I. 2,.«. (1-125) 

For linear problems we will then obtain exactly the same results 

as by equations (ll8). 

§ 10. Bubnoz-Qalerkin Method 

Another method of approximation, offered by I. Q. Bubnov* and 

developed by B. 0. Galerkin**, can be connected with variational 

equation of problem (97). Let us assume that bending line of bar is 

approximated by a series of the same form as (115)i where each of the 

functions satisfies not only geometric, and static boundary 

conditions of problem. We place expression (115) in equation (97). 

Integral members, corresponding to static boundary conditions, must 

then drop out. Instead of ôu it is possible to substitute 

♦Review of work of Professor S. P. Timoshenko "Stability of elas¬ 
tic systems," in the collection: In'ta inzh putey soobshch., 51 
(1913) ; see I. G. Bubnov, Selected Works. Sudpromgiz, 1956, 136- 
159. 

**B. G. Galerkin, Bars and plates. Engineers Herald, No. 19 (1915) * 
897-908, Collected compositions. Vol. 1, Publishing House of Academy 
of Sciences of USSR, M., 1952, 168-195. 
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expression 4 

Ivn^^l/i; (1.126) 

then equation (97) will obtain form 

(fl Y¡¡¡r + P^fí¡r}rHlfidx~0- (1.127) 

But if variations of ôf^ are independent and arbitrary, then there 

follows from this a system of n equations of type 
i 

+ ^0, /==1-2.n. (1.128) 

By y in expression in parentheses here is understood series (II5). 

After integration we again obtain system of uniform linear algebraic 

equations with respect to f^ from condition of compatibility of 

which (during nontrivial resolution) we find critical load. Since 

equations (128) of the Bubnov-Galerkin method and equations (II8) 

of the Ritz method correspond to the same energy dependences, then 

results obtained by these methods must coincide. 

As easily noted, in the brackets under the Integral sign in 

(128) is found the left half of the differential equations correspond¬ 

ing to equation (8) . The Bubnov-Galerkin method can be generalized, 

putting instead of these brackets other operators. Such an operator 

can, for instance, correspond to equation (5): then we will have 

< 

0 (l»129) 

or, in more general form, 
i 

f(e,TF~ M)ni<f* = o. ( 1.130) 

But here results of calculations no longer will, in general, coincide 

with the given ones, obtained according to the Ritz method. If as 

basis of calculations we take equation (130), then equation of chosen 
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elastic line should be subordinated only to geometric boundary con¬ 

di ‘ ions for deflection. 

Example 1,7. Find critical load for rod supported by hinges at 

its ends, taking as initial curve the parabola 

(a) 

We constitute equation of type (129) » 

f[-2/ + Yr/jHI-*)]xU-x)dx-& (b) 

o 
After integration, when f ^ 0, we find. 

§ 11. Method of Finite Differences. Elastic Hinged Chain 

We return now to methods of approximation, pertaining in our 

classification to a static criterion of stability. We will discuss, 

first of all the method of finite differences. 

Let us have in view equation (5) • Divide total length of bar 

into n equal parts and designate length of every interval by s. Sec¬ 

ond derivative for certain point, dividing two neighboring intervals, 

it is possible to replace approximately by the so-called central 

differences (£)( = >„.-2.,+ 

by 1, v1# and v1+1 we understand deflections in corresponding 

points. To this value of second derivative corresponds bending mom¬ 

ent from force P at the i-th point: M - (-P^) . Then equation (h) 

will obtain form 

—+ (l.l^l) 

There may be (n-l) such equations] in them will enter value of de¬ 

flections at end points. Thus, we obtain system of (n-l) algebraic 

linear equations for v^) condition of compatibility of these equations 



(during non-trivial solution) again leads to determination of criti¬ 

cal load. 

Example 1.8. Determine approximate value of critical force for 

compressed bar supported by hinges. Divide length of bar intr f . . 

parts (Fig. 1.18). 

Fig. I.l8. Solution of problem in fi¬ 
nite differences. 

Constitute equation ( 131) for points i » 1 and i » 2, considering 

s = l /4; 

B! -jj <©, — 2v, f V,) * — Pv,, ( a) 

B! -jf (*'i — 2w, + fj) = — Pvt. ( b) 

For left end of 

Furthermore, by 

point 

v* — 0. 

virtue of symmetry of elastic line 

We introduce designation 

V| - V,. 

PP 
*“ TmT-* 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Then equations (a) and (b) will take form 

(# — 2) V, + Vj » 0, \ (f) 

2v, 4* (■ — 2) V| = 0. I 

Equating to zero determinant of this system, we obtain quadratic 

equation for a: 

«*-. 4a + 2 = 0. 

.-2-0^0.586. 
Smallest root is 
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(1) 
Approximate value of critical force turns out to be 

/^.0,686.16-^=9.38-^-. 

This value deviates from exact in distinction from precedinr 

examples here critical load was obtained with underestimation. 

Another variant of method of finite differences, which obtained 

in the literature the name method of elastic hinged chain*, consists 

of the following. We divide length of bar into n equal parts. We 

designate deflections at nodes by v0, v^ ..., v^, vn. We write 

differential equation for bar with hinged support in the form 

&v' 
s TTV' 

where s * i/n, or, presenting derivative v' by a difference ’’taken 

forward,” 

4* -TTV*> 

Introducing former designation P* * Pl8/EI> we find, 

~ v<) == - - 

We take for one end of the bar v0 * 0, and v^-an assigned value, 

not equal to zero. We determine consecutively increments of v1, 

using formulas ï Av, = Av, —P*!»,. 

Ar, = Av2 — -¡Jf = Ac, - ¿ A** (o, + c2). 

... 

Ac,*, = Ac, —/**(0, + v2+ ... -fv,). 

Considering Avi « vi, we obtain: 

= vi + ~ 2c, — -jp- P’c,. 

va = va + Av3 = 3c, — P* (2c, -f t*2). 

= *)Vi— ¿A>*|/c,-f (/-i)v24- • +«,1. 

(1.131) 

♦This method was offered by G. Hencky. 
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Putting here values of v2, ..., v^, we can express deflection of any 

node by v^. Using, further, boundary condition for other end of bar, 

we obtain from (152) when vj ^ 0 an equation for critical load P*. 

Relationships of type (152) it is possible to explain i.. . 

following manner. Let us assume that bar is divided into n absolutely 

rigid sections, connected by elastic hinges. To unit angle of rota¬ 

tion in i-th node there corresponds moment 

_ £/ Bin 
“l'¬ 

If all links had the same angle of inclination as the first link, we 

would obtain ■ (i + l)vi. With mutual turn of sections in first 

node it is necessary to introduce "correction" to this magnitude, 

equal for the (i + l) th node to P*ivi/n2. Remaining members in ex¬ 

pression for determine "corrections" from angles of turn in 

other nodes, up to the i-th. 

Example 1.9. Determine critical force for bar with hinged sup¬ 

ports by method of "elastic hinged chain," dividing bar into four 

links. We use symmetry of elastic line relative to average section: 

obviously, we should have v3 = vl By the formulas (152). 

Vj — ~ r*i>„ 

- 3*1 — ~ /» (2v, +1-,). 

Hence 

(a) 

•i -3.,--1/-(4.,- 16 (b) 

Considering vi ^ 0, we arrive at equation 

/*»_64P- +512 = 0. (c) 

Parameter of critical force turns out to be P* = 9.44; error with 

respect to exact solution constitutes about 4.4#. Another example uf 

application of this method will be given in ^ 22. 
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§ 12. Method of Collocation 

Let us turn to method of collocation'*, which occupies as if It 

were an intermediate position between the Bubnov-Galerkin method and 

the method of finite differences. Expression for deflection we ap- f 
proximate again with help of series (115) t 

v* » « 

where each of the functions should correspond to all boundary con¬ 

ditions of the problem. Parameters f± are determined in such a way 

that after substitution of expression (115) the basic differential 

equation of problem is satisfied for n values of the independent var¬ 

iable. Points, at which the equation is satisfied, are called "points 

of collocation." They can be selected, in general, arbitrarily, 

but usually we dispose them equal distances from each other. If 

there is a characteristic section of sharp change of function, then 

it is desirable here to place points of collocation more frequently; 

during use of method of finite differences intervals in such a region 

also are "broken up." 

Example 1.10. Anew we define critical force for bar, one end 

of which is clamped, and the other is free. Differential equation of 

problem we write in the form (see example 1.6) 

& Y¡r--Piv¡-v). (a) 

To approximating expression for v we give form 

(b) 

as in one variant of example 1.5- We place points of collocation 

♦Collocation is literally location, distribution. We are talking 
about distribution of points, at which is satisfied a certain condi¬ 
tion. 
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at points X » 1/2 and x * l. Putting expression (b) for these points 

in (a), we obtain following equations: 

/, + 6/y««0. (c) 

(»-1/>•)/,+(»-£/")<V.=a (u) 

Hence 

#*• 
PP 48 
~BT “ 19 2,51 

This result deviates from the exact one by 2.4JC and is very near to 

what, in the same approximating expression, was obtained by us by 

Ritz method. 

Energy methods, method of finite differences and method of col¬ 

location can be united to the respect that during their application 

the problem is reduced to consideration of system of algebraic equa¬ 

tions. Such methods in mathematical physics we call direct. 

§ 13. Method of Successive Approximations 

During use of energy methods we had to approximate elastic line, 

where error of result depended on how successfully we selected ex¬ 

pression for deflection. It is true, in example 1.3 we could approach 

as close as we wished to exact magnitude of critical force, but for 

that it was necessary every time to introduce new parameter of de¬ 

flection. Character of additional component could be selected by us 

for any consideration. Let us now turn to consideration of method 

of successive approximations, in which every new approximation is 

wholly based on preceding and ensues from it, not being connected 

with intuition of the calculator. 

Essence of this method is that as initial elastic line we take 

any curve satisfying end conditions. Absolute values of ordinates 
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of this curve can be selected arbitrarily, since under critical load 

one were to start from approximate differential equation of elas¬ 

tic line) they are determined with accuracy up to a constant factor. 

Further we solve problem of bend of bar under action of given system 

of external longitudinal forces. If we immediately selected curve 

correctly, then, determining bending moments and integrating differ¬ 

ential equation of elastic line, we must obtain the same curve. If 

however initial curve was selected only approximately, then second 

curve will differ from first. In other words, new equilibrium bend¬ 

ing form will be other than that which we selected earlier. In order 

to arrive at new elastic line, we must change ordinate of the former. 

But since with only axial compressing force bending moments are pro¬ 

portional to ordinates, then this is identical to change by k times 

of the magnitude of external load. The circumstance that ordinates 

of new curve differ X times from ordinates of initial curve indicates 

that external forces must be increased or to decreased X times in or¬ 

der to obtain critical load. But, as a rule, in different sections of 

bar we will obtain different relations of ordinates. It is possible 

to arbitrarily determine critical load by ratio of maximum ordinates 

or ratio of areas, embraced by elastic line. Later we will show also 

method, when true value of critical load is taken ’’in a fork," i.e., 

it is conceived possible simultaneously to approach it from above and 

from below. From first approximation we can pass cross to second, etc. 

Here we will obtain series of values of X, determining at limit true 

magnitude of critical load. 

Method of successive approximations may be given an analytic 
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and graphic form.* 

Example 1,11. Determine critical load for bar with hinged sup¬ 

ports at the ends, taking as initial line a broken line, consisting 

of two straight sections (Pig. 1.19) with ordinate f in the middle 

Equation of left half: 

••--y*. (a) 

Taking force P equal to one, we determine bending moment in section 

X when x s l/2s 

M-Pv-lf*. (b) 

Differential equation of elastic line (5) takes form 

etfôm-îf.jc, (c) 

Integrating it twice and finding constants from end conditions, we 

obtain equation of elastic line of first approximation, 

£,W--7T+T,jr ^ 

Ratio of maximum ordinates of initial and obtained line gives first 

approximate value of critical force: 

which differs from exact magnitude by more than 20%. Then we put 

r < /8 US Ul 

‘'t 

Pig. 1.19. Form of elastic line in zero and 
subsequent approximations. 

♦Graphic variant of method was offered by Vianello [I.16], and an 
analytic variant by P. Engesser and in another form by B. N. Gorbunov 
(Collection of research on theory of structures, 2, 19^6, Stroyizdat.) 
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ex ression (d) ir the right part of equation (c) ; in second approxl- 

ma loi. criticai force is obtained as 

10£/ 

error is equal here to 1.4£. 

Change of form of elastic line is given in following table 

( maximum ordinate is taken as one): 

1/6 1/3 1/2 

Initial form . 

First approximation . 

Second approximation . 

Exact values (by sine wave). 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.33 

0.48 

0.49 

0.50 

0.6? 

0.85 

0.86 

0.87 

1 

1 

L 

1 

Initial form (v0) is compared with forms of first two approxi¬ 

mations (vj and Vjj) in Fig. 1.119. 

Criterion for necessary number of approximations can be compari¬ 

son of magnitude of critical force or ordinates of bending line in 

two successive approximations. If these values coincide with ac¬ 

curacy up to certain given value, then solution can be considered 

concluded. 

As a rule, successive approximations in the form shown above 

: ?ad to value of smallest critical force and in this consti¬ 

tute a convergent process. 

Let us assume that differential equation of bending line is pre¬ 

sented in the form of ( 5) # 

dH/ , 
= ~ }v' (1.13o) 

and boundary conditions are 

^ = ° when * = 0. /. (1.1 



We expand function vq, corresponding to elastic line of initial ap¬ 
proximation, by natural forms of loss of stability; 

«o == frti + /1¾ + /3^0+ • •. (1 •135) 

Let us remember that each of the natural forms corresponds to its 

own critical force—first, second, etc. For i-th natural form 

equation (133) takes form 

S=- *,v (1.136) 

Taking i-th form as a diagram of moments and finding ratio of ordi¬ 

nates of preceding and subsequent curves, we obtain i-th critical 

force. Since initial curve (133) was arbitrary, then in first approx¬ 

imation we obtain following expansion; 

Vl= + ••• (1.137) 

Repeating this cycle n times, we come to equation 

~ xjf"^ xj ’k-*” xí* * (1 • ^8) 

or 

ft(x,)\+f,{T;)\+ ••• (1.139) 

But since second, third and subsequent critical forces always lie 

higher than the first, then with increase of number of cycles, the 

second, third, etc., members in the right part of equality (139) will 

constantly decrease, so that at limit we obtain, 

Vi-*/.1.. (1.140) 

As we see, with growth of number n approximations with accuracy 

up to certain factor nears the first natural form. 

Critical force usually is calculated, comparing maximum ordinates 

of elastic line in two consecutive approximations. However impor¬ 

tant peculiarity of method consists of the following. If one were to 
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find ratio of ordinates in two approximations for one point, then 

for second, etc., the true value of critical force will lie between 

values, determined by maximum and minimum ratios. Thus, exact magni¬ 

tude of critical force can be taken "in a fork," which is narrowed 

for every new approximation.* 

Thus, making calculation in example 1.11 for points l/6, 1/j> 

7 2 

and l/2, we obtain in first approximation 7.9 < PKpi /El < 12, in 

second approximation 9.8 < P^^VeI < 10, etc. 

§ 14. Trial-and-Error Method 

If one were to give method of successive approximations graphic 

form, then every new elastic line is constructed as a funicular curve 

with respect to preceding at arbitrary polar distance. Another var¬ 

iant of graphic method can be offered**, if we were given certain 

tentative values of critical load and we construct corresponding 

elastic line, varying polar distance H. Magnitude H is taken equal 

t0 u Etn ,,, 
H=Tïïï' (1.141) 

by n is understood the number of equal intervals, into which we divi¬ 

ded length of bar l, l/m is scale of drawing (Pig. 1.20). First sec¬ 

tion of funicular line we pass at arbitrary angle. Then we clarify 

h' final point a of funicular curve is located, i.e., point of inter¬ 

section of last section with horizontal line through initial point. 

If this final point corresponds to right end of bar, then force P 

taken for determination of polar distance is critical. As a rule. 

♦This property of method of successive approximations was shown 
by S. N. Kahn; see also book of S. P. Timoshenko [0.23], 1961 edition. 

♦♦This method was offered by Southwell. 
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last section of funicular line will either cross axis of bar, or lie 

below axial line. In first case of force quantity taken as critical 

is over estimated, in second--under estimated. In order to take 

sought value of force "in a fork," it is necessary to make "trial 

shots" and to make at least two constructions, as shown in Fig. 1.20. 

Fig. 1.20. Determining critical 
force by "trial-and-error method." 

1 15. Application of Integral Equations. 
Approximate Determination oi1 First Critical Load 

Using method of sucessive approximations, we are given some 

elastic line—coinciding in case of bar with articulated mount at 

ends with bending moments diagram from compressing forces—and we 

find new elastic line by means of integration; comparison of initial 

and newly found ordinates allowed us to determine approximate value 

of critical load and to establish to what form of bending line it 

corresponds. Proceeding this way, but from more general considera¬ 

tions, it is possible to constitute Integral equation of the problem— 
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an equation including unknown function of deflection under the sign 

of ar integral. 

Let us consider a bar, with hinged supports at its ends. We 

determine deflection in certain section x, using the Maxwell-Mohr 

formula: f 

*=f-TT*“ (1.142) 

where M is bending moment in current section £ from given forces, M 

is moment in that same section form unit force, applied at point with 

coordinate x. As can be seen from Pig. 1.21 these moments will be 

Pig. 1.21. Derivation of 
integral equation of prob¬ 
lem. 

(with compressing force P) 

M = Pv {1). M 
— -jjs when &<*• 

(l — -y-)* when 

We use dimensionless parameters 

JK 

T *!• 7 

(1.143) 

( 1.144) 
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and present (142) in the form 

»(*.) = /Tl (1 / s (I -5,) ( 1.145) 
• *k 

We will subsequently lower indices at x and £. We introduce 

nations ( in dimensionless magnitudes) 

0(x. 0 = 
(I — *); when £ < 

(I — \)x when (1.146) 

We consider also that in general, moment of Inertia of section I and 

modulus E are variable by length, I = I(£) , E « E[i) , and we express 

them by certain given magnitudes Eo and Iq: 

£(;)/(;) ~ £,/, g®1 (1.147) 

then expression (145) will take form 

i 

«(*») =-^y 0(x, i)g(\)v(\)d\. (1.148) 

Function Q(x,i) , as it is easy to see from (146) , is symmetric 

relative to variables x and i: 

0(x, i)mO(l x). (1.149) 

We designate 

pp __ _ 

$)/*(;)/*(*). y(x)=v(x)y¿vT); ( 1.150) 

then instead of (148) we obtain: 

i 

y(x) = X f/C(x. ;)y(5)<f;. ( 1.131) 
0 

Judging by (150), function K(x,0 also turns out to be symmetric: 

*(x. x). (1.162) 

Equation (151) contains function y(C) under the sign of the 
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ir. serrai, where limits of integrations are finite and are constant. 

If function K(x, 4) in considered Interval is continuous, then equation 

(151) is a Fredholm uniform integral equation of the second type.* 

Theory of Fredholm extends also to function K, for which integral 

1 i 

5, = J JK*(x. \)dxd\ ( 1.11 3) 
• • 

has a finite value. In our problem this requirement always is met.. 

Function K(x,£) has name of kernel, and magnitude X is the parameter 

of equation. Equation (151) has, in general, trivial solution: 

y(x) = 0, corresponding to rectilinear form of equilibrium of bar. 

Nuntrivial solution y(x) appears at branching points (bifurcations) 

of equilibrium states (see P.8 ) j values of parameter X corresponding 

to these points are called characteristic or fundamental numbers, and 

also singular or eigen values of parameter (see P.13), and nontrivial 

solutions are eigen, characteristic or fundamental functions. Char¬ 

acteristic numbers of equation (15l) determine in our case the firsi 

and higher critical loads. 

Thus, to determine first critical load it is necessary to deter¬ 

mine smallest characteristic number of integral equation; the latter 

replaces differential equation of problem together with boundary 

conditions. 

Integral equations are solved by various methods of approximation. 

One of the most wide-spread methods is method of successive approx¬ 

imations, which already was considered in § 13. Another method 

consists of replacing integral equation by finite system of linear 

♦See S. Q. Mikhlin, Integral equations, Oostekhizdat, M., 19^9- 
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algebraic equations, for which right side of (I51) will be converted 

by one of the formulas of approximate integration.* 

But for determination of characteristic numbers it is possible 

to use also the Hilbert-Schmidt** theory of symmetric integiv _l 

tions. This leads to remarkable formulas, expressing first character¬ 

istic number by so-called spurs of the kernal. In first approximation 

it :.s possible to take 

*? = -!-. (1.154) 
¿i 

where Sa is second spur of the kernel, determined by the formula (153). 

Such method is interesting by the fact that determination of critical 

load ( characteristic number) as it were is separated from establish¬ 

ment of form of loss of stability (eigenfunction), whereas in pre¬ 

ceding cases these problems were solved simultaneously. It is pos¬ 

sible to show that approximate value of critical load according to 

(154) always lies below the true value. 

Formula (153) for double integral can be transformed as follows. 

We divide area of integration into two equal triangles (Fig. 1.22) by 

line x * £: then, integrating for area of one of these triangles, 

we obtains 
I M 

St=:2fdxflO(x. ( I.I55) 
II O 

Example 1.12. Determine critical load for bar with hinged sup¬ 

ports for a constant section, if compressive forces are applied on 

ends. From (146) and (150) we find: 

= f (*) = !. 

K (x, 5) ■» G (X, ;) (I 

(I 

*); whenS<x, 
:),v*ien x<i 

♦See L. V. Kantorovich and V. I. Krylov. Methods of approximation 

of higher analysis, 1962, P. 110. 

**See above-mentioned book of S. G. Mikhlin, P. IO8. 
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Us ng formula (155)i we obtain: 

X 

0 0 0 

Hence from (15^) 

k S3 f 

Approximate value of critical load 

from (150) is equal to 

Pup y90 -yj- «i 9,487 ; 

it turns out to be, as one should 

0 
have expected, smaller than exact 

Fig. 1.22. Deter¬ 
mination of magni¬ 
tude of S with sym 
metric kernel. 

magnitude P , and differs from i* Kp 

by 4.1#. 

Until now we constituted inte¬ 

gral equation, considering problem in linear formulation. If one 

were to take exact expression (2) for curvature of bending line, then 

integral equation of problem will be nonlinear. In literature on 

nonlinear integral equations there is considered question on admis¬ 

sibility of their linearization in determination of bifurcational 

points of problem (see § 198). 

§ 16. Dynamic Criterion of Stability 

We have analyzed methods, based on static and energy approaches 

to p Ubiern of stability of a bar. We turn now to a third, the dynam¬ 

ic criterion and consider free vibration of compressed bar with arti¬ 

culated supports at the ends. 

We write differential equation of bending line of type (6): 

(1.156) 
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where q is intensity of lateral load. In case of vibrating motion 

deflection v will be a function not only of coordinate x, but also 

time tî v * v(x,t). Therefore total derivatives with respect to x 

must be replaced by partial derivatives. Using D'Alembert's princi¬ 

ple, we take as the intensity of distributed load the force of inertia 

of the mass of the bar, per unit length. Designating by p weight of 

unit length of bar, we obtain: 

where g is acceleration 

k2 * P/EI, we arrive at 

p, i n Pv _ p d'v 
c dx* 'rr d* ~ g dt' * 

of force of gravity, 

equation 

( 1.157) 

Introducing designation 

, 0 d*«F , p d*v 
d*« "** * dx* + E!g dt* 

We shall seek solution of equation (I58) 

of two functions: 

=0. (1.158) 

in the form of the product 

v(x. t)=X{kx)T(ty, 

then instead of (I58) we will obtain. 

P_ y d»T 
Elg 

or 

(1.159) 

I d*\ ¡PX 
X dx* 

P 1 d*T 
Wg T It*' 

(1.160) 

Left part of this equation depends only on x, and right—only on 

tj equation can be satisfied only when left and right side are 

constants: 

1 d*X -LU 1 *** 1 

r 1 «cr , 
~Eïg T dt* ^ 

(I.I61) 

(1.162) 
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Th Escond of these equations will be transformed to 

. \t_a 
-¿<r + -p- u — u* 

Integral of this equation we present in form 

r=i4sin(u>/-f *); 

frequency of oscillations œ is determined by formula 

Equation (l6l) we rewrite in the form 

I ¡¿Í tPX _ yy _ « 

corresponding characteristic equation will be 

f« + /kV-Xx=0. 

This equation has two real roots and two imaginary ones, 

designations 

_ y>* + 4>. 4* ,, _ KF+IX 4- ** 
*i 2 • *2 — 2 ’ 

we write solution of equation (l66) in form 

sin h s,jr + Ccos s2x + O sin s2.t. 

( 1. Ib3) 

(1.164) 

( 1.166) 

( 1.166) 

( 1.167) 

Introduc 1, k 

( 1.16B) 

( 1.169) 

Expression (169), determining form of vibrations, should satisfy 

boundary conditions (IO). First two conditions, pertaining to section 

X = 0, give: A = C - 0; two others lead to equalities, B = 0, 

D sin s2l * 0. Considering D ^ 0, we find: 

fjrsip. *=1. 2. 3. ... ( I.I7O) 

Hence from (168) 

*■“ I* V n*rJj 
(I.!?!) 
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Frequency n-th tone of vibrations from (165) turns out to be 

( 1.172) 

We designate by a)on frequency of n-th tone of vibrations of bar with¬ 

out force P: 

( 1.17¾ 

Then finally 

(1.174) 

This formula is "key” for dynamic analysis of stability of bar. 

In it we find explanation of experimental data, described in § 1. 

Frequency of vibrations of bar with formation of one half-wave 

(n * l) becomes equal to zero when force P attains critical value 

P3 = 7r2El/l2. Thus, onset of monotonie (static) instability of bar 

is characterized here by transformation into zero of frequency of 

free vibrations.* In graph (P/P3, ü>2) we obtain a straight line, 

intersecting axis of ordinates at point of bifurcation of equilibrium 

forms (Fig. 1.2¿). Itynamic criterion leads in this case to the same 

value of critical load as other criteria—static or energy. However, 

as was already said, such coincidence does not occur for any elastic 

system. 

§ 17. Criterion of Initial Imperfections 

Till now we considered ideal bar with straight axis, loaded with 

compressing force strictly on center of gravity of cross section. 

♦There is possible also case of vibrational instability; it should 

be considered separately (see § 21). 



Bu leal elements of structures always possess a known initial bend; 

compressing forces applied to them 

usually act with certain eccentri¬ 

city; along with axial forces there 

can be applied various lateral 

loads. All these factors play role 

of "perturbations,M affecting be¬ 

havior of system. Study of "imper¬ 

fect" systems is important, first 

of all, from practical side, since it allows us to bring calculating 

diagram to real structures. True, all enumerated factors are, as a 

rule, random; therefore to validly estimate their effect is possible 

only by bringing in statistical methods. Such methods will be pre¬ 

sented later, in Chapter XX. However construction of statistical 

dependences requires predetermination of how the system behaves un¬ 

der a certain given perturbation.4 Furthermore, consideration of 

imperfect system in a number of cases allows us to determine critical 

load for its ideal model: we know already that effect of different 

perturbations especially strongly shows near critical load. 

We will consider consecutively influence of all important per¬ 

turbing factors. We will start from case, when bar, supported by 

hinges at its edges, has initial bend 

and is compressed by force P, whose direction passes through end 

Joints. Differential equation (5) obtains the form 

*For more detail see § 193. 

) 

Fig. 1.23. Dependence 
between frequency of 
vibrations and compres¬ 
sive force. 
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(1.176) 

i 

El i* 

where v we understand additional deflection, appearing in t ^ cess 

of deformation, by v^-total deflection; 

(1.177) 

Introducing former designation k2 = P/EI, we obtain; 

~¡+kH,= -k^ (1.178) 

For Instance, in initial state let bar bend by half-wave of 

sine wave (Fig. 124) ; 

«o = /0^-7^ (1.179) 

P 

The solution of equation (176), 

satisfying boundary conditions 

v * 0 when x = 0, I, will be 

Fig. 1.24. 
Bar with ini¬ 
tial bend. 

V — 

( I.I80) 

Additional deflection f is equal 

to 

,= T¡£~‘ (1.181) 
~p~' 

where by P we understand critical 
K.p 

force (15). Total deflection 

fi = f + fo will be determined by 

formula 

/1 
(1.182) 

Dependence between f and P/PKp for different initial imperfections 
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is depicted in Pig. 1.25; magnitudes f and f0 are related to radius 

of gyration of section of bar i: 

-'»c. (1.)83) 

Behavior of system turns out to qualitatively differ from that which 

was characteristic for ’'classical" problem of stability. Deflection 

appears already for small values of force P, when in case of central 

compression under load P £ P bar should remain rectilinear. Speed 

of build-up of deflection depends on "perturbing factor"—initial de¬ 

flection. For sufficiently small Co curve P( 0 lies very close to 

axis of ordinates. At the same time with load, nearing critical, de¬ 

flection grows quickly; function P(Ç) is nonlinear. When P nears P^ 

f deflection increases infinitely. Let us remember that mater¬ 

ial of bar we consider here ideally elastic and we solve the problem, 

proceeding from a linear differential equation. 

Formula (l8l) may be used 

determine critical force in exper¬ 

iments with bars with initial flaw. 

We present (l8l) in the form 

"p / = /•• ( 1. 181 a ) 

We construct graph, placing along 

the axis of abscissas measured val¬ 

ues of f, and along the axis of 

ordinates—values of f/P. Then on 

graph we must obtain a straight 

line, where magnitude, inverse of 

Fig. 1.25. Diagram of 
"additional deflection¬ 
load" for bar with ini¬ 
tial bend. 

♦This method was offered by Southwell. 



i 
•‘«‘•W • .--ir • Hf.- •. -n.- ••• I '.. 1 

angular coefficient of straight line, will give critical force. 
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§ l8. Eccentric Compression. Approximate Solution 

Let us consider, further, another perturbing factor-eccentri¬ 

city in application of load. Let us assume that a bar, with hinged 

support at ends, is subjected to action of forces P, whose point of 

application is removed from center of gravity of section a distance 

e. It is assumed that arm e lies in plane of least rigidity of bar 

(Fig. 1.26). 

Differential equation (5) will obtain here the form 

El£p=m-P(V + i) (1.184) 

or 

rfjr* 

General solution of corresponding homogeneous equation will be 

¿cosA* + Bsin Ax. (l.l86) 

Here it is necessary to add particular solution v * -e; total solu¬ 

tion obtains form 

tr « >1 cos Ax 4-fi sin Ax — (I.I87) 

Satisfying boundary conditions of problem v ■ 0 for x * 0, l, 

we find: 

A~t, B (1.188) 

Solution (187) now can be recorded in form 

«(cosAx -Hg -J- ~ *) / 2 # 

( I.I90) 



Maximum deflection is equal, when x » 1/2, to 

Fig. 1.26. 
Hinge-sup¬ 
ported bar 
under ac¬ 
tion of ec¬ 
centrically 
applied 
forces. 

(1.191) 

Let us note that here dependence 

between f and P will be nonlinear 

and that when P-» PKp, f 

We solve the same problem by 

the Bubnov-Galerkin method ( see 

Section 10) . We take equation of 

elastic line in the form 

• -/Itiiïi.. (1.192) 

We constitute equation of type 

i 

f[EI£r+Piv+‘A rf* = ° (1.193) 

and place instead of v expression 

(192); after integration we obtain 

/ 
(1.194) 

This equation has the same structure as dependence (181), pertaining 

to a sinusoidal initial bend. 

If such type of load is experienced by bar with one end clamped 

and the other end free (Fig. 1.27), then equation (184) will take 

the form 

( 1.195) 
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or 

jjp + kht * &(i + f). (1.19Ó) 

Subordinating solution to conditions v = 0, dv/dx = 0 for x = 0, vv» 

find 

«==(«4-/)(* - cos*x). (1.197) 

Assuming x * l, we obtain 

Dependence between f and P turned out to be exactly the same as 

in case of hinge-supported ends. 

Pig. 1.27. 
Bar with 
clamped end 
under action 
of eccentri¬ 
cally applied 
load. 

hypothetical bar it is possible to 

§ 19. Eccentric Compression. 
* Exact Solution 

Let us approach the same 

problem of eccentric compression, 

proceeding from exact differential 

equation of elastic line, as in 

§ 5. In Fig. I.28 is depicted 

bar of length l in bent po¬ 

sition; force P acts on arm e 

and preserves vertical direction. 

Besides, here is shown hypotheti¬ 

cal bar of length li, end of which 

lies on line of action of force P. 

Obviously, with respect to this 

use relationship (75)* connecting 
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maximum deflection fi with parameters k and $ (leave the plus sign). 

kfx «= 2 sin d. ( 1.199) 

We consider equilibrium positions of bar near first critico 1 

force, so that for <Po in (71a) we 

take value n * 0. 

Deflection v in certain sec¬ 

tion X is determined by (76) : 

= 2 sin d(l — cos f ). 

Let us assume that for upper end of 

bar that parameter <p has value 

<p « q>ij then maximum deflection f 

problem of ec- will be equal to 
centric compres¬ 
sion of bar. 

*/ = 2sind(l -cos?l). ( 1.200) 

We determine, further, angle of rotation of tangent to bending line 

0. We use relationship 

cos 0 = dx (1.201) 

and place here values of dx and ds from (66) and (68); then we obtain 

COS0= I --£(/*_ yj) 

or, by ( 69) , 

cos 6=1 — 2 sin* » sin2 7. ( 1.202) 

Angle of inclination of upper face when x = l will be found then by 

formula 

COS0|3= 1 - 2sin2»sin2<p,. ( 1.203) 



Considering Pig. 1.28, we write dependence between f and i't: 

/l = / + *COS«|. 

Putting here expressions ( 199) ¡ ( 200) and ( 20j5) , we find 

Integrating expression (7l) we obtain total length of bar 

l : 
m. 

Such an Integral, in distinction from (73) , carries name of ii^ 

complete elliptic Integral of the first kind. These integrals als> 

are tabulated. 

Equations (204), (205) and (206) contain three unknowns: max¬ 

imum deflection f and parameters & and 9i. Using them, it Is possH I« 

for any given eccentricity e to establish dependence between load P 

and maximum deflection f. Such curves for e - 0.11 and e = 0.011 are 

depicted in Pig. 1.29 in comparison with curve, pertaining to case 

of central compression (e « 0) . The greatest divergence between curves 

is obtained in region, lying near critical load; when P > PKp, influence 

of eccentricity drops. 

rn 

Fig. 1.29. Depencence 
between maximum deflec¬ 
tion and load from exact 
solution of problem. 
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These data it is possible to compare with approximate solution. 

If it is considered that parameter $ is small for slight deflections, 

in (205) and (206) it is possible to disregard sin2$sin2q> om- 

pared to 1; then we obtain: 

*/ —f (<p|. (1.207) 

-¾ 2 sin ft cos<p, ^ 2 sin ft cos kl. ( 1.2O8) 

Comparing with (200), we find 

1 ~ f( coi hi ~ *)• 

which coincides with (I98). 

§ 20. Influence of Lateral Load 

Let us turn to case where, along with axial force, there acts 

certain lateral load. Let us assume that a hinge-supported bar, com¬ 

pressed by force P, is subjected to action of evenly distributed load 

of intensity q (Pig. 1.50). Equation (5) obtains form 

= + (1.209) 

or, when k2 « P/EI, 

~ X - (1.210) 

Connecting general solution of homogeneous equation and particular 

solution, we find 

lfc=Acmkx+B*nkx-S£-(jx A. ( 1.211) 
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From boundary conditions we obtain 

A = ^. 

Finally: 

= (*g -y sin kx 4 c°s kx - l) — ^*r (2 x - -g-)* ( 1.2U) 

Maximum deflection is 

/ = PP kl 1 /> 8 
\C0#T / 

( 1.214; 

We obtained dependence between f and P of the same type as for 

eccentrically compressed bar. 

Fig. I.30. Bar under longitudinally- 

lateral bending. 

If, instead of distributed load there is a concentrated force 

Q in the middle of the span, by the same means we find equation of 

elastic line for one half of the bar: 

and deflection 

( 1.21 f') 

( 1.216) 
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We solve the same problem of simultaneous action of end and la¬ 

teral loads with help of Bubnov-Galerkin method. In case of evenly 

distributed load we write equation 

e,0+,,S=í- t1-217) 

Introducing as approximating curve the half sine wave 

v = /sin~, (1.218) 

we arrive at equation 

i 

f + pÇjj-<l)íAnTdx = 0’ (1*219) 
il 

Putting (218) In place of v and Integrating, we find, 

1SÍ1 

/=- 1,1 pV- (1.220) 
'"PéT 

Numerator constitutes here approximate value of maximum deflection of 

bar during action of one lateral load: 

(1.221) 

coefficient Is equal to I/76.7 Instead of known value 5/384 = 1/76.8. 

Therefore formula (220) can be rewritten in the form 

/-V* ( 1.222) 

l-F- 

which coincides in structure with (182). This simple formula may be 

extended to other cases of longitudinally-lateral bending. For de¬ 

termination of maximum normal stresses it is necessary to use for¬ 

mula 
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where W is moment of resistanc? of section. 

Considering moments, corresponding longitudinal compressing nno 

lateral loads, we find, 

a ■Ml 
*i+7V. 
“ ir » 

compressing stresses are considered here positive. 

As we see, with longitudinally-lateral bending the principle 

of independence of action of forces is inapplicable, magnitude ( .,ï 

is not equal to sum of stresses caused by longitudinal and later-? 1 

loads separately. Therefore during check of bar for "stable strength 

(term of N. V. Kornoukhov) they multiply all loads by safety far" < r 

n and compare maximum stress not with permissible, but with stress, 

taken as limiting. 

§ 21. Stability of Nonconservative System. 
Case o^ Follow-Up Force 

All elastic systems considered till now pertained to conserva¬ 

tive one: work of forces applied to them did not depend on trajec¬ 

tories of displacement of points of application and was determined 

only by initial and final position of these points. Let us turn now 

to one example of a nonconservative system, study of whose stability 

requires a special approach.* 

Let us assume that one of the ends of a bar of constant seel Ion 

is clamped, and the second is free and that to free end is applied 

force P, directed, with deflection of bar, along tangent to elastic 

*3imilar problem was considered by M. Beck [1.8] and by K. S. 
Deyneko and M. Ya. Leonov [1.2]; nonconservative systems are the sub¬ 
ject of book of V. V. Bolotin, I96I [O.l]. 



line (Pig. I.31) > such a force we call follow-up. We resolve force P 

into two components: vertical V 

and horizontal H. With small angles 

of rotation of tangent force V it 

is possible to consider constant; 

it plays the same role as "ordinary’1 

forces in conservative problems. 

Conversely, force H is specific; 

its magnitude essentially depends 

on angle of rotation of end section, 

and elementary work is equal to pro¬ 

duct of force by increase of de¬ 

flection. 

Pig. 1.31. 
Bar under 
action of 
follow-up 
force. 

We apply in this problem dy¬ 

namic criterion, as we did in § I5. Equation of motion of ele¬ 

ment of beam as before has form ( I58) . Taking v * X,(x)T(t) and pro¬ 

ceeding the same way, we arrive at expression (169) for form of vi¬ 

brations: 

X(x) — ^ ch + Æsh j,jf -p Ccossax -f- D sin s,x. (1.224) 

where 81 and s2> are determined by (I68). 

In section x = 0 deflection and angle of rotation turn into 

zero, and in section x = l—moment and lateral force turn into zero; 

consequently, boundary conditions for function X(x) will be: 

* = 0' -jj —0 when * = 0. £r = 0. ^ = 0whenjc = /. ( 1.225») 
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First two conditions give 

A-\-C = 0. ijO —— 0. 

Remaining conditions lead to equations 

(*Î*I,V — i® sin sj) M -f i, (** ch \i -f í* sin y ) Ä = 0. | 

Equating to zero determinant of this system, we arrive at fol¬ 

lowing equation: 

Using expressions (168), we find 

1 ij+3 = *« + 2>.. s;«5=>.. = —**. 

Equation (228) takes now the form 

*4-|-2i-|-2kchf,/ cos y -f yï iPsh f,/ sin 53/ = 0. ( 1.2:50) 

Let us turn to dimensionless parameters 

( 1.2:51) 

5, = 51/. 5, = 5,/: 

then we obtain dependence 

O 
F(K. SlaK’-f 2Ü-f-20chFjco./Csh7, sins3 = 0. ( 1.2¾) 
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Parameter K represents compressing force, and Q—frequency of vibra- 

tions. 

In Pig. 1.32 is given graph depicting dependence between K and 

j Q according to equation (232) . 

It is interesting to compare it with analogous graph of Fig. 1.23, 

pertaining to conservative problem. There point of bifurcation of 

equilibrium states corresponded to zero'1 frequency; now on axis 

ft * 0 we do not obtain points of bifurcation. Therefore, if one were 

to use only the static criterion, it is possible to arrive at the 

conclusion that loss of stability of bar in this case is generally 

impossible. 

We obtain another result, using dynamic criterion, obtaining here 

a new interpretation. Curve (K,0) has the form of a loop. Points, 

lying on axis of abscissas, correspond two first natural frequencies 

of bending vibrations of bar, not bearing a compressing load. If 

one were to put P * 0, then equation (228) changes into the following: 

ch i,cos- I; (1.233) 

its roots, as we know, determine frequencies of free vibrations of 

bar with one end clamped and the other free; forms of these vibrations 

are shown in Pig. 1.33- When P / 0 elastic line of bar combines 

first and second natural forms; for left loop the first form of vi¬ 

brations is predominant, for right—the second. At limit point of 

loop frequencies merge; to this point corresponds value K: 

*«20. ( 1.234) 

when K > 20 system will be unstable and will vibrate, being supplied 

with additional energy because of work of the nonconservative 
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of frequencies of 
vibrations with 
different compres 
sing forces. 

Pig. 1.35. 
Forms of vi¬ 
brations dur¬ 
ing action of 
follow-up 
force. 

component of force P. Let us note that change of direction of force P, 

from condition of problem, should occur because of a certain source 

of energy external to system. 

I If we were to look for additional roots of equation (228), then 

we, apparently, will obtain new loops, connecting third and fourth 

natural frequencies, fifth and sixth, etc. However limit point for 

the first loop is the smallest; it determines critical load, equal 

approximately to 

( 1.2^5) 

Comparison with formula (27) shows that with follow-up load critical 

force is approximately eight times larger than during load of con¬ 

stant direction. 

We considered vibrations of a bar, not taking into account in¬ 

fluence of resisting forces. Calculation of these forces can affect 

magnitude of critical force and lead to its decrease. 

Other examples of nonconservative problems, connected with 
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problems of flutter of an elastic system, win be given in Chapter XIX. 

§ 22. Phenomenon of Loss of Stability "in the Large" 

Let us become more specifically acquainted with phenomenon of 

buckling of an elastic system "in the large". An example of such sys¬ 

tem can be a compressed bar, fastened to a spring, having a nonlinear 

characteristic. For simplification of problem we replace elastic bar 

by two absolutely stiff links of length z/2. Joined by an elastic 

hinge; two other ends of sections we consider freely turning (Fig. 

1.3^). We assume that joint A is connected to two springs AB and AC, 

located at certain angles to one another. Stiffness of each spring 

with linear characteristic we designate by k. Let us assume that ini¬ 

tial length of every spring is r, and distance from Joint A to line 

BC is a. 

* 

Fig. 1.3^. Model il¬ 
lustrating phenomenon 
of loss of stability 
"in the large". 
KEY: (a) Direction of 
deflection. 
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Reaction of each spring during displacement of hinge is equal 

to 

S = k(r — rl), 
(1.2^6) 

where ri is length of spring after deformation. Total reaction of 

both springs is equal to (see Fig. 1.34), 

Q = 2S= l)(a -f)\ ( ^237) 

by f - AD is understood displacement of point A, characterizing de¬ 

flection of bar. Considering triangle ABD, we find 

'.-Y'-fë-S)- (1-238) 

( 1.239) 

Thus, with linear characteristic of every spring separately their 

total reaction changes depending upon f by nonlinear law. 

Let us assume that bars transmit compressive load P and that 

there has occurred loss of stability of system. Condition of equi¬ 

librium of each link has the form 

M^Pf — jp&a'fSap+pV. ( 1.240) 

Considering ratio f/l small, we take mutual angle of rotation in 

Joint 9 equal to 2f/(l/2) - 4f/l. Stiffness of Joint C « Í0P we 

select from condition that in the absence of springs critical force 

was equal to Euler's: 

= (1.241) 
» « 
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With springs we have 

( 1.242) Pf - -4*'f <2«7 - 30/1+/’) --= -4/ : 

hence when f 

P = ^.+ 4¼ (2flJ - 3fl/ + 

With loss of stability in the small it is necessary to consider 

f « a; then we obtain critical force equal to 

P.^P.+ fr-- (1.244) 

As can be seen from equation (24?), with growth of f compressing force 

at first drops ( Influence of middle member In parentheses), and then 

starts to Increase again ( Influence of third member). We define least 

value of P - P , equating to zero the derivative of P with respect to 

f, we findi f - 1.5 a. Hence 

For all values of force P, lying between PH and PB, system has three 

equilibrium positions: one, corresponding to initial, and two dis¬ 

placed. Initial state becomes unstable when P > PBJ therefore accord¬ 

ing to the terminology, in § 6, load PB corresponds to loss of 

stability in the small and may be called upper critical force. On the 

other hand, strongly bent equilibrium forms are possible for all values 

P > pH¿ with known perturbations there is possible Jump of system from 

initial position to bent, characterizing loss of stability in the 

large. Load PH is called lower critical force.» 

We introduce designations 

P 
7\ 

(1.246) 

♦This concept is considered in more detail below, in § 201. 
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and rewrite equation (243) in the form 

/>«= |+*(2 —3C + C,*). ( 1.247) 

% 

In Pig. 1.35 is shown dependence T( Ç) between dimensionless par¬ 

ameters of load and buckling, or, in other words, diagram of equili¬ 

brium states of system whenlc - 0.5; 1. On graph are marked points, 

corresponding to upper and lower critical forces. On level of load 

To we obtain, as was already said, three equilibrium states, corres¬ 

ponding to points a, b, c. It is possible to show that the first of 

them is stable, the second is—unstable and the third is also—stable. 

This corresponds to equilibrium positions of ball in Fig. 1.17. In 

the presence of known perturbation the system can Jump from position 

a to position c. 

Parameter T determines “degree of nonlinearity” of system. The 

higher Tc, the greater is drop between upper and lower critical loads. 

Let us note that when a = 0, when springs are located on one straight 

line, we will have ïï - 0. 

We arrive at conclusion that 

for elastic systems, having ’'fal¬ 

ling" characteristic P(C)j calcula¬ 

tion for upper critical force, cor¬ 

responding to loss of stability in 

the small and determined from lin¬ 

earized equations, is insufficient. 

Valid calculation of such systems 

is calculation for stability in 

the large: it may be conducted 
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only with help of nonlinear theory. 

As the perturbation, provoking buckling of system at P< PB, 

there can serve initial deflection of axial lines of sections f~om 

straight line PG (Fig. 1.3^). Then dependence P( Ç) will have orm 

shown in Fig. 1.35 by dotted line: as one can see, upper critical 

load PE here will not be attained. 

To the same conclusions leads solution of Initial, more compli¬ 

cated problem of stability in the large of an elastic bar, fixed to 

a spring, having nonlinear characteristic.# 

$ 23. Selection of Method of Research. 
Application of Digital Computers 

We met different criteria of stability and methods of solution 

of problems. There arises the question: which of these ways of 

solution should we select in any case? This depends on purpose of 

solution of problem and character of calculating means available to 

calculator. 

If it is necessary at least crudely to estimate magnitude of 

critical load for conservative system, then it is appropriately to 

use one of the energy methods, introducing minimum number of modified 

parameters; we usually start from one parameter. Result of solution 

here will depend on engineering intuition of calculator, allowing him 

more or less successfully to approximate form of loss of stability. 

With increase of number of independent parameters calculations are 

greatly hampered. 

When greater accuracy of calculation is desirable (within sev¬ 

eral percents) , it is expedient to apply method of successive approx¬ 

imations; it allows us to estimate convergence of calculations and 

♦Such problem was investigated by H. S. Tsien [I.I5]. 
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to establish order of error. For bar of variable stiffness analytic 

determination of elastic line in every new approximation is very la¬ 

borious; therefore it is expedient to use graphic or graph'- -analyt i- 

cal variants of method of successive approximations. 

For studying nonconservative systems one should apply the most 

general criterion—the dynamic one. 

All recommendations pertaining to selection of method of solu¬ 

tion must be examined when, for calculations there are used electronic 

digital computers (ETsVM) or analog computers. 

We shall discuss first application of digital computers. As it 

is known, ETsVM execute only the simplest arithmetic operations, and 

also logical actions and operation of control over the calculating 

process. Therefore selected method of calculation should reduce 

solution of problem to fulfillment of a sequence of very simple oper¬ 

ations. 

Further, it is necessary to ensure cyclical movement of solution 

of problem, i.e., multiple iteration of calculations on the same for¬ 

mulas with substitution in them during every iteration of the cycle 

of new numerical data. Last, there should be foreseen possibility of 

checking correctness of solution of problem on machine. 

During selection of numerical method it is necessary to consi¬ 

der "calculating possibilities" of the applied machine.# Contempo¬ 

rary high-speed general-purpose digital computers execute each second 

from several tens or hundreds of operations (small machines, for in¬ 

stance "Ural-1") to several tens of thousand operations (large mach- 

*See, for instance, A. I. Kitov and N. A. Krinitskly, Electronic 
digital computers and programming, Fizmatgiz, m., 1959. 



ines). Numbers, on which actions are produced, are presented in mach¬ 

ines with high degree of accuracy—from seven to ten figures in dec¬ 

imal number system. Operational memory of most machines allow:: us 

to store simultaneously from 1000 to 4000 numbers or program onaunu^, 

while working a lower speed additional (external) memory units possess 

practically infinite capacity. It is necessary also to consider that 

speed of introduction in machine of initial information and recovery 

of results is small as compared to speed of calculations. 

Digital computers can be used, in principle, for solution of 

problems of stability by any one of above-mentioned methods. How¬ 

ever some of them are preferable. We indicate, first of all, the 

method of finite differences: characteristic of it is multiple cy¬ 

clical iteration of calculations by formulas having one and the same 

form for every interval. This method allows us easily to Increase 

accuracy of calculation, since splitting of a step does not cause 

fundamental difficulties. 

We saw above that during determination of critical load with 

help of method of finite differences we obtain system of uniform 

linear algebraic equations for parameters of deflection. Condition 

of nontrivialness of solution of this system consists of the fact 

that the main determinant of the system is equal to zero. Expanding 

the determinant, we arrive at a nonlinear algebraic equation. It is 

required to find least real root of equation. Such process of ex¬ 

pansion of the determinant for finding coefficients of nonlinear 

equation lends itself to programming. Detecting the least root of 

algebraic equation also is executed on ETsVM, for instance, by one 

of the iterative methods. 
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Analogous process of calculations we will obtain during use uf 

other direct methods--Ritz or Bubnov-Galerkln. We note, however, 

that application of computers for solution of problems In a trigono¬ 

metric series in not fully rational, since obtaining of trigonometric 

functions is computer requires auxiliary calculations by special 

subroutines or leads to necessity of storage in memory units of bulky 

tables. 

Very convenient for programming are indirect ways of determina¬ 

tion of critical load. It is useful to use criterion of "initial 

imperfections", allowing us to introduce in equation "perturbing" 

members; the equation itself may be presented in finite differences. 

Solution of ETsVM allows us to determine equilibrium forms of bar far- 

different initial deflections. Consecutively decreasing the parameter 

of perturbation, we determine critical load for an "ideal" construc¬ 

tion. 

Another variant consists in application of method of successive 

approximations with assignment of initial approximating function. 

The same method is good to apply during solution of nonlinear prob¬ 

lems, for instance during the analysis of supercritical equilibrium 

forms. 

Dynamic problems with initial conditions well lends itself to 

programming, and therefore application of the dynamic criterion for 

determination of critical load on ETsVM is also fully possible. 

Application of ETsVM opens new prospects for different regions 

of mechanics and, in particular, the theory of stability of elastic 

systems. Those problems, which earlier were "inaccessible" in view 

of calculating difficulites, now turn out to be completely feasible. 

If In past in many cases we had to remain within limits of first or 
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second approximation, ETsVM now allows us to carry out practically 

unlimited number of approximations. At present basic attention, con¬ 

sequently, must be alloted to more precise definition of initial 

equations, so that they can as fully as possible depict proper.ie: 

and conditions of load of real structures. 

§ 24. Use of Analog Computers 

Let us turn to analog (electronic simulators) computers. Basic 

element of such machines is operational amplifier, schematically shown 

in Pig. 1.36. With help of amplifier it is possible to multiply a 

certain voltage by a constant number, to summarize several voltages 

and, last, to integrate. As operational amplifier we may use a dc 

amplifier (tube, semiconductor, magnetic) with sufficiently high 

amplification factor in combination with input impedance Zi and feed¬ 

back impedance Z^,. Basic relationship describing mode of operational 

amplifier has the form 

(1.248) 

where ei—voltage fed to e2--output voltage (Pig. 1.36a). 

If we wish to multiply a certain voltage by magnitude k, then 

it is necessary to take relationship between input resistance and 

resistance feedback equal to R^/R^ * k. Passing to amplifier sever¬ 

al voltages, it is possible to execute operation of summation (Pig. 

1.36b) . 

If in feedback we include capacitor of capacity C, and at input 

we introduce ohmic resistance R, then output voltage will be propor¬ 

tional to Integral with respect to time of input voltage (Pig. 1.36c): 

( 1.249) 4 
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dvxoõ ( b ) 

nocwoMhoto mono (c )i 

9, !l If — 

Computer includes also multiplication units (BP) and nonlinearity units 

(BN), which allow us to solve nonlinear problems. Multiplication 

units multiplies two variables en¬ 

tering it; with Its help it is pos¬ 

sible to form, for instance, such 

members, as x2, x4, xy, etc. Non¬ 

linearity unit allows us to approx¬ 

imate given function of one argu¬ 

ment by a piecewise-linear one. 

For instance, on machine MN-7 a 

given function can be approximated 

by ten linear sections. Unit of 

variable coefficients is used for 

set of given functions of time. 

Amplifiers, integrators, mul¬ 

tiplication and nonlinearity units 

work on 100-volt scale; character¬ 

istic peculiarity of multiplication 

unit is the circumstance that it 

Ltf~\ 
¿ V yituoi ( b ) 

(a) 
Ixoâ i /, 
O—W- 

■ 

Fig, I.36. Elements of 
analog computers. 
KEY: (a) Input; (b) Out¬ 
put; (c) Dc amplifier. 

algebraically multiplies entering magnitudes and divides obtained 

result by 100. 

For solution on computer the given system of equations usually 

is reduced to a system of first order equations in dimensionless mag¬ 

nitudes and then to machine form. For that it is necessary to know 

order of expected magnitudes and range of change of tir..o ( or another 

parameter which is an independent variable) and to conduct following 

linear transformation: 

y = t>... Vm, t — aT, (1.250) 
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where vM is machine variable, is expected maximum value of func- 
N max 

tion. T is machine time in seconds, maximum value of which usually 

is limited to a magnitude of about 50-100 sec. 

Analog computers of general type are adjusted mainly for inte¬ 

gration of differential equations with initial conditions. Therefore 

for solution of problems of eigen values, for instance, determination 

of critical loads, it is necessary to resort to special methods. 

One such method is trial-and-error method, described in § 15 

graphically. 

As an example let us consider bar, with hinged support on ends.* 

Initial equation (5) we replace with two first order equations and 

we reduce them to dimensionless form, introducing variables x » x/l, 

"v * v/i, where i is radius of gyration of section. Equations obtain 

form 

év 
dx 

dv±_ 

dx 
kv. 

where ïc2 * Pl2/EI. We are given parameters of compressing loadle2 

and take initial conditions 7*0, dv/dx * a when”x = 0, where mag¬ 

nitude a is selected arbitrarily. Integrating equation (a), we check 

whether condition 7 * 0 is satisfied when x = l or x * 1, and repeat 

calculation, varying parameter ïï. We introduce machine variables 

N 
v/vmax and k^ ■ as maximum values we take vmax * 0.2, 

max 

encess 

10, Vx * 0.628. Instead of (a) we write following depend- 
, max 

0*>, -j-f (10*„) (¢1.628.,, „) éx. 

(b) 

♦The below-mentioned solution of problem on analog computer was 
carried out by E. D. Skurlatov. 
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Pig. 1.37. Functional diagram for de¬ 
termination of critical load by trial- 
and-error method. 

We take interval of integration (length of bar) as corresponding 

to 10 seconds of machine time. Functional diagram, corresponding to 

equations (b), is depicted in Fig. 1.37. By II we designate spiral 

potentiometers; by first two (Ih and n2) we vary parameter kN, and 

third (n3) is introduced for assignment of Initial conditions. 

Values of conductances n in amplifiers 1 and 2 have dimension [l Meg¬ 

ohm] , they correspond to magnitudes 

10-0428-0.1 
—w—”a,14‘ 

10-04-0.1 
" ’ MET " -0,318. 

amplifier 3 serves to change sign. In Fig. 1.38 are presented combin¬ 

ed oscillograms, obtained by given circuit for different parameters 

k; Euler’s load corresponds to Tc * 3.1^. smaller values of k we 

obtain solution with "undershoot”: with larger—"overshoot". 

This way can serve also for determination of critical loads in 

case of bar of variable section. 
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Another method consists of use of special unit of registration 

and reproduction (BRV) , serving for solution of linear uniform inte¬ 

gral equations of the Fredholm type 

in given problem this equatxo*. .. 

the form (I51). Here there is ap¬ 

plied method of successive approxi¬ 

mations, described in Section 15. 

On machine are performed the fol¬ 

lowing operations: formation of 

kernel K( x,t) , multiplication of 

functions K(x, Ç) and yo(£) by 

(151), integration from 0 to 1 and multiplication of integral by ma¬ 

nipulated variable X. As a result we find function yi(x), which we 

anew put in the right part of equation. Unit BRV serves for memori¬ 

zation of intermediate solutions of integral equation proceeding from 

medel, and for Issuing them to model for the purpose of obtaining 

new approximations. Unit has cathode-ray tube with afterglow; it 

allows us to fix form of elastic line for every approximation. Here 

consecutively are definitlzed values of critical parameter X. 

Last, there can be composed electrical simulating circuits, not 

containing operational amplifiers and carrying out so-called direct 

simulation.* Critical loads for different structures are determined 

here too by means of successive approximations, as described in Sec¬ 

tion 12. 

Fig. I.38. Oscillograms, 
obtained in three trials. 

♦Such circuits are described in work of Scanlan [l.l4]. This di¬ 
rection is subject of a series of works of K. K. Keropyan, G. Ye. 
Pukhov and other authors. 
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CHAPTER II 

STABILITY OF COMPRESSED BARS BEYOND THE ELASTIC LIMITS 

§ 25. Experimental Dependences 

Initial relationships and calculating formulas given in Chapter 

I are valid under the condition that critical stresses—or maximum 

stresses during buckling and lateral bending do not exceed limit of 

proportionality of the material o„u#. Meanwhile for elements of real 

structures in many cases this condition is not satisfied. Therefore, 

research of stability of bars, pertaining to nonelastic region, Is of 

essential practical value. 

Until recently most wide-spread were methods of calculation 

based on results of experimental research. 

Data of experiments are conveniently compared with help of graph 

depicting dependence of critical stress a^p on slenderness ratio X. 

If experiments are done sufficiently carefully, then in elastic zone 

experimental points lie very tight to Euler's hyperbola, while in 

elasto-plastic zone they usually are greatly scattered, approximately 

as shown in Fig. 2.1. This is explained by the fact that in elastic 

♦Henceforth limit of proportionality of material is considered to 
coincide with elastic limit. 
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region critical stress at given slenderness ratio depends only on 

modulus E; variations of this magnitude for different samples, pre¬ 

pared from one and the same materi¬ 

al, are insignificant. In elasto- 

plastic region critical stresses 

change depending upon diagrams o(e) 

during compression, frequently dif¬ 

fering from each other even for 

samples, belonging to the same batch. 

Influence of perturbing factors— 

eccentricity of load. Initial bend¬ 

ing, residual stresses from rolling, 

welding, correction, etc.—in nonelastic region also turns out to be 

more significant than in elastic. Therefore,analysis of given ex¬ 

periments and composition of calculating formulas it is desirable to 

conduct with help of statistical methods.* 

Different authors offered formulas for calculation of non-elas¬ 

tic bending, of which the most acceptable turned out to be the fol¬ 

lowing: 

a) Linear formula»» 

0«, = a - W. i2-1) 

where a and b are parameters, depending on the material. 

In determining magnitudes a and b it is desirable that there is 

satisfied the condition that at limiting slenderness ratio X equation 
* 

»This was for first marked by P. S. Jasinski, applying for treat¬ 
ment of experimental data of Tetmaier the method of least squares 
[1.7]. 

** Formulas of this type were offered by Tetmaier [2.21] and 
F. S. Jasinski [1.7]• 
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( l) gave the same result as Euler's 1'ormula. On the other hand, 1' 

would have been possible to require that when X0 magnitude n 

approximated limiting compressive stress so that a = a^. For 

brittle materials (for instance, duralumin) this limiting stress cor¬ 

responds to temporary resistance, found during compression of samples 

of small length. In case of material, having diagram with clearly 

expressed yield surface (soft steel), critical compressive stress, as 

a rule, cannot exceed yield point oT. Therefore ,for plastic mater¬ 

ials it would be more natural to take a = aT. However,a basic re¬ 

quirement during composition of empirical formulas is their conform¬ 

ity to concrete data of a series of experiments on buckling for bars 

of different slenderness ratio, 

b) Hyp erbolic formula* 

•• r+w* (2.2) 

here Oq is a certain stress, «--empirical coefficient, 

c) Parabolic formula** 

-= « — pX*. (2.3) 

Constants a and ß it is possible to select in such a way that paraba¬ 

la on graph of o (x) smoothly passes into Euler's hyperbola, having 

with it when X * X a common tangent. However,the deciding thing here 
* 

is conformity of formula to experimental data. 

Example 2.'. During calculation of hull of ship one should 

*A similar formula was offered by Rankine. 

**This formula was offered by J. B. Johnson. 

"•If jai m 
-a""**"1 
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check stability of deck: in definite positions of ship with respect 

to ridges of waves the deck is conpressed (Fig. 2.2a). To determine 

critical compressive stress for panel, composed of reinforcing ribs 

(beams) of ship located the length and strips of sheeting fixed to 

them, considering ends of panel supported by hinges. Loss of stabi¬ 

lity is possible only in direction, perpendicular to plane of sheet¬ 

ing. 

Fig. 2.2. Panel of ship deck. 

O O 
Material is steel St.4. E » 2.1*10 kg/cm , aT * 2600 kg/cm , oail « 

* 2200 kg/cm . When a > a,,, apply formula Kp 

«„-3200-iaMliäfai*) (a) 

on condition that oKp s aT. Dimensions of section of panel are 

shown in Fig. 2.2b (in mm), length of panel (space) is equal to 1 

meter. 

We determine coordinate of center of gravity of section y * 

2 
* 1.9 cm; area of section F * 17.2 cm . Moment of inertia of section 

relative to central axis xc is I * 190 cm . We calculate radius of 

gyration of section and slenderness ratio: 

. ./"W » wo ~ 
# r Ï7Î “3Ä læ"** 
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Stress, calculated by formula (a). Is equal to 2900 kg/crrT > aT. 

Therefrre we take critical stress to be equal to o = cT= 2Ó00 kc/ 

§ 26. Buckling of Bar Under Constant Load 

We turn to theoretical study of buckling beyond limits of elas¬ 

ticity. Let us assume that bar is subjected to central end compres¬ 

sion and that dependence of stress on strain for short samples of a 

given material corresponds to diagram of Fig. 2.3. Section of elas¬ 

tic strain corresponds to segment 0a. Let us assume that during 

loading of sample we arrived from diagram at certain point m. If af¬ 

ter this we unload, then on graph we will obtain a straight line mm', 

approximately parallel to segment 0a; angle of inclination of this 

line characterizes modulus of unloading. 

We will henceforth consider that modulus of unloading is equal 

to initial modulus E. On the other hand, with increase from point 

m of compressive strain we will obtain segment of diagram mm . If 

additional strain is small, then it is possible to consider that 

ratio of increments Ac and Ae is determined by the so-called tangent 

modulus: 

A« 
Tt 

(2.4) 

Let us consider bar subjected to central compression. Let us 

assume that compressive stress attained magnitude 0 > a^. Let us 

assume that with this stress occurs buckling, during which load re- 

mains constant. Then fibers, lying on concave side, will experience 

additional contracting strain, and those on convex stretching 

(Pig. 2.4) . If one were to consider bending forms, very close to 

rectilinear, then It Is possible to take for zone of growing 
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Pig. 2.3. Stress-strain 
diagram. 

Pig. 2.4. (a) Bend¬ 
ing line, (b) Sec¬ 
tion of bar, diagram 
of stresses and de¬ 
formations during 
nonelastic buckling. 

compression modulus E , and for zone of unloading modulus E. Neutral 
ik. 

line z, for points of which additional stresses are equal to zero, 

will not pass through center of gravity of section. Such concept 

of "two moduli" was first offered* by P. S. Jasinski [2.14] and P. 

Engesser, and was subsequently developed by T. barman [2.15], 

Let us assume that main central axes of inertia of section to 

be yo and zo (Pig. 2.4); we assume that buckling occurs in direction 

yo. Considering that cross sections remain flat during bending of 

bar, and counting y from neutral line z, we obtain 

‘•-f 
where p—is radius of curvature of elastic line. Stresses in zones 

♦Discussion between P. S. Jasinski and P. Engesser appearing in 
connection with this is illuminated in article of A. N. Mitinskiy 
(see book [1.7]# edition 1952). 

£06 
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of loading and unloading will be, correspondingly. 

Resultant additional forces should equal zero; therefore 

SifydF + j-f ydF = 0 

or 

(2.b) 

£,,5, +£5, = 0. (2.Ô) 

Here by and are designated area and static moment rela¬ 

tive to neutral axis of that part of section in which there Is load¬ 

ing up, and by F2 and S2—the part of section in which there occurs 

unloading. Equating sum of moments of internal forces relative to 

neutral line to external moment, we find 

f1 / fdF + j- f y>dF^M. 
* * 

or 

1(6./, +£/,)-«. (2.7) 

We designate by T the resultant or reduced modulus, equal to 

-Vi j~£/? t (2.8) 

where I is moment of inertia of whole section with respect to the 

axis passing through center of gravity. Magnitude T we call also 

Karman’s modulus. Equation of bending line obtains form, analogous 

to ( 1.5) : 

Tl IF -M. 

Í07 
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Assuming for case of hinged support of ends of bar M * Pv, we 

arrive at equation 

TI^+Pv^O. (2.10) 

Magnitude T when I * const may be considered not to depend on x, so 

that all data, obtained in Chapter I for elastic buckling can be ex¬ 

tended to the elasto-plastic region on the condition of replacement 

of E by T. To this pertain results, obtained with help of energy me 

thods, since for any fiber of bar as before there is assumed linear 

dependence between increments of stresses and strains. 

In generalized form expressions for critical force and critical 

stress will be 

(2.11) 

0 (2.12) 

Coefficient v here one should assume the same as in elastic region. 

§ 27. Influence of Form of Section. 
Cases oil* ï-Beam and Rectangular Sections 

Judging by formulas (6) and (8), resultant modulus T should de¬ 

pend on form of section of bar. We calculate magnitude T for an I- 

beam section with thin web (Pig. 2.5) on the assumption that bending 

moment is perceived only by flanges of I-beam and, because of certain 

conditions of fastening of bar, buckling occurs in direction of axis 

y. We designate by h distance between centers of gravity of flanges; 

area of each flange is equal to half of area of section, i.e., P/2. 

Let us assume that distance h is divided by a neutral line when there 

is bend into segments hi (on the side loaded up and ha on the side of 
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% uruoc/iing) . From (6) we obtain 

— F ,f*\Eu + — 0; 

hence 

5TZ* 
A,=a/. f. 

îT+T 
(2.13) 

Moments of inertia and I2 are 

equal to 

r/2 
i * j 

i 
r/2 

i i .à.__ 
• 

in 
—» —- 

Fig. 2.3. Zones of 
loading and unload¬ 
ing in case of an 
I-beam section. 

/, = -f *’• (2.111) 

Moment of inertia of whole section 

relative to central axis will be 

/ — j Fk*. (2.13) 

Formula (8) obtains form 

r«$T‘ (2.16) 

For elastic region T = E - E. In general the resultant modulus 

has a certain mean value between E and E^. For material with a clear¬ 

ly expressed yield surface, within which angle ^ * 0* magnitudes Fv 

and T near zero, as soon as compressive stress nears the yield point. 

This means that for compressed bar critical compressive stress prac¬ 

tically cannot exceed the yield point. 

In case of a rectangular section (Fig. 2.6) equation (6) takes 

on form 

Q wî-c*?=o 

Í09 



and, consequentlyj 
VI 

“-"TsíTf 
Moments of Inertia will be 

FÏ+Kï' (2.17) 

M{ t 
rl 

Mr 

IT- 

Finally 

Tr íce* 
ivt+vif • 

( 2.16> 

(2.19) 

Deflection in magnitude T for various forms of sections are in¬ 

significant, so that in practical 

calculations for other forms of 

section it is possible to use for¬ 

mula ( 16) or ( 19) . 

§ 28. Construction of 
“Critical Stress— 

Fig. 2.6. Zones 
of loading and 
unloading in 
case of rectan¬ 
gular section. 

Slenderness Ratio diagram". 

We present formula ( 12) in the 

form 

4 (2.20) 

We are given consecutive values of 

/5- 

a ; knowing corresponding magnitudes of T, we find by ( 20) connec- 
Kp 

tion between a and X. But to establish dependence T (a) we should 
KR 

know diagram of o(e), obtained during compression test of short sam¬ 

ples of given material.* In Fig. 2.7 is depicted such a diagram for 

duralumin D16T. Elastic modulus is taken equal to E ■ 7.5*10^ kg/cm2, 

limit of proportionality o«,» 2*10^ kg/cm2. For determining EK of 

different points of diagram (a, b, c, etc.) we pass tangents and find 

♦These data for duralumin and steel St.3 were obtained by author 
in 19^8. 
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th* tangents of angles of their slope to axis of abscissas. Magni¬ 

tudes E , corresponding to certain values of a and 6« are given In 
AC 

Table 2.1. Here are given magnitudes of resultant modulus T and sien 

demess ratio Xpe3 calculated by formulas ( l6) and (20) (index 

indicates that value of X corresponds to the resultant ( reduced) mod¬ 

ulus) . 

$ 

itpOß/OWH 
Jt6T 

[•V17 V»' 

/ / J 4 5 » t » 9 V It It 
i 10* 

Lg. 2.7. Diagram of compression 

Dr duralumin D16t. 
Eïî (a) Duralumin, DloT. E - 

7.5.IO* kg/cm2. 

Dependence tlluB obtained is presented in Pig. 2.8. For elastic 

Table 2.1. Calculating Parameters for 
Duralumin DI6T 

Points on 
Diagram 

• to* 
kg/cnV kg/cm2 

rjo-V 
kg/crrr V» Si 

« 
• 
t 
* 
§ 
/ 
t 
A 
1 
A 
1 
• 
a 

2*7 
A* 
a* 
4* 
4* 
5 
• 
7 
S 
• 

10 
11 
12 

2000 
2200 
2400 
2040 
2780 
2000 
3080 
3200 
3320 
3400 
3450 
3560 
3040 

7*0 
5.96 
4*4 
3.72 
2*5 
2j05 
1*0 
1.17 
0.97 
0*2 
0*2 
0*2 
0*2 

7*0 
0*5 
5*0 
4.97 
3*1 
3*2 
2*0 
2*3 
1.72 
1.48 
1.48 
1.48 
1.48 

00* 
54.7 
47* 
43* 
36* 
33* 
28* 
25* 
22.6 
20* 
20* 
20* 
20* 

00* 
51* 
42 
37* 
30* 
26* 
22 
18.9 
17 
15.4 
15* 
15.1 
14.9 # 
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region, where X 2 60.5, curve corresponds to Euler's formula. 

ig. kg/cm* 
V 

\ 

\ • 

- 

. • 

9 W M 40 St to a a m m 

Pig. 2.8. "Critical stress—slen¬ 
derness ratio" for duralumin, cir¬ 
cles with small crosses are data of 
experiments. 

In Table 2.2 are contained the same data for steel St. 3, cor¬ 

responding vo diagram 0,.-(X) given in Pig. 2.9. Kp 

Table 2.2 Calculating Parameters 
for Steel St. 3. 

kg/cm2 
SK.|0‘*. 

kg/cm2 kg/cm2 *l»a Si 

0.» 
IjD 
1.1 
U 
U 
1.4 
U 
U 

13-4JÖ 
4J 
6 
• 
• 

10 
12 

2000 
2100 
2200 
2200 
2340 
2300 
2300 
2400 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2470 
2575 
2505 
2000 

2,10 
1.42 
OJO 
0JS7 
0.46 
0» 
0.13 
006 
0 
OJOS 
004 
OJOS 
OjOS 
OJOS 
OJOS 

2.10 
1.72 
uo 
IjOS 
085 
054 
0A1 
019 
0 
OJ07 
013 
oís 
0.15 
015 
015 

102 
90 
79 
67j6 
SO 
47J5 
37 
28 
0 

17 
23 
24¿ 
24 
23.6 
23 

102 
813 
663 
54 
44 
32.7 
23.1 
15.7 
0 
9.1 

12.7 
143 
133 
133 
133 



Calculating data obtained thus It la possible to compare with results 

of experiments on buckling for bar of different slenderness ratio. 

In separate cases with very careful execution of experiments one man¬ 

ages to obtain points on graph of 0Kp(*-)i lying fairly close to curve 

However, as a rule, experimental points are located below this 

curve (data in Pig. 2.8). It was noticed that best result is obtain- 

»«kg/cm® 
I— Li — 

r 
T“ 

\ 
1. 

\ 
1 

\ 

nwwtsauiQâonw no no wm 
A 

Pig. 2.9. "Critical stress—slenderness 
ratio" diagram for steel St. 3. 

ed if in formula (12) we replace resultant modulus by tangent and 

take 

(2.21) 

Values of slenderness ratio obtained by the formula 

H-./S. (2-22) 

we mark by index "k", they are placed in last columns of Tables 2.1 

and 2.2. Corresponding curves are drawn in Pig. 2.7. 

Formula ( 21) corresponds to initial concepts about non-elastic 

buckling of bars, presented in one of the articles of P. Engesser 

[2.11]. By this concept the effect of unloading is not considered; 
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it is assumed that in whole section relationship between increases 

of stresses and strains contains tangent modulus E . But if this 
Ml 

assumption pertains to real material* chen it is necessary to consi¬ 

der that compressive stress gets increment at all points of section* 

for instance* as shown in Pig. 2.4 above. In other words* it is nec¬ 

essary to assume that simultaneously with bend of bar there takes 

place increase of compressing load.* Let us consider this problem in 

a quasi-static formulation and investigate bent equilibrium forms of 

bar. 

§ 29. Buckling of Bar Under Variable Load 

We consider that section of bar fixed by hinge on the ends has 

at least one axis of symmetry y (Pig. 2.10a) and that elastic line of 

bar lies in plane xy. 

Assume that buckling of bar began at force P# and that during 

bend of bar load has an Increase. Then in certain sections there can 

take place only loading up, and other sections are divided into zones 

loading up and unloading. We assume here as first approximation that 

appearance of unloading coincides with beginning of buckling.** 

We designate by c distance from center of gravity of section C 

to extreme fibers, lying on convex side. Zones of loading up and un¬ 

loading are divided by line mn, neutral at bend removed from extreme 

fibers by distance s; this magnitude changes. In general, with length. 

♦Such hypothesis was advanced by P. Shanley [2.19] and then Yu. 
N. Rabotnov [2.8] and developed by a number of other authors. 

♦♦Such formulation of problem belongs to A. Pflüger [2.17]; to him 
belong graphs 2.16—2.20. Solution of problem in another formulation 
is given by Yu. R. Lepik [8.5] and I. S. Malyutyn (and. diss., Moscow, 



b * s(x) • Area of section P iB divided by line mn into area P^^ and 

P£. We assume that during buckling of bar deformation in every part 

of section is characterized by constant moduli—during loading up 

and E during unloading; these moduli are determined by diagram a( e) 

and correspond to initial stress 

a - o# - ?J? (Pig. 2.10b) . In 

those sections where zone of un¬ 

loading is absent deformation com¬ 

pletely is determined by modulus 

V 
We turn to sections with mix¬ 

ed law of deformation and intro¬ 

duce designation $/EK * n. We im¬ 

agine a certain transformed sec¬ 

tion, in which width of all ele¬ 

mentary lines located in zone of 

unloading, is increased n times (Pig. 2.1l). Area of such reduced 

section F is equal to 
V? 

I (2.23) 

We determine distance e between centers of gravity of initial 

¡1 
and reduced sections: 

kl 

j .-Sl+iÄ; (2.24) 

by S and we designate static moments of areas F1 and Pq relative 

to central axis of initial section. We designate, further, by Ie the 

moment of inertia of reduced section with respect to axis passing 

through center of gravity of this "new" section: 

Pig. 2.10 a) Sec¬ 
tion of bar, suD- 
Jected to buckling, 
b) diagram of 
stresses. 



/,-/u+*/w- /JÍ^+» f JÍ^: 
(2.25) 

coordinate ye is counted off from new central axis. 

We assume that load P* obtain¬ 

ed Increment AP and attained magni¬ 

tude P: 

P—P9+IP. (2.26) 

For transformed section deformation 

can be determined, proceeding from 

single modulus E . Additional de- 
Jv 

formation of arbitrary fiber Is 

4. = 4., -A, (2.27) 

where Aee is deformation of fiber passing through center of gravity 

of reduced section, p is radius of curvature cf bending line. Incre¬ 

ment of stress Is 

(2.28) 

Additional effort In section will be applied at center of gravity 

of reduced section and Is equal to 

*P= f àtâF,=EJ’,6t<) (2.29) 

here deformation of shortening Is considered positive. Let us consi¬ 

der, further, condition of equilibrium of part of bar shown in Fig. 

2.12. In end section point of application of total force P coincides 

with center of gravity of initial section; in arbitrary section re¬ 

sultant of basic efforts is applied in that same center of gravity of 

Fig. 2.11. Re¬ 
duced section of 
bar. 

equal to 
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ii it.tal section, whereas resultant additional efforts turns out to be 

applied in new center of gravity of reduced section. 

Sum of moments of forces P and P# relative to new central axis 

(2.30) 

or 

M, = Pv+U>t. (2.31) 

Equating this moment to sum of moments of additional internal forces, 

we obtain by ( 20) 

- f àoytdFf=^/r (2.32) 

Assuming for shallow bending line 

I d*v 
T = " 7^' 

Pig. 2.12. External force 
and internal forces during 
buckling of bar. 

we arrive at equation 

Eg/f -f* /Hf-4- AP# *= 0. (2.33) 

In this equation magnitudes e, and I are functions of x. For that 

part of length of bar where region of unloading is absent, neutral 

line will pass through center of gravity of real section and, conse¬ 

quently, e ■ o, I ■ I, where I is moment of inertia of initial sec- 

Lion relative to central axis. Equation (33) takes on these sections 

the form 

ej£t+p*,-o- (2.34) 

Boundary conditions for ends of bar have form 

•k-o. £? 0 when* 0. /. (2.33) 

Furthermore, there must be satisfied conditions of linkage on boundary 
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regions, including unloading. Designating length of this region by 

a (Pig. 2.13), we obtain 

•-«V 77-^when x*^l. 1+1. 

Prom (34) and (35) for end sections of bar we obtain. 

^Aány^x. 

Por points of neutral line we have 

0« At. 

hence 

A*,« - ,)". 

Comparing this equation with (29), we find 

">-V.(c 

Removing d2v/dx2 from (33) and (40), we will have 

P_/, I 
TF* 77 7=7=7 

rr\ 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

Since on ends of bar bending moment turns into zero, from (31) 

it follows that 

APtaaOWhen XnO. Xaa/. (2.42) 

Let us consider two limiting cases. Let us assume that region 

of unloading occupies the whole length of the bar, as this was assum¬ 

ed in Section 26. Then in end sections we should have e ^ 0. Prom 

this follows condition AP ■ 0. Proceeding this way, we obtain for¬ 

mula for critical force (ll), including resultant modulus T. 

We assume now that region of unloading occupies only a certain 

part of length of bar and that end sections are deformed purely plas¬ 

tically. Then for x - 0, x « I we should find e * 0 and, consequently, 

AP / 0. This way leads to solution with increasing load. Let us 
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assane that at moment of beginning of buckling the whole rod is in 

pruely plastic state, so that for all sections modulus is equal to E . 
Ä. 

Zone of unloading is contracted here 

to extreme point of average section, 

so that a 0. Understanding here¬ 

after by V deflection of average 

section, we obtain by (4i) 

f JB 

r* Xf. -H 
Pig. 2.13. Boundary of 
zone of unloading. 

/ 

~Fc' (2.43) 

Thus, point of branching of equilibrium states, found on condition 

AP ? 0, corresponds to critical force 

^ = (2.44) 

lying always below force determined from (ll). Prom this follows 

formula (2l), composed earlier "intuitively". 

We will call the critical force P^, found by modulus EK tan¬ 

gent-modular in distinction from reduced-modular ^3* determined with 

help of modulus T. The principal distinction between these ideas can 

be seen from Pig. 2.14. On axis of abscissas we place dimensionless 

parameter of deflection v * v/c, on axis of ordinates we put the par¬ 

ameter of load P = p/pKp* To reduced-modular critical force there 

corresponds Indifferent equilibrium, so that deflection remains in¬ 

definite; on graph we obtain a horizontal line. The branch of equi¬ 

librium states, proceeding from tangent-modular critical point, has 

at this point a slanting tangent. Slope of this tangent one can de¬ 

termine, using equation (4l). Considering s ■ e * 0, Ie * I, ?e * F, 

we obtain 

(2.45) 
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il::1' " rer:". r 

I f 
•fr 

or 

4P r<* 

/ 

If point of branching lies between PKp and Pp03 

(2.46) 

, then slope of tan¬ 

gent will be smaller; by measure o 

approximation of initial force to 

reduced-modular load the angle of 

inclination approaches zero. 

I 30. Bars of I-Beam and 
Rectangular Sections with mguiar 5 

Variable toad. 

Pig. 2.14. Tangent-modu¬ 
lar and reduced-modular 
load. 

We consider case of I-beam 

section with very thin web. Given 

section is shown in Pig. 2.15. Ec¬ 

centricity of center of gravity of this section is equal, by (24), to 

L 

t(~T+»4) *.-i 
. 4(i+.) TrFr 

(2.47) 

Area and moment of inertia of reduced section will be, by (25) and 

( 25) » equal to 

(2.48) 

Equation (55) takes form 

2a ib 

(2.49) 
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» 

Fig. 2.15. Reduced 
I-section. 

Instead of (40) we obtain 

AD-/Lf» I»-f 1) * 1**® 
i ¡ip- 

o p 
When AP » 0 and d v/dx ^ 0 from (51) we obtain 

t _ 1 
T=TFr 

which corresponds to (15)* Equation (50) takes form 

whence we find is reduced-modular critical forces 

p -«•y ** 
—- 

this agrees with formula (l6) for T. Tangent-modular critical 

is equal to 

Consequently, 

>• ï+T- 

We introduce designations 

A» f *+l A» f 
• ** TJT' 

Equation (50) takes form 

rfHr.u_4P Pk n — 1 
Tj? t »1®= WiEJ ~lñ~ ' 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

force 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 
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Integral of It will be 

V = ^ än V-I-cot *,x -^ . 

We write condition of symmetry of elastic lines 

ifv I -JJ- = 0 npM X = y. 

Using this condition, from (58) we obtain 

y; 

expression for v takes form 

• *=B| 
kP h «-1 
—p-JUTT 

Equation (37) t pertaining to end sections, will be 

«b» A^Wn kfX. 

Conditions of linkage (36) lead to relationships. 

(2.58) 

(2.39) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

A.*n±*f4- 
B| CM -Tjp 

Y 
kP k l»-l 
■^TiTT’ 

I—« ■‘■•if 
A**! CO* *1—j—a» B,*! —-Jj- 

TT ^2.65) 

hence 

B,- 
AP A a — 1 
"T 1 o-M_A»* *, (2.64) 

Turn to equation (51). Putting instead of v expression (6l), 

we find 

w>=a,*î [ i - . 
J CO* 

On boundary of zone of unloading we should have 

* = 0 when x = 
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u¡:ing (65) and (56), we obtain 

Bt 

k.t 
àP h 2n coa~T 

Equating expression (64) and (67), we will have 

By (56) we will have 

and instead of (68) we obtain 

Expression (66) can be rewritten in the form 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

* 
P «« * +1 k7_ P «• 

— JT ' (2.70) 

Equation (69) allows us to determine length of plastic section 

a, if there is given, on the one hand, value of n and, on the other 

hand, ratio P/PKp» 

We will consider ultimate cases. If region of unloading is ab¬ 

sent, we should have a * 0; hence 

*^.=00. *,=-£; (2.71) 

by (70) this gives P = P . Assuming, on the other hand, that region 
K.p 

of unloading occupies whole length of bar (a = l) , we obtain 

*•¥ = 00. *> = T: (2.72) 

hence by (70) 

P-Pi "»MT ( 2.72) 
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On graph of Fig. 2.16 is presented dependence between "F * 
K.p 

and a/l when n * 2; 4; and 6 for intermediate values of a/l. Dotted 

line shows level corresponding to force Pp03 according to (73). 

Fig. 2.l6. Length of zone 
of unloading in case of I- 
beam section. 

diagram in case of I-beam section. 

Using expressions (6l) and (67), we find maximum deflection of 

bar: 

/-« +1 j. 
(2.74) 

In Fig. 2.17 is shown how ratio 7 » f/(h/2) changes depending 

upon P * P/PKp for different n. Slope of tangent is determined by- 

expression 

77 A K 
CM 

"+i (2-75) 

At point of branching we will have P = P , P = 1, a = Oj hence 

(2.76) 
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I i 4 

Pig. 2.18. Length of zone 
of unloading for bar of 
rectangular section. 

Pig. 2.19. Propagation 
of zone of unloading 
during buckling of bar. 

Pig. 2.20. "Load-deflection" dia¬ 
gram for bar of rectangular section. 

In case of rectangular section calculations are significantly 

complicated. In Pig. 2.18 is presented final graph of dependences 

IF = on a/l. From Fig. 2.19 one may see how deeply by section 

the zone of unloading spreads in different sections for one or another 

level of supercritical deformation] it is assumed n = 4. In Fig. 2.20 

is given change of relative deflection v during increase of load, 

starting from P^p. 
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§ 31» Selection of Criterion of Stability and Design Load 

Problem of buckling of compressed bar beyond the limits of elas¬ 

ticity at first glance is simple. Really, we study déformât^ " 

bar, assuming deflections small as compared to length, i.e., in geo¬ 

metrically linear setting. Distributive law of strains by section is 

determined by hypothesis of flat sections. We can consider bar as 

system of longitudinally located fibers, inasmuch as state of strain 

is considered uniaxial. Law of stress—strain is assumed known. Nev¬ 

ertheless, as we see now, this problem conceals many "underwater 

stones". 

First difficulty consists of propagation to elastoplastic region 

of the idea of stability. Let us assume that compressive stress in 

bar exceeds limit of proportionality, but critical load still is not 

attained; obviously, rectangular state of rod should be stable. How¬ 

ever, if some perturbation causes distortion of bar, then in it will 

appear certain permanent deformations. It is possible to understand 

by stable in the small such equilibrium position of system which does 

not have neighboring distorted equilibrium forms. By critical load 

we must imply then such minimum force at which there are manifested 

neighboring equilibrium forms; but here we must exclude from consi¬ 

deration those forms which correspond to permanent deformations ( see 

[21.5a, 21.11]). 

Such determination can also cause objections, if one were to 

consider that plastic flow during load of structure constitutes, to 

greater or lesser measure, a process of flow, ueveloping in time. 

From this point of view, talking about stability, vn must compare 

magnitude of small perturbation changing system from considered 
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po.i+lon, wit i that effect, which it will cause. If this effect, s- 

cc.islsting in distortion of bar, is limited and small, then initial 

state should be considered "stable". 

As a rule, we will nevertheless consider that process of plastic 

flow flows very slowly and that use of idea of equilibrium state of 

system is valid. We return,therefore,to definition of critical load 

as point of branching of equilibrium forms. Here we encounter a new 

peculiarity of non-elastic buckling: instead of fixed point of bi¬ 

furcation, corresponding to first critical load in elastic region, 

here possible points of bifurcation fill the whole interval, lying 

between tangent-modular and is reduced-modular loads. At what point 

should there occur buckling of sample, subjected to test in laboratory, 

structural element in real conditions? This depends on characteris¬ 

tic of machine or parts of structure connected with bar. In preced¬ 

ing calculations ratio AP/áv was not determined, but it can be found, 

if we know reaction of structural elements linked with sample given 

with deflection and characteristic of load, applied to structure as 

a whole.* 

There appears question, what load—tangent-modular or reduced- 

modular— should be taken as design during planning? As we have seen, 

tangent-modular load can under known conditions correspond to point 

of bifurcation of equilibrium forms: it always lies below reduced- 

modular and better corresponds to experimental data. Therefore, we 

should recommend conducting practical calculations on tangent-modular 

*See article of A. A. Ilyushin and V. G. Zubchaninov (Eng. Col¬ 
lection, Vols. 27 and 28, 19o0) and Ya. G. Panovko [2.6, 1962]. 
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load. It Is true, distinction between tangent-modular and reduced- 

modular loads Is small; therefore, as already marked by Hoff [6.13], 

this selection does not render essential influence on results of cal¬ 

culation. 

Conducting calculation of tangent-modular load, we as it were, 

refuse to consider effect of unloading during buckling. This assump¬ 

tion strongly simplifies calculations, especially in more complicated 

problems of stability of plates and shells, and we will resort to it 

subsequently more than once. 

Regardless of what modulus we take for calculating—T or E 
Mk 

for solution of problems we can apply methods of approximation de¬ 

scribed in Chapter I, In case of bar of variable section it is nec¬ 

essary to consider here change of modulus T or E with length, depend- 

ing on change of stress o in section. But since actual critical 

stress usually is to be determined, calculation must be conducted by 

means of several trials. 

S 32. Eccentric Compression in Non-Elastic Region. 
Approximate SoluTToñ 

Research of forms of equilibrium of bars, subjected to eccentric 

compression beyond the limits of elasticity, encounters new difficul¬ 

ties. Here it is necessary to consider diverse variants of location 

by section of elastic and plastic zones with different loads. There- 

fore, there was offered a series of approximate solutions, introducing 

significant simplifications already in the actual formulation of prob¬ 

lem.* 

♦This problem was considered by Ros [2.18], Chwalla [2.10], 
Pritsche [2.12], JeSek [2.13L A. V. Gemmerling [2.3], and V. V. 
Pinadzhyan [2.7]. Here the account is developed according to book of 
Je¥ek [2.13]. 



One of essential assumptions is introduction of a model of ideal' 

ly plastic material. By this is understood an imaginary material, 

whos< diagram of compression and extension have the form shown in 

Pig. 2.21. It is considered that yield points during compression and 

extension are identical. 

Fig. 2.21. Idealized 
diagram. 

A second assumption Is that 

bending line for hinge-supported 

bar is a half-wave of a sine wave. 

In Fig. 2.22a is depicted 

cross section of bar, having axis 

of symmetry. We will consider that 

point A of application of force P 

lies on this axis and is removed from center of gravity C a distance 

e. Let us assume that height of section h is divided by point C into 

segments hi and h2. We designate by f maximum deflection of the bar, 

counted off from line of force P. We imagine that deformations in 

certain part of compressed zone exceed magnitude eT, corresponding to 

yield point: eT * ot/E; boundary of this zone is distance £ from 

edge of compressed region. Let position of neutral line be determin¬ 

ed by segments Ç and r\. Complete diagrams of distribution of strains 

«V, t stresses by height of section are given in Fig. 2.22b and c. 

We constitute equation of equilibrium for part of bar separated 

by average section. Equation of projections of forces in direction 

of axis of bar has the form 

J a if |=0. (2.77) 

Here by F is designated area of section, by a the difference between 

stress at point with coordinate u and yield point oT: 
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• . (2.78) 
T 

Coordinate u is counted off from boundary of yield zone. 

Equation of moments relative to line passing through e;,i. 

point of stretched zone will be 

*</+*«)- 

•(* — 5 —*)<//> ] =0. (2.79) 

We Introduce designatiwu, for stat- 

Pig. 2.22. (a) Sec¬ 
tion of bar, (b) dia¬ 
gram of strains and 
(c) diagram of stress¬ 
es during eccentric 
compression. 

ic moments of inertia of parts of 

area of section divided by boun¬ 

dary of yield zone: 

i i 

5. = /.,/. = /^dF, (2.80) 

ft-t *-( 
5. = / ttiP. /,=/ «j«//’. (2.81) 

Comparing (80) and (8l) , it is 

possible to write 

^**$*+^(*1—9* (2.82) 

Moment of inertia of the whole 

area relative to boundary of yield 

zone and moment of inertia I relative to the central axis parallel to 

it are connected by the relationship 

4=/.+ /.= /+^(5,-9. (2.83) 
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We designate by a. * P/P average compressive stress in section; 
0 

thon from (77) ensues 

_ S.t + F(A,-5)_ 
’i- 

(2.84) 

Using (82) and (83) j from equation (79) we find, 

f ~ 1¾¾ K — At—(Ai -- 5) 5iil- (2.85) 

For a specific form of section equation (Ö5) together with (84) give 

dependence between deflection f and average stress Oq . 

Let us consider now geometric aspect of problem. We designate 

by p radius of curvature of elastic line for average section; then 

i-ii. 

Using (1.3), for that section we obtain 

(2.86) 

a- (2.87) 

Equation of bending line of bar we write in the form 

« = «+(/ — *) sin -y - (2.88) 

where origin of coordinates coincides with point of application of 

nne of forces P; when x = l/2 we have 

(2.89) 

Comparing (87) and (89) * we find 

«*£ (2.90) 

Finally by (84) and (85) we have. 

(2.91) 
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We obtained relationship between average stress Oq and width of plas¬ 

tic region £. Analysis of it shows that magnitude o0 in the beginning 
increases, and then, after reaching a certain limit point, drops. We 

set ourselves the goal of finding such value at which is the 

2 
biggest, for that we equate to zero the derivative of l with respect 

to £ for the given o^j then we obtain 

(2>92) i 

Determining hence Z, by (84) will find "critical" value of average 
stress, and by (85) the corresponding deflection. 

§ 33. Eccentric Compression of Bars of 
Rectangular and Tee Sections 

Let us consider case of rectangular section b X h. By formulas 

(80) when h^ * h/2 we find 

5* T’ '“"T* (2.93) 

Put these values in (92); then we obtain value of width of plastic 

zone for critical value of average stress a0 - oKp: 

1*2 

We designate by k radius of kernel of section: 

(2.94) 

*= 
w 
T’ 

(2.95) 

where W is moment of strength of section, and we introduce concept of 

the measure of eccentricity m: 

(2.96) 

In this case 

k=S 
A 
ï* 

(2.97) 
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J 

Instead of (9^) we have 

I « Hr 

We place this expression In equation (9l)i then we obtain 

'=^(' 
ev* tv 

" V 

Slenderness ratio of bar Is 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

( 2. 100) 

Equality (99) we give the form 

%-#(*-i)’- (2.101) 

Let us note that when £ = 0, when there is no plastic zone, we obtain 

ordinary Euler's formula. Using expression (98), we obtain 

(2.102) 

We arrived at equation for allowing us to determine critical 

stress for given relative eccentricity. Corresponding values of 

and f from (84) and (85) will be 

t (2.105) 

( 2.104) 

Here we must substitute the expression for £/h from (98). On graph 

of Fig. 2.25 are presented curves a (X) , built by equation (102) for 
KP 

6 2 
different parameters m; we assume E = 2.1*10 kg/cm , and cT = 

= 2400 kg/cm . When m = 0 we obtain horizontal line within limits 

^ and Euler's hyperbola X 2 X*; here X* = 94. Small left section 
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of diagram corresponds to case of two-way yield, when plastic flows 

appear not only in compressed, but in stretched zone. 

-».i 

|S|K 

Pig. 2.23. Diagram X) in 

case of eccentric compression 
of a rectangular steel bar. 

In book [2.13] are considered 

analogously cases of cross sec¬ 

tions of other form. Comparison 

of results showed that with sig¬ 

nificant m critical stress is the 

smallest for bars of T-sectlon, 

when point of application of force 

lies on axis of wall, on other side 

of flange (Fig. 2.24). We will 

discuss that case when plastic 

zone is only on side of compression 

and embraces only part of flange, 

again have form (93)> where by b we must understand width of shelf. 

Expressions for and will 

Equation (92) turns out to be quadratic relative £ and is reduced 
Kp 

to the form 

^~ 2 (*l+j0' 
(2.105) 

We use again as designation for measure of eccentricity (96), where 

here W * W^ = l/h^ (see Pig. 2.22). Then least root of equation (IO5) 

can be presented in the form 

= p — VV — q. (2.106) 

P A, -)- 
|0gp 

T'K-o.p) ’ 

„_ 2*V|«,,p 
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Comparing (106)--(108), we find 

p ♦ 
1 r—1 ! 

Fig. 2.24. Tee 
section of bar. 

(2.109) 

We place expressions (106) and 

(109) in equation (9l)j then after 

simplifications we obtain 

(2.110) 

Hence when X = l/l, 

( ^. Ill) 

We expand expression (p^ - qp/2 into a series; 

(P*—= ••• (2.112) 

After certain transformations equation (ill) will take the form 

n_ *lg rî w^p- t Wt f ma.p y 1 

•«fl •»-•«* S**! \«T-a«p/ “J (2.113) 

If one were to take dimensions of section from Fig. 2.25* where 

b » h, then coefficient containing W^ and h^, will be equal to 0.38. 

Let us note that the resolvent (102) for the case of rectangular sec¬ 

tion it is possible also to reduce to form 

*W«P , 1 t \* 
(2.114) 

it differs from (113) only in coefficient in third member of series. 

Dependence a (X) by (113) for section from Fig. 2.25 is presented 
Kp 

on graph of Fig. 2.26; here are given also sections of curves corres¬ 

ponding to other combinations of elastic and plastic zones of section. 

V. V. Pinadzhyan [2.7] solved more complicated problem on the 

assumption that in diagram a( e) section of plasticity is not horizontal, 
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but slightly slanted (Fig. 2.27). Such dependence a(e) better 

corresponds to usual diagram for steel St. 3. Calculations showed 

that critical stress for such material lies 5-7# higher than in case 

Research of stability of elas- 

to-plastic bars taking into account 

different perturbations (eccentri¬ 

city of load, initial flaw) lie at 

basis of contemporary norms of 

calculation of compressed and is 

compresses-bent members of build¬ 

ing constructions. This direction 

is illuminated in books of A. V. 

Gemmerling [2.3]* A. A. Pikovskiy [3.7]* G. Bürgermeister and H. Steup 

[0.16], C. Kollbrunner and M. Meister [O.19]. 

of "ideal plasticity." 

Fig. 2.25. Di¬ 
mensions of tee 
section in nu¬ 
merical example. 

nis&aBkXl m 
ÜÜÜUkSCaMH 

m m m 
Fig. 2.26. Dependence 
aKD(X) in case of bar of 
tee section under ec¬ 
centric comoression. 

diagram of compression 
for steel. 

1.36 
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CHAPTER III 

MORE COMPLICATED PROBLEMS OP 
STABILITY OP BARS AND BAR SYSTEMS 

S 3^« Bars of Variable Section. Step Change of Rigidity. 

We considered till now only bars whose rigidity with length is 

constant. However,from the point of view of facilitating construc¬ 

tion it is expedient to apply compressed bars of variable rigidity, 

with its increase in that zone, where bending moments and normal forces 

are the greatest. It is true, manufacture of bars of variable rigidity 

requires more complicated technology. But for big structures this is 

obviously compensated by savings of material, expended on construc¬ 

tion. Especially convenient is application of compound bars of vari¬ 

able of rigidity, having two or several branches; such bars frequently 

are found in constructions of towers, masts, arms of hoists, etc. 

Let us give solution of several problems pertaining to stability 

of bars of variable rigidity supported by hinges on ends. Obviously, 

in this case rigidity should be increased in middle section. 

In Pig. 3.1j is presented a bar, consisting of three sections. 

Extreme sections, each of length have rigidity EI^ and middle sec¬ 

tion is of length a =» 21 gj rigidity Elg, where Ig > I^j l is total 

length of bar. We constitute differential equations of bending line 

for every section. We count off coordinate Xi from end of bar 0, and 



I t 

Xg—from point of linkage of sections. Equations will have form 

Introducing designations 

p —t? p —tl 
Ur“'*1- Tli(3.3) 

We write integrals of equations (l) and (2) î 

•» =* * **n *i*i + B co* *i*|. ( 3.4) 

*,«<:*■ Vi+Oco. Mr (3.5) 

Boundary conditions on ends and at point of linkage of sections will 

be 

0, = 0 when *,=0. (3.6) 

when *! = /, * x,=*0. (3.7) 

-77- = 7-- when x, = /, ■ X, = 0, (3.8) 

-^*«=0 when*,=4. (3.9) 

Prom these conditions we find 

B Ä 0. i4 Wn A,/, = 0.1 
Akf cot= C*j, CcosM — OWn= 0. J (3.10) 

Comparing equations (IO), we arrive at transcendental equation 

(3.11) 



à.* I 

We present critical load in the form 

(3.12) 

In Table 3.1 are given values 

Pig. 3.1. 
Case of step 
change of sec¬ 
tion. 

of factor K for certain ratios 

= a. (3.13) 

We will show an example of 

solution of this same problem by 

successive approximations. 

Example 3.1. Determine cri¬ 

tical load for bar with step 

changed rigidity when X » 0.8. We 

take initial equation of elastic 

line in the form 

• (/*-*»). (a) 

Table 3.1. Values of factor K for bar 
with step change of rigidity. 

M M. M 04 

0.1 
42 
44 
46 
48 

1.47 
2.796 
5,089 
6,978 
8,550 

2,40 
4222 
6,680 
8,187 
9,177 

420 
6.694 
8212 
9,240 
9,632 

829 
9230 
9275 
9,790 
9240 

Equations (l) and (2) will be rewritten then „in the following form! 

-Sr“1-4*, (7 —O' (b) 

Integrating these equations and using conditions (6) -(9) taking into 

¡; 
account that x now is counted off ^from point 
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Ml I 

*"2/**[Í(t) ”ï(t) +ïf+ Ä-(7~,)]• (c) 

Deflection will be 

-¿r+ (d) 

Critical force turns out to be equal to 

P a ^ " 7*- 
3088 + ~ ’ (e) 

Por cases given in Table 3.1, we will obtain following values of K: 

• 0.1 0,2 0.4 0.6 0J 
K l»77 9.17 9.41 9^2 9,58 

Error with respect to tabular values does not exceed 5#. 

I 35. Case of Continuous Change of Rigidity by 
Length. Bar of Minimum Weight, ^ 

Let us turn to case where rigidity of bar continuously changes 

along length.* Let us consider bar supported by hinges at ends, for 

each half of which moment of inertia changes by exponential law; 

(3.14) 

X is counted from point located distance b from center of bar if, for 

instance, the bar consists of two branches (Pig. 3.2), having recti¬ 

linear shape, and distance between branches h is equal to 

then moment of inertia of section, if one were to ignore natural moment 

of inertia of section of branch, will change by relationship (14) when 

m * 2. 

Differential equation of elastic line will be 

£/>(r)*£(3.15) 

♦Such problems were first solved by Lagrange; a number of cases of 
bars mixed rigidity was considered by A. N. Dinnik [3.1]. 
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boundary conditions have form 

dv 
dx = 0when x = b\ 

i 
v = 0 when x =*b — ~ 

We designate 

(3.16) 

y~+ 
pb* 
~ïïï7 

there instead of (15) we obtain 

(3.17) 

Let us consider first the 

case where m » 2j here besides 

solution of equation (I7) will be 

= ¿ + Æ V*c0*(,,n *)• (5.18) 

where 

Fig. 3.2. Moment 
of inertia of sec¬ 
tion changes by 
exponential law. 

**=**- I (3.19) 

this is easy to prove by direct 

differentiation. Derivative 

dv/dx is equal to 

iiÄi4[2FI8,n(,,n Jf)+'^,co,(,lnx)] + 

+B[iFíCOi(,l,,JC) ~ ^ 3.20) 

We use boundary conditions (l6). From the second of these conditions 

ßzs — AtgiilnbJ. 

First condition gives 

— *tg(i In&)]=s0. 

Hence we obtain equation for sï 

l*(«lii-ÍL) = â». (3.21) 
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Least root of this equation determines critical load: 

«•£/ = .where*, = -f- • ("i.22) 

If m / 2, then solution of equation (17) is extracted in the fol¬ 

lowing manner: 

where 

* = A VtjÁtoixty+B V~xJ_, (s*^), 

’“i«* — is a fractional number. 

(3.23) 

Pig. 3.3. Bar, 
consisting of 
three sections; 
middle section 
has constant 
cross-section. 

By Jv, is understood is 

Bessel's function of the first 

type with subscript v. We note, 

that when v - n + l/2, where n is 

an integer, functions Jv and J_v 

can be expressed by element func¬ 

tions. 

Let us assume, further, that 

bar supported by hinges consists 

of three sections (Fig. 3.3), 

where on middle section ^ moment 

of inertia is constant and equal 

to Ig, and in extreme sections of 

length moment of inertia 

changes according to law ( 14) . 

Then for middle section equation 

of elastic line will be written in the form (5) when I - Ig, and for 

end section in form (I5). Considering conditions for end section, 

middle section and point of linkage of sections, we determine critical 
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Data for calculations, pertaining to case m » 2, are shown in 

graph of Pig. 3.4 [0.21]. Here on axis of abscissas is placed ratio 

Z^/Z, along the axis of ordinates—factor from formula (22) when 

I = Igj series of curves is given for various ratios of moments of 

inertia Formula (22) can also be presented in the form 

«W.. 
W (3.2^) 

coefficient of reduction of length is equal to .=1/^ 

tion. 

load when E * 2.1^10° kg/cm ; 

Area of cross-section of 

from axis to center of 

at support 6.94 cm. 

is 

Example 3»2. Arm AD of gan¬ 

try crane (Pig. 3.5) consists of 

four equilateral corners 75 x 75 

X 6, connected by lattice. Total 

length of arm is l » 17.5 Di¬ 

mensions of section of middle ^art 

DG are constant, and under tension 

each of the end sections change by 

linear law depending upon distance 

to support A or B. Dimensions of 

sections in middle part and at 

supports are shown in figure. It 

is necessary to determine critical 

2000 kg/cm^. 

profile is equal to 8.78 cm¿, distance 

gravity of corner section in middle is I7.94 cm, 

Moment of inertia of cross-section in middle part 

/, - 4 («J + W • 17.W) - u 300 Mt«. 

/, « 4(46.7 + 0,78 - 8£4*) = 1900 or«; 
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here there is considered natural moment of inertia of profile, equal 

to 46.7 cm . Ratio I^/l » O.165, Ÿt^/l * 0.405. Prom figure we find: 

T"W-w- 

On graph of Pig. 3.4 for these values of VT^/I and l±/l we will have 

Ki«0.73. Critical load without calculation for influence of trans¬ 

verse force ( see below. Section 43) we obtain as equal to 

17S5T -58000 kg. 

Corresponding stress . 59 000/4.8.78 - 1570 kg/cm2 lies below •.«. 

It is natural to pose the 

question: what form should a 

compressed bar of variable section 

have so that with a definite load 

it has minimum weight.* We give 

results of solution of such a 

problem for case where bar has 

solid round section and is support¬ 

ed by hinges at its ends. The most 

profitable shape of bar corres¬ 

ponds to the law 

"“‘•’i-’i (3.25) 

where t) is ratio of current diame- 

51(a) 

a) 

r1- f TTf 
JTltl ! _i : I “t T "7 8 i-1 — ^ s 

b) 

Pig. 3.5. Calculating arm of 
gantry crane. 
KEY: (a) Plane ABC. 

ter to dicuneter of middle section, x is counted from end of bar. Form 

of bar is shown in Fig. 3.6; here are marked values of t) in certain 

♦This problem was first posed by Lagrange and subsequently was in¬ 
vestigated by Ye. L. Nikolai (Works on mechanics. Gostekhizdat, M., 
1955), N. G. Chentsov [3.10], A. P. Smirnov [0.11] and other authors. 
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sections [i.l}]. Weight oí' such an "ideal" bar turns out to be 13% less 

than weight of bar of constant section. In case of tubular section 

economy in weight can be significantly greater. 

§ 36. Case Concentrated Force on Span 

Assume that bar, supported by hinges at ends. Is subjected to 

forces P^, Pg and P^ + Pg and that force Pg is applied to certain in¬ 

termediate section, located at distances and lg from ends (Pig. 3.7). 

We assume that moment of inertia of section in upper part is equal to 

IA and in the lower one, to L. 

Fig. 3.6. Shape of bar 
of least weight. 

We designate by f deflection of 

point of application of force ^ 

during buckling of bar. Differen- 

tial equation of elastic line for 

upper section will be 

Pig. 3.7. Case 
of force appli¬ 
ed in span. 

djt3-+ ^2) + ~~ (*i -f-12) — — ®i) = 

= — p\Vi + —/|); 

here is considered component of reaction of support, equal to 

coordinate x. is counted from 0. Por lower section we obtain 
1 

(3.26) 

%f/i; 

(^.27) 
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We use designations 

/>, + />. =A*, *» A*. 

then equations (26) and (2?) will be rewritten as follows: 

(5.28) 

(3-29) 

^1^+*»*»=*! T^i- (3*30) 

Hence 

^ *x M, CO* 4,*, + fl, tin A|X| + /,). (3.31). 

+ (3.32) 

Boundary conditions for ends of bar and point of linkage will be 

*i*=0 when*,**!!. ^—Owhen X| = 0. 

«,«=*, =/and = whenx, = 0 n x, = /a. 

Using these conditions, we find 

and, last, we arrive at final equation 

(3.33) 

Í ».»V, *1 + ' (3.31*) 

For given ratio of forces and moments of inertia we find by trial and 

error for values of k^..., k^, corresponding to least values of forces 

and Pg. We present critical magnitude P^ + Pg in the form 

(3.35) 
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and designate 

m. (3.36) 

Factors K for case = found from equation (¿4), are given in 

Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 

Factors K for case of forces, applied 
at ends and in the middle of span. 

m 

* 
1.00 1.» MO l.7i 2,00 3,00 

IjOO 
155 
150 
1,75 
2,00 

9.87 
Ml 
750 
7.11 
6.40 

10.9 
9,77 
8,86 
8,04 
750 

11,9 
10.5 
9.53 
852 
7,90 

12.5 
11.2 
10.1 
9,10 
8.43 

13.0 
11.6 
10.7 
9.77 
8,97 

14.7 

Case m = 1 pertains to bar of variable section, on which there 

act only forces P1 at ends. Equation (54) changes into the following: 

IgiTT“ Igfer* (3.37) 

1 57. Influence of Distributed Longitudinal Load 

Let us turn to case where longitudinal load is distributed along 

length of bar. One example of such a type of load is the gravity of 

the bar: during calculation of columns in big constructions, chimneys, 

etc. it is necessary to consider this. Usually in these cases one of 

the ends of column (top) is free, and the other (bottom) is fixed. 

Let us consider problem of stability of such a bar with constant 

section by length first under action of only gravity, and then with 
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Joint action of forces of gravity and other loads.* 

We take system of coordinates from Fig. 3.8. We designate i 

of gravity per unit length by p. In section x compressing force is 

equal to P « px, and transverse force is 

(3.38) 

Equation ( 2) we transform to form 

0$-=-® (3.39) 

substituting (38), we obtain 

El db +PX1J 0. 

We introduce designations 

we arrive at equation 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

£ + «*, = 0. 

This equation is integrated Jn Bessel functions**, paradiseenie has the 

form 

Here J(l/3) is a Bessel function of the first type, 

function Jv(az) with respect to z is 

(3.43) 

Derivative of 

(«) 
d* — +«V.-1 («X). (3.44) 

♦Problem of buckling of column under action of gravity was set by 
Euler and subsequently considered by Qreenhill (3.11]* studying in 
connection with this also shapes of trunks of trees. 

**See, for instance, E. Kamke, Handbook on ordinary differential 
equations. Second edition, Fizmatglz, I961, P« 453. 
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Based on this formula, we find 

â 
U 

Differentiating (4^), we obtain 

iw 
rfT MaUi (^i) — ßai/j 

Boundary conditions of problem 

will be 

dht 

iv 
u 

M = — El -j~i 0 whe n x — 0, 

0 when x = / 

Pig. 3.8. 
Problem of 
stability 
of bar un¬ 
der the in¬ 
fluence of 
gravity. 

or 

^J. = 0when !*«0t « = 0 when; —( a) 

As it is known, functions Jv(£) 

turn into zero when £ * 0, if sub¬ 

script V > 0; if V < 0, then func- 

I ». In our case 

V « (1/3); consequently, magnitude 

0, while J.2/3 = "* 

tion Jv(0) 

Jl/3 (0) 

But then the first of conditions 

(a) may be satisfied only when A » 0. Considering B ^ 0, from second 

condition we find 

(I .)=0. (3.45) 

Least value of argument, with which function J_ 

will be 

1.866. 

1/3 
turns into zero, 

I* (3.43a) 

From (4l) we find 

„ _ „I 7 a, Pap *=0 p ~~ 7,84 /» * 
(3.40) 
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We introduce concept of reduced load, understanding by this force P, 

concentrated at known point and equivalent to distributed load in 

problem of stability. We select reduction center at free end; then 

and finally 

p/. ( 3.^7) 

Consequently, reduced force is 1/3, l8th of total weight. 

Let us learn solution of this problem without direct application 

of Bessel functions, by method of exponential series: this method is 

widely used in analogous problems. 

We write solution of equation (42) in the form 

-f-C3**4- ... (3.48) 

Putting this expression in (42), we obtain 

ac,+2.3C,l+3.4Q’+ ... + ...) = 0. (3.49) 

Comparing coefficients for identical exponents £, we arrive at the 

following relationships: 

C,=0. 2 • 3Cj = - 3-4C«=- û’Ct. | 

«.ÍC,—,ic,_o. ... I (3.50) 

Thus, coefficients with subscripts 2, 5, 8, 11, etc., turn into 

zero: Çi+3« = 0when * = 0. 1, 2. ... 

Remaining coefficients are connected by dependences 
r __«•_^ 
4+* (* + !)(*+ 2) 

It is possible to see that all these coefficients can be expressed 

by C and C.: 
o i 



Expression for w takes form 

• = C,(l...) + 

-Ti^+jrvn^-■■■)■ (5-51) 

Derivative with respect to i will be equal to 

■^r=c®(~4?+*T5*5~ ...)+ 

+^(1 “T^+XTr*6“ •••)’ (3.32) 

Using the first of boundary conditions (a), we find =* 0. The 

second of these conditions when ^ 0 reduces to equation 

1 -yi + a-àVa ~ y.y.sVe-Q + - --=0- (3.55) 

which it is possible to rewrite in the form 

1 ~Á (1 °)*+rtrro (I “l* ~ r^~41 io ■ it (a «)*+■. =o. (3.5¾ 

In left part of this equation there is contained a series, correspond¬ 

ing to Bessel function (2/3 a). Thus, we obtained equation, 

equivalent to (45); its least root is determined by (45a). 

Real columns of large dimensions have, as a rule, variable sec¬ 

tion. In this case direct integration of equation of elastic line is 

complicated, and therefore, stability calculation must be conducted 

with help of approximate methods. As example, let us consider one var¬ 

iant of television tower planned for Moscow with height of 520 m* 

(Pig. 3.9a and b). In Pig. 3.9c is given diagram of longitudinal 

compressive force (in tons). Determination of safety factor of tower 

was done with help of method of successive approximations; simultane¬ 

ously was established form elastic line. Ordinate vmax of curve of 

first approximation at point on top of antenna was taken equal to one. 

c) 

♦This calculation belongs to V. Khandzhi. Ordinates of diagrams 
and d) correspond to sections shown by points in Pig. 3.9a. 
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Further they determined bending moments from vertical forces for a 

series of sections. It was considered that in these sections there 

are elastic Joints, rigidity of which (in ton--meters) corresponded 

to diagram of Fig, 3.9d; cut located between calculated sections was 

assumed absolutely rigid (Section ll) , Then they determined new elas¬ 

tic line; comparison of resulting deflection with the initial gave pos¬ 

sibility of finding stability factor. In Fig. 3.9e dotted line shows 

Pig. 3.9. Calculation of television tower 
for stability. 
REX': (a) approximations. 

curve of third approximation, where deflections v anew were related to 

V 
max* 
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§ 38. Simultaneous Action of Distributed 
and Öoncentraied Loads 

Let us turn to the case where bar is subjected to action of not 

only of distributed load, but also concentrated force P, applied to 

free end (Pig. 3.10). For generality we will consider magnitude p 

variable: p = p(x). We use the Bubnov-Galerkin method; preliminarily 

we derive initial equation taking Into account distributed load. Let 

us turn to variational equation, obtained in Section 6. Expression for 

variation of work of internal forces we present in the form 

( 1.88a) : 

m4w(£)I+/Ue‘-&) h ( 3..,5) 

in distinction from Section 37 c'-ordlnate x is counted from lower end 

of bar. 

We calculate work of distri 

Fig. 3.10. 
Simultaneous 
action of con¬ 
centrated force 
and gravity for 
bar with fixed 
ends. 

buted load, considering its in¬ 

tensity variable with length. On 

member dx there is load p dx; 

displacement of center of gravity 

of element with respect to lower 

end is 

ï/(£)’'*• (3.56) 
0 

Total work of distributed load is 

equal to 

We introduce designations R , R , R for resultants of load from 
X i-X L 
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0 to X, from x to I and for the whole length: 

/' • 
pdu, = J pd* = Rt— R*, R'wsfpdx. 

• % 
Integrating expression (57) by parts, we obtain 

or 

Finally 

r í#</(£),‘,jr -1 f *‘(71)' 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

r=l/*<-.(£)’'*• 

Variation of ÔW is equal to 

'W = {«<-* **■ 

(3.60) 

. (3.61) 

This magnitude must be added to expression (1.95»)< total variation of 

work of external forces will be 

»r=/ </•+*,_,)£ ¿(í.)*r. (3.62) 

Variational equation can, consequently, be presented in the form 

(zf)Í + /[Sf (£/ 7x‘) +,p + R,-‘)7l\77li,>äx= 0; . (3.63) 

rigidity El here for generality is assumed variable. Putting instead 

of ôv expression (1.126) and taking integral member equal to zero, we 

obtain fundamental equation of Bubnov-Galerkin method: 

i 

71 (£/ áir)+(P+ Ut-JlTx\~ïxdx,= I*2.(3.64) 

Let us consider case where, along with concentrated force P 

n 
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ths?re must be calculated gravity of the bar p0l, where El = const. 

Instead of (64) we obtain 

i 
/* f d*v dv I rftl. 
/ p T? 4-|P+P»('-- x)l¿.r) 2-01 = 0- (3.6¾) 

Equation of elastic line is taken in a form corresponding to case of 

one concentrated force: 

o=*/(l-co*-2p). (3.66) 

Taking 

H = 1 — co« ^ (3.67) 

and substituting the last two expressions in (65), we find 

f{-a&*>'%-+ 

(3.68) 
Integrating, we obtain 

(3.69) 

or 

El (3.70) 

Consequently, calculation for buckling can be conducted in considered 

case, joining to concentrated force 3/10 of gravity of bar and consi¬ 

dering this reduced load applied to free end of bar. If load Pq is 

significant, then with a total critical force equal to (70), force P 

can be negative, i.e., tensile. Result obtained by us well agrees 

with solution of problem in Bessel functions, since by (47) when P = 0 

we obtained reduced load equal to ~ 0.31pQl. 

Consider the same problem on the assumption that both ends of 

bar are supported by hinges (Fig. 3.11). Selecting expression for v 
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in the form 

Ü = / sin -y- (3.71) 

and substituting it in equatj on 

(65), we arrive at relationship 

Pig. 5.11. 
Combined ac¬ 
tion of load 
on bar, sup¬ 
ported by 
hinges at its 
ends. 

(5.72) 

Here reduced load turns out to be 

equal to half the gravity of the 

bar. 

& 39. Bar. Subjected to 
Action of Axial Force and' 

fend Couples 

Let us assume that bar, sup¬ 

ported by hinges at its ends, is 

subjected to Joint action of axial 

force P and a pair, applied to end 

section B, moment of which is 

equal to MQ. We determine elastic line of bar: this will be important 

subsequently during research of stability of bars which lie on several 

supports. Considering force to be compressive (Pig. 3.12), we find 

bending moment in sectionsi 

M » X + Pv. ( 3.73) 

Fig. 3.12. Bending of bar 
under action of axial force 
and couple. 
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H*ff I Í 

Differential equation of elastic line has the form 

= (3.74) 

or 

dh> 
IF 4^=- 

Mt X 
ITT' (3.75) 

Here as before k2 = P/EI. Solution of equation (75) has the form 

t^cos^+SsinA*-^'. (3#76) 

Considering boundary conditions v » 0 when x * 0, and x = l, we find 

g — l «<" kx 
\ «o A/ / / ‘ 

Angle of rotation at left support will be 

it — h*\ _ » i \ 
“\rfj)4--et(innrir- w)• 

for right support 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 

Í-—) i »-£¿1 f 1 1 ^ 
\ rfjfj [W u\gu) 

We will use designations 

* = kl==l]f^rf > 

««jail ãr’ 

(3.79) 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

X<»>" . 
then we obtain 

•a= 

Let us assume that force P is tensile. Comparing equations (74) and 

(75)j we conclude that in this case we can use all calculating formu¬ 

las, replacing k2 by (-k2) , k by ik and u by iu, where i Then 

instead of (8l) and (82) we find 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

tii*)3*—(3.84) 

+ (3.85) 
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Table 3.3 

Auxiliary functions 

■ 
For compressed members For strstohsd members 

?« iW Si W hiß) 

0 
V 
w 
03 
0t4 
03 
03 
0.7 

03 
03 

13 
1.1 
13 

13 
1.4 
13 
13 
1.7 
13 
13 
33 
3.1 

33 

33 
3.4 

33 
33 
3.7 

33 
33 
33 
3.1 
33 
33 
314 

33 
33 

0,1867 

0,1669 

0,1674 

0,1684 
0,1696 

0,1717 

0,1739 
0,1767 

0,1800 

0,1839 

0,1884 
0,1936 

0,1997 

03066 

03146 

03239 

03346 

03472 

03618 

03792 

03999 

03249 
03656 

03940 
0,4433 

03084 

03982 

0,7294 

03386 

13224 

23S09 

7,6539 

-<5.4511 

-23128 

-13375 

-03961 

-0,7049 

03333 

03336 

03342 

03354 

03369 

03390 
03416 

03448 

03485 

03528 

03579 

03637 

03705 

03782 

03870 

03972 

0,4089 

0,4224 

0,4383 

0,4568 

0,4788 

03053 

03375 

03775 

03285 

03955 
0,7873 
0,9207 

1,1321 

13183 

2,4496 

73553 

-13051 
-13262 

-03811 

-0,4858 

0,1667 

011665 

0,1659 

0,1649 
0.1636 

0,1619 
0,1599 

0,1576 

0,1550 
0,1522 

0,1491 

0,1458 

0,1424 

0,1388 

0,1351 

0,1313 

0,1275 

0,1237 
0.1198 

0,1160 

0, 121 

0,1084 

0,1046 

0,1010 

03974 

0,0939 

03905 

03872 

03640 

03808 

03778 

03749 

03721 
03694 

03669 

03644 

03620 

l
i
l
l
l
i
l
l
i
l
i
l
l
ü
l
i
l
l
l
l
l
ü
l
l
l
l
l
l
i
l
ü
l
l
l

 

table continued on following page 
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continuation of Table 3Ö 

■ 

For compressed members For stretched members 

f <s» lW »il») ïi<“> 

3.7 
3.8 

3.9 

4.0 

4.1 

4.2 
4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 

43 
4.9 

5.0 

5.1 

5Í 

53 
5.4 

53 
5.6 

5.7 

5.8 

5.9 

6.0 

-03831 
-0,4994 

-0.4386 

-03928 

-0.3576 

-0,3299 

-0,3079 

-03905 
-03775 
-03660 

-03581 

-03525 

-03494 
-03486 

-03502 

-0,2547 

-0.2623 

-03739 

-03908 

-03148 

—O3494 
-0.4008 

-0.4821 

-03243 

-0.3596 

-03709 

-0,2049 
-0.1534 

-0,1118 
-0,0772 

-0,0477 

-0,0217 

0.0015 

0,0227 

0.0426 
0.0617 

0,0804 

0.0992 

0.1185 

0.1390 

0,1613 

0.1864 

03157 

0.2513 

03967 
03583 

0,4492 

0,6005 

03597 

0.0575 

03554 

0,0533 

0,1976 

0,1942 

0,1909 
0.1877 

On p.l60 , is given table for functions q>, X, and for various 

smelled values of u. 

S 40. Bar Lying 0.1 Several Rigid Supports 

In Pig. 3.13 is depicted a bar lying on three tip bearings. We 

will assume that in left span of length l± rigidity of bar is equal to 

and in right one of length it is equal to and that com¬ 

pressive forces and differ. 

~~PHT X1 * 
^-1, ——^— i,- »i 
Fig. 3.15. Two-span bar. 
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In order to consider stability of such a bar, we use formulas ob¬ 

tained in Section 39. 

For each span it is possible to write equation of elastic line of 

type (77)> since influence of neighboring span is expressed in action 

of support moment Angle of rotation to left of support B will be 

and to right of support 

hero we designate 

«i (3.86) 

Angles 1 and 0g 2 must be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign; 

consequently, when M0 ^ 0 this condition is written in the form 

(3.87) 

From equation (87) it is possible to determine critical combination of 

loads and Pg. Let us assume that rigidities of spans are identical: 

then by (87) we find 

i("i) _ _ 

^ T‘ (3.88) 
If however, lengths of spans are equal, then condition (87) cannot be 

satisfied; here it is necessary to set - 0. Hence = = « 

but then we have u * tt and critical load will be determined by the or¬ 

dinary Euler*s formula (I.I5). Equation (88) can be so interpreted 

that in shorter span support moment "helps” compressive forces P to 

bend the bar, while in longer, it "hinders" their. 

If we assume that in one span (for instance, the left) force P 

is compressive, and in the other (right)—tensile, then instead of 

(87) we obtain 

T7T °' 
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Equations (88) or (89) are solved by means of trial and error with 

help of Table 3.5. 

Assume now that number of 

Pig. 3.1^+. Two sections 
of multispan bar. 

spans exceeds two. Then it is 

possible to consider two neighbor¬ 

ing spans n - 1 and n (Fig. 3.1^) 

and again write condition G + 

+ ön £ = 0; but here it is necessary to calculate influence of second 

support moment. For three neighboring supports we apply indices n - 1 

n and n + 1. To left of middle support angle 0 - will be equal to n, 1 

(3.90) 

to the right of support angle 6 will be n,¿ 

(3.91) 

Equating the sum of these expressions to zero we obtain equation of 

three moments: 

Writing similar equations for every pair of spans, we obtain system 

of uniform three-term linear equations for moments Mg, etc. Sys¬ 

tem of critical loads will be found, if we equate to zero the determin 

ant, composed of coefficients for M^, Mg, etc., in these equations. 

Let us assume that end supports are hinged. Introducing desig¬ 

nation 

(3.93) 

we find the final equation in the form 
<»|) 

*|I<*«)+*IZ («,» 

« 

*»*<■») •a W+hi («J 

*i) («»)+AiZ <u«> ... 

0. (3.9^) 
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Por two-span bar determinant will consist only of one member; for 

three-span one it is necessary to take two first members in the first 

and second lines, etc. 

Calculation of bar can be conducted by (87) or (89) also when in 

all spans or in certain of them critical stress exceeds elastic limit. 

In formula (86) and subsequent ones one should then introduce instead 

of moduli E resultant moduli T or tangents E^. One should have in 

mind that magnitudes of these moduli depend on sought for critical 

stresses; therefore,calculation may be carried out only after several 

tries. 

Example 3.3« Peed spindle AB of lathe-screw machine receives 

feed force transmitted to it from cutting tool through nut C traveling 

along spindle (Pig. 3.15). Spindle should be calculated for stability 

on the assumption that nut is in extreme right position, distance lg, 

from support C, and transmits to section of screw AC, having length 

1^, compressive forces P. Determine inner diameter d of spindle in 

two cases: l) nut has small length and must be considered an inter¬ 

mediate hinged support (Fig. 3.15a); 2) length of nut is great, and 

screw should be considered clamped in support C (Pig. 3.51b). 

Ends of spindle A and B in 

both cases are assumed secured by 

. hinge. Take P « 900 kg, coeffi¬ 

cient of stability margin n ■ 3.5 

l * 150 cm, l * 50 cm. Material 

^ 62 
is St. 5 steel, E ■ 2.1*10 kg/cm 

* 2800'kg/cm^. When caicu- 

Fig. 3.15« Calculation 
of feed spindle of lathe- 
screw machine. 

lating moment of inertia of section ignore influence of threading. 
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In first case we obtain bar with three supports; force in first 

section is P in second, zero. Since rigidity is constant with 
Kp 

length, we use equation (88): 

By Table we find x(o) = 0.333. Consequently, 

1 ("i) - — -ßy • WM =• — fl.l ! \. 

To this value of x corresponds u^ 4.1. By formula (8o) 

(*,/,/-«Î-IMI. 
Critical force should be equal to P ■ nP * 3150 kg. Moment of iner- 

Kp 

tia of section will be 

/ 
P„fit 91S0 • 150* 
TW“ 2 cm*; 

g 
hence diameter of spindle d ■ 26 mm, area of cross-section 5.3 cm . 

Critical stress _ooo 

lies within limits of proportionality. 

If we ignore influence of section CB and to consider both supports 

2 2 
A and C hinged, then we obtain parameter u^ equal to w ; critical load 

would turn out to be 4l# less. 

In the second case spindle on section AC must be considered a bar, 

one end of which is secured by hinge, and the other is clamped. Para¬ 

meter u^ is equal to 2tt^. We find I * 1.7 cm\ d ■ 24 mm. 

4l. Case of Elastic Support. Problem of Bar Set. 

We considered up to now intermediate supports to be rigid. How¬ 

ever, in practical calculations such an assumption can not always be 

made. We imagine, for instance, bar AB (Pig. 3.16a), compressed by 

forces P and connected in the middle of its length with a perpendicu¬ 

larly located transverse rod CD. During buckling of the first of these 

bars the second is an elastic support for it. In more general case 

instead of cross-bar it is possible to imagine a certain linear 
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elastic support with rigidity c (Pig. 3.16b). We determine critical 

force for bar AB, considering first that elastic line is symmetric 

relative to middle section. We designate deflection in the middle f; 

then components of reactions of supports will be P and cf/2. Differ¬ 

ential equation of elastic line 

for half obtains form 

aT?’--Pt+T*' (3.95) 
solution of it will be 

ACQ%kX-\- BÛnkX-{- -jp X, (3»96) 

where k? - P/EI. We subordinate 

this solution to these conditions: 
ns—1—ri) 
Pig. 3.16. Bar with 
elastic support. dv I 

• = 0 «ton X = 0. = 0 and V — J «ten Jf = -y 

(3.97) 
From first two conditions we find 

A-=0. £=- 
SPAcm 

nr 

and the third, when f ^ 0, leads to relationship 

(3.98) 

If however,the elastic line is antisymmetric, the middle section 

does not have deflection. But then each half of the bar buckles as 

an independent bar, supported by hinge at its ends; critical force will 

be 

(3.99) '•“W 

We reduce relationship (98) to dimensionless form: 

-y)=o. 

where 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 
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Curve v(c), found by (lOO), is depicted in Fig. 5.17.* If c * 0, when 

there is no middle support, we will have P » 0.25P,. If c-* », then 

instead of (9Ô) we obtain equation (1.42), corresponding to case of 

bar with one end supported by hinge and the other clamped; here 

P« 2P$. But "symmetric" solution of ( 100) has practical value only 

when Pá P,, vá 1, which corresponds to c” * 2. On sloping section 

dependence can be approximately presented as linear: 

(3.102) 
Rigidity of support o’, at which in problem of stability of bar this 

support can be considered undisplaced, is called critical. In con¬ 

sidered case critical rigidity of support is equal to 

7—9 , _ «*'£/ c. = 2. ( 3.103) 

Let us turn now to Initial diagram of Fig. 3.16a, where role of 

elastic support is executed by bar of length and rigidity 

Assuming that this bar is secured by hinges at its ends and that point 

of intersection lies in the middle of length, we find Its critical ri¬ 

gidity from relationship 

hence 

<£|A). — tí ( / ) • ( 5.104) 

This problem is easy to solve with help of the energy method. We take 

for case of symmetric deflection 

v = / tín~- 

and write equation of energy according to (1.121), considering poten¬ 

tial energy of elastic support: 

*This graph is taken from book [0.21], p. 96, 
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I 

then finally w btaln 

t 
which differs little from (102). 

f 

Fig. 3.I7. Dependence 
between load and rigid¬ 
ity of support. 

A similar study may be con¬ 

ducted for the more complicated 

system of a bar set (Fig. 3.18), 

composed of beams of principal 

direction and beams supporting them 

—transverse constraints. Stability 

problem of such a system is of 

practical value for many constructions, such as, for instance, cover¬ 

ings in hull of a ship, and was first formulated by I. G. Bubnov [0.2], 

Basic goal here consisted in determining critical rigidity of trans¬ 

verse constraints P. F. Papkovich applied for solution of this problem 

the energy method [0.7], and A. M. PeriScov—the method of finite dif¬ 

ferences [3.6], A. A. Kurdyumov proposed to consider closely spaced 

transverse constraints as a solid elastic support ( see Section 42) for 

beams of the principal direction.* 

We considered above that interaction of crossed bars is expressed 

only in the force, nomal to the plane formed by them. In certain 

cases, however, it is necessary to consider that transverse constraints 

prevent not normal displacements, but turns of corresponding sections 

of the beams of the principal direction; in this case one should con¬ 

sider torsional rigidity of transverse constraints; furthermore, it is 

♦See works of A. A. Krudyumov in ”Transactions of Leningrad, Ship¬ 
building Institute,” No. 11 {1953) and in Journal "Shipbuilding," 
No. 11-12, (1941). 
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Fig. 5*18. Crossed bar set. 

necessary to consider conditions of fastening of beams in each direc¬ 

tion, differing from hinged.* 

If beam of cross-set are fairly closely spaced, the set may be 

replaced by an anisotropic plate;** then for calculation of set we can 

use equations of the stability theory of plates ( see Chapter VII below). 

& 42. Stability of Bar Connected with Elastic Foundation. 

Imagine that bar, supported by hinges at its ends, is connected 

with solid elastic foundation (Fig. 3.19). Let us assume that reaction 

of foundation per unit length of bar is proportional to displacement: 

R = cv, 

dimension of coefficient c will be kg/cm2. 

(3.105) 

_ IL * 
Fig. 3.19. Bar on elas¬ 
tic foundation. 

Differential equation of elas¬ 

tic line we take in the form of 

(1.7). Substituting q - -R, we 

obtain 

»^+P0 + f»=°- (3.106) 

♦Similar problems are considered with help of method of finite 
differences by Ye. S. Voyt in work "Study of stability of a crossed 

I I bar set" (Cond, diss., M., 1951) and by N. A. Ventsel7 (Collected 
Works of Institute of Structural Mechanics, Academy of Sciences of 
Ukrainian SSR, No. 15, 1950). 

**Such method was offered by L. Ya. Reznitskiy. 
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If one were to use designations 

Tr”**- ir=r- (3.107) 
that Instead of (106) we will have the following homogeneous linear 

equation é*9 t u d*V . - 

IjF Z?" + ^ = °* 

Corresponding characteristic equation has the form 

#«-|-*y+r==0; 
its roots will be 

We assume p * im, where 1 = v-T; then 

(3.108) 

(5.109) 

(3.110) 

Solution of equation (I08) obtains the form 

v«i4Wa«xH-AcosMx-)-Cjr 4- D. 

Proceeding from boundary conditions (1.9), we obtain B = 

(5.111) 

(5.112) 

When A ^ 0 we have 

hence 
(3.113) 

■> <»**» 
#= I. 2. 3. ... 

Determining k2 by (ill) and using (114), we find 

A* MB -er 1 * i i 

Bending line consists of n half sine wave: 

(5.114) 

(5.115) 

v-A*n^x. (5.116) 

In distinction from freely bending bar here number of half-waves n ^ 1; 

it should be determined from condition of minimum load. In Pig, 5.20 

on axis of abscissas are values r * and along the axis of 

ordinates—ratio P/P# , where P#—is Euler*s force for a bar without an 

elastic foundation. Taking n « 1, 2, 3, ..., we obtain series of 

straight lines; segments of these straight lines, shown by heavy line, 

are the design lines. Transition from n-th branch to (n + 1) th cor¬ 

responds to magnitude r, determined from equality 

•V , r* (x + lps* . 
T-+i¿i«i —+ (¡TfW 
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he: ice 
rm*K*in+\? (3.117) T- 

Corresponding values of k will be 

(3.118) 

If number of half-waves n is sufficiently great, then we can write 

condition of minimum k^, equating to zero the derivative of k^ with 

respect to mr/l: 

here 

'(»*) «« _ 0 rf 
. / ns \ I m1** 

’VT) 
0; 

Critical load by (II5) turns out to be 

P^^2EiŸr^2ŸEii. 
(3.119) 

In dimensionless magnitudes 

(3.120) 

Formula (120) corresponds to limiting line shown in Fig. 3.20 by 

dotted line. 

Example 3.4. Duralumin bar, located in compressed zone of air¬ 

craft fuselage (stringer), must be calculated for stability (Fig. 3.2l). 
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Length of stringer l = 2 m; ends rest on rigid supports; in span it is 

supported by closely spaced transverse constraints ( ribs), lying 

equal distance one from the others s * 20 cm. Ribs can be considered 

as beams on two supports, supported by hinges at ends, of length 

a ■ 50 cm. Moment of inertia of cross-section of stringer I ■ 1 cm^, 

and of rib —« 0.1 an*; area of section of stringer P » 1.5 cm2, 

E * 0.7* 10^ kg/cm2, •w,» 2200 kg/cm2. Determine critical force 

for stringer and length of half-wave l at loss of stability. 

We shall consider stringer 

to be a compressed beam, lying on 

elastic foundation. Reactive 

forces transmitted to stringer 

from ribs we consider evenly dis¬ 

tributed along stringer. Reactive 

force for each rib is equal to 
» «fi/. 

Pig. 5.21. Calcu¬ 
lating stringer in 
compressed zone of 
aircraft fuselage. where v is deflection of stringer. 

Stiffness coefficient of elastic 

foundation will be 

—416/, _ 48-07-MP-ni kg/cm of deflection 
I -ÎT-Ur»-“'em of TengTK- 

Hence 
i.«-»»* 

V«/ írU) 6,7• lo*• i ««“ ^ 

Value r » I9.5 lies between quantities r « 1*22 and 2202; consequently, 

at loss of stability of stringer there should form a half-wave of 

Kp length - 1 m. We find from (115) (see also graph of Pig. 3.20) 

L 

5* 
o 

where P. is Euler*s force: 

p* ~¡r~ “—ssp—-173 kg. 
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2 
Finally = 1540 kg; corresponding stress = = ^-1^0 kS/cm 

does not exceed limit of proportionality a^. 

§ 45. Influence of Transverse Force on Critical Load. 

We used till now equation of bending line of bar, composed with¬ 

out calculation of influence of transverse force. As it is known from 

theory of bending of beams, this influence in case of solid section is 

negligible. However, for compound bars with comparatively weak lattice 

influence of transverse force must be taken into account. 

We will explain how much magnitude of critical load changes if 

one were to consider influence of tangential stresses on deflection 

of bar. For this we use definitlzed differential equation of elastic 

line 
(5.121) 

here n is numerical factor, depending on form of cross section. For 

case of bar with ends supported by hinges we have M = Pv; equation 

(121) takes form 

(5.122) 
Solution of this equation, corresponding to condition v * 0 when x = 0, 

will be 
(5.125) 

whrre 
o P 1 
“ = —IT' (3.124) 

Condition v = 0 when x * l gives - ror/l. Taking n * 1 and deter- 

mining P by (124), we find critical load equal to 

(5.125) 

or 
mtFÊ 

(3.126) 

where Is Poisson* s ratio * X Is slenderness ratio of the bar. Thus. 
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wishing to determine critical load taking into account influence of 

tangential stresses, we must intead of bar length substitute in Euler*s 

formula reduced length - vl; reduction factor is 

i-MO+i»)*!!-* (5.127) 

As we shall set, value of critical force is somewhat less than that 

calculated by the Euler*s formula. Formula (125) can be extended to 

elastoplastic region, replacing modulus E by resultant or tangential 

modulus. Putting instead of the greatest possible value 0.5 and 

considering h for a rectangular section equal to 1.2, we obtain 

,=+1+^. (3.128) 

When X * 100 reduced length will only exceed true length of bar by 

0.18#. For short bars value will be larger, but for them critical 

stress comparatively weakly changes depending upon flexibility. 

§ 44. Stability of Compound Pars, 

As compressed elements of various constructions there frequently 

are applied bars, composed of two branches. Joined by a lattice or 

strips,* Let us consider a bar with a lattice, consisting of diagonals, 

as shown in Fig. 5.22. Distance between centers of gravity of sections 

of branches we designate by h; length of section—by a; length diagonal 

- by d. We shall consider that magnitude h significantly exceeds 

height of section of individual branch and that moment of inertia of 

whole section can be approximately determined by the formula 

(3.1.29) 

where F^ is area of section of branch, F is total area of section. 

♦The way of solving the problem used here belongs ( in several var¬ 
iants) to F. Engesser [2.11], S. P. Timoshenko (News of Kiev Polytechnic 
Institute, 1908), L. Prandtl (Z. VDI, 190?) and F. Bleich [0.15]. An¬ 
other direction, based on calculating model with continuous constraints 
of non-dilational strain was developed by A. R. Rzhanitsyn [5.8] ) see 
also his book [0.10] . 
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Influence of transverse force, causing strain of bars of lattice, it 

is possible to account for, using data from the preceding section. 

Initial equation (121) is derived on the assumption that the mean shear 

7 by section of bar is connected with transverse force by relationship 

For compound bars in formulas of Section it is possible to place 

instead of k/QF ratio 7/Q, corresponding one or another type of con¬ 

necting lattice. In Fig. 3.23 is depicted how configuration of section 

of bar changes during strain of the diagonal; the number of section by 

length we consider sufficiently large. Force Na in diagonal may be ex¬ 

pressed by transverse force: 

(3.131) 

Absolute elongation of diagonal 

will be 

Fig. 3.23. Distor¬ 
tion of lattace of 
compound bar. 

4 
» 

p 

Fig. 3.22. 
Compound 
bar with 
lattice. 

by Ffl we designate area of cross- 

section of diagonal; modulus E for 

consisting 
of diagonals bars of lattice we consider to co¬ 

incide with modulus of material of 
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branches. Displacement 6 or node C and angle of slide 7 will be 

hence 

i ^1^ 
rí'"'*“* i 

T I rf* 

«A-* (3.133) 

(3.134) 

Putting this magnitude in place of x/0F in formula (125)> we find 

«»£/ I 
i*-- rr í d* «*£/ • 

»+ £/; «a* (3.135) 

Reduction factor for length is determined here by formula 

(3.136) 

where by X we designate slenderness ratio of the bar: 

‘-i-'/ï- 

If we Introduce designation X# for reduced slenderness ratio of com¬ 

pound bar, then we obtain 

(3.137) 

by X^ Is understood magnitude 

(3.138) 

When critical stress In branches exceeds elastic limit, modulus 

E for material of branch must be replaced by resultant modulus T or by 

tangent modulus Ek# Magnitude T Is determined here by (2.16). How¬ 

ever, members of lattice enter Into work only during deflection of bar; 

therefore,for them strains should be considered elastic. Formula 

(138) for X^ takes on the form 

and **»***r Wt ' (3.139) 

For simplification of calculation It Is possible In safety factor to 

take Instead of (139) the former formula (138). 

If lattice consists of diagonals and struts, as shown in 

. r iJTfi 

i. 

mmm 



Fig. 3.24, it is necessary to note 

also strain of struts. 

Considering force in strut to 

be equal to Nct = Q, we find angle 

of slide: 

> 1 “ • = ^ ' (3.140) 

where Xct and Fct are elongation 

and area of strut cross-section. 

Formula (135) obtains form 

For constructions applied in prac- 
Fig. 3.24. 

tice additional member in paren- Case of lat¬ 
tice, con¬ 
sisting of 
diagonals 
and struts. 

theses is small as compared to mem¬ 

ber, containing d^; therefore,in 

calculations it is possible here 

also to use the former formula (138). 

For compound bar of frame type (Fig. 3.25) we must first of all 

consider strain of branches, caused by transverse force, slats in first 

approximation we will consider rigid. Points, dividing length of each 

panel in half will, obviously, be points of inflection of elastic lino 

during local bending of branch (Fig. 3.26). Therefore, we can apply 

at these points transverse force Q/2 and determine deflection of branch 

within the semi-section: 

i,==irW 32771 (3.142) 

where ^ is moment of inertia of section of branch. Corresponding 

"mean11 angle of rotation will be 

21 (M* 
1 = T = *£7;* 

; it? 
(3.143) 



U- f* 
1 

Fig. 3.25. 
Beam of 
frame type. 

Fig. 3.26. Distor¬ 
tion of panel of 
frame type bar. 

Putting ratio 7/Q In place of h/GF 

in formula (125), we obtain 

«»£/ 
-¡r~ ., d> r.*Ef 

x+mnnr (3.144) 

Formula (144) can be definitize, 

taking into account strain of slats. Middle point of slat is also 

point of inflection; at it one should apply transverse force for slat 

Q*,» eQual to = Qa/h. Deflection of one part of slat as a beam 

h/2 long will be equal to 

Qa(h\> 
T (t) 

I 
wr. 

(3.145) 

where InjI Is moment of inertia of slat. If slats lie in two planes, 

as in Fig. 3.27, then by InjI we must understand total moment of Iner¬ 

tia of the two slats. Angle of rotation of slat and section of 

branch fixed to it will be 

Ti — 
» _ Qah 

(3.146) 

Furthermore, one should consider shear of the slat. If slat is made 

in the form of plates, the angle of shear is equal to 

T ' 
T, “ï~ ' 
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Fig. 3.27. Sec¬ 
tion of compound 
bar with lattice 
in two planes. 

strains of slats can be ignored, 

reduced slenderness ratio: 

where F^ is area of section of 

slat (or two slats, lying in dif¬ 

ferent planes). Introducing ratio 

(71 + 72)/¾ formula (H4), we 

find 
P 1 

' HsB; + ßEr; + ö*> J ,. 
(3.148) 

For usual constructions addi¬ 

tional members, corresponding to 

Using formula (144), again we find 

= + ** 24/' • (5.149) 

But total area of section constitutes F * 2F^; ratio gives 

square of radius of gyration of section of branch; therefore,in second 

member in (149) it is possible to introduce slenderness ratio of 

branch Xi within limits of section: 

(5.190) 

Considering approximately we arrive at former formula (157): 

+X? (5.151) 

with the distinction that by X. is understood now the real slenderness 

ratio of the branch. In elastoplastic region it is possible here In 

safety factor to use formula (151). 

Example 3.5. A disaster with a big structure (gas-holder) hap¬ 

pened as a result of loss of stability of a compressed cross-stay, 

constructed from two branches of channel section, united by slats 

(Fig. 5.28). Total length of bar is 56OO mm. Distance between axes 

of slats is a - 12ÖÜ mm. Section of bar is composed of channels 
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I » p»1 

No. 16b, distance of opening between which is equal to d « 28 mm. 

Slats are made from a strip of thickness t *5 7 width b « 140 mm. 

6 2 
For material of channels and slats E * 2.05*10 kg/cm , = 

« 2700 kg/cm2. Find critical forcex a) not considering influence of 

transverse force, b) taking into account transverse force. 

Moments of inertia of channel 

arej /,, - 934.5 cm\ « 83.4 ut*. 

Fig. 5.28. Com¬ 
pressed cross¬ 
stay in structure 
of a gas-holder. 

distance from edge to center of 

gravity zQ » 1.75 cm; cross-sec- 
2 

tional area F^ * 25.15 cm , h * d + 

+ 2z0 - 6.5 cm. We determine mo¬ 

ments of inertia of the whole sec¬ 

tion: /, - IMS cut 
+^ +VI- 

- 2 (83,4 + 25.15 • 3.19) - 670 cm*. 
Comparison of I and I shows that 

A Jr 

buckling will occur in plane of 

lattice. Radius of gyration 

560 
üpr * 

i 
T~ 
y 

! CM. 

Slenderness ratio of bar as a whole is X 

branch radius of gyration is 

Slenderness ratio within limits of the section is equal to 

Of danger, thus, is total loss of stability of bar. 

Euler * s stress is 

“ 3/14 cm. 

99. For separate 

s « _ w^»J2._!Kb> kg/ cm 
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ani, consequently, at < anu. 

Critical force, calculated for bar of solid section, is equal to 

^.•/-3020 S04-101600kg. (a) 

Taking into account influence of transverse force by the formula 

(148) we will have 

/> 

t- 

,+(i»r+œ^+ô^T>_ 
Considering that slats are in two planes, we find 

,0,7.14» 

(b) 

/«-2 12 
-320c*\ f , — 2 • 0,7 • 14 =* 19,6 cm'. 

(c) 

By formula (b) taking Q/E * 0.4, we obtain 

P*“ 101 600 , 047670 /120\> . aiîflTO 130-6,3 , 9.87 071).1¾-* 
‘■•"írsíílãêõ] +TÍTSÕ W f Õ.4 Í9.(i 6,3"3gv 

-“'“r+w+Wreis--tF-67600 k& 

Weakening of bar from deformations of lattice constitutes 34#. This 

magnitude is not completely accurate, since formula (148) for critical 

forces was composed on the assunqption that number of panels was com¬ 

paratively great. It is clear, though, that the bar was designed un¬ 

successfully. 

Examination of expression (c) allows us to estimate specific 

weight of separate members in the denominator. As we see, basic role 

is played by the member, which takes into account deformation of 

branches, but still influence of non-dilational strain of the slat is 

relatively great. 

We find reduced slenderness ratio of the weakened bar* 

We use approximate formula (151)í then we obtain 

l* . Y* + A - K90* + 66* - 119, 

which almost coincides with the former result, if instead of two inter¬ 

mediate slats we set five, i.e., halve the length of section, then we 
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fipfi(SN^ .  N I will—■ 

will obtain P « 92,000 kg; weakening of bar will constitute in all 

9*. 

§ 45. Stability of Bars Receiving Torque. 
Joint Action of Axial compression and Torsion. 

Long bar, subjected to action of torsional couples, can lose 
p 

stability; axis of bar will form here a space besides curve. Assume 

that ends of bar are fixed by hinges and that the couples, whose mo¬ 

ments are equal to M,., are applied on ends of bar (Pig. 3,29) > where 
•V 

moment vectors of couples preserve their direction along initial axis 

of the bar. 

Moments of inertia of the bar cross-section relative to all 

central axes, let us assume, are identical and equal to I. 

Considered system is nonconservative, since in various variants 

of transition of bar from initial position to bent, including pivot¬ 

ing of end sections around axis x, couples can accomplish various work. 

Consequently, given problem requires the dynamic approach, see [21.23]. 

However, static method leads here, as an exception, to the correct re¬ 

sult, and we will use it. 

We select basic and "local" systems of coordinates, as shown in 

Fig. 3.29. We designate by v and w the movement along y and z of a 

certain point, belonging to axial line of the bar. Determining pro¬ 

jection moment of vector on axes y^ and z^, we arrive at the follow¬ 

ing differential equations: 

PI _ _ Mt *9. 

El 

dx* 
d*w 
IxT 

, At 

(3.152) 

Using designation> 

(3.153) 
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wi'j. ewrite system of equations (152) in the form 

. do 
T? — "lx 

>0. 

>0. (3.154) 

These equations are satisfied by the following expressions for v and w: 

v*=A*nkx + Bcotkx + C. 1 

w = ~ Aco*kx + B*nkx + D. | (3.155) 

We will use boundary conditions 

VsmQ «han * = 0. x = /, I 

• «=0 whan x®0. x=*l. J (5.156) 

Conditions, pertaining to point x « 0, give 

C=-a. D = A. 

Other conditions lead to equations 

AúnU-Bll -co**/) = 0. 

(3.157) 

::1 A{l—CMU) + Búnkt^0. / (3.158) 

Considering A 0 and B ^ 0, we 

equate to zero the determinant of 

this system; we obtain 

tfn*A<+(I - cos 4/^ = 0. 

hence 

(3.159) 
Least valve of kl, satisfying this 

equation and not equal to zero, 
a» 

will be k_ 2* 
* T* 

Fig. 3.29. 
Buckling of rod 
under torsion. 

(3.160) 

Consequently, critical value of 

torque is equal to 

^a. ■» — 2* "T-• (3.161) 

Lew us assume now that rod is 

subjected to .joint action of axial 

.pression of force P and torsion (Pig. 3.30). Equations (152) then 
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take the form 

Considering 

Pv, 

fl 4,9 — U 49 Pm, 

Tt=k- £ =^- 

(3.162) 

(3.163) 

we arrive at system of equations 

£+*£+,»,-0. 

dx (3.164) 

Solution of these equations we seek in the form 
9 s ¿4 sin r{x -|- B cos rxx -f 

4- C sin r^r + Ocosr,*. 
waa- MCOSf|X4 

4 A sin rtx — Ccos/yr 4 Osin r,jt. (3.165) 

Putting these expressions in (164), we find that quantities r, and 

should satisfy the same quadratic equation 

+ = (3.166) 

Considering r^ / r2i we find 

r,*--r, = - -^ + ^- 

(5.167) 

Taking into consideration 

boundary conditions (156) for x • 0, 

we have 

04"^“®» (3.168) 

The other two conditions lead to 

r 
«MW 

equations 
A (sin rtf -únrJ)-\-B (cos f|/ — cos r/)=0. 

:) 

Fig. 3.50. Si¬ 
multaneous ac¬ 
tion of axial 
force and tor¬ 
sional couples. 

— A (cos r,/ — cos r,/)+Ä (sin r,/ — sin r,l)=0. 

(3.169) 

Equating to zero the determinant of 

this system, we obtain 

(sin rtl — sin rtf+(cos r,/ — cos rtf=0, 
or 

coKr.-r,))»!. (3.170) 
Least magnitude of argument, not 
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equal to zero, will be 

But by (167) we find 

(f| — (5.171) 

(3.172) 

Consequently, 

+ (3 »173) 
Critical values of twisting moment and compressive force satisfy the 

equation: 

D.m) 
In particular cases of simple torsion and compression we obtain the 

earlier formulas (l6l) and (I.16). Relationship (17^) may be applied 

also during simultaneous action of torsion and axial extension; in 

this case before P one should set a minus sign. 

$ 46. Stability of Annular Ring and Arch. 

Of large practical value is problem of stability of a closed 

annular ring under action of radial load, evenly distributed along 

circumference (Fig. 3.31). Such rings (frames) serve usually to 

receive radial forces, transmitted to cylindrical shell fastened to 

them, or as ribs, reinforcing a shell. 

We designate by q the force per unit length of circumference, 

■ in, Q, and N the bending moment, transverse and axial force in sec¬ 

tion of ring, force N is considered positive during compression. We 

constitute equations of equilibrium of a member of length dy (Fig. 

3,32) t determining projection of forces in directions of the tangent 

and normal, and also moments about the center: 

-4£+$+*,=0- (3.175) 

(3.176) 

(5.177) 
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coordinate y is counted along the arc, z—toward center; the R des¬ 

ignates radius of circumference, passing through center of gravity of 

section Qy and qz designate external load on corresponding direc-ions. 

We assume that load q always is directed along the normal. Comparing 

equations (175)-(177) we obtain 

(5.178) 4M 
W 

I éM 
ÍP-+»7? + T ~ 4? = 0 (5.179) 

Up to moment of buckling of ring axial force is equal to 

N%**qR. (5.180) 
Change of curvature is expressed by deflection w in the following 

manner: 
(5.181) 

Fig. 5.51. Ring 
under action of ra¬ 
dial load. 

First member in this expression is 

straight beam; the second is found 

change of radius of curvature: 

1 1 _ 1 

Moment M is equal to 

Fig. 5.52. Deriving 
equations of equilibrium 
of a member of a ring. 

the same as in the case of a 

from Fig. 5.55 taking into account 

(5.182) 

M 
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Pv'tiT^g this expression in (179)* we obtain the following differential 

equation for w: 

EIVI? + T?W + TP~*ï)--*-~dy" (3.184) 

In problems of stability it is necessary to consider radial com¬ 

ponent of forces N, appearing during buckling of ring: 

«**(04 7^)* (3.135) 

Considering qy * 0, we find final differential equation 

We take for w expression 

rf*w . i é*w . I d%r 

+ ^(í?+7Ír'Í7) = 0- (3.186) 

V s / sin . 
(3.187) 

where n is number of full wave.!, forming on the circumference. When 

n * 1 we obtain movement of ring as a solid body. Excluding this case, 

we take n fc 2. Putting expression (187) in (186) and considering 

f ^ 0, we arrive at the following dependence: 

(3.188) 1)^-. 

Minimal critical load corresponds to two waves on the circumference 
Kp 

(n » 2) and is equal to 

(3.189) 

We obtained the known formula 

for critical pressure, frequently 

applied in practical calculations. 

Let us turn to the case of a 

circular arch (Fig. 3.34). subtend- 

Fig. 3.33. Deter- ing central angle 2o and fastened 

minãtiôn of curvature w t . 
of the bending line. by hinges at the ends. We take ex 

pression for deflection In the form 
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■=/*ut‘?’ (3.190) 

where l = 2Ra is length of center line. We place (I90) in equation 

(186); then we obtain 
«V 

iár*3“?-7?* (3.191) 
Number of half-waves m we determine from the condition that full length 

of axial line remains constant. Strain of middle line is equal to 

’ 4’ "*■ (3.192) 

where v is displacement along arc. The second member in this expres¬ 

sion accounts for shortening of arc according to Fig. 3.33. Consider¬ 

ing € * 0, we find i 
(3.193) 

dv ~ w 
Tf -ir 

Both ends of arch will remain fixed 

under condition 

. (3.194) 
Least number m at which equality 

Piß. 3.3^. Circular 
arch under action of 
lateral load. 

(194) is satisfied will be m » 2. 

Critical load turns out to be equal 

to 

«* = ■*•(•3--'J- (3.195) 

Hence we can obtain formula (I89) 

for ring, if we set a = tt/2j this angle corresponds to arc located be¬ 

tween points of inflection of elastic line of the ring. 

As we saw, arch fixed by hinge non-stretchable axis buckles in 

two half-waves. However, for shallow arch it may be that buckling 

occurs under smaller load, if we consider the middle line deformed. 

This case will be analyzed subsequently. 

Here we illuminated only the simplest problem of stability of 

rings (frames) and arches. This region is presented in more detail 
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in books of A. N. Dinnik [3.1, 19^6], S. P. Timoshenk [0.23], P. ?. 

Pa^kovich [0.7], A. F. Smirnov [0.11], and A. Pflüger [0.21]. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THIN-WALLED BARS. STABILITY OP PLANE FORM OP FLEXURE 

S 47 Fundamental Equations 

We turn to problem of stability of a bar, consisting of thin 

walls and forming an unclosed ( open) section. Such profiles are bars 

of angle, channel, cross, T (Fig. 4.1) I and Z-shaped sections 

(Fig. 4.2). Bar of channel section is an example of a simple profile, 

while a bar of I-section is an example of a branched, profile. Bars of 

angle and cross-shaped sections form a section in the form of a beam. 

Peculiarity of such bars in comparison with bars of closed profile 

(for instance, tubular) or solid section consists of their relatively 

weak resistance to torsion. Therefore,we should not only study bending 

form of loss of stability of compressed bars, but also the form, which 

is accompanied by twisting of the section by Joint bending strains 

and torsion. 

Fig. 4.1. Forms of sections of 
thin-walled bars. 
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We recall certain deflnltlone and dependences, pertaining to gen¬ 

eral theory of thin-walled bars of 

open section,# During twi^i'-*: of 

such bars—if only they do not form 

a section in the form of a beam- 

cross-section are distorted; dif¬ 

ferent points of section have dif¬ 

ferent displacements along axis of 

bar. This longitudinal displace¬ 

ment is called distortion or warping. If warping of sections of the 

bar is not carried out freely, then during torsion there are formed 

normal stresses, directed along axis. Normal stresses of constrained 

torsion are accompanied by tangential stresses, distributed evenly 

through the thickness of the wall (Fig, 4,3) and superimposed on tan¬ 

gential stresses of free torsion. As it is known, diagram of tangen¬ 

tial stresses of free torsion along thickness of wall consists of two 

triangles; center line of section turns out to be free of stresses at 

points, somewhat remote from edge of section (Fig, 4,3)• Tangential 

forces of constrained torsion form a couplej moment of this couple 

we designate by TÎ, Tangential forces of free torsion give in turn a 

couple with moment Adding them, we obtain total torsional moment 

*** Ä+Xi *=*!„. (4.1) 

Warping of any point of cross-section u may be expressed by unit angle 

Fig. 4,2. Duralumin 
sections obtained by 
extrusion or drop 
forging. 

♦This theory is presented in books of V, Z. Vlasov [4.4] (see in 
the same place Bibliography) and A. A. Umanskiy [4.12], see also book 
of Q. Yu. Dzahnelidze and Ya. Q. Panovko "Statics of elastic thin- 
walled bars," Oostekhizdat, 1948. | 
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of tors.lon of bar a and the so-called sectorial area cut 

— «(*)•(#). (4.2) 
Magnitude a Is a function of coordinate x, placed along axis of bar; 

section of bar Is considered in its own plane to be fully rigid, un¬ 

changing* By sectorial area œ is understood twice the area formed 

during displacement of radius vector, where origin of radius coincides 

with some pole K, and end slides along center line of the section 

Pig. 4.3. Tangential stresses 
a) of constrained torsion, 
b) of free torsion. 

(Pig. 4.4); obviously, magnitude o> will be a function of coordinates, 

counted off on center line. Minus sign in formula (2) corresponds to 

rotation of radius vector counter-clockwise. We consider that warping 

u changes, in general, along axis of bar; partial derivative of u 

with respect to x will give elongation strain of the corresponding 

fiber. Normal stresses of constrained torsions are equal to 

(4.3) 

Unit angle of torsion in turn is equal to derivative of total angle 

of torsion 0 with respect to length, i.e., a - dö/dx. Consequently, 

Corresponding tangential stresses are found by equation of equili¬ 

brium 

whence 

(4.5) 
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We introduce designation for flux of tangential forces q - Tt, 

where t is thickness of wall (Pig. 4.4). Magnitude t generally is 

variable along center linei t » t(s). By (5) we find 

==El&f mtds — E dH IT? f.ip. (4.0) 

where by dP « t ds is implied area of member of wall of length ds. We 

introduce the designation 

Pig, 4.4. Sector¬ 
ial area. 

(4.7) 
V 

and call this magnitude, measured 

in cm1*, the sectorial static moment 

of part of the area of the section; 

then we obtain 

( 4.8) 

Moment ÏT, formed by tangential forces 

of constrained torsion, we determine for axis, passing through pole K. 

Prom Pig. 4.5 it is clear that moment of elementary force q ds about 

the pole is equal to qp ds or q do, where do - p ds is increment of 

sectorial area. Total moment will be equal to 

M =» y*« n dm — E 
dH 

j 

J* dm J* mdF; 
(4.9) 

integral is extended to whole area of the section P. Integrating by 

parts, we have 

' • 

M=e dH IF [•/■ dF 
(4.10) 

Initial position of radius vector during determination of sectorial 

area we shall select below from condition that full total sectorial 

static moment of area of section is equal to zeros 

fmdF = 0. (4.11) 

Sectorial moment of inertia of section is what we call the quantity — /.= J FdF. 

It Is measured in cm . Instead of (10) now we obtain 

JR. 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 
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Ab for moment formed by tangential forces of free torsion) it is 

equal to 

Fig, 4.5. Determin¬ 
ing of moment of 
tangential force. 

(4.14) 

here GI^ is torsional rigidity of 

the section, I is moment of inertia 

of section during torsion. For sec¬ 

tion consisting of n rectangles, 

magnitude I is equal to 
Jv 

(4.15) 

where is length and t^ the thickness of the i-th walls) is coef¬ 

ficient depending on form of the cross-section, IK is measured in cmJt. 

Total torque according to ( l) should be composed of (13) and (14)i 

(4.16) 

We obtained differential equation of constrained torsion for bar of 

open section. 

Moment of tangential forces of constrained torsion $ changes 

along the bar. We introduce new function B(x), whose first derivative 

is equal to M: 4B 
(4.17) 

Magnitude B, measured in kg* cm , has name of bending-twisting bimoment 

'r simply bimoment. Comparing (4) and ( 13) » we find 

* L 
71 m 

Comparing now (17) and (10), we have 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

it is assumed that when a - 0 we must have B - 0. Thus, normal 

stresses of constrained torsion are proportional to the bimoment) 

formula (19) is built analogously to the known formula for normal 

stresses during bend a - where y is distance of point of sec- 

tion from neutral axis z. 
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Using (13) and considering B « 0 when d2ö/dx^ » 0, we find 

a* - c/. ZF* 
(4.20) 

Differentiating left and right side of equation (l6) with respect to 

X, we have 
.. rf<l . <**• dM. 

(4.21) 
_£1 *** 4.0/ ^ — m ' 

by ra here is understood intensity of external torsional load) we con- 
1C 

sider this magnitude positive, if torque M decreases with growth of 
IV. 

X. Proceeding from (20), we introduce in equation (2l) bimoment Bj 

then we obtain 

We arrived at a differential second order equation for bimoment. 
(4.22) 

§ 48. Centrally Compressed Bar with Section, 
Having Two Axes of Symmetry. 

Let us consider first the case where cross-section of bar has 

two axes of symmetry. An example of such a bar is the I-beam section 

(Pig. 4.6). Let us assume that bar of length l is subjected to action 

of axial force P, applied in center of gravity of section. 

Let us assume that during critical load along with initial form 

of equilibrium of rod another, a distorted form becomes possible, 

where distortion is obtained in all longitudinal fibers of the bar 

except the central one. In other works, we shall have in mind purely 

torsional form of loss of stability of the bar, without bending of 

central fiber. 

LU 
PH 

Pig. 4.6. I- 
beam section. 

Angle of rotation of arbi¬ 

trary section 9 we consider positive 

during co\mter-clockwise rotation, 

if we look from upper end of bar 

( counter the direction of axis x) • 

As initial differential equation we 
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take equation (22). Torsional load distributed lengthwise appears as 

a result of action of basic compressive stresses a = P/F, where F is 

cross-section area. We isolate some fiber of the bar, parallel before 

deformation to axis xj in cross-section let us assume that to this 

fiber there corresponds member of area dF# After twisting of the bar 

the fiber will take the form of a curved line, located on round cylin¬ 

der of radius p (Fig. ^.7)• 

We designate by ^ the small 

angle between tangent, passed to 

curved fiber at a point a distance 

X from lower end, and to the verti¬ 

cal. This angle will be, in gener¬ 

al, variable along the length of 

the bar. Normal force adF trans¬ 

mitted by fiber will after distor¬ 

tion of fiber be slanted to vertical 

at the same angle Horizontal pro 

jection of force will be equal to 

o^dF. Moment, created by force adF 

Fig. 4.7. Calcula¬ 
tion of moment of 
compressive force. 

about axis x will be equal to product of force by arm p, or o^/pdF. 

Whole torsional moment, transmitted by compressive forces in certain 

section of bar, will be equal to uhe integral 

jW- 
extended to the whole area of the section. If one now were to take 

on adjacent section, removed from first by distance dx, then angle V' 

will obtain increment dtf', and torque will increase by magnitude 

JùéïfdF. 

Intensity of torsional load mK we determine, dividing this magnitude 

by dx: 
(^.23) 
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The minus sign here is taken because moment revolves clockwise about 

axis X, while angles Ö and ÿ we consider positive during rotation 

counter-clockwise. 

Let us note that between increments of angles ^ and 0 is the de¬ 

pendence = 

hence e A 
(4.24) 

Substituting these magnitudes under integral sign in (23)» we obtain 

0~¡j? 

or 
!" 

dF. 

''TF 

(4.24a) 

(4.25) 

by I here is understood polar moment of inertia about the center] 

/ (4.26) 
But second derivative of 0 with respect to x is connected by dependence 

(20) with bimoment B. Since we now consider compressive stresses posi¬ 

tive, then by (19) and (20) we must change the sign in front of B to the 

opposite and set 
Elm B. (4.27) 

(4.28) 

Finally, for intensity m we obtain expression 
«/. 

m'=s~TrmB- 

Putting this value of m^ in equation (22), we obtain 

ÏF+Iî7;_î7;)fl=0 (4.29) 

We assume that end sections of bar are free from normal stresses 

of constrained torsion, i.e., that warping of these sections is 

carried out freely. Proceeding from (19)> we can formulate boundary 

conditions of problem in the following mannen 

(4.30) 

Considering 

ß = 0 whan X — 0, X = /. 

./, 0/, 
1L £7^ = *2, 

we obtain solution of equation (29) in the form 

£ ~ C, sin Ax Cj cos Ax. 
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Prom boundary conditions we find C2 = 0. When C,, ^ 0 we have 

ft/ = AK, A = 1. 2. 3. . . . ( ^ • 33) 

Taking n - 1, we determine by (3l) the smallest critical value of 

stress üqI **£/„ . G/u 
-TTÏ + — (4.34) •p V 

This formula is valid, obviously, only within limits of elasticity. 

If section consists of relatively thin walls, then second member in 

(34), accounting for stress of free torsion, can be disregarded as 

compared to first, corresponding to stresses of constrained torsion. 

Then we obtain formula 
«•£/ 

-—¡V' (4.3ï>) 
in structure analogous to Euler*s formula. 

Por'those cases when boundary conditions (30) are not satisfied, 

it is more convenient to use differential equation in form (2l). Put¬ 

ting (25) in (21) and changing sign before a to the opposite, we obtain 

Íf+'et; H - 0,¿ ^=°- (4.36) 
Let us assume, for instance, that face sections do not turn and remain 

flat. Proceeding from (2), we obtain boundary conditions 

•=0 when * = 0. x = /. 

£-0«hen*=0. *-/.} (4.37) 

By analogy with stability problems for a bar of solid section with 

l* ,ed ends (Section 3) we find 

‘•“WV+TT' (4.38) 
where coefficient of reduction of length v is equal to 0.5. With one 

end completely fixed, and the other free we obtain in (3¿) v = 2; 

with one end fixed completely, and the other, fastened only as far as 

pivoting, v * 0.7. 

Magnitude c0 one should compare with critical stresses, deter¬ 

mined by Euler’s formula for bending loss of stability in planes con¬ 

taining the principal axes of inertia of the section z and y* 
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«»£/, **£/, 

ct = ~lfF~' 9m = -w~- (^.39) 
Calculation or bar must be conducted by that one of the values of 

critical stress a0, a^, or az, which is the smallest. 

For rolled H-beams magnitude cr0, as a rule, turns out to higher 

than a or a , so that check of torsional strength is unnecessary. 
J z 

At the same time for bars of cross-shaped section, when - 0, the 

value of Oq may be smaller, than ax and 

§ 49. Case of Section with One Axis of Symmetry. 

Assume that cross section of thin-walled bar has only one axis of 

s;mmetry, for instance axis y (Fig. 4.8). Here position of axis, 

about which the section turns during loss of stability, can not be 

predetermined, it is possible only to say that center of rotation (K) 

should lie on axis of symmetry. 

Differential equation of constrained torsion we write in the form 

0/. R 
djfi ETmB ( 4.4o) 

In distinction from (22) here above designations and m are put 

dashes; these show that the sectorial moment of inertia and the tor¬ 

sional moment m^ (and subsequently and the polar moment of inertia) 

are calculated about axis of rotation. Desienations I. and I without 1 ' 1 ' 1 u) p 

dashes will be lenceforth applied only for moments of inertia, relat¬ 

ed to center of gravity of section. 

Constituting expression for m as it was done in Section 48, we 
JV 

obtain equation 

£+ï):<‘Vo,-)B=0 (4.41) 
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We assume that face sections of the bar freely warp. Then Inte¬ 

gration of equation (4l) will lead to an expression of type ( i4)t 

, 0/, 
PT, +17' (4.42) 

We set ourselves the goal to find coordinate of center of rotation yk, 

proceeding from expression (42)) origin of coordinates we select at 

center of gravity. We assume that of all possible positions of center 

of rotation on axis of symmetry y we should realize such a position. 

for it at which critical stress will be the smallest. Sectorial area 

calculated with the pole at some point K, is expressed by sector¬ 

ial area o, taken when pole is at center of gravity, in the following 

manner [taking into account (ll)l* 

(4.43) 

00--1 

Hi 
Fig. 4.8. Sec¬ 
tion with one 
axis of symmetry. 

We place (43) in formula for sector¬ 

ial moment of inertia of the section! 

L = J -Î dF-t (4.44) 

then we obtain 

7. =* f mUF - 2y, f U* dF + y» f xUF. 

ï f ' (4.45) 
First integral is equal to sectorial 

moment of inertia calculated 

for center of gravity. For second 

integral we introduce designation 

#,== J idF\ (4.46) 

it may be called the sectorial centrifugal moment of inertia. Finally 

last Integral constitutes moment of inertia of section Iy. Instead 

of (45) we find 
•m — 'm ‘“VS + y*V ( 4.4?) 

Polar moment of inertia for point K is equal to sum of axial moments 
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of inertial ., , _ 

axis y coincides with c y, and axis z passes through point K. We have 

îÿ = ir 

consequently, 

= + ^ + ^ = ^ + 

Recall that axis y and z are principal central axes. 

Thus, critical stress (42) turns out to be equal to 

(^.49) 

(4.50) 

*»£ 

°M = 
18-(/.-2^,+ ^) f 0/, 

/, + 

We introduce the following designations! 

«•£/. 0/, 
«•=-mr+ T7’ «,= 

•»£/, 
“W • 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

We already met them in the preceding section. Magnitude Oq it is pos¬ 

sible to interpret as critical stress during torsional loss of stabil¬ 

ity about center of gravity of section according to (34)j magnitude 

a —as critical stress during bending loss of stability in plane zx. 
y 

Furthermore, we designate 

%*ER. 

’ ' 'm V !p (4.53) 

The first of these magnitudes, proportional to R^, has dimension of 

stress. Second is dimensionless parameter for the coordinate of the 

center of rotation yfc. 

Expression (51) can now be rewritten as follows! 

*•—Vi+vV 
•*=—r+v— (4.54) 

Wishing to find minimum a , we equate to zero the derivative of ( 54) 
Kp 

with respect to ri 

■■ (— 2pf 4- 2aytj)(l -f Tj*) -2tj(3| — 2pyyj -f = 0. 

Taking into account (54), we find 
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» 

Returning to (54), we obtain quadratic equation for a I 

(»., - «.h«., - s) - p;=° (4.57) 

or 

«Î, - «„(••+•»)+(V* - fí)=( 4.57a) 

Of the tv»o roots of this equation we select the smallest! 

(4.58) 

Roots of equation (57) can be found by graphic construction, analogous 

to circle of stresses in a two-dimensional problem (Pig. 4.9). We 

lay off on the axis of abscissas segments AB « ay and AC » a0, the 

vertical CC1 - p (upwards) and BB' - p (downwards). Segment AP 

corresponds in the same scale to magnitude (58)• From examination of 

Fig. 4.9 we conclude that critical stress for section with one axis 

of symmetry will be less than quantities cr0 and ay. 

Along with bending—twisting 

form of loss of stability for a 

section with one axis of symmetry 

there is possible also pure bending 

loss of stability in plane xy. Cor- 

ters of critical stresses. 

responding critical stress a is 

determined by (39)* 

«»£/, a.— ~FF~ ' 

(4.59) 

Design critical stress is defined as the smallest of quantities (58) 

and ( 59) . 

With help of formulas (53) and (56) we can now determine coordi¬ 

nate of center of rotation* 

(4.60) 
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Ab we see, center of rotation does not lie at center of gravity of 

section. At the same time it does not coincide with the other char¬ 

acteristic point—center of bending of section D (Pig. 4.8). This 

can be shown as follows. Coordinate of center of flexure in case of 

thin-walled bar is equal to 

( 4.6i) 
Prom (5?) we find 

where 

Id — Vd ]/~ • 

(4.62) 

(4.6¾ 

formula (60) takes the form 

?» 
y> 

•y — «up 
(4.64) 

Hence we conclude that, 

possible also to write 

in general, ^ yD» 

^1 = 
y> 

•y“9«P 

Instead of (64) it is 

(4.65) 

Example 4.1. Determine critical load for duralumin bar of length 

l ■ 1 m, subjected to compression by central force P. Section of bar 

has the form of a channel with folded flanges. Thickness of wall 

and shelves of section is equal to 1 mm, remaining dimensions (in mm) 

are shown in Pig. 4.10a. Assume that face sections of bar freely warp. 

We assume E - 7* 105 kg/mm2, G - 2.8-10^ kg/mm2, an5 - 20 kg/mm2. 

We determine position of center of gravity 0, Distance from 

point 0 to center line of folded portions of flanges is equal to 

19-19+-2-19-9,5 
'“TwfW' 8,7 MM, 
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<p 

€ 

ë «í 
Fig, 4,10. Determining geometric character¬ 
istics of section. 

We pass through center of gravity principal axes y and z of which the 

first coincides with axis of symmetry of the section. We calculate 

principal central moments of inertia, considering area of cross-sec¬ 

tion concentrated on center line of section (dotted line in Fig. 4.10)i 

1.19* --/13« 4-2-19-9,5* + 2(--^ + 13 16*) « 11 10* mm\ 
‘y-îî 

/f « 2 (-—j- 4 19 • 0.8») 42 13 8,7* 4 19 10.3* = 5.2 10* mm*. 

Polar moment of inertia relative to center of gravity is equal to 

«s /y 4 /, =» 16,2 • 10* mm*. 

Area of section is 
^-3-1942-13-83 ***. 

Magnitude IK we calculate by formula (15) » 

/, — -j- (2 • 13 4 3 • 19) = 28 mm*. 

V determine sectorial static moment when pole is at center of 

gravity of section. Calculations are shortened, if we first find 

value of A for pole A, lying in the middle of the walli 

(a) 

For calculation of this integral we use the well-known Vereshchagin's 

rule, constructing beforehand a diagram of sectorial areas aA (Fig. 

4.lob) and diagram of quantity z (Fig. 4.10c). Cross multiplying 

areas of diagram (here thickness t «= l) and ordinates of diagram 
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z, lying below centers of gravity of first diagram, we obtain 

“ 2 [-"’I1-- 9-5 + —g 9,5 12.7 - 21.3j = 49,3 10* mm'. ( 

For transition to pole, coinciding with center of gravity, w: 

write dependence between sectorial areas during transfer of pole along 

axis of symmetryt 

(c) 

here by y we designate distance between center of gravity 0 and pre- 
0 

vious pole At yQ ■ 10.3 mm. Magnitude R^. is equal to 

(d) 

or 
Ry « 49,3 • 10* -f-10,3 • 11 • 10* 163 • 10* mm*. 

To determine sectorial moment of inertia we proceed in this way. When 

pole is at point A we find 

<//». 
(e) 

We multiply diagram œA by its ordinate and obtain 

( 
181-19 2 181-9,5 2 
—J-y0,1-? 3 2(2^41814-^^4191 + -^-106)-633^. 

For shift to magnitude 1^, related to center of gravity 0, we will 

use formula (47), obtained during transfer of pole. Replacing in it 

*o> by A and yk by % ' we have 

+ (f) 

We find 

- 633 10* + 2 103 • 163 10* — (10,3)* -11 • 10* = 282 10« mm*. 

We determine magnitude a^. and by ( 52) I 

937-7-10* 11-10* ntB , , 2 
*1 ” TV 83 ^ 9, 5 

937-7.10* 282-10« , 23 10»-28 . t/.„, , 2 
•« = 10* 163 • 10* + 163 -10* ^ 12 + 4>85 - l6-85 k/min • 

Further, by formula (53) 
. _ 937-7-10*. 163-10* , , 2 
f » >—- = - ■» 9,75 k.ymm , 

WY 83 • 163 • 10* 

Critical stress, corresponding to bending-twisting form of loss of 

stability, will be according to ( 58) , 
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•*p “ — 5 |/" ( 
1635 + 9^5 16,85--9^5^“975, = 252 v,:/^? . 

During buckling in plane of symmetry critical stress az according to 

(59) will be ^937.7.10^5.2.103 
10» 83 

■ = 4,3 kr>/mra' , 

Both found quantities lie below limit of proportionality anIj » 

= 20 kg/mm2. 

The design critical stress turns out to be stress lying sig¬ 

nificantly below a . Critical load with length of bar 1 » 1 m is 
z 

equal to = (1^-= 232-83 - 209k-. 

We determine coordinate of center of rotation 0 of section from (6o)t 
9.75 ./’lei 10» 

Ô.11 —232 V 83 = ^-5 MM- 

We calculate also coordinate of center of flexure from (6l)t 
163-10* 

>D-7rw~Xi*MM 
As we see, center of rotation lies significantly further from point C 

than does the center of flexure of the section. 

We shall calculate ci-tical stress for different values of bar 

length. In Pig. 4.11 are depicted results of calculations for bars 

with length from 500 mm to 2000 mm. One of the curves (oKp) corres¬ 

ponds to bending-twisting loss of stability, and a second ( 0^.)—buck¬ 

ling in plane of symmetry. For long bars, starting with l ■ I58O mm, 

Euler's form .of loss of stability becomes more dangerous. In Fig. 

4.12 are compared coordinates of center of rotation of section y^ 

and center of flexure yD. With growth of bar length there is observed 

removal of center of rotation from center of flexure. 
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Fig. 4.11. Critical 
stresses depending upon 
length of bar. 
KEY! (a) Euler's form 
of loss of stability; 
(b) Bending-twisting form. 

y».** 

¡y/ 

9» 

u 'sn m an mo 
l.m 

Fig. 4.12. Change of 
position of center of 
rotation depending upon 
length of bar. 

§ SO. Bar with Asymmetric Section. 

Let us turn to general case of an asymmetric section (Fig. 4.13). 

Let the principal central axes of inertia of section be axes y and z. 

Assume that bar is subjected to central compression and that its end 

sections are distorted. Critical stress, corresponding to bending¬ 

twisting form of loss of stability, we as before will seek in the form 

(42), considering position of center of rotation K(y^, z,^.) unfixed. 

Instead of formula (43) for sectorial area at point M(y,z), taking 

into account (ll), we obtain 

•»*=•-y**+(4.66) 

here to is sectorial area, found when pole is at center of gravity. 

Sectorial moment of inertia will be according to (44), 

/-= / (•* - 2“y**+2mz»y - 2y*z*y*+W -t- ( ^.67) 

We introduce designation for second sectorial centrifugal moment of 

(4.68) 
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=/,+^05+^ 

Formula (42) for critical stresses takes on form 

(/»—2¾¾ 4-2*»Æf+/»/y 4 ^J/j) 4" *z/i 

^ /,+(4 + 4)^ 

We use new designationsi 

Considering that for principal axes centrifugal moment of inertia is 

equal to zero, ¡ -^(yidF — Q. 
’ 1 (4.69) 

We find 

7.=/.-2y.«, + 2'.«. + +*V. ( 4.70) 

For polar moment of Inertia for point K we obtain expression 

(4.71) 

(4.72) 

Fig. 4.1?. Asym- 
metric section of 
thin-walled bar. 

«*£*, 
nYW, ’ -/i- 

(4.73) 

then, taking into account (52) » 

(53) and (59), we find 

+ 2piC + ®yT* + «jC* 
I + V+C* 

! ll 

We equate to zero partial deriva¬ 

tives of a with respect to f] and 
Kp 

(4.75) 

Using (70), we obtain 

b r_^ 
•y — Hf* (4.76) 

T?nrrmila Í 74) leads now to the following cubic equation for ^p1 

(«, - ^(“s - "»)(”•» _ “J ~ (% -^)l0* - •») = °- ( 4 • 

This equation generalizes results obtained earlier. For section 

with two axes of symmetry p - p,, ■ 0j the three roots of equation 
2/ ^ 

(77) will be 
= «1. — °jr* (°iip)î “ 9f 
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which agrees with formulas (^) and (39). In the case of a section 

with one axis of symmetry py / 0, pz - Oj then we obtain ( aKp) 2 

from equation ( 37) and ( 0^ ^ = az from ( 59) • 

Study of equation (77) shown that, whatever the relationship be 

tween magnitudes a0, ay, and az, the smallest root will always lie 

below any of these magnitudes. Consequently, loss of stability of 

bar with asymmetric section is possible only in bending-twisting 

form. 

§ 51. Stability of Two-Dimensional Form During Pure Bending. 

Consider the case when thin-walled bar with section having one 

axis of symmetry is subjected to pure bending in plane of symmetry 

xy. Let each of the couples applied to faces have moment M (Pig. 

4.14). Normal stresses in any section of bar will be distributed 

according to the law 
M 

o=*-T-y; (4.79) 

stresses in edge fibers will be 

where W is resisting moment of section, 
z 

edge fiber (points c or d in Pig. 4.15). 

(4.80) 

pertaining to one or another 

# tt 

Pig. 4.14. Thin-walled bar 
is subjected to pure bend¬ 
ing in plane of symmetry 
( supports are depicted by 
convention) • 

« 

! 

, ' 

t 

r 

Pig. 4.15. De¬ 
termination of 
stresses in 
edge fibers. 
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In first stage of stress elastic line of bar is plane curve, 

however with known value of moment M there can occur buckling of bar 

in the direction of axis z, perpendicular to plane of bending. This 

phenomenon has the name of loss of stability of plane form of bending. 

Obviously, here any section of bar accomplishes turn around some cen¬ 

ter K, lying on axis of symmetry of section. Therefore, we can again 

use the differential equation of constrained torsion (4o). We com¬ 

pose equation for intensity of torsional moment From {2j>) and (24) 

we have - dH /'j,- *«= __ ,_I / ofdF. 

where by p is understood radius vector of area dF about center 

rotation. Using (79)* we find 

(4.81) 

of 

We introduce designation 

r 

then from (27) we obtain 

5, dH 
l^djfi 

magnitude should also be determined 

K. Equation (4o) takes form 

* 5f « , » 

-w.T.B- <4-84> 

relative to center of rotation 

» 

d»B 

H? (4.85) 

Considering that face sections freely warp, we obtain solution of 

equation (85) again in form (32), where 

Taking from (33) kl 

a*. 

mr and n 

M 5, 0/. 
~h~Wm‘ (4.86) 

. 1, we find critical value of moment: 

«rëL . c/, 
Tr="¡«^+1, • 
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We arrived at a formula of the same structure as for critical stress 

during central compression according to (^2), but instead of Ip there 

enters quantity Coordinate of center of rotation we shall, t. 

before, designate by y^j then for there will be preserved equation 

(47). We use further the relationship between radius vectors, related 

to center of rotation and center of gravity* 

7 = ?-ria = (y-y,)2-f + (4.88) 

hence by (8?) 

*>= JV - 2 V + vi) y ^=S, - 2V.- (4.89) 

Instead of (8j) we find, 

A*ip ~F~ ~ 2y»*y + 4 0,'f 

1T= • (4.90) 
where 

(4.91) 
F 

we introduce along with (53)> (63) and (80) designations 

*=7çT: (4.92) 

then from (90) it is possible to pass to critical value of stress in 

edge fiber* 

*" 5(9, + 1.-¾) • (^.95) 
We determine position of center of rotation, equating to zero the der¬ 

ivative of ( stfjj) with respect to then we obtain for + - 

~ ^ ^ 0 - 2o,îi0 + 2ayTj4 -f 2s<jm = 0. 

whence 

We now substitute (94) 

tic equation* 

’fc-’1®—(4.94) 

In (93)j for critical stress we have a quadra- 

("mY+W,', (*».)+0¾ - V, “ <4 ( 4.95) 
its roots will be 
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(4.96) ««=«,(-í>, i \f ¢+,^-¾) 

Critical magnitudes of moment turn out to be equal to 

(4.97) 

where 

r = ]/~~-jr ' Tj = PyV^~p =W,~yD' Py — 9vF' P*= a'F’ (4.93) 

Negative sign of M refers to couples, giving to elastic line of bar 

buckling not downwards, as in Fig. 4.14, but upwards. 

Let us turn to a particular case, when section of bar has two axes 

of symmetry. Then we will have ^ * Sy " ^ * °> or critical 
values of aM and M we obtain simple formulas: 

•«..,=M»=rViv7- 

% For section, consisting of a beam of strips, we have 

(4.99) 

consequently. 

/ A ••   Gl* ,,. 

'• w’ —ÿîFt 

VjVõnÊT,. M^^VÕiWr ( ^. 100) 

During bending of a strip of rectangular section b X h by 

couples, lying in its plane, we obtain * bh /3* Iy - bh /12 and 

•a.,“* ŸQË j 
Yi(l+K) < * (4.101) 

In case of I-beam (Fig. 4.16) sectorial moment of inertia of 

section may be defined by ( 12) . For points of web sectorial area c¿; 

turns into zero. For points of flange we havej o> « yh/2, where h Is 

height of section, y is counted from center line of web, and initial 

radius vector coincides with this line. Consequently, 

* (4.102) 

integral extends to area of flange, 1^ is moment inertia oí flange 
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relative to axis of wall* Prom (52)’and (92) we have 

H f *,£/. \ r 
cr+0'-)*>, w (4.10?) 

hence 

V.l^iTõüV' + ■ (4.104) 

This formula pertains to case when 

bending couples lie in plane of the 

web. 

§ 52. Case of Eccentric 
dompresBlon. 

Pig. 4.16. Cal¬ 
culation of sec¬ 
torial area. 

Assume that bar is subjected 

to eccentric compression by forces 

P, where point of application of 

force lies on axis yj this axis we shall consider axis of symmetry of 

the section (Pig. 4.17). With small loads here too the elastic line 

will appear fiat. However, if force P exceeds known critical magni¬ 

tude, there can occur loss of stability of plane form, so that bar will 

start to buckle in the direction of axis z. Por finding critical 

value of P we will use the same method as in preceding sections. Let 

us assume that at moment of loss of stability section of bar revolves 

around point K, removed from center of gravity by y^, and we determine 

this distance. Normal stresses in any section up to buckling will be 

equal to 
• = -y + "y=flo(i + -n : 

(4.105) 
•=T + 7T )^(1+ ^r): 

here o0 « P/P, l| » I_/P and compressive stresses as before we consi- 

der positive. Instensity of torque according to (8l) is equal to 

(j tiF+\f &iFy 
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or 
tf* 
áx* ('» + 7' 5’) 

^+75» 
oo—- B. 

t 
Eim 

(4.106) 

M 

a) 
a "tt 

» b) 

Plg, 4.17. Thin-walled bar, sub¬ 
jected to eccentric compression. 

Instead of (85) and (86) we obtain 

^£+*»fl=o. 

_[a__ 
£/" 

Gig 

srm * 

When k - ir/l we have 
*eL + 0/. 

^ + 4-3, 

(4.107) 

(4.108) 

(4.109) 

We use earlier formulas of transition (47) and (99) and Introduce ad¬ 

ditionally the designation 

4f = * /!• (4.110) 

Then we obtain 

I +Í+2v(?, + 10 —1,) ( 4.111) 

Equating to zero the derivative of o0 with respect to V we find 

1,-° “lo“' • (4.112) 

In the particular case of central compression when qe - 0 we 

arrive at formula (65). We place ( 112) In expression (ill), this will 

lead to a quadratic equation for aQi 

(«0 - a*)(oo - V + 2¾ (¾ - 0,) 1], (ß, + To) - (<VT# - WDŸ = 0 ( 4.113) 
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(4.114) 
I1+ 2^(0,+ ^)- o>-(o# + o, + 2o,pA)ao + Vy __0j^ = 0 

Hence when rie - 0 we get equations (57) and (57a). 

Consider the case, when compressing force is applied in censer 

of bending, of section D, so that r\e - t^. Here from (lia) we obtain 

\ " ^ ao* 71118 meanB tha^ center of rotation will lie at 

that same point D. From (11¾ we now find 

+ (4.115) 
Second root of equation (113) will be 

Op=Or 

We saw that during central compression of bar with an asymmetrlc’sec- 

tlon critical stress always lies below c . If, however, force Is ap- 

plied eccentrically and namely in center of bending, then critical 

stress will be exactly equal to Euler*s value. 

Study of equation (114) shows that for known conditions loss of 

plane forms of bending occurs also when force P is tensile. This can 

occur with sufficiently great eccentricity of application of loadj 

one root of equation (114) becomes negative. Boundary values of ec¬ 

centricities, at which critical force P will be tensile, are deter¬ 

mined from that condition that the root of equation (ll4) is equal to 

-00. But then the coefficient In should be equal to zero» 

nj — 2^- 1 = 0; 
here dimensionless E is taken equal to 

*=no+0r (4.115b) 

Ttoo values of T|e, corresponding to equation ( II3) , will be 

% = k± Vã»+ i . 
We will find corresponding points on axis r\ ( or y in Fig. 4.18), 

if we lay off from the center segment k^, and from it in both direc- 

tlons segments VSc| + 1} we aBBUme ^ . kflp/p)1/2. if force Is ap¬ 

plied In Interval between points c and d, then Its critical value can 
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only be compressive. 

In more general case of eccentricity in two planes we find that 

1 

X t 

9 
Pig. 4.18. Do¬ 
main of appli¬ 
cation of com¬ 
pressing load 
during loss of 
stability of 
plane form of 
bending. 

bar it is necessary 

stresses or displacements do not 

region of compressing critical 

values lies inside "circle of sta¬ 

bility,"* dimensionless radius of 

which will be Vl + 1? + T2, and co¬ 

ordinates of center equal to ïï and 

T; here by T we understand quantity 

-'-¡r/r,!**’’- 
We considered here the problem 

of stability of a thin-walled bar 

under eccentric compression* In 

determining supporting power of a 

also to start from the condition that the greatest 

attain a dangerous magnitude ( see 

[4.3], [5.7]). 

Example 4.2. For the bar described in example 4.1 determine 

critical value of average stress a0 - P/F for load P applied on axis 

of symmetry of section at different distances yc from center of gra¬ 

vity C. 

We determine Sy by (91)* 

Sy- f p*y dF- j* y* dF + J*«y dP. 
p r r 

*Such extension of solution to case of biaxial eccentricity is 
absolutely conditional, since in this case it pertains only to a 
specific linear problem, see [4.3]. 
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Por the web ♦ M 
S, ,- lOJ* 19 + 10.3 J = 

-M 

- 20800+103 ^ - 26700 mm*. 

Por parte oí‘ flangea, parallel to 

section with one 
axis of symmetry. 

axis y 
MU MU 

**i-2 / y*iF+* f 
-W -M 

-= y(11230 — 5780)+ ^-931 (106-76) » 5420 mm'. 

For bent parts of flanges 

5,. 3 » 2 (- 8.7)» 13 + (- 8.7) (tJ - -Jy )-78 000 **♦. 

Total value of 3^. will be 

Sy * S,. t + Sy, » + Sy, a * —45900 mj¿. 

Measured magnitudes k and B by 
•i V 

(92) and (115b) are equal to 

Sy 45900 
*i —- — yTjljg-“ — 4.4 4UÍ, p, - 4, — y0 = — 4,4 —14.8 « — 19J2 jut 

We calculate value of rt 

r — vT 
-fwm 
V sr 143 MM. 

Radius of circle of stability will be 

Ä - K r' + 4» - K Í4¿* + 4,4r - 143 MM. 

In Pig. 4.19 is plotted circle of stability! its center is a distance 

of 4.4 mm from center of gravity of section. 

Given various values of y^ ( or rr ), we find critical magnitudes 

by equation (114). In the particular case when force is applied at 

center of bending of section D (see Pig. 4.10a), by (II5) and (115a) 

we Obtain J|> 16,85.(143)^-9.15(14.8^ a. i._4_2 
* 10^+143* +2 T43 (-1Ô3Í 9,4 ^ 

9,15 kg/nm2. 

p 
Design critical stress here will be a - 4.3 kg/mm j this magnitude z 

was found above in example 4.1. 
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Prom example 4.2 It Is clear that with significant eccentricities 

one of the critical stresses is tensile. 

§ S3. More General Equations of Bending- 
Twisting Deformation. 

Till now we took as the pole the center of rotation of a section. 

In certain cases it is more convenient to select as pole the center 

of bending of the section. We will derive the corresponding equations, 

assuming that in addition to central compressive forces P on faces of 

bar are applied couples in planes xz and zy with moments and Mz. 

We consider bar in a state, deflected from the base and determine in¬ 

tensity of "loads” corresponding to turned forces of base state. 

Here we first consider turns caused by distortion of the axis of cen¬ 

ters of bending, and then turns connected with twisting around this 

axis. Displacements of centers of bending of different sections along 

axes y and z we designate by v and w. In Pig. 4.20 is shown elemen¬ 

tary force adF, turned in plane xz. Corresponding angles in planes 

xy and xz are equal to dv/dx and dw/dx. Additional projections on 

axes y and z of forces adP will be c(dv/dx) dP and a( dw/dx)dPj these 

projections give moments about center of bending equal to 

by yD and z^ we designate coordinates of center of bending. 

Per unit length of axial line there 

will be a load 

(4.116) 

i and a moment with intensity 

Pig. 4.20. Deter¬ 
mination of moment 
of elementary force. 
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integrals pertain to the whole section. 

During action of compreeeive central force P and momente My and 

M strees a at point y, z is equal to 

P Mg t My _ 

Putting this expression in (116), we find 
(4.118) 

V *** a - -P*9 *•- pT¡¡r 7p' (4.119) 

Remaining integrals turn into zero. Moment (117) will be equal to 

(4.120) 

We turn to turns of forces caused by twisting of the bar. Increase 

of component of elementary force in plane yz turned out to be equal to 

^P"19^ or «*(-£)p.«'; 

projection of it on axes y and z will be 

by we understand radius vector from center of bending to element 

&F. Linear intensities of loads are equal to 

f,** f 9jjr(* — zo)<iF’ <lt~~ f 9TjrCv~>0) 
f p 

Substituting (118), we obtain, 

fj®* ~ (¾-^ = (4.121) 

We constitute differential equations for displacements v, w and angle 

of rotation 0. 

B, d*V 
E,‘ rfF== 

El i'w 
y dx* 
d* 
dx* * £-ai. 

rf*« 
m? m. (4.122) 

Here by is inderstood sectorial moment of Inertia about center of 

bending. Proceeding from formula of transition (47), we find 

f-/. — 2y0Ry 4- 2zDRt 4- y*Dly 4- 
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But by (6l) we have 

Ry = yolr K*=-Vr (4.123) 

consequently, 

^L-'A-'Sd. (4.124) 

Torsional moment (25) iß equal to 

or 

By formula (7l) 

r,=/,+(^+4)^: 

hence 

/^=-^=^+4+4- 

Magnitudes S* and S* by (89) are equal to 

S* = S_ — 2yn/ 0*I* = S,-2V,- 

Expression (125) obtains form 

*= -y0) +2Af,-^)J 

Introducing designations of type (92) 

we obtain 

(4.1213) 

(4.126) 

(4.127) 

(4.128) 

«=.-(/*•>- 2M£, + 2M,?,) jjt • ( 4.129) 

Summarizing expresalona for linear loada ( 119) and ( 121) > and als-j 

for momenta (120) and (129) and putting them In equationa (122), we 

arrive at following ayatem of differential equations! 

». 4f+p ??+(ft®- =^ 

», XF+P íí - +**> I?=»«• 
ei £+(/..-1 - +2A1,?, - 0/.) -0 + 

+(/>!„ - 41,)^--(^0+ 4(,)45 = "• (4.1.10) 
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Analogous equations for case of moments variable in length have 

a somewhat different structure ([4.4], p.369). In bifurcational prob¬ 

lems half equations of such a type must be used with caution ( see foot¬ 

note on p.217)• 

§ 54. Stability of Plane Form 
o'f 'a Strip During bending. ^ 

Let us consider the particular case of a bar of rectangular sec 

tion, subjected to bending in plane xy. 

We must here set I* - ßy 35 ßz = 0. We in ( 130) ^ " ^y " 

■ q ■ m - 0 and integrate twice the second of these equations, con- 
z 

sidering constant of integration equal to zero. Finally the second 

and third equations will take the form 

EL ähr 
fäj? -AÎ, 0=0. (‘MJl) 

-nr ♦'«.TF“0- (4.132) 

Excluding from this w, we obtain one second order equation for 0i 

WF+^5£77b==0- (4.13¾ 

During pure bending M_ » const) solution of equation has the form 
z 

• = i4«ln*jr + ßco*Ajc. (4.134) 

where 

VS&;' (4.135) 

Boundary conditions we select in the form 

0 = 0 «hen X = 0. x = i; (4.136) 

then first critical value of k will be n/l; hence by (100) 

V01^1, • (4.137) 

Equations (131)—(132) it is possible to use in our case and for 

a moment variable in length. 

Assume, for instance, that right face of band is fixed, and left 

is free. Assume that in center of gravity of left face section there 
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Is applied force P, directed along the vertical (Pig. ^.21). In thiß 

case - -Px) in place of (153) we have 

(4.138) dH . P* . 
rfF + Ü7i77xö==0- 

Introducing designation 

a = vin$ry' 
we reduce equation (158) to the form 

(4.138a) 

|£+«*x*+,e=o. (4.139) 

which we already met in Section 33 and 37* If °ne were to set 

va=7rîT (4.140) 
and consider that v is a fractional number, the solution of equation 

(139) takes form (3.23)1 

e = ¿ A (20^^)+ß V* y.^av*37), ( 4. i4i) 

where Jv is a Bessel function of the first type with index v. Deri¬ 

vative from an expression of type (l4l) was already calculated by us; 

from (3.44) we have 

In example considered by us n - 1, 

v ■ l/4j consequently, 

7 4 (4.143) 

^j«i4ajrfy j X3) — 

’ (4.144) 

We shall consider that on left 

end torque M turns into zero. 
Jv 

Prom dependences (1?) and (14) this magnitude, when = 0, Is equal 

[ =3 

\" * 

Pig. 4.21. Bending 
of strip by concen¬ 
trated force. 

to ¿1 AIb — M — 0/, . 
(4.14h) 
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Consequently, on this end we should have 

-£*=0 whan x*=0. (4.146) 

On the other hand, on the fixed end the angle of torsion shouxd be 

equal to zero* 
6 = 0 whan X — l. (4.147) 

As it is known (see Section 37)* function J^fo) = co, while quantity 

Jÿ(0) turns into zero. Therefore, condition (146) gives A » 0. When 

B 7* 0 from condition ( 147) we find 

(4.148) 

Determining least root of this equation, we find critical load. 

In following table are given roots of equations, analogous to (148), 

for functions with different indices. 

Table 4.1 

(a)**. 
7 4 

' . 
'7 

' 3 
~ 4 

Mm 
(°) m 

2.781 
&910 

3.492 
6j650 

2,006 
S.120 

1,058 
4,290 

KEYi (a) Roots;(b) First;(c) Second. 

Thus, in given problem we have 

• _P__ /» = 2.006; 

consequently, first, critical load is equal to 

(4.149) 

p-*»Yatjrr (4.150) 

In structure dependence (160) is similar to Euler*s formula. 

This same problem it is possible to solve also by methods of ap¬ 

proximation. Take, for Instance, for function 0 dependence 

e=e0(/*-x*). (4.151) 

satisfying boundary conditions. Equation of the Bubnov-Qalerkin cor¬ 

responding to (138), will be 
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/(•£? + flíx’6) - 0- (4.1c, 2) 

2 4 
Substituting (151) and integrating, we find al * 17.5. Coefficient 

in formula of type (I50) takes approximate value V17 .5 - 4.18. 

Assume now that force P is applied not in center of gravity of 

face section, but a distance d from center (Pig. ^.22)| we consider 

d positive if point of application of force lies above center of 

gravity. Then torque on left end is equal to MK ■ Pd0j consequently, 

instead of (146) we obtain boundary condition 

= *h.n * = 0. (4.155) 

condition (147) remains in force. 

Fig. 4.22. Case, 
when force is applied 
not in center of 
gravity of section. 

Bessel function index v may be presented in the form of a series 

J'ix) = Wîï)\] * 7(37+^+ 2.4(2, + 5)(5^ + 4) - (4.154) 

here f(v) is a gamma-function, tables of magnitudes F(v) are contained 

in reference books. Prom (145) we find 
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When X -» 0 we have 

•(0) = «-^ Vf 

Further, from ( 3.44) 

a ^(-4) 

jTr(‘) 1 

when X -+ 0, 

tV 

7FtT (4.156) 

Putting these values in (1^), we obtain 

jr(-{)o/^ +r(-4)tfi(o/^a=o. (4.157) 

Second condition, i*e., (147), gives 

7}(i',)'4+y-{(T',)fl“°- (4.158) 

We equate to zero determinant of system of equations (157) and (I58) s 

then we will have 

*■(- . (i /•) - r (- 4)«/>a U ')=«• (4<iw) 

In Table 4.2 are given values of coefficient K in formula for 

critical force 

#» «=* 
nnzT, 

(4.160) -A—• 

corresponding to equation (159)J they turn out to depend on parameter 

dlfcly/l tOil. 
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Table 4.2. Coefficients K for Case When 
Force P is Applied to Canti¬ 

lever not in Center 
of Gravity. 

(a) Ha* UCHtpOM T«*eCTH 

7 V 0/. 
0 0,0031 0,0887 0,164 0,238 0,322 0,425 0,568 0,791 1,224 2,485 

K 4.013 4.0 3,6 3Í 2.8 2.4 2.0 \6 U 0.8 0.4 

(b) no* UCHTPOM THWeCTH 

1 V ou 0 0,114 0,320 0,923 CX) 

K 4,013 4.4 43 53 5,562 

KEYi (a) Above center of gravity)(b) Below 
center of gravity. 

Here are given also coefficients K for limiting cases* when 

force is transmitted through very long lever (J -» ») • For small ratios 

d/l we may use the simple approximate formula 

pm=4.oi—tt-Hi-IK 0/J; (lKl6l) 

this can be proved easily by Table 4.2. 

Let us turn to the case when cantilever is subjected to action 

of load uniformly alstrlbutfcd along its whole length q = const. (Fig. 

4.25). Here M = qx2/2j equation (135) obtains form 

£ + ^T6 = °- (4.162) 

If we take 

a== iYWtff,’ (4.163) 

we obtain equation of type (139) for n - 3 and v » l/ó. Repeating 

calculations given for case of concentrated force, we arrive at 

equation instead of (148)! 

J . 
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Least root of this equation will be 2.142) critical value of intensity 

of distributed load is equal to 

f <= 2a YÕ/JÊT9 = 12.85- (4.16^) 

If load is distributed along length of beam according to triangle law 

q * we obtain equation of type (139) when 

Ji. 
eivurjr/ 

When n * 5 and v ■ l/8 instead of (164) we have 

(4.166) 

'.¿(t*)-0- (4.167) 
Least root of equation (167) is equal to ^2.2) therefore, values of 

q0 will be 
i/'TTTcT 

( 4.168) 
V at,ei, 

»„ = 52.8- 

We give values of coefficient in formula for critical maximum bend¬ 

ing moment« yjsnET 

(4.169) M MI-''I I 

Fig. 4.23. Strip is 
subjected to action of 
uniformly distributed 
load. 

Fig. 4.24. Case of 
concentrated force, 
applied in the middle 
of span. 

With pure bending = it) in case of concentrated force - 4.01, 

with uniformly distributed load - 6.43) in case of load, distri¬ 

buted according to triangle law - 8.8. 
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Let üb turn to the case when strip supported by hinges on ends, 

and force P is concentrated in the middle of span (Pig. ^.24). We 

put origin of coordinates at left end, then moment M for left half of 

beam will be equal to ^ P 
M X. 

Equation (153) assumes form 

Its solution can be written in form (143)» but instead of (138) it is 

necessary “= wk^' (4.171) 

We consider that support section does not turm 

6 = 0 wh.n * = 0. (4.172) 

On the other hand, during distortion of one half angle of rotation of 

average section should be maximum) so that here we should have 

= 0 when X = . (4.173) 

Using expression (143)i from first condition we find 3 ■ 0. Second 

condition gives , /«/»v 

MW (4.174) 

Judging by Table 4.1 (p.224), first root of this equation is equal to 

1.058) consequently, critical force is equal to 

VWFT, 
/>=16.94 (4.175) 

Assume that force P is applied at point removed from center of 

gravity of section a distance d. Then boundary condition (172) re¬ 

mains, and condition (173) must be replaced by the following! 

(4.176) 0/, — ~2 6d when X — 

Taking B = 0, we obtain from this 

2i. 
(4.177) 

Coefficients K In formula of type (l60), obtained from equation (177). 

are ¿iven In Table 4.3. 
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Pig, 4,25. Concen¬ 
trated force applied 
at various distances 
from supports. 

Let us consider, finally, the case where force P is applied to 

strip supported by hinges various distances from face sections (Pig, 

4.25). Designating these distances by m and n, we have for left 

half M - Pnx./l and for right half M_ » Pnuo/l. 
Z 1 Z 

Table 4.3, Coefficients K for Case, When 
Force P is Applied to Beam on 

Two Supports not at 
Center of Gravity 

(a) Haa ncHtpoM tixcctn 

' l/£/’ T V WK 0 0,030 0.143 0.293 0344 1^10 

K 16jM 16JD 123 93 6.4 3L2 

(b) Ho* KCHtpOM TlXeCTH 

ii 
1 l G/, 

0 0069 0.166 0071 0096 0362 0015 130 2.78 

* 16J94 190 22.4 25.6 280 32,0 350 38.4 413 

KEXi (a) Above center of gravity](b) Under 
center of gravity. 
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We can use equation (14¾ » considering 

_ Pn __Pm 

x~ iVgT^ET/ °2“ Wgïjïï, * (4.178) 

Boundary conditions we constitute for end sections in the form 

6,-^=0 when JCj — 0, 0j — 0 when Xj = 0 ( 4 • 179) 

and for point of linkage 

•■ = ». and-£- = ■£. (4.180) 

Equation for determination of critical load will be 

(4.181) 

In Table 4.4 are given values of coefficient K for various ratios 

m/l, calculated by (l8l). 

If ends of the strip are fixed, and force P is applied in the 

middle of span, coefficient K in formula of type (175) turns out to 

be equal to 26.6 and in formula of type (I69)—equal to 3.54. 

Table 4.4. Coefficients K for Case of 
Concentrated Force Applied Various 

Distances From Supports 

m 
T 

0,5 0.45 0,40 0.35 0J3D 025 020 0,15 0.10 0.05 

K 16,91 17,15 17,82 19JD4 2U01 24,10 29.11 37,88 56))1 111* 
... 

During action of uniformly distributed load on beam supported 

by hinges at ends coefficient K in formula (169) is equal to 28.3/8 = 

- 3.54. 

§ Lateral Bending of Beams with Section, 
Having iWo Axes of SymmetryT 

We turn to the more general case, when bar is an arbitrary sec¬ 

tion, having two axes of symmetry) an example can be an I-beam. For 
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such a section the center of bending coincides with center of gravity 

and ßy ■ 0, If the beam is subjected to lateral bending in plane xy, 

then auxiliary equations (131) and (132) will take according to (o0) 

the form 
Çjgí — 

dx* 
M 

* dx* 
m. 

(4.182) 
Considering q^ » 0, and eliminating w, we arrive ab a fourth-order 

equation: 4*3 éH 
a'--ä* 

M 
Ti -8 = «. 

(4.183) 

If on beam there acts distributed load q, applied at distance d from 

center of gravity (Fig. 4.23)* the intensity of moment m is equal to 

(-qd«9)j considering dependence between q and M. we obtain, instead 

of ( 183), 
4*« 4½ / M7. d*M. \ä 

ei- **~0,'77r-[ g-, _ ~ï?r ‘'j 9 =° 
( 4.184) 

Integration of this equation may be carried out generally only 

by approximate methods. 

Consider case of beam on two supports, to which there is applied 

concentrated force P at mid-span (Fig. 4.24). Then equation (184) will 

take form (when 0 s x §; 1) 

4*1 4>| 

c/* 7?” = (4.185) 

here "max is moment in the middle section. We consider that angle of 

rotation of end sections is equal to zero: 

• ■*0 *h*n x = 0. (4.186) 

Furthermore, assume that bimoment in end sections turns into zero. 

Then we should have 

4*1 
IF’ 0 *h«n * = 0. * = /. (4.187) 

We take for 0 the approximate expression 

0 = M «In , (4.188) 
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satisfying boundary conditions. The Bubnov-Qalerkin equation will 

be 
i 
T 

*>) .1°’ ” </* = 0 

or 

T \7rf/.-+“ 7r0/« j + 8r*/—0' 

Hence critical value M¡nax is 

(4.189) 

AI 

/fi? 
i/” J _L Æ/^L V 1 ^ G/, * 

(4.190) 

For particular case, when I ■<jd 
0, we obtain 

4,28 
(4.191) mw=if- v~ôïjrr 

In Section 54 we obtained an exact value of the coefficient in 

this formula, equal to 4.2?. We use formule (190) in order to estimate 

influence of additional factor, containing 1^. Let us note that in 

case of pure bending method would lead t ■> an exact result ( 104) : 

aw (4.192) 

where by X is understood expression 

i 

x * (4.19?) 

This gives a basis to present calculating formula for considered case 

of concentrated force in form 

vmtt 
AW =* 4.2S -—ÿ—x* 

(4.194) 

Obviously, the same factor x may be UBed also ln cases of load¬ 

ing a beam supported by hinges. For example, under action of uniform¬ 

ly distributed load, applied on central lines, we will obtain 

M... = Vom, I- 
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If load is applied not in center of gravity, but on upper or lower 

flanges, then Instead of (195) we obtain 

Mmt = ^-Ÿ~OluE/y/k. 

The additional factor turns out to be equal to 

(4.19b) 

(4.197) 

Minus sign pertains to case when load Is transmitted to upper flange, 

while plus—during loading of lower flange. 

In previous chapters we examined stability of bars and simple 

bar systems. Outside frame work of this book remains theory of sta¬ 

bility of complex bar systems, expecially statically indeterminate 

frames. This region is illuminated in books of N. V. Kornoukhov 

[0.5], A. R. Rzhanitsyn [O.IO], V. 0. Chudnovskiy [q.12], A. F. 

Smirnov [O.ll], N. K. Snitko [3.9], Ya. L. Nudel'man [3.5], I. K. 

Snitko (Practical methods of calculation of statically indeterminate 

systems, Moscow, i960), A. A. Pikovskiy [3.7], S. A. Rogitskiy (New 

method of calculation for strength and stability, Sverdlovsk, I961), 

R. R. Matevosyan (Transactions TsNIISK, No. 3, I961), F. Bleich 

[0.15], Q. Bügermeiflter and H. Steup [0.I6]. 
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i 

CHAPTER V 

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE. CREEP BUCKLING 

§ 56, Problems of Stability of Bars, 
Connected with Consideration of Temperature. 

Thanks to development of new regions of technology and first <f 

all supersonic aviation recently there appeared new problems of sta¬ 

bility of elastic systems at high temperatures. As it is known, 

aerodynamic heating leads to formation of nonuniform field of tem¬ 

peratures in constructions of aircraft. With this is connected 

appearance of certain stresses. Such thermal stresses are not always 

dangerous for strength of construction, since they are "resorbed” 

as deformation develops. But those structural members in v.'hich there 

are developed compressive stresses, may lose stability, which in a 

number of oases is equivalent to loss of supporting power and is Im¬ 

permissible. 

Further, at high temperatures there appears creep of structural 

materials (steel, duralumin, titanium alloys, etc.), which in turn 

leads to loss of stability of compressed members at stresses, lying 

considerably below Euler’s value. We note that for certain materials 

(plastic) creep occurs also at relatively low temperatures. Phenom¬ 

enon of creep flows in timej unobtrusive deformation of compressed 

rod with expiration of a certain period ends in sharp buckling. 
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Thus, here, along with steady-state concept of critical stress, there 

appeared a new concept critical time. There appeared a new area of 

the theory of stability of elastic systems—theory of bucklim d’ np; 

creep. 

When solving problems, pertaining to unevenly heated construc¬ 

tions, it is necessary to examine anew criterion of stability. Exis¬ 

tence of a nonuniform temperature field Is connected with phenomenon 

of thermal conduction inside a body and with energy dissipation in 

the environment. Process of deformation during loading and buckling 

of a body is accompanied, furthermore, by irreversible changes of 

temperature field. Therefore,study of stability of unevenly heated 

body must, strictly speaking, be conducted, proceeding from equations 

of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes.* 

We turn to certain particular problems. 

§ 57* Influence of Temperature on Magnitude 
of Modulus of ¿lastlclty. Uniform Heat¬ 

ing of Bar with Fixed Ends. 

If we examine stability of bars within limits of elastic defor¬ 

mations, then increase of temperature affects first of all the magni¬ 

tude of the elastic modulus. In Pig. 5*1 is presented dependence of 

modulus E on temperature t#C for certain materials—steel 3H728. 

[EI728], 9H703. [EITO}], JUTH. [YalTH], titanium alloy BT6 [VT6] and 

duralumin A16AT [D16AT]. As we see, with increased t° magnitude E 

quickly drops. Value of E for various t° one should put in design 

*See work of M. Biot. 
(1956)» Physical Review," 
Physics,w 25, No. 11 (1954) 
[5.IO]. 

published in "Aeronaut. Quarterly," 7, 
97i No. 6 ( 1955) * "Joum. of Applied 
, and dissertation of L. A. Shapovalov 

No. 3 
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formula. Let us note that with growth of t° values of limit of 

proportionality a^and yield point ot also fall. 

Consider case, when bar is fastened by hinge to fixed supports 

at a temperature t^, and then is subjected to uniform heating its 

whole length (Pig. 5.2). With increase of temperature in bar there 

will appear compressive stresses, and at a centain temperature the 

bar will start to buckle. This case of loss of stability is inter¬ 

esting since it occurs without aav active loads. 

f, k^/oa 

1.510' 

vw1 

wtt 

1 

i/m' 

H 

Fig. 5.1. Change of 
modulus E depending 
upon temperatures t*C 
for various materials. 

If bar was extended freely, then its longitudinal strain at 

temperature t® would be equal to 

•| = «W-A (5.1) 

where a is coefficient of linear expansion. In case of fixed ends 

there occur compressive stresses, equal to 

of = £«, = £« (fî — /0). (5.2) 
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2 
After quantity at reaches Euler's value 1, straight-line 

form of equilibrium of bar will become unstable. With hinged fasten¬ 

ing of ends of bar difference of temperatures, corresponding to cri¬ 

tical stress, will be equal to 

(5*3) 

where X is slenderness ratio of the bar. Thus, for instance, for 

duralumin DI6AT coefficient a is 25*10 . In case of bar whose slen¬ 

derness ratio is X - 100, buckling will start when difference of tem¬ 

peratures reach magnitude - t° = 40°. Corresponding compressive 

stress constitutes about 700 kg/cm2. 

Fig. 5.2. 
Bar with 
fixed ends 
with vari¬ 
able tem¬ 
perature. 

Fig. 5*3. Depen¬ 
dence between load 
and deflection af¬ 
ter loss of sta¬ 
bility. 

If stresses in bar exceed limit of proportionality, to deforma¬ 

tion (l) will correspond stress, equal to 

«I aci Eft,, (5.2') 
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where E is secant modulus, corresponding to temperature t° Using 
C 

formula for critical stress with tangential modulus E^, we find dif¬ 

ference ol temperatures, at which buckling appearsi 

Modulus E also is calculated for temperature t°. 
JK 

Uniqueness of this problem consists in the fact that, as soon 

as buckling of bar starts reactions of supports, equal to compressive 

force in bar, will decrease) therefore,intense buckling can take 

place only during continuing rise in temperature. 

This circumstance is illustrated by graph of Pig. 5-3.* On the 

axis of abscissas here is placed angle 9 of slope of tangent to elas¬ 

tic line of bar in end section (see Pig. 5.2)) along the axis of or¬ 

dinates is temperature force 

which must take place in a straight bar so that after distortion 

angle of rotation attains valve 0) magnitude PT is related to Euler's 

force P3. As can be seen from graph, relationship between PT/P3 and 

0 depends on slenderness ratio of the bar X. Por instance, when 

X - 100 and 0 - 0.015 force PT exceeds critical magnitude by 6#. Por 

comparison here there is given diagram of supercritical deformation 

of bar with upper mobile hinge for constant temperature. Por the 

former value of 0 - 0.015 compressive force P* would exceed Euler's 

magnitude by only 0-005^. 

§ 58. Case of Nonuniform Heating. 

Proceed now to case, when temperature field is not uniform. 

I »This graph was composed by V. I. Usyukin. 
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Let us consider centrally compressed bar of rectangular section, fix¬ 

ed at ends. Let us assume for example that such a piece is fixed 

between plates of a testing machine at temperate t®, after which it 

is subjected to heating up to a temperature, changing along one of 

the sides of the section (Fig. 5*^) linearlyj increment of tempera¬ 

ture equals 

(5.5) 

along each longitudinal fiber 

magnitude t° is constant.* M 
Since ends of bar are fixed. 

then its axis will remain straight 

up to moment of buckling. Assume, 

further, that to bar is trans¬ 

mitted an increasing loadj it is 

required to determine its critical 

magnitude. Such a problem is of 

special interest if stress in bar 

exceeds limit of proportionality. 

To each fiber of the bar there 

I 

mil ~—o 0 l— 

a) b) 

Fig. 5Bar sub¬ 
jected to nonunifom 
heating. 

will then correspond its own dia< 

gram o(c), character of which changes depending upon temperature. 

We consider that buckling of the bar occurs at a constant force and 

that therefore, the section is divided into zones of loading and un¬ 

loading (Fig. 5.4b). We assume, for example, that diagram of com¬ 

pression of material ( steel) consists of two straight lines ( case of 

♦This problem was formulated by L. I. Balabukh and solved by 
L. A. Shapovalov [5*10]• 
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"linear hardening") and what with increase of temperature there : 

multanecusly change principal modulus E, tangential modulus on secón1 

section E and limit of proportionality, as shown in i’i •. . 
ft. 

Fig. 5.5. Diagram of compression 
at different temperatures. 

Fig. 5.6. "Critical stress—slenderness 
ratio" graph for nonuniform heating. 

Deformation of every fiber up to loss of stability is composed 

of two components, one of which is caused by active load, and the 
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other Is connected with increase of temperature! 

r 
(5.6) 

Coefficient a we consider not dependent on temperature. Strains at 

moment of buckling are distributed by laws of plane sections. Pro¬ 

ceeding from this and considering conditions equilibrium of part of 

the bar as this was done in Section 26, we can find resultant modu¬ 

lus T apd construct a diagram of dependence of critical stress o 

on slenderness ratio of the bar X. In Pig. 5.6 is shown such a 

final diagram for case, when t® » 0 and t| * t°. As we see, with 

growth of temperature differential critical stress sharply decreases. 

§ 59. Calculation of Influence of Thermal Conduction. 

Turning to thermodynamic formulation of problem of stability 

of compressed bar, we must definitize initial assumptions. Up to now, 

essentially, we assumed that initial compression and subsequent buck- ( 

ling of bar occur at constant temperature, i.e., isothermic, but, 

as it is known, any elastic or non-elastic deformation of an insulat¬ 

ed body is accompanied by certain, albeit slight for structural ma¬ 

terials, change of temperature. Elastic elongation of a bar is con¬ 

nected with a temperature drop, and shortening, with an increase. 

Consequently, during buckling of bar there should appear a very weak 

heat flow from compressed fibers to stretched ones. Behavior of the 

bar during buckling should depend, thus, on coefficient of thermal 

conductivity of the material.* If this coefficient is infinitely 

great, then temperature in whole volume at any moment of time is iden¬ 

tical. If we maintain constancy of that single temperature—in 

♦Such dependence was established by L. A. Shapovalov [5.10]. See 
also book of A. Pflüger [0.21]. 
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particular, thanks to external sources and drains of heat—that pro¬ 

cess of buckling is isothermic. Conversely, if coefficient of thei> 

mal conductivity is infinitesimal, then heat exchange between sec¬ 

tions of compression and extension, and also between the body and 

the external medium does not occur, and process will be adiabatic. 

Such a case can occur during very fast buckling. 

It is possible to show, that critical stress in both limiting 

cases is determined by Euler1s formula, but with introduction In it 

different elastic moduli—Isothermic Ei or adiabatic E&. These 

moduli differ one from the other slightly so that, for steel we found 

Em « 1,004/:,. 

If coefficient of thermal conductivity has small, but finite value, 

then critical stress is determined by the Isothermic modulus. Thus, 

from practical point of view there is no necessity to distinguish 

isothermal and adiabatic processes of loss of stability, but distinc¬ 

tion between them Is of significance in principle. 

From this it follows that energy criterion of stability, per¬ 

taining to conservative systems, can be applied to real bar only 

with a certain reservation. Preferable here is the dynamic criterion 

allowing us to determine region of stability of perturbed motion of 

1 .3 thermodynamic system. 

§ 60. Buckling During Creep. Basic Information. 

Let us turn to research of buckling of compressed bars during 

creep. By creep we understand a change in deformations of a body in 

time under given loads.* As was already said, for such materials as 

steel and duralumin, we must deal with creep only at heightened 

*We leave aside the phenomenon of relaxation (change of stresses 
during given displacements) . 



temperatures. Process of uniaxial extension in conditions of 

heightened temperatures can be presented in the form of the graph, 

depicted in Pig, 5.7. Along the axis of abscissas is plotted time, 

along the axis of ordinates—deformation. Directly upon apnlication 

of load, which in future is kept constant, there occurs elastic or 

elaetoplastic "instantaneous" deformation, corresponding to segment OA. 

After this the process of creep starts, at first faster, and then 

slowing. On diagram we obtain curved segment AB with the name of 

primary or unsteady phase of creep. Subsequently, speed of creep be¬ 

comes almost constant, so that diagram takes form of a straight line 

( Segment BC) • This secondary phase of the process is called steady 

creep. Then on sample there appears a neck, and deformation is ac¬ 

celerated (Segment CD), after which, there occurs fracture. If a 

short sample is subjected to central compression, diagram e(t) has 

the same segments, corresporling to "instantaneous" deformation, pri¬ 

mary and secondary phases of creep. 

We will consider that constant compressive stress is equal to a. 

Elastic deformation is equal to ee - a/Eto, where modulus Et0 corre¬ 

sponds to given temperature t°. Creep ec, correspondirg to steady 

phase*, depends on time, properties of material and magnitude of 

applied stress. There is offered a series of approximate formulas, 

describing this section of the diagram, for instance* 

.,«***/. (5.8) 

where k and n are coefficients, depending on properties of material.** 

Another approximate formula has the form 

(5.9) 

*We apply here designations for components of deformation adopted 
in book of L. M. Kachanov [5.j5], I960. 

♦♦Values of them are given, for instance, in "Machine Builders 
Handbook," Second edition, Vol. 3, 1956, p. 290. 
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where A and 3 are constants for the material, e is the base of natural 

logarithms. If one were to take equations (8) or (9) and to con¬ 

sider here that o does not depend on t, then velocity of change of 

deformation in time will be a constant magnitude! 

or 

(^>.10) 

Phase of unsteady creep can be united with instantaneous plastic 

strain, appearing upon application of a load. This deformation is 

presented to be a dependence of type 

aß — i • 

including parameters of material and mj here stress a is considered 

dependent on t. Since this deformation is irreversible, then in 

case of unloading coefficient k1 should be considered equal to zero. 

Velocity of deformation for this phase is equal to 

i, = m*,«*“1 - J = mkxam'xa. ( 5 • 13) 

tion during extension 
in state of creep. 

In many cases we take m « 2. 

If we consider all component 

deformations, then rate è can be 

presented in the form 

here we take r ■ mk^ and s » m - 1. 

Considering only elastic deforma¬ 

tions and steady creep, we obtain 

+ (5.15) 

at Maxwell’s 

medium! 

Considering n » 1, we arrive 

equation for velocity of flow of an elasto-viscous 

■ ss-g-a+l. (5.16) 
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where m- is coefficient of viscosity. Behavior of such a medium may 

be described by the mechanical model, presented in Fig. 5.8. It 

consists of a spring, whose rigidity corresponds to the modulus of 

the material E, and a piston) the latter moves in a cylinder wiih 

liquid. Both these elements, elastic and viscous, are connected in 

sequence and are loaded by a constant force, proportional to a. 

Velocity of deformation of this system corresponds to formula (l6). 

To formulas of type (8) and 

(9) we also give form 

(5.17) 

or 

(5.18) 

when 7 > 1; this gives possibility 

to consider simultaneously primary 

and secondary phases of creep. 

We brought certain relation¬ 

ships, describing process of creep. 

Equations (8) and ( 9) or ( IT) and 

(18) connect deformation of creep with stress and time. In more 

general form this dependence is possible to present in the following 

form) r v 
*(«,. 0./)c=0. (5.19) 

where $ is a certain function of magnitudes tQ, a and t. Equation 

( 19) corresponds to so-called theory of aging in its deformation 

variant. Name of theory is explained by the fact that with flow of 

time mechanical properties of a material change, it "ages.” It is 

possible also to offer another variant of the theory, connecting 

velocity of change of creep, ec, stress and times 

• (tf. 0. /) = 0; 
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I. 
Fig. 5.8. 
Mechani¬ 
cal model 
elasto- 
viscous 
medium. 

(5.20) 



it can be called the variant of flow. In both equations (19) and 

(20) evidently there is contained time t. Deficiency of these theo¬ 

ries consists in the fact that in describing separate sections of pro¬ 

cess of creep it is necessary to consider from what moment the paro- 

meter of time is counted off, in other words, equations are not in¬ 

variant with respect to beginning of reading of time t. 

Another theory of creep—the so-called theory of hardening des¬ 

cribes deformation by equation 

Such an equation may, 

$(«,. tf. o) = 0. 

for instance, have the form 
• y Of 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

where a. and 7 are parameters of material.* In this equation par-i- 

meter t evidently does not enter, but it allows us to establish a law 

of change of ec in time. 

Experiments with compressed bars, subjected to creep, are 

usually conducted on special installations, in which there is auto 

matically ensured constancy of force and temperature or change of 

these magnitudes according to a given law. As experiments show, pro¬ 

cess of creep of compressed bar ends in phenomenon of fast buckling 

with sharp increase of deflection.** Stress in bar, which is cons 

A ed constant can be significantly less than the critical stress, 

corresponding to the given temperature during "instantaneous" defor¬ 

mation. 

♦In many works instead of s here there figures plastic flow, 

uniting creep with instantaneous plastic f10* (see [5.3]). Parameters 
corresponding to equation (21) for duralumin BIßT are given in article 
of N. Q. Torshenov [Journal of applied mechanics and engineering 
physics, No. 6 (1961), PP. 158-159]. 

♦♦Description of these experiments is given bilow in Chapter XVII. 
See also work [5.^]. 
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Theoretical research in this region was conducted only during 

the last 10-15 years,* and It must not be considered completed. Ve 

will become aqualnted with basic directions of this research. 

S 61. Criteria of Creep During Buckling. 

In the literature there are offered different criteria of sta¬ 

bility during creep. Let us consider first those which pertain to 

perfect structural members, for which basic equilibrium form Is re¬ 

tained right up to moment of buckling. 

One variant of a static solution of the problem consists of the 

following .** Assume we know the dependence between total deformation, 

stress and time for some theory of creep. We construct isochronous 

curves a(e) for fixed moments of time t0, t^ tg, ...(Pig. 5.9). Con¬ 

ditionally we assume that critical stress is determined by formula 

of tangential modulus for isochronous curves 

or 

rh 

(5.83) 

Pig* 5*9* Isochronous dia¬ 
grams of compression during 
creep. 

(5.84) 

where cr. Is Buler's stress, equal 

to t2]^2) effect of unloading 

here Is not considered. Basic 

stress of compression 04, effec¬ 

tive in bar, is considered given| 

we take c# < ct. After certain 

interval of time stress a# by 

assumption turns out to be criticáis cjh 
kp‘ Consequently, at 

c 

♦They belong to A. R. Rzhanitsyn [5.7]# [0*9]l Yu. N. Rabotnov 
[5*6] and [21.8a]j S. A. Shesterlkov 15*11]| V. I. Rozenblyum [5.8]j 
Hoff [5*1^1# Qerard [5*13] and others. 

♦♦A similar approach was offered by Shanley [0.22]. 
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moment of buckling the tangent modulus must become equal to 

(5.25) 

We place on axis of abscissas of Pig. 5*9 magnitude «3 • <73/E' anci 

along the axis of ordinates a#. Magnitude of modulus Ek from (25) is 

characterized by angle a of slope of line OA. Isochronous curves 

intersect line o# at various angles. Buckling, obviously, will occur 

at that moment (on the Figure, t^) when tangent to curve a(e)., con¬ 

ducted on level a#, becomes parallel to line OA. Period of time t2 

by this theory will be critical. Thus, the first approach to the 

problem corresponds to tangent-modular theory. 

In second case as basic criterion we select critical deforma¬ 

tion. * We assume that a member of a construction loses stability at 

a specific total deformation regardless of whether it is elastic or 

elastoplastic, and of what factors caused it. If one were to return 

to Pig. 5.9, then by this theory buckling of bar should take place 

at that moment (on the Figure, t-j), when isochronous curve a(e) passes 

through point Aj the latter exactly corresponds to Euler's critical 

deformation e*. Obviously, critical time in this theory will always 

appear larger than in tangent-modular variant. Angle a character¬ 

izes slope of secant for diagram a(e); therefore ,we essentially use 

secant modulus E , considering the critical stress equal to 

(5.26) 

Let us note that a formula of type (26) may be derived with help of 

deformation theory of plasticity in application to certain cases of 

elastoplastic theory of stability of plates and shells (see Chapters 

VII and XI). 

♦This approach proposed by Gerard [5.15]. 
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The third criterion o# stability ie the dynamic onej* it comes 

down to research of motion of bar, occurring as the result of a cer¬ 

tain small perturbation. We compose equation connecting deflection 

with timej after linearization of this equation we seek the condition, 

at which deflection remains bounded. 

Last, the fourth approach to problem pertains to imperfect sys¬ 

tem and extends to the case of creep the criterion of initial irreg¬ 

ularities .♦* Assume that axis of bar before deformation is slightly 

distorted or what force is applied with a certain eccentricity. Then 

in different sections of bar there will act from the very beginning 

not only axial force, but also a bending moment. In process of creep 

deformations will increase—both on concave, 'ind on convex side of 

the bent bar. But those deformations will not be identical, since 

velocity of creep depends on level of stress in a given fiber. There¬ 

fore, there occurs increased curvatures of bending line which in turn 

is connected with increase of bending moment and stresses in indivi¬ 

dual fibers. This will lead to quick build-up of deflections, equi¬ 

valent to phenomenon of buckling of the bar. Critical time it is 

possible here conditionally to determine, selecting a certain limiting 

value for deflection of the bar or for rate of growth of deflection. 

In certain cases we manage to find the "true" critical time, in the 

passage of which rate of growth of deflection becomes infinitely 

large. 

We shall examine in more detail each of the criteria of stability. 

*It was offered by Yu. N. Rabotnov and S. A. Shesterikov [5.6]. 

#*Such approach was developed in works of Hoff [5.14] and other 
authors [5.1o] and [5.22]. 
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§ 62. Methode of Calculation by Tangent and Secant Moduli. 

Let us consider first two approaches to problem of stability of 

a bar, using the theory of aging and taking law of creep in the form 

•—r+*,Y (5.27) 

We find relationship between isochronous Increments t and os 

A ™ *4“ rf* 

or, by ( 27), 

A“[t+7(*—«•)]*• (5.28) 

We Introduce tangent modulus E ■ do/dsj then relationship (28) will 
9m 

take the form 

Further, from (25)» taking 0 ■ o# and « - t#, we obtain 

^-7+^(1 -7)- 

We Introduce designations 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

•E _ r • 

then equation (50) takes the form 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

We arrived at a simple dependence between parameters of strain and 

stress, characterizing moment of buckling. We construct a graph of 

J'7) and place on the axes segments equal to 1 (Fig. 5.10), and, fur¬ 

thermore, axis of abscissas segment l/nj then we obtain lines ON and 

KM. Passing a horizontal line on level o#, we find 7#. One section 

of this segment—up to line ON—characterizes instantaneous deforma¬ 

tion, equal to and second—creep (l-õ#)/n. The lower the level 

of stress, the greater the specific gravity creep will have .* 

♦Such a graph was offered in work [5-6]. 
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Fig. 3«10« Calcula¬ 
ting by "tangent-mo¬ 
dular" load. 

Proceeding from (32) it ia 

possible directly to determine 

"critical time" t#. Ve present 

(27) in the form 

Í-Í+( 5.33) 

From (32) we obtain 

(5.34) 

We take, further, the law of creep 

in a more general form (19) and 

Introduce designationst 

Then we find 

-g-jssO; 

hence, in the same way, we find 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

In our example we had 

— Ano*"1/; 
(5.38) 

proceeding from (37)# we again arrive at (34). 

Formula (37) pertains, in particular, to dependence ( 17) with 

coefficient 7 ^ In determining critical time by a formula of type 

(34) we must instead of t# place t^. 

We turn to the second variant of solution of problem and take 

as the criterion of stability total deformation! then in all cases 

we should have 

(5.39) 

On graph of Fig. 5.10 to critical deformation will correspond vertical 

sections MN. From particular law (27) ensues formula for critical 



time 1—i 
"mHubT* s^r1' (5.^0) 

ThuB, period of time up to buckling by theory of critical deformation 

is for 7 ■ 1 is n times more than by tangent-modular theory. When 

7 1 from ( 17) we must in ( 4o) again replace t# by t; 
.1/7 

S 63. Dynamic Criterion. 

Consider, further, perturbed motion of bar, proceeding from 

theory of hardening and considering from (21) *(ec, ec, a) - 0. We 

introduce designations of type (35) and take here conditionally ec as 

a unvarying magnitude. Then we obtain as before 

( 5.41) 

According to law of plane sections 6e ■ ny, where h is curvature of 

bending line of bar, y is distance from neutral axis to certain point 

of section. Intagrating by area of section, we arrive at relation¬ 

ship (£X—v)Af + £to — 0 (5.42) 

or 

(£X - £/v ^ (5.43) 

where v is deflection. Considering that ”linear load11 q ■ 

corresponds to compressing forces cF and force of inertia, we find 

(5.44) <*-’>(•'&+ff ip-0- 

We take for hinge-supported bar 

• * (0 •to « 

then we have 

(»—£X)t + (fl« + * (o, — o)| t a=0. 

Frequency of vibrations turns into zero when 

(5.¾) 

(5.¾) 

o. 



hence 

I-i. ( 5M) 
which In fora coincides with (37)• 

We use for exanple the dependence 

# a «&—At*4 ■■ 0. 

We find 

I« — «ra1 ® 
A •» 

Prom this according to (4?) 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

I 

•+£ 

Critical value of dimensionless creep will be 

>u I- 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

Prom this we can draw the conclusion that dynamic approach In 

application to theory of hardening leads again to the tangent-modular 

criterion. Let us note that the derivation given here contained es¬ 

sentially the same calculations as In Section l6, but for an elasto- 

plastlc problem, without calculation for effect of unloading. 

In article of Yu, N, Rabotnov and S, A, Shesterikov [5,6] was 

another, more founded treatment of the dynamic criterion, although 

the final dependences had the same form. These authors considered 

first «c a variable and obtained Instead of (46) a third-order equa¬ 

tion for T. In a later work [21,8a] Yu, N. Rabotnov offered another 

variant of derivation of analogous dependences—a quasi-static variant. 

Let us assume that at a certain moment of the creep process the 

bar Is transferred Into an adjacent bent position and Is left to 

Itself, If characteristic deflection v after that starts to decrease, 

then critical state was not attained. With growth of deflection the 



critical state we conalder surpassed. Consequently, stability may be 

judged sign of velocity v. In that same case, if bar is given an ini¬ 

tial lateral velocity v, then one should judge stability by sign of 

acceleration v. A discussion of criteria of stability during creep is 

contained also in works of 0. V. Ivanov [21.5a] *nd L. N. Kurshin 

[5.51. 

§ 64. Criterion of Initial Imperfections^ 

We assume that before loading, a bar has a certain initial flaw 

(Pig. 5.11) *-%<*>• 

We apply to bar a central compressing load, lying below Euler*s force 

p# ; then deflection of different sections immediately increases. 

Designating by v(x) additional deflection, we find bending moment in 

an arbitrary sectioni . . 
(5.55) 

Differential equation (1.178) we rewrite in the form 

(5.54) 

We expand function vQ(x) into a series with respect to sinest 
« 

(5.55) 

limiting ourselves to the first s members of series. Solution of 

equation ( 13) we will seek in the form 
« 

(5.56) 

Substituting these last exprasslons In (5*0 » »• find 

(5.57) 

where P^1' Is the 1-th Euler's foroei 

(5.58) 

:l 
''!!i 
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Stresses at a certain point of the 

cross-section will be 

Pig. 5.11. 
Compressed 
bar with 
initial de¬ 
flection, 
experiencing 
creep. 

' .59) 

where by y we designate distance 

to central axlsj compressive 

stresses are considered positive. 

Then there is accomplished the 

first "plastic" step of deforma¬ 

tion of the bar.a Let us assume 

that dependence between creep and 

time is given in the form 

0. (5.60) 
We take Interval of time equal to 

At and calculate Aec for different 

points of cross-sectlonsj in practice it is necessary to limit oui> 

selves to a certain number of points (for instance, five or seven) in 

several sections along the bar (three or five)j stress at these 

points are determined beforehand by (59) . Together with plastic de¬ 

formations there occurs elastic ones« connected with increases of 

stresses by the relationship 

(5.61) 
Total changes of deformations in a given fiber are equal to 

(5.62) 

they must satisfy the law of plane sections. If we designate increase 

of deformation of a fiber passing through centers of gravity of sec¬ 

tions by Ae°, and changes of curvature by Ah, then increment of 

♦The method of calculation "step by step" given here was offered 
by Lin [5.20]. 
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deformation of an arbitrary fiber, removed from center of gravity a 

distance y, will be 
(5.6¾ 

Instead of (6l) we have 

6ã — E(6+—6*!-ò»J. (5.6¾ 
We compose expressions for changes of axial force and bending moment 

in arbitrary section! 

(5.65) kP— jt*tr—eiutF-E jt,dP. 

4jM-- ficfdF-Ellu+r. ft,ydF. (5.66) 
; 

Since static moment relative to central axis is equal to zero, then 

in composing (65) and (66) the corresponding expressions drop outj 

by I is understood moment of irertia of a section relative to central 

axis. 

Hypothetically axial force is considered constant, so that AP - 

■ Oj hence we obtain 

tf—yf»,#. (S.S?) 

We compose differential equation for function of increment of deflec¬ 

tion Av(x). Change of curvature equally 

(5.68) 

on the other hand, we have 

(5.69) 

Thus, from (66) we obtain 

«+*•—¿(-î/v') 
(5.70) 

Equation (70) has the same structure as (ÿ0| integration 

of it we apply the previous method. We expand the expression in 
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parentheses with measurements in cm, into a trigonometric series! 

-4 
/ <-i (5.71) 

Presenting solution of equation (70) in the form 

we find, as before. 

(5.72) 

**‘° pip ' 

' (5.73) 

Thus,we determine increments of coefficients b^^ in expansion (56) for 

function of deflection vj knowing them, we find the new elastic line. 

Deflection after the first step will increase 

... (5.74) 
Using (72), we determine change of curvature in each of the consider¬ 

ed sections! « 

*■—4sr-S"iTf *• T1- 
" ' ^ (5.75) 

Change of deformation of fiber, at distance y from center of 

gravity, we calculate by (63), and increase of stress—by (64). New 

total stresses will be equal to 

(5.76) 

Passing to second step, we consider the next segment of time At; 

by (60) we determine change of plastic deformations Ae , corresponding 

to stresses o^, etc. Continuing this process, we find dependence be¬ 

tween deflection of bar and time. Directly after application of load 

stresses are distributed in the section by linear law (59). However, 

by measure of development of plastic strains the diagram of stresses 

in any section will all the more depart from straight line. 
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Example 5.1. Duralumin bar of length l - 21.4 cm of rectangular 

cross-section (b » 2 cm, h - 0.8 cm) with hinge-supported ends is 

subjected to action of central compressive force P - 500 kg at a tem¬ 

perature of 300°C. Axial line is bent before application of load 

according to the half-wave of a sinusoidi 

• * OjDl cm. ( a) 

When t° » 300°C we consider modulus E - 4 • 10^ kg/cm . To determine 

dependence of deflection of time, taking into account elastic defor¬ 

mations and steady creep, for given temperature we present the law 

of creep in the form 

Q 
where a is measured in kg/cm , and t in hours. 

Radius of gyration of section is equal to 

J ■■ ■■ 0,232 cm. 

Slenderness ratio of bar constitutes 

>82. 

Euler1s stress is equal to 

s . iro kg/cma| 

to it corresponds load 
1,6-780 kg. 

We divide length of bar I into six equal parts, and the 

section h into four equal parts. We determine stresses 

the five points with coordinates 

By formula (57) we find additional deflection! 

. *• OjOl 
♦1 — ~~pp¡)— ^ nr-“ 0>02 cm. 

780 
-1 

height of 

at each of 

Total deflection f 0.03 cm. 

-4 

Streeses are determined by (59): 

[1+zia+*>> 
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or 

• -310(l+0j»y.io-^). '3) 

Values of a obtained by (c) are written In first line of Table 5.1. 

First interval of time we select equal to 20 minutes. Vie find 

plastic deformations Lec by (b), substituting t ■ 0.5 and value of 

stresses (c). Quantities Aec • 105 are given in second line of table. 

Further, we find elongation of axial line by (67), using in every 

case Simpsons rule* 

+4,a+^ + 41 * +• â\. 
' Vf T -T -Tj (d) 

Vi v> 
indices -jp, etc., correspond to coordinates of points of section. 

Values of Aec are put in third line of table. 

We determine integral (71) for considered sections, using the 

same formulât 

or 

4.10».2.04I / 
“¿0012 fV* 

* 
ï 

By expression (f) there is obtained the following line of the table. 

Using these data, we must determine coefficients of trigonometric 

series (7I) Aa^ for i, changing from 1 to 6. Since function is sym¬ 

metric relative to point x - l/2, then magnitudes Aa^^ with even indices 

are equal to zero. Thus, we have 

Let us note that for all points of end sections a ■ const ■ P/F. But 

then in these sections we also have «c * const, so that integral of 

(71) turns into zero. Finally for points 0, 1, ..., 6, removed 1/6 
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from one another, we obtain the following values of function (multi¬ 

plied by 10 ) i *-*»360. y, — * — 780, y, —900l 

Supplementing interval 0 * x i l by section l s x < 21, we have the 

following six points with ordinates y^ m 7 m ^10 " ~*29 and 

-Yy We find coefficients Aa1 by the Bessel formulas .(when num- 
9 

ber of section is to equal 12, by length 2l) 

In our case we obtain 

• •j’•g+• 

Ah - J (4y, ria J ~4yt äi j+îy.) • 

Substituting values of ordinates, we have 

Now from (73) one can determine increment Ab^t 

(h) 

(i) 

*»> ■ -Jf' 
5—1 

IBS 1Q-» 
780 

w 

-1710.10-‘eji. 

-I 

á*,- «010 -« 

0 780 
——S-IO-5«*, 

5--1 

-i 
-8 W10-8 .. ...» - ...----0,5-10 *«JL 

25 780 
“T®-1 

Change of curvature in every section we determine using formula (75). 

Thus, for instance, for section x ■ l/6 we have 

â» — ^A!| "jr ill! sin -j + A8,sin-j-J— 

-^f^reOjBá*, +0á*, + 12¿ 55,) - I7i. 10"» 
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Table 5.1 

Section 
< 

*"T 
A -Í 

Coordinates 
A 
T 

k 
T • A 

-T 
A 

"T 
A 
T 

A 
T 0 

A 
“T 

A 
“T 

A 1 
T 

A* 
T • -A 

T$ 

_ A 

•.kg/cm2 

4«,-HP 

978 

5*0 

203 

6*0 

310 

7,45 

328 

8*0 

348 

10* 

250 

3.00 

280 

5*0 

310 

7,45 

340 

9*5 

372 

12* 

240 

3.45 

276 

5*8 

310 

7*5 

348 

10* 

300 

13* 

4«'. UP 

/-■f / 

4». 10» 

7*0 

360 

17,4 

7,75 

760 

32* 

7*0 

000 

37* 

4«r -10» 

4i, • HP 

4«. kg/cm2 

•1, kg/cm2 

0*0 

-4* 

-18,8 

256 

4,10 

-2* 

-8* 

284 

7*0 

0,15 

0* 

311 

11.1 

2* 

9* 

337 

14* 

4.1 

16,4 

364 

-5,25 

-9,15 

-36* 

213 

1*5 

-4*5 

-9 

217 

7.75 

0* 

1* 

311 

14* 

4.45 

17* 

368 

20,7 

9* 

30 

411 

-7.1 

-10* 

198 

0,4 

-4*5 

-10* 

256 

7* 

0,45 

1.7 

312 

15,4 

4* 

19* 

368 

22* 

9,1 

36* 

416 

In the same manner we calculate values of An for sections x ■ l/j>, 

and x * 1/2j they are written In Table 5.2* Knowing Ah, from (23) 

we can find total deformations e1 In each of the considered points. 

Thus, for instance, for point with coordinates x - l/6, y - h/2 we 

get fciW-TjB—17,4.0,4-0* 

In Table 5.2 are placed increments of total and elastic deformations 

Ae «Ac - Ae for every point. Here also are given increments of 
e 1 c 

stresses A0 « B Ae and total stresses, taking place toward the end 

of the 30th minutei - a + Act. Deflection has increment of Ab^ - 

■ 17IO • 105 cm and, consequently, constitutes 

/i-Z+A*,-0*471 cm. 
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Table 5,2 

Coordinates 

Integral 0—¿0 min 

«.kg/ cm2 
&«* • 10* 

MO 
3.45 

370 
555 

310 
7.45 

/ 
348 

105 
,380 

135 

Aft-10* 

too 

30 

At, • 10» 

îïk^cm2 

-1* 
-10,1 

0.15 
-4.4 

-16 

7,90 
0.45 
15 

15.7 
55 

31 

23.4 
95 

38 

/».«* 0,04* 

Integral 30—6o min 

•„ kg/cm2 
Ai,-10* 

300 
35 

380 
4.4 

312 
756 

369 
125 

418 
185 

Ai* • 10* 

y Hy Ai,tff^-10* 

A*-10* 

850 

1570 

88 

Ai,-10* 

djkg/ cm2 

-185 
-305 
-81 

—4,7 
-9.1 

85 
154 
55 

225 
9.7 

39 

355 
175 
70 

A. *m 0579 

Integral 60—90 min 

•.kg/om2 
Ai, 10* 

119 
0^43 

224 
25 

317 
6 

408 
17 

488 
29 

Ai* 10* 

A*-10* 

105 

3740 

118 

Ai,-10* 

ha, kg/cm2 

-36.4 
-365 

-147 

-125 
-15,7 
—03 

10,6 
25 

10 

34.1 
17.1 
68 

575 
285 

114 

/». 0,134 

table con¬ 
tinued on 
following 
page 
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continuation of Table 5«2. 

% 

Coordinates 

Integral 90—120 min 

•.k&/cm* 
Av«* 

—28 
—(UM 

161 
1/H 

337 
8.75 

476 
It 

602 
54.5 

Vf 

à«-10» 

MjO 

«9 

290 

âi(10* 

Aa. k^cra* 

-n 
-42 

-4M -196 

16 
T 

98 

60 
33 

133 

104 
50 

200 

U*M \ 0335 

Integral 120—150 min 

•«. kg/cm* 
Aif-ur 

-312 
-76 

36 
061 

355 
114 

608 
86 

803 
120 

ât* 10» 

Au-10» 

33 

11800 

500 

áif-10» 

Aa, kg/cm* 

-168 
-160 
-MO -272 

32 
21 
M 

132 
10 

304 

933 
103 
412 

fp CM 0468 

«„kg/cm2 —053 -237 430 J 012 1214 
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Judging by Table 5.1* in this case, where initial bending line 

of bar was a half-wave, it is possible to assume that the newly ob¬ 

tained elastic line is a half-sine wave. In other words we could 

conduct calculation only for average section, considering Aa^ ^ 0 and 

Aa, - Aac » Oj then magnitude Aa,. is by the formula 

**'—(k) 
P 

where integral pertains namely to the average section. This gives in 

-5 
our example Aa^ ■ 900 • 10 . Hence 

A*, floo urs 
7ST 
m -1 

1800 - KT5 c*. 

Change of curvature in section x - l/2 now will be 

Au-yA*,-» IO'1 

-5 
instead of earlier obtained magnitude 37.5*10 . New values of 

strains and stresses for average sections are presented in Table 5.2. 

As we see, the assumption we made is wholly acceptable. Therefore, 

we continue calculations for following intervals of timet from 30-th 

minute to 60-th, from 60-th to 90-th, etc., considering that elastic 

line remains a half-wave of a sinusoid. Results of calculations are 

given in the same Table 5*2. 

In Pig. 5.12 is depicted change of deflection in time. Magni¬ 

tude f grows quickly; it is possible to consider that in the course 

of 150 minutes supporting power of bar will be exhausted. Diagrams 

of distribution of stresses by height of average sections are pre¬ 

sented in Pig. 5.13. As we see, irregularity of distribution of 

stresses is intensified on each step. Thus, the given criterion 

leads to a value of critical time, approximately equal to 

*.-2,5 hours. 



í 

« 

Pig* 5*12* Change of 
deflection during creep 
(f—in cm, t—in hourej. 

We determine critical time for the same example, considering bar as 

not having initial flaw and using first two criteria of buckling* 

Basic parameters are equal to 

2 • JMMl 
^««VSIcb/m , • — -jgTflç -0,67, A « 5- lO-1*, m •*3, S -*4• 10* kc/aa2 

where t is measured in hours* 

Fig* 5*13. Distribution diagrams of 
stresses at different moments of time* 

We use tangent-modular theory. By formula (34) we find 

*_l I-M7 
^ »T. I«».*. ^ 

If, further, we use theory of critical deformation, then by (4o) we 

obtain i* 

Coincidence with value found for bar with initial flaw is, of course, 

accidental* 

« 
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§ 6s. Formulas for Critical Time In Case 
of an li-Beaifl Section» 

The problem considered by us may be solved by other means for 

an "idealized" H-beam,* consisting of two identical flanges Joined 

by a thin web of height h (Pig. Moment of inertia of section 

we consider equal to 

“T".- (ÍI.77) 

radius of gyration Is equal to 1 - h/2. 

We consider section of bar 

at distance x from left end. In 

Pig. 5.15 iß depicted one of its 

parts in bent position. We des¬ 

ignate by the stress in flange 

on concave side and by cig the 

stress in the flange lying on the 

convex side. Condition of equilibrium in projections on axis x gives 

(o» 4- Oj) -Ç « P. ( • 78) 

where P is compressive force* taken by us as constant. Determining 

moments relative to the central line of section (Pig. 5»15) we find 

(o, — = Af = Pv. (5.79) 

where M is bending moment, equal to the product of force by deflec¬ 

tion V. In the section by v is understood total deflection in sec¬ 

tion x. Comparing (77) and (79)> we flnd 

#The solution given here and in the following section, belongs 

to N. Hoff [5.1^3• 

Pig. 5.14. 
Cross-section 
of H-beam with 
a thin web. 
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I-:1 
wë*u - ., 4 

•t-fí'+x)1 

71g» 5»15* Forces acting on 
a cut-off part of compressed 
bar* 

( 5.80) 

We take dependence (14) between 

velocity of deformation and stress, 

eliminating first Instantaneous 

plastic deformations and the pri¬ 

mary phase of creep* Then we have 

• »y 0+A«*; (5*8l) 

exponent n we consider odd* For 

flange on concave side we obtain ( for P - const) t 

•>—&■£•+*(£)"('+t)*¡ (5.8z) 

for other flange, 

i«“-TSr$ + *(T)’(,-T)*- (5.83) 

We express curvature of bending line of bar by deformations of 

fibers belonging to the flanges* 

(5.84) 
Considering dependence 

( 5.85) 

we find 

(5.86) 
Differentiating left and right sides with respect to t and substitut¬ 

ing (82), (83), we obtain 

iSw “ “ "IW 5 + * (t)'t [(' - t)* ~ (1 + t)*] • 
( 5.87) 

Subsequently we take n - 3» After simple transformations taking 

into account (87) we arrive at the basic differential equation of 

the problem* 

t 

c; 
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+ t(3ï + 4^)-0- (5.88) 

This equation Is nonlinear. Assume that ends of bar are supported by 

hinge and that bending line is a half sine wave* 

*=/<0*1^. (5.89) 

We place (89) in equation (88) and Integrate It according to the 

Bubnov-Qalerkin method* we obtain 

f[-WTTún”+Tr%*n¥- +4k (■?)' I (3 ï T + 

+ 4 £ lin» -y-)] Un y rfjc = 0. 

We calculate integral 

then instead of (90) we have 

(5.90) 

(5.91) 

(5.92) 

Substituting In place of I expression (77) and dividing by F, we 

obtain the following differential equation with respect to fi 

(«.-«) jÍ = 3*«'«(Í+^). ( 5.93) 

where a3, as before, is Euler's stress. Here is introduced sign of 

total derivative, since deflection f depends only on time. 

Introducing dimensionless parameter of deflection Ç * f/h, we 

obtain 

(‘>.94) 

We consider that at moment of time t = U relative deflection is 

equal to Ç = Ç0 « f0/h. Integrating equation (94) for the interval 

of time from 0 to t, we find 

t = s— / <r. 
W&J t(i+CV 

Ci ( 5.95) 
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Ab 1b easily proved by direct differentiation, the integral entering 

here is equal to 

(5.96) 
I 

Expression for t takes the form 

(5.97) 

3uch is the interval of time, necessary so that deflection of bar 

increases from value to Ç. We determine time t, at which deflec¬ 

tion will become infinitely great, and consider it critical. Consi¬ 

dering in (97) Ç•, we find 

i (5.98) 

This expression can be simplified, if we consider that initial deflec- 
p 

tion is small as compared to height of section (Çq « l) j then we 

have , . r* 
(5.99) 

We will obtain another result if characteristic of creep of material 

is linear, i.e., if th? exponent in (8l) is equal to one. Consider¬ 

ing n - 1 in dependence (87), we arrive at the linear differential 

equation 

+ (5.100) 

Taking v in form (39)» we obtain 

(P. P)*¿~l>EPf. (5.101) 

so that rate of growth of f is proportional to the actual magnitude f. 

Integration of (lOl) gives 

(5.102) 
Prom formula (102) it follows that infinitely great deflection may be 

accomplished in a infinitely great time. Therefore, in this case 

there must be introduced another criterion for determining critical 
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time. 

Example 5,2, Determine critical Interval of time for bar of 

2 
H-beam section with section area P = 1.6 cm , compressed by force 

o 
P = l^0Ü kg, so that a = 310 kg/cm . Height of section h we select 

in such a way that radius of gyration of H-beam section is equal to 

radius of gyration of a rectangular section of the bar considered in 

example 5.1i h « 2 • 0.2j5 ■ 0.46 cm. Then slenderness ratio of the 
o 

bar remains the samel X - 92; Euler’s stress will be a. - 4?0 kg/cm^. 

As before we take fç - 0.01 cm, n « 3* E 4* 10^ kg/cm2, k =* t‘10“^, 

We have i'0 « h; by formula (99) we find 

310—470 , _ 310 - 470 , / I \ _ 
•”6.4. IO5*-5-10-^.3103 "W) ~ 3,4 

hr. 

We arrived at a result, close to that which was found by the 

numerical method in example 5.1j here magnitude t* had to be larger, 

since we applied a somewhat different criterion of buckling. Formulas 

(98) and (99) for ’’estimating" calculations can be applied to bars 

of any form of section, considering the slenderness ratio of hypothe¬ 

tical bar of H-beam section of equal to the slenderness ratio of the 

considered bar. 

We recall that for corresponding "ideal" bar we found by tangent- 

modular theory t* * O.83 hr. and by theory of critical deformation 

t# = 2.3 hrs. 

We turn to a more general case, where instantaneous deformations, 

appearing after application of load or upon subsequent growth of 

stresses, is not purely elastic. Initial dependence (8l) should, 

consequently, be supplemented by term rasa, appearing in equation (14) . 

As we already said, introduction of this term also gives possibility 

of taking into account the phase of unsteady creep. We assume here 
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that exponent b 1b odd. The new term should be Introduced with a 

plus sign when there occurs an Increase of compressive stress, l.e., 

when cr > 0 and a > 0, with a minus sign with growth of tensile 

stresses. During unloading instantaneous plastic deformations will 

be absentj so that for process of unloading it is necessary to take 

r - 0. 

If a bar of H-beam section has a slight distortion before appli¬ 

cation of load, then one may assume that on the first stage of load¬ 

ing in both flanges there will take place compressive stresses, where 

on the concave side they will increase ( additional load), and on con¬ 

vex-decrease (unloading). We take for the additional term 

"-¡¡-'(t) C + TjïW (5.103) 

this expression must be introduced in (82)j value t2 by (8¾ will 

remain without changes. Equation (87) will now take the form 

-'(£) (, + t)t3T- (5.104) 

We assume in subsequent calculations that n ■ 3 and s - Ij values 

correspond to data of experiments on certain steels, and also alum¬ 

inum alloys. Curve c(a) will be represented in this case the quadra¬ 

tic parabola # , 

(5.105) 

We take v(t, x) from (89)1 then the left part of equation (90) should 

be supplemented by expression 

Calculating integral 

/ 

(5.106) 

(5.107) 
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we obtain instead of (92) equation 

(i.108) 

or 

(s - « - { rt*e) ^ ¿ r.'K ^ _ 3*,.£ (C+ 

We introduce designations 

1 ro*£ = K ME** y 

(5.109) 

(5.110) 

and reduce (109) to the form 

We find the Integral 

Ä 16 X rfC 
i—WîrTrf?' 

/ - «c't C - ircl* C, - irdg. 

(5.111) 

(5.112) 

Instead of (96) we now obtain a new expression for ti 

•.-•-X, CM+C* 16 X . 

‘—s—l"çr+?-5r7,,,'tT+è- (5.113) 

Judging by equation (il?), effect of elastic deformation and primary 

phase of creep is reduced here to decrease of time* necessary for 

achieving a given value of Ç. 

Velocity of lateral displacement dÇ/dt becomes infinitely large 

if the coefficient for it in the left part of equation (109) turns in¬ 

to zeroi 
•»- * -X-gj- XC «ft (5.114) 

From this we find critical" value of relative deflection* 

(5.115) 

Substituting exprèssien (II5) in (115)* we find critical Interval of 
time t#. If we take X - 0, i.e., assume that instantaneous plastic 

deformations are absent, then ( 115) gives Ç*-■> &nd formula i r 
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critical interval of time (11¾ will change into formula (99) of the 

preceding section* 

We assumed here that stresses on convex side of bent bar were 

compressive. In reality, as we saw in example 5.I, they can pass in¬ 

to tensile. Then instead of unloading on convex side we obtained 
« 

loading up; in expression (8¾ for e2 it will be necessary to intro¬ 

duce complementary term considering instantaneous plastic deformations. 

Ab can be seen from formulas (80), magnitude cra changes sign when 

2v - h. In mid-section stress will change sign when f - h/2 or when 

Ç » 0.5. Thus, all the preceding relationships are valid, strictly 

speaking, only for C * 0.5* If we use calculating formulas (11¾ 

and (115) for Ç > 0.5, we obtain somewhat overstated values of t#. 

In one of works [5*1^] there is offered an analogous formula, giving 

very understated value for t#j it is derived on the assumption that 

at all points of flange, lying on convex side, instantaneous plastic 

tensile strains appear simultaneously. 

Example 5.3. Determine critical interval of time for the bar 

described in example 5.2, taking n « 3, s ■ i, E - 4*105 kg/cm2, 
-12 -10 

k - 5*10 , r - >10 . With such value of r dependence a(e) 
p 

has the form (stress is expressed in kg/cm ) 

io».-2>-.wio-V. (a) 

Magnitudes X and v constitute, according to ( HO), 

= —3-5-10",,-310,-4.10*= 179. (b) 

By the formula (II5) critical value of dimensionless deflection will 

1)6 ^ * 18¾ (4T0 ~ 310 - 53) » 15,6. 

We obtained C# > 0.5. We use formula (11¾ too, in order to find ap¬ 

proximate value of critical interval of time| we find 
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470 — 310 — 5,8 , 15.6» 
2 179 In '+'\k )* 

11 o 
V«) 

I + 15.6* 

16 5.8 . 
ardg 

15,6- « 
1 + 15.6 

3,3 + 0.1 = 3,4 hr. 

46 

The result turned out in this case to be the same as In example 3*2, 

when instantaneous plastic deformations were not taken into account. 

This is explained by the fact that instantaneous plastic deformations 

for a given value of c are small as compared to elastic deformations! 

the second term in expression (a) for £ constitutes only about 2% as 

compared to the first. 

§ 66, Comparison of Different Criteria of Buckling. 

We have become acquainted with various approaches to problem of 

stability of a bar during creep. Each of them has its advantages 

and disadvantages. 

The criterion of tangent modulus is in accordance to known mea¬ 

sure with general theory of stability of compressed bars during plas¬ 

tic deformations. Calculating formulas are simple in structure and 

allow us to use various theories and laws of creep. At the same time 

derivation of basic dependences of this criterion contains certain 

assumptions, requiring additional analysis. It may be that law of 

creep, describing general process of change of deformation in time 

well, should not be extended to isochronous deformations which are 

the result of small perturbations) this especially pertains to de¬ 

formations in the direction of unloading. 

Criterion of critical deformation is ultimately simple from the 

point of view of practical application. However, as we already said. 
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it does not correspond to theory of elastoplastic buckling of bars 

and does not have, essentially, definite foundation, being a sort of 

"conjecture." Values of critical time, according to this theory, 

turn out several times greater than from the preceding one. It is 

necessary at the same time to note that existing, not numerous, ex¬ 

perimental data fairly well agree with criterion of critical defor¬ 

mation.* 

The dynamic criterion, which could serve for appraisal of all 

other methods, is developed at present time only in application to 

theory of hardening. Here it leads practically to the same results 

as the "tangent-modular" approach. It is desirable to find uncon- 

tradictoiy ways of application of this criterion to dependences of 

the theory of aging. 

Finally, the criterion of initial imperfections is completely 

based on known relationships of theory of bending of bars and from 

the point of view of logic of calculation is fully Justified. How¬ 

ever, initial data—character and maximum of initial deflection—depend 

on many circumstances, which are difficult to account for during de¬ 

signing. It is possible to recommend use of approximate formulas for 

maximum of initial deflection in dependence of slenderness ratio of 

the bar ( see Chapter XX) and to apply the static approach to the 

problem. It is necessary to note also that calculations, necessary 

for solution of problem by numerical method, "step by step," are 

comparatively labor-consuming. Titus, they easily yield to programming 

for execution on digital computerei in this case there is no necessity 

♦This is attested to by results of experimental research of 
A. P. Kuznetsov [5.*0. 
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to seek analytical dependences, approximating process of creep; it is 

possible to directly use tabular data or diagrams obtained experimen¬ 

tally. 

In conclusion we should recommend for "estimating" calculation 

use of the theory of tangent modulus or critical deformation, remem¬ 

bering that the first gives, as a rule, understated values of criti¬ 

cal time and determines virtual initial moment of buckling. For more 

founded determination of resource of a real bar one should apply cri¬ 

terion of initial imperfections. It is exceedingly important to 

accumulate experimental data in comparison with results of calcula¬ 

tions. 

Another trend in theory of stability during creep, important pri¬ 

marily for calculation of concrete and reinforced concrete structures, 

is connected with use of the so-called theory of inheritance, repre¬ 

senting a connection between total deformation, stress and time with 

the help of the Boltzmann-VoIterra equation; it expresses influence 

on the process of creep of unit "impulses," acting in moments of time, 

preceding the given (see books of A. R. Rzhanitsyn [0.9]i N. Kh. 

Arutyunyan "Certain questions of theory of creep," Moscow, 19t>2 and 

L. M. Kachanov [5.3]). This trend is developed by Q. S. Grigoryan 

(Transactions of Yerevan conference on theory of shells, 1962). 
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CHAPTER VI 

STABILITY” OF BARS UNDER DYNAMIC LOAD 

§ 67♦ Classlficatlon of Dynamic Problems, 

All problems, which we considered vo till now, were static and 

pertained to stability of equilibrium forms* It is true, during re¬ 

search of stability of bars in plastic region or in the state of 

creep there appeared processes occurring in time, but they were con¬ 

sidered so slow that forces of inertia of elements of a body could 

be ignored« We turn now to dynamic problems, in which it is necessary 

to consider acceleration of elements of a body. 

One such problem consists of studying behavior of a compressed 

bar under quick loading. If rate of growth of compressive force is 

sufficiently great, then elements of the bar do not succeed in shifting 

in a direction, normal to axis of the bar. Thanks to this, compressive 

foçce can attain the first critical magnitude and even significantly 

exceed it, before deflections attain noticeable values. Inasmuch as 

in such a dynamic process compressive force can pass not only the 

first, but also higher critical values, here one should expect appear¬ 

ance of higher forms of loss of stability. This peculiarity of the 

process of fast loading is important, since it is connected with sub¬ 

stantial increase of supporting power of a bar stream. Similarly to 

how this was in the problem about creep, we here will be interested in 



L 

critical tlmej in the course of which stresses or displacements attain 

limiting values, determined from conditions of use of the structure. 

In solving problems pertaining to behavior of a bar under fast 

loading, we will use Alembert's principle; in the equation of "equi¬ 

librium" of an element of a bar we will introduce forces of inertia. 

Subsequently we consider, as a rule, only forces of inertia which 

correspond to transverse displacements (deflections) of elements of 

a bar. It is easy to verify that such a solution is valid only for 

comparatively fast, but not impact loading. 

Assume that the compressive load applied in impulses is received 

by one end of the bar. Elements of the bar adjoining this end will 

experience elastic deformation, which begins to spread along the bar 

with a velocity, which coincides with the velocity of sound in the 

material of the bar, equal to 

(6.1) 

where 7 is the specific gravity of the material. Por steel and dur¬ 

alumin this magnitude is V - 5*10^ cm/sec. 

We assume that time interval necessary for propagation of elas¬ 

tic wave the length of the bar is small as compared to the "critical 

time" of interest to us. Then it is possible to consider transverse 

displacements as relatively slow and conditionally consider that 

compressive force at every moment of time has in all sections of the 

bar the seme value, transmitted the length as if instantaneously. 

Otherwise we should pose the problem of stability of a bar in 

case of a strictly impact load, transmitted to the bar during a very 

short time interval. Here the essence of problem consists in tracing 

process of transmission of forces along length of bar. In other words. 

■p- 
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in this case it is necessary additionally to consider force of iner¬ 

tia of elements of the bar, corresponding to longitudinal displace¬ 

ments. 

Along with problems of fast or impact loading, consisting in 

single application of force, of great value also is the problem in 

which compressive force is a periodic function of time. Transverse 

vibrations of the bar in this case are called parametric. They have 

unique features, distinguishing them from usual constrained vibra¬ 

tions. Depending upon character of parametric vibrations the bar 

may be dynamically stable or unstable. The term dynamic stability 

in the literature frequently is connected specifically with behavior 

of a structure under action of a periodic force. Subsequently, we 

will sometimes apply this term in a more general treatment, extend¬ 

ing it to the case of impulse application of load. 

An intermediate position is occupied by cases where load is 

changed not periodically, but by a specific given program either when 

its change is in part given, and in part depends on behavior of the 

elastic system itself. 

Research pertaining to stability of elastic systems under dy¬ 

namic load has drawn attention to itself mainly in connection with 

requirements of contemporary aircraft technology and machine building. 

Parametric vibrations dangerous for constructions were observed also 

in suspension bridges. 

In given chapter we consider problems of dynamic stability of 

bars, round rings, and high beams. Speaking of stability during 

fast loading, we will, as a rule, investigate systems which have 

Initial deflections from ideal form and determine development of these 

deflections in time. In the preceding chapter we already said that 



such an approach gives the possibility to determine supporting power 

of real constructions, always having various initial defects in manu¬ 

facturing, transporting, and assembly. True, for a unit construction 

initial imperfections have, as rule, a random character] therefore, 

during development of practical methods of calculation it is necessary 

to use statistical methods and data on possible scattering of initial 

perturbations. 

§ 68. Dynamic Loading of a Bar. 
Initial ¿quation 

We start from problem of a bar fixed by hinges at its ends and 

subjected to compression by force P, variable in time tj P = P( t) . 

We assume that the bar has an initial deflection] other perturbing 

factors, for instance eccentricity in application of load, will be 

as if replaced by equivalent distortion of the bar. 

We designate initial deflection by v0 » Vq(x), total and addi¬ 

tional deflections (Pig. 6.1) will be functions of the coordinate and 

time v^x, t) and v(x, t) respectively. 

The differential equation of the bending line of the bar has 

the form 

àx< (0.2) 

where I and F are the moment of Inertia and the cross-sectional area 

of the bar. In the left side there appears the derivative of the ad¬ 

ditional (elastic) deflection v ■ ” vq* In the ri6ht slde force 

is multiplied by the derivative of total deflection] from Fig. 6.1 

it Is evident that during calculation of bending moment force P 

should be multiplied by v^. The last member constitutes the force of 

inertia per unit length of the bar] here there can appear either a 
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function of or of v. 

We set ourselves the goal of determining the nature of motion of 

elements of the bar under various laws of change of compressive force 

in time. As was already said, compressive force in all sectient of 

bars is considered equal to P.* 

Equation (2) is written on the assumption that deflections v^ 

and Vq are very small with respect to length of the bar. In con¬ 

sidering deflections comparable with length, one should compose a non¬ 

linear equation, using an exact expression for curvature of elastic 

line. 

Function vQ(x, t) can generally be expanded into a Fourier series 

of forms of static loss of stability or of forms of vibrations) in 

the case of a bar these forms are identical. Depending upon circum¬ 

stances of bending of greatest significance may be the form of initial 

deflection with a definite number of half-waves m. Therefore, subse¬ 

quently, we will take for v^ and v^ the expressions 

t^ — /0sin m*x l f\ Wn 
m «X 

«= 1. 2. 3. ... (6.3) 

Maximum initial deflection f^ we consider given) maximum of total 

deflection f^ is a function of timet f^ - f^ft). We place expres¬ 

sion (3) in equation (2) ) then we obtain 

m<(/i—/o)—~FlmXf\ — 
when T I'P */, micu„ 

Ti^rsr- p‘= 
••El 
-/I-* (6.4) 

If we consider P s 0, we obtain from this an equation of free 

transverse vibrations of a bar with initial deflections 

*A similar problem was formulated by I. M. Rabinovich in 1947. 



rfy, . Eg «*/m' 
di' ^ y ~Tf~ (/«“/o)=0. 

(t.b) 
Frequency of m-th normal vibration 

Fig* 6.1* 
Bar with 
Initial 
deflection 
receiving 
dynamic 
load* 

le 

(6.6) 

Frequency of fundamental tone of 

vibrations we designate by k (with¬ 

out Index) I It Is equal to 

Here by P* is understood dimension¬ 

less parameter of Euler's load 

(equal to corresponding deforma¬ 

tion) , by 1, the radius of gyra¬ 

tion of section, namely* 

X=7* l==^T' 

magnitude V is expressed by formula (l) • 

Considering in (4) inertial member equal to zero, we find total 

maximum deflection of a bar, having before loading by force P an 

initial distortion of m half-waves and receiving additional deflec¬ 

tion of the same fonni 

(6.9) 

We introduce dimensionless parameter of time 

(6.10) 

where T is period of fundamental tone of vibrations) then initial 

equation (4) takes the form 
» 
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»v«. 
(6.11) 

We use this equation to solve a number of particular problems. 

§ 69. Case of Sudden Application of Load, 

I^t us assume that a bar is subjected to action of suddenly 

applied force P, which then remains constant,* 

Such formulation of a problem does not fully agree with the 

assumptions made above. We considered that velocity of build-up of 

compressive force is within known limits, for which it is possible to 

ignore inertia of longitudinal displacements! meanwhile in given prob¬ 

lem we assume that in initial moment of time compressive force the 

whole length of the bar will increase instantly to quantity P, How¬ 

ever study of this very simple case is important from the viewpoint 

of method. 

We use equation (11), taking the following initial conditions! 

/i3“/* when /»**0. . _ . 
(6.12) 

Let us consider case, when P/P, < m2; then instead of (ll) we 

obtain 
“¿T+«Vi «=*«/* 

where 

The integral of this equation will be 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

f\ = A*n mik + Bco%mtt + %rfo- 

Using conditions (12), we find 

(6.15) 

#In the formulation offered here this problem was first investi¬ 
gated by M. A. Lavrentyev and A. Yu. Ishlinskiy [6,4] in 1949. 
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(6.16) 

We arrived at equation of free vibrations of bar near position 

of equilibrium, characterized by maximum deflection (9)* 

Vibrations become impossible when P/P * nr. When P/p_ “ m* 
3 3 

we obtain */« 
«V«- 

whence 

When P/P8 > m2 equation ( 11) takes the form 

a»/,=«</.. 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

where 

Solution of equation (I9) will be 

V—r- 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

Thus, when P/Pt 1 m2, maximum deflection increases in time with¬ 

out limit. As soon as load reaches Euler’s critical value P3, there 

will start to develop a form with one half-wave (m - l). When P » 4P 

there is possible build-up of maximum deflection for forms with one, 

two half-waves (m - 1,2) etc. Rate of growth of deflection is deter¬ 

mined by magnitude ft2. If with sufficiently large number m we consi- 

2 
der it continuously changing, then the condition of a maximum for ft 

will have the form 

JQ% D 

= 0 when — 2«’ = 0. 

o 
Consequently, maximum of ft occurs at value m,* equal to 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 
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or at m## equal to the Integer the neareet to 

Meanwhile static highest equilibrium form of bar has number. 

equal to 

( 6.24) 
or the nearest magnitude to this. 

As we see, the highest rate of build-up will belong not to those 

forms, which correspond to number rç, but to forms with the smallest 

number, equal approximately to 0.7ti. Let us assume, e.g., that to 

bar there suddenly is applied force P » 9P#. ' Then we have 

with greatest intensity will grow form of deflection with two half¬ 

waves (m# * 2)j when P = l6P, we have m* = 3, etc. This conclusion 

is of essential importance for the following sections. 

We considered that initial elastic line may be presented by a 

Fourier series and that all component harmonics are equally possible. 

If however, character of initial deflection is completely definite, 

then comparison of different variants of distortion of bar loses 

meaning. We note, however, that form of deflection, developed in 

accordance with initial deflection, can, as a result of small pertur¬ 

bations appearing already in process of motion, change into another 

form, with predominance of the harmonic, characteristic for the given 

velocity of the load. 

§70» Load, Quickly Increasing in Time 

Let us consider further the case when force P increases in pro¬ 

portion to timei P * ctF, magnitude c, measured in kg/cm2*sec, 

characterizes rate of change of compressive stress.# 

#This problem is analyzed by the author [6.2a]. 
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We introduce a new parameter of time 

en 
"• (6.25) 

It is connected with quantity t^ (10) by 

tF Ity * 

We use dimensionlesB parameter of rate of change of stress 

,*• / *V£\* , 

(6.26) 

swr(^)’: 
then we obtain 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

Equation (ll) takes on the form 

(6í29) 

We divide each member by radius of gyration of section 1 and desig¬ 

nate! 

then we will obtain 

/. 
T* L=S A S)- ¡. (6.30) 

~j — /!»*(/* — m^C = 
— (6.31) 

Equation (3l) may be integrated in Bessel functions (see Section 

72). Furthermore, integration of equation (31) and more complicated 

equations of such a type can be accomplished numerically, and also 

with help of analog and digital computers. 

In Fig. 6.2 are presented results of calculations conducted by 

numerical method of Adams for case S* « 0.1, Cq =3 0.001. On the 

axis of abscissas is placed parameter t*, equal to ratio of variable 

of compressive force to Euler's load, and on axis of ordinates—dimen¬ 

sionless maximum deflection Ç. Different curves correspond to values 

of m * 1, 2, 3. As we see, sharp increase of deflection occurs first 

of all during bending of bar in two half-waves (m » 2)) to the right 

lie curves for m - 1 and m - 3. Judging by curve for m - 2, 
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deflection» »tart to increase sharply only at a force seven times 

exceeding Euler*s load. Deflection, equal to radius of gyration of 

section, is attained at load P - 9.6?,. 

If we use formula (9)* then it is possible to determine dependence 

of Ç on P/P# for static loading for various m. To the left of all 

here lies curve m - 1, depicted in Pig. 6.2 by the dotted line. De¬ 

flection Ç ■ 1 is attained when P/P, *• 1. 

It is interesting to note that load P » 9P* corresponds to static 

form of loss of stability with three half-waves, while dynamic pro¬ 

cess occurs with two half-wavesj explanation of this was given above, 

in Section 69. 

Thus, here as a criterion determining critical time and at the 

same time critical load we took the condition that maximum deflection 

must not exceed radius of gyration of section. This criterion is, 

of course, arbitrary! it is possible to start from limiting value of 

maximum stress or the greatest deformations, etc. 

Pig. 6.2. Change of maximum 
deflection in time for differ¬ 
ent numbers of half-waves. 
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§ 71» Study of Energy of the System« 

We make a comparison of different forms of dynamic loss of sta¬ 

bility from the energy point of view. Kinetic energy of bar is equal 

to 

(6.32) 

Substituting expression (3), we find 

’-£&)'}■ (6.33) 

We use dimensionless parameter 

(6.34) 

and introduce parameter of time from (25)I then we have 

■ • (6.35) 

Potential strain energy is composed of energy of bending and 

compressiont i 

u“-Tj[—i*- ltx+-m- (6.36) 

In order to calculate potential of load, we determine conver¬ 

gence of ends of the bar A, Initial distance between Joints is equal 

to i 

(6.37) 

and final distance 

«i - » —et —í / (•£r)’ 
. (6.38) 

where l is length of bar in rectilinear state. Convergence of edges 

is equal to 

Using (3), we find 

=£+7/((^) - (£)>• 
(6.39) 

* =-¿r+-JT (/Î-/5)- (6.40) 
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Potential of load will have form 

Pb* /»I 
IF 47- {P\ /o)- (6.41) 

Total potential energy is equal to 

(6.42) 

Hence in dimensionless magnitudes 

' “ TOP 5 *= "' f - V - "v (*’ - S) - ( 6.43) 

We determine dimensionless function of Lagrange 

¿•*= ^ C*-««(11-^)»-+-*vp-c*)+2/^. 

whei*e Ç - 3*, and compose Lagrange^ equation 

á dl* 
it <K 

then we arrive at fundamental equation (j5l)« 

We find, further, total energy of the system 

(6,44) 

(6.45) 

(6,46) 

The system considered is not conservative—a given force evi¬ 

dently depends on time—and therefore, total energy does not remain 

constant here. 

We introduce designation 

nN-n'+i*". (6.47) 
# # 

In Pig. 6.2 above is depicted dependence 11^(t ) for different values 

of m. Judging by the graph, at any moment of time the level of total 

energy corresponding to m * 2 is lower than energy level for m ■ 1 

or m - 3. Evidently, the form of loss of stability with two half¬ 

waves is the most probable for the given value of S*. 

Graphs, analogous to Pig. 6.2, were constructed for different 

values of S#j there were found curves, corresponding to such a value 

of m, for which increase of deflections is the most intensive. In 
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Fig. 6.3 iß given combined graph of functione Ç(t#) for ÇQ ■ 0.001 

for consecutively increasing velocities of load cj remember that 

p 
parameter S* ie reciprocal to c . Value m for each curve is indicated. 

From graph it is clear that for relatively small initial maximum 

Fig. 6.3. Diagram of "deflection- 
load" for various velocities of load. 

deflection and great velocity of load the force received by whe bar 

can exceed Euler*s load by many times. Deflections are developed 

chiefly with a certain specific form of elastic line, depending on 

rate of build-up of compressive forcej the higher this velocity, the 

greater the number of half-waves will be formed along the bar. 

§ 72. Solution in Bessel Functions. 

We already said that the considered problem may be solved exactly 

without application of numerical methods. Let us turn to this means 

of solution. 

We present equation (3l) in the form 

JTC. _ S*«.» (/• - *•) C ~ ( 6.48) 

We use substitution 

_ i 

1 (6.49) 

and introduce new variable z. Considering relationships 
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STm1 («*—/•)- (S***)T jr, 

a 
(«•)* = 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

we obtain 

(6.52) 
where 

^ = (6.55) 

Let us consider first the case when 

r<«*. *>o. (6.54) 

These relationships are valid for the first stage of motion, when 

compressive load does not exceed the m-th static Euler forcei 

p<m,p- (6.55) 

General solution of equation (52) may be presented in the form 

¢-0,5, + 0,5, + ¾. (6.56) 

By C and C2 we understand linearly independent solutions of homogene- 

ouB equation 
■Ü + J5-0L 

(6.57) 

generators of a so-called fundamental system of solution! under 

is implied a particular solution of the initial equation. 

We already met an equation of type (57) in Section 37j as we 

saw, it has solutions.* 

(6.58) 
where J, and J . are Beseel functione of the first type with indices 

3 ^ 

*See ( Indicated on p. 150 ) book of E. Kaœke, p. 453. 
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1 -ne 1. 
3 T 

Particular solution Ç, can be written in the form 

A*-'- / <•''). (6.59) 

where W is the Wronskian, 

C. Ci 

7T 

We calculate derivatives of functions and Çgi 

Putting these expressions in (6o), we obtain 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

Expression (63) may be presented by gamma-functions with the help of 

a formula of type 

r«"y. M yl. W-y., W /; M - 

“»[tïïTITTPïï 

In our case 

(6.64) 

We use known relationships for a gamma-function* 

r(*+i)“*r(*), r(#)r(i 

(6.63) 

(6.66) 

♦See, e.g., N. N. Lebedev, Special functions and their applica¬ 
tion, Gostekhizdat, Moscow, 1958, P* 13. 
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then we find, 

r 
(6.67) 

and further. 

3 
n 

(6.68) 

Finally we have 

3/3 
2n (6.69) 

Integrating* in (^9) > we substitute resulting expression for 

in solution of (h6); constants and Cb, must be determined from in¬ 

itial conditions 

t =--= Cb. =3 0 ,,,hen ~ 0 H Z — (S*?!*)1 . (6.70) 

Functions (56) change periodically, so that motion of system during 

the first stage has an oscillatory character. Change of Ç occurs 

with amplitude of the order of Ç. j therefore, on graph In Fig. 6.3> 

composed for £ - 0.001, oscillations are unnoticeable. u 

During growth of parameter of time t* quantity z decreases. De¬ 

termining £ and for z = 0, we obtain Initial data for the next, 

the second stage of motion. Equation (32) for the second stage takes 

form 

(6.71) 

where 

z = -z = (r_mi)(S*m*)T. 
(6.72) 

Solution of equation (7l) we write in the form 

ï — f 11 "f f i ■) -(- Ci- (6.73) 

♦Detailed calculations for this particular example are given by 
N. Hoff [6.12]. Another law of change of load is considered by a 
similar method by B. A. Olisov. 
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Solutions of homogeneous equation 

(6.74) 

will be* 

(6.75) 

where ^ and I ^ are modified BesMl functions of the first type. 

3 1 
These functions change aonotonically, amplitude of deflection when 

t* > m2 will increase without limit« We already came to this result 

in Section 70, using the numerical method. Particular solution for 

Ç_ is determined by a formula of type (59)I the Wronskian, as before, 

is expressed by formula (68). 

§73. Experiments in Longitudinal Impact. 

Peculiarities of phenomenon of dynamic loss of stability marked 

above are detected also in experiments. In work [6.5] there are de¬ 

scribed interesting experiments on wooden bars subjected to impact 

loading by a falling load. There was applied high-speed filming of 

consecutive configurations of the bar (from 2200 to 2700 frames per 

second) ; furthemore, there was conducted oscillographing of defor¬ 

mations at separate points. 

Judging by these data, the whole process of deformation of the 

test piece was divided into several phases. During the first period, 

which in one experiment constituted about I/500 seo, the whole piece 

experienced compression. During the second period, of approximately 

the same duration, through the test piece passed a reflected wave, and 

there appeared transverse vibrations. Here in different test pieces. 

*See above-indicated book of X. Kamke, p. 453* 
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depending upon the BlendemeBB ratio, there appeared different num

bers of half-waves along the length, whereas the load per unit area 

of section remained Identical. During the third period, cone--' "*■>£ 

1/250 sec, there occurred a change of the form of loss of staulxlty 

v’lth transition to one half-wave. Finally, the fourth period (l/lO 

sec) consisted of damped vibrations of the piece I’' one half-wave.

In Fig. 6.4 are depicted different configurations of bars of two 

types, and In Fig. 6.5—three frames of the filmstrip, reflecting dy

namic loss of stability with three half-waves.

Thus, In theory we described

Stpuav tO'H-SCD""

Fig. 6.4. Distortion 
of bars during dynam

ic leading.
KEYi (a) Test pieces
of ....

above only one of the phases of 

bending of a bar upon Impact) we 

did not Investigate preliminary 

phase of propagation of deformation 

along the bar, and we did reflect 

transition from large number of 

half-waves to a smaller number In 

the final phase.

Judging by data of experi

ments, work of falling load, ex

pended In process of buckling of 

bar, can be for more flexible rods 

higher than for rigid ones, since 

In case of a flexible bar there 

will be formed a larger number of 

half-waves.

Fig, 6.5. Buckling of bar In 
three half-waves.
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§ 74. Case of Qlvn Law of Convergence of Bar Ends. 

Let us turn to another case, when given variable ie not compres¬ 

sive force ?, but mutual displacement of bar ends A* Such case is 

characteristic for loading of a bar by a "rigid" testing machine,* 

If one cross-bar of the machine is moved by an electric motor through 

reducing gear, then one may assume that mutual convergence of ends of 

bar increases in proportion to time. Using force-*measuring machine, 

we determine dependence between load and mutual displacement of ends 

of the test piece. 

We designate velocity of mutual displacement of bar by s cm/sec 

and take A»if. 

By (40) we obtain 

-Jr **«•(/»—/*). 

We Introduce new parameter of time 

(6.76) 

(6.77) 

Dividing both parts of equation (77) by IPJ, we have 

Comparing expressions ( 25) j ( 26), and {78) t w. find 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

i 
(6.80) 

hence 

(6.81) 

We place expressions (79) and (81) in equation (31)# then we arrive 

at the following fundamental equations 

♦This case was considered in a number of works of Hoff and other 
authors [6.12], [6.13] under the condition that along the bar there 
forms one half-wave. 
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(6.82) 

here by S# is designated parameter 

( .3,, 
Let us note that magnitude S# depends on ratio of velocity of mutual 

displacement of bar ends s to velocity of sound in the material. Ac¬ 

cording to the basic assumption adopted above this ratio should be 

small. 

We set inertial member in equation (82) equal to zeroj then we 

obtain dependence Ç(tJ, corresponding to static loadings 

[»I - /0 + ^.(c* _ c8]c = ^ 6.84) 

Value t# * 1 corresponds according to (78) to Euler*s deforma¬ 

tion. We note that, in distinction from case of a preset load (Sec¬ 

tion 70), here magnitude of Ç when t# - 1 and m - 1 does not become 

infinitely great. Maximum deflection remains finite for any finite 

parameter t#, inasmuch as in this case convergence of ends of the bar 

are fixed. 

If one were to set Co - 0, then we obtain 

t=0 or (6.85) 

When t# < m we have C ■ 0, and when t# > m there are possible three 

values of Çî one will be C 31 0, and the two others are determined by 

the second equation of (85). 

Behavior of the bar during dynamic loading is described by equa¬ 

tion (82). It was integrated numerically* [6.13]) results when m ■ 1 

and ÇQ - 0.001 are represented in Fig. 6.6. 

*In articles [6.13] are presented other methods of integrition of 
equation (82), for m - 1. 
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Fig. 6.6. Case, when there is 
given the law of convergence of 
bar ends in time. 

Solid lines here give dependence Ç(t#) for different values of 

parameter S#. Let us remember that by t# is understood ratio of var¬ 

iable convergence of ends of the bar to shortening of the straight 

bar with a Euler load equal to d?:) . Dotted line shows static curve 

of (84). General character of curves C(t#) on first section — up to 

moment of sharp growth of Ç — is the same as in Fig. 6.3. Growth of 

deflections occurs at a value of A, significantly exceeding Euler*s 

magnitude IPJ. Pulling" of deflections appears stronger the higher 

the velocity s. Subsequently, dependence C(t*) corresponds to vibra- 

,s of bar near position of static equilibrium. 

Using equation (T9), it is possible, further, to determine de- 

nendence of load P on parameter of time. Curves (P/P#, tj are given 
in Fig. 6.7. As one can see from the graph, at great velocity Euler's 

load turns out to be strongly exceeded. Maxima of ratio P/P,, taking 

place in process of load, are presented in Fig. 6.8 depending upon 

* ar;meter S# and Initial maximum deflection Cq* 6.7 pertains to 

when there will be formed one half-wave (m - l) . However, when 
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S# = 0.1 of predominant significance is the form of buckling for m - 2j 

this one may be seen from Fig. 6.2, in which to considered type of load 

pertain dotted lines) designations S* and t* must in this case be re¬ 

placed by S* and t# by (85) and (78). 

between load received 
by a bar and time. 

The leading edge of the wave 

porting power of 
bar for various 
Initial maximum 
deflections. 

when m ■ 2 lies significantly to the left of where It does when m ■ 1. 

The case of a preset law of convergence of bar ends Is an example 

of loading In which magnitude of compressive force depends on behavior 

of the test piece, on Its deformation. 

§ 75« Behavior of a Bar During Action of Impulsive Load. 

We considered previously that load — constant or variable, pre¬ 

determined or set by deformation of a bar — acts during the whole 

considered period) we were Interested In "critical" time Interval 

after which supporting power of the bar Is considered exhausted. 

For practical calculations also of Interest Is the case of load 

of explosive type, which In the beginning Increases and then drops 

by a definite law. As the simplest example let us consider behavior 

of a bar under the condition that to It there Is suddenly applied 

compressive force P, remaining constant for a short time Interval r 

and then disappearing. We consider the form of Initial deflection as 
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before coincides with the form of additional deflection. 

Behavior of the bar in period r is described by equation (1¾ 

when P < P, and equation ( 19) when P> Pi; variable t^ by ( 10) changes 

from 0 to kr - 2irr/T, where T is the period of vibrations in absence 

of compressive force. 

For section 0 < t^ < kr equation of motion will be 

/, == C, COS*,f* 4-Ca Sin* ^ + wiwn P<P, 
or 

/, = C1ch*j/4-f-<-2sh*2/*-f nr/u v’hen P^Pj 
*2 

constants C and CL are determined from initial conditions. For the 
1 2 

subsequent period differential equation has form 

. </, = .<; (6.88) 

solution of it we write in the ^orm 

/, = C3COs«a/4 + C, sin «*/, + /„. (6.89) 

Constants and we find, equating values and deflections when 

tk-kr. 

As we see, in second case deflection, in general, has a maximum 

value at a moment of time, not coinciding with moment of cessation 

of action of force P. Subsequently^ there occur vibrations relative 

i"' itial bending line. 

§ 76. Case of Pulsating Load. Approximate Solution. 

Let us turn to case where impulses are repeated one after another 

and bar is subjected to action of periodic load, equal P in single 

time intervals and dropping to zero in other intervals (Fig. 6.9). 

We designate by 0 the frequency of application of force P and by 

T m — the half-period of change of force. The first two intervals 

we already studied in Section 56* The new condition consists of the 
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fact that length of time t^ > kr is limited and is completed at moment 

t^ ■ 2kr by a new application of force ?» 

It is important to explain what will be the character of vibra¬ 

tions of the bar, caused by such a pulsating load. If vibrations 

attenuate, then initial form of bar can be called dynamically stable. 

With vibrations growing from one impulse to the next the initial fom 

is dynamically unstable. In intermediate case, when vibrations of 

the bar are periodic or close to periodic, initial form can be consi¬ 

dered dynamically indifferent. Let us note that in the differential 

equation of motion of the bar (1¾ load enters not as an disturbing 

force, but as a parameter determining rigidity of the system. There¬ 

fore, vibrations appearing with periodic change of force P, are called 

In order to investigate char¬ 

acter of motion of a bar it is 

sufficient to trace change of de¬ 

flections and velocities during 

one full period 2r. Obviously, 

when P > P* deflections caused by 

repeated load always will grow. 

Wieref ore* we consider case P i P# . 

Por half-period equation ( 1¾ will take fom 

parametric vibrations. 

" 

—I— i 

Pig. 6.9. Law 
of change of 
load in time. 

where 

Hence 

•»=1- 

/, = Ax COS mtk -f B, sin iatk. 

(6.90) 

(6.91) 

(6.92) 
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For second hair-period we will have or - 1 and, consequently, 

/1= ^3 «o*/, -f sin /,. ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Assume that when tk ■ 0 initial deflection constitutes fQ and the 

derivative with respect to tk will be fQ, where initial velocity will 

be v0 - f0k. Then by (92) 

(6.94) = /«• — — /o* 

At the end of full period parameter by ( IO) ie equal to * 2kr, » 

« We assume* that deflection and velocity change toward the end 

of period the same number of timea s: 

(6.9^)) rf/, 

Then by (93) we have 

fl — *U 4t't 

From this 

A2 coi -f B2 sin = s/0. 

— A2 sin ^—|- B2cot —= */0. 

. . 2*k ; . 2k* A2 — i/o cos -#-s/0 sin -j-, 

n * ^ 2«t , 1 2k* B2 = 5/o sin -j—I- */0 CO* -|- 

(6.96) 

(6.9?) 

At the end of first half-period, when t^ - TTk/fl, deflection and velo¬ 

city, calculated by (92) or (93), must be the aamej this condition 

leads to equalities 

At co* B{ sin s= í42cos ^ + Äj sin -p. 

u> ^sin •{- sin |-j = — Aj sin fi]COs 

Putting in (98) expressions (94) and (97)> we arrive at the fol¬ 

lowing equations* 

(a - ?*)/o++ “) /0 = °> 

(e + «0/,-(a- ;)/o=0. 

(6.98) 

(6.99) 

•Such solution of problem is adopted in book of Den-Hartog [6.10] 
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where 
a «seos 

2** 
-cos ̂ .C0«£. »-«.„i-*,-. I 

, .-i- 2«* *“* . . K(u* r.A c s s sin -|-cos —ÿ- sin , rf = sin cos T • (6.100) 
If we take Tq / 0 and / 0, then determinant of system (99) 

should be equal to zerot 

a — md C-J- — • m 
ft -(c +wd) a 

:0. 

Expanding this determinant, we, arrive at equation 

By (100) we find 

0* + IP + C* -J- (fl — 2s COS COS --p 4“ 1, 

cd — ab ~ s sin sin . 

Equation (102) takes form 

(6.101) 

(6.102) 

(6.103) 

where 

i*— 2ns 4“ 1 =0. (6.104) 

.. = COS COS— y («-f-p) Sin Sin xk ~T’ 

Coefficient s is equal to 

(6.105) 

.=»+ ^-1. (6>lo6) 

If magnitude n^ Is less than 1. fop s we obtain a complex ex— 

pression. Obviously, initial assumption of simultaneous growth of 

deflection fQ and velocity fo by s times in this case is not satis¬ 

fied. However, real part s turns out to be a proper fraction) vibra¬ 

tion of the bar will not grow) so initial form of motion of bar must 

be considered stable. 

Conversely, when n2 > 1 coefficient s will be larger than 1, 

so that vibrations toward end of each period will be intensified; 

consequently, initial form will appear unstable. 

Intermediate case n2 « 1 corresponds as if to indifferent form 
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(6.107) 

of motion. Thus, equality 

determines boundary, separating zone of stable motion from zone of 

instability. Let us note that when n < 1 deflection and velocity 

change sign at the end of the period with respect to the beginning 

of the same period, but when n > 1 we preserve the sign. 

Assume that magnitude of pulsating load is minute in comparison 

with Euler's load! P« P3j then it is possible to consider that 

o>-> X. Condition ( 107) takes form 

cos—i—* + L (6.108) 

Prom this we obtain the following two series of values for k/6t 

* 13 5 

y—1, 2, 3. ... wh»n k = (6.109) 

The first zone of instability occurs at a frequency of pulsating 

load 0, twice the frequency of free vibrations of the bar k. This is 

possible to explain in the following manner. Assume that force P is 

applied to bar in those intervals of time, when, distorting, it moves 

from mid-position to an extreme; since point of application of force 

will shift downwards, then force will accomplish positive work. In 

those same intervals of time, when bar straightens, shifting to mid- 

position, force P is removed, so that work will not be accomplished. 

In the full period of vibrations of a bar force will be applied twice 

which corresponds to value 0/k - 2. Work of force P will, thus, 

continuously increase, and this should be accompanied by growing vi¬ 

brations of the bar. 

Let us consider a second limiting case, when force P is close 

to Euler'si PP, ando-» 0. Relationship (107) is rewritten in 
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the form 

or 

n — !im 
• -»o 

*»* K* / . K«»* cos —|— cos —^-1 ^ sin «*,m i i, i>* 
KM* 

±1 

- __ «* Kk , Kk ,, i» = cos -|-2J- sin -g- = ± 1. (6.110) 

We find first two roots of 

equation (110). The first of them 

corresponds to ratio k/0 - 0.548; 

we have 

/1 = -0.157- -2 0,548:: ' 0>988 >• 

Second root corresponds to k/0 * 1; 

here again n = -1. 

Results of calculations for 

other values of co are shown in 

Fig. 6.10.* For all values of k/0 

included inside the hachured re¬ 

gions magnitude n will either be 

less than (-1), which occurs in 

the first, third, etc., zones, or larger than (+1)- in second, fourth, 

etc., zones. In points of boundary lines we have n - ±1. 

Thus, for a) / 0 we obtain a range of values k/0 for which there 

is dynamic instability. We must explain that we did not take into 

account resisting forces, influencing vibrating process. When ac¬ 

counting for these forces zones of instability turn out to be some¬ 

what different ( see Section 77). 

Let us present our results in another form. Let us refer fre¬ 

quency of pulsating load 0 to frequency of free vibrations ft of the 

Fig. 6.10. Regions 
of instability dur¬ 
ing parametric vi¬ 
brations. 

*A similar graph Is given In work of V. M. Makushin [6.6], p. 65. 
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bar with mean value of foroe P, equal to P/2. As it is easy to see, 

we get 

On the other hand, we introduce parameter load 

(6.111) 

(6.112) 

characterizing ratio between variable part of load and its mean value. 

In coordinates (v, — ) first region of instability has the form shown 

in Pig. 6.11. Boundaries of region constitute lines, close to straigh 

lines. 

A 
V 

V 

u 

I «; «4 <# V yiß 

Pig. 6.11. First zone 
of instability. 

p 

Pig. 6.12. Char¬ 
acter of change 
of load. 

‘Analogous Investigation can be conducted for case when pulsating 

load changes by the same law for a certain mean value of PQ, and its 

variable part is equal to Pt (Pig. 6.12), where PQ + Pt * P|. Fre¬ 

quencies of vibrations of the bar for two intervals of period of var¬ 

iation of the force will be 

Pi (6.113) 

Condition (107) assumes the form 

«=co$cos-?--?(£■+ *)sin Lsin 

from this we determine boundary lines of zones of instability. 

(6.114) 

As 
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(6.115) 

it is easy to see, for above discussed example we must take 

P\ = Pi — k. 

Parameters Q and v in general are equal to 

--—L 
Q — 4 aT J _ v _ 

p. 

§ 77> Load, Chancing by Harmonic Law, 
Parametric vibrations 

We investigated behavior of a bar during stepped periodic change 

of compressive force. It is natural to pass from here to the case 

when the magnitude of load follows a harmonic law (Pig. 6.13)1 

^ = + cos 8/ (6.116) 

°r « • 
?_/>„+/>,co.Tv (6.117) 

where t^ is determined as before by (10) • 

Equation (ll) when f0 - 0 and m - 1 has form 

-Sr+('-£—*-co*7'*)'=°fi 
(6.118) 

We use designations (II5) and 

introduce new parameter of time 

i\ — l/" 1 = — 2/, 
^ (6.119) 

then instead of (II8) we obtain 

Ä.)/ = 0. 

(6.120) 
Equation of such type has the name of Mathieu equatlont it is 

encountered in astronomy and in certain problems of mathematical phy¬ 

sics. Detailed investigation showed that for ratios 9/Çi lying inside 

certain definite regions, solution of the equation becomes unstable. 

changes by har¬ 
monic law. 
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In other words, with variation of compressive force by (316) we obtain 

certain regions of dynamic instability, as it was in example of Sec¬ 

tion deflections and velocities grow during each period of vari¬ 

ation of load. It is natural to expect that, here too, the phenomenon 

of parametric resonance for small P will appear near values of &/<• 

equal to £-1 1 3 2 ^ “ 'J' * *t "J"! *» • • • 
(6.121) 

Boundaries of regions of Instability again are determined from 

the condition that dynamic form of bar is as if indifferent] vibra¬ 

tions must be maintained, not intensified or weakened. We set our¬ 

selves the target to determine approximately the boundaries of the 

first region of instability, lying near value 0 - 2Í2. Considering 

that motion of bar should be periodic, we take as first approximation 

the expression for f in the form* 

/Ä^cos-^ + ^sIn-^. (6.122) 

Substituting (122) in equation (120), we have 

+ -¿-»cos*?.) sin(6.123) 

Considering relationship 

COS COSÄ (^8 ^2^+^8 J* 

tMTÎL*n-s^ï(--"«r+-ns!) 
(6.124) 

and discarding members with tripled frequency, we obtain 

A'(l —*®r“i)co8-^+ ^1(1 —-¿î+ £)*i" ^--*0. (6.123) 

Considering ^ 0 and ^ 0, we equate of zero the expressions 

In parentheses) then we find 

¿ = 1^1 ¿ = + J • 

(6.126) 

♦This method of solving the Mathieu equation was given by Rayleigh 
[6.171. 
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In Fig, 6,14 are depicted lower and upper boundariee of first 

region of instability, constructed by (126), This graph is very close 

to the graph of Fig, 6.11, 

Definitized solution of problem can be obtained, taking the ex¬ 

pression for f in the form of the series 

^5=s2('4*cosísL+fl«s,n 
(6.127) 

and retaining new members of the series in supplement to A1 and B1. 

Detailed study shows [6.2] that, for values v s 0.6, correction to for¬ 

mulas (126) lies within 1$. 

To expressions (126) it is possible to give another form, expand¬ 

ing the right side by the formula of Newtons binomial theorem. In 

first approximation we obtain* 

(6.128) 

Formulas (126) correspond in 

Fig. 6.14 to dotted lines. 

ence of these forces, we consider 

them proportional to velocity and 

write the initial equation in 

In deriving the formulas we 

ignored resisting force to vibra¬ 

tions. In order to estimate influ- 

fuller form: 
Fig. 6.14. 
Comparison of 
exact and ap¬ 
proximate so¬ 
lutions. 

(6.129) 

Passing to variable t^ of ( 119) » 

♦These formulas were offered by N. M. Belyayev [6.1] 
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we obtain, instead or { 120), 

£/+21^/ I - /1 — y cos \ / — 
rf/* ^ û ¿Z, T \ c r 

o. (6.1^0) 

We use again solution (122), then equation (l^O) will have th*. 

f0rni [^i(* --¿r- )) + fíi i']co*^ 4- 

+ ^rji]sln =0- (6,131) 

Equating to zero the expressions in brackets, we obtain two 

equations for and conditions A4 / 0 and / 0 lead to equal1 -n 

or 

(6.132) 

(6.133) 

Considering magnitude c/il small and discarding members of higher 

order of smallness, we present solution of equation (133) in the form 

5Ü ~ (6.134) 

For £ * 0 we obtain former formulas (126). If however, £ ^ 0, then 

boundaries of regions of instability shift somewhat. Thus, for ex¬ 

ample, for V - 0 we do not obtain here that point on axis 0/2fl, from 

which curves of Fig. 6.14 branched out. Real values of 0/20, occur on 

the condition that 4. 
»>-û- (6.133) 

New outlines of first region of instability are shown in Fig. 6.15 

by the solid line. They differ little from boundaries of the same 

region when e ■ 0, shown on graph by the dotted line. 

Significantly great is the influence of resistance on outlines 

of second and subsequent regions of instability. They strongly move 

away from axis of abscissas of Fig. 6.15# so that instability can 
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fluence of damp¬ 
ing on boundar¬ 
ies of first re- 
tion of instabi¬ 
lity. 

appear only at a significant mag¬ 

nitude of parameter v. Therefore, 

of practical value for designing 

real structures is basically, de¬ 

termination of the first region. 

More detailed account of theory 

of dynamic stability is beyond the 

scope of this book. Those inter¬ 

ested in this theory can turn to 

special literature and, primarily, 

the book of V. V. Bolotin, 1956 

[0.1]. 

§ 78. Stability of Compressed Ring with Dynamic Loading. 

We have met different directions of theory of dynamic stability 

of a compressed bar. Let us now turn to dynamic problems pertaining 

to other structures. We shall investigate first of all behavior of 

a circular closed ring with rapid loading by radial forces (Pig. 3.51). 

This problem is of interest for calculation of frames in reinforced 

shells subjected to dynamic application of external pressure. 

We preserve former approach to solution of problem and assume 

the ring has certain initial deflections w^ from circular forau We 

use basic dependences derived for an "ideal” ring in Section 46 and 

supplement them, taking into account initial deflection. By w sub¬ 

sequently, we will understand total deflection. 

Equations of equilibrium (3*175) — (3*177) remain in iorcej 

however, derivatives with respect to y must be replaced by partial 

derivatives. Variation of curvature h by (3.I8I) now will be deter¬ 

mined by expression 
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àÿ* +-**-• (6.136) 

bending moment M in an arbitrary section is equal to 

(6.137) 

Using (3*179)> we obtain instead of (3*184) a differential equation 

for w in such a form* 

f/ffi*-»'» + ’ , 1 -x—.>, __ i, 0,. 
[ 0y‘ if +* o, -J = T_-Jr- _ 

(6.138) 

In dynamic problems we must take into account component forces 

of inertia . -. 

t1*' (6.139) 

here v is displacement along the arc, F is area of section, 7 is spe¬ 

cific weight of the material. 

We write expression for defoliation along the arci 

(6.140) 

and assume as before that the axis of the ring is inextensibles e = 
y 

- 0i then we have 

<(—«■> _ 

" *' (6.141) 

Using (138) - (l4l), we arrive at the following final differential 

equations 

We take for w and w0 expressions 

• = / sin •0=»/0sln^-.' 

Considering n 1 2, we obtain 

i)=o. 

(6.142) 

(6.143) 

(6.144) 

Introducing expression (3.I88) for static critical pressure q#. 
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we present (144) in the form 

rfV -V . . fl*(n1— 1) , 
■Sr + a~ïiï4T“i'»i-1 /;)/ 

«»(n»—l)i 

n* +1 -'o* (6.145) 

here is Introduced designation 

_ £/f 
(6.146) 

Let us assume first that ring Is subjected to sudden loading.* 

When q < q#, we obtain vibrations near position of static equilibrium. 

When q > q#, deflection will start to increase without limit. Rea¬ 

soning in this way, as in Section 70* we find form with the greatest 

rete of growth. We shall consider n » 1) then in equation (145) it 

2 
is possible to disregard 1 as compared to n , and it will take the 

form •if ~*¡/=«*«/„, 
(6.147) 

where 

(6.148) 

Equating to zero the derivative dk^/dn, we find the value of ni 

(6.Í49) 

We obtained the same result as in Section 70i most vigorously in¬ 

creases that form of loss of stability, whose number is approximately 

0.7 of the number of static form, corresponding to the given level of 

load. 

Assume, further, that pressure increases in time by the law q - 

■ ct. Then equation (145) will be rewritten in form 
» 
Id»/ . n»(n»-l) /, . , rt\/ nM«*-!)’ , 
7 rfF + “¡PTI = -^r+j—Zo. (6.150) 

We use parameters 

♦This problem was investigated by M. A. Lavrentyev and A. Yu. 
Ishlinskiy (see footnote on p. 288). 
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by V as before is implied velocity of sound) by t3 «• q3I^/EF the arc 

deformation corresponding to pressure q_. Equation (150) obtains 

form 

(6.152) 

When n » 1 equation (I52) changes to the following! 

jrfV, ».«(<»»-1) . «»(«•-i)* 

n*-f 1 (" /o' (6.15¾ 

This equation in structure coincides with equation (¿i) pertaining to 

case of bar. Therefore, when n * 4 it is possible in case of ring to 

use all results obtained for bars on the condition we determine t2 

and S by formulas (151). 

§79« Lateral Distortion of a Strip During 
' dynamic Application of Moment. 

Let us turn to the problem of lateral buckling of a narrow strip, 

loaded by a couple in its plane. In Pig. 6.I6 is depicted an element 

of the strip in deformed state. Assume that axes of coordinates x, y, 

and z, passed in some section of the strip (Pig. 6.l6a) acquire after 

defomation directions £, q, and Ç (Pig* 6.l6b). We designate by w 

total deflection of center of gravity of strip along axis z and by 

9 the total angle of rotation of the section in plane yz. 

Equations of equilibrium of the element in projections on axis 

C and in moments about axes y and z have form 

”5j-+fc = 0* (6.154) 

= (6.155) 

■^•+■4=0. (6.156) 

are bending moments) is transverse force; q^ is 

intensity of load along axis Ç, m^) m^ is components of moment load. 

where ’S and M i 



Magnitudes ny and are expressed through moment of the applied 

couple M and inertial loadas 
• * 

(6.157) 

(6.158) 

(6.159) 
here P is area of section of strip; J is moment of inertia of mass of 

the beam per unit length. 

Bending moments can be expressed by total displacements w and 

ß and their initial values, w0 and ß0s 

(6.160) 

(6.161) 
by Xy is understood moment of inertia of section with respect to 

axis yx by torsional rigidity. 

Pig. 6.16. Lateral distor¬ 
tion of a strip during dy¬ 
namic loading. 

Comparing the relationships 

written above, we arrive at the 

following equations* 
p. d*{w — •,) i »j, d*# , iF d*w n 

(6.162} 

dx* MUfl~J'Sr=z0- 

(6.16¾ 

If we take w0 « e0 - 0 and exclude 

inertial members, we obtain static equations (4.131) and (4.132), 

derived in a different manner in Chapter IV. 

Assuming that torey ends of the strip are supported by hinges, 

and considering the fundamental form of buckling, we set 
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, 

l 

then equations (I62) and (163) assume form 

(6.164) 

(6.165) 

- f 

'•5t-MW.T<»-*>-*-í/-0. (6>l66) 

Considering Inertial nembers equal to zero and considering q>0 ■ 

0 “ °* Ke fln<l from thl" the static critical loadl 

*.“7 Vei,oi.-Vp.oim. (6.167) 

where by P,, as before, we designate Buler's forcej this fornula co¬ 

incides with (4.100). 

On the other hand, taking M - 0, we determine fundamental fre¬ 

quencies o>M and of flexural and torsional vibrations. 

— (6>168) 

Using these designations, we give to equations (162) and (16¾ their 
final form. 1 */ M Mm 

'+i-JL£ 
¿ a* 

t+/ = /o 

(6.169) 

let us assume that moment of applied couple varies In time ac¬ 

cording to the law K - K ( t). Integrating equations (I69), It Is 

possible then to determine magnitudes t and 0 as a function of time. 

Let us consider a case, similar to that which was Investigated 

In Section 69, when a strip Is subjected to sudden loading by moment 

M> M,, keeping constant magnitude during period r and then dropping 

to zero.» Initial conditions we take as the following} 

•This problem was Investigated by Davidson [6.9]. 
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¡NéwM#é m 

t’“!* t“** -J—Owhenr-iO. 

Excluding f fP0B (169), we obteln equation fop 91 

5-+K+-1.)¾t—j«: (»,+/,^). 

Integral of thla equation we write In form 

AP 
-jjj-(4 ch •/-f fl $h ^Cco* O do •,/)— JL,. 

where 

*-1 “ •!+<i+^/(-î - .y+ <.y¿£¡. 

Taking Into consideration Initial condltior.a, we find 

A +C + . ß = D z=Q, 

(6.170) 

(6.171) 

-(tf+tç;)- (6.172) 

(6.173) 

(6.m) 

( 6.175) 
ifa;-tv = -r—. tíÍLj 

‘ * ãç M H 

Considering relationship 

( ^ ~~ =z — 

ensuing from consideration of equations (173), we arrive at the fol- 

lowing expression for 91 

-jcW+ •?«»««< AfJ 
H» 

(6.176) 

t _ *• 
it» " a?-** ^4+-î "•+ 

+% 
•4 (1 + ^-) ck V + •? (1 - -y) CO. •, 1 

5 --- •• + •1 (6.177) 

A similar expression can be written for f. Dependence of type 

(177) has the peculiarity as compared to analogous relationship (87) 

for a compressed bar that, along with exponential components It con¬ 

tains a harmonic componen*. In Pig. 6.I7 Is shown magnitudes ç/ç0 

( solid lines) and f/fQ ( dotted lines) vary in time under the conditior 



V U U c /W 
Pig. 6.17. Varia¬ 
tion of parameters 
of deflection of a 
strip in time. 

that applied moment constitutes N - 2M, and M - 10Hf and that ratio 

a^/cDK is equal to 0.2j furthermore, we take P, - 1. On axis 

of abscissas is placed magnitude t* - (uHt| to period of flexural vi¬ 

brations Tm corresponds the value t* - 2w. Time of action of load in 

one case is selected equal to t* ■ 0.251 in another it corresponds to 

period of torsional vibrations and is equal to t* - 1.25. Circles 

show moments when load is removed. As we see, for the given relation¬ 

ship of frequencies of vibrations, angle of torsion grows and then 

drops with significantly more Intensity than deflection. 

Literature on stability of a bar during dynamic loading is given 

below (pJ24)| we note also works of L. N. Vorob‘yev(Trans. 

Novocherkassk Polytechnic Inst., 21/35# 19^)# I* A. Burnashev (News 

of Acad, of Sei. of Uzbek SSR, No. 11, 1951)# Sh. fl. Mazitov (News of 

Acad, of Sei. Tadzhik SSR, No. l6, I956), Ye. Prokopovich, S. Reutu 

and P. Dinke (Jour. Applied Mech., Acad, of Scl., Romanian Republic, 

1957)# 0. I. Katsitadze (Cand. dissertation, Tbilisi, 1958), S. Sevin 

(J. Appl. Mech., No. 1, i960), a. I. 0Beled*ko (Trans. Voronezh En¬ 

gineering Inst., No. 4, 1958), U. R. Upmanis (Problems of dynamics 

and strength. Nos. 7 and 9# Riga, I961) • 
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CHAPTER VII 

STABILITY OP RECTANGULAR PLATES WITHIN ELASTIC LIMITS 

§ 80» Basic Dependences of the Theory of Rigid Platea, 

Plates of rectangular form enter In composition of various 

structures - aircraft wings, bottoms, decks and sides of a ship, walls 

of all-metal railroad car, etc. - usually in the form of panels of 

plating, fastened to system of reinforcing ribs. The shell is sub¬ 

jected in these structures to action of one or another "local” trans¬ 

verse load, e.g., aerodynamic pressure, and besides receives "funda¬ 

mental" forces together with other structural members - from general 

bending of the aircraft wing, the ship hull or the railroad car. In 

many cases these fundamental forces prevail) they cause compression, 

flexure or shear of the plate in its plane and lead, in certain con¬ 

ditions, to buckling of plates (Pig. 7*1)I cherefore, calculation of 

plates for stability constitutes an inseparable part of general cal¬ 

culation of a structure. Plates reinforced on longitudinal edges, 

after loss of stability, can carry an increasing load. Por certain 

structures it is considered fully permissible that the plating has 

relatively shallow dents, with this condition, however, that members 

reinforcing it remain sufficiently rigid. Consequently, designer 

should be interested not only in the actual phenomenon of loss of 
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Fig. 7»1. Buckling of a plate during 
corapreaalon, flexure and shear. 

stability of plates, but also their poatcrltlcal behavior. Webs of 

high beams, and also elements of different thin wall bars and beams 

also constitute rectangular plates, subject to buckling] consequently, 

here too, calculation for stability is of paramount Importance. 

In determining critical loads while investigating equilibrium 

states adjacent to initial ones, it is possible to consider that 

stresses in middle surface of a plate, appearing in process of buck¬ 

ling, are small as compared to stresses of free bending) deflections 

of plate are also considered small as compared to thickness. In this 

case it is possible to use the theory of rigid plates, disregarding 

stresses in the middle surface of the plate. If, however, we are 

investigating postorltlcal behavior of a plate, then we must start 

from more general theory of flexible plates, considering simultane¬ 

ously stresses in middle surface and flexural stresses.* 

We shall recount first the most important propositions of the 

theory of rigid plates. Consider a rectangular plate with sides a 

and b and of thickness h (Fig. 7»2) . Let coordinate plane xy coin¬ 

cides with middle plane of the plate; axis x will be, as a rule, passed 

along the long side a, axis y — along the short side b. We designate 

♦For more detail on this see book [0.3], p. 13. 
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Fig, 7,2. System of co¬ 
ordinates during consi¬ 
deration of a rectangular 
plate. 

the tangent to the curve Is equal 

displacements of points of middle 

surface along axes x, y and z by 

u, V, and w. 

We dissect middle surface of 

bent plate by a plane, parallel to 

plane xz (Fig. 7.3). Since.de¬ 

flections are small, then In cross- 

section we will obtain a shallow 

curve. Angle of Inclination 0 of 

to 

(7.1) 

analogously for cross-section, parallel to plane yz, 

•»“ÎJr* (7.2) 

Curvature of the section we consider positive if the bulge is directed 

toward positive direction of axis z. Then curvature in sections par¬ 

allel to planes xz and yz will be equal to 

**=- 

or 

»M *, 
17' *> = --37' 

~3Jf' *> = — ~3jr- 

(7.3) 

(7 A) 

With variation of y angle 0^ generally also changeai referring in¬ 

crease of angle 9 to Increase of coordinate y ( or increase of 0 to 
* y 

Increase of *), we find torsion of middle surface* 

* TT1 (7.5) 

or 

(7.6) 

If we are talking about rigid plates, the middle surface Is con¬ 

sidered free from deformations accompanying bending. Por arbitrary 
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Pig* 7«3* CrosB-section of 
defleotion surface of plate» 

layer of the plate, lying at dis- 

tance z from middle surface, de¬ 

formations of elongation £, 

are equal to 

x,w 
and 

y»K 

V.«—V."—*V (7,7) 

deformation of non-dllatlonal 

strain will be 
I.-** (7.8) 

To these deformations correspond normal stresses a and a and 
JW jf 

tangential stresses t (Fig. 1A). Using Hooke's law and disregarding 

stresses a , we obtain 
z 

(7.9) 

or 
£r 

V.*r=?(*^V- + (7.10) 

In sections of the plate, 

parallel to axes x and y, we select 

•trips of a length, equal to one. 

Forces ox and form bending 

moments per unit length of the sec- 
• * 

tloni I J 
Ma*m I aMt, g di. My as I Oy,H * dz, 

"T “I 

Fig» 7»4» Normal and 
tangential stresseB 
during flexure» 
KSft (a) Kiddle plane. 

or 

Mg » IW,). My *X 0(*y 4-1«,). 

(7.11) 

where D Is cylindrical rigidity of 

the plates 
(7.12) 

Tangential forces t form a torsional moment per unit length of sec¬ 

tion of 
T 

tfrfs. 
(7.13) 



or W-OO-rtx. 
(7.14) 

We introduce, then, designations ^ and ^ for transverse forces 

in sections xz and yz, also per unit length. 

Let us assume that plate is subjected to action of transverse 

load of intensity q* In Pig. 7*5 íb shown element of plate dxdy with 

effective forces acting on it. Double arrows designate moment vec¬ 

tors. If in the section with coordinate x there acts moment •V*' 

then in the neighboring section, having coordinate x + dx, there will 

act moment (M + —^ix) dy. Analogous increases are received by re- 
x ÒX 

mainlng components of moments and transverse forces. We compose . 

equations cf equilibrium of the element in projections on axis z and 

in moments relative to axes x and y. After simple transformations 

these equations acquire the form 

^ (7.15) TGT+TT1 

*M. , M 
f Qx=o. 

W , iM, ä 
Ar ~~fÿ~ 

( 7.16) 

( 7.17) 

Hence 

= (7.18) 

Using expressions for moments and curvatures, we arrive at known dif¬ 

ferential equation of bending of a rigid plate. 

or 

D9*w = q. 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

where 

»%=v»w 
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is a two-dimensional Laplace operator* 

In ”classical" problems of stability external transverse load 

is not consideredt initial state of strain is considered momentleee. 

But together with this in consideration of "neighboring" bent states 

of a plate it is necessary to consider projections of turned internal 

forces on axis of fixed system of coordinates. In Pig. 7.6 is shown 

plate element dxdy after bending with normal forces a and a and 
X y 

tangential forces t acting on it. 

Pig* 7*5» Forces applied to de¬ 
formed element of plate. 

Stresses ax and are considered positive during compression! tan¬ 

gential stresses we take as positive, if they are directed as shown 

in Pig. 7*6; non-dllatlonal strain corresponding to them Increases 

angle between faces of the element, located closer to the origin of 

coordinates. We determine resultant forces a h dy. Left edge of ele 
mm 

ment turns on axis y and angle and the right edge, an angle — + 

+ dX (pig. 7.7). Total projection of forces a h dy on axis z, 
ÒX x 

equal, with accuracy up to smallness of higher order, to. their resul¬ 

tant, will be (axes of coordinates in Pig. 7*7 and 7.8 differ from 
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those in Pig. 7.6) t 

•j* TGF “ «J* ( j|?+15 rf*) = - * <*y- 
(7.21) 

Pig. 7.6. Forces in 
middle surface. 

closest to the reader (Pig. 7.8), 

Analogous expression for forces a 
7 

has the form 

(7.21a) 

We then find resultant of tan¬ 

gential forces Th, also obtaining 

new directions. If one of the 

edges parallel to y turns about 

axis X at angle 

at angle ^ + |^ydx, 

and second, the 

then forces 

Th dy will give a total projection equal to 

(7.22) 

Pig. 7.7. Determination 
of resultant turned 
forces of compression. 

nation of resultant 
turned forces of 
shear. 

I^ft edge turns about axis y and angle -rp and the right — at angle 

ôw 
3x + BxBy dy• Total projection of forces Th dx will also be equal to 

(7.22a) 

We find sum of projections of "turned” forces and divide it by dx dyj 

this magnitude must be introduced in left part of equation (15)j for 
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q * 0 it has form 

*?, , ÕQ, 
òx ' dy 

â*w 
®4r*-ajr-Vl^r — 2xA 

d** 

■3137 0. (7.2¾ 

Hence 

f2t 
(7.24) 

We compare this equation with ( IS)j as It Is easy to see, the exprès- 

sion in parentheses can be treated as the intensity of hypothetical 

lateral load 

^ = “ (¾ + *> TF + 21 Tf3t)*”<V,+V, + (7.25) 

Finally equation (20) take tha form (for q - 0) 

Tv%+(v3F+2t + ijr) * °- ( 7# 26) 

Integrating operation (26) we should satisfy boundary conditions. 

Consider some variants of these conditions. 

1. One of the edges, for instance edge x ■ 0, is supported by 

hinges. 

Such an assumption can be made if plate is connected with a rein¬ 

forcing rib# having low torsional rigidity ( thin rol of open section), 

or if fastening of the plate to rib is carried out by a narrow strip 

(one row of rivets, spot welding) (Fig. 7.9a). Then boundaiy condi¬ 

tions have form *«0. (7.27) 

(7.28) 

If condition (27) is satisfied, then along edge x ■ 0 obviously 
2 

—s Oj consequently, condition (20) will be written in the form 
òy 

■g—0. (7.29) 

2. Edge x ■ 0 is clamped. Such an assumption corresponds to 

case of plate, strongly linked (for instance with help of two-row 

rivet seam) with a rib, sufficiently rigid to torsion (Fig. 7.9b). 

Boundary conditions will be 
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0. 
(7.30) 

(7.31) 

3* Plate fastened on edge x - 0 to elastic rib, having flexural 

rigidity SI* One of the conditions of linkage consist of equality of 

deflectionsi 

(7.32) 

by w± we designate deflection of rib. Second condition expresses 

equality of linear force, transmitted from plate to rib, to reaction 

of the rib* It la possible to show (see [0.3], p. 4o) that linear 

reactive force, nonaal to surface of plate, will be, for the consi¬ 

dered edge. 

(7.33) 

or 

(7.34) 

a) " b) 

Jfg* 7.9. Boundary conditions! 
a) hinged fastening, b) clamping* 

Second boundary condition takes the form 

aT&= 0[‘& ( 7.35) 

4. Edge g » 0 1b free. Then we should have 

(7.36) 

or 

TF'+l'-jjr*»0. 
(7.37) 
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TF+(2~rtãF3? = °- (7.38) 

We determine work of Internal forceb on virtual displacement of 

plate. If curvature x receives Increase òx , then work of moment X X 

M„dy on the length of element dx, will be equal to (-M &x dx dy). 

Calculating In this way work of remaining forces and Integrating with 

respect to area of plate F - ab* we obtain 
M=x — J j (jWjjÄ*,-}- Myùtf -j- 2H 8x)rfx dy. 

Increase of potential ^energy Is equal to ÔU - -dA| ualng expres¬ 

sions for moments and curvatures, we find 

+î<1 ~ TEFîÎr ‘(ïfÎç-)] 
or 

w “Ï w//{(S+$,-i<'-.‘>[S&-(a£)>*. 

Total energy of bending Is equal to 

Uam7Df f ((^½)1—( 1 — ¿(•, •)} rfxdy, 

by L(w,w) Is understood the expression 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 

We calculate, further, work of external forces, accomplished 

during buckling of the plate. Assume that plate Is subjected to ac¬ 

tion of forces a , cr , and t, applied In middle plane. We designate 

by u and v displacements of a certain point of the middle plane along 

axes X and y. We find mutual displacement of the edges of the plate, 

to which forces ax are applied. We select element AB of a fiber, 

parallel to axis x ( Fig. 7.10) • Assume that displacement of point A 

along axes x and z will be u and w, and of point B - u + clx and w + 

+ dx: new positions of points we designate by A1 and BI. Length 

ds^ of element after deformation will be 
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or 

Bxpanding this expression into a series and limiting ourselves to 

first members of expansion, we obtain 

'••=['+£+ï(£)*+*(£)>• 

We consider case, when plate is buckled from Ita own nian». therefore, 

magnitude can be disregarded as compared to Finally, we 

flnd .-Í' + 'ÍÍ-Y •'-!F + ïUr;- (7.4!) 

3y analogy we write expressions for elongation of the element parallel 

to axis y, ‘ -S + Hv)'- 

• jt* 

Fig* 7*10. Determination 
of work of compressive 
forces during buckling of 
a plate. 

(7.42) 

But for hard plates deformations 

in middle surface ex and ^ must 

be considered equal to zero. Con¬ 

sequently, we should have 

du 
TF 
do 
Sj 

1 tdw* ' 

7\W)- 
(7.4¾ 

Mutual displacement of points, be¬ 

longing to edges x - 0 and x - a, 

referred to dimension a, are 

equal to 

(7*44) 

magnitude ex we consider positive during convergence of edges. We 

shall assume that in process of buckling forces a remain constant. 
«■w 

Bien their work will be equal to 

r,=/•> |/(-sr)'‘,x] <!>■• 

(7.45) 
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magnitude ax is left under the integral sign, since, in general, forces 

ax vary along dimension b. Analogously mutual displacement of edges 

y - 0 and y - b will be 

(7.46) 

and work of forces ol will be 
y 

rt=4/v 
(7.47) 

Pig. 7.11. Shear deforma¬ 
tion in middle of surface. 

Pig. 7.12. Determining 
work of shear forces. 

We pass to determination of work of tangential forces Th. We 

find shear deformation 7'of element dx dy, corresponding to displace¬ 

ments u and V. as can be seen from Pig. 7.11, it is equal to 

+ (a) 

On Pig. 7.12 is shown, how triangle OMN with sides dx and dy is dis¬ 

torted during shear deformation 7", caused by displacements w. Ex¬ 

amining the figure, we find 

^ +(£ ^)1+«W+(£ ^)‘ - 

- 3 / ('*>* + (£«*)’ /«W+(^)^0.(1 - t')f (b) 



or, approximately, 

mP- { «*)> [ 1 + (£)'] + (‘f»’ [ 1 +(-^)']- 21’</xiy}T. 

On the other hand, from examination of triangle we find 

jrÃr=[vxf+(dyŸ+(*d,-£ ^yjr. ( o) 

Comparison of expressions (b1) and (c) gives 

ï 

Total shear deformation will be 

dw dw 
~5T dy 

du , dv 
I7 + -37 + 

dw 
17 

dw 
~Sy‘ 

(d) 

(7.W) 

Considering for hard plates 7 - 0, we find y'm -y", or 

We assume that tangential forces t are constant along plate edges a 

and b. To them there corresponds "integral" distortion of the plate 

• * 

*(7.50) 
0 0 

Work of forces Th will be 

• • 

0 0 

Final expression for work of external forces has form 

(7.51) 

+h[¡W‘>hH,/ (7.52) 

Total energy of system is equal to 

(7.5¾ 

We use the expressions for U and W (given above) when solving problems 

of stability of plates by the energy method* 



S 8 U Flexible Platea. 

Let us give dependences pertaining to flexible plates) as was 

already said, we need them during the study of behavior of plates in 

post critical region. We write expressions for deformations in mid¬ 

dle surfaces, which were Just now derived) 

(7.54) 

We consider positive, here, deformations of elongation. Note that 

right sides of all these expressions contain the same functions u, v, 

and w) consequently, magnitudes e , e , and 7 are not independent. 
A J 

The equation of compatibility or continuity of deformations connect¬ 

ing them has the form 

( 7.5b) 

or, if one we use operator L, 

(7.56) 

The validity of relationship (56) is easily proved by direct differ¬ 

entiation. Prom the physical point of view it signifies that adja¬ 

cent element of the plate can not be deformed independently, as if 

isolated, since in this case between them there will appear a void and 

there will be disturbed the continuity of the material. Deformations 

e , e , and 7 are connected with stresses in the middle surface a , X y X 

a , and t by expressions 
v 

( 7.57) 

or 
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These stresses must satisfy equations of equilibrium. 

In Fig, 7.13 are depicted forces acting on edges dx and dy. 

Directions of forces shown in the figure are taken as positive. Pro¬ 

jecting all forces on axes x and y, we find 

TÍ + -37=0' 
à% 

■jr+TT“0- 
(7.59) 

Equations (59) will automatically be satisfied If we express o , 
X 

V and T by a junction of stresses <t> in the following mannen 

dß* d»* 
= -¿yr ■ 'y—fot' t = — dx dy ’ (7.60) 

We turn now to equation of equilibrium In projections on axis z. 

Here element of plate should be considered In deformed state. But 

this was already done by us earlier. Therefore,we can use equations 

(23) and (26)) we need only to change before ax, cy, and x the sign 

to its opposite, since In deriving these equations we considered dir¬ 

ections of forces to be positive. Finally equation (26) takes form 

JL P4— _ Ó*9 I „ d*W . 
A — 9x -Jjf + », -¿-g 4- 

_1 Or ^ 
(7.61) 

We express stresses a , 0 , and r 
x y 

Mr 
/V by function $ according to (6o) and 

introduce operator L(w,$)i 

. dH» d** , d*w d** 

Fig. 7.13. Forces in 
middle surface of flexible 
plate. 

¿(w. = « õ»w d** 

(7.62) 

then equation of equilibrium (6l) 

will take form 

D 
-g-V*w^L(w. ¢). (7.63) 

If^ we then place in equation of i 
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compatibility of deformations (56) the expreasiona (5¾ for t.,, e , 
•** fj 

and 7 then it will take form 

-¿V«*«-j¿(w. «O. (7.64) 

Let us note that operators L(w,$) from (62) and L(w*w) from (4o) have 

the same structure. 

Equations (63) and (64)# connecting function <t> of atreaaea in 

the middle aurface and deflection function w, are baaic in theory of 

flexible platee. When integrating theae equationa we muat satisfy 

certain boundary conditions. Conditiona depending on deflection of 

plate have the same fora as for hard platea. As for conditions per¬ 

taining to deformation in middle surface, they are formulated in the 

following manner. 

1. Pointa of edge x ■ C freely shift along axes x and y. Then 

here streases ex and ti 
«rV 

«0. t IjTSÿ (7.65) 

2. Pointa of edge x - 0 remain motionleaai then for x - 0 we 

should have «»0. *»o. 

3. Edges of plate remain rectilinear. If we* consider that one 

of the edges, for instance x ■ 0, ia motionless, it turna out that 

mutual displacement of edges x « 0 and x ■ a should have a fixed 

value. Designating by e the relative approach of edges, 
mm 

from (54) we obtain 

T^f** - “ co"st (7.66) 

or 

~fx» -4Æ)*] dx = const. (7.67) 



Ab P. P. Papkovich showed,* the condition can be simplified if we 

consider that bending surface is symmetric with respect to axes of 

symmetry of the plate, or, in other words, if functions w and ® have 

the same values at symmetric points. Then condition (67) changes in¬ 

to the followings ^ 

TJT-O nhtn * = «. (7.67a) 

Potential energy of deformation of a flexible plate consists of 

two components! flexural energy and strain energy in middle sur¬ 

face t^. The first of these quantities is determined as before by 

formula (26). Energy U2 is equal to 

Ï (9x*x + 9yt,-\-Xï)dxdy> 

or, by formulas (57), ^ 

//[°i + — 2|*Vy + 2 (1 +1») rfje dy. 

Introducing function of stresses ¢, we obtain 

- 5 <1 + ri [U £r - (¿V)’J} ^ ^ (7.68) 

or 

f f — (1 -f |i) ¿ (¢, ¢)) dx dy. , 
r (7.09) 

Let us turn to various particular problems of stability and post cri¬ 

tical defomation of plates.** 

§ 82. Stability of Plate Supported by Hinge 
Compresse^ in One" fllrectlöru 

Buckling of plates in aircraft and ship structures most frequently 

is caused by action of compressive forces, located in plane of the 

*See book [0.7], P. 899. 
♦♦Survey of research in this region is given in book of Kollbrunner 

and Meister [0.19], 1958) from this book are taken some of the graphs 
given later on. 
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plate. Since width of a plate which is a panel of an aircraft winr, 

deck of a vessel, etc., is usually small as compared to dimensions of 

the structure, then in many cases compressive forces can be considered 

evenly distributed the width of the plate. Therefore, the problem of 

stability of plates during uniform compression is that "classical” 

problem, which attracts to itself the greatest attention; its sol¬ 

ution* is the point of departure for formulation and study of other, 

more complicated problems. 

Let us consider first a plate, elongated along axis x(a » b) and 

compressed along long side by forces a (Fig. Let us assume 

that plate is secured by hinge on long edges; boundary conditions on 

short edges in this case are nonessential. 

Equation (26) obtains form 

Boundary conditions have form 
(7.70) 

(7.71) -JÿT*=0 «ton fatOJ. 

We write the solution satisfying these conditions in the form 

•=/*»^-*=¡1-. (7.72) 

We consider that along short side there form n half-waves. 

Since for elongated plate it is possible to consider that wave formation 

is carried out in the direction x 

freely, then by l we designate length 

of half-wave in this direction. 

Substituting (72) in (70), we obtain 

Jfc> /1 (7.75) 

*This problem was first solved by Bryan [7.14] in 1888 by the 
energy method. Equation of type (70) was composed by Navier already 
in 1823. 
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■m* f ! 

Hence 
- /* , «•A* D«* 
0,SS=VT ' ~rj ~Sfir‘ (7.74) 

In order to find critical stress, it is necessary to set n ■ 1, 

Considering, further, stress a* as a function of variable Z/b and 

wishing to find the minimum for ax, we equate the derivative to zero: 

Prom this we find 

(7.75) 

(7.76) 

Thus, bending surface of elongated plate consists, in the given case, 

of ¿guare sections of dimensions b x bj within each section in direc¬ 

tions X and y there will form one half-wave of a sine wave. For ad¬ 

jacent sections convexity of the sine-wave is directed in the opposite 

direction, as shown in Pig, 7.I5. 

Putting (76) in (74), we find critical stress equal to 

0 -= 4 
-p W (7.77) 

or 

E(j) ‘ 

Taking H * 0,3, we obtain 

ä 3,6£^-j-^ . 

This formula is valid only when critical stress lies within elastic 

limit. 

(7.78) 

(7.79) 

Fig. 7.I5. Wave formation of elongated 
hinge-supported plate. 
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We assume, further, that sides of the plate are comparable In 

size. Taking previous boundary conditions (71) » we select solution 

of equation ( 70) in the form 

• 3* / sin ~~j~ *lo • ( 7.80) 

where m, n is number of half-waves in directions x and y. After sub¬ 

stituting this expression in (70), we have 

(7.81) 

Here we must set n ■ 1. Considering that m is sufficiently great, we 

find that the minimum of expression (8l) is at 

(7.82) 

Putting (82) in (8l), we find that critical stress, as before, 

is determined by expressions (77) — (79). This result is easily an¬ 

ticipated! we, as it were, cut off from elongated plate (according 

to Pig. 7.I5) as many squares as times that the width of the plate 

fits into the length. 

Expressions (77) — (79) are exact when ratio a/b is an integer. 

If, however, the number is not an integer, then we must, as before, 

take n * 1, and from the two nearest values of m take that which gives 

expression (8l) the least magnitude. Transition from m to m + 1 

half-waves will take place when 

Por instance, when a/b < V2 we have m ■ 1, and when a/b > Vs, m - 2. 

When a/b • equally possible is formation of one and two half-waves. 

We introduce designation 

(7.84) 
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Then expression for critical stress can be presented in the form 

°«»=ACw (7.85) 

In Table 7.1 and the graph given in Pig. 7.I6 are values of K, calcu¬ 

lated by formula (84). 

Jr:7.- 
4_ V-j L/ 
_A \ / 

■'v'j 1 ¡ 1 
I -1- 1 

-4.- 1 1 -1- 1 1 1 1 _4- 1 

Pig. 7.16. Coefficient 
K for various numbers of 
half-waves. 

If plate width b is great as compared to length a, we must take 

m » n - 1; formula (85) is more conveniently given the form 

(7.86) 
where 

Kit'+Ü)'- (7.87) 

With sufficiently large value of b/a It Is possible to Ignore second 

member in expression (87), or, in other words, consider longitudinal 

edges free. Then we obtain K1 - 1) expression (86) will have form 

_ _ «*0 *»£*• 

"-f-W-ITi-.v (7.88) 

Plate here turns into a bar of rectangular section 1 x h, hinge-sup¬ 

ported on its ends) expression (88) differs from ordinary Euler*s 

formula only by the fact that modulus is replaced by Mreduced” modu¬ 

lus E( 1 - \i?) . 
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Table 7.1. Values of Coefficients K for a 
Plate Fastened by Hinge on all Edges. 

ã 
T 0J 00 0.4 .00 0.6 0.7 00 0.9 

K 270 130 Ml 505 5.14 403 400 401 

• 
T 10 M 10 10 1.4 10 1.6 1.7 

K 400 404 4.13 405 4.47 401 400 406 

• « 
T 10 10 from 2 

to 00 

K 405 401 ~40O 

§ 83» Case of Clamped Longitudinal Edges» 

Let us turn to case where loaded edges of the plate are secured 

by hingej and unloaded ones are rigidly clamped. By the example of 

this practically important problem we will meet method of solution 

which is frequently applied in theory of stability of plates. Place 

axes of coordinates as in Pig. We present integral of equation 

(70) in the form 

(7.89) 
where Y(y) is the searched for function depending only on y. Obvi¬ 

ously, expression (89) satisfies boundary conditions for edges x ■ 0 

and X - a. Putting (89) in (70) and cancelling sinfmrrx/a), we obtain 

^’(“),#+[(~)*-£](")V=.. (7.90) 

Prom equation (70) in partial derivatives we shifted, thus, to 

an ordinary differential equation for function Yj this is the basic 

step. Integration of equation (90) in this case does not present 

difficulties! in more complicated problems it may be carried out by 

various methods of approximation, for instance, the Bubnov-Qalerkin 

method. 
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Turning to equation (90), we introduce designation 

-~ = x (7.91) 

and compose the characteristic equation 

k* - 2\W + = ( 7.9 2) 

its roots will be 

*i.i = )A(x+)/"-!£), = (7.93) 

As we saw, in limiting case of plate with free longitudinal sides 

critical stress is determined by formula (88)j with fastening of lon¬ 

gitudinal sides we should have 

«,>W>/A. (7.94) 

Consequently, roots are imaginary. Considering 

• = p = (7.95) 

we get integral of equation (90) in the form 

K(y) = C, ch ay C2 sh ay + C3cos ßy + sin ßy. ( 7.96) 

Boundary conditions have form 

dY 
K=*0. -^-=0 wh,« y = 0, y = b. (7.97) 

Using these conditions, we find 

C. + C^O. aC9 -f- ßC4 « o (7.98) 

and, further, 

C, (ch - cos ßd) 4- C3 (sh «é -1 sin ßft) = 0. ( 7. 99) 

Cj (sh 4 I sin ß^j 4- ca(ch aà — cos ßi) = 0. ( 7. IQO) 

System of equations (99) and ( ICO) has solutions, different from zero, 

on the condition that 

cha¿ —cosßft sh — -i sin ßö 

sh 4~ ~ sin ßd ch «Ô — cos ßi 

from this we obtain 

(chad — cosßd)2 — (sh ad 4-1 sin ßdj( sh ad — 

From (95) we have 

.*+j>=ayA^, «»_p= 
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0; 
(7.101) 

jsliijij = 0. (7.102) 

a». ( 7.103) 



Using equations (102) and (103)» we determine critical stress. 

Problem is simplified if we take into account the symmetry of 

elastic surface of plate with respect to axis x'(Fig. 7*17)* Expres¬ 

sion (96) will be rewritten in the form 

y^sMchay + CcosPy. (7*10*0 

Boundary conditions will be 

^=°. 4£=o *.» »-y- (7.105) 

Instead of equations (IOO) we obtain the following onest 

^ ch Tp cos -Tp == 0, 

4* sh -y — Cß do-y- « 0. ( 7* 106) 

Pig. 7*17* Plate with 
clamped longitudinal 
edges. 

Equating to zero the deter¬ 

minant of system (I06) , we find 

•«•T+te-Ç“0- (7.107) 

Following Hartmann [0.18], we in¬ 

troduce designations 

t-f. 1-Ç. (7.108) 

Then instead of (107)» we have 

—(7*109) 

Equation (103) has form 

(7.110) 

(7.111) 

We determine magnitudes 4 and q from equations (109) and ( 111) 

and by (llO) we find critical value of a . In Pig. 7.I8 along the 

axis of abscissas are placed values of 4« and on axis of ordinates t). 

Curves ti(£) from equation ( 109) cross axis of ordinates at points 

ti - ir, 2w, 3tt, ..., and are located one above the other. Magnitude 

ax from ( HO) is proportional to ($* + t^2)2, consequently, we must 

select a curve having the least ordinates; it is depicted in Pig. 7.18 
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Fig. 7.18. Determining 
critical stress in case of 
clamped edges. 

• 

and is designated by S. Here too are given hyperbolic curves corres¬ 

ponding to equation ( 111) for different values mb/a. Points of inter¬ 

section of these curves with line S determine the sought magnitudes 

of i and tu they are given in parentheses. We present critical stress 

by formula (85)1 coefficient K will be equal to 

(7.112) 
For a/mb - 1 we obtain K - 8.67j for a/mb - O.67, K - 7.00) for a/mb - 

■ 0.5* K - 7*80. More detailed study shows that stress is the least 

when a/mb - O.662, where K - 6.97. 

Table 7.2. Values of Coefficient K in Case of 
Hinged Support of Loaded Edges and 

Clamping of Unloaded Edges. 

«/* 0,4 0,5 0« 0.7 o* 0,9 IjO 

K 9.44 7jfi9 7j05 7j00 7.29 7.83 7j69 

In Table 7.2 are given values of K for different ratios a/b. In 

case a » b bending surface of plate consists of hollows, length of 

Which l - a/m constitutes approximately 2/3 the width b (Fig. 7.19). 
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Fig. 7*19* Wave formation of 
elongated plate, clamped on long 
edges. 

We apply for solution of this problem the Rite method. Boundary 

conditions of problem are satisfied if we select expression, for de¬ 

flection in the form 

(7.113) 

We compose expression for potential energy of flexure by the 

(39)‘ 

Work of external forces is equal, by (45), to 

formula 

(7.114) 

ftfH)'1““1»- (7.115) 

or 

(7.116) 

Equating expressions (114) and (ll6), we find 

(f + Î + T**)’ (7.117) 

where \ ■ a/mb. If we consider a » b, then we find minimum value of 

a from condition 

£-0. (7.118) 

whence 

X = 0,658 (7.119) 

and 

^ = 7.3^. (7.120) 

Let us note that value of X was close to that found above (0.662)] 

value of critical stress was higher by exactly 4£. 
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We oonaidered case when longitudinal edges of plate do not turn. 

Critical stress as compared to case of hinges support here significant¬ 

ly increases! the minimum value of a increases 7/4 times. This 

circumstance must be considered during designing. It is possible to 

satisfy conditions of total clamping, as already was said, by fasten¬ 

ing the plate by a two-row rivet seam. 

At the same time reinforcing ribs must have sufficient torsional 

rigidity! their section, Jointly with section of the adjacent section 

of sheeting, should have a closed profile, as shown in Pig. 7.9b. 

If it is necessary to make a definltized calculation taking into 

account actual torsional rigidity of ribs, then it is necessary to 

turn to the problem of stability of a plate with elastically clamped 

longitudinal edges.* Results of solution of this problem are shown 

in Pig. 7.20. Each series of curves pertains to a definite value of 

coefficient a, equal to 

where b is the width of the plate, GI^ is torsional rigidity of lon¬ 

gitudinal ribs. When a - • and a - o we obtain limiting cases, cor*, 

respondingly, of hinged support and rigid clamping. 

plate with elastically clamped 
edges. 

»This problem was investigated by E. Lundquist and E. Stowell in 
[NACA Rep. No. 733, 1942]. 
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Example 7.1« Determine oritioal Btreaa and forro of buckling for 

panel of skin of upper part of an aircraft wing, fastened in hinged 

manner with rigid ribs and compressed along lone sides* (Pig. 7.21a). 

Dimensions of panels a - 200 mm, b » 120 mm, h - 2 mm. How will 

magnitude of critical stress change, if we consider that plate is 

clamped on longitudinal edges, and consider torsional rigidity of the 

ribs? Ribs are prepared from pressed angle sections (Pig. 7.21b). 

Material of skin and ribs is duralumin) E = 0.72»10^ kg/cm2, \l - 0.34. 

Cylindrioal rigidity of the plate is equal to 

« 0.72-10*.05» 
- 

ratio of sides a/b - 1.67. -545k*.«*; 

Pig. 7*21. Farnel of aix*» 
craft wing. 

Por case of hinged fastening from the table 7.I we have K * 4.12. 

Critical stress will be 

Turning to second case, we calculate torsional rigidity of a ribi 

Coefficient a is equal to 

♦Examples 7.1 — 7.3 were composed by Yu. P. Origor’yev. 
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From graph of Fig. 7.20 we find 

K — 5,2, =3 5J • ^ =■ 970 k. ’/cm2. 

Thus, with elastic clamping on longitudinal edges critical stress 

will be increased by 25^. 

§ 84. Plate with Free Edge. 
Summary of Calculating Data 

I«t us consider combinations of boundary conditions, when one 

of the edges of the plate is free. 

!• Loaded edges fixed by hingei one of unloaded edges is fixed 

by hinge, and the second is free. Such boundary conditions take 

place, for instance, for each of the flanges of an equilateral angle, 

compressed along its axis (Fig. 7.22a). For longitudinal edges the 

relationships of paragraphs 1 and 4 of Section 80 take form 

•=0- I*—0 "h*ny = 0. (7.121) 

■JF + *T?=0- ÍJr HÍ-rtjjrç-«*0 «t». y=». (7.122) 

Fig. 7.22. Buckling of a plate, 
one of whose sides is free. 
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(7.123) 

(7.124) 

Presenting w, as before» Ih form (89)» we find for Y expression 

(96)• Conditions (121) give 
+C, == 0, 

whence ^-0^- 0# Prom conditions (122)» then, we obtain 

(^ - P«h ■* - C4 (•»-f-1» ^-) *1 " p* « °. 

Equating to sero the determinant of this system, we arrive at 

equation 

(7.125) 

P-i> 
-aRT 

«tgM 
Tittià" (7.126) 

Study of this equation shows that for any values a/b the least 

value of ax corresponds to m ■ 1, so that in longitudinal direction 

there always forms only one half-wave (Pig. 7.22b). Values of coef- 

ficient K In final expresaion (85) ara glvan In Tabla 7.3 (for n - 

-0.25). 

Table 7.3. Values of Coefficient K When One 
of Unloaded Edges Is Secured by Hinge, 

and Other is Free. 

«/ft as os IS IS 1.4 IS IS 2S 3S 00 

K m 2.15 1.44 1.14 0.95 0S4 07» 0.70 0.56 0.456 

Let us turn to the energy method. We present w in the form 

•“/yd® —j- • (7.127) 

Considering each section, x ■ const, of the middle surface a straight 

line. Plexural energy U is equal to [See formulas (39) - (45)] 
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woric of external forces is 

v = -r^-£r--§-' (7.129) 

Equating these expressions, we find 

— i»)]. (7.130) 

Obviously, here we must take m - 1. For n - 0.3 coefficient K turns 

out to be equal to , 
It-1.03(1)+0,427. (7.U1) 

This formula gives values of K very close to those in Table 7*3. 

2* One of the unloaded edges is clamped, the other is free. In 

this case conditions (121) take the form 

W~0. ~ = 0 when y = 0. (7.132) 

conditions (122) remain as before. From (132) there follows 

0,=-0,. c4=—-Jc,. (7.133) 

From (122) we find 

0,c*ch a*-f- 0,a* shoA-f C,pJco$ $b+Cjsß sin — 

CjsIioä —C^osßÄ —jC,sinßÄ) = 0. (7.134) 

0,8* sh o/i -f* Oj«3 ch aò — C,ß3 sin ßd -f- ^2*P* co* 

+(2 — je)(Cta»hob — Cÿich4~ 

H-Cjß sin ß»—0^ cos ßft) = 0. (7.I35) 

Equating the determinant of this system to zero, we obtain the equa¬ 

tion 

*T*+(l*+ P) ch cos ßft = -aî^pi>l sh aA sin ( 7.136) 

where 

Analysis of equation (136) shows that when a » b the deflection 

surface is divided into half-waves of length 1.64b. Values of coef- 

f 1clent K for different ratios a/b are given in Table 7.4()1 ■ 0.25) • 

( 7.137) 
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Table 7.4. Values of Coefficient K When One 
of Unloaded Edges is Clamped 

and Other is Free. 

«/» 03 13 13 1.4 13 13 2.0 33 00 

K 2.70 IJ« 1.47 136 133 134 138 138 13» 

Solution of this problem by energy method is possible, consider- 

ing •=»/*» (7.138) 

Expression for K takes the form 

K=\.04 + 0.139(+ 0.634. ( 7. 139) 

When a » b minimum value of K corresponds to a/mb - 1.64 and is equal 

to K « 1.43. Error compared to exact solution constitutes about 8#. 

In Fig. 7.23 are given values of K depending on ratio a/b for 

cases discussed above, and also for those cases when loaded edges are 

clamped, and unloaded ones are secured by hinge or are clamped.* 

We give also a summary of values of minimum critical stresses; 

along with quantities K in Table 7.5 ar® placed values of coefficient 

k in a formula convenient for practical calculations! 

(7.140) 

in application to steel (we take E ■ 2.1*106 kg/cm2, n - 0.3) and 

duralumin (E - 0.7* 100 kg/cm2, \l - 0.3). 

♦Certain divergences in values of K shown in Table 7.5 and pre¬ 
vious tables and graphs is explained by variation in magnitudes \i 
and by the fact that the problems were solved in various approxima¬ 
tions. 

?r ». — ■w 
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tions of fastening of 
plate, compres3ed in one 
direction. 
KEÏI (a) Clamping] (b) 
Hinged Joint] (c) Free 
edge] (d) When. 

Table 7.5. Minimum Critical Stresses During Compres-, 
sion in One Direction. 

Boundary conditions 
for unloaded edges 

K 
H » 0.3 

k in kg/cm8 

Steel Duralumin 

Hinged support ..... 
Clamping .. 

4.00 
6.97 

0.425 

1.28 

760 
1320 

80.5 

243 

4Í0 

26.8 

80.8 

One of edges is sup¬ 
ported by hinges, 
the other is free 

One is clamped, the 
other is free .... 
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_§_ 85. Stability of Plates Under Shearing Strain, 

The Becond classical problem of theory of stability of plates 

pertains to case of shearing strain (Pig. 7.24). In such a state of 

strain is the panel of a box-like (caisson) structure, transmitting 

a torque. Another example is thin webs of beams, receiving trans¬ 

verse force, on the condition that normal stresses in the web can be 

ignored. 

Determination of critical forces for a plate during shearing 

strain is a more difficult problem than in the case of uniform com¬ 

pression, since dents, forming upon loss of stability, have unique 

form, greatly varying depending upon ratio of sides of the plate. 

We consider here, first of all, case of an elongated plate 

>:> gHPPorted by hinge on long edges and give approximate solu¬ 

tion of the problem. Experiments show [7.22] that during buckling of 

such a plate there form shallow folds, close to rectilinear. There¬ 

fore, the deflection surface can be presented by the expression 

• «/Éü-JLun‘(x-Ay). (7.Hi) 

Deflection here turns into zero on longitudinal edges of plate and, 

furthermore, on ’’nodal" lines y - kx, whose slope is characterized 

by parameter kj magnitude l represents here distance between nodal 

lines. 

Potential energy, according to (39), turna out to be equal to 

ü ° ÏT [(y)’+W+i+^\l +*!,>] p. ( 7.142) 

work of external forces, according to (15), will be 

nr «'A* a.*» 
Wt^x-q-hp. (7.14¾ 

Equating these quantities, we find 

,'Ä^i¡£r[6*,+2+(T), +(7)^+^- ( 7.144) 
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We determine parameters k and l from the conditione that t takes 

the least value when 

from this 

* 
a 0. 4 = 0: 

(7.145) 

Vr 

subjected to shearing 
strain* 

I=I.W. (7.146) 

Thus, angle of inclination of 

nodal lines to axis is equal, ap¬ 

proximately, to 35*. Putting (146) 

in expression (144), we determine 

coefficient K in the formula 

(7.147) 

it turns out equal to K ■ 4 »'T- 

■ 5*64, Solution of the problem 

in closed form* leads to exact 

value K ■ 5»34; thus, error of approximate solution is about 6#. 

The form of the horisontal of the deflection surface and bending 

lines in sections normal to axis x, corresponding to exact solution, 

is shown in Pig* 7»25; the distance between "nodal" lines is l ■ 

- 1.25b. 

Pig. 7.25. Wave formation of 
elongated plate with hinge-sup¬ 
ported edges under shearing strain. 
KEYi (a) Cross-sections. 

#It was obtained by Southwell and Skan in Proc. Roy. Soc. London, 
Ser. A 105 (1924) , 582. 
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In case of a plate rigidly clamped on long edges of a plate coef¬ 

ficient K reaches magnitudes of 8.98j thus, effect of "rigid fixing" 

of edges turns out to be approximately the same as during compression. 

Deflection surface for this case is depicted in Pig. 7.26] nodal lines 

here also grow closer, and distance between them is lowered to l » 0.8b. 

Ctwnat ( a) 

Pig. 7.26. Wave formation of 
an elongated plate with 
clamped edges under shearing 
strain. 
KEYt (a) Cross-sections. 

Let us turn to problem of buckling of a plate with a finite 

ratio of sides] its solution turned out to be especially complicated. 

We use the Ritz method, approximating the expression for deflection 

by the series (7.l48) 

We calculate energy of bending from (39)* taking into account the 

relationships 

•y Mhtn n — I, 

0 «twn (7.1¾) 

then we obtain 

u* + f)’- ( 7.150) 
m a 

Further we determine work of external forces by (5l)j taking into 

account the relationships 

j* . for odd sum /fw. 
« /• —ai* 

/ sin cos —dxdy — I 
for even sum -(-m. 
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we get 

r 4tA2 2 2 2 (¡mm*)(p—n*) ‘ 
- . Í y 'V **) (7.152) 

h.« we m„et take Into account only those conblnations of indices 

i and n + j which fllmultaneouely are odd. 

Conditions of the extremum of energy 

take the form 
¿(Í/-1F) . 

TCT-3^7-=0 ( 7.153) 

sums m + i and n + j must be odd. 

In the first approximation we take the following combinations of 
Indlcest 

(7.154) 

«[*• 7 

I; I 2; 2 
2; 2 I; 1 

System (154) la reduced to two equations* 

d,, -j- p-j* — X^a s 

* «^u - WDatAj, + ' _ 0. 
We Introduce the designations 

(7.155) 

( 7.156) 

• =S-y, i_ **D . 
32*zb*h ’ 

then equations (155) and (156) will take the following for», 

•y (I + «y An + kn ä= 0, 
4 im 
f ^11 + “¡r (1 + «V = 0. 

We equated the determinant of the system to zero« 

( 7. IS?) 

( 7.158) 

( 7.159) 

from this 

4 
i 

4 
? 1?<I + «V 

=0. 

l_±í(ríiy 
Critical stress will be equal to 

( 7.160) 

(7.161) 

ïor square plate we obtain 
—ssm— ( 7.162) 

*w,= II.I «•o 4»* • ( 7.165) 
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Then from (15Ö) there can be found relationship between A11 and 

when a - b we have A^ - 0.25A11. 

In the second approximation we take such combinations of indicesi 
» I /.7 

1.1; 1.3; 3.1; 3.3 

2.2 
2.2 

1.1; 1.3; 3.1; 3.3 
The determinant of system (149) has the form 

-3-0 +«V 

4 
7 

4 
T 

^r(l + «*P 
4 
J 

4 
5 

as 
■5? 

i 

0 

0 

0 

-T -3-0 + 9.1). 
4 
5 

as 

= 0. 0 0 

0 -3-(2+«y 0 

o o ?¡í(i + «*, 

(7.164) 

In all directions except one there is contained here only two 

members. Thanks to this the equation, obtained after expanding the 

determinant, can be reduced by ¿s a result we find 

X= ± 
*ÏÏ+«*)* 

t. (7.165) 

where 

S = |/*| 4--^- I (* I 91 (l4-a,)r~. / 7 1 V ' 125+¾ (1 + 9a*)* +^ (0 +a*)» ' ( 7* loo) 
to this there corresponds critical stress 

V = (7.167) 

Correction factor with respect to value of first approximation (161) 

is equal to s. For square plate it constitutes s - l.l8j therefore, 

in second approximation instead of (163) we obtain 

(7.165a) 

We investigated only that case when sum of indices m + n is even. 

In general a determinant of type (164) is the product of two deter¬ 

minants, one of which contains even m + n, and the other contains odd. 

In case 1 < a < 2.5 the least value comes from determinant with even 
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m + n; for larger a we must alternately consider the first and second 

determinants,*

As a result critical stress can, as before, be presented in

the form „ m»D
(7.168)

Deflnltized values of coefficient K are given in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6. Coefficients K In Case of Hinge- 
Supported Plate Under Shearing Strain.

K 9M $.47 7J97 7J0 6.90 6.64 6.47 6/M S.7I 5J4

For determination of K it is possible also to use approximate 

formula (a » l)

^=5.34+^. (7.169)

For limiting values a ■ 1 and a - • this formula gives magnitudes K, 

coinciding with those given in Table 7.6. In Fig, 7.<?7 1b shown the 

fom of the deflection surface of the plate for a - 0,^ and a ■ 1.0.

ir'l
cri f ■> 

r.."> •

p

a)

Fig. 7.27. Wave forma

tion of plate with ratio 
of sides 0,5 and 1 dur

ing shearing strain.

Fig, 7.28, Buckling of 
surface of reinforced 
plate with shearing 
stralni a) at moment of 
loss of stability, b) 
during post critical de

formation.

•This study was made by Seydel [7.191# Hartmann [0.l8] and by 
H. Stein, J. Neff, [NACA TN 1222, 19^73.
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If plate Is clamped on all edges, then formula (169) takes form 

* 1) 
If = 8.98 + 

5j6 
(7.170) 

In conclusion we give photograph of elongated plate, reinforced 

on edges, at moment of lose of stability (Fig* 7.28a) and during sig¬ 

nificant exceeding of critical magnitude by shearing forces (Fig. 

7.28b). 

Combined graph for determining K depending on a/b is given in 

Fig. 7.29. Here are given design curves not only for the boundary 

conditions considered above, but also for cases when two edges of the 

plate (long or short) are clamped and the other two are fastened by 

hinge. 

for different conditions of 
fastening of plate, subjected 
to shearing strain. 

Example 7.2. Reinforced cylindrical shell (Fig. 7.30) experi¬ 

ences action of a torsional moment M - 5000 kg m. Struts are located 
I» 

a distance a - 250 mm from one another. Determine maximum spacing b 

of stringers from the condition that critical shearing stress in skin 

0 
attains proportional limit » 2000 kg/cm j thickness of skin 
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h - 2 mm. Check for stability of vertical walls of longerons, whose 

thickness is equal to h - 4 mm. Consider that panels of the skin are 

rigidly clamped on the edges, fastened to strips of longerons, and 

secured by hinges on the other two edges. The material is duralumin, 

E » 7.2*105 kg/cm2, p. » 0.32. 

Eig. 7.30. Calculation for 
stability during shearing strain 
of shell of aircraft wing type. 
KEÏI (a) Longeron) (b) Strut) 
(c) Stringer. 

We assume that torsional moment is transmitted by central section 

of the shell, having dimensions 600 x 200 mm. Unear tangential force 

by Bredt's formula is equal to 

r JMO* ? 
ra~3ao6o‘ ^208^ cm* 

Stress in skin will be 
T 206 , 

Spacing of stringers we find from the condition 

„ «».0172. W*.0,2* .... 
*127*.-<XÄ*)** -104¾ 

hence b /K « 23. Since K depends on ratio a/b, when a - 260 mm solu¬ 

tion must be sought by trial-and-error, given value of b and estima¬ 

ting by graph of Fig. 7.29 the corresponding magnitude of K. Finally, 

We °btaln *«6.7. « a 130 mm. 

Stresses in the wall of the longeron are 

r 206 
014 1520 k. '/cm". 
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Wall of longeron we consider to be a plate clamped on strips and sup¬ 

ported by hinge on adjacent struts. When a/b - 26/20 « 1.3 on graph 

of Fig. 7.29 K « 11.6. Critical stress equals 

3060 Y¿i/zm¿. 

Since magnitude T exceeds then it should be definitized by for¬ 

mulas, derived by taking into account plastic deformations. In any 

case it is obvious that stability of wall of longeron is ensured. 

§ 86. Nonuniform Compression. Pure Bending. 

We turn to the case when on two edges of a plate there are dis¬ 

tributed normal forces, variable by the linear law* (Fig. 7.31)j 

—ï)- (7.171) 

When a « 0 we obtain case of uniform compressionj when a = 1 we have 

a case of compressive forces, distributed by the law of the triangle. 

If a > 1, then a certain part of the plate will experience tension. 

When a = 2 we arrive at case of pure bending. Thus, here are united 

different forms of loading of panels of sheeting and thin walls, 

consisting of eccentric compression and flexure. 

f 

Fig. 7*31. Plate under ac 
tion of normal forces, dis 
tributed by linear law. 

We consider that all edges of the plate are fastened by hinge 

and use the same method of solution as in Section 85. We approximate 

*This problem was studied by I. Q. Bubnov [0.2] and S. P. 
Timoshenko [0.23]. 
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( 7.172) 

deflection, as before, by the series 

aala«l 

¿nergy of bending strain will be equal to 

m a 

Work of external forces will be 

• » 

r-j/M'-'iHZf"'»- 
• 9 

Taking into account relationships 

/ ytln-^dn ^-dy — 

“*!</ if<±y~is 
* Õ*—/)* odd^ 

0. if/±y-iB 
** 
T' 

even, 
if ¿*y. 

we find 
.2 mH* 

(7.173) 

(7.174) 

( 7.175) 

( 7.176) 
when n + i is odd. 

Equations nu-w) A 
-SC-=° 

take the form 

+t£) — 

(7>m) 

In first approximation we assume that 0, and all remaining 

coefficients are equal to zeroj then we arrive at the unique equation 

+ p-)* - *0* (1 - f ) == 0. 
from which 

0 -*,0/*_La\* 1 
^-wU+t)^- (7<178) 

This solution has meaning only for small a. Considering consecutively 

systems of two, three, etc,, equations of type (177), we find defini- 

tized values of critical stresses. We present critical value a0 in 
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the form 

®a, == K ■jijf • (7*179) 

cases of loading. 

Definitized values of K for various cases of loading are pre¬ 

sented in Table 7*7) in distinction from previous cases a is not al¬ 

ways the large side of the plate. 

In the case of pure bending minimum value K is obtained for a/b = 

= 2/3. In Pig. 7.32, are compared smallest values of K for certain 

forms of loading with hinge-supported edges of plate. As we see. 

■Table 7*7. Coefficients K for Case of Non- 
uniformly Distributed Normal Forces. 

0.i 0.S 0.6 0,017 0,75 0.8 0.9 1.0 14 

2 
V. 
1 
V. 
•/. 

29.1 
18.7 
15.1 
133 
10.8 

25,6 24.1 
12.9 
9.7 
83 
7.1 

23,9 24.1 
113 
8.4 
7.1 
6.1 

24,4 
11.2 
8.1 
6.9 
6,0 

253 25,6 
113 
73 
6,6 
5.8 

243 
II3 
8,4 
7.1 
6.1 

coefficient K, for the largest bending stress turns out to be approx¬ 

imately 6 times greater than during uniform compression. 
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S 87» Combined Loading. 

We determined orltlcal stresses during compression (extension) 

In one direction and shearing strain. In many structures, however, 

plates experience simultaneously different types of forces. One ex¬ 

ample Is skin of an aircraft wlngj bending of wing causes appearance 

of compressive (tensile) stresses In skin, torsion causes shearing 

strains. Let us consider different forms of combined loads. 

Compression In two dlrar.- 

tlonSe Let us assume that a plate 

fastened by hinge on all edges Is 

compressed simultaneously by forces 

ffx and V evenly distributed 

along corresponding sides* (Fig. 

7.3¾ . 
Equation (26) obtains form 

'y-f'* 

t M M M 
^ ✓ wr 
— 

♦ t Í M t t 

Fig. 7.33. Plate Is 
compressed simultane¬ 
ously In two direc¬ 
tions. 

We write solution in the form 

" a o 

Substituting In (l8o), we obtain 

We introduce the designations 

and express critical stresses in the following mannen 

• *=* ,,£> 

« _y *D ®y. «T - % pgr = ^ 

♦This problem was first considered by Bryan [7.14], 

(7.181) 

(7.182) 

( 7.18¾ 

( 7.184) 
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then from (182) we find 

(7.185) 

In Fig. 7*3^ there are given 

Fig. 7.3^. Critical 
stresses for a plate 
compressed in two di¬ 
rections. 

minimum values of Kx depending on 

a for various q>j for individual 

branches there are shown indices 

m and n. For a square plate we 

obtain always m - n ■ 1; here 

*'“TTT- 

*»“!$?• (7.186) 

hence 

*,+*,=«4. (7.187) 

2. Uniform compression ( ten¬ 

sion) in one direction and shear- 

Ing. Let us turn to case of Joint 

action of compressive or tensile 

forces a in one direction and tan¬ 

gential forces T (Fig. 7*35). Edges of plate we take secured by 

hinge. 

For a very long plate deflection may be approximated by an ex¬ 

pression analogous to ( 141) « 

(7.188) 
Potential energy of bending, as before, is determined by equality 

(142). Supplementing (14?), we obtain for work of external forces a 

new expression! /.*«•» , 

(7.I89) 

Comparing (142) and (I89), we find 

•+ít* —gí [(t)'+M* + 2+(‘)'<l + *’)*]. 
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The expression in parentheses takes a minimum value for a length the 

half-wave of ¿ = b k* 

^ ' (7.191) 

Thus^ system of critical stresses 

satisfies equation 

•«*+ 2^--7^1-(4 + 8^. (7.192) 

With separate action of compression 

and shear we have 

= 4W' — 

Fig. 7.35. Simultaneous ao- (7.193) 
tion of compression in one di- „ . 
rection and shear* Equation (I92) takes form 

= (7.194) 

Let us assume that ratio TKp/T0^Kp is given; then minimal value 0 
Kp 

corresponds to the angle of inclination of nodal lines, determined as 

follows* ^ 

=K5^’ (7.195) 
For simple compression k « Oj with shear k - 1/V2"» with combined 

load k has an Intermediate value. Putting (195) ln (194), we find 

the relationship / t,p \» 

(7.196) 
As one would expect, variation of direction of tangential forces 

(change of sign of t) does not affect magnitude of critical stress. 

Equation (I96) may be used also in the case when forces a are 

tensile; the sign before a must be changed here to its opposite. Cri¬ 

tical tangential stress here will be larger than during simple shear¬ 

ing strain. 

In the case of a plate with a finite ratio of sides it is possi¬ 

ble to use the same equation (I96). Definitized solution of problem 

was obtained by approximating deflection by expression (141). If 

we maintain during solution five parameters Amn, then we arrive at ^ 
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(7.197) 

the following results# We Introduce designations 

«•o «*0 
0«p=/C'W ^ = *<11* 

Values of Ka and for different ratios a - a/b are given In Table 

7.8# Minus sign before Ka corresponds to tensile forces.* 

Table 7.8. Coefficients K and K in Case 
0 T 

of Combined Action of Compression 
and Shear. 

. = 1 K. 
Kt 

-1.0 
10,57 

0 
9.42 

O
. —

. 
—
 

C
O

 

2.0 
6.67 

3.0 
4.72 

3,6 
3,02 

4.0 
0 

■ -IJ6 K. 
K, 

-2.0 
8.46 

0 
7.0 

2.0 
53I 

22i3 
4,46 

3.6 
2.95 

3.9 
2j09 

4.2 
0D6 

a = 3,2 K, 
K, 

-1.0 
7.45 

0 
6.75 

1.7 
5.4 

24 3.0 
4.14 

3.7 
3^9 

4.017 
2.19 

In the graph of Fig# 7*56 is given dependence a /a and 
Kp7 0, Kp 

Ticp/T0, icp for dlfferent ratios b/a, definitized as compared to (I96)# 

3. Compression in two directions and shear# Assume that elon¬ 

gated plate, supported by hinge on its edges, is subjected to action 

of compressive (tensile) forces along the long side a , along the short 

side ay, and also tangential forces t# Using the same method as in 

the previous case, we arrive at the following dependence between cri¬ 

tical stressest 

(7.198) 

by T0, KP and a0, KP we undei,stand critical stresses during separate 

action of shear and compression in direction xj by a we understand 

♦Slight divergence between magnitudes K^. for = 0 in Table 7.8 
and 7.Ö, is explained by the fact that problem is solved in a differ¬ 
ent approximation. . 
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magnitude «*D 
•=w (7.199) 

case of Joint action of compres¬ 
sion and shear. 
KEYt (aï Compression] (b) Tension. 

^ Pure bending and shearing. Consider, further, a hinge-sup- 

ported plate under action of normal forces on two edges, and uniformly 

o = 3l(l (7.200) 

distributed shearing forces t. Critical stresses are expressed by 

relationships 

b*h * (7.201) 

We designate value of coefficients Ka and KT during separate action 

of bending and shearing by 0 and Q. Quantities and KT can 

be determined from the approximate relationship 

(&),+(x;)’=1- (7.202) 

Definitized values of Ka and KT for different ratios of sides of 

plate a - a/ls are given in Table 7.9 and on graph of Pig. 7.37. 
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Pig* 7*57* Critical 
stressee in the case of 
Joint action of flexure 
and shearing. 

Table 7.9. Coefficients Ko and During Joint 

Action of Bending and Shearing. 

■-I •-»/, •-'A 

*. 

0 
2 
4 
6 
1 
9 
9.42 

25j6 
24j6 
22,2 
18.4 
12.4 
6J5 
0 

0 
4 
8 

10 
11 
12 
12.26 

24.5 
22.8 
17.7 
13,25 
lOjOl 
4j6l 
0 

0 
4 
8 

12 
14 
15 
I8J09 

23.9 
23.O5 
2035 
15.23 
11^4 
8.0 
0 

26,6 
25.4 
244 
2245 
19.94 
16.13 
1046 
5.44 
0 

§ 88. Post Critical Deformation of 
Plate During Compression.' 

We previously determined stress at which the plane form of plate 

ceases to be stable. However, if plate is fastened at edges with 

sufficiently rigid ribs, then its supporting power at moment loss of 

stability is not exhausted^ the plate is capable even after this to 

carry an Increasing load. Therefore, in order to Judge the supporting 

power of a plate, it is necessary to study its post-critical behavior. 
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Ab we have seen, at moment of buckling of a plate in it there 

appear only flexural stresses] in calculating potential strain energy 

it was possible to limit ourselves to determinating energy, corres¬ 

ponding to flexural stresses. In the post-critical stage, when de¬ 

flections become comparable with thickness of the plate stresses in 

the middle surface start to play an important role. At every point 

of the plate stresses will be composed of stresses of free bending 

stresses in middle surface; with development the buckles of the role 

of the latter increases. 

Stresses in the middle surface appear because of two circum¬ 

stances, On the one hand, during large deflections of a nonreinforced 

plate its edges are distorted noticeably, as is shown in Pig, 7,38a; 

here it is assumed that edge fibers remain in initial plane of the 

plate. But when plate is furnished with hard ribs, they resist dis- 

tortlon of edge strips. During buckling of edges there are formed 

additional forces, compressive near angles and tensile in middle sec¬ 

tion (Pig, 7,38b); here there is accumulated additional potential 

energy. On the other hand, buckling of a plate occurs in such a way 

that middle surface turns into a nondeveloping surface: this causes 

new stresses, depending on character of distortion of the plate at 

this or that point. As we shall see later, influence on plate be¬ 

havior of the first factor -- rigidity of reinforcing ribs - is signi¬ 

ficantly greater than the effect connected with wave formation of the 

middle surface, 

A characteristic peculiarity of post-critical deformation of a 

plate consists of variation of form of dents; if at moment of loss of 

stability of an elongated plate the dents are square, then the length 
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Fig* 7»7>B» PorceB In middle sur

face during buckling of a plate*

of them decreases, where transition from one number of waves to an

other Is usually accompanied by knocks. In Fig, 7*59 Is shown form 

of wave formation of plate for moment when stipes In reinforcing ribs 

by ^ times exceeds critical stress for the plate.*

Let us consider first post-critical deformation of plate, fa::- 

^ tened by hinge at edges with rigid ribs and compressed in one direc

tion, We assume that reinforcing ribs remain rectilinear, but that 

points of the plate can slip freely along the ribs. Consider a sec

tion of the plate, perpendicular to the direction of compression. If 

befoice loss of stability of plate compressive stresses are distri

buted evenly by wide, then after buckling they Increase more Intensely 

at the edgesi in the middle section stresses differ little from cri

tical value (Fig, 7*^a),

err.}
•cv*

r “j
■r.* m
L?*

fci
S' \ I

Fig, 7.39. Post-
v;a"e i’jp-

matlon of plaU* our- 
Lriii compression.

We designate by Oq stress In 

an edge fiber of plate, located In 

middle surface, and by j, the aver

age stress by wldtht
9

________________ (7.205)
♦According to R, Lahde and H. Wagner, Luftfahrtorschung, 15, N7

(193«).
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Fig. 7.40. Dis¬ 
tribution of 
stresses during 
post-critical de¬ 
formation of a 
plate. 

Total compressing force transmitted 

by plate is equal to P » bhd. We 

express it by edge stress: 

P = <p6A0p, (7.204) 

introducing the so-called reduction 

¥ 

factor 9. This factor is equal to 

(7.205) 

It is possible conditionally to 

assume that working parts of plate 

are only the strips adjacent to 

edges, as shown in Fig. 7.40b; 

total width of these two strips we 

will call reduced width and desig¬ 

nate it by b0 - brpj then we have 

F' (7.206) 

If we know how reduction factor changes with growth of a . then 
P 

we can determine resistance of plate to compressing force on every 

stage of loading. In turn, magnitude a is connected with deforma- 
Jr 

tion of reinforcing ribs. Depending upon conditions of deformation 

of ribs we must take 
£,i, 

O s -1 IÉMD 0_ = £„*„, . . 
' (7.207) 

where Ep is elastic modulus of material| ep is deformation of shorten¬ 

ing of ribs. Determining reduction factors allows us to establish 

role which plate plays as a member of some structure, for instance, 

the body of an aircraft of the hull of a ship. 

Let us give derivation of a simple approximate formula for the 

reduction factor, not pretending to take into account all circumstances 

of post-critical deformation of a plate.* We separate working extreme 

♦This derivation belongs to Karnán, Sechler and Donnell [7.16] 
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bands of the plate and mentally Join them together) then we obtain 

a plate of width brp. We consider that stresses In a plate thin 

reduced ere such that plate Is on the verge of bucklingj In oilier 

words, we assume that magnitude is equal to critical stress fon 

a plate of width b^: 

X %%D 
(7.208) 

On the other hand, at moment of buckling of Initial plate critical 

stress Is equal to 
= (7.2(./d 

Comparing (208) and (209), we find 

T 
T 
1? (7.21( ) 

Here by n* we designate ratio of stress in an edge fiber to cri¬ 

tical stress: # *, 
*-*r: (7.211) 

this magnitude characterizes level of development of post-critical 

deformation. We note that when n* • reduction factor approaches 

zero. In all our reasonings we assume that stresses In plate and rib 

lie within the elastic limit. 

Approximate formula (210) frequently Is applied In practical 

calculations. Below we give a more strict solution of the problem 

of post-critical behavior of a plate. 

§ 89. Application of Theory of Flexible Plates. 

After buckling of a plate its deflections can not be considered 

small in comparison with its thickness. Therefore, during study of 

post-critical deformation it is necessary to start from general equa¬ 

tions of theory of flexible plates (63) and (64). We assume that all 

edges of the plate remain rectilinear and that longitudinal edges 



during bending of the plate move freely relative to one another) 

furthermore, we shall consider that points which belong to edges of 

the plate freely slide along the reinforcing ribs. This last assump¬ 

tion does not correspond, as a rule, to real conditions of fastening 

of plates to ribs, but significantly facilitates calculations. A 

more strict solution [7.11], belonging to G. G. Rostovtsev, showed 

that error introduced by this assumption for such "integral" character 

istics as the reduction factor is small. 

Solution of system of nonlinear equations (6¾ and (64) for 

given boundary conditions is satisfied by various methods of approxi¬ 

mation. Most frequently they use the following method. 

We select approximate expression for deflection w in the form of 

the series 

We place this expression in the right part of equation (64)| then we 

obtain a linear differential equation for function ¢. Its integral 

has the form 

Prom this by (60) we find stresses a , a_, and t. Coefficients B 
A a pq 

are expressed by A^j by a is understood average compressive stress 

by width of plate. 

22 
«>« (7.21?) 

W W 

22 K* «*n 
mxx sin 

Total compressive force in any section of the plate parallel to 

y will be 0 f » . .. 
j*,éy-'bk\ (7.214) 

Let us note that this magnitude does not depend on coordinates and, 

thus, remains constant the whole length of the plate. 

We determine, then, mutual displacement of points of the plate, 

with coordinates (x, 0) and (x, b) , by (54) 

“"/[•'“7 (jr)’] 
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(7.216) 

Deformation e by (57) and (60) Is equal to 

Substituting (212) and (213), we obtain 

a=~x — m*A" (7.217) 
Mai 

Analogously we find mutual displacement of points with coordinates 

(0, y) and (a, y) : 

(7.218) 

or 

—irï 2 HÍÁÍmn- 
Mal«aI (7.219) 

As we see, magnitudes u and v do not depend on the coordinates) con¬ 

sequently, the condition of rectilinearity of edges is satisfied. 

Using expressions for w and ¢, we approximately integrate equa¬ 

tion (63). For this we can apply the method of Ritz or Bubnov- 

Galerkin.# Here are found coefficients and Bp(J, determining de¬ 

flection and stresses in the middle surface. Then by formula (205) 

we calculate reduction factor. 

Consider for simplicity a square plate with side b and assume 

in the first approximation that ^ 0 and all remaining coefficients 

equal zero. In other words* we consider that the plate is distorted 

in one half-wave on axes x and y. Then for expression (213) we obtain 

‘At 
(7.220) 

other coefficients turn into zero. As it is easy to see, parameter 

A^ is the maximum deflection of the platej therefore, we designate 

further A^ - f. By (217) we find 

♦Such a way of solving a problem was developed in studies of 
P. F. Papkovich, the first of which pertains to 1920. P. A. Sokolov 
and other authors) for a survey of these works see [0.3], p. 390. 
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•““T-Tr- (7.221) 

Mutual approach of loaded edges, referred to side of plate, will be 

''“r+TÍr)’- (7.222) 

We assume that this magnitude corresponds to deformation of longitud¬ 

inal rib and what elastic moduli of plate and ribs are Identical 

(Ep ■ E) j from (207) stress turns out to be equal to 

s-'+e-rti)*- (7.223) 

factor 1/(1- n2) here la omitted. 

Applying for Integration of equation (6¾ the Bubnov-Qalerkln 

method, we write the relationship 

• • 

f dx dy = °, (7.224) 

where 

X*z%V*9-Hw. *). (7.225) 

Substituting values of w and and calculating, we arrive at 

the following dependence! 

(7.226) 

We take f 0 and consider that In second member there appears criti¬ 

cal stress a j then we find Kp 

Comparing formulas (22¾ and (227), we obtain 

7 (%+%)• 

Reduction factor according to (205) appears equal to* 

f *=0.54- 0J5 

(7.227) 

(7.228) 

(7.229) 

where by n*. aa before, there Is understood ratio (211). This de¬ 

pendence differs from KarmánP a formula (210) already by the fact that 

♦This formula was shown by Marguerre [7.16]. 
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when n* -* ® the reduction factor nears a value of 0.5, and not zero; 

in gei'ieral quantity 9 is significantly higher than it is by (210). 

Definitized solutions can be constructed by increasing the num¬ 

ber of variable parameters Amn. In book [0.3] are calculations, tak¬ 

ing into account two parameters, and A^ (first index is number 

of half-waves in direction x, the second -- along y) ; it turned out that 

values of reduction factors lies somewhat lower than according to 

data of the first approximation. 

In Marguerre’s [7.18] there also were calculations with reten¬ 

tion of coefficients A^, A^# and A^. As a result there was ob¬ 

tained the following approximate formula for reduction factor: 

(7.230) 

obviously, it also gives higher values for <p than KaWa^s formula 

(210). 

Further in work of Levy [7.17] are contained data, obtained 

with preservation of coefficients A^, A^y k^y and k^. The depen¬ 

dence found here, <p(n*), is depicted in Fig. 7.^1 in comparison with 

formulas (210) and (230). Levy*s curve, on first glance, may be 

considered the most Justified. However, solution of S. A. Alekseyev 

[7.1]* carried out with help of method of successive approximations, 

led to other results. It appears, in those calculations, which were 

previously carried out by the Ritz method) they dropped coefficients 

pertaining to even numbers of half-waves (for instance, Ag^). Besides, 

as was shown by S. A. Alekseyev, curve m - 2 (m is number of half¬ 

waves by length) gives in a definite region of variation of n* smaller 

values 9 than neighboring curves m « 1 and m ■ 3. Therefore, Levy*s 

solution gave for n* > 3.5 exaggerated values of reduction factor. 
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J 

Fig» 7.41, Values of reduction 
factors from results of different 
solutions. 
KEY: (a) Variational method 
( Levy) j (b) Method of nets. 

Simple experiments. In which there Is realized compression of a 

reinforced plate within the elastic limit, confirm this conclusion. 

With Insignificant exceeding of critical stress the square plate 

bulges In such a manner along Its length there will form one half¬ 

wave. Further loading of the plate leads, as we already saw, to a 

knock In the process of which there appear two half-waves, subsequently 

there are formed three half-waves, etc. 

( 

£ 

§ 90* Solution of Problem by Digital Computer. 

Application of the Rltz or Bubnov-Qalerkln method to problem of 

post-critical behavior of a plate leads to solution of system of cubic 

equations of type (226) for parameters of deflection. With a signifi¬ 

cant number of retained parameters calculations are very laborious. 

Complicated calculations must be carried out also when using the (3 
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method of successive approximations. Therefore, solution of this 

problem should be executed by digital computers. The calculating pro¬ 

cess connected with application of the Ritz method or the method of 

successive approximations, yields, in general, to programming. How¬ 

ever, most convenient here is application of the method of finite dif¬ 

ferences or method of collocation. Below we expound solution of a 

problem about post-critical behavior of a plate, conducted by method 

of finite differences .* 

We introduce in fundamental equations (6¾ and (64) the dimen¬ 

sionless magnitudes 

« — 

1’ T ' »2(1* 
;=£. ;-f X. 

*=W' •'“tÍj)*' ^ = T(ï),• r = jw- 

then these equations will take the form 

' íi+2_íí^+),>íí ~ 4 ¿(v, W)\ dx* ' ' dïVÿ» ' ' à}* 1? 

operators L include derivatives with respect to x and y . 

middle surfaces are equal to 

(7.231) 

(7.232) 

(7.23¾ 

Stresses in 

*9 - 

w *’ 

-.. *9 
dx* * dxdÿ 

The flexural stresses greatest in thickness will be 

(7.234) 

(7.235) 

V.-í(r=?¡(ir (7.236) 

'■“Jd+rt ' (7.237) 

Let us note that in dimensionless variables x and j the rectang¬ 

ular region with any ratio of sides \ is depicted in a square region 

♦This solution belongs to A. Yu. Birkgan. 
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with a side equal to one. System of equations (252) and (2J3) we 

present in finite differences. We use a square net and divide each 

side into m equal parts. Step of net will be c * i/m. We also intro¬ 

duce extra-contour nodes at distance c and ?c from the edses (Fig* 

7.½). 

We investigate, as before, 

the case of a plate, secured by 

hinges on all sides and loaded by 

forces a, evenly distributed on 

the edges x - 0 and x - i. Obvi¬ 

ously, the deflection surface will 

be symmetric relative to line 

y « i/P and symmetric or skew rela¬ 

tive to line x - i/2j therefore, 

it is sufficient to consider i/4 of the plate. 

To shift to finite differences we apply central operators, having 

error of the square of the step (the dashes above w and $ are hence¬ 

forth dropped) ; 

plication of net 
method. 

~ -pr (<*i — 2«o 

*= + •?“ •!»)• (7.258) 

•jjr — 7? — 4«, 4- 6«!, 4«3 4- •h)* 

= 714»# — 2 («J + Wj 4- », -f w*) + », -f «•*+*7+•»I- (7.259) 

Numbering of nodes in the calculating cell is given in Fig. 7.45. 

We compose analogous formulas for stress function <&• Putting differ¬ 

ence operators in equations (252) and (255), we find value of deflec¬ 

tion and stress function in the instantaneous node which is the "center 
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of the calculating cell (when X ■ l) 

*0 = {(»I + — 2^0 + ^ + 8*) + 

+ («i + »4) (^. - 24»0 + 8v) - 

- i («i+•,)(«■,- ¢,+¢,- ¢, +1«»)- 

—(»•+••)(♦»—¢.+¢, - ~ i6v)— 
— V:2(0, + 0, + 03 + ^-400+ 10+ 

(7.240) 

0O= 18(0, + 0,+03 + 0.)-2(05 + 0,+ ♦, + <!>,)- 

— (0,+ ¢,0+0,, + 0,,) + -¡^ (t»5 - tr, + tp7 — w¿¡* — 

(•, 2»o+tr,) («J — 2t»0 + tr4)|. (7.241) 

We compose as many nonlinear algebraic equations of type (240) 

as values of deflection necessary to be found in internal nodes of 

the net region. The stress function is definite at internal and 

boundary nodes) at comer point x - 0 and y ■ 0, it is assumed that 

¢-0. 

Magnitudes of w and 0 at extra-contour nodes are expressed in 

terms of values at internal nodes by boundary conditions. We assume 

that edges of the plate are supported by hinge and that displacements 

of points of each edge in the plane of the plate are not constrained) 

then boundary conditions for edges x - 0 and x - 1 have the form 

>0, irr *=0. -jp- = — a, 

*0. (7.242) 

To these conditions there corresponds an odd continuation of function 

w and an even continuation of function 0 beyond the contour of the 

plate) at points on the contour w - 0. If we consider these relation¬ 

ships, then values of w and 0 at nodes lying on straight lines x - 1 + 

+ c, x - 1 + 2c, y-l+c, y-l + 2c will not be additional un¬ 

knowns. 
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Solution of system of differ¬ 

ential equations (240) and (24l) 

can be sought by successive approx¬ 

imations by the following scheme. 

We are given at nodes of the net 

region an initial (zero) approxi- 

Fig* 7.43. Calcu¬ 
lating cell. 

mation of functions w and ¢. Selec¬ 

ting the direction of advancing 

around the net (for instance, from 

node X - c, y - 0 along line y * const with transition between lines 

in the direction of increase of y) , we put the taken values of w^^ 

and into equation (241). The first approximation ^ and the and the 

zero approximation of functions of the remaining twelve neighboring 

points we use to determine the stress function at the node x * 2c, 

y ■ 0, etc. Finding <&v ' in the first line, we pass to line y ■ c. 

At internal nodes of net calculations start with application of for¬ 

mula (240), where the found value of deflection is used for calcula¬ 

ting the function of stresses at that same point. One approximation 

is finished if values of functions at all nodes of the region, includ¬ 

ing extra-contour nodes, are calculated. With the selected order of 

advance operating formulas have the form 

where v is the number of the approximation. Values, pertaining to 

the (v + l) th approximation, we use to accelerate the iterative pro¬ 

cess. 

Iterations are repeated until we obtain solution of the system 

of differential equations with the necessary degree of accuracy. 

Error of the solution is approximately proportional to the square of 
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the step. Calculating for different values of the step, for instance, 

1/6, 1/5, or i/12, one can estimate error of solution with any step. 

Test calculations showed that error in determining deflection and 

stresses at various points of a square plate constitutes about 1.5— 

2.5# with a step c - i/12 and 3-5# at step c - 1/5. 

Described method was used to study post-critical deformation of 

a plate on the assumption that its edges are secured by hinge and 

remain rectilinear and that points of each edge are freely displaced 

along it. To this case there correspond, as we saw, the boundary 

conditions ¿i* 
(7>2¡0) 

for edges x - 0, x * 1. 

It is necessary to remember that solution of system of principal 

equations of a flexible plate in post-critical region is many-valued. 

It is important to compose such a plan of the calculation process so 

that solutions pertaining to stable forms of equilibrium of plate at 

the given load were not lost. It is expedient, e.g., to construct 

process of calculation, proceeding from forms of buckling of the plate 

with one, two, three, etc., half-waves in direction of compression 

(m ■ i, 2, 3, ...) and with one half-wave (n ■ i) in the perpendicu¬ 

lar direction. These forms correspond to first eigenvalues of the 

linear problem of stability of the plate» 

Let us give results of calculations, carried out on the digital 

computer "Arrow" with step c - 1/8. In Fig. 7*^ is depicted depen¬ 

dence between load a and deflection in center of plate ( for m = 1 and 

3) or in center of half the plate (for m » 2) . For case m » 3 deflec¬ 

tion is laid off with reverse sign. As can be seen from the graph, 

on first stage of post-critical deformation, at 3.62 < a < 5.65, there 
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is only one equilibrium form of plate with one half-wave in the dir¬ 

ection of compression* With growth of compressive load in center 

part of the plate there gradual]y is developed a hollow, directed in 

the opposite direction to the "principal" deflection* Therefore, 

growth of maximum deflection is delayed! at c > 16 maximum deflection 

# 
9 - - 

9 

a 

a 

« 

« 

Fig* Dependence "force 
of compression — deflection" 
according to computing on digi¬ 
tal machine* 
KEY: (a) Experimental data* 

begins to decrease* Finally, at a »* 18*5 the first fom becomes 

unstable, at least in the "computing sense"! the iterative process 

converges here already to the form of buckling with three half-waves. 

Proceeding along the branch of the solution for m ■ 3 downward, we can 

not reach the third eigenvalue (dotted part of curve m ■ 3 is conducted 

hypothetically)j at a < 12 we again arrive at a form of bending by 

one half-wave* It is possible to consider that two branches of stable 

equilibrium forms are connected by a branch of an unstable state of 

the plate* 

With a load, exceeding second eigenvalue a » 5*65, we obtain also 

branch of antisymmetric forms of buckling (m * 2) j this confirms the 
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the conclusion of S. A. Alekseyev* 

In Fig* 7»there are also plotted the experimental points of 

Yamakl [7*25]1 they agree well with results of computing by method of 

nets for w < 2. 

In Fig* 7*45 Is presented dependence between load, referred to 

first critical value, and mutual displacement of loaded edges, also 

referred to critical magnitude) here too are presented results of 

calculations of Yamakl* Proceeding from these data, one can determine 

reduction factor) Its values are given In Fig* 7«41* As we see. Intro- 

duetlon into oon8ld.ration of th. anti «y™, trio fon» allowad us to 

deflnltlze magnitude f as compared to the solution of Levy* Charac¬ 

teristically, in contrast to previous solutions, we obtain here several 

branches according to different "generating” forms of buckling of the 

plate* 

Vit 
f 
\ 

• SM» 

. 

4i-t 

r 
1 (t ) 

rn-ty 

9 9 a, M a ( o)% 
Fig* 7#45* Depen¬ 
dence "effort of 
compression — near¬ 
ing of edges*" 
KEYS (a) Per Yamakl) 
(b) Net method) (c) 

ex * 
average 
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§ 91» Case of Distorted Edges« 

All the preceding calculation pertained to case where edges of 

plate remain rectilinear* or* in other words* when reinforcing ribs 

are sufficiently hard. To find the significance of this condition* 

consider the same problem for a square plate (a - b) on the assump¬ 

tion that hinged-fastened edges freely bend, remaining in the plane 

of the support contour .♦ 

Here stress o* and ay in middle surface for points of the edges 

must be such that 
— 0 when. JC—0. r, 

0 0 j = 0 when y ». b. J (7.244) 

We shall consider, furthermore* that tangential stresses are 

equal to zero "on an average" along each edge of the platel 
» 

I"J idy = 0 when ■* = 0, Ò y — 0, b. (7*245) 

We select a method of solution of the problem, differing from 

that adopted in Section 89j we apply the Bubnov-Qalerkin method not 

only with respect to equation of equilibrium (63), as before, but also 

to equation of compatibility of deformations (64) 

In first approximation we take for functions w and expressions 

„nJJL, *=:Bún2Ltin2L__iyL' (7.246) 

As it is easy to see* all these boundary conditions will hereby be 

satisfied. 

We compose equations 

* * • • 

f f x*nTtinT dxäy~0,f f ,'*,llx*in^rrfJC<,y=0• (7.247) 
00 t # 

/a ♦Tbis Problem was investigated by P. Ya. Polubarinova-Kochina 
(Applied Math, and Meoh. 3, No. i (I936), pp. 16-22). applying for its 
solution an original method which received the name "of perturbation 
calculation. 

♦♦This way was offered by V. Z. Vlasov [10.3] 
works of M. A. Koltunov [7.6] and other authors. 

and is applied in 
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where by X is designated, as before, expression (225), and by Y there 

is understood according to (64) expression 

(7.248) 

Substituting (246) in (247) and considering f / 0, we arrive at the 

following relationships! 

• —-y-jf. ß =3 — £/*. (7*249) 

Hence 

• (7*250) 

We compare this formula with (227)j the coefficient in the second 

member, equal here approximately to i«44, with rectilinear edges was 

equal to 1*23*# Comparison of these magnitudes must be made with 

caution, since they are obtained by different methods. It is desir¬ 

able to continue the solution given here and to find definitized 

results, as was done for the other problem by M. A. Koltunov ( see 

P* 769) * 

L22*_ Data for Practical Calculations. 

We have met certain methods of solution of problem of post-cri¬ 

tical behavior of a plate, leading to various calculating graphs and 

formulas. Which of them should be recommended for practical calcula¬ 

tions? 

Comparison of results obtained for cases of rectilinear and dis¬ 

torted edges shows that the effectiveness of sheeting after loss of 

stability in great measure is determined by rigidity of reinforcing 

ribs. If the ribs are markedly rigid and the sheeting is divided Into 

♦In work of P. Ya. Polubarinova-Kochina (op. clt., p.392) with 
that same structure of formula there was obtained a somewhat differ¬ 
ent coefficient, equal to 1.804. 
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a series of adjacent panels* reduction factors should be determined 

by the curve of Pig. 7.41, obtained with the help of the method of 

netsj this solution should, obviously, be considered the most reliable. 

Solutions of Levy and Marguerre give for this region of varia¬ 

tion of n* (which Is covered by graph of Pig. 7.41) values of 9 close 

to curve of the method of nets. 

However, In case of relatively weak reinforcing ribs and If 

panel Is Isolated, so that there Is no sureness that condition of 

rectilinear!ty of edges will be carried out, it is necessary to use 

tómanos formula (210)i 

?** 

(7.210a) 

giving usually values of 9 in the safety factor. Substituting the 

minimum value of aKp by (97), we obtain 

(7.210b) 

Reduced width then is equal to 

When one of the loaded sides is secured by hinge, 

is free, we recommend a formula, close to (229)*. 

(7.210c) 

and the other 

t=0.44+0,56 (7.210d) 

All these methods of calculation pertain to elastic region. 

§ 93. Anisotropic Plates. 

Study of stability of plates possessing different mechanical 

properties in different directions attracted attention to itself ini¬ 

tially in connection with application in structures of such a material 
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as plywood, possessing marked anisotropy.* At present this region 

obtained special urgency thanks to rapid introduction of glass plas¬ 

tics, which are also anisotropic. This is stresses in the name of 

one form of plastic — "SVAM" which signifies, ’’fiberglass anisotropic 

material.” Furthermore, certain plates can be considered as "struc¬ 

turally anisotropic" ( see Section 9¾♦ 

Let us consider orthotropic platesj whose elastic properties are 

characterized by four independent magnitudes» elastic moduli and 

Eg for two mutually perpendicular main directions x and y, shear 

modulus G and Poissoni*s ratio p.^, corresponding to transverse defor¬ 

mation along axis y. A second factor Pg* corresponding to transverse 

deformation in direction x, is connected to by the relationship 

Pa = -§7 Pi* 

Equations of Hooke»s law take the form 

*a •» 
V—jr-hT»' 

•, •jt 
S*=T¡—Pi-27* 

i-ir' 

(7.251) 

(7.252) 

or 

e, 

Pife 

.- r^<*,+*•.>• 

«»Oí. 

(7.25?) 

We introduce designations for flexural rigidity in the principle dir¬ 

ections 

and for torsional rigidity 

Dt=^¡Olfi 

(7.254) 

(7.255) 

♦Basic work in this region belong to M. T. Huber, Teoria 
sprezystosci, Warsaw. 1950 and S. G. Lekhnitskiy, Anisotropic plates, 
Gostekhizdat, M., 19^7* 
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(7.257) 

(7.258) 

(7.259) 

th«n instead of (11) we obtain the following expressions for bending 

and torsional momantsi 

**—*>»(*#+H*,). +**,). H*=2Dkx. (7*256) 

Prom equations of equilibrium of a member of the plate (i6) and (17) 

we find 0,-^((V,+0,.,): 

by D there is understood reduced rigidity 1 

l>i » OiJ4 -+■ 204 ** -j (Dfo -f- Djji, -f 4D4). 

For an orthotropio plate equation (2¾ takes the form 

A xpr + ¿JuL, + dj -|yr + 

which con?espondB to equation (26)• 

Equations (6¾ and (64), relating to flexible plates, must be 

replaced by the following ones [0,5]: 

+ 0), (7.260) 

* If+^-333^+^4^=-* *<*.•). (7.261) 

where 
t. « -2-. i.=.1 0* ___ 

We investigate stability of an ’orthotropic plate, fixed by hinge 

at its edges and compressed In one direction! coordinate axes we plot 

as in Pig. 7.14. Boundary conditions have the form* 

'•“T1 ‘»“V (7.262) 

0* -3^ + ^-3^=° «han JT = O, X *a. 

w — ®* wh,n y = 0. y=b. 

Taking for w the former expression (80) and considering in equa¬ 

tion (259) a ■ T * 0, we obtain 

(7s6s 

Obviously, in this expression we must set n - 1. Critical stress 

"KP we determine, varying the number of half-waves m. For a plate, 

elongated along axis x(a » b) , we have 

**-r-\>+7mr 

áse 

(7.264) 



Considering Dg# and equal to J)9 we arrive at the former for¬ 

mula (77) for an isotropic plate* Por a plate with a finite ratio 

of sides we must assume 

Let us note that number of half-waves formed in the direction of 

compression essentially depends on ratio of rigidities D^/Dg. A plate 

with low rigidity will buckle, all things equal, in a larger number 

of half-waves than an isotropic plate* 

§ 94, Reinforced Plates* 

Plates, in construction of an airplane fuselage, a ship hull, 

an all-metal railroad car, etc*, as a rule, are reinforced by rein¬ 

forcing ribs* In practical calculations it is necessary to determine 

critical load not only for a strip of the plate lying between ribs, 

but also for the reinforced plate as a whole* Here there are possible 

two approaches to the problem. The first of them consists in consi¬ 

dering the reduced anisotropy of the plate with rigidity of ribs 

"spread" along the section* If the plate has only longitudinal ribs, 

as shown in Pig* 7*46, then rigidities of the equivalent anisotropic 

plate can be considered equal to 

T+mf-rV ^“^“Tiirqsp (7.265) 

where I is the moment of inertia of a section of the rib with respect 

to the axis passing through the center of gravity of the section, l 

is the distance between ribs* Obvious, this way of calculation is 

applicable if the ribs are located sufficiently close together! mag¬ 

nitude i/n, where n is the number of ribs in the whole width of the 

plate, should be small as compared to unity [7*5]• Torsional rigidity 

of ribs in formulas (265) is ignored* 



, jnmnmnmirmmbí 

/I íf-'p' 

Another approach consists of 

studying the plate with discretely 

placed ribs* Let us consider as 

an example the problem of stability 

of a plate, fixed by hinge at its 

Pig. 7.46. Determination of . , 
reduced rigidity of a reinforced ®^®es an<^ i*6inforced by one longi- 
p 1 at e 

tudinal rib, located in the middle 

of the span* (Fig. 7*47. We will take into account only the flexural 

rigidity of rib in the plane perpendicular to the plane of the plate. 

We write differential equation (70) in application to one of the 

halves of the plate. Its integral we present in the form (89)1 

T(y)sln 
MXX 

(7.266) 

then we arrive at equation (90) for function Y(y) . Its solution has 

the form (96) t 

K(y) = C, ch ay+C7 sh ay + C3 cot ?y + C4 «In ?y; 

a and ß are determined by expressions (95). Boundary conditions for 

edge y ■ b/2 will be 

• = 0, tttt- *= 0 #i«n y = -4*. . 
(7.268) 

If it is considered that plate buckles together with the rib* then, 

obviously, the deflection surface should symmetric to line y ■ 0) 

this leads to the condition 

£-0 ,-0. (7<269) 

Further, to rib there will be transmitted the difference of reactive 

forces from two strips of the plate, determined by a formula of type 

*>—D[v+<2-l‘)w^]- (7.270) 

♦This problem was considered by S. P. Timoshenko (izv. In-ta. inzh, 
putey soobshch., St. Petersburg, 1915). (R. Barbre'Ingenieur-Archiv, 
I937# P. II7). Graphs of Figs. 7.45 and 7.50 were taken from book 
[0.19]. 
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As It Is easy to see, when composing difference of forces one must 

take Into account only first members In the brackets. If It Is con¬ 

sidered that rib together with plate Is subjected to action of com¬ 

pressive stress ax, then for bending line of rib we obtain the follow¬ 

ing equation! 

{El 1½+Ft‘TÏ+20 (7.271) 

here I and F are the moment of inertia and area of the rib cross- 

section. 

We use parameters 

■”T 1—OT* '“TT (7.272) 

Magnitudes 6 and 7 characterize relationship between rigidities and 

areas of sections of the rib and plate. Introducing in conditions 

(268) - (272) expression (266), we obtain system of equations for 

C^, ...., Cjp Equating to zero the determinant of this system, we 

arrive at the following equation! 

(7.273) 

By K here is implied ratio of critical stress to Eulez^s stress, deter¬ 

mined for a plate with free edgesi 

(7.274) 

Equation (27¾ 1b solved by trial-and-error. Results for cases 

6-0 and 6 - 0.2 presented in Fig. 7.48. To each^air of values of 

7 and 6 there corresponds a series of curves, constructed for differ¬ 

ent numbers of half-waves m. Curves 7 - 0 and Ô - 0 correspond on 

unreinforoed plate and reproduce the graph of Fig. 7.15. It is inter¬ 

esting to note that for 7 - 0 and 6 - 0.2 we obtain values of K lying 

lower than for a smooth plate. In this case, obviously, the rib no 

longer is a reinforcing member, and is itself supported by the plate. 



Fig. 7.^7. Plate re¬ 
inforced by one longi¬ 
tudinal rib. 

Fig. 7.^8. Data for calculation of 
reinforced plates. 

Gradually increasing rigidity of the rib, it is possible to arrive 

at a point where critical stress of local buckling of each half of 

the plate (Fig. 7#49a) is less than critical stress of total loss of 

stability for the plate together with the rib (Fig. 7.49b). 

Curves of local loss of stability bound in Fig. 7.48 a series of 

curves characterizing total losses of stability! when a > b minimum 

value of K is close to i6. By analogy with the problem of stability 

of a bar on elastic supports we shall call critical or equivalent 

that rigidity of a rib, at which it can be considered absolutely hard. 

The equivalent rigidity of a rib 73KB iß determined, obviously, by 

point of intersection of curves pertaining to total and local loss of 

stability on graphs of the type of Fig. 7.48. For instance, when 

ô - 0.2 and a/^> - i we find 73KB * i0. In Fig. 7.50 are given values 

"^3KB depending upon parameters a and ô according to (272)# Since 

critical stresses of total and local loss of stability depend on the 

number of half-waves of the deflection surface, the curves of Fig. 7.50 

have "dips.” Practically these curves smooth off after the first max¬ 

imum, as was shown by the dotted lines. 
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Fig* 7*^9» Various forms of 
stability of a reinforced plate* 

Fig* 7*50* Equivalent rigidity 
of ribs. 

We analyzed a very simple example of a plate Joined to one elas¬ 

tic longitudinal rib. Let us assume now that the plate is reinforced 

by a system of longitudinal and transverse ribs* Then the method of 

solution of the problem, which we used, turned out to be very compli¬ 

cated! it is necessary to constitute conditions of linkage of plate 

and ribs on many lines. If the system is "regular," e.g., if distance 

between ribs is identical, and their rigidities are equal, then for 

solution of the problem it is possible to use the method of finite 
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differences. In general ror research of the stability of a combined 

system they frequently use the energy method. Joining to strain energy 

of the plate flexural energy of the ribs and also taking into account 

work of external forces applied to the ribs.* As a result there were 

obtained for application to various structures tables and graphs for 

determination of critical forces and equivalently rigidity of ribs.** 

§ 95. Supporting Power of Reinforced 
Panel's Unaer Compression. 

We considered various approaches to calculation of reinforced 

plates for total and local stability. How do we determine optimal 

relationship between rigidities of a plate and its reinforcing members? 

How do we detennine supporting power of a combined structure? These 

questions inevitably arise in design work. 

For some structures from the conditions of utilization local 

buckling of sheeting between ribs is considered impermissible. Then 

the criterion of least weight of the structure will be equality of 

critical stresses, pertaining to local stability of the individual 

panel of the plate and to general stability of the structure. 

However, in many cases local loss of stability of sheeting is 

permissible. E.g., passenger of an aircraft, watching deformation of 

the wing, may be convinced that the skin of the compressed zone of 

the wing obtains hollows, located between stringers and wing ribs 

(Jig. 7.51) .*** Influence of repeated knocks of skin on fatigue of 

♦This method was applied to reinforced plates by S. P. Timoshenko 
[6.1^], solving a series of concrete problems) subsequently it was 
uaed by P. F. Papkovioh [0.7]> A. V. Karmishin [7.5] and other authors. 

**See, e.g., "Designer»s Reference Book (calculating-theoretical), 
edited by A. A. Umanskiy, Stroyizdat, M., i960. 

***Photographs of Fig. 7.51, 7.55 and 7.57 ~ 7.59 are taken from 
book of (H. Hertel, Leichtbau, Springer-Verlag, i960) . 
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the structure should be considered specially.

Process of deformation of a reinforced plate under gradual load

ing by compressive forces consists of the following. If plate Is 

sufficiently thin, then local buckling of It sets In at comparatively

UrVJ

■3 rc’
•.r'T

I
i ^

Fig. 7*51. Buckling of 
skin In compressed zone of 
an aircraft wing.

low compressive stresses (Fig, 7,52.)

Fig, 7.52. Consecutive stages of buckling of 
a plate reinforced by thln-walled ribs.

Subsequently the hollows deepen; here from time to time there occurs 

a change In the number of hollows, frequently accompanied by knocks. 

When skin Is divided Into panels of different width, for Instance 

with reinforcement by U-shape -ibs.then In a later stage there occurs 

loss of stability of "narrow" panels (Fig. 7.55). If the reinforcing
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rib is thln-walled, then the following stage consists of local loss 

of stability of members of the rib - wall or flanges. At separate 

stages of loading in the skin and webs of reinforcing sections there 

appear plastic flows. Finally, there appears total loss of stability 

or the structure) It buckles as a whole, like a compressed bar or a 

plate secured on Its edges) together with this the sheeting and walls 

of sections are additionally bent. At this Instant the supporting

power of the structure Is exhausted.

•Thus, determination of support

ing power of a structure Is reduced 

to calculation of It for total 

stability, where sheeting, and in 

separate cases the walls of rein

forcing sections must be considered 

taking Into account reduction fac

tors. Since reduction factors depend on magnitude of compressive 

stress In the ribs, the calculation Is made by successive approxima

tions: given tentative values of maximum load, they find reduction

factors, determine load, anew, etc. In examining total stability 

reduction factors for sheeting and walls of a section are 

usually assumed the same as In the case of "static" compression,* 

l.e., by data of Section 92.

Example 7.3. Determine supporting power for panel of width B =

= 4‘^C mm, thickness h = 1 mm (Fig. 7.5^a), reinforced by four stringers 

ana compressed lengthwise. Section of stringer is shown in Fig. 7.54b, 

by C is un lerstood center of gravity. Material of skin and stringers is

Fig. 7.53. Buckling 
of different strips 
of a compressed rein

forced panel.

*A more strict approach to problem requires determining reduction 
factors taking Into account the fact that compressed edges of the plate 
shift relative to one another (See [0.3], p. 155).

<
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duralumin: E - 0.72.106 kg/cm2, 

H * 0.32, onu » 2800 kg/cm2. Calcu- 

Fig. 7.54. Calculation 
of supporting power of 
panel, reinforced by four 
stringers. 

-*50—;—^ 

a) b) 

late thickness of sheeting on the 

assumption that two intermediate 

stringers are removed, and the 

supporting power remained as before. 

Compare weight of new panel with 

weight of the initial one. 

We assume, first, that support¬ 

ing power is determined by local loss of stability of the free flange 

of the stringer. Considering this flange as a plate for which one 

of the loaded edges is clamped, and the other is free, we find cri¬ 

tical stress by Fig. 7.23* equal to 

[cTp - stringer] 

We calculate reduction factor for sheeting (with this stress in the 

rib) by ( 210b) : 

Supporting power of panel is equal to 

P -1680(4.0,584+0482-0.1 • 45) ~ 1680 • 3,52 - 5900 kg. 

We determine critical load for total loss of stability, consider 

ing panel as a compressed bar. We arbitrarily consider area of the 

sheeting with the former reduction factor 0.261, and section of 

stringer — with a factor of 1. We calculate coordinate of center of 

gravity of reduced section y^ ^ counting from axis yc, passing 

through center of gravity of the angles (Fig. 7.55): 

0,1-45-046 0^ .. 
--ja—— =*04 cm. 

Moment of inertia of reduced section is equal to 

/»4 (6422+0484-04*) +0.1-45-046 ^ + = 1.17 CM*. 
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Pig. 7 .55, Determining reduc¬ 
tion factors. 

Tentative value of critical Euler force appears equal to 

«>-0.72‘HP-1.17 
.«¿SO kg. 

and corresponding stress will be 

•»"13F"*00 */<*•<«*. 

Thus, breaking load corresponds to total loss of stability of 

the structure. In order to definitize magnitude P3, one should find 

new reduction factors for sheeting^ proceeding from stress a ■ 
g P 

« 2600 kg/cm , and then make a new approximation (see next example). 

Let us consider then the case when two intermediate stringers 

are removed, and let us assume that supporting power is determined 

by local stability of the stringer, so that stress a is equal to 

2 P 
1680 kg/cm . We find thickness of sheeting h1 from condition that 

load constitutes P ■ 5900 kgi 

9000-100(2.404 + ,,4,4^ 
reduction factor for sheeting is equal to 

Putting this value in ( a), we arrive at equation 

94-1.100+«¿ft}. 

Hence h^ - 0.224 cm. We select a standard thickness h^ - 0.25 cm. 

Determining, as in preceding case, the Euler force for the panel as 

a whole, we find P3 - 6450 kg. 

Weight of initial and new panels are related as the area of 

their sections! A _ 4.0404+0.1-45 ..- 
ft 

Thus, with identical supporting power a panel with thin sheeting and 

four stringers appears approximately half as heavy as a panel with 

thick sheeting and two stringers. 
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Example 7.4. Calculate supporting power under compression for 

the duralumin panel depicted in Fig, 7*56a, Section of longitudinal 
p 

ribs is shown in Fig, 7»56bj area of section F ■ 0,684 cm , moment of 

inertia about central axis I « 0,204 cm\ Assume E - 0,72*10^ kg/cm2, 
p 

M- * 0.52, aniI ■ 2800 kg/cm , How much would we increase maximum load, 

if length of panel is decreased to I ■ 150 mm? 

Fig. 7.56. Calculation of panel, 
reinforced by two stringers. 

We shall determine the load corresponding to local loss of sta¬ 

bility of the free wall of the stringer! 

. .«Mô.rf.o.ra.up.wi__ .. .. 
^ 12(13680 

This magnitude exceeds the limit of proportionality of the material) 

therefore, it must be definitized, proceeding from theory of stability 

of plates in plastic region ( see Chapter VIII) • We take as maximum 

p 
stress anij - 2800 kg/om • Reduction factor for sheeting is equal to 

here the load will be 
P - 2800 (2-0^64+0^-20-0^). 7200 kc 

Let us consider, further, total stability of the panel, taking 

for sheeting as the initial one the same reduction factor <p » 0.3, 

and for flange of stringer q> ■ 1. Center of gravity of reduced sec¬ 

tion will be found a distance from center of gravity of section of 
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Bcringer equal to 
_ 02 20 03 0^2 _ 
y*.? -- ïjlf --CJI' 

Moment of Inertia of reduced section Is equal ( see calculation In pre¬ 

ceding example) to I ■» 0,66 cm\ Critical force for panels of various 

length Is . _ 
/»',-.üL.O-jyO'.-O« .IMOte .jojookg. 

Por the first panel local loss of stability of the flange of 

the stringer* obviously* Is excluded* In following approximation we 

take stress equal to 

1300 

then reduction factor per (210b) will be q> « 0.72 and P - 2130 kg. 

Again we calculate coordinate of center of gravity of the reduced 

section, p 0.42 cm* and find moment of Inertia of section, I - 

4 
* 0.77 om . Euler*s force Is equal to P ■ 1520 kg. This value 

nevertheless strongly differs from the preceding one (2130 kgj there¬ 

fore, we must make one more approximation, taking 

1520 

then 9 * 0.85, P ■ 1720 kg. New coordinate of center of gravity 

t“ 0*^ cmJ here 1 ■ 0.792 cm\ Value of critical force is P ■ 

- 1570 kg, which differs from the initial by 9#. Stopping with this 

approximation, we finally find the supporting power of the panel, 

equal to P * 1600 kg. 

Supporting power of second panel must be definitized, taking in¬ 

to account local loss of stability of flange of stringer. Taking 

conditionally for this panel as limiting load P « 7200 kg, we arrive 

at conclusion that shortening of the panel led to increase of support¬ 

ing power of 7200/1600 - 4.5 times. 
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§ 96. Supporting Power of Compresaed Thin-Walled Bars. 

In Chapter IV we found that total loss of stability for a com¬ 

pressed thin-walled bar occurs in torsional-flexural or flexural form| 

here it was assumed that section of bar preserves its shape. Now we 

can consider a new circumstance — local loss of stability of walls 

of a section, where each wall here cannot buckle separately, but only 

Jointly with others. This phenomenon leads to distortion of the 

shape of the section) it either precedes total loss of stability, or 

occurs after it, depending upon relationship between dimensions of 

the cross-section and length of the section. 

Let us consider the case of a bar of channel section. With suf¬ 

ficiently great length of the bar most dangerous is the flexural or 

torsional-flexural form of loss of stability. If width of flange b 

is comparable with width of web a, the section loses stability in 

torsional-flexural form) at b « a, in flexural form. In Fig. 7.57a 

and b there is shown case of flexural loss of stability) in course of 

buckling there can additionally occur local buckling if the flanges 

are on the concave side (Fig. 7«57a). 

For shorter bars at first there occurs local buckling of flanges 

and wall (Fig. 7*58a), and then torsion of section (Fig. 7.58b). 

Last, in case of short bar to local buckling will be dangerous (Fig. 

7.59a and b). 

Study of local buckling of a channel section is conducted taking 

into account simultaneous bending of ..langes and wall* on the assump¬ 

tion that angles of the section remain straight. For each of these 

♦It was made by Kimm, Luftfahrtforschung, No. 5 (1941). 
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a) b)

Fig. 7.57. 
Flexural form 
of loss of 
stability of 
thln-walled 
bar.

a)

Fig. 
Buckling of 
thln-walled 
bar, accom

panied with 
torsion.

a) b^

Fig. 7.59. Lo
cal buckling of 
walls of bar.

members we write differential equations of flexure type (70), and 

also conditions of linkage. Results of calculations for a channel 

with constant web thickness are shown* In Pig, 7.60, Critical com

pressive stress Is presented by formula

Along the axis of abscissas In Fig, 7.60 is plotted ratio b/aj on 

axis of ordinates, values of k. Above Is located the zone of local 

Instability, Here too are given curves determining onset of flexural 

or torsional-flexural Instability) the following magnitude serves as

parameter

/ k-lk-

As one should have been led to expect, for low values m total 

loss of stability Is dangerous. Zone of torsional-flexural Instabi

lity Is Isolated,

♦They belong to Wlnckler (by book of Hertel, op, clt,, p,402).
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Graph of Pig* 7*60 only lets us determine initial critical state. 

Important is determination of supporting power for that case when 

flexural or torsional-flexural instability sets in after local buck¬ 

ling (Pig, 7.58), Solution of this problem is difficult* "reinforc¬ 

ing ribs," which here are the angles of the section, do not remain 

straight as it is assumed in Section 89, but are twisted together with 

the whole section. One approach offered for the problem* consists in 

keeping the critical force, corresponding to local loss of stability, 

constant in magnitude and direction, remaining applied to center of 

gravity of the section. Further increase of load corresponds to 

supercritical force, which is balanced by additional compressive 

stresses, where resistivity of bar to action of these supercritical 

stresses is determined by the least (tangential) modulus, differing 

for each fiber. This important problem awaits more complete solution. 

Pig, 7,60, Different variants 
of buckling of a channel section. 
KE7i ( a) Local buckling* (b) 
Flexural instability] (c; Tor¬ 
sional-flexural instability. 

♦Problem is formulated by A. A. Umanskiy and was solved by B. I. 
Ivaniem. 



LIU—Post-Critical Behavior of Plate with Shear. 
■Uiagonaliy stretched Field»-- 

We previously considered post-critical deformation of a plate 

only during compression In one direction. However during calculation 

of certain structures It Is necessary to take Into account behavior 

of a plate after loss of stability due to shear. This pertains, for 

Instance, to some panels of the wing or fuselage of an aircraft, and 

also to the webs of tall beams. 

Thus as In case of compression, here there are two approaches to 

the problem. One consists In use of a model, allowing us to describe 

character of buckling of the plate during significant exoeedlry 0f 

tangential stresses of critical magnitude. The other approach consists 

in solving the problem on the basis of nonlinear theory of flexible 

plates. We shall first examine the first way. 

We recall that during non-di- 

latational strain axes of principal 

stresses form with edges an angle 

equal to 45°# and one of the prin¬ 

cipal stresses is tensile, and the 

other, compressive. At loss of 

stability there occurs a sort of 

corrugation of the plate in the 

direction of principal compressive 

stress (Fig. 7.6I). If edges of 

the plate remain In initial plane, 

then, here too, buckling leads to 

formation of stresses in the middle 

surface. Case of shear is inter¬ 

plate, parallel to the folds, can 
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Fig» 7»61. Cor¬ 
rugación of a 
plate during 
shear. 

esting because the fibers of the 



support very significant tensile forces, transmitted to longitudinal 

ribs. Reaction from longitudinal ribs are received in turn by trans¬ 

verse membersi the latter are compressed. Thus, there is created a 

system of skew tensile forces, balanced by reactions of transverse 

ribs ( struts). Such a model, simplifying true distribution of 

stresses in middle surface and flexural stresses, has the name of a 

diagonally stretched field.* 

We shall in the first approximation consider that direction of 

folds coincides with direction of the principal tensile stress and 

that the principle compressive stress is equal to zero. In other 

words, we consider that plate is incapable of transmitting any forces 

normal to the corrugations. 

case of diagonally stretched 
field. 

We designate» t is shear stress in sections parallel to coordi¬ 

nate axes; a is principal tensile stress) a is angle of inclination 

of vector of a to longitudinal edges) e and e are deformations in 

♦The theory of a diagonally stretched field of developed by 
Wagner [7.22] . 
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direction a and perpendicularly to it. 

We take e - a/E. Magnitude ia composed of elastic deforma¬ 

tion (-m-o/E) and approach of points of plate, caused by formation of 

folds. 

Let us consider deformation of a square with a side equal to one 

(Fig. 7.62). Deformations in directions x and y are equal to 

« cos* et+tc sin3 * 

ty ssssd^a-f-tyCos3« (7.275) 

Lines, parallel to the x and y axes during deformation will turn at 

angles yx and 7y, equal to 

T* = 7, == (« — «,) «in a cosa. (7.276) 

Deformation of shear will be 

T * 7,+ T, = (• - «f)*tn 2a. ( 7.277) 

Using these relationships, we find 

(7.279) 

(7.278) 

(7.280) 

These equations allow us to determine angle of inclination of 

folds and angle of slide, if we are given deformation of reinforcing 

ribs and deformation in the direction of the principal tensile stress: 

(7.281) 

T=2y<*-«,)(*-.,). (7.282) 

The last expression can also be presented in the form 

j = 2 (• — «,) itg a. (7.283) 

We note the relationship 

•+•,**•,+•„. (7.284) 
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Stress of slide t is expressed through principal tensile stress 

in the following manner: 

’“ï"*2*- (7.285) 

Let us consider the case where reinforcing ribs can be considered 

undeformed, so that ex - - 0. Then from (28l) we obtain: 

tg*««:!. (7.286) 

Thus, angle of inclination of folds will be equal to 45°. Further we 

find 
(7.287' 

From this 

t«0.25£T. (7.288) 

Introducing idea of reduced modulus characterizing rigidity 

of plate after loss of stability, we have 

0. = - = 0,25^ , ^ 4 
* (7.289) 

With respect to initial shear modulus G magnitude will constitute 

or, for [L m 0.3, 

„ _ 0(1+1*) 
«i- 2— (7.290) 

0, = 0.650. (7.291) 

Thus, with undeformed reinforcing ribs rigidity of plate to shear 

drops after loss of stability by in case of deformed ribs this 

lowering will be greater. 

§ 98. Study of Post-Critical Shear by 
theory of flexible Plates. 

Model of diagonally stretched field is appropriate only with 

sufficiently well-developed post-critical deformation of the plate. 

If critical stress of shear is exceeded insignificantly, study should 

be based on the theory of flexible plates. 

Let us consider a square plate with a side b, hinge-supported at 

the edges, subjected to action of shearing forces s on all edges. It 
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iß assumed that edges can be distorted in plane of the support contour* 

We use equations (232) and (233)j boundary conditions for edges x * 0 

and x » i we take in the form 

ï?-0’ •SJT"0, '3^37= I' (7.292) 

We present basic equations and conditions (292) in finite dif¬ 

ferences, as this was described in Section 90* Below are presented 

results of the solution of the problem,* carried out on digital com¬ 

puter ,,ural-2, " with step of net c = 1/8. Contour of net domain consti¬ 

tutes edges x *■ 0, y ■ 0 and diagonal y ■* 1 - x* Extra-contour points 

lay on lines x »• -c and y -c. We considered that the plate is bent 

symmetrical to diagonal y « 1 - x* 

In Fig. 7*63 solid lines depict dependence between parameter of 

load ¥, equal to 

and deflection w at points A(i/2, 1/2) and B(3/4, 1/4), where magni¬ 

tude wB is plotted with reverse sign. Critical stress constitutes by 

(l6i) s^p - 9*4. Dotted lines present given solutions of the same 

problem by Bubnov-Galerkin method (see [0.3], p. 157) with introduc¬ 

tion of two manipulated variables. As we see, error of such a solu¬ 

tion appears significant.** 

In Fig. 7*64 are plotted horizontals of deflection surfaces, per¬ 

taining to various values of w for s - 12 and s - 50. Critical stress 

was exceded in first case by 1.25 times, and in second, by 5.3 times. 

♦It was conducted by A. Yu. Birkgan. 

♦♦Let us note that in solution by Bubnov-Galerkin method boundary 
conditions (292), pertaining to function ¢, a satisfied only "on the 
average." 
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Fig. 7.63. Diagram "defleo 
tion — shear force" after 
loss of stability. 

Judging by Fig. 7.51, with rela¬ 

tively large exceeding of critical 

stress in the middle part of the 

plate there form closely spaced 

folds, similar to those which cor¬ 

respond to model of a diagonally 

stretched field. 

Fig. 7.64. Buck¬ 
ling of square 
plate during shear. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

STABILITY OP RECTANGULAR PLATES 
BEYOND THE ELASTIC LIMIT 

§ 99» Application of Theories of Plasticity to 
problems of Stability erf Plates 

Formulas for calculation of plates for stability, derived for the 

elastic region, are applicable only for relatively small thickness of 

plate. Let us consider, for Instance, an elongated hinge-supported 

plate compressed in one direction. Critical stress a for such a 
Kp 

plate is determined by formula (7*79), valid under the condition that 

magnitude aKp does not exceed the proportional limit of the material, 

aKp á arm* Jtet*0 oi' width of plate to thickness should constitute 

4>lA 
" r °»« ' ®nii 

Maximum value b/h turns out to be equal for soft steels to about 60, 

and for duralumin, 36. 

Meanwhile in real structures we frequently meet a plate, for 

which ratio b/h lies below the shown limit. This pertains, in partic¬ 

ular, to aircraft structures: in heavy aircraft in connection with 

new aerodynamic requirements the thickness of the skin recently sig¬ 

nificantly increased. Therefore, research of stability of plates dur¬ 

ing plastic flows is very important] it is necessary also for struc¬ 

tures of glass plastics, proportional limit of these materials is 
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comparatively low. 

In Chapter II it was shown that, the problem of stability of a 

bar in the elastoplastic region is complicated, if we determine the 

relationship between zones of loading and unloading in a section of 

the bar depending upon conditions of application of external forces. 

All the more difficult is research of buckling of plate] in each layer 

of the plate there will form, not unlaxlalj as in the case of a bar, 

but a plane stress. 

At present there are two approaches to solution of the problem 

of stability of plates during plastic deformations. One of them con¬ 

sists in considering the plate anisotropic, i,e*, not having that 

cylindrical rigidity which is determined for the elastic region, but 

different rigidities for flexure in two directions and for torsion. 

Relationship between rigidities depends on how much the proportional 

limit is exceeded by some ”fundamental" (subcritical) forces. 

For instance, in case of uniaxial compression instead of differ¬ 

ential equation (7*70)# 

(a) 

we propose to take as the basis the following] 

(b) 

Coefficient of decrease of rigidity X in direction x some authors con¬ 

sider equal to X - T/E, where T is resultant modulus for a bar of rec¬ 

tangular section, and others - X - E /E, where E is the tangential 

modulus. Coefficient of torsional rigidity is taken within limits 

*Such an approach is contained in books of S, P, Timoshenko [0,23], 
F. Bleich and J, Qeckeler, and also in a number of works of Kollbrunner 
(ate [0.19]). 
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X < X* < Ij most frequently we consider X* *» VT. Here it Is assumed 

that plastic properties of material must be manifested mainly In direc¬ 

tion of fundamental stress a , whose magnitude exceeds proportional 

limit. Regarding direction y, then here material Is considered "fresh" 

and as having an elastic modulus. For torsional rigidity there Is 

taken a certain Intermediate characteristic. This approach allows us 

to obtain without exceptional difficulties calculating formulas for 

critical stresses, but It must be considered only approximate. We 

know well that In complex state of strain plastic properties of a 

material at every given point of a solid depend on certain total char- 

acteristics, in which stress and deformation in the direction of a 

given axis enter only as certain components. These characteristics 

are determined by theories of plasticity. Therefore, valid research 

of buckling of plates in the elastoplastic region can be conducted 

only with the help of some theory of plasticityj this is the second 

approach to solution of the problem. Application of theories of plas¬ 

ticity leads in the end to differential equations close in form to 

equations of type (b) for anisotropic plates, but anisotropy factors 

here no longer are selected by intuition. 

The most valuable results in this region were obtained, starting 

in 1944, with help of the theory of small elastoplastic deformations.* 

This theory** connects magnitude of principal shearing strains with 

corresponding tangential stresses. Use of theory of deformations is 

equivalent to considering a plate in the plastic stage as a nonlinearly 

elastic body. Advantage of this theory is the comparative simplicity 

♦First research of this problem belongs to A. A. Ilyushin [8.1 and 
8.2] . 

**Below, for short, it is called theory of deformations. 
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of initial dependences. All the same, in problems of buckling of 

plates the theory of deformations should be used with caution, since, 

strictly speaking, it pertains only to case of simple loadlngj when 

all components of the tensor of deformations change proportionally to 

one parameter and, consequently, directions of principal axes of de¬ 

formation remain constant. But this assumption is fulfilled only in 

process of loading of the plate up to moment of buckling. With loss 

of stability of the plate at different points there appear additional 

flexural strains, and principal axes of deformation change direction. 

True, one may assume that with weak distortion of the plate additional 

deformations are small as compared to the principal strains, and there¬ 

fore, loading is close to being simple. 

The natural desire to be liberated from limitations of deformation 

theory led to the appearance of research in stability of plates, based 

on the theory of flow: this theory establishes relationship between 

stresses and increases of plastic deformations, i.e., rates of change 

of deformations, whereas preceding theory operated with complete de¬ 

formations. 

We will acquaint ourselves with the application to different prob¬ 

lems of stability of plates of both the theory of deformations and 

also the theory of flow and compare results of calculations with exper¬ 

imental data. 

We must not forget that term "stabillty" is applied to a struc¬ 

ture, experiencing elastoplastic deformation, in a conditional sense. 

Really, here any small perturbation causes irreversible deformations 

of the structure. Removed from position of stable equilibrium, a 

structure will accomplish damped vibrations already near some new 

bent position, characterized by a residual bend. Therefore, here there 
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remain in force those stipulations which were made in Section 51 

(p.126) with respect to determination of stability. We will consider 

state of plate stable in the small, if are absent neighboring "non¬ 

trivial" equilibrium form. 

Effect of chain stresses, by which plate is able to receive an 

increasing load after buckling, extends also to elastoplastic region. 

Problem of post-critical behavior of plates during plastic deforma¬ 

tions is very complicated. We shall learn the possible approaches to 

its solution in Chapter XII; furthermore, in Section ill we shall pre¬ 

sent an approximate method for determining of reduction factors. 

§ 100. Theory of Deformations. Initial Dependences 

We turn first of all to theory of deformations and give certain 

basic dependences. 

Fig. 8.1. Determin¬ 
ing secant and tan¬ 
gential moduli. 

this tangent and the axis of 

We start diagram of a(e) , ob¬ 

tained for uniaxial extension of 

samples of a given material (Fig. 

8.1). Tangent of angle of incli¬ 

nation (Xq of initial section of 

diagram corresponds to modulus of 

elasticity E. We pass at a certain 

point N a tangent to curve a( e) ; 

the tangent of angle a between 

abscissas determines the tangent modulus 

(8.1) 

•Index "0" designates that magnitude E„ corresponds to uniaxial 
stress. x ~~ 
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We Join point N with origin Oj the tangent of the angle of incli¬ 

nation of the obtained line to axis of abscissas corresponds to the 

so-called secant modulus E?, which, like the principle modulus E, is 
1 r L* 

equal to ratio of a to e: 

(8.2) 
c o 

Magnitudes E and E are functions of e. 
C K 

Regarding Poisson's ratio \i, in the elastic region, as we know, 

for steel and duralumin it lies between 0.25 and 0.35. With appearance 

of plastic deformations magnitude p. rapidly increases, approaching a 

limiting value [L - 0.5. Taking p. - 0.5 we consider material incom- 

presslbleî a small cube of such material, subjected to compression 

from all sides, will not experience change of volume. 

In order to determine dependence a( e) in case of uniaxial com¬ 

pression, we test short samples, where thin plates are connected in 

packs. Subsequently, we will assume that within limits comparatively 

small deformations of diagram a(e) , corresponding to uniaxial compres¬ 

sion and extension, are identical. 

In case of complex state of strain there are introduced the con¬ 

cepts of intense stresses and Intensity of deformations 

•i*^(°x-«,)*-H\-+(«,-«,)*+6(i + -j-xL). (8.3) 

•< * HT-SP-KS --•*>*+1(7Ï,+tÎ*+tL): f8.4) 

here ax, a^., and az are normal stresses in coordinate planes passing 

through the given points] t , t__, and x are tangential stresses] xy yz za 

e„, and are elongation strains] 7 , 7 , and 7 are shear 
X y z xy yz za 

strains. 

Let us assume that the intensity of deformations at a given point 

increases and we have condition of "simple loading." Then magnitudes 
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and e1 are interconnected, regardless of form of stress, by depend¬ 

ence 
(8.5) 

(8.6) 

By Ec here is understood secant modulus in diagram a^(e^) j the connec¬ 

tion of it with modulus E°, corresponding to uniaxial extension, will 
G 

be determined later. 

Components of deformations are connected in turn with components 

of stresses by the following relationships! 

_ j II as ^ (O, — 5), 

¿(8,-S). 

a 
To = ^ x*r 

Analogous expressions can be written for the remaining components. 

By 0 in (6) is understood dilatational deformation: 

By S we mean "average" normal stress: 

S«í±J±2l. 

Quantities 0 and S are connected by dependence 

For incompressible material we must take 0-0. During deforma¬ 

tion of a relatively thin plate in each of its layers, parallel to 

the middle plane, there is plane stressj on known assumptions of theory 

of plates it is possible to assume 

•.>=«. ï»“1**“0' (8.10) 

Expression for Intensity of stresses (3) obtains the form 

*/ ~ Va) — a.of 4-+ 3t1, (8.11) 

Magnitude S will be equal to 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

«»•î+i (8.12) 
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Here, and subsequently, there are Introduced designations t 
xy 

'xy ' 

Using (9), we write relationship (6) in form 

3 / 3 1—2|i\c 
^ = -£—j5’ 

¿ s- 

'“i'- j (8.1?) 

In expressions (15) it is possible to separate components of 

elastic and plastic deformation, if we assume* 

(8.14) 

Here, by Q is understood shearing modulus within elastic limit) by 

ac - secant shearing modulus, by - shearing modulus for intrinsic 

plastic deformations. Magnitude a is connected with modulus E by the 

known dependence 

0”*ÏÏTÏT (8.15) 

For Gc and it is possible to write analogous relationships, taking 

H * 0.5: 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

0,-£. 

Instead of ( 14) it is possible to write relationship 

1 . I 
a,“ » +-57- 

Introducing (17) and (12) in expressions (15), we obtain 

•* = -jr («* — |w,) + ^ (0,-5). 

V*“ T “ ^)+ (®, — 5). 

. *=líL+eíx i J , 
1 + ^ (8.18) 

First member in each of these expressions corresponds to elastic de¬ 

formation, and second, to purely plastic deformation. 

*See book of L. M. Kachanov [B.71, p. 41. 
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Let üb assume that we know diagram a(e) , pertaining to uniaxial 

extension or compression. Then by (l8) and (2), considering a * a, 
X 

* 0, we have 

hence 
l_ 1_ 

\ (8.19) 

Dependence (19) allows us to find value of Eni by the diagram obtained 

for uniaxial extension or compression. Using relationship (17), we 

have, further, 

JL« 1 i-fr 
&t'~ 3£ * (8.20) 

In case of incompressible material we always have E° » E . In 
c c 

other words, |X ■ 0.5, we obtain diagram of ^( e^) coinciding with 

diagram of c( e). 

If we write expression for intensity of deformations (4) in appli¬ 

cations to plane stress and set n « 0.5, then it will take the form 

= (8.21) 

Let us assume, further, that at given point of the body there is 

unloading, expressed in decrease of e1) then in known limits of change 

of intensity stresses and deformations will be connected by Hooke*s 

law: 

(8.22) 

where E is fundamental modulus of extension-compression for the given 

material. 

§ 101. Basic Differential Equation in 
^ dase of Incompressible Material 

We shall apply the derived dependences to problems of stability 

of plates on the assumption that the material is incompressible. We 

consider that at certain point of plate up to moment of loss of 
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stability stresses have value ax$ ay* andt, corresponding deformations 

are equal to ex, ey, and 7 and that subcritical loading was simple. 

Taking in relationships (6) 0 « 0 and using (12), we obtain 

We introduce designations 

*x = 9jr "J®»' — ■J®x* 

then we have 

«*= 
fjf #, 3* 

^ = Te- 

Using relationship (5), we obtain 

tg *y ®y T 
•1 ai «I ^ ’ «< •< 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

At moment of loss of stability the plate takes a bent equilibrium po¬ 

sition, Infinitely close to the Initial. We determine variations ia , 

0<jy, and 6t of stresses, occurring during buckling of the plate. Pro¬ 

ceeding from (2j5), we find 

•jr*“ y £*(•*+ 7 *,)• 

(8.27) 

We calculate variations of these magnitudes, remembering that modulus 

Ec is variable and depends on 

*®X=4 (*•'+7 +7 +^ 

(8.28) 
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By analogy with (l) we Introduce concept of tangent modulus for diagram 

°i( *i) ' 

Prom ( 5) we have 

differentiating, we find 

E 
“ dtt * 

E — — ■ 

dEc _ 1 
rf«. 

flL _ 1 p , 
t rfT — T “ r ~ •1 **1 */ *< 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 

(8.31) 

Dependences (28) taking Into account (31) take the form 

k. = 7 (&-+ï8s)~ - £.) ^ 

=4c« (s+4 *•-) - <e< -e.) V ^ 
h = 4c«*T-(C.-C,)i5.,. 

Variations of components s , s by (24) are equal to 
^ Jr 

= y tiy =■ — y tijj. 

Using (32), we obtain 

at, = £,3«,-(£.-£.) 

a*, = £e 3t y (Ee — £„) îeit 

lt*-j£c3j —(£e —£,)^- St,. 

We determine variations of Intensity of deformations 

we obtain 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

Using ( 21) , 

K 
^ (•* *•* + I*,) + *y K* + •* I«, + ■y 7 

After multiplication by cr1 we find 

*w-4M('*+4v)h-+(.,+4.,)«.,+4T»ï]. 
Substitution of relationships (27) yields 

Expression (35) may be given an energy meaning: It is equal to 

work of forces applied to an element of a body on virtual displacement. 

Let us assume that during loading of a plate up to loss of sta¬ 

bility Intensity of stresses at all points exceeded proportional limit. 

(8.35) 
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At moment of buckling to fundamental stresses will be added flexural 

stresses, Plate is divided by thickness into two zonesi in one there 

will occur loading, and in the other, unloading (Pig, 8,2), Using hy¬ 

pothesis of straight normals, we express variations of deformations at 

an arbitrary point of a plate by 

variations of deformation in the 

middle surface bex, &e , and ly and 

by variation of curvatures nx, 

X* 

(8<J6) 

As earlier, by z is understood co¬ 

ordinate, counted from middle sur¬ 

face along a normal to it. 

Fig. 8.2. Zones of 
loading and unloading 
during buckling of plate, 
KEY: (a) Loading] (b) 
Unloading, 

We determine position of that 

neutral point of the normal, which lies on boundary of zones of load¬ 

ing and unloading. Obviously, variation of at this point should 

be equal to zero. Proceeding from (35), we find 

fcj+tif-o. (8.37) 

Substituting value (36) and designating by zQ the coordinate of the 

neutral point, we have 

+V*) + •,<*«,+Vo)+» (*T + *X*o> = °* 

Hence 

We introduce designations 

•jr l*# •, 
*•*“ o**j+v, + kx ‘ 

n(o. «) =3 o, 8«, -j- o, 

H(«. *)==ax*x+v>+2tx; 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

(8.41) 
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then we have 
J»*=s”ïï|r3'* (8.42) 

Variation of for arbitrary point with coordinate z turns out 

to be, by (35), equal to 

•*(K + *»jr) + «» <*«» + **>) + * (»T 4- 2^X) (8.43) 

Using (42), we find 

(8.44) 

Let us turn to zone of loading! we assume that it embraces layer 

of plate between points z - and z - Zq. Here variations of magni¬ 

tudes sz and ôez are connected by the first of relationships (34)x 
X X 

Using (56) and (44), we obtain 

(8-46) 
*i 

By analogy we have 

(8.47) 
. (i,—x) n (a, *) 

U)=£, («., + n,)+(¾ - f,) J-— 
«J 

te=^£.(iT+2ix)+(e.-ej . (8.48) 

For zone of unloading, lying between points z - z0 and z - y it 

is necessary to set Ec ■» E| then we find 

lii «*(&,+*»,). 

J (8.49) 

We designate by 4NX, SNy, and ST variation of resultant forces 

per unit length of the section of the platel 
» 
I 

» 
l 

» 
T 

» 

"T 
* 
“? 

W9~fb;dx. »r-JVrf*. 
* 

"I 

We introduce auxiliary quantities 
* 

w, —»W, —— 

(8.50) 

* 
T 

(8.51) 
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By (46) and (49) we have 
A 
T Ai 
f EQ*M + **s)dx+ J EcQ*s + zxx)dz+ 

A 
*T 

4 / (2,—t)ir, 
i •* ( 8.52) 

hence 

( 8.53) 

(8.54) 

W,«[<£4£^4-<£~ E-)4>]i*. + 

In an analogous manner we find 

1¾ - [<£ 4 £J 4 -<£ - c«> ««l S + 

4 j (£ - £J (4 - *î) «, + Ä - £., (4 + «.J. 

»r- |[(£4£a4~(C_ + -«(t -^)4 + 

(8,s 
We assume here that process of loss of stability occurs with 

constant external forces« We extend this assumption to variations of 

Internal resultant forces and assume* 

«,-w,-«r=o. (8i56) 

We multiply expressions (53)-(55) correspondingly by a 9 a t and 3t 
a y 

and we add these products. Considering relationship 

tg9g 4* lf*f + 3t* = 0» 

and using designations (40) and (41)« we obtain 

[(£4£j4-<c-e«>^]n<*- «) + j(C-£.)(4-1j)n(*- *)+ 

4 (£. - £J (4 4 «»f=0. 

Division by II( o, Jt) taking into account ( 42) gives 

— [(£-)-£,)4 - (E — £,)2,] 1,+ j (£—£,)(4 — ^) + 

4-^4^-(4+^=°. 

(8.57) 

(8.58) 

♦More exact solution of problem« In which variations of internal 
forces are not considered equal to zero« was given by A. A. Ilyushin 
[8.2] and Yu. R. Lepik [8.5]. 
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or 

c(t-*)’-*.(t + *.)’ = 0- (8.59) 

If we were to designate by thickness of zone of additional loading, 

and by hg# the thickness of zone of unloading, then we have 

«5-e«*’=o. *,=4-«ó. *i=t+v (8.60) 

We obtained precisely the same relationship between h^ and hg as 

in case of compressed bar of rectangular section using theory of two 

moduli ( see Section 2j) ♦ Prom (60) we find 

* Vç+Vf* Yz+yr (8.61) 
Coordinate zQ is equal to 

. _ a Kl-KS 
^ Tn+va- (8.62) 

We determine, further, flexural and torsional moments happening per 

unit length of the section! 

» 
T 

* 
T 

At,*» / <&**• My= f fydz. H** f t*xdz 
* 
~r 

« 
T 

k 
’T (8.65) 

We introduce additional designations 

* 
T 

* 
T 

**-*, — ■* At,** / W, = /W, — ^ Afx = y t*xdz. 
* 
*T 

à 
*7 (8.64) 

Substituting expressions (46) and (49) » we find 

* 
T 

«, = / e(Us+nx)idz+ f EtQ*x+z*x)gdz+ 
» 
'T 

4 f n ('• ») (Zq _ t)zdZ' 
à *î 

"T 

Integrating, we have 

Wx== £*)(-y — ^x-}* y [(^+f«) — 
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Por (i * 0.5 cylindrioal rigidity of plate within elastic limit will 

be equal to Eh* 

(8.67) 

Introducing designations 

(8.68) 

we rewrite (66) in the form 

W, = O'{ 3 [{< I + »«) - 0 - *) (A)*] tj + 

+¿(1 -tjQ-y)1**- y+ 3l)}~ ( 8*69) 

We express magnitude m by curvatures. For that we determine ôe , 

using ( 5¾ and ( 56) i 

j i (Te-T«)n(». *) 1,+ 

^ (1 +fe)*y — 0 ~fe)** ^ +te) •y” 

Putting this value in (69), we find 

w^D-na^a+fcí-a-fc)*?]- 

(I 9 
”TT 

y (1 + Tc) (i ” fe) *• 
(l — 4^ + 3/,,) -f- 

• (1-fe) r< 
fù*t •? 

here there is introduced the designation 

We present (Tl) in the form 

*,=} o-fo-o.,-o -») n(y».], 

where 

r^=1(1 _?t) [(1 -(-8¾ + _ 0-^)0-4¾1 1 

(8.70) 

(8.71) 

(8.72) 

( 8.7?) 

(8.74) 

I—¿(fc—e,)fl —4i}+&+-0_*«)(l+a*«y(l~4,0) 
(8.75) 
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In an analogous manner we obtain 

«.-iO'[(1 

Prom (64) we have 

jw.)- 

Hence 

Mt—iy |(i - »•)(»,+1 »,) - 7 c - ») ] ■ 

M, = O' [(1 - r) + i -1 ( I - ») n<]^)J’ J. 

(8.76) 

(8.77) 

(8.78) 

(8.79) 

We express curvatures and torsion of the bending surface by 

deflections a*» 
«* = - 

&w 
IF- Xy * dy* * Y — 

^ dxdy ' (8.80) 

Then expressions (79) and (77)* taking into account (41), will take 

the form u n/T/» i • ¿•»x 3/t v®xit/ 

+ ã d7)-« )'í <'’'")J' (8.81) 

[/a*« i a**\ 3 «. i 

0 " ^ ( ¿7 + s i?) - 7(l - 11 (’' "’j ' ( 8.82) 

(8.83) 

where 

11(0. (8.85a) 

Considering small deflections of the plate and using relationships 

(7.16), (7.17), and (7.156), we write equation of equilibrium of the 

member a*Afx &*h pm, 
-5ïr+2'dïdï + -dÿr + h[l(9-w)==0- (8.84) 

Here stresses a and a are considered positive during compression. 
X y 

Substituting here expression (81)-(83)* we arrive at the following 
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differential equation for deflection!* 

d*w 
dx* + 2 

^ 3 1-»yy+^1 ** 

/ 3 !-* «}\ dV I—* t / 

\ 4 \-r ']) d/ l-r^V' 

«Î 
d4i 

dx*dy 

J dx2 dy2 

dSr \ 

^a,dxdy3/ + 

^"(T-O 11 (a- *) = 0- (8.85) 

Equation (85) together with boundary conditions is the initial 

one during solution of different particular problems. If we put 

? , “ Çi, “ I* then we have i* *= 0, s » ij then instead of (85) we obtain 

known equation, pertaining to stability of plates within elastic limit] 

if in it we consider |i * 0.5, 

ím¿/-l-An(3. w)=o. (8.86) 

We note certain relationships, facilitating calculation of param¬ 

eters r and s. As we have seen, coordinate (62) of the layer, dividing 

zone of loading and unloading is the same as in problem of stability 

of a bar of rectangular section. We introduce dimensionless magnitude, 

corresponding to resultant modulus T in this problem! 

/ = — = _ 
£ {Yl+YItf (l+Kñ)í, (8.8?) 

consequently, 

i_ y~t= 1-^5-. 
l + ^ (8.88) 

Prom (62) we have 

*0= 2 1 + KÍÜ’ (8*89) 

hence 

(1-2^ = /. ( 8.90) 

♦This equation was first derived by A* A. Ilyushin [8.1 and 8.2] . 
In his works are contained also the solution of a series of particular 
problems for plates, compressed in one and in two directions. 
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(8.92) 
1 + 83 = 2(1 -Ç)[(i -^í) + j/]. 

Using these dependences, we reduce expression (74) to form 

We turn to expression (75). We present it in the form 

* == (1 - 2^»+4J0<1 - J0) - -J-(¾ - ?K) |(l + 2z0)*(1 -J0) -f- 

4 
3 (1 —TcH1 42^0)1 (1 - 4¾) 

4 O + fc) — (l-fe)2í, J* 

Prom (89) we have 

t*~(|l+c*) •. 

Using, furthermore, relationship (90), we obtain 

T (i+fi)+(i-»j2r, 

,»l + {(l-Tt)((l + 8iJ)-3Ïa(l_43)- 

_ » l('+2?0),-te(l-g„),)(l-7.)(l-<3) 
• (l+tJ + (l-t02r. 

or 

(8.93) 

(8.94) 

(8.95) 

(8.96) 

(8.97) 

Uniting the last two members contained in parentheses and com¬ 

paring obtained expression with (74), we arrive at the following simple 

relationship* 

*='+'. (8.98) 

Having for given material of plate values of secant and resultant 

moduli, one can determine parameters r by (95) and s by {98)) such 

calculations are made in Section 110 for duralumin and steel. 
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§ 102» Application of Variational Methods 

We compose the expression for work of forces Mx, and H on 

virtual displacements, at which curvatures receive increments 0*t , 

ôn , and ôx* To the section of the plate with dimensions along axes u 
X and y equal to one, there will correspond specific work 

Af,*S + 2//8x). ( g. 99) 

Considering relationship (77) and (79)> we find 

M* = — O' J ( 1 — r) [(*, + y *y) 8«, + ¡%y -I- y 8ity 4- X *x] 

D (», a) ('¿X, + a,lx,+2tlx) I 

-1-r (8.100) 

Expression (100) oan be presented in the form of complete varia- 

tioni* 
M* tJo Vf+'î+fl- 

(8.101) 

We introduce concept of potential strain energy, variation of which is 

e^ual t0 M/*—M*. (8.102) 

Such a step is valid* as was already said, the theory of small 

elastoplastic deformations, can be considered as the theory of a 

nonlinearly elastic body. Further we find 

- '>«+*a+»i+zv4<' - ( 8< 105) 

Moments will be equal to partial derivatives of potential energy* 

M -"P M OH-*7* ™—*r 

this corresponds to known Lagrange theorem. 

Total potential energy will be 

!/=s J J U'dxdy. 

(8.104) 

(8.105) 

♦Stresses a , a , and t are considered unvaried. 
* y 
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We determine work of external forces with small distortion of the 

plate, considering forces ah and ah evenly distributed along corre- 
a y 

spending edges of the plate* From (7*52) we find 

w=rffl’Á^Í+aÁ^)'+s,£ ( 8>106) 

If we consider transition from initial equilibrium form to bent 

form as virtual displacement of plate, then we should have 

U+UF = 0 (8*107) 

or 

(8.108) 

where 3 ■ U - W increment of total energy of system during buckling of 

the plate* 

Using variational equation (IO8), it is possible to interpret 

from energy point of view application of the Bubnov-Qalerkin method 

for approximate integration of initial equation (85). On the other 

hand, when considering loss of stability "in the small" every possible 

equilibrium form of the plate must be considered indifferent) in pro¬ 

cess of transition from initial to bent form total energy should re¬ 

main constant. In other words, work of external forces during buckling 

of plate should be equal to potential energy, corresponding to inter¬ 

nal efforts appearing during bending. Proceeding from this condition, 

it is possible to apply for approximate solution of problems of stabil¬ 

ity of plate the Ritz-Timoshenko method ( see Section 9). 

§ 103. Solution of Particular Problems 

Consider, for example, the case of a plate supported by hinges 

at its ends, compressed in direction x (see Fig. 7*14). In equation 

(85) one should put 

.,-,,=.. .,=,=0. (8>109) 
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As a result, using (98)> we obtain 

( , 3 I —/ —r\ d*w , „ d4w , d*w , *« d*w _n 
1 ~ 7 ‘SF + 2 (Í-Õ^7 = °- 

We take the solution in the form 

w==/s,nJ^sin^; 
41 # 

after substitution In (110) we have. 

(8.110) 

(8.111) 

(1,3 t \ hi4 i n «■rt* , A« m* A . _ . 
7 + TT=7)lr+2liÃr+*7“ '(f-r)^-5^=0, (8.112) 

hence 

•=-W(1 “^[(t+TT^?)^) (8.113) 

Critical stress will be defined as minimum of expression (11¾. 

Here it is first necessary to put n * 1) consequently, the plate should 

bulge, forming one half-wave along side b. Considering a/lam «■ X, we 

write, further, condition of minimum a in the form 

.0; 

this gives 

../T—i—r- 
t+tt=7- 

Critical stress turns out to be equal to 

. «Jr*10' 
•*“*"pr* 

(8.114) 

(8.115) 

(8.116) 

where 

*-j0-'>(/t+Tt=7+,)> (8.117) 

Formula (117) pertains to an elongated plate, for which wave- 

formation along side a is free. For a value of a, comparable to b, 

one should find the number of half-waves m, giving coefficient K the 

least value. 

Let us assume that for a square plate to minimum K there corre¬ 

sponds m - Ij then magnitude K in formula (116) according to (11¾ is 
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equal to 

# = (^5+1-^)(1-0= 13(1 —r)+ 3 
4 (8* 118) 

In limiting case of an elastic problem it is necessary to set 

r * 0 and t - ij then formulas (117) and (118) will lead to known value 

K « 4. If diagram ¢^(^) corresponding to given material, has a yield 

surface, then for points of this surface we have by (93) r ■ 1 - <p , 
c 

and t - Oj instead of (HT) we obtain K - 3<P , and instead of (II8) 

In case of elongated plate expression for critical stress can 

then be presented in the form 

(8.119) 

here by le designated, by analogy with (67), cylindrical rigidity, 

corresponding to the secant modulus, when p, * 0*5x 

(8.120) 

Let us remember that when t -> 0 supporting power of compressed 

bars always was exhausted. In theory of stability of plates we 

arrive at a different result; for points of the yield surface magni¬ 

tude / 0. In other words, transition of "threshold" of yield sur¬ 

face is not necessarily accompanied by buckling of the plate.* This 

is explained by the fact that with buckling of the plate, in distinc¬ 

tion from case of bar, there will be formed a plane stress. Judging 

by formulas (32), here there can take place increments of a , a , and 
X y 

? also when the material is in a state of yielding (when E / 0, 
c 

E ■ 0). Let us assume that magnitudes a , a , and t obtained X y 

*This conclusion pertains to an "infinitely slow" process of load¬ 
ing. If we consider the dynamic effect taking place in an elastic 
testing machine upon reaching the yield surface, then state of the plate 
can nevertheless appear unstable. 



» 

incrementb, while magnitude of intensity of stresses (li) remains 

constant. Then we should have 

(as + 8a,J*—i<3M -f- 8«,) (o, + **,) + (<*, + b*,? -f 3(x-f = 
= — 3t»; 

disregarding small members of higher order* we have 

o.(28o — 8« 1 ■ 

4-«/(8«JI-28o,)4-3t8t = 0. ( 8.Í21) 

Assuming here that a^. ■ T *■ 0* we obtain 

28«^ = lar 
(8.Í22) 

Namely such a relationship 

should exist in the considered 

problem between àa^ and ôay for 

points of diagram a(e), lying on 

yield surface (Fig. 8.3) • 

We considered here only one 

particular problem of stability of 
Fig. 8.3. On case of buck¬ 
ling of plate during stress* a compressed plate with hinge- 
equal to yield point. 

fastened edges. A series of prob¬ 

lems* pertaining to other forms of loading and other boundary condi¬ 

tions is investigated with the help of the same initial relationships 

by B. M. Broude [7.5]* S. K. Popov [8.6], and Yu. R. Leplk [8.5] . 

'"H.: 
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§ 104. Deriving the Fundamental Equation 
Ignoring the Effect of tfnloadlng 

Theory of stability of plates, stated above, in the particular 

case of compressed bar is reduced to theory of "two moduli." Judging 

toy (6l), thickness of plate is divided into zones of loading and un¬ 

loading in the same way as we divide height of rectangular section of 

bar during buckling. It is natural to try to extend to plates an¬ 

other approach, in which effect of unloading is not considered. In 

application to bars this concept corresponds, as we saw in Chapter II, 

to the case when compressing force increases in process of buckling. 

Thus, we shall consider that relationships between increments of 

stresses and deformations are the same in zones of loading and un¬ 

loading. Then, obviously, the "neutral" surface dividing these zones 

will coincide with middle surface of the plate. Consequently, varia¬ 

tions of deformations for points of middle surface will be equal to 

zero during buckling of the plate. We use relationships of type ( 46) 

between variations of stresses and deformations, found above for the 

zone of loading* 

(8.125) 

(8.124) 

(8.12?) 

Considering 4ex « ÍEy - Í7 - 0, by (?6) we obtain 

*•:=«,• «ï'-kx- (8.126) 

Variation of intensity of deformations (42) Is equal to 

(«f»y + Vyf gy)* n («, *) 
—-—z, 

(8.127) 

Expressions (46)-(48) are replaced by the followlngi 

(8.128) 
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k; “ [£'*>“(E‘- E.)j|'' 0 jZ, (8.129) 

„. = [}£,x_(e«-c.)^]z. (8.150) 

As we can see, condition (56) is fulfilled* varJations of result¬ 

ant forces ÔRx, ôR^., and ÓT turn out to be equal to zero. Magnitude 

pt will be equal to 
k 
1 

®x- / i»¿1=[g.»,-(g.-g.)*'-n|^^■ 

T 

Introducing value of cylindrical rigidity (67), we obtain 

»,=4 o- te - *) i£!!^2>-j. 

In the same manner we find 

W, — T ^ [vy ~ - y.) ** j. 

Bending moments by (78) are equal to 

^x = O' (*x+ J *>) --1 (fc - <h) J. 

Using expressions (80) for curvatures, we have 

^ +i ^) - f (t-- t>) 711 ^ • 

= - O' ~) - 7 <* - f.> n («• «»] ■ 

(8.151) 

(8.152) 

(8.155) 

(8.154) 

(8.155) 

(8.156) 

(8.157) 

(8.158) 

v)] (8.159) 
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equation of equilibrium (84) takes fon# 

(8,140) 

Here is introduced cylindrical rigidity (129), corresponding to the 

secant modulus. 

All relationships — from (152) to (140) — we could directly ob¬ 

tain from dependences of Section 101 considering zQ - Zq - 

Really, with such a value of Zq the whole thickness of the plate turns 

out to be enveloped by the zone of loading. Parameters r and s by 

(74) and (75) will be equal to 

r«!-*. *= 1-(*-*,). (8.141) 

In examining an elastic problem it is necessary to consider 

?,=?,=i. 

Variational equation (115) and the energy criterion remain in force 

also during solution of a problem ignoring unloading! only expression 

for specific energy U* will change) instead of (105) we obtain 

^ = 7- {». «+V,+*;+z*) - T (». - ».) üliîr!E j ■ 
(8.142) 

§ 105, Buckling of Compressed Plate 

We start from the new differential equation (140). In case of 

compression of plate in one direction it takes form 

\ 4 ^ 4 f e j dx* 
+ 2 d*w 

dx7 dy7 
. <?*■> . hi á*w 
^ dy'^D^tx7 

= 0. 
(8.143) 

♦This equation was obtained by Stowell [8.I6] . He also solved a 
series of particular problems for plates, compressed in one direction. 
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Let us consider different conditions of fastening. 

1. All edges of plate are supported by hinge. Taking w as before 

in the form ( 111), we obtain 

«•Dl 17 1 
= T-JT [( 4 +■ T tI ) 1? + 2“’ + '‘'’l • (8.144) 

where X - a/bm. We take n - 1 and write condition (114) for an elon¬ 

gated plate; then we find 

y-V T+Tt" (8.145) 

Judging by (145) in elastoplastic region waves are shortened in direc¬ 

tion of compresslonj and more intensely the less ration VK/9C» This 

is natural) relative rigidity of plate along x with development of 

plastic deformations drops. 

Coefficient K in formula (116) obtains the value 

= •). (8.146) 

In case of a square plate, if we take m « 1, we obtain 

/IC = 3.25<pe+ 0.75¾. (8.146a) 

With strongly developed plastic deformation it is possible to 

put 9 - 9 j then instead of (146) and (146a), we obtain 
K. C 

•■»=4Tr: (8.147) 

thus, critical stress will be determined by the "secant modulus." 

For points of the yield surface when 9,. ■■ 0 in the case of an elon¬ 

gated plate we have 

W 

which coincides with (124). Length of half-waves here constitutes 

by (145) about 0.7 of the width of the plate. As one should have 

expected, value of K found without calculation of effect of unloading, 

lies, as a rule, lower than that taking into account unloading. 
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We introduce a designation for the "reduced" factor 

• (8.148) 

and rewrite formula (116) for an elongated plate in the form 

«•O' 
%=2-Fr<*p+*>- (8.116a) 

For elastic region 1. During calculation of d' we take 

M- - 0.5. Therefore (116a) does not pass into known formula (7.77). 

This transition will be carried out below, in Section 107j here con¬ 

ditionally we take D'« D and designate critical stress for elastic 

region by then instead of ( 116a) we obtain 

TV* (8.149) 

where by is understood correction factor for the elastoplastlc 

region: 

For square plate from (147) 

(8.150) 

1=0.8^ + 0.,^ {8>150a) 
Let us consider, further, a plate, compressed along short side, 

where a « b, X2 « lj then 

*ty 
^*** Thrift 

Relating this magnitude to value a and taking D#- D we arrive at 

the correction factor for the case of "cylindrical buckling" of the 

plate in the form 

1-0.25*+0.75fr 
(8.150b) 

Let us remember that since we do not consider effect of unloading, 

then in 1 miting case of compressed bar we should have 

(8.150c) 

2* Loaded edges of plates are secured by hinge, and unloaded 

edges are pinched (Fig. 7>17)• We shall use the energy method of 

solving the problem. With uniaxial compression expression (142) for 
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U* will take the form 

W*=-r [». «+V,+»;+X*) - T (»<-».)•!] • (8.131) 

hence 

U = T-ff[{j+T^){^-) +5r0 + 

Work of external forces according to (106) will be 

w==?ffa*(iiï)*dx</y- 

Using (108) and considering a * a, we find 

(8.151a) 

(8.152) 

^ / /[(t + T fc) (i?)' + + (jf)’ + (37^ )']d* dy 
Q33 

‘//fë)’"" (8.153) 

Expression for deflection we write in the form 

w=/«to^i.n»^Z-. (8.154) 

After substitution of this expression In (153) and Integration 

we find 171 3 t.x w**1 , W , 1® «WI 
0 = WIU + T ÍT j-y + T + T 1*5? J * 

Magnitude a will be before, minimum when n » 1. We assume that 

plate is elongated and loaded edges are free. Considering 

we obtain ,, .... 

^W-Kt + T^Itt+T+T1-’]- (8.155) 

Condition (114) leads to relationship 

and then 

««»=8-iirVy+7^ y+iT/* (8.156) 
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Por © ■ © * 1 and D'- D we arrive at formulae of Section 8j5 for the 
JV V 

elastic region. 

ir* 
“T"* 

_ •(Kl+D «»o 
V»*5 3 "PF* 

Correction factor t\ for D*- D obtains value 

ri+i • 

or 
1)^0.36^40.64^. 

(8.157) 

3» Loaded edges are supported by hinge, and one unloaded edge 

is secured by hinge while the other is free. In this case we take 

such an expression for wi 

(8.158) 

axes of coordinates are located, as shown in Pig. 7*22. Prom formula 

(153) we obtain 

• --- --=-. 

(8.159) 

Expression (159) will be a minimum when m « lj Just as in the elastic 

problem, here along axis x there will be formed one half-wavej con¬ 

sequently. 

+^]- 

In case of elongated plate when b « a 

(8.160) 

(8.l60a) 

(8.161) 
Correction factor turns out to be, for D/ - D, equal to 

’••fr 

Critical stress turned out to be here proportional to secant modulus. 

This allows us significantly to facilitate practical calculations. 

Por ratio b/h we find critical deformationi 
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and by diagram <j( e) for given material — corresponding value of secant 

modulus E , we then have 
Ogp — 

Qerard proposed [8#i0] to use this method for determining criti¬ 

cal stresses with other boundary conditions; in a formula of type 

(162) he recommends we put, instead of coîfficient 1/5, such coeffi¬ 

cient k which ensues from the solution of the elastic problem; for 

example in the case of an elongated plate with hinge-secured edges, 

k * 5*6. 

As we have seen, such calculation by secant modulus, frequently 

met in the literature, ensues from theory of deformations in case of 

uniaxial compression only in one particular case* In all other prob¬ 

lems this method must be considered approximate, where error in its 

use may be sizable* 

4* Loaded edges are supported by hinge, one of unloaded edges 

is clamped and the other is free. Using the same method as in para¬ 

graph 3, we find the following final expression for correction factor 

T| when D/- Dt 
H « 0,43¾ -|- 0.57fnp. (8.163) 

Value of t\ for duralumin and steel plates are given below in 

Section 110* 

§ 106, Buckling of Plate During Shearing 

Let us turn to case of square plate with side a, subject to 

action of tangential stresses t on all edges (see Pig. 7*24). Prom 

(11) we find 
(8.164) 

Equation (140) obtains the form 

. <fm . 2h Pw 
dyA D't X dxdy 

= 0 (8.165) 
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or 
à*w . 2k d*v 

àx1 à/ Dt dx dy 
0. 

Here we assume 

Expression for deflection we take in the form of (7*l48)i 

m • 
We write equation of Bubnov-Galerkin methodi 

f f X*n~L4n&-dxdy = 0. 
Taking into account relationships (7,l5i), we obtain 

(8.166) 

(8.167) 

(8.168) 

(8.169) 

i / 

We introduce designations 

_* 
p -5(l-rt- 

mij 
(8.170) 

(8.171) 

Proceeding the same as in Section 85, we consider first combinations 

of indices: (l, l), (2, 2) and (2, 2), (l, l)j then we obtain a 

system of equations for f^ and ^22* e<3ua^e zero the determi¬ 

nate of the system: 

<«-♦)/>* -T®** 

-T®’* (!«-<♦)/ (8.172) 

Parameter T*p, corresponding to critical shearing stress, turns out 

to be, in the first approximation, equal to 

^■"ÎÊr '’O ~i): 

hence 

(8.173) 

Vl-|j.!(i-$)e.(¿)\ (8.173 a) 

We select as the second approximation the following indices m and n: 

( 1# l) f ( 1# 3) , ( 5, l) , ( 3* 3) , and i, J — ( 2, 2) and then change 

their places. This will lead to an equation, generalizing the former 
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equation (7.164) for the elastoplastic region* 

4 128 
<4-+)P* 0 

0 

0 

< J»,« (S3 — 3^)p* 

1 128 
J «• 

0 

9 128 . 

4 128 
Bt?-1 

A 4 128 t* 
0 ~B_ïrt 

0 

0 

Determining from this Tj.p g 

paring this magnitude with rjj,p 

0 

(33 — 3rj>) p* 0 

0 (36-9^)p* 

(8.174) 

of the second approximation and com- 

we obtain 

0. 

Vi 

(8.175) 

In Section 85 one could see that magnitude in the denominator, for 

^ * 0 is equal to 1.18. Extending this value to case ÿ - 0, we obtain 

,;=w.2Ct(t-4)(47 

or 

'),= IO.iC(0.75Tk + 0.25T.)(4)’. 

Correction factor turns out to be equal to 

11-=0.75^ + 0,25¾. 

This value of r\ we take conditionally also for plates with arbi¬ 

trary ratio of sides. Let us note that Gerard recommends in case of 

shear that we make calculations by secant modulus [8.10] and take 

7) - V 

§ 107. Generallzatlon of Theory of Deformations to 
Case~of (Compressible Material 

Preceding solutions of problem of elastoplastic stability of 

plates have the deficiency that for all points of diagram a^(e^) 

Poisson*s 'ratio was considered equal to 0.5. Therefore, the fundamental 
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I 

differential equations (85) or (140), do not lead in the particular 

case of purely elastic deformation to known equation of classical 

theory of platesj this also pertains to separate calculating formulas* 

In order to obtain definit!zed solution for a material, compres¬ 

sible in elastic region, we shall use the more complete dependences 

of Section 100 between deformations and stresses.^ We shall limit 

ourselves here to case of uniaxial stress up to loss of stability 

(a ■ T ■ 0) and will not consider effect of unloading* 

We use relationships 

•jr + «* 2 2 
.,-5=¾-3—--'3*,. «,-S=3v (8.179) 

then expressions (l8) for deformations can be rewritten in the follow¬ 

ing form» 

•r == »X* (8.180) 

S ^=17 ~ I**)+V (8.181) 

(8.182) 

We express variation of magnitudes e , e , and 7 by variations X y 
of stresses in this general formt 

= ¿11 + ¿U + ¿13 ^ 

asB¿*i*0x‘b¿a*0,+ ¿U®1* 

=s ¿33^®> "b ¿33^* (8.18¾ 
Coefficients A^, A^g,... are equal to the corresponding derivatives! 

¿1» 
d*jr * _ àtg . 

«7* and «to* 
(8.184) 

Considering expressions (l82), immediately we find 

¿13 =8 ¿a=¿a = ¿a — 0. 
(8.185) 

♦Such a solution was first given by L. A. Tolokonnikov [8.8] . An¬ 
other way of solution, presented below, was offered for case a ■ t * 
« 0 by Bijlaard [8.9] 1 and In more general form, by A. P. Prusïkov 
[16.12] . The last two authors considered problem without calculation 
of effect of unloading. 
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We determine the remaining coefficients* Using equality (l80), we 

obtain 
0<r 1 a I OSt i . 0 / I \ 

(8.186) 
, dtx 1 i 1 dig i à / i \ 
^ *¡7 = T + ÏÜ'SJ+*7\57r 

Derivative of s is equal to 

iksa 1 
* (8.187) 

We find derivative of l/E^. Proceeding from relationship (17), we 

have 

«7 (¿)=57(^)- 

We write this expression in the form 

à / I \_ * / *< \ 

We find 

and, further. 

Finally 

* y ?-Vo 4. == *1. *7 «7 ' * * 2i¡ «, • 

(8.188) 

(8.189) 

(8.190) 

(8.191) 

*-(^) (e. i.)^' 

Expression (186) obtains the form 

a"-7+í+(í-{)t 

Analogously we calculate the remaining coefficients? 

Considering the fundamental stress uniaxial, we take 

(8.192) 

(8.19?) 

(8.194) 

(8.195) 

*x-®x* : -■y. «i=9x; 
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then we obtain 

* p i ' (± _ A\ 
—-TT-TO-^\Et £c ) ’ 

. i , i i *_L 

Ai = /,*l _ ____ 
. 1 . 1 / 1 1 . 

(8.197) 

We use relationship (17)J then expression (197) can be reduced 

to the form 

1 . 1-¾4 
“ IT- -T J£ 

(8.198) 

1 1—2p 
^11 = = — ^ + "ST" 

3 1 . 1 1 , 1-¾4 
i4«=:T^4‘T'g7'f“3f_ 

(8.199) 

(8.200) 

Coefficient we find directly from (l82)j using (±7)» we have 

^ = (8.201) 

We express variations of stresses by variations of deformations] in 

general form we have 

lOjSSÄukj+aiaky + Äufy 

Iflj S= Cj! Ätjr + fla 8*y + <*» &Ï* 

8=:031^4-fl» fl» * (8.202) 

We must find the matrix of coefficients a11# a^, ...» the Inverse of 

matrix of magnitudes A^, A^, ... As It Is easy to see. In this case 

flu = flj, 3= fl3l _ ÍJjj-0. (8.203) 

Remaining coefficients are equal to 

«»=««=-41, «»-41* a*=~h‘ (8.204) 

By A here is implied determinant, composed from coefficients A^,..., 

A22* 
(8.205) 

Substituting expressions (198)-(200), after simplifications we find 

i-W 1 
(ær+®r)- 

( 8.206) 

4P6 
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Let us turn to dimensionless magnitudes» 

•«“TP* . 
? A 

(8.207) 

then we obtain 

«11 = 
3 . I . 1 —2¡* 

-(- ■ 1 \4fc 4^,1 3 
-I- 1-fr 

(8.í¿08) 

where 

4=^s'+(l_Miir',"^r)- 

(8.209) 

(8.210) 

If we ignore effect of unloading during buckling of plate, then 

for all points of the thickness relationships (202) will be valid. 

Bending and torsional moments will be equal to 

h_ 
a 

* 
T 

* 
T 

Mx — J la ¿dz, /rfy =3 J lOyZdz. H=b J Ixzdz. 
â 
’T 

* 
T 

* 
*T (8.211) 

Increments of bending strains we will express by curvatures» 

**f=«*r *•,=«*,. (8,212) 

then we obtain 

1241, - - 12 My - - 
■jjt" = «ii*jr “t «taV "ÎSî” ^ T" «aaV 

jrgr **2«a3X- (8,213) 

If we use expressions (80) for curvatures, then equation of equi¬ 

librium (84) obtains the form 

«il -jp- + 2 (®,j+2âji) + «22 + = (8,214) 

Before last member we take a plus sign, since stress is considered 

positive during compression. 

Differential equation (214) is valid both for purely elastic, and 

also for elastoplastic region, Poisson*s ratio |i may be selected in 
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accordance with given experiments for considered material* In limiting 

case of elastic deformation it is necessary to use dependence (20)* 

Considering for uniaxial extension or compression » E, we obtain 

I I 
—ãT“* (8.215) 

We will have an analogous formula for magnitude, the reciprocal 

of the tangent modulus in diagram ajt 

(8.216) 

hence 

» _ 1 30+ 1») 
fe f« 

Formula (210) obtains the form 

A = 1 — 

(8.217) 

(8.218) 

Instead of (208) and (209) we find, 

- - J- - ji — 1 
a,, = fli2 = I . fl« == fl2| = -f-'j?' ’ 033 “ TOTí) ' (8*219) 

Using these values, instead of (214), we obtain known equation (7.70) 

pertaining to elastic region. 

If we were to consider material incompressible and put )1-0.5, 

we have 

r 3 .1-- 2 - 4 - «e 
flu = ?«-r'3?c. «12= 3?c a7i = ï?c «»=-$-• (8.220) 

and then equation (214) acquires the form 

(8.221) 

which coincides with the equation (14¾ obtained above. 

We shall consider case of elongated hinge-supported plate, com¬ 

pressed in one direction. We take for deflection expression (ill) 

and substitute it in equation (214)) considering n - 1, we have 

« = [õu -f 2(fl,j+20^)-f ûj/1]. (8.222) 



Condition (il4) gives 

Vi- 
(8.223) 

Critical stress turns out to be equal to 

0“* 3=8 ~W~ (^®II0Í2+ «12 + 2«») 

If we use values of coefficients (219), f0** elastic region we obtain 

known formula «*£*» 4**0 
wV=3(i-_iir)'*1=W (8.224) 

Substituting in (22¾ the expression (220), we arrive at former 

formula (146), pertaining to incompressible material. 

We turn to case of square hinge-supported plate. Taking (222) 

= * l«ll + «22 + 2 («12 + 2«aj)|. 

m - n - 1, we find critical stress equal to 

(8.22¾ 

In elastic region we obtain formula, coinciding with (224). For 

|i ■ 0.5 we again arrive at expression (146a). 

§ 108. Application of Flow Theory 

We apply to solution of problems of stability of plates another 

theory of plasticity - flow theory, directly connecting increase of 

deformations and stresses with components of stresses.* Let us remem¬ 

ber basic dependences (5) and (6) of theory of elastoplastic deforma¬ 

tions included total values of deformations. 

We consider that increments of deformations have elastic and 

plastic components. We assume that both these components are deter¬ 

mined for incompressible material where n - 0.5. Elastic components 

♦Flow theory was anplied to problems of stability of plates by 
Handelman and Prager [8.12], Pearson [8.14], and L. M. Kachanov [o.2]. 
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in ease of plane stress are equal to 

“ T (*•* - Í **») = T **.. 

««;=.£- (fe, - -J 8orj = 4 **,• 

‘T'-fffc-T*- I (8.226) 
Plastic components accordin« to the flo* theory are detemlned in the 

following manner [8.3]t 

K “»(•.-7 •,)=»*,. 
•“i“* (*»-7 

(8.227) 
In case of uniaxial extension total increment of deformation 

will be 

herwe 

It* * Y It# + 

Using former designation for tangent modulus 

we obtain 

(8.228) 

(8.229) 

(8.230) 

(8.231) 
We shall subsequently designate 

t—i—I 
* (8.232) 

Relationship (231) is generalized to case of complex stress in such 

a way that instead of ^ here is introduced intensity of stresses a., 

then we have * 

Finally increments of deformations turn out to be equal to 

•»»-¿■(te.+tiL,.), 
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Finding variation from intenaity of atresaeB* we have 

H*-7.- (8.256) 

Using (256) we rewrite expresaions (254) and (255) in the form of 

(185)1 as coefficienta here there aerve magnitudes 

-tO +*?,). ¿a-1-(1+H)* = i(H-3^*). 

■*(“ 7 + I'M,)» 

■“""I ^3i** 1 Tíft: 

by Is , ^ , and t are understood dimenaionleaa pai*ameterB 
X y 

(8.237) 

- - t 

#»"T' ,“r* (8.258) 
* ’ *4 ^ 

We determine increments of atreases by formulae (202). Coefficients 

a^g, ••• here too form a matrix, the reverse of the matrix of 

coefficients A11# A12, ••• We designate by A the basic determinant 

of system ( I85) * An *a 
Ají ¿n 
An Aa í4m (8.259) 

Calculating this detenninant, we find 

£3A«(H-^)(3(1 +1*5)(1 + + 

4-(-7+ I'M,) -3(l + 3^)(- 7 ^ *'**>)] + 

+[(- 7+IV,) ^.‘-C++¾ ] • 
Taking into account relationship 

(8.240) 

î+»î+M,+7^—^rK+®î—V, +3t*)=|, 

after simplifications we have 

£•4-4(1 + «— 

(8.241) 

(8.242) 

Coefficient a^^^ turns out to be equal to 

An A« _ 

*11 
Ajl-Ah. 
LIË (8.243) 

Analogously ws find the remaining coefficients. Finally we obtain 
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ft|f «■tu SifsPril't!"!'“1" Iflilip ni ! 

t 

~'SflTíF l1 + + 
•n™ 11 + *(?+ 

«I«-««“ My)]- 

•» - Tïiiir [t+Í (^+¾+V»)]’ 
¿(Vq^) T(7*» + **)• 

•» — «a - 77}¾^ ’ (7 Í» + *y) * 
(8.244) 

We Bhall Boive the problem without oaloulatlon of effeot of un» 

loading. Then for all points through the thickness of the plate one 

should take relationships (202). 

We express increments of deformations by curvatures according to 

(212) and give expressions for moments the following forms 

tUi 
—jr* *“ *»i*i+*u**+ 

npr1 « «■«#+«a»,+2«aX. 

■-jî“-=•»•i+*»■*+2fljjX. (8.245) 

We express curvatures by deflection as per formulas (80). Putting 

expression (245) in equation of equilibrium (84)* we obtain the fol¬ 

lowing differential equation for deflections 

(7,+(1 “ »JÄ+ ^)1 TF + 2 {7.+(1 “ *■)[! (¾+Í) “ 

Equation (246)* is the initial one during solution of particular 

problems. 

We turn* as an example* to problem of compression of a hinge- 

supported plate in direction x, by forces aj then 

(8.246) 

•• 7* ^ (8.247) 
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Instead of (246), we obtain 

VT+T^J‘3? + 2'iF3F+lF+Tr9^r=<)* (8.248) 

Equation (248) has the same structure as equation (14¾ in the 

theory of deformations) they coincide if in equation (14¾ we set 

qp - 1, D; - DJ i.e,, if instead of secant modulus we place modulus 

E. Therefore, we can use with this replacement all formulas of Section 

105. It is clear that flow theory leads to higher values of critical 

stress than theory of deformations) the difference will be sharper 

the lower modulus E„ as compared to E. With weakly developed plastic 

flows both theories give close results. 

§ 109. Influence of Compressibility of Material 
1 1 ^ ‘According to Flow theory 

In Section 108 it was assumed that material is incompressible 

both in the elastic and also in the plastic region. Let us assume 

now that components of elastic deformations are connected with stresses 

by Hooke»s law in its ordinary form, i.e., we consider material com¬ 

pressible. Instead of relationship (226), we obtain 

“ F kj)* I 

ij'.lü+JîLàt. J (8.249) 

Components of plastic deformation, as before, are determined by for¬ 

mulas (227). 

We consider case where initial stress is uniaxial! ai " ax " a> 

Oy » T = 0. Variation of from (256) is equal to 

(8.250) 

Total increments of deformations turn out to be, taking into account. 

(23¾, equal to 
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"U •¡K**. ff I P " î1»1 ■ 

K—r[c++)«*.-(i*+7+)««,]. 

(8.251) 

(8.252) 

(8.255) 

(8.254) 

Determining, from this, increments of stresses, we obtain 

••'"tHO+4)^+(11 
[(i4+4) ^+(1 +♦)«•,]. 

where 

In general formulas (202) we should, consequently, set 

«M+ +♦)• 

•«“iRnn:, 

Differential equation of type (204) acquires the form 

(1 + t) TF+2 (i1 + Í +1+7) +0+11)+ 

+THnr=?*riF“0- (8.255) 

where D is determined from (7.12). Using formulas (25¾ and (232), 

after simple transformations, we reduce equation (255) to form 

,¾1¾1.¾. s* 
_J_4(1 —|t») à*w , A. à*w Ä 
+ (r-W-(t-Vfc -Çr + -Zr-3ir=°- (8.256) 

In the particular case m- - 0.5 equation (256) will obtain its 

former form (246) if we take a * t * 0. 
Jr 

We use equation (256) for case of square plate. We will take 

expression (ill) for deflection, considering m ■ n « 1. Then we 

obtain for critical stress formula (II6) with replacement of D'by D, 
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where coefficient K will be equal to 

(8.257) 

If we take » 1, then we arrive at magnitude K - 4, corresponding 
Jv 

to the solution of the problem for the elastic region. 

§ 110, Comparison of Calculating Formulas for 
Duralumin and Steel 

The above-mentioned formula for critical stresses can be applied, 

if we know dependence a(t) during uniaxial compression and extension. 

From this dependence it is possible to pass to relationship between 

and e^i as was shown in Section iOO diagrams a(e) and o^(will 

coincide if we take p. ■ 0.5* 

We use the above-mentioned (Section 28) approximate diagram a(c) 

for duralumin Di6T (p.lll) and we supplement Table 2.1 with values of 

t# r, and (see Table 8.1). Below there is given Table 8.2, also 

augmented, for steel ( St. 3) • 

Table 8.1. Calculating parameters for 
duralumin D16T 

• n* «» 
kg/om2 kg/om* kg/om2 

M0“* 
kg/om2 % 1 9 » 

2jB7 
ao 
as 
4fi 
4* 
ao 
6.0 
7J0 
80 
90 

100 
no 
120 

2000 
2200 
2400 
2640 
2780 
2900 
3080 
3200 
3320 
3400 
3450 
3560 
3640 

700 
703 
703 
60S 
418 
500 
413 
407 
4.15 
478 
448 
424 
303 

700 
506 
404 
472 
205 
2.05 
100 
M7 
007 
002 
002 
002 
002 

700 
465 
500 
407 
301 
422 
200 
203 
U2 
1.48 
1.48 
1.48 
1.48 

1 
008 
004 
007 
0.82 
0,77 
0,68 
ooi 
005 
0.49 
0.46 
0,43 
0.40 

1 

479 
008 
ooo 
434 
007 
ooo 
0.16 
0.13 
0.11 
0.11 
411 
0.11 

1 
008 
0,73 
006 
ooi 
0,43 
0.33 
007 
003 
000 
ooo 
000 
000 

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
 o

o
 o

o
o

o
o

p
p

p
p

p
p

p
o
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Proceeding from these data, we compare value of critical stresses 

obtained by diverse variants of the theory of deformations and flow 

theory* 

In Pigs* 8.4 and 8.5 there is depicted dependence between criti¬ 

cal stress a and ratio b/h for elongated plate, subject to compres- 
Kp 

sion in one direction and hinge-secured on all edges. Pig. 8.4 per¬ 

tains to duralumin Di6T. Solid curves correspond to theory of defor- 

mationsi one curve is obtained by formula (ll?) for incompressible 

material taking into account effect of unloading, the second, by for¬ 

mula (146) for incompressible material without calculation of unload¬ 

ing, the third, by formula (22¾ for compressible material without 

calculation for effect of unloading. Dotted curve corresponds to flow 

theory, it is constructed by formula (25?) for p. ■ 0.5 without calcu¬ 

lation of effect of unloading. 

Analogous curves, shown in Pig. 8.5 pertain to steel (St. 3). 

Horizontal sections of curves correspond to yield surface. If we 

conduct calculation by formula (146), then on section of hardening, 

strictly speaking, we obtain for eveiy value of b/h two different 

magnitudes a^pj curve aKp(b/h) has a loop here. Dot-dash section 

smooths transition from one branch of curve to the other.* 

Experimental data available in literature pertain to duralumin 

plates with elastically clamped edges [8.16]. If we use coefficients 

of fastening of edges, taken from solution of elastic problem, then 

they can be conditionally reduced to case of hinge-secured edges. 

Experimental points found this way are shown in Pig. 8,4j material of 

♦About use for practical calculations of those sections of curves 
which lie above the yield point, see Section 111. 
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•Table 8,2. Calculating parameters for Steel, 
St. 5 

tested pieces Is near In mechanical properties to duralumin D16T. As 

we see, these points lie near curves obtained according to the theory 

of deformations, but without calculation of unloading. 

In Pig. 8.6 there also are compared calculating data with ex¬ 

perimental data for duralumin compressed plates, but In another Inter¬ 

pretation.* Along the axis of abscissas are plotted deformations eKp, 

and along the axis of ordinates, stresses a . In Figure Is plotted 

curve a (e ), pertaining to uniaxial compression, and here too are 
KP KP 

curves, constructed by deformation theory, taking Into account and 

Ignoring effect of unloading, and according to flow theory. Experi¬ 

mental points are located, as before, near the curve pertaining to 

theory of deformations. 

♦See work of Pride and Heimerl, NACA Tech. Note No. 1817# 19^9* 
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• a a a a * 
f/A 

Pig* 8.4. Critical stresaea for 
duralumin platea according to the 
theoiy of deformationa and according 
to flow theory in compariaon with 
experimental data, 
KE¥i (a) Accounting for effect of 
unloading! (b) Ignoring unloading! 
(c) Ignoring unloading, oompreaaible 
material! (d) Duralumin CIST! (e) 3y 
deformation theory! (f) By flow 
theoiy. 

Fig* 8.5. Critical atreaaea for 
ateel platea according to the theory 
of deformationa and according to 
flow theory. 
KEïs (a) Ignoring unloading! (b) Ig¬ 
noring unloading, compreaalble mate¬ 
rial! (c) Accounting unloading effect! 
(d) Steel St. 3! (ef Deformation 
theory! (f) Flow theory. 
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Fig. 8.6. Comparison 
of calculating and 
experimental data. 
KEÏI (a) By Hooke*s 
lawj (b) By flow theory] 
(c) Accounting for and 
ignoring unloading] (d) 
By deformation theory] 
(e) Experimental data. 

Judging by Figs. 8.4 and 8.6# 

flow theory leads to values of criti¬ 

cal stresses, lying significantly 

higher than experimental data. Con¬ 

sequently, in development of practical 

methods of calculation of plates for 

stability at present it is necessary 

to give preference to theory of de¬ 

formations. Possibly, flow theory 

can be effectively used during re¬ 

search of behavior of plates with 

initial imperfections. Let us note 

that conditions of simple loading in 

this case will not be satisfied dur¬ 

ing the whole process of deformation 

of the plate. 

§ 111. Data for Practical Calculations 

We arrived at the conclusion that henceforth until we accumulate 

more extensive experimental material for practical calculations it is 

expedient to use theory of deformations in its simplified variant 

which does not consider effect of unloading. Here calculated critical 

stresses will, as a rule, lie with respect to real values in the safety 

factor, as during calculation of compressed bars by tangent-modular 

load. Necessary calculating formulas are given in Sections 105 and 

106. For determination of critical stress one should calculate its 

value by known formulas and graphs pertaining to the elastic region, 

and then multiply by correction factor x\¡ we assume approximately that 

D. 
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In Pig. 8.7 is given summary of formulas for correction factor, 

pertaining in case of compression to elongated platesj however, in 

practical calculations they can also be used for plates with different 

ratios of sides. 

1-VrrVfc 

fUfi-Ulf, 

In Pigs. 8.8 and 8.9 iß de¬ 

picted dependence aKp (b^i) for 

duralumin and steel plates compressed 

in one direction, found by these 

formulas for various conditions of 

fastening. 

Sections of curves lying in 

Pig* 8.9 above the yield point are 

shown by dotted line] for material 

with clearly expressed yield surface 

one should, apparently, consider the 

yield point the upper boundary for 

critical stresses. Although theo¬ 

ries of plasticity lead to another 

result here, we do not consider, as 

was already said in Section 103, 

unique "instability" of process of 

plastic flow and sensitivity of 

structure, experiencing this process, to any kind to perturbations. 

Possibly, the plate will appear in state practically to cross the 

threshold of the yield surface if it is fastened on edges with suf¬ 

ficiently hard ribs, made of another material. 

Pig. 8.7. Correction factors 
for calculation of compressed 
plates under different condi¬ 
tions. 

We give approximate method, allowing us to determine reduction 

factors for compressed plate after loss of stability in the case when 



mulas* 
KEY: (a} Duralumin D16T* 

e«/kg/vn2 
9mm t i”1 

Pig. 8.9. Critical stresses for steel 
plates by approximate formulas. 
KEY« ( a) Steel St. 3. 

stresses In strips of the plate, adjacent to longitudinal edges, lie 

beyond the elastic limit* and if reinforcing riba remain rectilinear.** 

*See (0. Gérard, Jour, of Aeron. Sciences 10 (1946), 518-523) and 

[0.3], p. 144. 

**For more detail on this see Chapter XIX. 
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Let us assume that deformation changes along width of plate in the 

same way as in the elastic region. Then by measure of development of 

plastic deformations irregularity of distribution of stresses should 

smooth out — Just as in known problem of concentration of stresses 

around apertures. This circumstance can be accounted for by applying 

the formula for reduction factors already known by us and substituting, 

instead of critical stress and stress in extreme fibers, their true 

values — independently of whether they are within or beyond the elas¬ 

tic limit. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CIRCULAR PLATES 

§ 112r BaBio Dependences for 
ftlgid and Flexible Plates 

Circular platea in measuring instruments usually serve as sensors 

(membranes), reacting to change of transverse pressure. In certain 

cases, during changes of temperature, in process of assembly, etc,, 

a "membrane" is subjected to action of radial compressive forces on 

the part of supporting device) this can lead to buckling of the mem¬ 

brane. In structures of elementary particle accelerators there are 

plates which are irradiated by a neutron flux) here there occurs de¬ 

formation of the plates, connected with the thermal effect, nuclear 

transformations and change of crystal lattice [9*6]# and here there 

can occur loss of stability of the plate. 

Buckling is observed also when plates are not connected on bound¬ 

ary by a rigid ring and receive only transverse pressure. With large 

deflections of the plate near the boundary there will form compressed 

zone, which is the focus of the loss of stability. 

In general during loss of stability of a plate there can form 

a series of shallow hollows of different direction both along a radius, 

and also on the circumference. Such asymmetric buckling occurs, e.g., 

in the case of a plate, experiencing large deflections, or a plate. 
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reinforced by ribs* However, of greatest practical value are cases of 

axlsymmetric buckling* when middle plane of plate becomes the surface 

of revolution (Fig# 9*1)J we first of all shall consider such partic¬ 

ular problems# 

We shall recall preliminarily certain dependences of theory of 

circular plates, pertaining to small deflections# for an asymmetric 

deflection surface# We use a cylindrical system of coordinates, the 

principal plane of which coincides with the middle plane of the plate 

(Fig. 9.2)# Length of radius-vector we designate by r, polar angle - 

We can apply all relationships of theory of rectangular plates 

known by us, passing to the new system of coordinates# Transition 

formulas can be obtained by merging x axis of the rectangular system 

with radius-vector r, as shown in Fig# 9#2# Derivatives of a certain 

function Z with respect to x and y are expressed through derivatives 

of Z with respect to r and f in the following manners 

dZ dZ dZ 1 dZ (9.1) 

I 

Fig# 9»1* Axlsymmetric 
buckling of circular 
plate# 

Fig. 9.2# System of 
coordinates in exam¬ 
ining circular plates# 

o 
Operator 7 Z turns out to be equal to 
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*1 t M *2 , ! *Z , 1 92 = -37,+-jp-“+y + 7ï^î = 

(9.3) 

We find by (2) curvatures of deflection surface in the section 

along the diameter and in perpendicular direction! 

1 ¿V 
*' “ dr* •*»““ r _3r" 

Torsion of surface will be equal to 

I d»w 
F T?5"* 

a /1 av\ 
»-“IrlTir)* 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

Bending and torsional moments are determined by the former relation- 

t r\ c\ 
MrB (*,+!«,). //=0(1- |*)x. (9.0) 

We determine transverse force in arc section Qj,# If we start 

from condition of equilibrium of a member of the plate, cut by two 

radial and two arc sections (Pig* 9*3)# then we obtain 

(9.7) 
ä dAI, , Mf-Mf , ÒH 
^-?T+—7—+73jT 

As compared to case of rectangular plate new here is the second mem- 

bert it should be introduced, since moments and Mp + dr act 

ÒM<d 
on aros of different length, and vector-momente Mf and + _1 d9 

form with each other angle d9, 

i+t+X'+Hr . 

ry£/fM- 

Transverse reactive force Rp 

per unit length of boundary and 

transmitted to support device, is 

composed of transverse force and 

the derivative of the torque (see 

[0.31# P- 4i) î 

Pig, 9.3. Moments and 
transverse forces. 

*,=<?,+ 
dH 
T&f ' (9.8) 
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(*í ' ' llil* 

Assuma that the plate Is subjected to action of forces <y and t 
r 

In the middle surface (Fig* 9*^)j tensile forces we consider positive* 

Differential equation of bending of the plate (7.26) will be rewritten 

In the form 

=11,(0, •). 

where 

(9.9) 

11,(0, w) = a, 

(9.10) 

Principal stresses In the middle 

surface can be expressed as a func¬ 

tion of stresses <t by formulas of 

type (7 * 60)# If we use relationships 

Fig. 9.4* Stresses 
In middle surface* 

_ l , I y-w 

'—MIS) 

• ürT 

(9.11) 

Boundary conditions of boundary of plate In case of rigid clamp¬ 

ing have the form 

• = 0, 1 = 0 when 

With hinged support they will be 

dw 
>0. (9.12) 

'0. M, = 0 when ir + 7-^+P 
:#- (9.13) 

Por axlsymmetric problems all relationships are significantly 

simplified) any function of z will depend only on r, so that. Instead 

of partial derivatives with respect to r we will obtain total deriva¬ 

tives. Formulas of transition (1)-(¾ obtain the form 

àZ éZ dZ 
ly 

*Z d»Z j»Z 
'35^ = lr^, JHÿ 0. 

0. 

¿•Z 1 dZ 
~dF = 7HF' 

V*Z: ££ i 1 ^ _ 1 /, dz\ 
r dry dr)' 
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Curvatures and torsion of deflection surface will be equal to 

\ = ~TW’ X“0, (9*^7) 

Using (16) and considering Z - we rewrite equation (9) in the 

form 

Expressions (ll) take the form 

l ** 
*'m*'rTF' °f ts*°- (9*^9) 

Prom this follows the dependence between radial and arc stresses! 

(9*20) 

Right side of equation (18) can, consequently, be presented in 

the form .., 

hence instead of (18) we obtain, 

D7F[r7F (VH * k 1? 4r) * (9.21) 

We find the first integral of this equation! 

(9.22) 

Obviously, constant C0 should turn into zero, if region of inte¬ 

gration contains point r - 0, i.e*, if plate does not have a center 

aperture* 

We introduce designation 0 for angle of rotation of the normal 

to the middle surface (Pig. 9#5)i 

•“ ~ 4r* (9.2¾ 

The minus sign is explained by the fact that, as one may see from 

Pig. 9*5, reading of angle 0 occurs in direction, opposite rotation 

from axis r to axis z or w* Instead of (17) we obtain 

''aTF‘ ’»“T5 (9.24) 
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(9.25) 

bending moments are equal to 

^.=0(7+1^)- 

Expression for Tv according to (16) obtains form 

v%= 

therefore for a continuous plate* inetead of (22)9 \re have 

(9.26) 

during axisymmetric 
buckling. 

0(£ + 717-¿)“H*. (9.27) 

This equation will be the ini¬ 

tial one during solution of partic¬ 

ular problems. 

Equations of nonlinear theory 

of flexible plates, as before, have 

form (7.63) and (7.64) j operator 

L(w, ¢) here is equal to 

^•♦>=S(!£+¿£)+ 

+(7T7+7r^)5—* y (7^)^(7^): (9.28) 

by replacement of <& by w we find L(w,w). With axial symmetry we have 

ic. .)-7^(77 £)• *<*■ *)=7 ¿(^)’. ( 9.29) 

We find the first integral of equations (7.63) and (7.64) analo¬ 

gously to the way this was done for equation (21) t 

D (9.30) 

¿(n.)—£(£/, (9.31) 

here we take q ■ 0. 

When using the Bubnov-Qalerkln method in problems pertaining to 

circular plates it is necessary to observe caution. If we are talking 

about axisymmetric problems, then we naturally start from those re¬ 

lationships which are the first integral of the initial equations. 
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However, here there can be obtained different results depending upon 

structure of the integrand in the solved equation» 

Let us consider for example a linear problem. Let us assume 

that deflection is approximated by the series 

•=2^(0. (9.32) 

We introduce the designation 

(9*33) 

then the equation of the Bubnov-Qalerkin method, corresponding to 

(22), is best recorded in the form 

fx£rir-Oi (9.54) 
integral is extended to area of plate F. It is possible to show 

(see [0.3], p. 183) that (3¾ corresponds to a variational equation, 

composed by the principle of virtual displacements. 

In the literature there frequently is used an equation of type 

/Xik*~0. (9.35) 
r 

which leads to somewhat different final dependences. 

An analogous remark pertains to nonlinear equations (30) and (31). 

Let us turn to solution of separate problemsi we start with the 

determination of critical forces during axisymmetric buckling of a 

plate) then we turn to an asymmetrio problem and, in conclusion, con¬ 

sider post-critical deformation of plates. 

§ 113. Plate Clamped at Boundary Under 
Action of riadlal Compression 

We investigate stability of a circular plate of radius c, clamped 

on its boundary and under the action of radial compressive forces p, 

evenly distributed along the edge (Fig. 9*6). We consider that points 

of the edge can freely be displaced in the plane of the plate and that 
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the defleetion »urfact la axisyminetrio** 

Taking ap - -P> inatead of (22), 

I |B^7 we obtain 
^ t ■ »I* — 9 

Pig. 9.6. Plate, clamped on (9*56) 
its edge, under action of 
radial compreaalon. or 

',£+'TF+(fc'*-,)'-#- (9.37) 

We designate 

■=«*; «*»ro. (9*38) 

Introducing In equation (37) Instead of r variable u, we arrive at 

equation _ , 
(9*39) 

constituting a Beeael equation. Integral of it has the fora 

i-c^w+iy,«. (9.^°) 
where J.fu) le a Beaael function of the first kind with Index 1» Y^u) 

Is a Bessel function of the second kind with Index 1. 

Function Y^u) when u - 0 becomes Infinitely largei since angle 

of rotation 9 In the center. In general. Is limited (here It Is equal 

to zero), one should set Cg - Oj therefore 

IM Cj/| («). 

The second of boundary conditions (12) takes the fora 

• ■■0 When f»«. 

Considering C1 /0, from (16) we find 

Function J^ju) is expressed by the series 

AW-îl1 -Tti(i),+rrn(Ty~ •••]• 

Equation (18) Is satisfied for the following values of u - oc (if 

we exclude u ■ 0)» 

(9.W) 

(9.½) 

(9.¾) 

(9.¾) 

•This problem was first considered by Bryan [T.lfl ln I89I. 
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«,<•=:3.83. V «*ff*s 10,2. ... (9.^5) 

Using the first of these roots, we find by (58) critical stress: 

or 

when 

(9.46) 

iC» 14.68. (9.47) 

Critical forces of higher order during axisymmetric buckling 

correspond to roots oig, a^, and etc# 

We determine deflection surface of the plate after buckling. 

Integrating (41), we find 

(9.48) 

where Jq(u) is a Bessel function with index zero: 

4(.)-1- (Ÿ)* + (T7j¡r (i)’ - (Cj.jjr (t)' + •” (9.49) 

Constant Cq we express through C^, proceeding from first boundary 

condition (10): _ ^ (9.50) 

We use for solution of tho same problem by the Bubnov-Qalerkln 

method. We present deflection surface by expression 

•-/(«-r)’1 (9.51) 

satisfying conditions (57) and (45)j it corresponds to solution of a 

problem of small deflections of a plate under action of evenly distri- 

buted lateral load. We find 

(9.52) 

We write the equation of Bubnov-Qalerkin in the form of (54): 

^T-r)'*“0, (9.55) 

We find expression for X by (53) t 

*—3JD/£ + «/>4(7-?)' 
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and use designation 

then, instead of ( 53$), we obtain 

i 

j [32 O/p — ihpfc*(p—p3)! (p — p3) p </p = 0. 

Calculations give 

/p*c* = 0. 

Hence for f / 0 

^■»*“1?'' K****'* 

deviation from exact value of (4?) constitutes about 9& 

(9.55) 

(9.56) 

(9.57) 

(9.58) 

§ 114« Case of Hinged Fastening on the Edge 

We shall solve the same problem as in Section 115, but on the 

assumption that plate is secured by hinge on its edge (gig« 9.7)** 

The second of boundary conditions (15) has the form 

î+r?-0 f“*- (9.59) 

Let us give the foiwula of differentiation* 

f4l5) 
du 

Substituting (41) in (59), we obtain 

4(w)—!=£y,(w)-o. 

(9.60) 

(9.61) 

Using tables of functions Jq(u) and J^(u), one can determine 

equation (61)j the first of them turn out to be equal (for m> 

•j, » 2.05. «¡c = 5.39. OjC » 8,57. 

roots of 

« 0,5) to 

(9.62) 

In expression for critical stress coefficient K turns out to be equal 

to 
*«=4.2. ( 9.63) 

♦First research of this problem belongs to A. N. Dinnik [9.4] j in 
his works there is also contained solution of a series of more compli¬ 
cated problems, e.g., for stability of a plate lying on an elastic 

support. 
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Pig. 9.7. Plat«* supported 
by hinge on its edge* under 
action of radial compres¬ 
sion, 

of small deflections of the plate 

This value is close to the 

critical stress for hinge-supported 

square plate with side 2c* compressed 

in two directions by forces p: in 

this case we obtained 

K = -j- fts 4,93. 

We turn to approximate solution 

of the problem according to the 

Bubnov-Qalerkin method. The approxi¬ 

mating expression for w we select, 

as before* the same as in the case 

with a lateral loadt 

where 

• = /° (7 ~ 2 Tí 

Instead of equation (56)* we obtain 
i 
J (32 Dab/p — Ahpf&a (p — ty3)! (p — ftp3) p rfp = 0. 

After calculations we find 

y D«ft(3 — 2ft)/ - h&af == 0. 

Magnitude K is equal to 

„ 164(3-2») 
* ** è-èft+à»» * 

Por )i * 0.5 we have 

a » 0,623, ft «0,394. 

Hence 
IT--4.21. 

(9.64) 

(9.65) 

(9.66) 

(9.67) 

(9.68) 

(9.69) 

(9.70) 

which almost coincides with the exact solution. 

Let us note that calculations for case of a clamped plate ensue 

from those given here, if we set a * b - 1. Critical stress for 

clomped plate is approximately 5*5 times as great as for a hinge- 
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Bupported one* 

§ 115* Asymmetric Buckling of a Plate 

Till now we assumed that the deflection surface of a plate during 

buckling is axisymmetric. Let us consider now the case when deflec¬ 

tion changes not only along the radius* but also along the arc*# 

First we will consider the fomer problem* when the plate is sub¬ 

jected to action of radial compression* Taking 

and using former designations 

to form 

or=s«f=s—p (9»71) 

(58) and (16)* we reduce equation (9) 

v%+«*v%=0. (9*72) 

We obtained an analogous equation in Chapter VII in the case of 

a rectangular plate* compressed in two directions (p.370 ) • 

We write the integral of equation (72) in the form 

•=\cxjm («r)+C/*M sin ( 9 -73) 

where J (ar) « J (u) is a Bessel function with indices m - 1* 2* 3, 
m m 

..* Let us note that expression r^1 sin m9 iß the integral of equation 

V2w - 0. 

We assume that the plate Is clamped on its edge. Boundary con¬ 

ditions (12) lead to the following equationsi 

C'[3feL+C*"(“r"=0, I (9.74) 
<y.(ao+c»(«r*=o. I 

We equated the determinant of system (74) to zeroj then we obtain 

u-mJm = 0. (9.75) 

•This problem was considered by Bryan [7.14] and Nadal [9.13]. 
Survey of research on stability of circular plates and solution of 
certain new problems are contained in works of V* M. Makushin [9*5]• 
Case* when plate is clamped on one part of its circumference, and on 
other is supported by hinge* was considered by V. Novatskiy and Z* 
Olesyak [9-7]. 
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We use the differentiation formula 

then equation (75) will change into the following! 

7.,,(.0-0. (9.77) 

Finding roots of this equation for different m ■ i, 2, 3, we 

determine critical stresses. 

Fig. 9.8. Asymmetric 
buckling of circular 
plate. 

9.9a. Second root corresponds to 

nodal circumference (Fig. 9*9^)* 

In Fig. 9*8 there is shown the 

character of buckling of plate for 

different values of m. Number of 

nodal diameters is equal to mj num¬ 

ber of nodal circumferences also 

depends on a. E.g.¿ when m - 1 

first root of equation (77) corre¬ 

sponds to coefficient K - 26.4, 

buckled surface is shown in Fig. 

K - 70*6, here there appears one 

Fig. 9.9. Wave formation of a 
plate, a) with one nodal diameter, 
b) with one nodal diameter and one 
nodal circumference. 

As we see, to asymmetric buckling there correspond higher eigen¬ 

values of the problem than for axisymmetric buckling) therefore, 

asymmetry can take place only in case of a reinforced plate. 
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Ab wb already said, aeyinnatrlo buckling of a circular plate can 

appear in other casee* when load iB tranaverse* (Pig. 9»10)* We 

aBBune that points of the edge of the plate freely are displaced in 

radial direction* With sufficiently large deflections in the edge 

there appear significant compressive stresses* and this leads to loss 

of stability* A peculiarity of this problem consists of the fact that 

the principal stress* preceding buckling* is characterised by presence 

of variables forces in middle surface and of moments and that the 

plate obtained a preliminarily distortion* Therefore here it is 

neoessai^ to use fundamental equations of the theory of flexible 

plates* considering the influence of initial deflection Wq and func¬ 

tions of initial stresses in the middle surface <&Q. Dependence between 

H H iss 

Fig. 9.10. Flexible plate 
under action of lateral 
load. 

parameters of intensity of pressure 

and maximum deflection of 

Fig. 9.11. Formation of 
asymmetric forms of buck¬ 
ling. 

the plate C found in article [9-^] * depicted in Fig. 9*H* 

During the study of symmetric forms we obtain a relationship of type 

(see [0.51# P* 186) 
(a) 

it corresponds to curve 1. Research of asymmetric forms when m / 0 

leads to the same equations, but with different coefficients A and B. 

♦This problem was first investigated by D. Yu. Panov and V. I. 
Feodosiyev [9.8] i see also work of Bodner [9.9J• 
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Curve 2 corresponds to a number of nodal diameters* equal to m ~ 8) 

curves for the nearest values m *= 7* 9jetco above line 2, 

At point of intersection of curves i and 2, corresponding to 

q* cs 880 and Ç » 9.6* there should occur loss of stability of axi- 

symmetric form of deflection] here there appear eight hollows along 

the circumference. After that simultaneously there will increase 

deflection at center of plate and maximum deflection of "local hol¬ 

lows." Subsequently* obviously* there will set in a new change of 

form of wave-formation* with subsequent growth of the number of local 

hollows." 

§ 116. Annular Plates 

In many structures there are annular plates* in various ways 

secured by their edges* Such an annular plate is* for instance* the 

wall of a circular frame of the fuselage of an aircraft* or of a sub¬ 

marine. Annular plates are also met in instrument-making. Let us 

consider the stability of an annular plate (Fig* 9#i2), if its inner 

and outer edges, whose radii are equal to a and b, there act forces 

of identical intensity,* 

Pi = Pa = P* 

If we limit ourselves to the case of axial symmetry of the de¬ 

flection surface, then it is possible to start from equation (22) 

taking into account member then instead of (40) we obtain 

6=CXJX (ar) + CtYx (<v) + . (9.78 

♦Stability of annular plates was investigated initially by W* R« 
Dean, Proc. Royal Soo* London, Ser. A 106 (1924) and S. Lokshin 
(Comptes rendus (1924). Resolution of the given problem was given 
for axisymmetric case by V. M. Makushin [9.5] # a?d in^more general 
fornTby Vamakl '[’9.14] . Graph of Fig. 9.13 was given in [9.14] . 
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Hence 

• as -1 (Cjig (ar)+C*K0(ar)J -f- C9 In r -|- C4. ( 9 »79) 

But it is posBible to assume that for an annular plate, reinforced on 

the inner edge, the decisive case 

will be the asymmetric oase^ and 

therefore, it is necessary to inves¬ 

tigate the more general equation 

(72) • Supplementing (75), we find 

w — sin «9. 
/S9srg^ 

Pig* 9*12. Annular 
plate under action of (9*8°) 
radial compression. 

Expressions (79) or (80) must 

satisfy boundary conditions on inner and outer edges. Conditions, 

corresponding to clamped and hinged support, have form (12) and (15). 

We shall analyze the practically important case where one of the 

edges of the plate (for instance, the inner one) can be displaced in 

direction of the axis of the plate* but here does not turn. Then 

here we should have 

£=0. #,=o. (9.81) 

If we substitute in expressions (8) and (7) values of curvatures, 

then after certain transformations it is possible to reduce the second 

of conditions (8l) to form 

^)+^^[-¿(7 £)]=0- (9.82) 

Subordinating (79) or (80) to boundary conditions, we arrive at 

a system of equations for C^, Cj^j equating the determinant of 

the system to zero, we find critical value of p. 
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Jn Pig* 9*13 are represented results of calculations* for dif¬ 

ferent cases of fastening! a — clamping on both edges, b — hinged 

support on both edges, c — clamping 

on outer edge and free displacement 

without rotation on the inner, d — 

hinged fastening on outer edge and 

the same free displacement on the 

inner* Along the axis of abscissas 

is plotted ratio a/b, and along the 

axis of ordinates, the value of /K7 

where K is the coefficient in for¬ 

mula 

P**=K7tht (9*83) 

On the graph is shown the number m 

of nodal diameters, which corresponds to the least stress for a given 

a/b. At the §-*0* under the boundary conditions a and b, we obviously 

arrive at the case of a solid plate with reinforced centerj the de¬ 

flection surface will form here one nodal diameter, as in Pig* 9*9a. 

However, when | > 0.1 the plates buckle differently: a clamped plate 

has bigger hollows on its circumference the narrower it is, while a 

hin^e-supported is bent axisymmetrically (m * 0). 

With boundary conditions c and d and 0 we arrive at the 

ordinary case of a solid plate with a freely displaced centerj there¬ 

fore, here there will be m - 0, and critical stresses will be deter¬ 

mined by formulas (4?) and (63)* 

With growth of a/b the forms of deflection surface are different: 

♦Por \i * 0*3, we assume that h is small as compared to (b — a). 

Pig* 9*13* Calculating 
graph for case of annular 
plate with different con¬ 
ditions of fastening. 
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If ! 

a hlnge-aupported plate In all cases is bent axisymmetrically. In 

the other limiting case 1 we obtain the same critical stress 

as if an elongated rectangular plate of width b — a was compressed in 

two directions by forces p and would have analogous boundary conditions 

on the long edges* 

b 

Fig. Annular plate, loaded on 
inner edge. 

In the literature there pre also considered cases where annular 

plate is subjected to action of radial forces only on the inner [9.11] 

or outer edge [9.12]. In these problems "fundamental" forces and 

will change along the radius. If on inner edge there are applied 

compressive forces, then stresses ar will be compressive at all points 

of the plate, and cr^ will be tensile] if however, there are applied 

tensile forces, then the converse is true. Interesting is the case 

of loading on the inner edge when b » a. In case of compression 

(Fig. 9*l^a) critical value of p is equal (under the condition that 

inner edge does not turn) to 

(9.84) 

and with tensile forces regardless of conditions of fastening (Fig. 

9.14b) 

(9.85) 

l.e., three times larger than during compression. In case of 
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compression the plate bends axisymmetrically, and during extension - 

with two nodal diameters. 

§ 117. Postcrltlcal Behavior of a Circular Plate 

A circular plate is able to support an increasing load after 

loss of stability Just as a rectangular plate. As we saw, a solid 

plate, in one way or another secured on its edge* and subjected to 

action of radial compression, buckles in axisymmetric form. Naturally, 

in the initial stage of postcritical deformation axial symmetry of 

the deflection surface is preserved. However, with further growth of 

the load there occurs formation of more shallow waves and symmetry is 

disturbed. The greater the load, even greater should become the num¬ 

ber of waves on the circumference. Solution of this problem pertained 

till now, as a rule, to axisymmetric forms of bending of a plate.** 

Let us consider a hinge-supported plate of radius c with freely 

displaced edges, compressed by forces p. For study of the postcriti¬ 

cal region during axisymmetric buckling we have to turn to general 

equations (30) and (ji), pertaining to flexible plates. We take for 

w the former approximating expression (64). Putting it in the right 

part of equation (Ji), we find 

(9*86) 

and, hence, 

•¡Íf-t)£<«-*+*V+CiÍ+£-. (9.87) 

d$ 
Constants and Cg we find from condition of limitedness of at 

the center of the plate (Cg - 0) and condition 

♦It is assumed that points of the edge freely shift in radial di¬ 
rection. 

♦♦It was given by Friedrichs and Stoker in Í939 [9*10], by E. I. 
Grigolyuk [9*3] > applying Bubnov-Galerkin by I. I. Vorovich [9.1] &nd 

Bodner [9.91 • 
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(9.88) 

Then finally 

íiF** [(6 — Pr' ^ 9*69) 

We use the Bubnov-Qalerkln method and write equation (34)j magnitudes 

X and by ( 30) and (32) win ba equal to 

*-D¿<n.)-4££. í-í-i?. Í9.90) 

After integration we arrive at equation 
% 

2*)/-¿*(6 —M+3**)Ac7+ 

+ £Afl7*(84 — 1683-)-140^-56^-)-9^) = 0. (9.91) 

Dropping the nonlinear member, we find critical stress pKp by (70). 

We determine dependence between load and maximum deflection, introduc¬ 

ing dimensionless parameters 

'"“T (9.92) 

will find 

* *=0.385. (9*93) 

Magnitude n* shows, in by how many times the boundary stresses 

p exceed critical value, here p plays the same role as stress in edge 

fibers ap for rectangular plates. 

Taking a and b according to (69) for m> ■ 0.5, we find from (91)* 

when f / 0, 

«•«1+0.16C* (9.94) 

Hence 

^ = 1,96/^1 . (9.95) 

If we assume that critical force is greatly exceeded, so that l/n* is 

negligible as compared to 1, and at the same time deformations remain 
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elastic,» then we obtain 

C» 1.96 yv. (9.96) 

Dependence (95) is depicted in Pig. 9*15 by the dotted line. As 

we have seen, in case of clamped plate the solution remains in force, 

but we must take a - b » 1. Then (91) obtains form 

}o/-,u>/+jfe»/’=o. 

Substituting value of p from (58), we obtain, when t / 0, 
K.p 

»•= I +0.1«»; 

(9.97) 

(9.98) 

hence 

(9.99) 

When l/n*-> 0 we obtain Ç//ï5*-> 2.5. 

Effect of clamping of the plate on its edge is manifested most 

strongly at moment of buckling, with growth of deflections it weakens. 

Therefore, with an identical degree of exceeding critical stress the 

maximum deflection of a clamped plate is somewhat greater than for a 

hinge-supported one. 

In works [9.9] and [9.10] this problem was solved by perturbation 

calculation.» As parameter we select magnitude e - /n* - i, equal to 

zero at moment of buckling. Magnitudes ^ and -p are expanded in 

a series by powers of this parameter, and then are put in fundamental 

equations (30) and (31). Equating coefficients for identical powers 

of e, we arrive at a system of linear differential equations for func¬ 

tions, comprising the series. The problem is reduced to consecutive 

solution of these equations. Obviously, this method is applicable 

for a relatively small magnitude e. 

♦This method was offered earlier for analogous problem by P. Ya. 
Polubarinova-Kochina, op. cit., p.392. 
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Another approach to the problem [9*10] conalsts of application 

a A Hw 
of the method of power series,* Functions ~ and - are expanded 

in series by powers of rj the first member of the series determines 

value of these functions at center 

of plate, when r - 0. 

Using boundary conditions, we 

reduce the problem to solution of 

a system of transcendental equations. 

In Fig. 9*15 are presented re¬ 

sults of calculations according to 

method of series for case of hinged 

Fig* 9»15* Diagram of 
postcritical deformation 
of a circular plate. 

support ( solid line) j it lies comparatively close to the curve obtained 

by the Bubnov-Galerkin method. In Fig. 9*16 is depicted law of dis¬ 

tribution cjç along radius for differ- 

ÍL- 

€ 1 m 

*- 
/T> 

V •1 

iÄ- 

1 

1 
9 U U V * V k J u U li 

Fig. 9.16. Arc stresses 
during postcritical de¬ 
formation of a plate* 

ent n*. As we see, for n* - 14.7 

in whole central zone of plate, 

occupying about 0.7c, there are 

tensile stresses. Compressive 

stresses are concentrated in "boun¬ 

dary zone," at edge of the plate. 

Here the central part of plate be¬ 

comes almost flat, as is depicted 

in Fig. 9*17 for n* - 14.7* At the 

limit this central part embraces the whole plate, as is shown in Fig. 

9.I7 by dotted line. Comparison of data, pertaining to stress 0^ 

- *Method of series was applied Way in solving the problem of large 
deflections of a circular plate during action of lateral load. 
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in center of plate for hinge-supported and clamped plates, is given 

in Pig. 9.I8. Dot-dash line pertains to solution according to Bubnov- 

Qalerkin method. 

Thus, with significant n* func¬ 

tions and w sharply change only 

at the actual edge of the plate. 

This allows us to simplify the ini¬ 

tial equations and to use asymptotic 

solution of the problem of edge ef¬ 

fect, as is the case in the theory of shells [10.6] and in examining 

of boundary layer in aerodynamics. Such asymptotic solution of the 

problem led to the following results. For hinge-supported plate 

when n# -► oo we obtain 

(9.100) 

which is very close to (96). Stresses in center for rr*-♦ * are close 

to values shown in Pig, 9*l8* 

Up 
u 

V 

f 

HP 

-<# 

Pig. 9.I8. Stressas in center of 
hinge-supported and clamped plates 
during postcritical deformation. 

All these data pertain to axlsymmetric buckling. At a certain 

value of n*, approximately equal to n* - 15 for hinge-supported plate. 

surface of circular plate 
at different stages of 
postcritical deformation. 

T"" II-: 
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in frontier zone there should occur nsecondary” buckling] the axisym- 

metric bent state of the plate becomes unstable. Study of this phe¬ 

nomenon constitutes an interesting problem. 

o 
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CHAPTER X 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON SHELLS 

§ 118. Distinctive Features of Problems of 
Stability Shells —“ 

Let us turn to problems pertaining to stability of shells. These 

problems are of special interest for many regions of new technology 

and also for all those "settled" regions. In which there occurs intro¬ 

duction of light structures and new materials. Calculations for sta¬ 

bility of shells of different form, smooth and reinforced, isotropic 

and anisotropic, deformed within and beyond the elastic limit, we 

constantly encounter primarily during designing of aircraft and their 

motors. About half a century ago I. G. Bubnov noted that the hull 

of a ship almost wholly consists of plates. Now we can say that the 

structure of an aircraft consists mainly of shells. Curved panels 

of the skin in these structures constitute shallow shellsj at the 

same time, the body of an aircraft as a whole can be considered a 

reinforced shell. Demands of aviation technology primarily explain 

the intense development of the theory of stability of shells in re¬ 

cent times. Calculations of shells for stability have essential 

value in designing of above surface and underwater ships, steam loco¬ 

motives and railroad cars, pipelines, tanks, dones and coverings in 

engineering constructions, etc. 
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Behavior of shells during loss of stability essentially differs 

from behavior of bars and plates. Buckling of shells, as a rule, is 

accompanied by appearance not only of flexural stresses, but also 

secondary stresses in the middle surface ( chain stresses), while for 

bars and plates we could consider only flexural stress.* A certain 

part of the potential of external load is "expended” in case of shell 

on increase of flexural energy, and the other part is spent on change 

of energy of the middle surface. Relationship between these magnitudes 

depends on what configuration the shell takes during buckling. 

We imagine a bar, a plate, and a shell as a system with one degree 

of freedom and consider diagrams of dependence between load P and 

parameter of deflection f characteristic for them in problems of sta¬ 

bility (Pig. 10.1). We consider that deflection remain small as com¬ 

pared with dimensions of the structure, but they can be comparable 

with height of the section of the bar or thickness of the plate and 

shell. Segment OA pertains in all cases to initial equilibrium states, 

which here are considered zero-moment and segments AD and AC refer 

to bent, moment equilibrium states. 

for bar and plate. 

*As we saw, during research of postcrltical deformation of plates 
there also are considered stresses of both types. 
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In caso of a bar diagram P(f) has the form of a horizontal line 

(Fig* 10.1a), which corresponds to "indifferent" equilibrium. For the 

plate we obtain a curve of postcritical stable states, symmetric with 

respect to the axis of ordinates (Fig. 10.1b)) it is obvious that 

for an Ideally flat plate, as for an ideally straight bar, both di¬ 

rections of deflection, (+f) and (-f), are equal. Meanwhile in case 

of a shell the branch of bent equilibrium forms CABD turns out to be 

asymmetric, as is shown in Fig. 10.2. 

Such uniqueness in behavior of a shell is possible to explain 

by the example of arch-strip ACB, shown in Fig. 10.5 and secured at 

edges A and B. If we were to give the arch additional deflection (-f) 

from center of curvature, as is shown by dotted line, fibers of the 

middle layer must stretch. Conversely, with deflection (+f) toward 

the center of curvature ( solid thin line) middle fibers shorten. 

When arch obtains outline AC*B, mirror image of the initial stresses 

in the middle layer are equal to zero. Only during further bending 

by (dot-dash line) will middle fibers be stretched. For a shell, the 

connection between forces of extension and compression in the middle 

surface are more complicated than in the case of an arch, since pro¬ 

blem is two-dimensional. But the general tendency remains the same, 

the shell "prefers" to buckle inward, toward the center of curvature.* 

This is shown in Fig. 10.4 with example of a cylindrical panel, com¬ 

pressed along the generatrix. 

We return to Fig. 10.2) here deflection toward the center of 

curvature is plotted along the axis of abscissas to the right, and 

♦Here we have in mind shells, for which centers of curvature of 
all normal sections lie on one side of the middle surface (see § 119.) 
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Flg. 10.2. Characteristic Mload- 
defleotlon,, diagrams for a shell 
of Ideal form and with initial 
deflection. 

and from the center, to the left. Asymmetiy of the diagram of equili¬ 

brium states is connected with the fact that branch ABF of the dia¬ 

gram lies below the point of branching (bifurcation) A. On section 

AB equilibrium forms are unstable, 

and on section EF they are stable. 

Sections AC and FD correspond stable 

states. But we already obtained a 

Fig. 10.5. Click- similar diagram in Chapter I (p. 89) 
ing an arch-strip. 

for a compressed bar with a nonlin¬ 

ear elastic support. By analogy with this problem in the theory of 

stability of shells there are applied the concepts of upper and lower 

critical loads.* By upper critical load PB we shall, as before, un¬ 

derstand the greatest load, below which initial equilibrium state is 

stable in the small, i.e., with respect to neighboring equilibrium 

states. In reference to the model which is described by diagram OABD, 

♦These concepts were first introduced by Kairmkn anw. Tsien Hsüeh- 
seng [11.35] in 19391 they are considered in more detail in § 201. 

1 
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the upper critical force corresponds to the point of bifurcation of 

equilibrium states. By lower cri¬ 

tical load PH we will understand 

the load below which the initial 

state is the only stable statej* 

with loads, lying below PH, there 

is ensured stability of the shell 

not only in the small, but in the 

large. 

Let us assume that the initial 

form of the shell is ideal ( there 

are no initial deflections), and load is static and occurs in such 

a way that state of strain is strictly momentlessj then the load ap¬ 

plied to the shell should increase to the upper critical value PB after 

which the shell will accomplish a Jump (knock) from equilibrium posi¬ 

tion A to position P, after which load anew will start to increase,** 

but now on branch PD, The re/erse process consists of drop of the 

load along line DB, "exhaust" of shell along line BQ, and then in 

new lowering of load from G to 0, Consequently, the Jump during un¬ 

loading occurs at a level below critical force PH, Regarding equili¬ 

brium states, corresponding to line AC, they usually are not realized, 

since to them there corresponds a higher energy level. 

Real shells always have, however, various initial imperfections 

*We recall that here we consider deflections comparable to the 
thickness of the shell) they can exceed thickness a few times, even 
by 10-20 times, but still they must remain small as compared to radii 
of curvature* Therefore, e,g,, the case of total crushing of a rub¬ 
ber ball does not enter into the framework of this theory. 

♦♦Here it is assumed that load in process of knock is kept constant. 
Other variants of change of load are considered below, in §§ 127 and 
129. 

Pig. 10.4. Cylindrical 
panel "prefers" to buckle 
toward the center of cur¬ 
vature. 
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of* form* For such shells the Inltlsl st&te^ as a rule* no longer can 

be considered raomentless, so that the branch of equilibrium states 

with a growing load no longer will coincide with axis of ordinates. 

In many cases diagram P(f) as in Fig. 10.2 here too consists of stable 

branches 0A* and B»D» and unstable A’B1. Transition from one stable 

state to another also should be in a Jump — on level A*. Loads, cor¬ 

responding to points A* and B’, will be, by analogy with the preced¬ 

ing case, called upper and lower critical loads Pe and P . We assumed 

that initial deflection is aimed in that same direction as the addi¬ 

tional one, chiefly toward the center of curvature. If initial deflec¬ 

tion is directed away from center of curvature, then initial branch 

CM will go to the left of the axis of ordinates. Other possible equi¬ 

librium forms are characterized by sections NB*» and B»,D,,. Here 

also there is (although not in all cases) a Jump from branch 0M to 

branch B^D'*: the energy level for points of the second of these 

branches can be significantly lower than for corresponding points of 

the first branch. 

As we see, initial imperfections of form and other perturbations 

are manifested in the case of a shell quite differently than for 

platej they lead to great lowering of the upper critical load. There- 

fore> experimental data pertaining to critical loads for shells are 

usually characterized by significant scattering.» Actual buckling of 

shells In practice in many cases is accompanied by a sharp knock. 

From this follows the conclusion that in practical calculations one 

should consider both the upper, and also, particularly, the lower 

»With the exception of such laboratory tests in which special at¬ 
tention is turned to techniques of manufacture of shells and load 
conditions. 
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critical loads. Operational load should constitute a certain frac¬ 

tion of the upper critical magnitude and at the same time, as a rule, 

must not exceed the lower critical value. True, for certain structures 

the second requirement can not be satisfied, if, e.g., the lower cri¬ 

tical load is close to zero or even is negative, i.e., has an oppo¬ 

site direction as compared to the principal state. In all cases most 

Justified will be calculation directly considering influence of ini¬ 

tial irregularities of form and other perturbing factors. If we talk 

about a large number of Identical structural members, then the most 

natural approach here is the statistical ( see Chapter XX) . 

In one way or another, practical calculations of shells for 

stability must be conducted taking into account behavior of shells 

during large deflections. If for bars and plates it was possible to 

separate determination of points of bifurcation and research of the 

poster!tical region, here this is in most cases impossible.* There¬ 

fore, subsequently we shall, as a rule, consider in a parallel man¬ 

ner the same problem, approaching it from the point of view of stabil¬ 

ity in the small and in the large. In the first case it is necessary 

to start from linear theory of hard shells, in the second, from non¬ 

linear theory of flexible shells. 

We turn to the basic propositions of linear and nonlinear theory. 

§ 119» Certain Information from Surface Theory 

If we approach shells from the geometric point of view, then 

they are characterized, first of all, by the shape of the midlie sur¬ 

face. Therefore, In deriving basic dependences pertaining to the 

*As we shall see later, in certain problems the lower critical 
load turns out to be very close to the upper] then necessity of se¬ 
parate calculation for stability in the large may disappear. 
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Bhell* it is necessary to use many concepts of general surface theory«* 

We consider the section of a 

surface, shown in Pig, 10.5, and 

select on it a system (family) of 

lines U in such a way that each of 

them corresponds to a definite 

value of a certain parameter £i 

S - £0* £ * ^1* £ ■ ^2' etc* 

ther, we select a new system of lines V, each of which would correspond 

to a certain value of a second parameter T|i t) * t^q, rç - t^, tj = t^, 

etc., and in such a manner that lines V intersect all lines U« We 

satisfy the requirement that through any point of the surface there 

passes one and only one line of each family) the net of lines selected 

thus, is called regular. If lines of systems U and V cross at right 

angles (l.e*, the angle between tangents to these lines is equal to 

a right angle), then the net is called orthogonal. 

Concrete meaning of parameters 

i and T| may be different. For ex¬ 

ample in Pig. 10,6 there are depicted 

coordinate lines on a section of a 

cylindrical surface, where lines U 

coincide with generatrices and lines 

V lie in cross sections of the cylinder. As parameters 4 and tj here 

it is possible to select directly lengths of segments laid off along 

the lines. In Pig. 10.7 is shown a section of a spherical surface. 

- #See, e.g., courses of differential geometry of M. Ya. Vygodskiy 
Moscow, 19^9)* A. V. Pogorelov (Khar*kov, 1961), P. K. Rashevskiy 
Moscow, 1956), and S. P. Pinikov (Moscow, 1961). 

t-t9 t-t, l-l, t-l, 

H r A-7r f—-\ UJ LJ 1 1 

Pig. 10.6. Coordinate 
lines on a cylindrical 
surface. 

Pig. 10.5. Net of co¬ 
ordinate lines on a 
surface. 
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Here it is convenient to use geographic coordinates and as parameters 

i and T) to select the angle of latltuüe a and the longitude ß. Let 

us note that in this example pole A 

(•X, (,~x¡ l-Xf 

Pig* 10*8* Coordinate 
Fig. 10.7. Geographic lines, characterizing 
coordinates on a sphere. shallow surface. 

is a singular point, since for it the requirement of regularity of 

the coordinate is not satisfied. 

In case of a shallow surface M, close to plane N, parameters can 

be the cartesian coordinates of the corresponding points of the plane 

(Pig. 10.8) or polar coordinates of these points. 

No matter how parameters i and r\ are selected, position of every 

point of the surface is determined by their values] they are curvi¬ 

linear coordinates of points of the surface) coordinate i is counted 

off along lines tj m t^q, q ** t^, ••*, and coordinate tj, along lines 

£ - Ê0# £ - ••• The actual lines of families U and V carry the 

name of coordinate lines. 

If we designate by r the radius-vector of a point of the surface 

relative to an arbitrary origin 0 (Pig* 10*9)j then r will be an 

unambiguous vector function of curvilinear coordinates 4 &nd 1 

i|). (10.1) 

We pass vectors r and r + Ar, corresponding to two adjacent points 

M and M' of line r\ » const. Relating increment of the function Ar 
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to increment of the parameter and conaidering -> 0, we obtain 

at the limit a partial derivative of r with respect to £: 

_dr 
► o“ dê* 

The sense of vector 
dr coincides with the sense of the tangent y to 

line £ at the given point] there- 

Fig. 10,9. Radius- 
vector of a point of 
a surface as a func¬ 
tion of curvilinear 
coordinates. 

fore, it has the name coordinate 

vector. A second coordinate vector 

Fig. 10.10. Coordi¬ 
nate vectors at point 
M of a surface. 

is directed along the tangent to line r\ (Fig. 10.10). 

dr dr 
Plane L, passed through vectors ^ and is a plane tangent to 

the surface at point M. The line, perpendicular to plane L is a 

normal to the surface] sense of the normal is determined by the vec- 

dr j dr 
tor product of vectors -g|- and 

dr dr 

Unit vector of the normal is equal to 

àr y* dr 
•gxa¡ 
dr y, dr 
TT** 

( 10.2) 

In the denominator here is the absolute value of N. Vector n 

should not, of course, depend on selection parameters £ and t^. li 
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coordinate lines form angle a, then, using the definition of a scalar 

product, we obtain 

(10.3) 

here there are introduced designations 

(10.4) 

Using (3) i we find 

(10.5) 

where 

(10.6) 

Proceeding from definition of vector product, we reduce (2) to 

form 

We set ourselves the target of investigating the surface near a 

certain point M (Pig. 10.11). In first approximation an infinitesimal 

section of the surface can be replaced by an infinitesimal section 

of the tangent plant. We use this in order to determine the differ¬ 

ential ds of the arc, passing through point M. Direction of arc will 

be fixed, if we are given ratio of corresponding differentials of 

curvilinear coordinates duid£ (when d£ / 0) • By dr we shall mean the 

differential radius-vector r during displacement from point M on the 

tangent to the given arc. Square ds can be calculated by composing 

the scalar product 

ds1 = dr • dr = dr*. 
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Total differential dr is equal to 

hence 

úr = dc 4- ■ÿj- di\ ! (10.8) 

+ 2tf „rf; + (10.9) 

Expression (9) carries name of first quadratic form of surface. 

and magnitudes a^# a^g, a22 from 

(4) are coefficients of first qua¬ 

dratic form. These coefficients 

depend on curvilinear coordinates 

for point M, but do not depend on 
Pig* 10.11. Study¬ 
ing the surface near their differentials; consequently, 
point M In the first 
approximation. for the given point of a surface 

magnitudes a^, a12, and a22 are 

determined unambigously. Knowing the first quadratic form of the 

surface, one can find the angle between any lines, passing through 

this point (i.e., angle of the tangent to these lines); as an example 

we give formula (3), allowing us to find the angle between coordinate 

lines. Integrating the expression for ds along certain curve it is 

possible to calculate total length of an arc of the curve. 

Since during research of buckling of shells it is important to 

determine lengthening and sliding of the middle surface, i.e., change 

of lengths of arcs and angles between arcs, then, obviously, the first 

quadratic form of the middle surface of the she!; should play an es¬ 

sential role in such research. We note, besides, that with help of 

the first quadratic form it is possible to calculate areas of various 

sections of the surface. 
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We shall henceforth designate the first quadratic form by Ii 

/ = aud&-\-2andidy¡-{-a.adyp. (10#9&) 

For an orthogonal coordinate net we have from (¾ here 

+ (10,10) 

If radius-vector r is expressed in cartesian coordinates x, y> 

and z, then by (4) we obtain 

«h 
_ óx èx . dy dy , dx ii 

=(^+(^+(^r- 
(10,11) 

Then we investigate the surface in the second approximation and 

explain how the surface deviates 

from the tangent plane in the en¬ 

vironment of the point of tangency. 

We pass through M an arbitrary line 

1, lying on the surface, and tangent 

m to this line (Fig* 10.12), We 

imagine a plane passing through the 

tangent to line l and a certain 

point N, lying on the line near 

point of tangency M, We trace change 

of position of this plane, driving 

length of arc MN to zeroj at the 

limit we obtain a so-called osculating plane S, If curve Z lies in 

one plane, then this plane would be osculating for all points of the 

curve. The normal to the curve, lying in the osculating plane, is 

Fig. 10.12. Study of 
a surface near point 
M in the second approx¬ 
imation. 
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called the principal normal. Unit vector of the principal normal we 

designate by vj it is shown in Pig* 10*12* If r is the radius-vec¬ 

tor of point M# and s is length of the arc, measured along the line, 

dr 
then the unit vector of the tangent will be Derivative of this 

d2r* 
vector with respect to s, equal to determines degree of curvature 

k and is called vector of curvaturei it is directed along the unit 

vector of the principal normal v, similarly to normal acceleration 

during motion of a point on a curve. Thus, we arrive at the known 

formula of Preneti 

{£ = *»• (10.12) 

We project the vector of curvature of line l on the normal to 

the surface, as shown in Pig* 10*12) then we find the so-called nor¬ 

mal curvature of line k_. For determination of k„ we take the scalar ■ 1 ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■' - n n 

product of vector kv by the unit vector of the normal to surface nj 

then we find 

kB = ÄW». when A,, = ». ( 10* Ij) 

If we designate by 0 the angle between senses v and n, we have 

vn » cos 9 and, consequently, 

AjSbAcosO. (l0*l4) 

This dependence allows us to determine curvature k of any slanted 

section of the surface with respect to normal curvature kn (Meusnler's) 

theorem) . 

We select as the parameter determining the position of a point 

on curve Z length of arc s) then curvilinear coordinates of the point 

will be functions of s, i.e., £ - Ê(b), y\ * q(s). Prom (8) we obtain 

ár dr d% . dr di\ 
Is = ~dïï !h\ ~ds ' 

(10.15) 
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Differentiating this expression anew with respect to s, we find 

We write the scalar product (15)» considering that each of co- 

ordinate vectors || and is orthogonal to the unit vector of normal 

nj then we have 

*•=*>' (£)’+ 7¡1T + *»(*■) (10.17) 

where 

= 1» 
*r 
W 

bn = n *r 
àld] * 

(10.18) 

Expression (1?) can be rewritten in the form 

_ll htd?4-2bltdldn + bndT* 
*■ *“ ï = «a d? + 2f|, di drt + a„ dif * 

(10.19) 

by II here is understood the expression, constructed analogously to 

( 9a) and carrying the name of second quadratic form of surface! 

II = 2Í ,a Æ di + ¿a dr?. ( 10.20) 

Magnitudes b^, b12, and b22 carry name coefficients of the second 

quadratic form. Judging by formulas (18)-(20), for all lines on the 

surface, having a common tangent, l.e*, characterized by the same 

relationship dT]id£, the normal curvature kn will be the same. Conse¬ 

quently, magnitude kn gives a summary idea of the curvature of the 

surface in the selected direction) it can be called the normal curva¬ 

ture of the surface. 

If in (19) we set dr\ - 0, and then d£ - 0, we will obtain accord- 

ingly k1± - b^/a^, - b22/a22. Thus, coefficients of second 

quadratic form b11 and b22 characterize normal curvature of lines 

^ . const and ? - const. As for coefficient b12. It corresponds to 

parameter of torsion of the surface. Introducing (7) to (18) we 

'I. 
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present scalar-vector products in the form. 

&r dr dr \ . \ ( <Pr dr dr\ 
WSÎTï)' 

where a) is determined by (6). 

If we express r In cartesian coordinates x, y, and z. 

It Is possible to constitute the determinant 

dßx d*y dßx 
WWW 
dx dy dx 
WWW' 
dx dy dx 
W 

then for 

(10.21) 

Analogous determinants can be constituted for b^g a^d bgg. 

We approach determination of the second quadratic form from 

another point of view. Taking, as before, the length of the arc of 

curves s as the parameter, we write relationship 

Differentiating this product with respect to s, we obtain 

í¡r* + 
dr du 
49 dx = 0 

Comparing this dependence with ( Ij) and (19), we find 

\\*st - dr • dn. 

Thus, second quadratic form depends on how intensely the orientation 

of the unit vector to normal n changes in environment of the given 

point. 

Comparing information pertaining to the first and second quadratic 

forms of surface, it is possible to say that fom I characterizes 

length of arcs, angles between curves and areas of regions on the 

surface, while form II allows us to determine normal curvatures of 

the surface. It is possible to show that forms I and II, taken 



r > 

together, completely determine the outline of the surface with accuracy 

up to its position in space. 

Let us turn to the study of 

different normal sections of a sur¬ 

face, conducted at any point M of 

the surface (Pig* 10,15)# i.e., sec¬ 

tions, containing a normal to the 

surface n. If we fix the direction 

of the tangent, through which a 

certain section P passes, then cur- 

Fig. 10,15. Normal 
section of a surface. vature of the surface kn in tne cor¬ 

responding direction] vectors v and 

n constitute for a normal section angle 0 or tt. We trace change of 

k during rotation of the section around the normal to surface during 
n 

transition, e,g., from plane P to plane R. Such rotation is equiva¬ 

lent to change of ratio dnidÇ for fixed r\ and £. For a smooth sur¬ 

face this ratio changes continuously and at the same time periodically] 

consequently, curvature kn should take for specific positions of the 

section maximum and minimum values# We shall find these values] for 

this we rewrite (19) in the form 

¢,1 2i,j didyi+bn dtf — (au </? + 20,¾ d* rfij -f- = ( 10 • 22) 

We assume in the beginning that differential dq is constant] differ¬ 

entiating (22) with respect to d£ and equating the derivative to zero, 

we obtain 
¢,1 di -f- ¢,¾ dij — kn («„ di 4* «« dr¡) = 0. 

Analogously, considering differential d£ constant, we find 

♦u dÇ-f d^ — ¢, (a,j dH-aa dij) = 0. 

We exclude from this ratio di^td^] then we arrive at a quadratic equa¬ 

tion for knt 
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(10.2¾ («H«*— ~ ‘ 4i^u) *« + {^nbTi ~ *Îj) ~ °- 

From this we find two extreme values of which are called the 

principal curvatures of the surface In the given point) corresponding 

directions, determined by ratio d^idfc by (22), carry name of princi¬ 

pal directions. We consider that curvature kn^ corresponds to line 

n - const, and k ^ to line £ « const) then from (22) we obtain, con- 

sidering in turn d*q ■ 0 and d£ « 0, 
♦i* •-flljÄg,! = 0, ba ^ ^ 

Taking ^ / we ^or PrinciPa^ directions b^g * 0, and a^g * 

■ 0. It follows from this that principal directions are mutually 

perpendicular. Subsequently we designate principal curvatures by k^ 

and kg. 

We pass lines on the surface in such a manner that at every 

point tangents to them go along the principal directions. Such curves 

are called lines of curvature) they are convenient to select as coordi¬ 

nate curves. 

We determine the product and half-sum of the principal curvatures, 

proceeding from equation (2¾ t 

(10.24) 
«11«»-«« 

— *uiitz«u*EraAi (10.25) 
» » 

The first of these magnitudes is called the Gaussian curvature of the 

surface at the given point, and the second, the mean curvature. 

As an example we calculate coefficients of first and second 

quadratic forms and Gaussian curvature for the surface, given by 

equation z - f(x, y). We take x and y as curvilinear coordinates: 

X ■ Ç, y » q) then from (ll) and (6) 
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( 10*26) 

and, further, by formulas of type (21) 

. 1 d*t 
vn 

1 d*/ 1 d»i 
" " À 1 4 • (10.27) 

^ _ 2 à z ^ 
Let us note that for shallow shell when (g~) « 1» (sÿ) « 1 we can 

take cd « Ij then coefficients will be expressed just as curvature 

and torsion of the deflection surface of a plate* Gaussian curvature. 

according to (24), will be 

r = (10*28) 

It is interesting to note that for a shallow shell for cd « 1 we obtain 

the expression which appeared in one of the fundamental equations of 

the theory of flexible plates. Comparing (7«40) and (28), we find 

-i ¿(w. w)=r. (10.29) 

Thus, chain stresses, forming during large deflections of a plate, 

are directly connected with Gaussian curvature of the deflection sur¬ 

face. 

Pig. 10.14. Centers 
of curvature C^ and 

C2 in case of a sur¬ 

face of revolution. 

Let us consider, further, a 

surface of revolution (Pig. 10.14), 

given by equations 

X=rr(,)COSf. 
)co,?* } ( 10.350) 

By r is understood radius of the 

parallel circle in section zj by 

9 — the angle of rotation of the 

meridional plane. As parameters we 

take £ - <P, n - z. By formulas (ll) 

(6), and (21) we find 
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(10.31) «a = I + r*** on = 0, «n = f*. « = rVi-t-r • 

=» 0. — — 
/» + 

^ * 

by r' and r'- are de.lgnated derivatives of r with respect to z, char 

aoterlzlng outline of the meridian. Oausslan curvature Is equal, by 

(24), to 

r= 
(10.32) 

If convexity of the meridian Is turned toward axis z, as depicted In 

Pig. 10.14, then we have r " > 0, such a shell has a negative Gaussian 

curvature. In Pig. 10.14 there are shown centers of curvature Cg and 

Cl of normal sections, one of which coincides with the plane of the 

meridian, and the second Is perpendicular to this plane. 

Let us note that curvature of the parallel circle l/r should be 

according to Meusnler's theorem (14) equal to (l/Pl «ln \) , where Pl 

is principle radius MC1 of curvature of the section. It follows from 

this that center of curvature C* Is the Intersection point of the 

normal to the surface with the axis of symmetry, as It Is easy to see, 

the corresponding curvature Is equal to 

The second principal curvature Is equal to 

*•= h” 0+7^- 

The concept of Gaussian curvature Is fundamental In the theory 

of surfaces. Transforming expression (24) for F, It Is possible to 

show that Gaussian curvature depends only on coefficients of the 

first quadratic form and their derivatives. Together with other mag 

nltudes, depending on fonn factors I, Gaussian curvature pertains to 
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the so-called Inner geometry of the surface. 

Fig. 10.15. Location of centers of 
curvature and Cg for (a) elliptic, 

(b) hyperbolic and ( c) parabolic 
points of a surface. 

By the sign of Gaussian curvature it is possible to Judge the 

form of the surface in the neighborhood of a given point. If F >0, 

then, as one may see from (24), curvatures and kg have identical 

sign. This means that centers of curvature and Cg in principal 

directions are on the same side of the surface] as shown in Fig. 

10.15a, centers of curvature of all other normal sections will lie on 

segment C^Cg. Point M of the surface, for which centers of curvature 

are disposed thus, is called elliptic. Conversely, „when F < 0 cen¬ 

ters C^ and Cg lie, as we saw, on opposite sides of the surface (Fig. 

10.15b)] centers of curvature of remaining normal sections are on 

outer regions of segment C^Cg] corresponding point of the surface 

carries name of hyperbolic. Finally, in case F * 0 the point is called 

parabolic. Here one of the principal curvatures turns into zero] cen¬ 

ters of curvature lie on one side of C^, and Cg is at infinity. 

This pertains, for instance, to point M in Fig. 10.15c, belonging to 

a cylindrical surface. 

Li Fig. 10.16 is depicted a surface of revolution] at points of 

the upper part we have F < 0, as in Fig. 10.14] at points of the lower 
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part F > 0: these parts are divided by a parabolic line, for whose 

points r - 0. 

Examples of surfaces, at all points of which Qaussian curvature 

is positive, can be a sphere or an ellipsoid# Negative Qaussian cur¬ 

vature, and thereby constant for 

all points, belongs to so-called 

pseudospherei here - -kg » 

■ const- Cylindrical and conical 

surfaces have zero Gaussian curva¬ 

ture. 

Qaussian curvature plays a 

special role in the theory of bend¬ 

ing of surfaces. By bending iß 

understood very transformation of 

a surface in which lengths of any curves on the surface remain con¬ 

stant) at the same time angles between intersecting curves are also 

preserved. Such transformation we call also isometric. Surface dur¬ 

ing bending must be like an absolutely flexible inextensible shell, 

which can change its form without folds and breaks.* 

During isometric transformation the first quadratic form, equal 

to square of the length of a linear member, should remain constant, 

and then Qaussian curvature will be preserved. Consequently, isometric 

surfaces have at corresponding points identical Qaussian curvature.** 

It is interesting to note that during bending of the surface all 

♦Simple displacement of the surface in space here is excludeft. 

**This remarkable theorem was proven by Qauss in I8l6. Talking of 
isometric transformation, Quss presented a surface namely as a "flex¬ 
ible, but inextensible body, ore of whose measurements is assumed to 
be disappearing" ("Qeneral study of curved surfaces translation 

1887, p. ^ ). 

Pig. i0.l6. Sur¬ 
face of revolu¬ 
tion with sec¬ 
tions, having 
various Qaussian 
curvature. 
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three form factors II change, but in such a way that the discriminant 

of this form, equal to b^bgg-b^g and contf^ined in expression (24), 

remains constant. Example of isometric surfaces are surfaces develop¬ 

able on a planej all of them have zero Gaussian curvature. 

We till now did not place conditions so that bending of a sur¬ 

face was a continuous process. Therefore, it is possible to say, 

that transition of a convex segment with secured edge (Pig« 10.17) 

from position 1 to position 2, the specular reflection of the first, 

is bending,* but it occurs in the large. If however we talk about 

Infinitesimal deformation, then it can be realized only for limited 

class of surfaces. Such bending turns out to be Impossible for any 

convex continuous closed surface (for instance, a complete sphere). 

In other words, such a convex surface is rigid in the small.** On 

the other hand for surfaces of zero and negative Gaussian curvature 

infinitesimal deformation, in general, is possible. This can be illus¬ 

trated by the simple example of the bar system, shown in Pig. 10.18. 

If bars are inextensible, then infinitesimal displacements of the 

center hinge in the first case (Plgt a) are excluded, and in the second 

( Pig. b), when bars are stretched in one line, can be realized. 

All these conclusions, contained in theory of surfaces, as we 

shall see below, have direct relation to problems of stability of 

shells in the small and in the large. If shell is infinitely thin. 

♦Compare deformation of arch-strip in Pig. 10.3. 

♦♦Survey of research in qualitative problems of the theory of de¬ 
formation of surfaces was published bv N. V. Efimov (Successes of- 
mathematical sciences, 3# No. 2 (1948), 47—158)j a series of relevant 
general theorems was obtained by A. V. Pogorelov (see for instance, 
his work "Certain results in geometry as a whole," Khar*kov 1961). 
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then its deformation could have been characterized completely by the 

) 

Pig, 10,17, Pig, 10,18, Bar systems. 
Clicking of a a) "invariable” and b) 
convex segment, "variable" in the small. 

theory of surfaces. However in real shells any change of form, even 

if it is accompanied by isometric transformation of the middle sur¬ 

face, causes the appearance of flexural strains, unevenly distributed 

in the thickness. Therefore, we will use the above-mentioned depen¬ 

dences in studying deformation of the middle surface, but we should 

at the same time consider deformation of natural bending of the shell. 

In other words, we must, as it were, unite theory of absolutely flex¬ 

ible shells with theory of rigid plates, 

§ 120, Three-Dimensional Linear Problem in 
Survlllnear Coordinates 

During study of small deflections of a shell, causing deformation 

of mixed type, we start from general linear relationships of a three- 

dimensional problem of theory of elasticity. We introduce three cur¬ 

vilinear coordinates £, tj, and Ç which will determine the position 

of an arbitrary point of space Just as two parameters £ and charac¬ 

terized position of any point of a surface, 

lengths of arcs, counted off along coordinate lines, are equal 

to 

dtx~Hxdi, dS2 — Htdi¡, ds3 = //jdC. (10.5¾ 

Magnitudes H^, Hg# and Hj, each of which is a certain function of £$ 

q, and Ç are called lame coefficients] they correspond to the 
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to the coefficients of the first quadratic form and a22 in theory 

of surfaces* We assume from the very beginning the system of coordi¬ 

nates is orthogonal) then square of a linear member, as the first 

quadratic form of three-dimensional space, will be* 

Henceforth coordinates £ and ^ we shall attach to middle surface of 

the shell, and coordinate Ç let us agree to count off along the nor¬ 

mal, but here will make calculations in common form. 

In Pig, IO.I9 is depicted a 

Pig, 10,19, Arcs of curvi¬ 
linear coordinates in case 
of three-dimensional problem, 

member of a surface, containing 

arcs ds^ and dSg. We designate by 

C1 and Gg centers of curvature of 

these arcs in a plane, normal to 

arc ds^, and by R^g and Rg^, the 

corresponding radii of curvature. 

With change of coordinate r\ by dT^ 

the length of arc ds1 obtains an 

incrementi the new length will be 

Obviously, we should have 

flu + ' 

from this we find curvature of arc ds^i 

1 ás\ — rfi, 
Aia ^*1 

♦Lame parameters must satisfy six conditions of continuity of 
three-dimensional space, see [10.j5], p, 19>« 



or 

1 » <*/i 

Analogously curvature of arc dSg will be 

1 » àH% 
TÇT ~RJïî di 

(10.35) 

(10.36) 

If we now consider a member of the surface formed by arcs ds. and ds„. 
12* 

then In this way we find curvature of arc ds^ In a plane, normal to 

dSgi 

Proceeding similarly, one can determine curvature of arc dSg In a 

plane, normal to ds^, and curvature of arc ds^ In planes, normal to 

ds^ and dSg. 

Let us assume that during deformation of an elastic body point 

M belonging to It receives displacement along coordinate lines £* T], 

and Ç, equal accordingly to u, v, and w. We determine deformation 

of elongation which arcs ds^, dSg, and ds^ receive, and also shifts 

in planes, formed by different arcs* 

mination of deforma¬ 
tion caused by dis¬ 
placements V« 

Deformation of elongation of 

arc ds1 is equal to 

■»“^ST+T^+TRr- U°*38) 

First component corresponds to in¬ 

crement u during transition from 

point M to adjacent point N (Fig* 

10.20)j if u depends only on s^, then we would have «ç = • If 

all points of arc ds^^ - R12 d6±2 received shift v (Fig. 10.20), then 



I 

radius of curvature R^-j would be increased by v* Here arc ds^ obtains 

length (R12 + v)dô12, and unit defomation will be 

<*„ + 10 ¿a,,-a,,</8,, V 

Æ11 <ia„ *„ ’ 

This gives the second component in expression (38)* Analogous rea¬ 

soning pertains to displacement w which giTres the third component. 

We substitute in (58) expressions (55) and (57) for 1/^2 and 

then we find 

H 
\ du , 14//, i 

(10.59) 

Shear deformation in a plane, tangent to arcs ds^ and ds2, equal 

to change of the right angle between these arcs, will be 

1 4« . *1 ¿9 II V . 

+ 77T “’ST* 
(10.40) 

plus sign here, as usual, corresponds to decrease of angle between 

the arcs. First two components correspond to rotation of arcs ds^ 

and dSg, caused by displacement of points L and N with respect to 

point M (Fig. 10.21), and have the same form as for a member of a 

plate ( see p. 556 ). We assume, further, that all points of arc ds2 

receive displacement v (Fig. 10.22) j then angle between ds1 and ds2 

should increase by v/hg^j but if points of arc ds1 are displaced by 

u, then angle will be increased by u/ft^. This gives the third and 

fourth components in (40)♦ We substitute here expressions (55) and 

(56)j then we have 

14» I 4//. _ , 1 4» 14//, 
Th “ 7¾-Tí “ iw ir ^ + 77T X “ 7W5ÎT tf * 

(10.41) 

or 

(10.41a) 
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Pig# 10#21# Deter¬ 
mination of deforma¬ 
tions caused by ro¬ 
tations of members. 

Pig. 10.22. Deter¬ 
mination of addi¬ 
tional deformations 
from rotations. 

Analogous calculations allow us to obtain the expression for other 

components of deformation. Finally deformations of elongation are 

these: 

(10.½) 

and shear deformationsi 

(10.4¾ 

We use these expressions for construction of theory of thin 

shells. Let us remember that all derived dependences pertain only to 

small displacements) therefore, they can be applied only if deflec¬ 

tions of shell are small as compared to its thickness. 

$ 

§ Shell of Small Deflection. Dependence 
Between Deformations and Displacements. 

At the basis of the theory of flexure of thin shells lies the 

hypothesis of straight normals, according to -which points belonging 



to a normal to the middle surface up to deformation, remain and after 

deformation lie on a straight line normal to the middle surface. 

Strictly speaking, in process of deformation of a shell rectilinearity 

of normals is somewhat disturbed; this is connected with shifts in 

sections normal to the middle surface. Therefore, hypothesis of 

straight normals, essentially, is reduced to the assumption that 

shifts in normal sections are small as compared to angles of rotation 

of normals and that, therefore, shifts can, as a rule, be taken equal 

to zero.* 

We relate middle surface to lines of curvature and plot along 

these lines coordinates £ and q (Fig* 10.23). Such a net of lines 

is orthogonal; coefficients of the first quadratic form of the middle 

surface we designate as follows: a^ = A^, ag2 ® Ag* where a^g = 0. 

Magnitudes A1 and Ag are equivalent to Lame's coefficients: A^j^ = H^, 

Ag = Hg. Line Ç we combine with the normal to the middle surface 

and we take *= 1. We introduce, further, designations R1 and Rg 

for radii of curvature of normal sections of middle surface, corre¬ 

spondingly, along lines £ and rj. 

Let us consider a layer of the shell a distance of Ç = z from 

the middle surface; here (-|) < z ^ jj, where h is thickness of the 

shell. Positive direction z and w we arbitrarily lay out toward the 

center of curvature.** Since length of arcs are proportional to dis- 

tances to center of curvature, then coefficients A^ and Ag for given 

*See V. V. Novozhilov, Theory of thin shells [10.11], 

**This pertains to elliptic and parabolic points of the middle 
surface. 



layer will be 

4-4(1 £)• 

(10.44) 

Derivatives of them with respect to z are equal to 

m; ^ At 

oa 

«1 

irt- 

(10.45) 

After we have calculated derivatives, in (44) we take z « K1$ z « Rg 

and, consequently, a| m k±9 AÍJ * Agi derivatives (45) will be the 

same for any point of the normal. 

According to hypotheses of 

straight normals we must take 7, 
nc " 

« 7ç£ ■ 0* Developing expressions 

(45) for 7^ and toy type (^1) 

and considering A^ » 1, we obtain 

** * 1 1 ^ 

sr 
V* èA, 1 

-0. 

»0. 
(10.46) 

Pig. IO.23. Member 
of a shell formed by 
lines of curvature 
of the middle surface. 

where uz, vz, and wz are displace¬ 

ments of an arbitrary point of the 

normal. For points of a straight 

member, normal to the middle surface, derivatives and should 

keep constant values, equal to 

Ai 
lã 

«*—« da* da 
li 

V* —V 
(10.47) 

But, on the other hand, taking z * 0 in (46) and using (45), 

we obtain 
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Comparing ( 4?) and ( 48), we find 

(10.J(8) 

(10.49) 

We designate deformations of elongation along lines of curvature 

by and e2 and deformation of shearing by 7J if we take in general 

expressions (42) and (4¾ Hg * Ag, wz * w^ then for 

any z we have 

(10.50) 

Using (49), it is possible now to present deformations in the 

form* 

T*-T+2»x. (10.51) 

gy e^, eg, and 7 here are understood deformations in the middle sur¬ 

face: 

I * . l èAt _ w 

1 do . I iAt _ * (10.52) 

by H1 and Kg we mean changes of curvatures and by x* "torsion" of 

the middle surface! 

♦Expressions of type (52) and (5¾ were obtained in different ways 
by many authors: detailed analysis of them is given in books of 
V. Z. Vlasov [10.5], A, L. Qol1denveyzer [10.6], and V. V. Novozhilov 
[10.11]. Derivation given here belongs to E. Reissner [10.21]. The 
first five expressions (52) and ( 5¾ coincide for all these authors] 
the sixth expression - for torsion - has several variants, slightly 
differing from each other. 
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Taking in ( 5¾ ■ Ag - i and « Rg ■ we arrive at the former 

expressions for curvature and torsion of a plate: 

«I---3T. X«~^- 

Let us note that six magnitudes — deformations in middle sur¬ 

face and changes of curvatures — are expressed in three functions of 

displacements u, v, and w. Obviously, these six magnitudes are not 

independent! for them it is possible to write three compatible equa¬ 

tions, We give one of these equations:* 

(10*54) 

This equation can be checked by direct substitution of expressions 

for deformations eg, and 7 and parameters of change of curvature 

H2l here 1* is necessary to use the following relationships, 

known from theory of surfaces** (formulas of Petersona-Codazzi and 

Gauss) : 

^(íl)-TÇ^ (10-55) 

(io.56) 

Dependences (55) and (56), written here for principal directions, 

express, essentially, the connection between coefficients of first 

♦See book of A. L. Gol»denveyzer [10,6] , p, 58. Two other equa¬ 
tions are given below, on p 541 . 

**See P. K. Rashevskiy, Course of differential geometry, 1956, 
p. 350 . 



and second quadratic form of middle surface. Formula (56) indicates 

that Gaussian curvature, equal to only depends on the coeffi¬ 

cients of the first quadratic form and their derivatives) we already 

spoke of this in § Ü9* 

In the particular case where and A2 are constant and can be 

taken as equal ■» Ag ■ 1# the equation of compatibility (54) changes 

into the following 

(10.54a) 

As we shall see later, in many problems pertaining to stability 

of shells it is possible to simplify expression (5¾ for parameters 

of change of curvature and torsion, considering shifts "en masse" of 

the material, u and v small as compared to deflection wj then we ob¬ 

tain 

Let us turn to study of the stress of a shell. 

(10.57) 

§ 122. Forces and Moments. Equations of 
Equilibrium of a Member of a Shell 

We pass normal sections of a shell along lines of curvature. 

We designate by ¢^, Og, and T stresses in the middle surface in these 

sections, and by a£, Og, and tz stresses in a certain layer at dis- 
I • 

tance z from the middle surface. 

Normal and tangential forces per unit length of arc of line r\, 

' we designate by % and T±2 (Pig. 10.24)» they will be equal to 

¡i fr .| 
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• ** 
NimmTçs: J r«*^ / 

These expressions are composed taking into account the fact that 

length of arc AgdT) in middle layer is not equal to length of arc 

(A|dq) of an arbitrary layer. Substituting here value a| from (44), 

we obtain 

r““ ^ ’’O-iç)*’ (10.58) 

By analogy we find forces in section along line Ç: 

40 ui 

N'~_¿ •’í'“t)*1 Tn~ l *(l--*;)*■ (10.59) 

In the common case where R1 / Rg, tangential forces and T21 

turn out to be different. If we consider, however, that for thin 

shells z « R^ and z « Rg, it is possible in expressions (58) and 

( 59) to take 1 - z/Bg * 1, 1 - z/B^ * 1) then we obtain T^g * Tg,, as 

in the case of a plate. We write, further, expressions for bending 

and torsional moments (Pig. 10.25): 

/•?('-*)**• «»- / ^(10.60) 
“•t -4/1 

*t- ¿ w«“ / ’’O-•*)**• (10.61) 

And here it is possible approximately to take H^g - Hg^^. Let trans¬ 

verse forces in sections along 11 and £ be ^ and Qgj external load 

per unit along lines £, rç, and z we designate by q^, qg, and qz. 

We compose equation of equilibrium of a member of the shell. 
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cut by sections along lines of curvature.* Lengths of arcs in mid¬ 

dle surface, laid out along i and i\ are equal to A^dÇ and Agdrç and 

àA. àA 
lengths of adjacent arcs are (A^ + g^=dT))dÇ and (A2 + ¡¡¡^-d?)dr). Equa- 

tion of equilibrium in projections on tangent to line 4 has the form 

— 7|,j4, dl -f 4- + — 

- Q, dlrftj + q^A^didu = 0. 

(10.62) 

Here members, depending on Ng and T^g appear as a result of 

change of lengths of arcs with variable A^ and Ag. Prom Pig. 10.26a 

Pig. 10.24. Posi- Pig. 10.25. Positive di- 
tive directions of rections of moments, trans¬ 
forces in middle verse forces and lateral 
surface. load. 

ÒA. 
one may see that small "angle of rotation" ß of arc (A^ + yjp)d4 is 

, àA? 
equal to difference of segments (Ag + and Agdrç, divided by 

arc lengths 

♦Account given here is constructed by Wang Chi-The (see [21.21], 

p. 566) • 



Angle a 1b equal (Fig* 10.26b) to 

WW* 
Multiplying force (Ng 

ÔN2 , , ÔAl , 
+ g^-dTl) ( A± + 3^-dîl) by angle ß and 

Fig. 10.26. Derivation of 
equations of equilibrium of 
a member of a shell. System 
of coordinates here differs 
from that taken In Fig. 10.24 

0T42 
correspondingly force (T^g + d£) 

/ 0A2 
(Ag + gç=dO<hi by angle a and reject 

Ing small quantities of higher order 

we arrive at the expressions appear¬ 

ing In (62). Then, we note that the 

section. In which transverse 

force (¾ + ^A2 + 

acts. Is Inclined to the section with force Q^Agdrç at an angle dy, 

equal to dy ■ A^dl/R^ (Fig. 10.27)I from this we find projection of 

the first of these forces, written in (62). Projection of external 

load on an element Is equal to q^^Agd^d^j the last member of the 

equation corresponds to this magnitude. 

Disregarding in (62) small quantities of higher order and pre- 

senting members depending on ^ and In the form 

, mu. 

.r-ityul 44+ 

we arrive at the following equation: 
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(10.6?) 

Pig. 10.27. Deter¬ 
mination of resul¬ 
tant transverse 
forces. 

£L*j*!> + + 

In this way we obtain equation of equilibrium In projections on 

the tangent to line rçî 

+ ( 10.64) 

Projecting then, all forces 

on the direction of the normal, we 

find 

4. + Nl*jgL + 

+ w,4^+m,^=°. (10>65) 

Here, members depending on and N2 appear thanks to the fact that 

corresponding forces act at angles and Agdrç/Rg with respect 

to one another. 

Projecting moment-vectors shown In Pig. 10.25 and finding moment 

of transverse force, we obtain equation of moments for tangent to 

line r\i 

++^ ^ 

Members depending on M2 and Hi2 are calculated taking Into account 

angles of rotation a and ß analogously to how this was done above 

for and T12j small quantities of higher order are rejected. After 

simple transformations we arrive at equation 

+_ fl, +//tt » 0. 
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Equation of momenta for the tangent to I takes form 

(10>67) 

It remains to compose equation of moments with respect to axis z, 

directed along normal at point (£, q)j it has the form 

«rfij+//#rf5rf,-0 

or 

-^-+-^--0. (10.68) 

We introduce in sixth equation of equilibrium (68) initial expressions 

(58)-(6i) for magnitudes in itj then it turns out that it is satisfied 

identically. If however we take approximately T12 - T21 and H12 * H21 

then when / R2 olxth equation will not be satisfied) it is possible 

to show, however, that error here introduced, as a rule, is of the 

same order as error of other relationships of the theory of shells. 

Let us turn to relationships between forces and deformations, 

and also moments and changes of curvatures, corresponding to Hooked 

law. We take for some layer of the shell, a distance of z from mid¬ 

dle surface, dependences of the same type as for a plate: 

S'—I~r«+l«0- ’'-IirflõT'. (10>69) 

Expressions (69) correspond to generalized plane stress of a layer 

of a shell, in other word.. It 1. oonsldered that stress a, does not 

affect stresses and a2. 

We introduce (69) in expressions for forces (58) and (59) and 

use relationships (51)j then, considering z « and z « Rg, we 

obtain 



w'“T=V(*'+,“*)' (10.70) 

Analogously we find expression for moments: 

AI, =D(x,-f-F4). AI, » i / 

We obtained precisely the same relationship as In the theory of 

plates# they are enticing In their simplicity. But we still marked 

certain contradictions, to which this simplification leads) there 

appear other difficulties, for Instance, In examining potential 

energy of deformation of a shell. These contradictions can be eli¬ 

minated, taking conditionally as expressions for T12 and T21 the fol¬ 

lowing: * 

*)• ’■“unbr^-wr*)' (10.72) 

Putting (72) in (68)# we prove that the sixth equation of equi¬ 

librium now is satisfied identically. Thus# In this variant of theory 

of shells, as before, we have H12 - Hg1 - H, but tangent forces T12 

and T21 are different. 

At our disposal now are 6 dependences (52) and (5¾, connecting 

deformations with displacements, 5 equations of equilibrium and 8 rela 

tionships of Hooke»s law. Unknowns are the 5 displacements u, v, and 

w, 4 forces in the middle surface, 4 moments, 2 transverse forces, 

3 deformations in the middle surface and 3 parameters of curvature. 

Total number of equations (19) corresponds to number of unknowns. 

♦These expressions were offered by L. I. Balabukh and V. V. 
Novozhilov, see [10.11], p. 47» 



Solving the equations, we must satisfy boundary conditions for a con¬ 

crete problem. 

Ways of solution of equations can be selected differently depen¬ 

ding on what quantities are selected as the basic unknowns -- dis¬ 

placements or forces and moments. Subsequently we will also frequently 

use mixed method, as in the theory of flexible plates] basic unknowns 

will be deflection and the function of forces in the middle surface. 

§ 123. Simplified Variant of Fundamental Equations of 
Linear Theory of Shells 

0 

As we have seen, structure of initial equations of general theory 

of shells even for region of small deflections is comparatively com¬ 

plex] therefore, solution of concrete problems presents significant 

difficulties. Fortunately, for many problems of stability of shells, 

of the greatest practical value, fundamental equations can be greatly 

simplified. This pertains to those cases, when buckling of shells 

is accompanied by appearance of comparatively small waves, i.e., 

waves whose dimensions, at least in one direction, are small as com¬ 

pared to radii of curvature of middle surface or dimensions of the 

shell. Here within each hollow the shell can be considered shallow. 

This allows us to apply in such problems of stability of shells of 

arbitrary outline the devices of the theory of shallow shells.* 

In constructing a theory of shallow shells one may assume that 

internal geometry of middle surface independently of its Gaussian 

curvature is on a certain section the same as the geometry of a 

♦This theory was developed for circular cylindrical shells by 
Donnell [10.16], and for a shell of arbitrary outline, by V. Z. Vlasov 
[10.3], A. L. Gol * denveyzer [10.6], Kh. M. Mushtari [10.9], V. V. 
Novozhilov [10.11] and [10.12], Yu. N. Rabotnov [10.13], and S. 
Feynberg [10.14] . 
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plane.* In other words, first quadratic form of a surface is consi¬ 

dered the same as for a plane: 

/ = <ß* + ¿J </t)\ 

But then dependence (56) of Gaussian curvature on coefficients of 

first quadratic form is disrupted, and we must set 

(10.75) 

Another criterion consists in that the functions, through which 

displacements, deformations, and stresses are expressed, change compar 

atively fast at least along one coordinate, so that during differen¬ 

tiation on a given coordinate the function significantly increases. 

At the same time it is necessary to consider that displacements 

u and V along lines of curvature of middle surfaces are small as 

compared to deflections w. This allows us to use simplified expres¬ 

sions (57) for changes of curvature. 

Further, the sixth equation of equilibrium is not taken into 

account) relationships of elasticity obtain form (70) and (71)* where 

T12 - T21 « T and H12 « H21 - H. Regarding first two equations of 

equilibrium (63) and (64), in them it turns out to be possible to dis¬ 

regard members, which depend on transverse forces) these equations 

change into the following: 

(lO.T'ta) 

(10.74b) 

♦This assumption was first formulated by V. Z. Vlasov ([10.3], 
P.303)) see also article of S. A. Ambartsumyan, Applied Math, and 
Mech., 11 (1947)* 
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Equations (74) will be identically satisfied, if we introduce 
« 

the function of efforts In middle surface <P by formulas 

1 * *1/ * * 

1 / *V I dAx àf I àA, df \ 

(10.75) 

Magnitude 9 is analogous to function of stresses in middle surface ¢, 

which appears in theory of flexible plates. If we set « Ag ® 1* 

and introduce coordinates x and y, then we have, e.g.i 

*oM k <**♦ Ip" 

so that 9 ■ Gh. 

Let us note that forces N±, Ng, and T are expressed according 

to (75) by function 9 in the same way (with accuracy up to that of 

the sign) , while curvatures Hg, n±9 and x are expressed by function 

of deflection w by (57). Obviously, curvatures have to satisfy rela¬ 

tionships, analogous to equations of equilibrium (74): 

(10.76) 

These dependences constitute a simplified variant of two additional 

equations of compatibility, mentioned in § 121 (p. 552). 

We find, further, transverse forces and Qg from equations of 

equilibrium (66) and (67): 

« 

(10.77) 
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We will use relationships of elasticity (71). If we consider 

relationship (76), then we obtain here 

On the other hand, by (57) we find 

[i* (i£)+1^-^+ 

-(- ——/-L —\ 
4 *U *>) 

l dAt dm 

] 

(10.78) 

(10.79) 

or 

1,-)-1,33 - 7½} (10.80) 

here by ^ is understood the Laplacian operator in curvilinear coor¬ 

dinates: 

Operator in Cartesian coordinates we obtain when » Ag ® 1. 

Finally we find the following expressions for transverse forces: 

(10.82) 

similar expressions we obtained in theory of plates. 

We introduce (82) into remaining equation of equilibrium (65) and 

express forces N1 and Ng through function 9 by (7^1 then we arrive 

at equation 

DVViaVSf+f; 

here is introduced a new operator [10.31 : 

( 10.83) 

(10.84) 

which is distinguished from V by coefficients l/Rg and l/R^* account¬ 

ing for curvature of the shell. 

We use, further, equation of compatibility of deformations (54). 
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If we introduce in it expressions for deformations from (70) 

•»--¿rM-wvj. r (10.85) 

and, further, expression N^, Ng, and T through function of forces 

according to (75), and change of curvatures, by w according to (57)# 

then we arrive at the following equation. 

¿»V—n.. (10.86) 

Thus, we obtained a system of symmetrically constructed linear 

equations of fourth order for the function of deflection w and func¬ 

tion of force q>i when q *» 0 this system takes form 

Dfw-zVU. 
(10.87) 

In the particular case when « Ag * 1, if we introduce x and y 

instead of £ and q, we obtain 

(10.88) 

However, in problems of stability the first of equations (87) must be 

supplemented by members, considering fundamental forces in the shell. 

If the fundamental state is momentless, then it is necessary to con¬ 

sider subcritical forces in the middle surface) in general it is nec¬ 

essary also to consider flexural forces. Let us consider case of 

momentless fundamental statei here it is possible to introduce in 

equation (8¾ hypothetical lateral load q * q, equal to sum of addi- 

tional projections of fundamental forces p and p , in a direction of 
x y 

a normal to the deflection surface* 

¢== * (Ps*i+p,** 4- 2*x) =* *n (p, *). ( 10.89) 



Here we consider positive forces facilitating increase of parameters 

of curvature) in application to p and p we take forces of compres- 
X y 

sion as positive. When ■ Ag - 1 we obtain 

*--*('’is5+f>w+’t'£k)=~mip-my (10.89a) 

We apply to the first of equations (87) operator 7 , and to 

second, operator then system (87) can be reduced to one resolving 

equation of eighth ordert 

(10.90) 

or 

(10.90a) 

In problems of stability equation (90) must be supplemented by 

member y^qj it will obtain according to (89a) form 

«)*«0î (10.91) 

here parameters of change of curvature must be expressed by w according 

to ( 57). When A1 » Ag «■ 1 we have 

-¿•vWtffU+TfW •î-’O. (10.91a) 

Henceforth we shall use equations of type (9I) during solution 

of many particular problems. When there is applied energy method, 

we must find potential strain energy of the shell, composed of energy 

of deformation in middle surface and energy of flexure. The first 

of these components is calculated by a fomula analogous that which 

was given in Chapter VII for flexible plates ( see p. 542 ) * 

(10.92) 

integral is extended to middle surface of shell. Using relationships 

of type (70), we express Uc by deformations* 
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(10.93) 

Energy of flexure is determined, as before, by a formula of 

type (7.39)« 

0.=4 //^+^-lO-lOÍVi —x’H'Vi*«'* (10.94) 
r 

Por a shallow shell it is possible to introduce here functions 

of stresses and deflection) then we obtain 

</• -&ff *)\dxdy. 
r 

T/—O — t»)£(w. «)|</xrfy. 

(10.95) 

Let us turn to the fundamental relationships of the theory of 

flexible shells. 

§ 124. Shells of Large Deflection 

Linear theory of shells gives possibility to investigate stabi¬ 

lity in the small. But total solution of a problem, including approach 

to it in the large can be given, as we know, only from the positions 

of nonlinear theory. We give fundamental relationships pertaining 

to a shell of large deflection.* 

We start from simplified variant, in which shell is considered 

shallow, at least within limits of an individual hollow. We assume, 

therefore, ■ A2 * 1, and we plot along lines of curvature coordi¬ 

nates X and y. Initial curvatures of middle surface we designate by 

*These relationships were derived in more general form by Chien 
Wei-Zang [10.15], N. A. Alumyae [10.1], Kh. M. Mushtarl and K. Z. 
Galimov [10.10]. * 
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kl * and kg » l/fog and we take them for a given section of shell 

as constant. 

Expressions for deformations in middle surface for linear prob¬ 

lem have form (52) i 

•.=£+&• (10'96) 

Supplementing them with the same nonlinear members as in the theory 

of flexible plates, we obtain 

. (10.97) 
•'“■SrV yU 

. '(*i (l°-98) S“ly *** + TV37j * 

du , àv , dm à» ( 10.99) 
^ = -37+-31+d7-57- 

Equation of compatibility of deformations (54a) takes form 

TT+-S—-(10*100) 
2 

by L(w, w) here is understood former operator (7*40), and by vk> the 

simplified operator (84) * 

****** (10.101) 

Formulas (57) for changes of curvatures change into the follow¬ 

ing, 

»i“ —-¡Er* = /= irSÏ’ v ' 

new nonlinear members here will not be introduced. Thus, parameters 

X and X wil1 be the same as in the case of a plate. 

Relationships of Hooke*s law (70) and (71) also remain as before 

First two equations of equilibrium (74a) and (74b) take form 

(10.103) 

here we assume <xx - ay m Ng/h* 

, 3i , a*. Ä 
T7+17”0' -JÏ 
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Third equation of equilibrium (65) we will rewrite in the form 

+ ( 10.104) 

it should be augmented by members depending on changes of curvatures, 

as in the case of a flexible plate, and obtains form 

(10,105) 

where t ■ Tyfo. 

Transverse forces according to (82) will be 

0,= -0^. (10.106) 

Introducing these expressions in (105), we arrive at the following 

equation: 

D ¥*?*• =* + -^r )+®,A + ( 10,107) 

Introducing in equation of compatibility of deformations (lOO) stresses 

according to relationships of elasticity of type (85), we obtain 

T [tf ~ ~ •‘(tf'1" = 
= - •)- llw. ( 10.108) 

We now use the function of stresses 4> ■ <p/h and express a , 
X 

and T in (IO?) and (IO8) by $ by known formulas (7.60)j then we 

arrive at the final equations ( for q - 0): 

£vm-L(w. ♦)+»*.♦. 

•y ■=■—"j 

(10.109) 

These equations generalize system (87) for case of shell of 

large deflection. On the other hand, assuming here that members, 

o 
containing operator are equal to zero, we obtain equations (7.65) 
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and (7.64), pertaining to flexible plates. As we have seen, the first 

of equations (109) expresses condition of equilibrium of the member 

of the shell, and the second, the condition of compatibility of de¬ 

formations. 

Let us assume now that shell has before loading certain deflec¬ 

tions from ideal form, or, in other words, initial deflections w0(x, 

y). Then expressions for deformations (97)“{99) obtain form 

(lO.liO) 

by w here is understood total deflection. Repeating derivation of 

fundamental equations, we obtaixi, instead of ( Í09) $ 

£ V« (• — •„) = *)+*}•. 

V«D -y \L{w, •)—'¿(«V «^1 —¥*(•—••). 
(iO.iil) 

We now pass to concrete problems of stability in the small and 

in the large of shells of different outline. We start with circular 

cylindrical shells. 
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CHAPTER XI 

STABILITY OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS WITHIN ELASTIC LIMIT 

§ 125. Fundamental Equations for 
¿Hell of Circular Outline 

In studies of stability of shells greatest attention has been 

paid to circular cylindrical shells. Shells of such outline corre¬ 

spond, as a rule, to requirements of minimum weight of construction 

and simplicity of manufacture; therefore, they are widely applied in 

different regions of technology. Cylindrical shells enter into con¬ 

struction of aircraft and motors, submarines, tanks, pipelines, etc. 

Buckling of cylindrical shells can occur when they are subjected 

to axial compression, transverse pressure, torsion, bending, where 

these loads are met separately or in various combinations. Subse¬ 

quently we will consider in order problems of stability of shells 

with these forms of loading. 

First of all we shall give basic relationships of linear theory 

of circular cylindrical shells of constant thickness h. We designate 

radius of curvature of middle surface by R, As parameters determin¬ 

ing position of any point of middle surface we select coordinates x 

and y, plotted correspondingly along the generatrix and along the arc 

(Fig, 11.l), Displacements along these lines and on the normal as 

before we designate by u, v, and w; we consider deflections w positive. 
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if they are directed toward center of curvature. 

First quadratic form of middle surface here will be 

(ll.l) 

Consequently, we must assume in designations of preceding chapter 

that * A1 * 1, a22 = Ag = 1, 

ai2 “ 0 and, further ^ = x, t] = y. 

Furthermore, we must put = *>, 

R2 ■ R. Since coefficients A^j^ and 

Fig. 11.1. Coordinate 
lines for examining A2 here are constant, all relation- 
cylindrical shell. 

ships of theory of shells are 

greatly simplified. 

Expressions (10.52) for deformations in middle surface obtain 

form 

â» àv m w , 00. 

parameters of change of curvature by (10.53) will be 

(11.2) 

*9 I àv 09 _ I àv _ (11.3) 

Let us note that for parameter #y in literature there is also applied 

another expression: 

W d*9 , (11 A) 

it can be obtained from (5), if we take condition of "inextensionallty" 

of the middle surface in direction of arc: ey * 0, then we have* 

S-f 
Subsequently in examining isotropic shells we introduce in 

basic relationships not forces Nx, Ny, and T but directly the stresses 

♦In variant of fundamental relationships taken by V. Z. 
Vlasov [10.5], expression (4) is not connected with condition 
of inextensionallty. 
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in the middle surface ax « Nx/h, a^. - NyA* and T “ TA* Equations 

of equilibrium (l0#63)-{10.65) in projections on axis x, tangent to 

line y, and axis z are rewritten in the form 

■3F + ?jr + T*' = c- + + 
dQ, dQ, *3. 
-sf+-3r+-/r+*«=0- 

(11.6) 

Equations of moments (10.66)-(10.68) obtain form 

dM, dH _ dH dM 
“Qjr — 0. dor + ay 

<?,=o. 

We find Qjç and Qy. from (7) and substitute (6)j then we obtain 

, *, I (M ddfy \ I 
■jt+if+i**“0, ïî+‘^-jfi(‘sr+_ïr)+T*»”0- 

. , #Ä, , to. 

(11.7) 

(11.8) 

Sixth equation of equilibrium (10.68) we shall not consider. 

We determine, further, stress in middle surface by (IO.70) and 

(2), 

•'-r^pfë+KI? " if)]' 
•t"-Trjr[5-'*+',£]' 

,“ïïïTïî(£ + ïï)' 

(11.9) 

and moments by (IO.71) and (5): 

Ma. 

H 

- D[£+>a £+£)]• 

(11.10) 

We Introduce expressions (9) and (lO) In conditions of equilibrium 
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(8)j then we arrive at following equations* 

4a« , I —i» 0¾ , !+!• dH» 
IF + —5— -gyr H jrUTÿ 

I» d» , 1 —_ . 
-*-97+-nr*' 

0. 

+ ltl‘-»?y~T^-+TO(^??r+-y-)+'Tf~^-=0- 

■& ^+-^--^ ij_TÎr + 

(11.11) 

where * V2^ is double Laplacian operator according to (7.20a). 

We obtained one of variants of equations of theory of cylindri¬ 

cal shells in shifts.* We rewrite these equations in the form of a 

table of operators relation with respect to u, v, and w (load members 

are omitted) • 

Table 11.1. Differential Operators of Funda¬ 
mental Equations. 

■ • • 
^_1_:_ 

# . 1-1» d« 

't. /. 

1+1» di 
Y hh 

{* , ‘-re'ÄW • * j. 
_ir^ + 

+inr(i?^+^) 
v _ , 1 
TSr+W 

J ixty 

--Vsr » * j. _Tf^+ 
+iÎt(*?W+^) 

Let us note that nondiagonal members of this table are built 

symmetrically. V. Z. Vlasov considers [10.5] that this property is 

♦See book of Wang Chi-the [21.21] p. 595 
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in accordance with energy principles of theory of elasticity and, in 

particular, with theorem of reciprocity of works. 

We turn now to simplified variant of linear theory of shells, 

presented in § i23. New expressions for change of curvature according 

to (10.57) have form 

--Sr. 3=1 -• X“ * THf- (11.12) 

As it is easy to see, final expressions for deformations (2) and 

parameters of curvature (12) coincide with the same expressions in 

theory of platesj an exception is formula for e , including here an 

additional member (-w/h). First two equations of equilibrium (8) 

obtain form 

. 1 + ÏF+T** -0. 

-fr. 
(11.8a) 

they are analogous to corresponding equations for a member of a plate. 

This permits us to introduce function of-stresses <& from (10.75) 

9>=*~æ‘ t=s-“SJ3T* (11.13) 

Equation of compatibility deformations (10.54a) obtains form 

(11.14) 

Proceeding further on the path described in § 123, we arrive at 

final equations (10.83) and (10.86). Considering from (10.84) 

u»* 1 

V*W: 1 
TTSF 
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1 d*» (11.16) 1 
7 V«* = 

We obtained known system of equations of mixed type for deflec¬ 

tion w and functions of stresses ¢, lying at base of much research. 

During solution of problems of stability of shells, in equation ( 15) 

it is necessary to place instead of q_/h magnitude Il(a, h) from 

(IO.89)j in complete form the equation will be 

D Vw 1 **• 
T~S? p*T?-p>W -2* 

d*w 
dxdy * 

(11.15a) 

Further, equations (15a) and (l6) can be reduced to one resolving 

equation of form (10.91a). If stresses p , p , and s do not depend 
a y 

on coordinates, we obtain 

If+i’**'(î!0+^($)+ 
(11.17) 

Simplified variant of theory of cylindrical shells can be pre¬ 

sented also in the form of equations in displacements. In Table 11.1 

it is possible here to reject members with second and third deriva- 

2 
tives, coefficients in which contain h ; then we arrive at following 

Table 11.2:* 

Table 11.2. Differential Operators of Sim¬ 
plified Equations. 

*These equations were given by V. Z. Vlasov (see [10.3], p. 316) 
and Donnell [11.30]. 
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These operators also possess complete symmetry. Equations 

given In Table 11.2 It Is possible to transform. Differentiating 

second equation with respect to x and y, we find 

&*v 
3F37 

1 
7F 

Using the first equation, we determine derivatives of v involved 

here; then we arrive at equation 

J^r- (11.17a) 

Analogous equation for v has the form 

These two relationships supplement equation (17) for w. 

We gave variant of simplified equations, pertaining to case 

when dimension of hollow Is small as compared to dimensions of shell 

at least In one direction. For Instance, If shell received axlsym- 

metrie (annular) hollows, then length of them should be small with 

respect to total length of shell. If, however, to the contrary, the 

hollow occupies whole length of shell, then number n of waves along 

circumference should satisfy condition n2 » l. in practice simpli¬ 

fied equations can be applied when n > 4j this condition Is met In 

various cases of loading of a shell. If ration L/R is not too great. 

At the same time, this ratio should not be excessively small: m zones 

of shell, adjacent to faces, are local stresses will have great effect. 

Thus, in application to problems of stability, simplified equations 

from Table 11.2 are valid for shells of average len^.n, thls term Is 

frequently encountered in the literature. More detailed analysis 

shows that parameters of shells of average length must satisfy the 

condition ( from V. M. Darevskiy) 
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(11.18) 
/12(1—1»*) R ^(«ä) * 

( 11. l8a) 

We shall attempt to establish more definite limits for L/R, writ 

ing instead of (l8) and (l8a) the following inequalities: 

or 

./ « T £ ./VISO-I»») * 
V Kßd-I»1) Ä ^ ^ K « A 

( ll.l8b) 

( 11. l8c; 

Later we will definitize these relationships from example of problem 

of axial compression of shell. 

Let us consider another variant of simplification of fundamen¬ 

tal equations, pertaining to case of weakly expressed wave formation 

the length of the shell. This variant consists in taking middle sur¬ 

face as inextensional in arc direction (e * 0) and considering, fur- 

thermore, that there are no shifts in middle surface (7 = O) . Fur¬ 

ther, it is possible to set transverse forces and bending moments in 

axial direction, and also torques equal to zero: ^ » Mx « H *= 0, 

and take into account only forces Qy and My. Such theory of shells 

obtained the name of semimembrane.* Here condition (5) is metj there 

fore, for Wy we obtain expression ( 4) : 

_ _ *» _ _ /**• 1 • \ • àm do 
■»--vaF+TF)’ ‘37=sir 

♦This theory, application of which is especially appropriate for 
reinforced (orthotropic) shells, was developed by V. Z. Vlasov [10.5] 
Equations (25) belong to him. 
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Prom this follows relationship 

JS 1 

Comparing it with expression for >iy, we arrive at following equation 

of compatibility of deformat-Lons: 

V'm . 1 d“«, dH, 
(11*19) 

Equations (8) obtain form 

1 - -A 1 dM, l 
7ft"3r + T^ = ()- 

Uniting them, we obtain equation of equilibrium 

. 1 *M, fit. rmy . 1 rmf , ». n (11.20) 

where 

.*1f p 
IT + '^r 

¿•fi 
T?"- 

(11.20a) 

Relationships of Hooke's law we write in the form 

. £ £A* 
'x ** 1_^ **x* "•)» 12 (1_(**) *y — ^*jr* (11.21) 

We introduce variables a * x/B and ß * y/R and use operator 

0“3F+ljpr; 

then equations (19) and (20) will take form 

* Í2R fiM, fit, Ä 

ß®,-jr-^r-^O. Rk-^+QM, = R'P. 

(11.22) 

( 11.25) 

where 

ts , df, 
6■+■3^_lP^• 

(11.24) 

Excluding ax and substituting My. from (21), we arrive, after the 
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exclusion ( for problems of stability) of operator ( â /äß + 1) , at 

equation 

DQQw 4- EM!* = — # • (11.25) 

This equation should be used when investigating stability of 

shells of average and especially great length with that character oí 

wave formation about which we talked above. 

Let us note that equation (19) directly connects change of 

curvature H , characterizing distortion of cross section contour, 
y 

with deformation e , determining distortion of section in direction 

of generatrix, i.e., warping of section. Stresses ax, appearing with 

such warping, form in cross section a system of forces, which in 

Chapter IV we called a blmoment. Thus, the given variant of theory 

of shells is intimately connected with theory of thin-walled bars. 

To the above mentioned equations we shall turn subsequently 

during solution of linear problems. In nonlinear problems we shall 

use equations of the theory of flexible shells, given in § 124, con¬ 

sidering ^ * 0, kg - 1/¾. Pinal equations (10.109) obtain form* 

-rV% = ¿(». •>+TTF* 
( 11.26) 

Additional resolving equation of type (l?) will be 

®)=0- 

(11.27) 

(11.28) 

♦These equations were first composed by Karman and Tsien HsUeh- 
sêng [11.35]. Equation (28) was obtained by Chien Wei-Zang [10.15]. 

, % 
TT" 
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During study of shells with initial deflection we must use 

equations (10.111)| they change into the following (when q « 0) î 

4 »‘(•-•J-K*. 

(11.29) 

T ~ 714 <•• •>—1 —-ff 
1 *{9-W0) 
ïï 3Ï*— 

If with the help of equations (26)-(29) we investigate postcri- 

tical deformation of shell, then derivatives of 4> with respect for 

formulas (1¾ determine total stresses and include, thus, critical 

forces. 

Integrating above-mentioned linear (or nonlinear) equations, we 

must satisfy boundary conditions. We find what these conditions will 

be for face sections of closed shell,* With hinged support or 

clamping of shell on edges x ■ 0, x * L should be, correspondingly. 

Further, it is necessary to formulate conditions, concerning 

displacements u and v and also forces in the middle surface. If 

point of edges are freely displaced along generatrix and along the 

arc, at these points we have ax * 0, t « 0. In the other limiting 

case of unshifting edges it is necessary to set u « 0, v = 0. One of 

the important properties of a shell as an elastic construction con¬ 

sists of the fact that the effect of Influences, concentrated in a 

certain zone, expressed, in formation of moments and transverse forces 

in sections of shell, during removal of section from this zone is 

essentially damped,** This circumstance must be considered during 

study of influence of boundary conditions in concrete problems, 

♦For boundary conditions for open shell (cylindrical panel) see 
§ 139. 

**An exception is the case, when influences occur along asymptotic 
lines, i.e., lines of zero normal curvature. See books [10,6], [10.8], 
and [10,2]. 
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§ 126. Compreasion of Closed Shell Along Generatrix, 
Linear problem" — 

We turn first of all to problem of stability of closed circular 

cylindrical shell, subjected to compression along generatrix by 

forces p, evenly distributed along arc edges (Fig. 11.2). This case 

of loading is of great practical interest. For instance, the body 

of an aircraft is subjected on the section of acceleration to action 

of compressive forces, transmitted from motor. Certain other prob¬ 

lems, including the problem of stability of shells during bending, 

lead, as we will see, to application of results, pertaining to case 

of central compression. At the same time, circular shell,, compressed 

along generatrix, is a unique standard, serving for comparison of 

theoretical and experimental data and for a check of different ap¬ 

proches in theory of stability of shells. 

Experiments and observations 

of real constructions shows that 

character of buckling of compressed 

shells in practice is not quite 

such as it is depicted, if one were 

to originate from linear theory. 

Critical stresses in experiments 

are obtained here in three or four 

times as small as would follow from 

research of stability of a shell in the small. A more complete solu¬ 

tion of this problem may be realized by nonlinear theory of shells. 

Thus, this classical problem which is, at first sight, elementary, 

conceals in itself unexpected difficulties) till now they have not 

been completely surmounted. 

5K3 

compressed along gener¬ 
atrix. 



" un:,,; ' 
» I .IIImu Pli 'll"! i 11 ri'Pf tTipiffc^iiipiipmiii np^.y<«niPr.f' M 

We start from consideration of stability of a shell in the zrnall.* 

We consider that a shell of length L is supported by hinge on faces. 

We shall use differential equation (l7)j it takes, in this case, the 

form 

(11.30) 

Boundary conditions for w will be 

•—0. -jJ*=o when *«0. L 

Certain conditions, pertaining to displacements u and v we will not 

set. 

As the first variant of solution we assume that deflection sur¬ 

face of shell after buckling is axisymmetrlc^ i.e#, that cross section 

remain circular. Then w will depend only on x and equation (30) 

changes into the following* 

(11.50a) 

We take for w expression 

'/ria (11.31) 

satisfying boundary conditions] here m is number of half-waves of de¬ 

flection surface along length. Obviously, with such cnaracter of 

buckling every longitudinal line is in the same conditions as a com¬ 

pressed bar on an elastic foundation ( see Chapter III), such a "foun¬ 

dation" here are the arc fibers. 

Putting (31) in equation (30a), we find 

,-4 W- (11*32) 

♦Solution of this problem, belonging to R. Lorentz [11.45] and 
S. P. Timoshenko [11.23], v/as given in 1908-1914. 
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where X « rmrR/L = ttR/I . We determine minimum value of pP equating 

to zero the derivative of p with respect to X; here we consider m » 1. 

Then we obtain 

(11.32a) 

I 

I 

We designate by pß the upper critical value of stress, corresponding 

to point of bifurcation for linear problem) the preceding relation¬ 

ships give 

A »W-â E 
/ 

\ 11.33) 

When |i = 0.3, we have 

B’ormula (33) is fundamental in theory of stability of shell. It 

shows that ratio of upper critical compression stress to elastic mod¬ 

ulus of material is of the same order as ratio of thickness of shell 

to radius of curvature of middle surface. 

Judging by (32a), length of half-wave lx is equal to 

ywh. ( 11.35) 

so that its magnitude is about /ÏÏÏT. 

In case of very short shell, if (L/R) « 1, it is necessary to 

set m « 1, and differentiation expression (32) with respect to X 

becomes uneven. But then X will be great, so that the second member- 

in (32) can be disregarded as compared to the first) hence 

[cyr. xp may be ( 11.32b) 
"crit1’] 

We obtained the formula of Euler for a strip cut from shell in direc¬ 

tion of generatrix. 
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We tum now to more general variant of solution of problem and 

assume that deflection surface Is not axlsymmetric; then it is neces¬ 

sary to originate from differential equation (50). We take for w an 

expression, also satisfying boundary conditions; 

(11.36) 

where m is number of half-waves on generatrix, n is number of full 

waves on circumference. 

Putting (56) in equation (50), we find 

/«V 
\"P" 

«•y M*** 
nr 0. (11.37) 

We Introduce dimensionless parameters 

(11.58) 

Let us note that quantities * and r\ it is possible to express through j 

lengths of half-waves of deflection surface along arc (ly * vR/n) 

and on generatrix (lx « L/m) ; 

-f - 

*>Rh (11.58a) 

Thus, parameter * characterizes outline of hollow, and rç, the length 

of half-wave ly. Prom (57) we find 

- 1 (I -M*)1 _ , «• (11.59) 

Considering numbers m and n sufficiently large, we find minimum p 

from condition 

(l+jQf P — p 

where 



this gives 

Upper critical value of parameter $ is equal to 

Corresponding stress pp 

P. VT{\=iF) 
% 0.605. 

is determined by formula. 

(11.40) 

exactly coinciding 

with ( 35) • 

In the frames of given solution it is impossible to establish 

simply the form of wave formation of a shellj quantities r\ and $ need 

only to satisfy condition 

n(l +-j-),~Y|2(l“,ki)«8’3* ( 11.41) 

If we assume that waves are square (♦ ■• l) * we obtain * 0.825} 
hence 

^*0.«/?:. tTrans. Edicte: {iUk2) 

Consequently, loss of stability of shell in the small with formation 

of hollows, located in checkerboard order, occurs at the same criti¬ 

cal stress as in case of axisymmetric buckling, where number of waves 

along arc is about Vr^T. We will see subsequently, that this conclu¬ 

sion pertains only to isotropic shells. 

Analogous results can be obtained, proceeding from equations 

about displacements, from Table 11.2. Here it is necessary to set 

V — B ûn ^ ■ co>-jjp> 

• = Cdn^*n-£ 

(11.43) 



and to introduce in third equation of a load member 

"h*" 1 = -- PP\ 

then we arrive at system of algebraic linear equations for A, B, and 

C. We equate to zero the determinant composed from coefficients with 

these magnitudes: 

fk S 

(11.44) 

where, as before, \ tuttR/L m *n and e 

_. 
♦“*—V-<- WW * 

h2/l2R2. Then we find ?: 

this corresponds to expression (39) for p. 

All above mentioned formulas pertain to case n2 » 1) in more 

general solution of problem we must originate from system of equations 

according to Table 11.1. If we use expressions (43) for u, v, and w, 

we arrive at following equation:* 

„H+míF+X*)] 

fk *\l+m(n*+V)\ 

(11.44a) 

Determining from this 9 and p depending upon relative length of shell 

and number of waves, we arrive at results depicted in Pig. 11.3.** 

♦See book of Wang Chi-The [21,21], p. 396. 

♦♦Graph of Pig. 11.3 is built for p, * I/6 and R/h « 100] see book 
of Plügge [IO.18], p. 248. Sections, lying between curves n * 2, 
n « 1, etc., are obtained by parallel shift of branches, lying to the 
left] they correspond to other forms of wave formation. 
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Here along the axis of abscissas are plotted (on sections a and b of 

Pig. 11.3) different quantities: 

ym=7) i st 
-T—T\ T’ yud-K1) 

L ST 
tY tt 

and along the axis of ordinates, quantity kf>, where k sVl - ^ . 

Obviously, Pig. 11.3a pertains to short shell, b, to a long one. 

Descending line in left angle of Pig. a corresponds to equation (32b)j 

every strip of shell bulges, as a plate. Further we obtain a hori¬ 

zontal line on level l/V5 = 0.577^ which corresponds to expression 

(33). Numbers n here are so big that change during transition from 

n to (n - 1) is imperceptible. However, in the right part of diagram, 

for relatively long shells, transition from one integer n to another 

becomes perceptible. In the figure are depicted only lower parts of 

curves for various n, lying between points of their intersection. 

As we see, when n > 4 values of lie close to value of (33). How¬ 

ever, when n » 3> and especially, when n ■ 2 minimum of $ dips sharply. 

Last, on the right curve n « 2 is limited by line n = lj this line 

corresponds to Euler»s form of loss of stability of shell as a barj 

really, when n « i any section of pipe shifts, as a rigid whole. 

Radius of gyration of circular section of thin pipe is equal to 

2 2/2 
i = R/V'Ij Euler's stress is equal to o3 *= tt ER /2L , where 

- «•* 3PT- 

Thus, here we pass from local loss of stability to general. 

Consideration of Pig. 11.3 allows us to determine range of values of 

L/R, for which it is possible to consider formula (33) valid. On 

the left it is bounded by value » 0.8, on the right, by value 
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Pig. 11.5. Values of upper-critical 
stress in case of compression along genera- 

u>2 * 0.1. Here ratio L/R lies within 

XMV^Tf <T<°’57/T' 

which approximately corresponds to (18b). Por instance, when R/h = 

- 100 we find 0.14 < L/R < 5.7. As we see, limits of applicability 

of theory of shells of average length are comparatively great and 

embrace a significant part of range of values of L/R encountered in 

practice. 

Let us consider now more specifically cases n = 2 and n * 5, 

when shell buckles with formation of long waves. In § 125 there was 

prepared for that the apparatus of semimembrane theory of shells. 

We shall use equation (25). Here it is necessary to take displacements 

V and w as mutually comparable and in (24) set qx = 0, a - _ph£v, 

à^w 
qz * “Phr""2p then 

oxc 

- ^ Ä) - (a**»)- 
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But from initial relationships (p.559) it follows that 3^ * w> there¬ 

fore. 

Considering w = W(a) sin nß, we bring (25) to fon# 

W -ff - + »«(«»-1)»ir = -pMPitHn* +1)^• (11.25a) 

Taking W *= f sin mirRa/L, we obtain: 

where, as before, e - Yp/l2ïP. Minimizing p with respect to X, we 

find X2 » eV^n^n2 « i)/( 1 - M-2) hence 

p _ 1 »»•-l 
/i(i- 

or, for M« = 0.5, 

p. ^0,605 (11.45) 

This remarkable formula can be obtained also from general equa¬ 

tion (44a), disregarding certain members. Very interesting is the 

limiting case n = 2, when minimum of pp goes far downwardsj from (45) 

we find « O.565. Thus, here constitutes 0.6 of "classical" 

p 
value. When n = 5 this ratio is equal to 0.8. When n » 1 we again 

obtain pB w 0.605. 

Thus, for very long shells we must obtain lowering of critical 

stress as compared to (52). 

♦Equation of type (25a) is derived for reinforced shell by 
another method by K. D. Türkin [11.24]. 
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§ 127. Nonlinear Problem 

As we have seen, to upper critical stress (33) there corresponds 

a form of deflection surface according to (31) with axisynunetr*c buck¬ 

ling and according to (36) without symmetry. These two variants are 

depicted in Pig. 11.4a and b. However character of buckling of real 

shells of average length will agree with neither one of these vari¬ 

ants. Instead of hollows of right-angle outline, arranged in checker¬ 

board order and turned alternately toward center and from center of 

curvature (Pig. 11.4b), In reality there are formed diamond-shaped 

hollows, similar to edge of a crystal, as it is shown in Pig. 11.4c. 

These hollows, depth of which already in original moment is comparable 

with thickness of shell, usually appear in process of a sharply 

expressed knock. In most cases hollows constitute two or three adja¬ 

cent belts. Howeveç in separate experiments with carefully made test 

pieces we managed to obtain grid of diamond-shaped deepenings on the 

whole surface of shell or on a large part of it. Thus, here absolutely 

clearly there is realized loss of stability of shell in the large. 

Prom this follows the necessity of solution of problem from tenets of 

nonlinear theory* it was first given by Karmán and Tsien HsUch-seng 

[11.27] . These authors used the same method as is usually applied in 

theory of flexible plates ( see Chapter VII) . It consists of selec¬ 

tion of approximating expression for deflection w, containing several 

modified parameters, and substitution of this expression in the right 

part of equation (27). Integration of this equation determines func¬ 

tion of stresses. Further we calculate energy of system* varying 

energy with respect to parameters of deflection, we find diagram of 

equilibrium states of shell. Problem is complicated by the fact that 
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In process of buckling number and dimensions of hollows are variable; 

therefore, diagram of equilibrium forms constitutes an envelope of a 

certain series of curves, corresponding to one or another nvimbers of 

waves. In works of other authors, published In the last two decades, 

there were offered deflnltlzed variants of solving the problem. In 

certain works Instead of the Rltz method there was used the Bubnov- 

Galerkln method In application to equation (26),

111, , 111

^. 1

1
)

n ct:
I

SJ

■J

.'•a

c)

Pig. 11.4. Different forms of 
buckling of shell; a) axlsvmme- 
tric, b; "checkerboard," c) dia

mond-shaped.

We shall give one of the simplest variants of solution of prob

lem by Rltz method.* We select expression for w In the form

« =/, dn ^ sin ^ dn* ^-h/„.
(11.46)

♦This solution belongs to P, Q. Burdin.

^3
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The first of these members is taken proceeding from solution of prob¬ 

lem of stability in the small and coincides with (36). Second mem¬ 

ber reflects as symmetry of deflection relative to middle surface, 

with dominant direction toward center of curvature. If, summarizing 

first two members, we construct lines of equal deflection, they will 

give outline of hollows, recalling Pig. 11.4c. Last, third member 

in (46) corresponds to radial displacements of points on face sections 

for X * 0, L. This member does not depend on yj it is considered 

that during buckling of shell face sections remain circular. 

We introduce designation 

f ( 11.47) 

for ratio of length of semi-circumference to length of half-wave 

along generatrix! instead of (46), we obtain 

££.+/,. (1 

Putting ( 48) in the right part of equation ( 27) , we find 

T?<#“fl5F(C0,'T¡r+C0lT?)+ 

+/i/*t£(*» TT if - X + 
+/» ¿r **nWn — 2/, jj-cos . 

Integral of this equation will be 

(11.49) 

T*-/ÍTr(wco‘TÍÍL+T¿rco,Tr)+ 

+^TÍ-“ ¢7¾ T •fc îf ]+ 

(11.49a) 

here under p is understood mean value of compressive forces in face 

section! there is introduced designation 
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(*r. *•) (11.50) 

Knowing functions <t> and w one can determine stresses and defor¬ 

mations In middle surface, and also displacements u and v. Special 

attention should be paid to seeing that these functions satisfy con¬ 

dition of periodicity or closure. This pertains, first of all, to 

displacement vj increase of v with change of y by 27tR should be 

equal to zero: 

(11.51) 

Using relationships (IO.98) and (12), we find 

(11.52) 

(11.52) 

hence instead of (51), we obtain 

M 

Substituting (48) and (49a), we find 

(11.55) 4¿5—á* 
We determine, further, total energy of system: 

9m*Ut+Ut-W. ( 11.56) 

where U is potential strain energy of middle surface, UH is poten- 
c 

tial energy of bending, W is work of external forces. First two 

magnitudes we find by formulas (IO.95). For calculation of work of 

forces p we find mean value of approach of points belonging to faces 

of shell: 
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à (11.57) fri d*4_p à1*_1 

then 

r= 
1 H« 

Finally 

[/î(r* {'¿'/í (r<4-»4)-f- 

+/W (»)• [a^i+^+'P/îîrïr+f/i- 

% 

Solving problem in first approximation^ we vary energy 

spect to two parameters* 

«a o. 
dS 

*0. 

We introduce designations supplementing (38) ! 

' — r _/» j, /« . 
** T' ^ ♦“TT’ 

then equation (60) will take form 

+ IÎ(I^i,rp--q|r(*+^-)c*=i. 

( 11.58) 

( 11.59) 

with re- 

(11.60) 

(11.61) 

(11.62) 

(11.63) 

where 

#,-1 + 81. #j — 1 + 9d*. 



Substituting from (65) in (62), we arrive at equation connecting 

p and C2, and considering Ç2 » 0, we arrive at former formula (39) 

for p, obtained by linear theory. Selecting, further, definite 

values of $ and we construct curves p(C2). In Pigs. 11.5 and 11.6 

there are shown two series of such curves for $ = 0.5 and $ » 0.6j 

calculations were also given for 12 other values of $, lying within 

limits 0.3 < * < 2.4. Dotted lines are envelopes of curves, corre¬ 

sponding to different values of r\. In comparing all variants it 

turned out that least magnitude of p — lower critical stress — cor¬ 

responds to parameters ♦ * 0#6, rç *• 0.I9, « 7»2, C2 ■ 3.04 and is 

equal to pH « 0.124« 

Pig. 11.5. Equilibrium forms Fig. 11.6. Equilibrium forms 

of shell at $ « “ 0*5, to of shell when $ » ly/lx “ 

research in first and second 
approximations. 

In second approximation we vary energy of system additionally 

for n and constitute equation 

da 
nr 0; ( 11.64) 
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it takes form 

Vi i 1 ra 21* , 
6TT-K*) P + W '•I (T+ ¿i)*!, + 

-^+7.)^)^=° (11.65) 

I 
Combining equation (65) with (62) and (63)* we find new dependence 

¢( C2) • Corresponding curves for different rj and $ are shown in Figs. 

11.5 and 11.6 by dotted lines. Connecting anew resulting points of 

intersection, we find new envelope ( solid line). In Fig. 11.7 are 

compared envelopes for different $. Least value of p occurs when 

* *= 0.48, T| ■ 0.4, * 5*45, C2 - 1.9 and is equal to pH « 0.186. 

Thus, in second approximation lower critical stress turned out to be 

equal to 

A—O.IM¿. (11.66) 

which constitutes approximately 30# of upper value (34) . 

Obtained data allow us to construct diagram of dependence of 

parameter of load from magnitude ê, characterizing mutual approach 

of faces of shell! ê ■ AR/Ui. By formula (5?) we find 

«-?+-ï-(tf+ï<S)- (11.67) 

When ■* Cg « 0, we obtain straight line ê « ¢, depicted in Fig. 

11.8| it corresponds to initial equilibrium state. Point of bifur¬ 

cation A corresponds to ÇB *= 0.605. Here,there branches off curve 

ABC of bending forms, points of which correspond to different $ and 

values of * are shown in the figure. As we see, transition from 

unstable forms to stable and further development of postcritical de¬ 

formations is connected with growth of parameter Judging by (38a), 

this means that hollows are drawn along arc. We must assume that on 

section AB parameter $ sharply drops, and near point B starts to 

increase gradually. 
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Thus, postcritical diagram p(ê) consists of "falling" branch, 

corresponding to unstable equili¬ 

brium states, and "ascending1' branch 

of stable states. We considered 

that process of transition from 

some equilibrium forms to others is 

static. But since unstable equili¬ 

brium states are not realized, then 

shell should pass from initial form 

to bent stable form dynamically, by 

a knock. 

In § 118 we talked only about 

such a case, when knock occurs with 

constant external load. But this 

case comparatively rarely is realized 

*4«* 

1 
Iff 

L 
Fig. 11.7. Equilibrium forms 
of shell when I *= l_/l *■ y a 
*= 0.48. The lower critical 
stress corresponds to p ■ 
* 0.186. 

in practice. If shell was located vertically and was subjected to 

compression by load of definite 

weight, then requirement p = const 

could be realized] however such 

experiments are difficult to con¬ 

duct. During compression of shell 

in testing machine it is possible 

also to create fixed load, but 

for that the machine had to be 

Fig. 11.8. Diagram "compres¬ 
sive force — approach of edges." 

supplied with special attachment. Including gas "cushion," during 

knock of shell gas contained in this "cushion" (for instance, air or 

nitrogen*) expands, keeping pressure to constant. Other limiting 

*To avoid explosion it is better to use nitrogen, 
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case consists that in process of knock there is fixed general defor¬ 

mation of shell ê. Such require- 

rrent ê « const may be realized only 

under conditions very rigid testing 

machine, distance between plates 

of which remains unchanged during 

knock. Usually, however, construc¬ 

tion of testing machine is elastic, 

so that during sharply increasing 

deformación of shell there simul¬ 

taneously is lowered load applied 

to it. This is possible to illus¬ 

trate by Fig. 11.9: compressed 

spring A, simulating elastic part 

of loading device of machine, is unloaded during knock of shell. In 

real constructions, members connected with shell usually also are 

elastic. Character of knock in two limiting cases and in the pre¬ 

sence of elastic linkage is depicted in Fig. 11.10. Reverse knock 

should occur on dotted lines. In one way or the other, diagram of 

equilibrium states is limited from below by load pHj therefore, as 

already said in § 118, for practical calculations it is of great 

interest. 

We turn to other solutions of problem of stability of compressed 

cylindrical shell in the large. In book [0.5] in detail there is 

presented variant of solution of problem, belonging to V. L. Agamirov, 

with selection of approximating expression for w in form 

(11.68) 

Fig. 11.9. Shell 
in testing machine. 
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differing from (48) in the second 

member* Magnitude pH turned out 

to be in first approximation equal 

(with variation of energy with 

respect to two parameters) to 0.284, 

and in second (with four varied 

parameters) equal to 0.534, corre¬ 

sponding to value $ = O.59. Com¬ 

parison with preceding variant shows how the insignificant, one 

would think, change of structure of second member in (48) influences 

results of solution: value pH increased approximately by factor of 

two. This pertains also to other nonlinear problems of stability 

of shells. Similarly to the way real shell sharply react to small 

perturbations, which leads to large scattering of critical stresses 

( see § 129), results of solution of corresponding problems according 

to Ritz method strongly change even with insignificant change of 

approximating expression for deflection. 

In initial solution of Ka'rnian and Tsien Hsüeh-sêng [11.2?] sec¬ 

ond member of expression (48) was selected in the form fg(coo—+ 

+ cos—, and there was obtained for square waves ($ = l) $H = 0.194. 

Later Michielson [11.46] found, in definitized solution, pH = O.195. 

Kempner [11.58] introduced in place of second member the expression 

( ^coo2^ + f^cos^) and conducted variation for five parameters 

(fl* *2* f5' ^ and as a result he obtained ÇH - 0.182 for £ « O.36. 

Pig. 11.10. Different variants 
of knock of shell. 
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Thus, available solutions according to Ritz method* lead to 

values of $H, lying from 0.3.82 to 0.334. 

In all the above-mentioned solutions parameter p did not depend 

on ratio R/hj this ensued from structure of initial relationships. 

However S. A. Alekseyev [11.2], using method of successive approxima¬ 

tions, arrived at another conclusion, consisting in the fact that 

magnitude pH decreases with growth of R/h. 

Such uncertainty of values of pH found till now anew testifies 

to great sensitivity of results of approximate solution to method of 

calculation. In further research a large role should be played by 

application of digital computers ( see § 139) • 

§ 128. Geometric Approach to Problem 

Selecting approximating expression for deflection, we sought to 

reflect inclination of shell to bulge in rhombic form. We come now 

to phenomenon of knocking of shell from geometric point of view, and 

we shall endeavor more specifically to study character of wave forma¬ 

tion appearing as the result of knocking. If shell continued, after 

loss of stability, to bulge in the same symmetric form** (31) or (36), 

which is reflected by linear theory, then this would be connected 

with expenditure of significant work on deformation of middle surface. 

As was already said in § II8, shell in many cases "prefers1' to bulge 

inward, and therefore, here middle surface does not receive signifi¬ 

cant tensile-compressive deformations. Therefore, it is expedient 

♦See also work of Ye. D. Golitsinskaya [11.6] and N. N. Leont'yev 
[11.13]. 

**By symmetry here there is conditionally understood equality 
maximum deflection toward and from center of curvature. 
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tc consider such a limiting case of wave formation of shell, in which 

there is no additional strain energy in middle surface in general.* 

But as we know from § 118, besides here the deflection surface should 

be isometric to initial surface of circular cylinder. In other words, 

Gaussian curvature at every point of new surface should remain equal 

to zero. 

Such geometric curving is not continuous and is realized in 

In order to obtain desired 

surface, isometric to circular cy¬ 

linder, we proceed in the following 

manner. Let there be given a regu¬ 

lar prism with even number of faces, 

as depicted in Pig. 11.11. We draw 

on one of lateral faces a cer¬ 

tain smooth curve 7^, simply pro¬ 

jecting on axis of prism] in figure 

this curve is depicted for an exampl 

in the form of a sinusoid, zero 

points of which pass through center line of face. Then we draw un 

neighboring face curve 72, the mirror image of 7^ relative to plane 

ß^2 passing through axis of prism and rib 6^. We repeat the same 

construction for the following faces; then we obtain curves 7^, 7^, 

etc. 

process of knocking of shell. 

a) b). 

Pig. 11.11. Construc¬ 
tion of surface, isome¬ 
tric to cylinder. 

♦Detailed research in this region was done by A. V. Pogorelov 
[11.19] and [11.20]. Below there is expounded a method of construc¬ 
tion of isometric surfaces offered by him. See also article of 
Klrste [II.58] . 
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We now construct cylindrical surface in such a way that it 

passes through curves and 72 and so that its generatrices are 

perpendicular to plane (Fig. 11.lib). By this means we make sur¬ 

faces Zgy etc» Tubular surface, consisting of Z^, Zgy etc., 

is the sought one. This is easily shown. 

Really, it is obvious that at points, not belonging to curves 

7l, 7g, ..., newly formed surface has zero Gaussian curvature, so 

that it is isometric to initial one. But also at points of curves 

7i, 7g, ..., isometry is preserved, since, if we reflect cylindrical 

surface specularly in plane of face a2, then the obtained surface 

will be a continuation of surface Z^g. 

In cross section of newly formed tubular surface we will obtain 

closed curve. It is possible to show that length of this line by 

the same in all sections independently of form of lines 7^, 7^, ...j 

it is equal to perimeter of regular polygon (see Fig. 11.11a), ver¬ 

tices of which coincide with middles of sides in section of initial 

prism. We shall consider length of this line equal to 27tR, where R 

is radius of curvature of isometric cylindrical surface. We note 

also that length of line of intersection of tubular surface with 

plane, passing through axis of prism and any rib, is equal to height 

of cylinder. 

Consequently, obtained tubular surface is isometric to circular 

cylinder of radius R. Since this conclusion does not depend on form 

of curve 7, then such a construction is essentially universal. 

With development of postcritical deformation of shell the form 

of deflection surface should change] this is possible to depict. 

increasing amplitude of sinusoid in Fig. 11.12a. If we now replace 



sinusoid by rectilinear segments with smoothed sections at places oí’ 

linkages, then at the limit v/e ob¬ 

tain surface depicted in Fig, 11,12b. 

We arrived at those characteristic 

of "crystal edges" about which we 

talked in § 127. Thus, geometric, 

approach to problem allows us to 

investigate character of surface of 

shell after knocking qualitatively. 

It is possible to try to use ob¬ 

tained isometric model also for 

quantitative appraisal of lower cri¬ 

tical stress. 

As soon as we will disregard deformations in middle surfaces, 

nonlinear members in fundamental equations connected with them disap¬ 

pear. Potential strain energy of shell during buckling will consist 

only of energy of bending. 

We meet first the method of approximation of Kirstein [11.39], 

consisting of isolation of curvilinear strips from shell in longi¬ 

tudinal direction. We consider stability of such strip of radius R, 

length l and width l , compressed along length, taking into account 
X y 

"elastic foundation," formed thanks to supporting influence of arc 

strips (see example JA, p. I7I ) . 

Cross-section of two neighboring strips is shown in Fig. 11.13. 

Moment of inertia of line is taken approximately equal to I = 

* l^h/720R^. Considering that in transverse direction strip is bent y 
in a sinusoid w = f sirfiry/l ), we determine reaction of elastic 

%/ 

Fig. 11.12. Surface 
isometric to cylinder, 
with "crystal edges." 
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foundation per unit deflection; 

? 

Determining critical stress PKp by formula of type (3.115), we find 

- a*/j? . **Ä ( _i_ ^L\ 
«í;/‘ 

Minimizing $Kp, we obtain 

4-/ “V ?**• '•»“jd-i.VßR*0'187' 
(11.69) 

The first of these equalities gives, in designations of § 126, » - 

« 0.75/ÏÏ. It is interesting to note that such elementary approach 

leads to magnitude of PKp very close to lower critical stress of § 127 

even relationship between » and n corresponds to data of above-men- 

tioned variant of solution according to Ritz method. 

In work of A. V. Pogorelov 

([il.i9]. Parts 1 and 2) is given 

determination of ÇKp with help of 

energy method, proceeding from 

above-described presentation of de¬ 

flection surface. Potential energy 

of bending is calculated separately 

for smooth sections of surface and 

for zones, adjacent to ridges on 

boundaries of hollows. In one variant of solution it was assumed 

that hollows are square, and lines 1 were represented by rectilinear 

segments, joined by arcs of parabolas. Lower critical load for 

Pig. 11.13. Approxl- 
mate determination of 
lower critical stress. 
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elastic shell was determined from condition of "Joining" of ridges 

of neighboring hollows, and was obtained pH = O.138. If however 

lines 7 are selected in the form of arcs of sinusoids, then upon dif¬ 

ferent assumptions about initial state of strain of shell we will 

have pH = 0.15 and pH = O.I8. 
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S 129. Results of Experiments. Data for 
Practical Calculations 

We turn to experimental áata pertaining to magnitude of critical 

stress and character of wave formation. These data are contradictory 

since they strongly depend on initial incorrectnesses in form of 

shell and conditions of loading. 

Let us consider first of all results of tests of metal shells, 

prepared with great care, as a rule, by machining of lathe by a 

special template, with minimum deflections of thickness of wall and 

radius of curvature from given values.* 

In similar tests up to knock we managed to observe - best of 

all by distortion of light bands on surface of test piece — formation 

hardly noticeable rectangular hollows of a type which corresponds to 

buckling in the small in Pig. 11.4b. Such preliminary hollows turn 

out to be approximately squarej" dimensions of them along generatrix 

and along arc are close. Then there occurs sharp knock, after which 

on piece there appear hollows of rhombic type as in Pig. 11.4c, and 

here diagonals of hollow are approximately equal. Load, recorded by 

manometer of machine, sharply drops during knock. If, however, we con¬ 

tinue to load test piece, then force of compression is slightly 

increased, and hollows extend along arc. Unfortunately, during tests 

of steel or duralumin piece we usually cannot conduct experiment in 

pure 'orm, since in zones, adjacent to ridges of hollows, there are 

formed plastic deformations. If equilibrium forms of shell were 

•changed statically, according to diagram $(ê) Pig. 11.10, then ini¬ 

tial hollows, corresponding to point A in Pig. 11.14, should have 

♦Such tests were conducted by L. R, Ispravnikov, V. L. Agamirov, 
and other authors: see [0.3] jPP. 320-325» 



r
been strongly stretched along generatrix, as shown for point B, and

only then gradually change form, 

extending along the arc. But In 

real dynamic process, the shell, 

apparently, "skips" Intermediate 

equilibrium forms, so that on dia

gram of Pig, 11,14 we arrive directly 

at point C with "square" hollows. 

Parameter of stress, at which knock 

occurs, for such pieces constitutes

Fig, 11,14, Forms of hol

low with diverse variants 
of knock.

p^p 0,2>-0,35, As we see, even with vejry tliorough carrying out of 

experiment critical stress constitutes only about half of upper value

Pb-

CT)

f

(

-Bf
y.

H J if
Fig, 11,15, Consecutive stages of 
formation of diamond-shaped dents.
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from folded flat During tests of shells, prepared crudely, e.g.. 

sheet. It is usually possible to note already at small loads forma¬ 

tion of single hollows in places, where there are various perturta- 

tions, initial deflection or concentration of stresses. Subsequently, 

there occurs a series of knocks, leading to appearance of new hollows. 

Such process is shown in photograph of Fig. 11.15, pertaining 

to steel shell (L/R - 1.4, R/h - I870).* Finally there will be formed 

the same system of rhombic hollows as in case of carefully prepared 

samples. 

In Fig. 11.l6 is shown region of experimental values of p^p, 

taken from works of different authors. As we see, magnitude pß * 

■ 0.605 indeed is upper boundary for real critical stresses. From 

theoretical research it follows that buckling of shells should occur 

at dimensionless stresses, lying between pH and $p. Since final 

value of ÇH still has not been found, it is difficult to Judge how 

far this assumption is Justified. Significant part of experiments 

leads to values of p„n lying above 0.I8. However, certain experimen- 

tal points lie below this magnitude and In separate oases turn out 

to be equal to 0.06-0.15. Pig. 11.16 Indicates evident tendency of 

S to drop during growth»* of ratio R/h. Such result, as we have 
*iCp 
seen, was not obtained in any of works, bases on Ritz method, and came 

only from research of S. A. Alekseyev. It is necessary to recall 

that with increase of R/h probability of appearance of initial deflec¬ 

tions should increase) this, undoubtedly, should lead to lowering of 

average magnitude of real critical stresses (see Chapter XX). 

♦These photographs were obtained by S. Kanemitsu and N. H. Nojima. 

♦♦Lowering pK with minute RA is explained by the fact that in 

this region buckling of shells occurs beyond the elastic limit (see 

following chapter) • 
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Confirmation of this we find in article [il.33* 19571* containing 

statistical treatment of a series 

of experimental data. We, e.g., 

shall determine lower limit of cri¬ 

tical stresses, proceeding from 

the requirement that probability 

of experimental point falling in 

above-situated region constituted 

Pig. 11.16. Region of ex¬ 
perimental data for criti¬ 
cal compressive stress. 

90# or 99#J* then we obtain the 

following values of p depending 

upon R/h: 

Aft m an rso ion isn non 
> 

2500 

By criterion of 90% pro- 
hfMllty t............ 0,18 

0,14 

0,16 

0.12 

0,14 

0,10 

0.13 

0,08 

0,11 

0,07 

0,09 

0,065 

0,08 

0,06 
With criterion of 99# 

As we see, with increase of R/h values of p indeed sharply drop. 

What sort of data should be put at base of practical calculations? 

General requirement, presented in § 118, is that operational load 

should be determined with significant safety factor with respect to 

upper critical magnitude pB and, as a rule, lie below pH. In case 

considered by us, upper critical load is so high as compared to experi¬ 

mental values that permissible stress should be determined, by pro¬ 

ceeding from lower critical load, found theoretically and also taking 

into account data of experiments. Such comparison leads to following 

*Below-mention®d tables we composed by B. M. Broude on the 
basis of data in article [11.333 and other works. 
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table of values of PpaCl|* which is recommended for use in practice 

for carefully prepared shells, within elastic limits. 

<250 500 750 1000 1500 

fpan 0118 W4 0.12 0.10 0,09 

KEY: (a) $ « G - 
pacw ^calc 

If, however, shells are prepared insufficiently carefully ana 

initial deflections attain magnitude of order of thickness h, calcu¬ 

lated values of p should decrease approximately to half. Initial 

deflections, noticeably exceeding thickness of shell, in general, are 

impermissible, since rigidity of construction here is sharply 

decreased. 

§ 130. Case of External Pressure. 
Linear Problem 

Let us turn to case when shell is subjected to action of exter¬ 

nal pressure q evenly distributed on lateral surface (Pig. II.17). 

Such form of loading is characteristic for bodies of submarines and 

shells of aircraft engines. Tanks in chemical industry also fre¬ 

quently experience excess external pressure. 

Let us assume that on ends, the shell is fastened by hinge with 

frames, points of which can obtain certain radial displacements, 

where frames remain circular. 

Let us consider problem of stability of such a shell at first 

in linear formulation.* If circular shell is subjected to action of 

♦Linear problem was solved by R. Mises [11.47], and subsequently 
by Kh. M. Mushtari and A. V. Sachenkov [11.l6] and other authors. 
Other boundary conditions were considered by N. A. Alfutov (Transac¬ 
tions of Yerevan conference on theory of shells, 1962). 
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external pressure q and bending of shell is absent, then from equa¬ 

tions (6) we obtain for 0¾ *= Qy * 0 stress along arc equal to ay = 

b -qR^i. Thus, action of lateral load q is equivalent to action of 

compressive stresses p„ « qRyAi* Therefore, we can use homogeneous 

equation (17), considering only forces pyj then we obtain 

(11.70) 

We take for w the same expression (36), satisfying boundary con¬ 

ditions, as in case of compressionj then instead of (37) we obtain 

D/mH* , ifi\* t E m*** 
TVTT+TF) +1F — 

tR { hi*** . n* \* n* 0, (11.71) 

hence 

(11.72) 

Obviously, during determination of critical pressure it is necessary 

to take m - 1. Consequently, in 

distinction from case of axial com¬ 

pression, during external pressure 

shell should bulge along generatrix 

always in one half-wavei this con¬ 

clusion is confirmed by experiments. 

We introduce designation Pig, 11.17. Cylindri¬ 
cal shell subjected to 
external pressure. ■1(4)*= ( 11.73) 

Instead of (72) we find 

*-i-n(n=pr(,+5S) ( 11.7¾ 

This formula Is simplified. If It Is possible to take 

(11.75) 
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then we have 

r_ 1 «•* , «*/?• 

Minimizing § with respect to n, we obtain 

• —VW Vi—^ V^T (11*76) 

or, for M* * 0,5, 

• (11.76a) 

Putting (76) in expression (7^)* we determine upper critical value 

of V 

♦•'To-,•)*•» t(«) (11.77) 

or, for M- * 0.5, 

f,*0,92-j- ^ jf . ( 11.77s) 

Corresponding tangential stress is equal to 

(11.77b) 

Formulas (77) it is possible to use, if condition (75) is met. 

Otherwise it is necessary to return to full expression (74) and to 

find value of n, corresponding to minimum In Fig. 11.18 are pre¬ 

sented values of â , calculated* by (74) for large r'inge of ratios 
x3 

K/h and L/ft. 

Expression (74) is valid here on condition that 1/n2 « 1, per¬ 

taining to initial equation (71). As before we consider that this 

♦Calculating graphs of Fig. 11.18 and 11.20 belong to V. A. Nagayev 
[11.17]. 
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Pig. 11.18. Calculating data for determination of upper 
critical pressure. 

condition is executed if n > 4. Cases n * 2 and 3 should be consi¬ 

dered, proceeding from definitized expression for curvature of deflec¬ 

tion surface along arc. We use expression (4), containing, as com¬ 

pared to (12), additional member (-w/R^)) then instead of (10), we 

obtain 

+-£ +1» 

If we introduce thic expression in the third of equations (8), and 

load q_ for problems of stability we determine by (10.89), then we 

arrive at following equations:* 

♦This equation was obtained by S. V. Aleksandrovskiy [11.1], and 
later by Thielemann [11.51] and [11.52] for general case of aniso¬ 
tropic shell. 
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Substituting here expression (36), we obtain 

D /«V 

+4-¾—(«»_ 1)=.) 

Hence, when m * 1 

. Ek «« _1_ 

XIT 

(11.79) 

-=30 
f# TP" 

Let us consider case of very long shell, when L » R, expression 

(79) changes into the following: 

(11.80) 

Minimum value of q we find when n - 2: 

(11.81) 

Let us note that formula (72) gives for L » R, q * n D/R") when n * 2 

we have qR « 4D/R^, which exceeds (8l) by 33#. This example illus¬ 

trates the fact that region of application of approximate equations 

of theory of shells of average length is limited and that error of 

results of calculations in separate cases may be significant.* How¬ 

ever, from practical point of view such cases are rather the excep¬ 

tions. 

Since in case of external pressure shell obtains along genera¬ 

trix to only one hollow, then, in distinction from problem of axial 

compression, here influence of boundary conditions turns out to be 

more noticeable. Therefore, we shall consider separately case of 

shell of average length, clamped on ends. 

♦Using equation of type (79)* it is possible to constitute graph 
for qB, embracing whole range of ratios L/R, such as in Pig. 11.3j 

such a graph is given in book of Plügge [IO.I8] . 
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We take as first approximation the expression for deflection in 

the fori# 

-=16/(0(1( 11.32) 

satisfying conditions w = 0, » 0 when x » 0, L. We place (82) in 

the right part of equation (16) and after integration find 

+ (11.83) 

Equation ( 15a) when pY « q = 0 and p « qRA takes form 
X y 

P4-. \ , qR d'9 ■ -s -Trr + -V -nr =1 T UP “t ^Ã" lÿ** == °* 

Using Bubnov-Qalerkin method, we compose equation 

L 

0 0 

(11.84) 

After integration we obtain 

HAd-t?)!1 +24(~^)' + 504(^~) i- (11.85) 

We determine upper critical pressure minimizing ^ with respect 

to n (for sufficiently large values of n) j it exceeds magnitude Qp^u 

pertaining to hinge-secured edges approximately by 55#.** 

If we take for w another approximating expression,*** 

(11.86) 

then analogous path leads to values of > lying somewhat below (75) 

and exceeding m approximately by 40#. 
» 

*This solution belongs to V. A. Nagayev [11.17] . 

**Trans. Ed. Note. Subscripts a « clamped, m ■ hinged. 

***This variant of solution belongs to V. Nash [11.48], 
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However expression (82) or (86) for w, frequently applied in 

theory of stability of clamped bars or plates, give for shells of 

average length values of critical 

experimental data. In Pig. 11.19 

depending upon parameter L/R when 

L 

j 

V ( 1 u 
il* 

Pig. 11.19. Graph, re¬ 
flecting influence of 
clamping of edges on up¬ 
per critical pressure. 

able subsequently to investigate 

pressure, overstated as compared to 

is given coefficient m ** q_ /q_ m 

K/h ■ 100, Curve 1 corresponds to 

expression (86), curve 2 is built 

according to work of 0. M. Pally 

[11.18], in which there is attempt 

to consider influence of moments of 

clamping in accordance with theory 

of boundary effect (see p. 562). 

As we see, coefficient k for small 

ratio.3 L/R indeed attains value 

1.5-1,6, while in case L/R * 1 it 

is equal only to I.08. It is desir- 

his problem in more detail. 

§ 131. Case of External Pressure. 
Nonlinear Problem 

Experiments show that in case of external pressure buckling of 

shells occurs, as a rule, in the form of a sharply expressed knock. 

Therefore, we investigate large deflections of a shell.* We preserve 

scheme of solution, presented in § 127. Approximating expression for 

deflection is selected in the form 

tfa (11.87) 

♦This problem was considered by F. S. Isanbayeva [11.9], V. Nash 
[11.48], V. A. Nagayev [11.17], N. A. Alfutov [11.4]. Solution of 
V. A. Nagayev are presented in detail in book [0.2]. Here is given 
variant of solution belonging to P. G. Burdin. 
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it coincides with (46), if we take m * 1. Instead of (47) we take 

designation 

»=•£. (11.88) 

Equation of type (49) is kept. In expression (49a) for <J>/E there 

should be introduced magnitude 

(■“ÍtT’) Place oi* 

Equation of periodicity (51) takes, in distinction from (55), 

form 

= Wr~W- 
(11.89) 

Work of normal pressure we calculate by approximate formula 

L ft* 

**=*// wdxdy. (11.90) 

i • 

we find 

r(11.91) 

This magnitude should be introduced in expression for energy (59) in 

place of last two members. 

We preserve designations (6l)j then equation (62) will remain 

in force, but with replacement of p by 9/^J in equation (63) one 

should set p ■ 0. Putting from (63) in equation (62), we obtain 

(for n - n2h/R) 

-gp -p [ -1-;—h 

’•"’•‘[inW+Tr 
, »r. . if ^ 
• )V(i—j»1) 

(11.92) 

This equation determines 9 aB function of parameter C2* Consi¬ 

dering C2 " 0, we find 
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— ,(H-iy , ¥ 

(11.93) 

which will agree with solution of linear problem by (74). 

Further, using dependence (92), one can determine lower critical 

pressure in first approximation. 

orlúcaÍ2p^Bs^!latlng data f0r deteminatlon of l0"« 

Modifying energy a additionally by n, as in $ 127, we arrive at 
equation 

--TFTPjr-ji»“*- 
(11.94) 

Combining this equation with (98), we obtain solution of problem in 

the second approximation, 

In Pig. 11.20 are presented final values of lower critical pres¬ 

sure í„ for different ratios L/R and U/h. This graph, obtained by 
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V. A, Nagayev, can be compared with data of Pig. 11.18 for If we 

fix magnitude R/h, then relationship between lower and upper critical 

pressures will depend on L/R. For very long shells (I»/R >4)* and 

also for short ones (L/R < 0.8) magnitudes 5b and 5h are cl°se» 

sharpest ratio v » 5h/Sb iB lower with value L/R lying from 0.8 to 2, 

as shown in Pig. 11.21. With increase of R/h the minimum shifts in 

the direction of smaller L/ft. 

In Pig. 51.22 is depicted dependence of coefficient v on param- 

eter *, characterizing form of wave formation at lower critical load. 

Curve v(*) it is possible to consider as not depending on ratio R/h, 

Minimum value v, obtained in sec¬ 

ond approximation (curve l) * is 

equal to - 0.73 and pertains 

to 4 ■ 0.3. Here is given curve 

(4) of first approximation and 

there are given dependences, ob¬ 

tained in works of P. S. Isanbayeva 

[11.9] (curve 2) and N. A. Alfutov 

[11.4] (curve 3). 

As we see, influence of non¬ 

linearity of problem here is significantly less than in case of axial 

compression! level qH constitutes about 70-75$ of 5b# while compres¬ 

sion was lowered to 30-35JÍ. Wave formation also turns out to be dif¬ 

ferent) instead of a series of local hollows, characteristic for 

case of compression, here there appears a "crystal" with unique 

elongated faces, embracing the whole length of the test piece. 

Such deflection surface also should be close to a surface, iso¬ 

metric with respect to circular cylinder. Therefore, we can in this 
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Pig* 11.22. Dependence v ■ qH/qB on 

parameter characterizing form of wave 
different solutions of 

problem. 

case, aloo use geometric construction» described in § 128. As lines 

7 it is possible to take a half-wave of sinusoid, passed through me¬ 

dian points of sides of end sections of prism ( solid lines in Pig. 

11.23a), or rectangular segments, smoothed at middle of face (dotted 

lines). Again we pass a plane perpendicular to axis of prism and 

note the polygon connecting points of intersection of plane with lines 

During displacement of plane along axis of prism we obtain tubular 

surfaces shown in Pig. 11.23b for case when as lines 7 there are 

taken sinusoids, and in Pig. 11.23c for case of straight segments. 

These tubular surfaces of shell well depict character of buckling of 

a real shell. Consideration of geometric model in Pig. 11.23 allows 

us comparatively easily to find difference between volume of tube 

and initial cylinder! but then one can determine work of external 

pressure by fomula (90). Using energy method and disregarding po¬ 

tential strain energy in middle surface, A. V. Pogorelov obtained 

following expression for coefficient v m 3H/$B: 

’ " 2 + 0,385; (11.95) 

tain^etrcase0fof'ex;er^n~Is^:19]* ChaPter 2 and Per- 
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It pertains to case R>i/L^ < 0,0l6.

a) b) c)
Pig. 11.23, Construction of surfaces 
Isometric to cylinder In case of buck

ling under external pressure.

It Is desirable to compare subsequently results of calculations 

by formula (95) with experimental data, pertaining to fairly thin 

shells.

§ 1^2. Experiments with Shell. Subjected to ^eternal Pressure.
Recommendations for Practical Calculat Ions

Let us give data of research on buckling of shells subjected to 

external pressure. We start from those experiments In which 

shells were prepared carefully — from pipes on lathe — with obser

vance of rigid tolerances with respect to dimensions. Diagram of 

one testing unit Is shown In Fig. 11.2H* One of ends of testplece 

(1) Is fastened to piston (2), and the other, to flange (3). Pres

sure q Is transmitted to piece from liquid, forced Into chamber (4) 

by pump (No. l) . In order to exclude extension of shell. In lower 

chamber (5) from another pump (No. 2) there Is fed pressure, depending

♦These experiments were conducted by V. A. Nagayev.
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on q* Storage battery, containing gas cushion, creates. If necessary, 

condition of constancy of pressure during knock. 

Loss of stability of shells, as a rule, occurs suddenly, with 

formation of deep, regularly placed hollows, turned toward center of 

curvature, namely of that form, which was assumed as the basis of 

solution of the nonlinear problem. If gas pad cushion Is disconnected, 

during first knock there appear only one-to-three waves, and only In 

process of subsequent knock do remaining waves appear. In Pig. 11.25 

are shown photographs of two pieces having Identical ratio R/h. In¬ 

vestigated cylindrical part of 

piece was partially clamped. Let 

us note that shorter shell (b) 

buckles with larger number of waves 

than shell (a)j this result ensues 

from formula (76). Case of hinged 

support of ends is shown in Pig. 

11.26j outline of waves here is 

close to rectangular. Last, in 

photographs of Pig. 11.27 are 

shown piece, having diaphragm, a 

hard inner ring, dividing shell 

into two equal parts. Por each of 

these parts internal edge could be 

considered supported on hinge. 

In Fig. 11.28 are given results 

of experiments pertaining to form 

of wave formation. Along the axis 

of abscissas is plotted magnitude 

Pig. 11.24. Installation 
for tests of shells for sta¬ 
bility during external pres¬ 
sure. 
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imperfections! here scattering of experimental points was more signi¬ 

ficant and level of critical pressure was luuch lower than in case of 

carefully prepared shells. Por thin shells (R/h from 1000 to 1500) 

critical pressure drops especially greatly due to large Influence of 

initial imperfections. Analysis of data of experiments shows also 

that for duralumin pieces values of v lie on the average somewhat 

lower than those for steel. Possibly, this is explained by large 

sensitivity of duralumin shells to thermal effects during treatment, 

storage, etc. 

Dotted line in Pig. 11.29 corresponds, obviously, to solid 

line is obtained from data of second approximation for qH. Over¬ 

whelming number of experimental points lies here between these lines. 

Least value of v in these series of experiments is 0.68. 

Pig. 11.28. Experimental data, per¬ 
taining to form of hollows. 

Thus, practical calculations for stability during external pres¬ 

sure must be conducted on upper critical value (see graph of Pig. 

11.18 and formula (77)» multiplied by coefficient vj value of v we 

shall consider to depend only on ratio R/h. 
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Pig. 11.29. Experimental values 
of critical pressure according to 
different authors. 

Tentatively recommended are the following values of v: 

A/* 280 800 1000 1800 

» W 0j8 0J 0.4 

These data it is possible to use for hydrostatic stress. 

§ 153. Influence of Initial Imperfections 
During External Pressure 

There is every reason to consider that the greatest influence 

on scattering of experimental values of critical loads is rendered 

by initial imperfections of the form of the shell. We turn,therefore 

to more detailed study of behavior of shells with initial deflection. 

It is most convenient to do this with respect to shell subjected to 

external pressure, since configuration of hollows here is more defin¬ 

ite than in case of axial compression. Let us consider problem in 

nonlinear setting and we shall originate from system of equations 

(29). Let us remember that by w is understood total deflection, 

under wQ, initial deflection. As before for w we take expression 

(11.96) 
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V« assume that Initial deflections are distributed by analogous laws 

*/• (da ^r- da -f-f Sb*-j- yj, (^»97) 

and that quantities 1> and 9 in (96) and (97) coincide. In other 

words* we consider that form of initial wave formation* characterize! 

by parameters 9 and 9# is "in resonance" with wave formation of shell 

in process of deformation and that the only prescribed parameter is 

magnitude Íq. Such assumption somewhat increases influence of ini¬ 

tial imperfections.* 

We place (96) and (97) in the right part of the second of equa¬ 

tions (29)j integrating equation, we obtain following expression for 

function of stressess 

-jjp -- ) CO. 2«x + cos* ßy + 

• K ~(i -}- ¿4*)* /fy ® *■* Py *“ 

- îtfpf ^ ~ nT*v ^^ T • 

Here are Introduced designations 

r* ft-f-u <r=i+j^=^±4: 

(11.98) 

(11.99) 

by f^ is understood extent of additional (elastic) deflection. 

We calculate total energy of system (56), using expressions 

(iO.95) and (90)* but with replacement of w by w - wQ. If we intro¬ 

duce* furthermore* dimensionless parameters 

it’ 
(11.100) 

*This assumption* significantly facilitating calculations* is 
adopted also in work of Loo [11.44], Donnell [11.30] * and others. 
Solution here Is given by V. E. Mineyev and the author (see [11.5], 
articles of 1957). 
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then we obtain 

—^^5C|¢|-^-2Ça)^-3^,. (ll.lOl) 

where 

Ci—^rV. C»=T[T^W+TITW]',• 

<^“‘w[,+TrFWr]’1, c< “ T [o+*v + «Î^í']' 
C, = Cj*}. t| = P* Rh. 

* 

Equations of Ritz method in application to parameters Ç and £ 

we write in the form 

£„0. ^—0; (11.102) 
4 

disregarding certain immaterial members, we present these equations 

in the form 

(11.103) 

-2c*<t,+(;,)=o. 
(11.104) 

Let us note also that relationships can be obtained, using Bub- 

nov-Qalerkin method in application to the first of equations (29). 

In Fig. II.30 are presented results of calculations by equations 

(103)-(104) for case R/h - 112.5, L/R - 2.2. Along the axis of ab¬ 

scissas is plotted parameter of total deflection Ç, along the axis of 

ordinates, dimensionless load we take |i * 0.3. Each solid line 

corresponds to a definite magnitude of C0 and constitutes envelope of 

a series of curves, built for different values of parameter t\ ** n h/fcj 

in figure there are shown by dotted line similar curves, corresponding 

to shell of circular form (C0 - 0). Circle on axis of ordinates marks 
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magnitude q_ for ideal shell. As we see, with initial imperfections 
0 

upper critical load (highest point of loop) is lowered) thus, for 

example, for Çq ■ 0,1 lowering constitutes about 12#. Meanwhile 

lower pressure yqH remains almost constant. 

Pig, 11,50, Diagrams "pressure-deflec¬ 
tion" for shells with initial deflection. 

If extent of initial deflection exceeds thickness of shell, then 

load changes monotonically. Let us note that on a given stage of 

loading the characteristic of deformation of shell q(Ç) turns out to 

be steeper the higher magnitude Çq) growth of rigidity is explained 

by the fact that with significant initial deflections shell becomes 

as if corrugated. In Pig. 11.51 there is shown dependence of ^ on 

amplitude of initial deflection CQ for various ratios R/h in case of 

hydrostatic stress) we took L/R m 2.5. 

We will give, further, data of .experiments, formulated for re¬ 

search of influence of initial deflection.* Before test duralumin 

♦These experiments were conducted by V. E. Mineyev. 



pieces were dented by a special stamp* Behavior of shells was dif¬ 

ferent depending upon number and location of initial dents* For in¬ 

stance, if piece is given only o: e dent, there occurs smooth build¬ 

up of deflections and stresses in zone adjacent to it, but remaining 

part of surface of shell remains almost smooth* Then there occurs 

buckling by a knock ( or several knocks) at other points on circum- 

Fig. il*31. Lowering of upper cri¬ 
tical pressure for shells with ini¬ 
tial deflection. 

i ference. This is illustrated by graph of Fig. 11.32 of change of 

flexural stresses S’ „ along circumference of average section of shell) 

by a is understood magnitude ã b^/Ëh2, where a is stress of 
" X, M 

greatest thickness* At point 1 was disposed initial dent. Stresses 

were distributed on first stage of loading as per Fig. 11.32a and 

then by Fig. 11.32b, as shown by solid lines* 

It is interesting to compare load, which shell sustains for dif¬ 

ferent numbers of initial dents. Smooth shell of given dimensions 

buckles in six waves. In Fig. 11.33 are noted loads, corresponding 

to first knock (lower line) and final wave formation (upper line). 
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Pig# 11«32# Change of maximum flexural 
stresses in case of one initial dent# 

Depending on number n of identical initial dents, evenly distributed 

on circumference of shell, from n-lton«7) value n * 0 pertains 

to smooth shell# Pig# 11.33a corresponds to maximum initial deflec¬ 

tion C0 - 1# Pig. H.33b, to C0 - 2. 
As we see, most dangerous are cases when number of dents corre¬ 

sponds to form of loss of stability of smooth shell (three or six 

initial dents) • If location of initial imperfections does not corre 

spond to form of buckling of ideal shell (n * 4), in process of de¬ 

formation there occurs reconstruction of wave formation, supporting 

power of shell can be even higher than in the absence of initial im¬ 

perfections. In many experiments we managed to observe as if har¬ 

dening of pieces during significant development of dents, connected 

with formation of hard ridges of waves. Pinal destruction of pieces 

set in upon fracturing of these unique ribs. 



In conclusion we compare experimental dependences q(C)> shown in 

Pig. il.54 by solid lines, with theoretical (dotted line) dependences. 

Pig. 11.33. Supporting power 
of shells with different number 
of initial dents according to 
experiments. 

Let us note that in experiments 

faces of shell were partially 

clamped. Initial branches of curves, 

pertaining to the same values 01 

Çq, tum out to be close to one 

another) however subsequently curves 

part. This is explained, apparently, 

by the fact that in theoretical sol¬ 

ution there were made certain limi¬ 

tations, concerning character of 

buckling) in reality picture of 

wave formation of shell turns out 

Pig. II.34. Curves ’’pressure-deflection" for 
"ideal" shell (ÇQ - 0) and shells with initial 
deflection (C0 rfom 0.1 to 5). 
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to be more complicated. It is desirable subsequently to return to 

this important problem* adopting* in particular* more strict procedure 

of variation of system energy, 

S 134. Stability of Shell Under Torsion 

We turn now to case of torsion of shell by pairs MK, applied on 

the ends (Pig. 11,35). Here principal state is determined by tangen¬ 

tial stresses) for thin shell they can be considered equal to 

M, (±±.±05) 

Buckling durirg action of such load can take place with known condi¬ 

tions for shells of aircraft and motors. 

Let us consider first linear 

problem** considering that shell of 

average length is supported by 

hinge on ends. Equation (17) obtains 

form 

Pig. 11.35. 
Shell* sub¬ 
jected to 
torsion. 

(11.106) 

By analogy with problem of stability 

of plate during shear it is possible 

to assume that buckling of shell in case of torsion will be accom¬ 

panied by formation of waves regularly located on circumference* in¬ 

clined at given angle to generatrix. Therefore* we take for w ex¬ 

pression 

cos-J-(y+ï*). (11.107) 

*This problem was considered by Donnell [11.30] » Kh. M. Mushtari 
[10.9], V. M. Darevskiy [11.7]. The solution below was given by V. 
A. Mar'in [11.14]. 
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considering that reference point x is located in the middle of length 

of shellj by n is understood number of full waves on circumference] 

by 7, the tangent of angle of inclination of wave ridges to genera¬ 

trix. Expression (107) satisfies condition w * 0 for x » +L/2. We 

find, further, that 

£| t**- fTcoti(y±iiï)' 
tm±i 

£L‘=s/^L,,n*(y±^)- 

As we see, expression chosen by us for deflection, strictly speaking, 

satisfies neither condition of hinged support nor condition of clamp¬ 

ing. At the same time we obtain 

i*« »«ff 

Thus, both these conditions are satisfied simultaneously in integral 

sense. Expression (i07) can be rewritten in the form w « w1 + w2, 

where 

•j ä ^ / ^coi ^ co* tax — fin sin mxj. ( 11. IO8) 

«4 = ^ / (cos -Jl cos lx — sfn ^ sin /xj. ( 11.109) 

. whereupon 

* = -£ + •£. (11.110) 

Putting w1 + Wg in equation (i06), we obtain 

[í**+ 7?y T + 7? “ 2s 'X (m* + 

'^)4T + 'Ípf4~2s.T(i*+'?lF],rí=r0- (11.111) 
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Equating to zero coefficients in and Wg> we obtain two equations; 

2> + / A , m*R*_ 
T* W ^ ïïW+i??n * 

(11.112) 

(11.115) 

Equations (i!2) and (115) should give the same value of s. Given 

the number of waves and ratio R/L, we can construct by these equations 

curves s * s(n7)* as shown in Fig. li.56. These curves are identical 

in form ( since magnitude m and l in (112) and (115) are interchange¬ 

able) , but are displaced relative to one another along axis of abscis¬ 

sas by a magnitude 

(11.114) 

Ordinate of point K of intersection of curves gives critical value 

of s for adopted conditions. Given different values of n, we ?ook 

for minimum magnitude s, determining upper critical stress sB. Let 

us note that it is sufficient to construct one of curves by (112) or 

(115) and to inscribe in it parallel to axis of abscissas chord of 

length c - 2ttR/L. If curve is built by (112), then point K will be 

on right end of chord. We introduce designations 

* — H] —J" • (11.114a) 

then equation (112) will take form 

* E~~ w! (y* + n*y (11.115) 

o P 
Disregarding v in comparison to n , we obtain 

2 

s «V4-»4 (11.116) 
27tR 

Considering that to values of v and v + there correspond identical 
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Fig. 11.36. Calcula¬ 
tion of upper critical 
stress under torsion. 

magnitudes s, we find 

(11.117) 

Hence for given ratio L/É it is nec¬ 

essary to determine n. Solving 

equation (117)» we find* 

4-. (11.118) 

Using (116), we then determine upper critical stress: 

b k 
(11.119) 

or, for M> * 0.3« 

We introduce dimensionless parameters 

- « R 
* T T* 1 TiT* 0 TT* 

(11.120) 

(11.121) 

then we obtain 

;,«0.78VT. 

With this value £ we have 

* = -,-1-fT*0.T5fa. T* 1.73 ft. 
i2/l—l*1 

(11.122) 

(11.123) 

Judging by (II8) and (123), number of waves, forming along arc, drops 

with increase of relative length of shell L/R and less sharply with 

increase of relative thickness h/fc. 

For shells of great length number of waves becomes equal to n * 

« 2, so that section obtains oval form. If we originate here from 

♦See work of V. M. Darevskiy [11.7] . 
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more general equations of type (11)# then we arrive at following for¬ 

mula for critical stress!* 

1 E (k\U 
H aTf (1-11^5 U/ ’* 

here, considering m- ■ 0.3, we obtain 

Í=0.2m/"^. 

(11.124) 

(11.125) 

Por very long shells sB does not depend on ration L/R, boundary oondl- 

tlons on faces here become nonessential. 

On graph of Pig. 11.37 are united calculating data for shells of 

different length** for various ratios R/h. Here along the axis of 

abscissas Is plotted ratio L/R, along the axis of ordinates, parame¬ 

ter sB « sR^/Èh^i logarithmic scale Is applied. Judging by formulas 

(120) and (125), In case of shell of average length we should obtain 

on such graph slanted lines, but for very long shell, a horizontal 

line. Strictly speaking, slanted lines In left part of diagram are 

envelopes of curves, corresponding to different numbers of waves nj 

these numbers are shown on graph. Curves n * 2 for significant L/R 

change Into horizontal lines. Prom graph one can ascertain that the 

greatest value of ratio L/R at which number of waves constitutes n ^ 

4 corresponds approximately to magnitude VR/hj this will agree with 

Inequality (l8b), establishing limits of applicability of theory of 

shells of average length. In Pig. 11.37 Is given also magnitude 7, 

equal to tangent of angle of inclination of wave ridges to generatrix. 

Research of influence of clamping of edges on critical stress*** 

♦Formula of such type belongs to Schwerin [11.50] . 

**This graph belongs to Sturm [11.49]. 

***It was carried out by Donnell [11.30] . 



showed, as one should have expected, that It is substantial only for 

comparatively short shells. 

Fig. 11.57. Calculating data for deter¬ 
mination of upper critical torsional stress. 

As experiments show, real shells buckle during torsion approxi¬ 

mately in the same way as in case of external pressure, but buckles 

are located at a certain angle to generatrix* (Fig. 11.58). Appear¬ 

ance of hollows for shells of average length, as a rule, is accom¬ 

panied by a knock. Therefore, here, too, it is necessary to turn to 

solution of nonlinear problem of stability in the large.** We approx 

Imate deflection by expression 

* = /, sin sin (y - Tx) + ( 11.12 6) 

First member is analogous to expression (107), pertaining to linear 

problem. Second member is selected in the same form as in cases of 

♦Photograph of Fig. 11.58 was obtained by 0. I. Terebushko. 

**This solution was given by Loo [11.44]j see also work of 
Yoshimura and Niisawa [11.55]. 
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axial compression and external pressure. After substitution of (126) 

in the second of equations (29) and integration, we find 

T “ « [ +1 cm j/» _ 

COS 
n(y-atx) *1 «(y-*|Jr) 1 

Tãco%-~l/.- (*+*?)■ 
— ^ / 2iur . ISifT /1 CO* — + sxy. (11.127) 

where 

== T — «3=T + 3», ¿3 = T _ 3». (lie 128) 

If we set 7 - 0, we arrive at former expression ( 49a) for <J> with re¬ 

placement of (-py2/2) by sxy. 

We determine total energy of system 3 by (56). Magnitudes 3 
c 

and 3, are calculated by formulas (IO.95).* Work of external forces 

Is equal to 

r=At.e=2,R>M. (11.129) 

where 8 is mutual angle of rotation of ends. By formula (10.99), we 

have 

è* .dw dm 1 Id** 
dxlyBljXm TTdjrdy* (11.130) 

Angle 9 is equal to yL/R, where 7 Is mean value of that component of 

shearing deformation which does not depend on w* 

-naff (%+£)** «y 

dxdy + dx ~5ÿ 
dar dar j dx dy. 

(11.131) 

•Expressions for 30 and 3, are given in book [0.3], p.348 . 
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Using expressions ( 126) and ( 127) * »re find 

hence 

lT = 2ic«£Ä(^-4-#^-p-^ /i).’ (11.152) 

Further we compose equations of Ritz method: 

dd 
0. 

(11.155) 

We assume in first approximation that in process of postcritical 

deformation the form of wave formation will be that which corresponds 

to solution of linear problem of stability in the small, by (125). 

Then one can determine relationship between parameter s and angle of 

rotation 0 and find lower critical stress £H. Relation v * Sh/^b 

turns out to depend on parameter ô - Rh/í£. When Ô » 1/20) 1/200 

and I/20OO we obtain accordingly v » 0.94) O.8O and O.87. Thus, 

least value constitutes about 80& As we see, effect of nonlinearity 

of problem turns out here to be somewhat less than in the case of ex¬ 

ternal pressure. 

Geometric approach to problem ( see § 128) allows us also in 

case of torsion to construct a surface, isometric to initial circu¬ 

lar cylinder and reproducing form of buckling of the shell in the 

large.* 

Study of influence of initial imperfections of form for shell** 

of average length can be conducted the way as in § 155. In Fig. 11.59 

is depicted dependence between magnitude s « (s/G) (I/*1)2 and parameter 

*See works of A. V. Pogorelov [11.19]* Ch. 5 and [11.20]. 

**It was carried out by Nash [11,48]. 
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Of angle torsion of "d m e(L/h)^ for shell of Ideal form and for shells 

with Initial deflection, when 6 ■ 1/200, Ratio of maximum Initial

deflection to thickness Is desig

nated by 9q. On graph are marked 

points, corresponding to upper and 

lower critical stresses Sg and Sg. 

General character of these curves 

Is the same as In case of external 

pressure.

Judging by data of experiments, 

experimental values of critical 

stress lie, as a rule. In fork, con

stituted by upper and lower criti

cal stresses. Therefore, In prac

tical calculations for determination of Sg It is necessary to use 

graph of Fig. 11,37 or (for shells of average length) formula (120),

i

m
\r

Fig. 11.38. Shell 
after buckling under 
torsion.

Pig. 11,39, Influence of 
Initial deflection on upper 
and lower critical tor

sional stresses.

Calculated value one should

take for R/^ ^ 250 equal to vsg, 

where v ■ 0,8, For larger values 

of R/i Influence of Initial deflec

tion will be stronger) therefore,

V should be decreased In approxi

mate accordance with table v for 

external pressure (p. 607), where 

lower limit for R/h 1500 Is equal 

to V 0,5,
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§ 135, Stability During Bending 

Problem of stability of cylindrical shells during bending arises, 

for Instance, during calculation of long pipelines) buckling can 

occur here In those zones, where bending moment or transverse force 

attains a maximum. This problem is met during calculation of many 

aviation constructions. 

Let us consider first the case 

of pure bending of shell of aver¬ 

age length. Let us assume that 

shell is subjected to action of 

couples with moments M, applied in 

plane of diameter (Pig. 11.40). We 

count off coordinate y from point 

of intersection of plane of couple with middle surface, located in 

stretched part of the section. Normal stresses in cross sections 

are distributed before buckling of shell according to the law 

(11.124) 

Corresponding deformations in middle surfaces are equal to 

= «*o = -£-7T = ~ To = 0. 

Considering v * 0 and w * 0 on ends when x « 0 and x ■ L, we obtain 

the following expressions for initial displacements: 

—JT) »In 

•li = Ttfrfï 1* (£ — *)— 2|i/î*lcos -jj-. 

As we see, sections of shell do not remain circular) maximum deflections 

Pig. 11.40. Shell, 
subjected to pure 
bending. 
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are equal to — 

However,we will not take into account these displacements, under¬ 

standing subsequently by w additional deflection) it is easy to Fhow 

that error of solution will be insignificant. 

During research of stability of shell in the small we start 

from equation (17)) it takes form 

■J-^ +^ +p(V4 (^¢08^-) = 0. (11.135) 

Assuming that end sections of shell are supported by hinge, we select 

solution of equation (135) in the form of the series 

(11.136) 
•■1 

We place this expression in (135) and equate to zero coefficients 

for uniform members) then we arrive at trinomial equations for param¬ 

eters f of this form* 
n 

[t (tÎ-+ T?) + tK-t)']/*- 

(11.137) 

here we take into account the fact that 

«In ^C0i-^ = I [sin + d" -n-~Rl) l] • 

If we limit ourselves to a certain number of parameters fn and 

to set determinant of system (137) equal to zero, then it is possible 

approximately to determine upper critical value pQ. Judging by cal¬ 

culations of A. V. Karmishin, Yu. Q. Odinokov* and Plügge [IO.I8], 

magnitude p. differs by several percent from upper critical stress 

*See Transactions of Kazan’ Aviation Institute, 1940. 
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ï (33) for centrally compressed shell. It is possible to show that by 

measure of Increase of number of parameters this divergence drops.* 

Such result Is easily explained, if we consider that character of 

loss of stability in both cases is the same. Thus, upper critical 

value p. _ is determined by (33)s 1,B 

'—^ir-Füibr0'605- 
(11.138) 

Experiments show that buckling of shells of average length dur¬ 

ing pure bending occurs by a knock with formation of comparatively 

shallow hollows in compressed zone. Therefore, passing to resolution 

of problem of stability of shell in the large, we assume condition¬ 

ally that additional deflections take place only in compressed half 

of section and that linkage of parts of shell by neutral diameter 

corresponds to conditions of rigid clamping. Approximating expres¬ 

sion for deflection in compressed zone we select in the form 

!/ (co*CO$+ CO* (11.139) 

where 1 , l are length of half-waves in axial and arc directions. 
X y 

This expression is taken by analogy with solution of Kempner, per¬ 

taining to case of axial compression (see § 127)J there is introduced 

additionally the factor coo2(y/k). If we limit ourselves to first 

member in parentheses and take for compressed zone 

cc-P c«>^, (ll.l?9a) 

then, solving linear problem by methods of Ritz or Bubnov-Galerkin, 

♦This conclusion was drawn by Yu. A. Shevlyakov and L. I. Manevich. 
To the same belongs resolution presented below of problem of stabi¬ 
lity in the large; see Reports of Academy of Sciences of Ukrainian 
SSR, No. 5 (i960), pp. 605-608. 
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we obtain upper critical stress, close to (138). 

Putting (139) in the right part of equation (16), we find func¬ 

tion ¢. Then we determine total energy of system 3. We use param¬ 

eters p, $, and q by (38) and (38a) and introduce new designations 

= ( 11.140) 

then we obtain 

r i. r<«+*y+4a»*« . «• 
I (1 + *)* +(1-4-9»*)» + 

+W^+m+ww(l + *al*] + Tjrfw- 

— (TTPjr (« + *)+¢1 - 8a)» J -1 P*-I- 

+ W(T-P)ilO+®7+32(aVn-5»)|-0.225 ^-(1+ 8a»). 

We minimize total energy for five parameters, assuming 

A9* 
sir ■sr 

d3> 
da 

d& 
~W 

dsr 
d» 0. 

(11.141) 

(11.142) 

First three equations will be the same as if problem was solved 

for case of uniform compression (p1 « const « p). So that other two 

equations (142) were satisfied for simple compression, parameters p 

and should be connected by dependence 

?t*s».l[p + ¿-~-(l+8a*)|. (11.143) 

Therefore, knowing postcritical forms of shell during pure compres¬ 

sion, found in solution of Kempner, it is possible to cross to case 

of bending. Such transition is made in following table: 

p OJ24 OJ22 Oil 0i 0.19 0.18 

C. 1.1 U 1Í4 li7 IÍ5 1.4 

A 

Pi 0,29 (U8 our Oio 0.265 0,27 



# 

The smallest parameter of load Is equal to p. „ * 0.26; remain- 

ing parameters will be: t) *= 0.19# ^ * 0.5, a « 0.5. 

This problem was solved also on the assumption that along the 

line of linkage of compressed and stretched zones there is elastic 

clamping] there was taken a somewhat different expression for w. In 

compressed zone deflections differed little from (159)» and on neu¬ 

tral diameter and in stretched zone they were negligible. Repeating 

calculations, we arrive at following value of lower critical stress: 

0,24; (11.144) 

here we have ^ « 1.4, r\ « 0.22, * * O.56, a « 0.I8. 

Thus, amplitude of lower critical stress is equal to p^,H « 

= 0.24Eh/R, whereas during uniform compression coefficient in this 

formula was equal to 0.I8. Judging by this variant of solution, 

presence of stretched zone and irregularity of distribution of com¬ 

pressive stresses here has substantial effect] amplitude of lower 

critical stress exceeds by 55# magnitude pH, pertaining to uniform 

compression. This, at first glance, contradicts result obtained 

during solution of linear problem. Final conclusions can be made 

only later, when this complicated problem has been solved by digital 

computers. 

In practical calculations one should originate, as in case of 

central compression, from magnitude of lower critical stress taking 

into account experimental data. Influence of initial imperfections 

in form of shell in case of bending should be not as great as in 

axial compression] initial hollows in stretched zone must not sub¬ 

stantially affect behavior of shell. Consequently, from statistical 

point of view probability of clicking of shell in case of bending 

will be less. On the other hand, during bending of shell there 
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occurs certain flattening of cross section, which leads to increase 

of maximum stress as compared to calculated value. Nevertheless, 

here calculated stresses must be taken somewhat higher than during 

central compression. Thus, for R/h * 250 one should take PjL#pacli * 

■ 0.22 instead of value 0.18 shown for case of central compression. 

In general case of eccentric compression one should calculate 

coefficient a ■ 1 - P2/P1# where p^ is maximum compression stress 

and P2 is stress at opposite end of diameter ( taking into account 

sign). Then for calculation it is possible to use data of table for 

in case of central compression (p.592 ) (depending upon ratio 

R/h) and find value of the greatest compressing stress by formula* 

Kvm**?,**^ + J)* 
In case of pure bending we have a « 2) hence for R/h ^ 250 we arrive 

at magnitude $1#pacq - 1.25-0.18, « 0.225, which corresponds to above- 

indicated value 0.22. 

All above-mentioned data pertained to shell of average length. 

For thin shells with significant ratio of length to radius we can 

expect another phenomenon — buckling in long half-waves — like case 

of uniform compression (p. 570).** Using the same apparatus "semi¬ 

membrane" theory of shells, it is possible to solve in linear for¬ 

mulation problem of loss of stability with formation of such long 

half-waves. Results of approximate solutions are presented in Fig. 

11.41. Along the axis of ordinates is plotted parameter P^B> along 

♦This formula was offered by B. M. Broude. 

♦♦This circumstance was first shown by E. D. Pletnikov in 1949. 
Subsequently the given problem was investigated in application to dif¬ 
ferent cases of bending of smooth and reinforced shells by K. D. Türkin 
[11.241. To him belongs graph of Fig. 11.41 and experimental data 
shown in it, and also photograph reproduced in Fig. 11.42. 



along the axis of abscissas, magnitude i * ( L/mfOVh/R) here m Is 

number of longitudinal half-waves. Least value of p1^B * 0.38 occurs 

for £ * 0.58. For Instance, when 

R/h * 330 this minimum Is obtained 

for shell with ratio L/R * 10, 

L/R - 20, etc. As can be seen from 

graph, lowering p^B as compared 

to case of bending in short half¬ 

waves, when p. _ « 0.605, occurs, 1, F 
starting from i * 0.35. During cal- 

0.6 
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0,* 
V 
V 
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Fig. 11.41. Upper critical 
stress during pure bending. 

culations by Fig. 11.41 one should calculate £, substituting m * 1, 

2, etc., and then select least value of PliB. In Fig. 11.42 is 

shown shell after buckling in long half-waves. Judging by prelim¬ 

inary calculations, calculation of geometric nonlinearity of problem 

here does not lead to as "catastrophicM a drop of calculated stress, 

as during buckling in short half-waves. Experimental values of p± 

shown in Fig. 11.41 by circles bears witness to this) their scattering 

is comparatively small. 

If we conduct calculation by value Pj^pacq * then, appar¬ 

ently, this will give for long shells a certain additional safety 

factor. Let us note that all experimental points presented in Fig. 

11.41 lie above level ^ ■ 0.22. 

We analyzed case of pure bend¬ 

ing of shell. We turn now to 

another, practically important case, 

when shell is subjected to transverse 

•Fig. 11.42. Buckling bending under action of concentrated 
during bending in 
"long waves." 
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forces or distributed load* Here two approaches to problem are pos¬ 

sible. One of them consists of study of wave formation in zone of 

greatest normal compression soesses, as during pure bending) it per¬ 

tains to comparatively long shell (L > 4r). Another approach con¬ 

sists in considering zone of the greatest tangential stresses t . 
max* 

located at neutral layer. Let us note that in case of shell clamped 

on one end and loaded with concentrated force on the other, free end, 

magnitude Tmax constitutes p^R/L. 

Influence of tangential stresses will, naturally, increase with 

decrease of length of shell. Therefore, calculation for stability 

by Tmax value for short shells when L < 4Rj it can be conducted, 

proceeding from data of upper and low critical stresses* during tor¬ 

sion ( see § 134). In final calculation there is introduced the least 

of critical loads, found by p. and t • 
i max 

Proceeding from formula (II9), we arrive at following final ex¬ 

pressions for upper critical transverse force. For shell, clamped at 

one end and subjected to action of concentrated load at free end, we 

have (for n « 0.¾ 

q,*=0.78«C*|^^. (a) 

in case of load Q, distributed the whole length of shell, 

Q.«=U2kEA*]/^^. (b) 

Example 11.1. Intraplant gas conduit is a cylindrical shell. 

♦Such approach was developed by V. M. Darevskiy [11.7] ) to him 
belong formulas (a), (b)j see also book [0.3], p. 35I. Judging by 
calculations of V. V. Serdyukov, upper critical value Tn TJIO for trans- 

O f rl O 

.verse bending somewhat differs from t_ in case of torsion, where 
divergence depends on ratio L/fc. This question should be investigated 
in more detail. 
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having a series of supports (Pig. 11.43).* Thickness of wall of gas 

conduit h « 6 mm, radius of cross section R « 1010 mm, material is 
p 

low-alloy steel of brand l4KhGS with yield point *= 3500 kg/cm . 

Pig. 11.43. To account calculation of 
gas conduit on stability during bend. 

Linear weight of pipe d « 246 kg/m, linear weight of insulation d_13 
* r* 

« 600 kg/m, pressure in gas conduit during test by air constitutes 

o 
q « 3.75 kg/cm . Distance between supports, found by norms of 

strength,** is equal to L *= 68 m. Check shell for stability, con¬ 

sidering that gas conduit has so-called lens compensators of tempera¬ 

ture deformations, shown in Pig. 11.43* and that near one of supports 

gas conduit may be equipped with a gas valve. 

Shell is subjected here to Joint action of bending and axial 

compression. Maximum compressive stress in section above support is 

*This example was offered by M. N. Ruchimskiy. 

♦♦Instructions on determining loads acting on supports of pipe¬ 
lines and tolerable spans between their supports, 1959. 
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equal to A 
iin+d.ùL' 
-HT- 
(^^)^.1-1^^^^1 = 2000 4-380 = 2380 .kg/cm , 

where W Is moment of resistance of section. 

First component considers bending stresses caused by weight load 

in middle spans of pipeline, considered as a continuous beam. Second 

member corresponds to longitudinal forces from internal pressure) 

coefficient 1.2 is introduced to account for additional pressure on 

lens of compensator. 

Tensile stress at opposite end of diameter is equal to pg ^ 

« -2000 + 58O - -1620 kg/cm2. We calculate coefficient at 

., 1620 . _ 
•"l + 3SSffÄl,7‘ 

For R^i ■ IOIO/6 we find by above-mentioned data (p. 628)1 

Hence 

Alt 2 
A.pan-OJIO‘2.1-10*-^1^2700 kg/cm • 

Taking safety factor of stability equal to 1.5, we find toler¬ 

able stress p^ Äon « I8OO kg/cm2. Comparison of this magnitude with 
* 0 

calculated stress of 2J80 kg/cm shows that construction is not reli¬ 

able. It is necessary to decrease length of span approximately to 

50 m. 

In supplement to this we investigate stability of shell in long 

half-waves (p. 628). According to data of example L/R *= 6.7# HA « 

- 168) considering m - 1, we obtain i - 0.51. 

By graph of Fig. 11.41 parameter B constitutes O.38) this 

magnitude lies higher than the value p1 - 0.216 taken by us. 



§ 136, Closed Shell Under Combined Loading 

In many constructions closed cylindrical shells are subjected 

simultaneously to action of loads of various type. Let us give data 

for determination of critical stresses with such combined load. 

1. Axial compression or bending and external pressure. Combi¬ 

nation of these loads is characteristic, e.g., for high towers of 

tanks utilized in chemical industry. In lower band of tower there 

are created compressive stresses from gravity and, at the same time, 

inside tower there can be a certain vacuum. 

Let us consider first the problem of stability of the shell in 

the small. Combining (JO) and (70), we obtain initial equation for 

shells of average length in the form 

Substituting solution (56) and using dimensionless parameters (58) 

and (73), we arrive at following dependences 

Í+Í = iTaU*) 1+(1 +11) ,■ • (11.146) 

As we see, critical combinations of magnitudes p and q are inter¬ 

connected, for definite $ and by a linear dependence. Graph op 

p(q) should be a certain broken line ACDB of the type shown in Pig. 

11.44. Later (see Chapter XXI) we will confirm the fact that such 

diagrams of stability under combined loads are always turned with 

convexity outwards — from origin of coordinates - this ensues from 

general considerations. Let us note that points A and B in Fig. 11.44 

correspond to upper critical loads of axial compression B and ex¬ 

ternal pressure ^ B, applied separately from each other. If we Join 

these points by straight line, then we obtain intermediate values of 
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$ and corresponding to equation 

or 

B ftM 

F». m f*.a 
1. (11.Í47) 

As it is easy to see, values of p and “q by (147) will always 

determine upper critical loads with 

certain safety factor as compared 

to broken line. Therefore, in prac¬ 

tical calculations as a first approx¬ 

imation it is possible to use equa- 

tlon (147). 

Judging by experimental data, 

loss of stability of shells in the 

large under combined loading is 

accompanied by wave formation of 

mixed character! hollows turn out 

to be more drawn out along genera- 

Pig, 11,44, Determina¬ 
tion of upper critical 
stresses under Joint ac¬ 
tion of axial compres¬ 
sion and external pres¬ 
sure. 

trix than during pure compression,* Solution of nonlinear probier#* 

allows us to determine dependence between lower critical loads. We 

note that here to diagram should be outlined with respect to 

origin of coordinates in the same way as in previous case (see Chap¬ 

ter XXI). Consequently, during calculation of lower critical loads 

it is possible to use equations of type (147)* 

*These experiments are described in more detail in [0.5], p. 544. 

**It was carried out by V. L, Agamirov and 0. I, Terebushko. 
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«h 

+ [Subscript h = lower]. (11.148) 
H, 9 ft ■ 

Experimental values of critical loads, obtained for combined 

load by V. L. Agamirov (see [0.5], p. 544), fill the region lying 

between lines (147) and (148) . 

We shall next analyze case of hydrostatic pressure, frequently 

met in practice. Here we have $ « ¢/2, and formula (146) takes on 

fon# 

+ (11.149) » T-y 

Approximate equation (147) gives 

We use formulas (40) and (77a) for p0^B and $0^bj then we obtain 

If ratio R/h is great, first member in parentheses will be small as 

compared to second) therefore, as already mentioned above, critical 

pressure in case of hydrostatic stress weakly differs from value, 

corresponding to pure transverse pressure. 

2. External pressure and torsion. To such combination of loads 

is subjected, e.g., the shell of housing of transmission of gas-tur¬ 

bine engine. Excess pressure appears in combustion chamber located 

on external side, and torque is transmitted from disk, carrier guiue 

vanes. 

Solutions of problem of stability of shell in the small and in 

♦Formula of such type was obtained by Mises [11.47] . 
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the large* lead here to approximate formulas of the type In case of 

plate subjected to simultaneous action of compression and shearing: 

(11.150) 

By 'S here Is understood parameter ( 121) j to case of Independent tor¬ 

sion there corresponds parameter of upper or lower critical stress 

s0>b or ^o.h (see § 134). 

Last, during Joint action of axial compression, external pres¬ 

sure and torsion it is possible to use a formula combining (147) and 

(150): 

-¿H-X+ (-¿-V = l; ( 11.151) 
fea \ fe a /• 

an analogous formula should be recommended for lower critical stresses. 

Experiments show that hollows formed during Joint action of 

external pressure and torsion (Pig. 11.45), have more clear boun¬ 

daries than in case of simple torsion (see Pig. 11.38). If as sup¬ 

plement to external pressure and torsion there is axial compression, 

edges of hollows are inclined at smaller angle to generatrix (Pig. 

11.46) .** 

3, External pressure, torsion and bending. In preceding item 

it was shown that housing of transmission of gas-turbine engine is 

subjected to action of external pressure and torsion. To these ef¬ 

forts it is necessary to add flexural stress, if we consider force 

of inertia of body of motor during rotary displacements of aircraft. 

♦Solution of linear problem belongs to V. M. Darevskiy [11.7] $ 
[11.8], and nonlinear, to 0. I. Terebushko [11.22], Certain authors 
recommend taking exponent s/£q in formula (150) equal to 3. 

**Photographs of Pigs. 11.45 and 11.46 were obtained by 0. I. 
Terebushko. 
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From § 155 we know that In case of transverse bending It Is nec-

_ _ _  essary to divide shell depending

upon relative length. With compar

atively great length (L > 4R) of 

principal Importance Is loss of 

stability of type of compression 

with formation of shallow dents In 

compressed zone. Therefore, here 

it Is appropriate to conduct cal

culation for combined load, pro

ceeding from formula of type (l5l), 

substituting for Pq the magnitude 

of maxlmvim stress during bending 

In case of shell of small length there should occur bucKllng of 

torsion type, with concentration of dents In neutral zone. Then It

& . Pig, 11,45. 
Form of wave 
formation dur

ing Joint ac

tion of tor

sion and ex

ternal pres

sure.

^1*

P I!

1 • r

:n I

)

Fig. 11.4b, Case of 
Joint action of axial 
compression, external 
pressure and torsion.

Is necessary to use formula of type 

(150), understanding by s the sum 

of tangential forces, caused by 

torsion, and maximum tangential 

forces from bending,

4, Influence of Internal pres

sure, Question of stability during 

axial compression or bending and 

Internal pressure appears, for in

stance, In problem of calculation 

of supporting shell of aircraft 

fuel tank. As Is known, on start

ing section In body of aircraft
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there appear compressive forces, connected with forces of inertia, 

on other sections of trajectory body is subjected to bending; at the 

same time inside the tank there is supported significant pressure. 

Since for the purpose of economy of weight shell of fuel tank is de¬ 

signed as thin as possible, then this problem has urgent significance. 

Let us consider case of joint action of axial compression and 

internal pressure, not taking into account local stress in zone of 

linkage of shell with rigid frame, i.e., considering initial state 

of strain momentless.* If we investigate stability of shell subjected 

to axial compression by linear theory,** then it will appear that ad¬ 

ditional internal pressure does not affect magnitude of critical 

stress, so that value of p as before, should be determined by for- 

mula arrive at another conclusion from propositions of 

nonlinear theory. Actually, buckling of shell in the large is accom¬ 

panied by formation of deep dents, turned toward center of curvature, 

but in the presence of internal pressure such clicking of shell will 

be hampered. Hence it is clear that nature of wave formation here 

should change. This is confirmed by experiments. With small inter¬ 

nal pressure we obtain dent of compression type, but stretched along 

arc (let us remember that during external pressure they were drawn 

out along generatrix). This it is possible to see in photographs*** 

in Fig. 11.47; here there is compared sample (a), tested for simple 

compression, and samples (b) and (c), subjected to compression in 

combination with internal pressure. With increase of intensity of 

*0n calculation for this effect see below, in § 141. 

**See W. Flügge, Die Stabilität der Kreiszylinderschale, Ing. 
Archiv 3, No. 5 0-932). 

***Photographs of Fig. 11.47 are taken from article [11.33], 1957. 



r
pressure effect of lengthening of dents along arc Is Increased. Wl-h 

significant Internal pressure chain of shallow dents Is replaced by 

solid annular folds, so that loss of stability becomes axisymmetric

(Fig. 11.47b).

-a

»

cL.

M
-1?

Fig. 11.47. Form of wave formation 
during action, hj of axial compres

sion, b) and c) of Interi.al pressure 
combined with axial compression.

But In this case effect of nonlinearity no longer will be essen

tial, and, as one may see from § 126, we again arrive at formula (54) 

for critical stress.
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These conclusions ensue also from theoretical research.# If we 

generalize solution of Kempner for case when axial compression is 

combined with internal pressure, then it will appear that lower cri¬ 

tical stress $H increases by measure of increase of internal pres¬ 

sure. 

On graph of Pig. il,48 along axis of ordinates is plotted ratio 

$h/?0 b w^ere Pq b 1s Parameter oi’ upper critical stress for simple 

axial compression according to (40), and along the axis of abscissas 

we plot magnitude q - ( q/Ê) ( I0i) 1 - M«2) . When "q * 0 we obtain 

H ^ 0.18, which corresponds to formula (66). Judging by graph, in 

region of variation of parameter 0 < q < 0.5 supporting influence of 

internal pressure sharply increases. When "q nears magnitude 

pH practically attains upper limit F^b* In F1S* ^*48 are marked also 

values $ * characterizing 
y X 

relative dimensions of dents with 

stress $Hj as we see, ratio lyAx 

rapidly increases by measure of 

growth of q". Here, too, is shown 

region of experimental points* 

Research of Joint action of 

torsion and internal pressure leads 

to somewhat different results. 

Solution, based on linear theory** 

Pig, 11,48, Determination 
of lower critical loads dur¬ 
ing Joint action of axial 
compression and internal 
pressure. 

and pertaining to shell of average length, indicates certain growth 

♦This solution is contained in article of Thielemann [11.51], 
[11.52]) see also work of Lo, Crate, and Schwartz [11.45] and Klein 
[11.40] . 

♦♦It was given by V. M. Darevskiy [11.7] and V. A. Mar*in [11,14] 
See also work of Klein [11.40] . 
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of upper critical stress of torsion'Sg, detemined by (121), with 

increase of parameter of internal pressure according to (73). This 

one may see from graph of Pig. 11.49. Here along the axis of ordi¬ 

nates is plotted ratio sBwhere s0^B is from formula (120), and 

along the axis of abscissas is plotted magnitude q/§0#b' where Íq,b 

corresponds to critical value of external pressure for the same shell, 

calculated by (77) or (77a). The calculated one is the solid linej 

dotted line corresponds to approximate parabolic line of dependence 

(-it-V = 0.907^-. 

pertaining only to large values of q. 

If we consider values of internal 

pressure usually met in practice, 

then influence of it on stability 

during torsion in the small can be little. At the same time, undoubt¬ 

edly, internally pressure should substantially increase lower critical 

stress of torsion. It is desirable to give solution of such a non¬ 

linear problem. 

In experiments there are marked two different types of wave for¬ 

mation of shell. For small values of Internal pressure the hollow 

appears with a knock, located on helix (Fig. 11.^0). With relatively 

great pressure there are formed short solid waves, developing subse¬ 

quently at ends. In Fig. 11.51 is shown photograph of such sample, 

already having undergone plastic deformation flow,* 

On graph of Fig. 11.49 are shown experimental points for criti¬ 

cal stresses, pertaining to one steel (black circle) and 18 duralumin 

samples.## Greater part of experimental values of stress lies somewhat 

^ * Photographs of Figs. 11.50 and 11.51 belong to V. A. Mar'in. 

*#By experiments, carried out by R. I. Kshnyakin, M. V. Nikulin, 
and V. V. Serdyukov, see [11.11]. 
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Fig* 11.49. Upper critical 
loads during Joint action of 
torsion and internal pressure. 
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below upper critical magnitude) for certain of them lowering consti

tutes 12-155^. As a result It Is possible to recommend conducting 

practical calculations by graph of Pig. 11.49, Introducing co' - 

factor V somewhat higher than during simple torsion (see § 134), e.g.,

V ■ 0.85 when R/Vi < 250.

During combined action of Internal pressure and bending* It Is 

necessary to use different data depending upon whether during simple 

bending of given shell normal or tangential stresses are decisive.

In first case It Is possible to determine lower critical values of 

maximum flexural stress by graph of Fig. 11.48, Increasing p„ (for 

q < 0.5) approximately by 255^. In second case It Is necessary to 

conduct calculation, using graph of Fig. 11.49, by analogy with prob

lem of torsion.

All given data pertain to elas

tic region. In the course of cal

culation It Is important to determine
t ■ '-ii
i"

C .

•Cl
i *

■)

•-J1
c. . ,

i
C t If Z t-J-J I

Fig. 11.50. 
Buckling of 
shell during 
simultaneous 
action of tor

sion and low 
Internal pres

sure.

Fig. 11.51. Case 
of simultaneous 
action of torolon 
and significant 
Internal pressure.

♦This problem was considered by V. M. Darevskly [11.71
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whether maximum value of intensity of stresses exceeds limit of pro¬ 

portionality of material. If stresses caused by interna! pressure 

are so great that this requirement is upset* then supporting influ¬ 

ence of internal pressure will weaken. Let us turn, e.g., to case 

of Joint action of internal pressure and compression) supplemented 

graph of Pig. 11.48 will obtain the form shown in Pig. 11.52 (see 

[11.30a]) . Drop of supporting power of shell starts from point A, 

corresponding to limit of proportionality. 

Example 11.2. Body (a) of fuel tank of rocket (Pig. 11.53)#* 

constituting a cylindrical shell, transmits on starting section com¬ 

pressive force P with internal pressure q - 2 technical atmospheres. 

Length of tank is L - 6.5 m, diameter D - 2.44 m, wall thickness h « 
5 g 

- 2 mm. Material is duralumin, E - 7*10 kg/cm , p. * 0.32, ami - 

- 2400 kg/cm2. Determine critical compressive load. 

We find parameter of internal pressure 

2 
TTÕ» 

here q - /3(1 - |i2) q * 1.91. By graph of Pig. 11.48 we find, v 

pH - O.56, Lower critical load of compression constitutes 

O.92, 

P, — 2xRhpa « 2*Eph* — 
-2*.7-10» 0,56-0,2» =»98000 kg. 

Tensile stress in arc direction is equal to öy - qR/h - 1220 kg/cm , 

compressive tension from force P constitutes ox * -0.56 Eh/R - 

- -640 kg/cm2# Intensity of stresses a± - x^y*^Vy " 

- 2380 kg/cm2 lies within limits of proportionality. 

♦Figure 11.53 Is taken from Journal ”Weltraumfahrt," 
p. 75. Dimensions of tank are taken on the basis of data. 
Journal "Plight," No. 2, 43 (1959)* 507-532. 

No. 3 (1961), 
given in 
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Pig, 11,52. Supporting 
power of shell during 
Joint action of axial com¬ 
pression and internal 
pressure drops upon devel¬ 
opment of plastic defor¬ 
mation. 

If there is no internal pres¬ 

sure, it would be necessary to 

take $H ■ 0,l8j lower critical 

load here PH ■ 98#000 X (0,18/ 

0.56) -31^500 kg. Thus, thanks 

to supporting influence of inter¬ 

nal pressure supporting power of 

tank is increased approximately three times. 

Pig. 11.53, 
Body of rocket 
with propel¬ 
lant tank. 

Example 11.3» To calculate on stability of body A of transmis¬ 

sion shaft and external body B of combustion chambers of gas-turbine 

engine, having axial-flow compressor.* Diagram of motor is depicted 

in Pig. 11.54, Shells A and B receive torque M._ from forces S_ and 
iV CL 

Sb transmitted from vanes of nozzle apparatus a and b. Shell A, 

♦This example was offered by I. A. Birger. 
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furthermore, is subjected to action of external pressure q ■ 8 tech¬ 

nical atmospheres. Dimensions of this shell: L » 560 mm, R ■ 160 mm, 

h - 1.6 mm. Considering that shell is reinforced by ringr, we take 

reduced thickness equal to hnp - 2.5 mm. External body B experiences 

Fig. 11.54. Calculation for stability of 
shells of gas-turbine engine. 

the same pressure, which for it is already Internal] diment'ons of 

shell we take: L - 800 mm, R - 400 mm, h - 2 mm. Determine critical 

value M , and M « for each shell. Material is steel, E - 2.1* 
Kp,A Kp, a 

•10b kg/cm2, pi - 0.3» (Jjm - 5000 kg/cm2. 

For shell A we find by graphs of Figs. 11.18 and 11.20 for L/R « 

-3,5 and R/h^ - 64 (see also formula (77a)) 

*..-00329, -0.0261 

Magnitude q0^H we take as the calculated one q0^H - q0,pacM * Fur~ 

ther, by the formula (122), 

Î* ,-0.78 « 0.78 -6-¿^ = 0.1475. 

Taking v - 0.8, we obtain 

*. pan m 04*«., — 0,118. 

Parameter corresponding to q - 8 technical atmosphere, is equal to 

i-»-ïrrsr-M,s7 
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Por combined load from formula of type (150) 

Prom this, by (121) and (105)> 

kg/cm2, ms.io» kg/cm2. 

For shell B when L/h - 2, R/fo - 200, analogously, we find 

f. .-am 0,026, 4.=-0,147. 

*•. ptci • 0,118, fpaci ** 0,182, fpacn/fo. pacs = 5,86. 

During Joint action of torsion and internal pressure by graph 

of Pig. 11.49# introducing conditionally calculated critical stresses, 

we obtain 

2A 4«, -= 0,271 
pan 

and, consequently, 

*^-2850 kg/cm2, ^.,#-5.72.10* kg/cm2. 

Thus, outer body of combustion chamber can transmit torque 6 

times larger than inner body) this shows partly the influence of di¬ 

rection of lateral load. 

§ 137. Reinforced Shells. General Equations 

In aircraft and engines, in shipbuilding and engineering con¬ 

structions there frequently are applied circular cylindrical shells, 

having longitudinal reinforcing ribs ( stringers) and annular ribs 

(frames). Such reinforced shells are, e.g., fuselage of aircraft 

and hull of submarine. Similarly to the way it was during investiga 

tion of reinforced plates ( see Chapter VII), in case of shell two 
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approaches are possible. If ribs are sufficiently closely spaced, 

then construction can be considered orthotropic) rigidity of ribs is 

distributed, or, as it sometimes is expressed, is "spread out" the 

length of the corresponding section. If, however, ribs are at great 

distance from each other, then they must be considered discrete mem¬ 

bers.* Basic attention below will be paid to first approach to 

problem. Results obtained can be, with certain approximation, ap¬ 

plied to shell, prepared from fiberglass.** 

We assume that cylindrical shell is orthotropic and that main 

directions of rigidity coincide with generatrix of cylinder and arc 

of cross section. We derive basic differential equations of bending 

of such shell first for case when deflections are small. We shall 

follow simplified variant of relationships between changes of curva¬ 

tures and displacements according to (i2). Equations of equilibrium 

according to (tía) and (Ö) we write in forces Nx, Ny, T and moments 

Mx, My# and H, when Qz m V 

(11.152) 

Dependences of Hooke*s law, pertaining to deformation in middle 

surface, will have the same form as for orthotropic plate) we present 

them in the following form**** 

♦Stability of shells, reinforced by discrete ribs and subjected 
external pressure, was considered by V. M. Darevskiy and R. I. 
Kshnyakin [il.8, i960]. 

**See below example 11.4. 

«««See work of Thielemann and other authors [11.51], [11.52]. 
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where in deBignations § 93 we have 

*o=A- 

We expand, for example, matrix (155) for then we obtain 

Moments we express in accordance with (7.256): 

(11.154) 

here, in designations of § 93 ■ D^Hg « J^l* 

First two equations of equilibrium (152) are satisfied with 

introduction of function of stresses by formulas of type (13): 

T= 

Third equation takes form 

+ (11.155) 

where + 2D^| it changes into corresponding equation (7*259) 

for plate when R-* •. Equation of compatibility (14) changes into 

the following one: 

^& + ai»3iÍ5jr+a,3?4 + ¿Sf:B*0* (11.156) 

We introduce operators 

then equations (155) and (156) can be presented In more compact formt 
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(11.157) 

For an isotropic shell we have 

V*. 

In problems of stability in the small for q one should substitute 

intensity of hypothetical load according to (10.89); then the first 

of equations (157) will take form 

We turn to case when deflections are great. Proceeding in this 

way, as in § 125, we arrive at following equations* (when q « 0)1 

= M*. ü + 
v2fss---j¿(wt •) — 

(11.158) 

wnere operator L is expressed by formulas (7»an^ (7*62)• If 

however, we are investigating behavior of shell with initial imper¬ 

fections, then by (29) we have 

• 1 d' (tr — tv.) (11.15 

By w and wQ as before there are understood functions of total and 

initial deflections. 

In conclusion we give expression for strain energy in middle 

surface and energy of bending according to (10.95)1 

Ni + 2i^NINy + -f 7*) dx dy. '11.160) 

♦Equations of this type were derived by S. V. Aleksandrovskiy 
[11.1]. 
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(11.161) 

C'" = t//[Di(S) +2D^^ + D2(^) + 

Let us turn to resolution of certain particular problems. 

§ 138. Reinforced Shell During Axial Compression. 
Simultaneous Action oi1 Axial Compression and 

internal Pressure 

Let us consider stability of orthotropic shell during axial 

compression. We solve general problem of stability In the largei» 

linear problem is a limiting case. We take approximating expression 

for deflection, selected by Kempner ( see p. 625 ) : 

• = /(co*^cosj* + acos^ ( 11.162) 

Putting, as usual, this expression In the right part of the second 

of equations (158) and integrating it, we find function of stresses: 

+ S*“^! + T+j5r+ïr,K(a + *)~,|co*ïÎC0,? + 

+ 2-1 T+wJ+ÍIF ^ ^ + 

+" im&qrF “• Ç o» ^} - T: 

here are introduced following parameters: 

/5 

2VV>. 
Ô = — 

I, 

(11.163) 

For isotropic shell we have v ■ 1, and magnitudes and $ change into 
w 

the following: 

1 
«WA 

íyap-i.*) 
(11.164) 

♦This investigation was conducted by 0. I. Terebushko [11.22], 
and also by W. Thielemann and other authors [11.51], [11.52] • Below 
is given the solution contained in these last articles. 
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Analogous designations were Introduced above, in § 126j they charac¬ 

terize dimensions and form of hollow. 

We determine relative shortening of shell by a formula, 

gous to (57)* 

{/[(*» +“ y(-^ ) ]rfx- 

We calculate, then, total dimensionless energy of system 3*i 

analo 

(11.165) 

3* =. (CM,-CA,-Ma + ( 11.166) 

coefficients A±, ..., A5 depend on a, b, ¢, vQ and magnitude vM - 

- y^. Minimizing energy for parameters Ç, r\, a, b, we 

arrive at system of five nonlinear equations. 

Considering Ç -> 0, we find solution of linear problem, deter¬ 

mining point of bifurcation of equilibrium states. Here we have 

a - b « 0, so that for deflection we obtain expression w - 

- f sin( irx/l ) sin(îry/l )j buckled surface is divided into rectangu- 

lar cells. It is necessary to investigate case $ • separately, 

when there are formed axisymmetric annular buckles) here w - 

m f sinfirx/l^). Upper critical force is obtained in the latter case 

equal to 

(11.167) 

For isotropic shell from this there follows the classical formula 

(35). We introduce designations 

-, N* .ait _ _ o.», ( l68) N /it* 

Magnitude NB corresponds to parameter 

l here turns out to be equal to l * 
X X 

ÑB - /7) length of half-wave 
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Let us return to equations describing large deflection of '’ell 

On following graphs are presented results of their solution r-v ^ J ' i 

by digital computers. The most essential characteristic o: 

tropic shell turns out to be parameter 7j Judging by (i68), winn 

relatively strong stringers 7 is great, and with strong frames, it is 

small. In Pig. il.55 is shown, as magnitude of upper critical force 

Nb and form of diagram depend on 7 when v « 4 and vM - 0.5. As 

unit along the axis of ordinates is taken upper critical force of 

axisymmetric loss of stability N0,B* calculated by (I67)) along the 

axis of abscissas is plotted ratio e/e0 B, where e0 B is critical 

deformation of annular buckling. As we see, for orthotropic shells 

points of bifurcations of "cellular" 

type Nb and "annular" type NQ B do 

not coincide. Buckling in the 

small, obviously, should be accom¬ 

panied by formation of cells, 

where with growth of 7 ratio 

decreases. Postcritical 

diagrams pertain to buckling "rhom¬ 

boids) " character of them sharply 

changes depending upon 7. 

Pig. 11.55. Diagram of equi¬ 
librium forms of compressed 
orthotropic shell during large 
deflections. 

Por significant 7, i.e., in case of strengthened stringers, dia¬ 

gram has for point of bifurcation the usual falling section. However, 

with decrease of 7 slope of this section changes, and, starting with 

7 < 1/9# we no longer obtain falling, but an ascending curve. True, 

subsequently, stress anew drops and it turns out to be possible to 

determine lower critical stress. Apparently, during tests of real 
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shells we will observe transition from one branch to the other by 

means of knocks. 

In Pig, 11.56 Is shown how ratio of lower critical force to 

upper changes depending upon 7 with the same vc and vM. Judging by 

these data, effect of nonlinearity turns out to be greatest for iso¬ 

tropic shells. It somewhat weakens In case of shell strengthened In 

longitudinal direction, and sharply drops for shells having trans¬ 

verse reinforcements. Different, too. Is form of wave formation, as 

it Is natural to expectj in cese of strong stringers hollows are 

stretched along generatrix, and with strong frames, along arc. 

When reinforced shell is subjected to simultaneous action of 

axial compression and Internal pressure, solution may be conducted 

analogously. If we use for w former approximation ( 162) , then exprès- 

sion (165) for ÿ should be supplemented by member ( qRx /2), where q 

is intensity of internal pressure. 

Pig. 11.56. Variation of 
lower critical compression 
stress depending upon char¬ 
acter of reinforcement of 
shell. 

We introduce parameters 

™,/r 

in case of isotropic shell they are 

equal to 

X7 * # 

— P*) 

In Pig. 11.57 is depicted de¬ 

pendence between compressive force 

ÏÏ and magnitude B + 6uq//ilô2 for definite values of vQ and vM ( they 

are shown in figure) for shell reinforced in axial direction (7 « 

■ 8.C64) • Lower curve pertains to case when internal pressure is 



P j 

Pig* 11* 57* Diagram of ’’force — re¬ 
duced deformation" for shell* experi¬ 
encing axial compression in combina¬ 
tion with internal pressure« 

absent (q - 0) and upper curves pertain to successive increasing 

values of q*« Graph is limited from above by line* corresponding to 

case of axisymmetric buckling« As we see* with increase of q here 

there increases not only lower* but also upper critical forcej in 

this orthotropic shell differs from isotropic« At the same time, as 

one may see from figure* on intensity of q there depends form of ini¬ 

tial section of postcritical diagram) with significant q" here* too* 

we obtain ascending sections) for initial section obtains fonn 

of a loop« 

We can conclude that with significant internal pressure rein¬ 

forcing of shell in longitudinal direction turns out to be more effec¬ 

tive) in this case of magnitudes NB and NH turn out to be relatively 

higher than for shells reinforced in arc direction« 

0« I« Terebushko considered nonlinear problem of axial compres¬ 

sion of structurally anisotropic shell* using method of Ritz and 

taking approximation for w in form (68) « Solution was conducted also 

with help of digital computers« Investigating of postcritical behavior 

of shells for various types of reinforcement, we arrive at conclusion 

that requirement of least weight corresponds to shell of waffle type 
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with very closely space longitudinal and annular ribs ( Fig* il* 58)♦ 

Here there was set requirement 

of equal-stability in the large for 

closed shell and for separate cylin¬ 

drical panels, located between rein¬ 

forcements ( see § 139)• Such con¬ 

clusion will become intelligible, 

if we consider that widely spaced 

Fig. 11.58. Shell "waffle" 
type. 

stringers or frames cannot noticeably influence form, so that within 

limits of every hollow there were located several reinforcing ribsj 

only then can critical stress significantly grow as compared to case 

of unreinforced shell. Example of buckling of corrugated shell, sat¬ 

isfying this requirement, is shown in Fig. 11.59.* 

Waffle construction depicted in preceding Fig. 11.58 is unusual) 

there arises question of techniques of its manufacture. Here there 

can be applied stamping, milling or other methods. However advantage 

of such construction is evident. As 0. I. Terebushko showed, with 

rational selection of dimensions of ribs and distances between them 

it is possible to design a reinforced shell which will be 1.5 times 

lighter than isotropic shell equal in stability to it. 

It is important also to note that influence of ribs on upper 

and lower critical stresses will be different depending upon how ribs 

are located relative to middle surface. It is possible to show that 

in case of ribs on the convex side, upper and lower critical stresses 

will be (other things being equal) higher than in case of ribs located 

♦Tests of such shells were conducted by Q. L. Komissarova. 
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on concave side.

Apparently, lnveBtlgatlo»- 

stability 1: the large for 

shells can lead here to model c 

light construction. We obtain here 

an example of how Improvement of 

methods of calculation, connected 

with application of contemporary 

computer technology, can give Impe

tus to appearance of new types of 

constructions.

Example 11,4, Determine cri

tical load for closed glass-fiber 

reinforced shell prepared from glass- 

fabric of type of cords and polyester resin compressed along axis. 

Direction of base coincides with generatrix of cylinder, Dlmenslonsj 

R - 108 mm, h - 1,5 mm. Such type of shell It Is possible approxi

mately to consider orthotropic. We are given following values of 

elastic moduli and Poisson's ratio, ■ 2*10^ kg/cm (along axis).

Eg - 1«10^ kg/cm^ (In annular direction), m-^ - 0,1, " 0*05.

We find upper critical force by (I67) for axlsymmetrlc loss of 

stabllltyi

Fig, 11.59. Buckling

of corrugated shell 
subjected to axial 
compression.

hence

_ _ _ _
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2 10*

I 3 (1—0.1 6^051
kg/cm^.

%
4

This magnitude lies within elastic limit of material. Total critical 

load Is equal to
n.4 *.

Test of such shell In laboratory^ showed that In reality buckling 

occurs in rhombic form, as shown In Pig. 11.60. Critical load consti

tuted 6 m, l.e., about of upper critical magnitude.

Let us note that glass-plastic

shells, reinforced by fabric or 

braids, are finding ever greater 

propagation In different regions 

of technology. It Is desirable 

that there be given deflnltlzed me

thods of calculation for such shells, 

based on nonlinear theory and con

sidering peculiarities of struc-
Flg. 11.60. Buck

ling of compressed of one or another material,
shell made of fiber

glass.

§ 139. Stability of Cylindrical Panel 
Under Axial Compression

During designing of reinforced shells It Is necessary, as we 

saw, to calculate for stability separate panels lying between ribs.

We turn therefore, to problems of stability of such panels - open 

circular cylindrical shells - during compression and shear. Conol- 

tlons of fas^^^enlng of panel on edges depend on dimensions of

•It was derived by V. V. Ivanov.
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reinforcing ribs. Usually ribs have sufficient flexural rigidity in 

plane perpendicular to middle surface, and therefore, deflection 

panel on edges can be taken equal to zero* Depending upon tom 

rigidity of ribs we distinguish cases of complete or elastic cla 

or hinged support* Furthermore, there must be formulated conditions, 

concerning displacements of points, belonging to edges of panel in 

plane tangent to middle surface* In some cases, with ribs flexurally 

in this plane, one may assume that points of edge shift freely in a 

direction perpendicular to edge* If however ribs possess great rig 

dity, there is placed condition of equality to zero of these shifts* 

Further, there must be considered conditions concerning shifts of 

points of panel along edges* With welded seam or rivet Joint one 

should consider that shift of points of panel with respect to rib 

in this direction are absent) this condition in great measure per¬ 

tains to ’’homogenous" or "integral" constructions, in which ribs are 

prepared simultaneously with shell. However, for simplification of 

problem we most frequently assume that points of panel slip freely 

along edges* 

Let us consider first of all case when circular cylindrical panel 

is compressed by forces p, evenly distributed along curved edges. 

We designate by a and b length and width of panel, by 0 the central 

angle embraced by it (Fig. 11.61). Let us consider case of hinged 

support of panel on all edges. During solution of linear problem* 

we will originate from equation ( 17) i 

♦This problem was first considered by S. P. Timoshenko) see his 
"Course on theory of elasticity," Chapter 2, St. Petersburg, 1916, 
P. 395. 
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D-» , E à'w . 
T*W+JP~ó* ^ 

+^(^)=0 

We take 

W==/$I„ *íf „n^X, 
Û 0 

(11.169) 

(11.170) 

where m and n are number of half-waves along the generatrix and along 

the arc. Putting this expression in (I69) we obtain 

"STV-5T“+ 6* ; ' Ä* a* p\ «* ^ 5*^ / «* 

whence 

D 
p—w 

m* 
a* 

! m'b n*\* t 
(—^t)** , »•£ 
-^ 

IT l-ir + T) R 

or 

Pig. 11.61. Cylin¬ 
drical panel under ax¬ 
ial compression. 

D i.a , ^ ** 
P=Wt**+l?~rW 

where 

/*** , ii,\ « 
»-=1—+t)v 

Minimizing p with respect to we find 

Upper critical stress turns out to be equal to 

'‘ = 7WTñETi-0-mET¡- 

(11.!?!) 

(11.172) 

(11.172a) 

(11.175) 

We arrived anew at the familiar formula ( 35) » obtained above 

for closed shell. However this formula is valid only for panel, 

embracing comparatively great central angle, when operation of dif¬ 

ferentiation with respect to is permissible. 

Just as for closed shell, form of wave formation here is not 

simply determined, we know only magnitude q>, depending on numbors m 

and n. In case of very shallow panel in (172) we must take n - 1, 



m a/b) then we have f ■ 2. Hence, by (±7±) » 

This formula is valid on the condition that 

or 

roo-íõ 

We introduce dimensionless parameters, characterizing compressive 

effort and curvature of panel« 

k T KK* (11.174) 

then from (175) we obtain for panel of great curvature 

4* _ __L_ A as 0.605*. 

and for shallow panel when k < 12 

T(T—j»1)' + UT ^ 3,6 4" IBS* 

(11.175) 

(11.176) 

Let us solve the same problem in nonlinear formulation.* We 

first assume, for simplicity, that we are talking about hinge-supported 

square panel (b > a) and that unloaded edges approach each other 

freely, remaining rectilinear. In first approximation we select ex¬ 

pression for w as before in the form (170), considering here that in 

both directions there will be formed only one half-wave ( m « n ■ l). 

Putting w in the right part of equation (27) and integrating, we find 

♦Below-mentioned resolution was offered by author [11.5], where 
condition of rectilinearity of edges is met only approximately. Inves¬ 
tigations of stability of panels in the large belong also to W. Koiter, 
[11.41]. D. Legget, Rep. and Mem., No. I899 (1942), No. I972 (1945) 
and others. 
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¿ /*(co*^ f co*^) ^ / 
Í* 
1? sinül- « 

Static boundary conditions on edgesi a - 0, t - 0 when y ■ 0, bj 
J 

a - -p, T - 0 when x ■ Oj they are satisfied for every edge only on 

the average. 

We use the Bubnov-Galerkin method and compose this equation! 

/®)“‘¿^]sln^rs,n'Trfjfrfy==0, 
o o 

Substituting expressions for w and $ and integrating, we arrive 

at equation 

+iSrD~Tp=o- 
Considering f -> 0, we find former formula (175) for upper criti¬ 

cal stress p_. Then we find 

^ as p,-J--¿r f/* —-g^r f/. 

Considering Ç ■ f/h, we obtain 

= + (11.177) 

Minimizing p* with respect to Ç, we find lower critical stress equal 

to 

(11.178) 

when C * 0.14 kj it lies somewhat below critical stress for flat 

panel, equal to tt2^! - p.2) » 5.6. Recently this problem for square 

panel was solved in finite differences with help of digital computer.* 

In Pig. 11.62 is presented dependence p*(0# pertaining to case k - 

« 12) it was assumed that edges of panel remain rectilinear ( curve l) 

♦These results belong to A. Yu. Birkgan. See also article of 
) M. A. Koltunov "Stability of flexible panel of cylindrical shell in 

"Herald of Moscow State of university," No. 5 (1962). 
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or are freely bent ( curve 3) • Part of curve 1, corresponding to 

unstable equilibrium states of panel, cannot be obtained by gi n 

method* Dot-dash line 2 corr' 

to equation (177)» obtained at 

threshold conditions, nearing case 

of rectilinear edges. As we see, 

general character of variation of 

p* is described by approximate solu¬ 

tion satisfactorily, but magnitude 

p* from (178) lies lower than defini- 
H 

tized value. 

In more general solution* of 

problem, for panel of arbitrary 

curvature and a / b, deflection 

was given by expression of type 

(68)1 

('I.I79) 

Lower critical stress turned out to be equal (for k > 20) to 

pj - 0.26k, We must assume that in more exact solution of problem 

theoretical value p* should fall and approach value 0.l8k, obtained 

for closed cylindrical shell. At the same time for shallow panel 

(when k< 20) magnitude p*, as we have seen, differs little from cri¬ 

tical stress for flat plate. Therefore, it is possible to recommend 

conducting practical calculations determining upper critical stress 

by the formulas (175) and (176), and for lower critical stress taking 

(in case of carefully prepared shells): 

♦It was given by 0. N. Len*ko and author, see CO.J], p. 296. 

Fig. 11,62, Determining 
lower critical compres¬ 
sion stress for cylindri 
cal panel with different 
conditions of fastening. 
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Sb 3,6 wh«n k < 20; p*m =0,18* rtien *>20. 

If however during manufacture and assembly of construction panels 

receive significant initial deflection, comparable with thickness of 

shell, one should take p* - 0.12k (when k > 20) . 

§ 140. Stability of Panel Under Shear 

Cylindrical panels, in construction of aircraft wing, transmit 

not only normal, but also shearing forces. Let us turn to investiga¬ 

tion of stability of panel under shear. Let us assume that panel 

with sides a and b, secured by hinge on edges, is subjected to action 

of tangential forces s, evenly distributed on all edges (Fig« 11.63) 

Investigating stability of panel in the small, we take as base of 

equation (15a) and ( 16) 

) 

V 
T 
1 
T 

1 d* 
-2* 

d*» 
SïJÿ' 

I ** 

(11.180) 

(11.181) 

Will take expression for w in the form 

m » 

Putting this expression in the right part of equation (171) and inte¬ 

grating, we obtain 

■ • VST + T-) 

We use Bubnov-Qalerkin method and instead of (l80) take equa¬ 

tion 

♦This problem wan first considered by N. V. Zvolinskiy (Transac¬ 
tions of Central Aero-Urdrodynamic Institute, No. 246 (1956))• Solu 
tion of problem given here belongs to V. A. Mar^n [11.14]. 

' j "if. 
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/ / (t W + 2ä sin sin rfjr rfy = 0. 
tn 

Substituting expressions for w and ¢, after integration, we find 

"4£ i 3TT-r 
«0 

Jm* ~4~ 
Ä1«4 

+nr(-F+F‘ 
»1 

~S S/^ («.‘-Sïn*-)*) = 0; 
i ) 

here we must consider only those terms for which sum m + i and n + J 

are odd. This follows from relationships (7.151). Introducing in 

supplement to (174) designations 

✓ = l = (11.182) 

we arrive at equations of type 

where 

(mi — PHn'—j*) =0, 
4 / 

«• . ** 4inV 128s* 
«li» + • ? = -?-• 

(11.183) 

(11.184) 

Pig. 11.63. Cylindri¬ 
cal panel under shear. 

In first approximation we take 

numbers m, n, i, J equal to 1, 2. 

We write corresponding system of 

equations of type (I83)1 

Anf 11— 4 ïfn ** ^îî/h —■gP/n = 0- 

Aaf a + I p/u =* 0, A2J2l ^ p/{J = 0. 

Condition of nontrivial solution of this system has the form 

Aa 0 0 

-{f A* 0 0 

0 0 <«„ 

« « \t 

(11.185) 
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Equation (I85) breaks up into two) 

. 4 

I 
“■ç P 

= 0. 

. 2 
An "9 P 

?P ^1 
= 0; 

the first of them corresponds to even sum of indices m + n, the sec¬ 

onds to odd. Hence, we find two roots for p: 

Pi = -j Pas î V^ia^ii- 

and values of upper tangential stressi 

** = "gg V^n^»* ■“ 256 
9k* -r-r—r- .• 9k* 
■Be 

In case of square panel (X ■ l) we obtains 

(11.186) 

(11.187) 

In second approximation we consider all possible combinations 

of indices, equal to 1, 2, and 3, where system of equations as before 

breaks up into systems pertaining to indices with even and odd sums 

m + n. For case of even sums we obtain equation of form 

^11 ■— 

—-J-P ^ jP yP 

0 

0 

¿P 

15^ 0 A* 

0 -¿p 

“¿p 

0 

0 

A* 

From this 

TB r Lt 

where 

£, a* + + ^31^33 ^ ^ ¿II + ¿13) ■ 

For odd sums m + n we have 
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where 

_• «/" 
•t^TSV I, ’ 

98 4 4 
I« *= -jg + + 75 (^la^aa + ^ai^aa)* 

Last, in third approximation there are considered all combina¬ 

tions of indices from 1 to 4. It turned out that this approximation 

gives small corrections to results of second approximation* 

Upper critical stress s*# as a rule, is determined by magnitudes 

pertaining to even sums of indices* An exception is elongated panels 

(>■ > 3) of small curvature (k < 7) • 

Will turn to solution of nonlinear problem. We take expression 

for w in the form 

« « -n .in +*/-. ( 11.188) 

Prom equation (27) we find 

*Jr • ** jfffF (0< +^C01 -¾^) /? 4- 

I*4 608 ^T~ + ^ cos ) 

fco.JïïLco.iî- co. co.-^.1 

[“(4*4-9.*)* +" («*+»*)* + 

8111 nf 

+ 11,1 ^/a+,xy- 

We write equations of Bubnov-Gtalerkin methods 

f fXWb —— ilii tlxrfy =30, ffx*n%-*n%dxd, = 0. 

when 

x-4vv-¿c. 

then we obtain equations for f^ and fg. Introducing additional desig 

nations t^/h - Ç, fg/h - we give to these equations form 
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(11.189) 
C/.: + CJ&-cpk - C,-U + Cflk> + 

, «• (M 4 I)1 r . 128 -»» a 
+ »(t-VT—p—^=0. 

16C,*» -f - C/,U + C,U*+ 
4«« (l* + l)» e , 128 

+1(1^37—pr— 
(11.190) 

where are certain functions of X. 

We Introduce parameter ^ ■ £/Ç, determining form of wave forma- 

tion. Excluding s* from equations (I89) and (190), we obtain biqua¬ 

dratic equation for V'l 

ft*-Ä,«-5=0. 

where T, R, S are certain functions of X, k* £• Determining ^ from 

this we then find s*. 

Pig. 11.64. Change of 
character of wave forma 
tion of panel under 
shear. 

Pig. 11.65. Diagram 
"force — deflection" 
for cylindrical panel 
under shear. 

In Pig. 11.64 is shown dependence of ^ on Ç for cases X - 1 

(solid curves) and X ■ 2 (dotted line). In following Pig. 11.65 are 

given curves s*(Ç) for flat plate (k - O) and cylindrical panel with 

curvature k « 12 and 24 when X - 1. Lower critical stress s* is 
H 
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lowered compared to 0* approximately 30* for k - 12 and 50* for k - 

. 24. One should remember, however, that these results are obtained 

for binomial approximation of deflection by (188). True, in this 

case too, calculations are very bulky. More basic data must be found 

by digital computers. 

For practical calculation! we 

recommend graph of Pig. 11.66, com¬ 

posed taking into account experi¬ 

mental data. 

§ 141. Stability of Shells in 
Zone of Application of 

Concentrated Loads 

Till now we considered, as a 

rule, such problems of stability of 

shells, in which principal state 

could be considered zero-moment. 

However, in practice we find cases, 

when bending forces in initial 

state are significant. We already 

saw this in § 130, when it was nec¬ 

essary to consider influence of 

clamping of face of shell on stabi¬ 

lity under action of external pressure. In general we encounter such 

kinds of problems if to shell there are applied loads, concentrated 

in a certain narrow region, for instance in region of linkage of shell 

with bottom or rigid frame. Let us assume that shell is subjected to 

axial compression and internal pressure or to a internal pressure 

alonej since the bottom or frame prevent deformation of shell, then 

Pig. il.66. Calculating 
data for determining lower 
critical shearing stress in 
case of cylindrical panel 
with different ratios of 
sides. 
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from them to shell are transmitted compressive radial forces. In 

zone of boundary effect* adjacent to place of linkage* deflection 

sharply changes] here moments and transverse forces have large ampli¬ 

tude, and consequently, moment stress turns out to be sharply expres¬ 

sed. 

Here we encounter* on the one hand* problem of bifurcation of 

equilibrium states of shell for zone of boundary effect and, on the 

other hand* determination of supporting power from condition that 

stresses attain dangerous magnitude. We shall first treat blfurca- 

tional problems. 

Let us assume that closed shell of length L is subjected to ac¬ 

tion of external pressure* distributed evenly on strip b, located in 

the middle of length (Pig. 11.67)* Such problem can be met during 

calculation of shells with frames in different constructions when 

longitudinal reinforcing ribs are absent. We assume that deformation 

in middle surface and change of curvatures for initial axisymmetric 

stress of shell are determined by expressions (2) and (4) i 

4 f=o. 

Xo — 0' 

(11.191) 

where Uq* Wq are initial shears] we take cx ■■ 0. We consider that 

loss of stability of shell is accompanied by wave formation both on 

generatrix and also along the arc. Solving problem of stability in 

the small by Ritz method** we present initial and additional deflec¬ 

tions by the series 

♦See article of B. 0. Almroth, D. 0. Brush, Journ. Aerospace 
Sciences 28* No. 7 (196i), PP. 573-578, 592 ] these authors obtained 

the data shown in Pigs. 11.68 and 11.69. 



<*-■f 2 - z*."“ '“•tF 2 /*•">¥• 
^ ^ •• 

Analogous expressions can be written for displacements u, v. Deter¬ 

mining total energy of system and minimizing It with respect to parame- 

^ers we determine upper criti- 

Fig. 11.67. Shell 
is subjected to ex¬ 
ternal pressure on 
strip of width b. 

cal pressure qB. In Fig. 11.68 are 

given values of parameter £ « 
^ B 

- qBR/Eh for various b/L with ratio 

V& ■ irA# ^/2 and tt. Experiments 

showed that shells lose stability 

with a knock, where dents are located 

in zone of band b (Pig. II.69). It 

Fig. 11.68. Data for calculation of upper 
critical pressure with local application of 
load» 

is desirable that subsequently this problem be investigated by non¬ 

linear theory. 

Let us consider now, again in linear formulation, the limiting 

case, when ratio L/fc is very great, and width of band b approaches 

zero, so that pressure turns out to be applied along a line (Pig. 

II.70)) by N is understood linear intensity of load. Here it is pos¬ 

sible to select another approach to problem, connected with composition 
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of integral equation.* We shall study initial state. In problems of 

Pig. II.69. Char¬ 
acter of wave 
formation dur¬ 
ing local ap¬ 
plication of ex¬ 
ternal pressure. 

- P, s 0) 

boundary effect type It la possible 
O 

to disregard magnitude Wq/R » ap¬ 

pearing in expression (19I) for 

Then we arrive at known sim¬ 

plified variant of resolvent of 

type ( I?). Repeating derivation, 

we are convinced that in axlsymmetric 

problem equation (IT) can be replaced 

by equation of fourth order (when 

D d*m% , B A T rf?" + «o = 0. (11.192) 

Pig. II.70. Calculation for sta¬ 
bility of shell in zone of appli¬ 
cation of concentrated load. 

We introduce variable a ■ x/R and set X2 * 5/1 - H* R/hj then (17) 

takes the form 

•î?+«y>=0. (11.192a) 

On the average section for a » 0 we should have 

♦This solution of problem was given by L. I. Balabukh and V. M. 
Marchenko. Variant of derivation given here belongs to A. I. Tyulenev. 
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Considering these conditions, we use solution of equation (i92) in 

the form 

Mm 
” uj¡¡r (CO* + sin Xa). 

Forces along arc will be equal to 

•»•"“■Tr«*" — ~"2xia^ (co* X* -f- tin )a). ( I95) 

Let us now turn to consideration of bulged equilibrium state of 

shell, no longer axisymmetric. We present function of deflection, 

as in preceding example, in form of trigonometric series for variable 

ß - j/Rl 
m 

We use full equation (17), considering p - -a , p -8-0) then we 
y y X 

obtain equation for amplitudes of deflection w 1 
n 

[(5- - *,)<+^5] *•=-7-^(5 ~ *)* (11* iw) 

We then apply Fourier transformation,* Considering that stress 

is symmetric to parallel a - 0, we select Fourier cosine transform. 

In other words, we introduce along with original of function f(a) its 

image (transform) F(s) by the formula 

^(*)" y/(«)co***ä. (11.195) 

Reverse dependence, connecting original f(a) with representation 

F( s) , has the form 

_ 00 

- (11.196) F (*) cos *s ds. 

It is necessary to consider that with stress symmetric to zero parallel 

a - 0 odd derivatives of function of deflection are equal to zero 

*See Sneddon, Fourier transformation, IL, M., 1955, p. 27 et seq. 
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when a * O* 

Applying Fourier cosine transform to equation (i9^0 » obtain 

following transforming equations 
m 

1(^+^+u4*4! r (•) « 4 i4* i*1+/ W ^ n (ii.197) 

Here W designates Fourier transform of deflection function. Integral 

in the right part of (197) is Fourier transform of product of func¬ 

tions p ( a) and w (0). In accordance with theorem of convolutions 
^y' n 

of transforms,* we find 

•* m f cos «arfa y - p|)4 P(« + p)|rfp, (11.Í98) 

where P is Fourier transform of function Py(a)* Producing Fourier 

transformation (195) on expression (193)« we obtain 

P(|#—pD+Pif+p)** 

~(l ~ ^ ^ ^ ^-rF+ & + g?/F+Tp]- 
( ll.199) 

We introduce designation 

V(i)« y(t), 

then relationships (197)-(199) will give 

V(f). "I K(». p)V(p)dp. 
(11.200) 

where 

12(1 —y*)A* * + n* 
K(». P)=“5 2P ytfrl „*)* + &? X 

X ÿ(J+4iy' [ <* - rv+W + (*+p)*+A4 ] ' (11.201) 

We obtained a uniform Fredholm integral equation (200) of the 

second type with symmetric nucleus, where external load N can be 

♦Op. cit., p. 35* 
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considered an independent parameter* Our purpose is to determine 

upper critical magnitude i«ev, least eigenvalue of equation 

( 200) « But we already met such a problem in § 15 in examining sta¬ 

bility of compressed bar* As we have seen* Ng is found approximately 

from relationship 

TP-f I 

Por simplification of computations we replace magnitude 

(f-fr+w + <«+/)•+*• 
in expression (201) by a markedly larger one« i/2X^j then we find! 

*--**&** jj 

As it is easy to Bee, magnitude 1/H is equal to 

"F“^ W(11.202) 

We Introduce designations z ■ b/ti, v « X/nj expression (202) will 

take the form 

Calculating integral here, we find 

m 

*ïï=?^-,T^+T- 

Minimizing N with respect to X, we find 

^-4-2^4+7=0: 
Ji 

hence ■ 12. Finally 

® (1 — i»1)®’7* ( Ä ) * ( 11*203) 

This formula it is possible to compare with formula (77) for 

upper critical pressure in case of shell subjected to evenly distri¬ 

buted lateral load* 
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We turn to problem of determining supporting power of shell In 

zone of boundary effect* Let us assume that shell of finite length* 

fastened on ends with frames* Is subjected to Joint action of Inter¬ 

nal pressure and axial compression* We Investigate stress near 

frame** If we limit ourselves to linear formulation of this axlsym- 

metrlc problem, equation (192) must be supplemented by members, de¬ 

pending on axial force Nx and pressure qi 

During Integration of this equation It Is necessary to consider con¬ 

dition of linkage of shell with frame* We determine maximum stresses 

composed of stresses in middle surface and flexural stresses* Using 

one or another theory of plasticity, we find combination of efforts 

N and q at which stresses attain dangerous magnitude* Calculating 

graph for N and q obtained thus, are given in article [11*12], from 
DC 

i960* 

♦This problem was considered by 0* N* Le^ko fll.12]* He showed 
that calculation of nonlinear members in expressicns of type ( 19I) 
in this case little affects result of solution. 
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CHAPTER XII 

STABILITY OP CYLINDRICAL SHELLS BEYOND ELASTIC LIMIT 

§ 142« Problem of Stability In the Small 

Dependences derived in Chapter XI are valid only within elastic 

limit. Thus, for instance, formula (11.55) for upper critical stress 

during axial compression of circular cylindrical shell can be used 

on the condition that pß ¿ a j* hence 

Tr> 

For duralumin when m- ■ 0.5, " 2*10^ kg/cm^, E ■ 7*10^ kg/cm , we 

should have n/h k 210. Formula (11.66) for lower critical stress is 

applicable if R/^i k 70. However in many cases buckling of shells 

occurs in plastic region. This pertains, first of all, to engineering 

constructions, e.g., pipelines. In Chapter VIII it was already said 

that panels of contemporary heavy aircraft also buckle under stresses, 

exceeding limit of proportionality. Therefore, research of stability 

of shells beyond the elastic limit, still weakly presented in litera¬ 

ture, is of essential practical value. 

As experimental data show ( see § 145)» during weakly developed 

plastic deformations it is necessary. Just as within elastic lirnit. 

♦Translation editors note* pB - upper critical stress) ann - pro¬ 
portional limit. 



to distinguish stability of shells in the small and in the large. 

First we approach problem from the point of view of stability 

in the small. It is natural to extend to solution of this problem 

those methods which we used during research of stability of plates 

( Chapter VIII) , and to apply deformation theory, or flow theory. 

We shall turn in the beginning to deformations theory.» Since, 

as compared to case of plate, problem here is complicated, we select 

the simplest variant of solution and will not consider effect of 

unloading. In other words, we shall consider that middle layer is 

neutral in the sense that stresses and deformations of natural bend¬ 

ing at points of this layer are equal to zero. But for shell it is 

necessary to consider increase of stresses in middle surface ôcx, ôa^., 

ÔT and corresponding deformations ô ex, Ô e^., Ô7J coordinates x and y 

we count off as before along the generatrix and along the arc. Using 

designations (8.33), we rewrite expressions (8.12>-8.125) in the 

form 

= EJU, - <ec - £.) 8.,. ( 12*2) 

k = ÿ — (Ec — £,) i k,. 

[c = secant, k = tangent] 

where s - c - 0.5a„, s,r - a - C.5a , and e, and a, - intensity of 

deformations and intensity of stresses in middle surface.** We mul¬ 

tiply left and right side of equations (2) correspondingly by ax, ay, 

*It is necessary to remember that all limitations concerning ap¬ 
plications of deformation theory in problems of such type ( see § 99) 
remain in force here. 

**In Chapter VIII we used designation s (without indexj) for another 
magnitude — intensity of shearing forces) we will preserve this desig¬ 
nation here. 
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( 12.3) 

and 3t and add) taking into account relationship 

ijfl£ -f- »fo9 -j- 3t* o», 

we obtain 

Hence 

Vf*+-|- 3tít = 

9j,lSX + OylSy + 3tlt II (a, hs) 

(12.4) 

(12.5) 

•A •/£« 

where 

n (o. 8i)=n (i. &i)=Sjfioj+Syfoy 4- 3xit. 

Using (2) we find 

K 

K 

8t 

*m Bt-Eu n(o.is)j, 

ty £e“£t 
i[u‘+!$ 

ï [**'+7 
n (0.81)1. (12.6) 

We write equation of equilibrium of member of shell in projections 

on directions of generatrix and tangent to arc: 

!£L+i$L=,. 

««*> . *<s>. . 
“35 ' «Ç- °' 

( 12.7) 

These equations will be satisfied, if we introduce function of 

secondary stresses by the formulas 

I- = fc, - *♦ à** 
1x5ÿ' 

(12.8) 

Then 

(12.9) 

Expressions ( 6) take form 
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(12.10) 

Projecting forces, acting on member of shell, on direction of 

normal to middle surface, we obtained earlier the following equation 

of equilibrium (p* 554) i 

**M 
ÜF 

PAL 

+V?F+*,*n5'+ ï)*' (12.11) 

Pundamental stresses, corresponding to moment of loss of stabi¬ 

lity, we designate, as before, by p , p , and sj magnitudes p and JL y Jv 

p are considered positive during compression. Corresponding inten- 

slty of stresses is equal to 

Pi-Vpî+p;-p.p,+3f». (12.12) 

Moments Mx, My, and H we here, too, determine with help of expres¬ 

sions (8.137)-(8.139)• Using, furthermore, relationships (8), we 

will present equation (ll) in the form 

(12.13) 

equation (8.140), composed earlier for a plate, is augmented here by 

term containing ¢. 
$ 
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We take equation of compatibility of deformationaj in case of 

small deflections it has form (ll*l4)i 

d*ti, *»•, d*lT 1 d*v 
+ ^ = -^■Sir- 

Substituting expression (10), we arrive at following equation: 

(12.14) 

« 

»n (/>,♦) 
di? 

(12.15) 

In equations (13) and (15) we take former designations (8.68) and 

(8.120) for <PC, and D¿. 

We shall use flow theory. As we have seen above ( § 108), rela¬ 

tionships of type (6) are preserved also in this case, if we set Ec ■ 

* E. Therefore, we will arrive at the same differential equations 

(13) and (15), considering * 1, D* - D. 
c c 

§ 143# Buckling of Closed Shell During Axial Compression 

We turn to case of shell supported by hinge on end, compressed 

along generatrix by forces p. Equation ( 13) takes form ( for px ■ 

- Pi - P# Py - s - 0) I 

(12.16) 

Expression (9) turns out to be equal to 

Equation (15) changes into the following: 

(U{î)S+('-î)Â+î9-¥S- ^-171 

•Equations ( 13) and ( 15) are contained In works of E. I. Qrlgolyuk 
[12.4]. 
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(12.18) 

we take for w expression 

and place It in the right part of equation (17)j then we obtain 

(4+l*)-&+(3-*)^+*£= 

We seek the particular integral of equation ( 19) in the form 

(12.19) 

(12.20) 

we find 

A’meiir—i 

hence 

—ei 

X*i-^co.^. (12.21) 

Putting expresslone (18) and (21) In (16) and considering D' - Eh3/9, 

we arrive at the following expression for pt 

+(4:^j^FlK¥(^r 
We introduce dimensionless parameters 

FÄ «•* Mx/? . «U 
*, An-U-. 

(12.22) 

( 12.2J) “ST"1 fc 

All these magnitudes, except X, were met in Chapter XI. Expression 

(22) obtains form 

(iï8t) 
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If there 1b realized axlsymmetric form of loss of stability, then 

n - 0 and from (22) T.e obtain 

Minimizing obtained expression with respect to rtur/L, we find parameter 

corresponding to critical stresst* 

Â-fl'ÏW (12-25> 
here 

( 12*26) 

In elastic region, when q>K ■ <PC - 1, we have 

(12.27) 

This expression ensues from ( 11.35) if we take p- ■ 0.5. 

If we use theory of secant modulus [12.10], which we discussed 

in Chapter VIII ( p.450 ) * we would obtain 

(12.28) 

Comparison of (26) and (28) shows that solution of problem according 

to deformation theory without calculation of effect of unloading 

leads to lower value for pB* 

Based on flow theory and proceeding in the same manner, we arrive 

at formulas 

(12.29) 

If we conditionally take E. * VlTS, these formulas will coincide with 
C K. 

(28). 

♦Formula (25) was obtained In works 18.9)» [12.31, [12.10] and Is 
generalized for case of compressible material by E. I. Orlgolyuk 
[12.4], 

*"!T 
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Let us consider now the more general case of asymmetric form of 

loss of stability of shell« Critical stress by (24) constitutes a 

function of parameters r\ and I2« Minimizing function (24) with 

respect to r\ we find 

an 
(12.30) 

Putting this value in (24), we obtain 

Ä—( 12.31) 

where 

*»“r • (12.32) 

If we now investigate expression (32), it will appear that it 

obtains a ”local" minimum at 

•’“TrTã' (12.33) 

Since * characterizes ratio of lengths of half-waves in circumferen¬ 

tial and longitudinal directions, then from (33) it follows that 

during transition from elastic region to plastic waves should stretch 

out along arc) as we shall see later, this is confirmed by experi¬ 

ments. 

Finally formula for critical stress during asymmetric buckling 

of shell will be 

Ä-» 2+yï+H 
»-i+Kr+rn (12.34) 

For points of yield surface (X - 0) formula (31) obtains form 

Vc^ * • Prom one can determine critical deformation 

(12.35) 
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Comparißon of formulas (25) and (3l) shows that when X / 1 we 

have > 1 and, consequently, buckling of shells In the small in 

the presence of plastic deformations should occur in axisymmetric 

form) therefore, for practical calculations it is necessary to use 

formula (26), It should be presented in the form 

Knowing dependence of ® and ® on a ( see § 110), we find critical 

value of pB for different ratios R/to* The same method is applied 

during calculations by formula (29) . 

We give data of a series of experiments on stability of duralumin 

shells in elasto-plastic region** Ratios of length to radius con¬ 

stituted L/R ■ 2j magnitude R/h changed from i^O to 20* Testpieces 

were prepared from pipes on a lathe, so that initial imperfections 

of form were insignificant* 

In those cases when loss of stability occurred with weakly 

developed plastic deformations, it always was accompanied by a knock. 

Dents appearing had diamond-shaped outline, as in elastic region. 

With decrease of ratio R/h number of waves on circumference fell. In 

Pig. i2.ia, b, and c are given photographs of tested pieces with 

ratio R/h$ accordingly equal to 50, JO, and 25. If plastic deforma¬ 

tion before loss of stability was significant, effect of knock disap¬ 

peared, and there was formed solid annular bulge (Pig. i2.1b), as in 

elastic region with internal pressure. Thus, Judging by these experi¬ 

ments, purely plastic buckling of shell indeed is axisymmetric.** 

♦These experiments were conducted by A. N. Bozhinskiy [12.i]. 

♦♦Analogous results were obtained by V. Q. Zubchaninov [12.2]. 
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r
In Pig. 12*2 sign A marks values of parameter obtained in

experlmentB depending upon ratio 

R/li. Solid and dot-dash lli.es u 

constructed by formulas (26) and 

(29), the first of which corresponds 

to deformation theory, and the se^’- 

ond to flow theory. It is interes

ting to note that graphs R/^) , 

constructed by these two theories^ 

differ little from each other, while 

in case of flat plate diagrams

(byAi) sharply differed from one another. Dotted line in Fig. i2,2

Fig. 12.i. Compression 
along axis of shell after 
buckling with plastic de

formations) for testpiece 
c) plastic deformations 
are the greatest.

Fig. 12,2. Dependence of upper 
critical compression stress on ratio 
R/h by different theories of plas

ticity in comparison with experi

mental data.

pertains to elastic region, where we take p, - 0.5. During buckling
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It W*1 I 

within elastic limit real critical stress turned out to be equal to 

$ 0*27 which constitutes about 40JÍ of'ô - 0*667 (for m> ■ 0*5) 

and 45# of pB - 0*6o6 (for m- ■ 0.3). Thus, here we are faced with 

sharp divergence between real critical stresses and upper value PKp» 

However, as one may see from graph, with increasing plastic deforma¬ 

tion this divergence is smoothed out. Thus, for instance, with defor¬ 

mation ekp « where Enu " aTtn,/&> critical stress constitutes 

already 80 f of pp, and when e ^ 1.67magnitudes $Kp and turn 

out to be very close to each other. 

In Pig. 12.3 results of experi¬ 

ments are presented in another form, 

along the axis of abscissas as before 

is plotted ratio R/h, but along the 

axis of ordinates we plot coeffi¬ 

cient V - PKp/PB* where pp is cal¬ 

culated according to deformation 

theory. Here there is noted the 

character of wave formation in dif¬ 

ferent cases. 

Prom graphs of Pigs. 12.2 and 

12.3 there can be drawn the conclusion that for comparatively small 

values of R/ti (for duralumin shells where R/h < 25), when plastic 

deformations are significant, it is possible to conduct practical 

calculations only for stability in the small. However, with weakly 

developed plastic deformations, the effect of geometric nonlinearity 

continues to show) here calculated resolvent stresses should consti¬ 

tute a sizeable fraction of pp. Therefore, problem of stability in 

the large retains its value also for elasto-plastic region. An 

3 691 I 
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Pig. 12.3. Dependence 
between dimensionless 
parameter of compressive 
force and ratio R/h* 



attempt at solution of such a problem will be made lower ( § 147) in 

application to cylindrical panels. 

§ 144. Closed Shell Under External Pressure 

Let us turn to case when shell of average length is subjected 

to action of evenly distributed external pressure q,# Considering 

stability in the small, we originate from equations ( ij) and (15) of 

deformation theory. We take p - s - 0, p - qR/hj then we obtain 
a y 

i n , /1 . 3 Ad«» . h / l ,,, 
IF+‘2SF3P + It+dÿï- 7?3ÿ*) = 0« ( 12.36) 

» *♦ I /q \ \ à** i / 3 J I \ d4# _ JsUfw 
TlF + l3~T;3FdF + \4+ -R~5xr' (12.37) 

We take for w expression 

/tin mux . ny ( 12.38) 

?rom equation of compatibility (37) vfe find function of stresses In 

the form 

««„„ft, (12.39) 

where 

A'~ei ' 

Putting ( 38) and (39) in equation (36), we obtain 

i-J['+»-+(i+4í)]+,|írt(,.¿„+(,tiíí 

here, as before, we designate 

( 12.40) 

(12.41) 

magnitudes * and q are determined by (23). As we have seen from 

•This solution belongs to Qerard [12.10]. 
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consideration of elastic problem, for shells of average length it is 

2 
possible to take m ■ 1, $ « 1) then we obtain 

JL 
fe 

or 

ft ó*** nnr\nL ) • 

(12.42) 

Finding minimum with respect to n , we have 

-4 «fe 
3 W fTfV, T2T- 

Putting this expression in formula (42), we find upper critical pres¬ 

sure* 

If we take ® * 9 
K. C 

1, then we find 

4 *R / k\lh 

Çê W i \jt) • 

we arrive at former formula (11.77) for p. * 0.5. And here with weakly- 

developed plastic deformations there can occur buckling of shell in 

the large. Therefore, in practical calculations one should use for¬ 

mula (4^), introducing then correction factor v 0.7* 

§ 145» Torsion of Closed Shell 

Let us consider now case of loading of closed shell on ends by 

torsional couples* with moment 

(12.44) 

Equations ( 13) and (15) take form 

¿>;r*• *•] ¿*« i „ (i2 45) 

♦This problem was first investigated by Oerard [12.10]. 
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*♦ a /3 A . e. *w 
TF+\X l)'3F3F + -?F"-'T^F- ( 12.46) 

5y analogy with elastic problem we take for w expression 

•-/ita^ai-yO+T*). (12.47) 

where 7 is tangent of angle of inclination of wave to generatrix of 

cylinder« 

Particular integral of equation (46) it is possible to seek in 

the form 

♦ -B.cot^Iy+ÍT + Dxl + ajCOi^ly+ÍT-*)^; (i2.48) 

here I ■ irR/nL. We place expression ( 48) in ( 46) and find 

^- **<T+n»/ 
^ [(T+»r+(j-i)(tTv+i ] * 

Further, we put w and « from (47) and ( 48) in equation ( 45) and 

equate coefficients in cos(n/to) [y + (7 + *)x] and cos(n/fc) [y + (7 - 

- *) X] to zero) then we obtain two relationships between shearing 

stress s and parameters of shell! 

ï 

Cl+v+l]’ (12.49) 

2* 

* f 

+ 

We introduce designations 

’+»-Ttë+ P| 
k 
vr 

(12.50) 

(12.51) 
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and give equation (49) form 

2» 

% 
(*)•+0+1)(^ + 1 

JÜL 

Por shells of average length it is possible to disregard as 

p 
compared to n j then we obtain 

* "M+»i (12.52) 

Comparison of this result with (11.116) shows that right side of equa¬ 

tion is the same as during solution of elastic problem. But in § 134 

we arrived at expressions (11.118) and (11.119)# determining number 

Pig. 12.4. Critical stress of tor¬ 
sion during plastic deformations. 

of waves along arc and upper critical stress. Considering in these 

expressions p. - 0.5 and introducing E_ instead of E, we obtain for 

our case 

• (12.53) 

—0.74 (0.75)'* Et (■£)* (‘jf y*1 • (12.54) 

Thus, in problem of torsion we arrive directly at calculation by 

secant modulus, as in certain problems of stability of plates. 
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Diagrams $B(R/h) for duralumin shells when L/R ■ 0# 5, 1 and 2 is pre¬ 

sented in Fig. i2.4j here &B - é^/Eh. Considering possibility of 

buckling of shell in the large, it is recommended in practical calcu¬ 

lations to introduce correction factor to magnitude âg, equal to v 

* 0.75. 

Analogous solution of problem may be given for shells of great 

length [12.10]J then we arrive at equation, analogous to (11.124) i 

f. * 0,272 • 0.75-¾ ( 12 . 5 5) 

and here calculation may be conducted by secant modulus. 

§ 146. Cylindrical Panel During Axial Compression. 
Stability in the Small 

We investigate case of circular cylindrical panel, secured by 

hinge on edges and compressed along generatrix. We shall consider 

first stability of panel in the small with application of deformation 

theory) then it is necessary to use equations (16) and (17). We take 

following expression for wi 

(12.56) 

Putting (56) in (17), we find 

.-¿.a.Sí'*,“)'. (12.57) 

where 

hence 

(M£)(t)'4-£)(î) FTrrrii1*? + [**•) 

(12.58) 
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Using equation (i6) and introducing designations 

*,—**• „ —'jC ^ 

where l and l are length of half-waves along sides of panel, we find 
X y 

-4(41(^4) + 
(*Ä)* [^p+^-O-Ç+U) (12.59) 

Study of this expression is significantly simplified if we take in 

second member JX - 1 » 2j as it is easy to see, this leads to somewhat 

minimized value of p. Making such replacement, we find 

+ (12*60) 

where 

’I“-3- + ^+-^ 

Considering that for panel of great curvature wave formation is 

carried out freely, we write condition of minimum of p with respect 

to v^) then for we obtain expression 

upper critical stress will be equal to 

J* *= y K * 

This formula coincides with expression (26), 

shell* 

( 12.61) 

pertaining to closed 

In case of panel of small curvature it is necessary to take n ■ Ij 

then we obtain expression ( 59) with replacement of I by b. If panel 
%r 

is elongated, then it is necessary to determine minimum value of pB, 

varying number of half-waves m - Por square panel, conditionally 
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considering m ■ n - 1, we have 

+ (12.62) 

When * we arrive at former formula (8.147), pertaining to a plate. 

§ l47t Cylindrical Panel During Axial Compression. 
Stability in the Large 

We saw that in case of weakly developed plastic deformations one 

should approach all problems of given chapter from the point of view 

of stability in the large. Necessity to consider in such problems 

simultaneously physical and geometric nonlinearity makes solution 

exceptionally difficult, primarily from fundamental side. If we talk 

of deformation theory, then here, when we must investigate large de¬ 

flections of a shell, the possibility of use of the hypothesis of 

simple loading becomes especially doubtful* At the same time, appli¬ 

cation of other theories of plasticity leads to great complication 

of the problem. Therefore, we conditionally assume that deformation 

theory may be used, at least, in the first stages of postcritical 

buckling of a shell. But also then we encounter difficulties, inas¬ 

much as intensity of stresses changes from point to point, both along 

a specific normal to middle surface, and also for different normals. 

It is possible to approach research of this field of stresses by 

double form. One approach consists of solution of problem "head-on,” 

1#e** determination of law of change of intensity of stresses from 

point to point! during solution of problem according to method of 

finite differences* we consider definite number of points on normal 

and along coordinates x and y. The other way, significantly simplifying 

*Such method was offered by P. A. Lukashem and V. M. Proskurina 
for plates] apparently, it may be realized upon the condition of aooli- 
cation of digital computers. 



solution of problem, is based on assumption that plastic properties 

of material appear only with respect to fundamental stress in middle 

surface>♦ We shall try to use this alternate path for solution of 

problem of stability in a large shallow cylindrical panel, compressed 

along generatrix* We shall here consider that physical characteristics 

of material — secant and tangent moduli — are a function only of aver¬ 

age intensity of stresses in middle surface* Obviously, during 

research of postcritioal behavior of shell we must originate from 

relationships corresponding to theory of shells of large deflection* 

Therefore, we introduce in equations (16) and (i?)* describing small 

deflections of a shell ( compressed along generatrix), nonlinear mem¬ 

bers from equations (ii*26) and (11*27)• Then we arrive at the fol¬ 

lowing fundamental equations» 

^/i+Â , d*w\ ^ , i 
à 2+ = i(Wl 

W + ir ) IF M3 ~ x) + T 3F = 

(12.65) 

(12.64) 

Assume for simplicity that panel is square ( a - b)• We set our¬ 

selves the goal of determining equilibrium states of panel when p / pB* 

Considering that shallow panel will bulge in both directions in one 

half-wave, we take approximating expression for deflection in the form 

(12*65) 

Putting this expression in (64) and integrating, we obtain 

♦This way was shown in first work of Lee and Ades [12*11]* See 
also [12.12]. Solution given here belongs to A. N. Bozhinskiy. 
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(12.66) 

^♦«(C.co.^+C.co.^,)^ f 

where 

^“TTSr Ct==K c*ÄTnä- ( 12*67) 

Applying, further, Bubnov-dalerkin method for integration of 

equation ( 6¾, we find relationship between load and maximum deflec¬ 

tions 

+ J3+3C,m,_|_c>_^_^_0; (12.68) 

here are introduced usual parameters 

^ • ^“T* k--Rk' 

When Ç -4 0 we find upper critical stress by (62)♦ Therefore, 

(68) can be rewritten in the form 

''■=<+t.[£líí^i:’-¿(2C1+^)*i;]. (1.2.69) 

Considering * i (i ■ i, 2, 3) and 9c * 1, we arrive at equation 

(11,177) pertaining to elastic problem. 

Results of calculations by (6,9) in application to duralumin 

DI6T are shown in Fig, 12,5) we take k - 12. Curves I-3 are con¬ 

structed for different ratios b/i. When b/h k 55 buckling occurs in 

elastic region) to this case there corresponds curve Ij let us remem¬ 

ber that here we take m- ■ 0,5. Following curves are built for thicker 

shells, where b/h - 40,1 and 27,4 and pertain to elasto-plastic region. 

Judging by curves 1—3, in all cases there may be found lower critical 

stress pj. Ratio P*/p* constitutes in elastic region 59# and for 

curves 2 and 3 accordingly 74 and 80£. This result is very interesting 

since it testifies to gradual smoothing of phenomenon of knock of shell 
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with development of plastic deformations* Such conclusion will agree u 
I with experimental data for closed shells, described in § i42* 

Meriting attention is limiting case of flat plate ( k - 0) . In 

Fig. 12.6 there are constructed by (69) curves p#(Ç), characterizing 

postcritical behavior of plates of different thickness. Curve 1 cor- 

responds to case when critical stress lies within proportional limits 

and postcritical deformation pertains wholly to elastic region. 

Curves 5-5 reflect deformation of plate completely in plastic stage 

for b/h ■ 57*5, 29.5, and 25.2. Curve 2 (for b/li • 50) branches off 

form line 1 at point A, corresponding to limit of proportionality, 

so that initial stage of deforma¬ 

tion of plate is elastic, and the 

subsequent one is purely plastic. 

As we see, in case of elastic de¬ 

formation on curve 1 average stress 

already for Ç ■ 3 is more than 

twice the critical. In plastic 

region growth of stress above cri¬ 

tical value turns out to be signi- 

fioantly smaller, so that supporting 

power of plate nears the critical 

load. Thus, during developed plas¬ 

tic deformations chain stresses, 

appearing during large deflections, 

do not render essential influence on behavior of plate. 

If by these data we determine reduction factors, then in plastic 

region they are higher than in elastic. This is natural, since during 

I 

r 
? 

s 

I 
i 

4 

J 

I 

Fig. 12.5. Diagrams "compres¬ 
sive force-deflection" for cy¬ 
lindrical panel depending upon 
development of plastic deforma¬ 
tions. 
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developed plastic deformations unevenness of stresses is smoothed* 

Por example In Pig* 12*7 there are given values of reduction factors, 

pertaining to the same cases as in Pig* 12.6) numeration of curves 

is maintained. Along the axis of 

abscissas here are plotted values r 
j 

S / 

/r j 
♦ 

—“T 

1 

Pig. 12.6. Supporting power 
of reinforced plate beyond 
the proportional limit. 

n* ■ e/eu-ni where e is deformation 

of longitudinal fibers near rein¬ 

forcing ribs, e is critical defor- 
K.p 

mationj along the axis of ordinates 

we plot reduction factor 9. It is 

interesting to compare these data 

with those which can be obtained by 

a formula, analogous to Karmanfs 

formula (see [0.3], p. 145). Gen¬ 

eral character of curves 9(n1) turns 

out to be in both cases the same) 

concrete values of 9 are somewhat different. Let us note that curve 1 

of Pig. 12.7 for elastic region corresponds better to formula of 

Papkovich, given in Chapter VII. 

An analogous method may be used for research of influence of ini¬ 

tial imperfections on behavior of a shell or plate. Initial equa¬ 

tions (63)-(64) here obtain form 

( 12.70) 

(Í+¿)-JF+(» -1)-ïyàr+T £- 

( 12.71) 
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by w and wQ here are implied, as uaually, total and initial deflec¬ 

tions* Proceeding the same way as before, we arrive at results de¬ 

picted in Pig* 12.8) here we take k - i2, b/h - 2?*^) parameter of 

initial maximum deflection constitutes Çq « f^/^i - 0) 0*05) 0.1 and 

0.25. As we see, initial imperfections render in plastic region sig¬ 

nificantly smaller influence on behavior of shell than in elastic. 

Pig. 12.7. Reduction factors for 
compressed plate with plastic defor¬ 
mations. 

4 

r 

We applied here approximate method, rejecting detailed research 

of plastic properties of material 

at different points and concen¬ 

trating attention on change of plas¬ 

tic properties depending upon basic 

compressive stress. Apparently, 

this method allows us to arrive at 

practically valuable qualitative 

conclusions. 
Pig. i2.8. Influence of 
initial deflection on sup¬ 
porting power of compressed 
cylindrical panel. 

S9 

¡1** 

vs 
_ 
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In deflnltlzed research one should originate from more general 

equations, describing large deflections of shell during plastic defer 

Mations.* Integration of these equations can be conducted according 

to method of finite differences, which was discussed above (p.385), 

or wlcn help of method of successive approximations, proceeding from 

solution of elastic problem.»* 

♦Such equations for plates were composed by Yu. R. LePik [12.7]. 

waslaÄro~BbyT pf YersW^ «essed plates 
end shells, " Kiev, I962, 3¾¾¾ [ oollectlon 'Theory of plates 
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CHAPTER XIII 

CONICAL SHELLS 

§ 148« Initial Relationships of Linear Theory 

Circular conical shell enter in construction of Jet engines, 

aircraft, reservoirs, etc* Solution of problem of stability of coni¬ 

cal shells is significantly more difficult tnan in case of cylindri¬ 

cal shells, since structure of initial equations is more complicated. 

We shall give fundamental equations of linear theory of conical 

shells. We determine first the coefficients of first and second qua¬ 

dratic forms of undeformed middle surface of shell* We locate axis 

of coordinates as shown in Pig. 13.1a. Let us assume that origin of 

coordinates coincides with vertex of cone. We determine position of 

point K of middle surface by radius-vector r, passed from vertex of 

cone 0 and angle 9 between axial plane passing through considered 

point and a certain fixed axial plane. 

Length of vector r we designate by s, and 'angle of inclination 

of generatrix to base, by a. Projections of r on axis of coordinates 

are equal to 

xafsina. y «s «cos a cos 6. * = scosasinO. 

Vector r can be expanded in unit-vectors i, and ki 

r = i(i sin a + y cos a cos 9 + Acosa sin 9). 

(13.1) 

(13.2) 
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i. 

Magnitudes s and 9 we consider as curvilinear coordinates on middle 

surface Ç - s, tj - 0. if 

Coefficients of first quadratic form a^ - A* and a22 - a| will 

be determined by formulas (10*4) i 

(130) 
Hence 

^» — 1. ^nfCOS«. (13.4) 

Further we calculate deformation of middle surface and parameter 

of change of curvatures, considering that radii of curvature of mid¬ 

dle surface and Rg are equal (see Fig* 13.1b) to 

*,-00. (13.5) 

Elongations and shear In middle surface by formulas (10.52) taking 

Into account ( 4) and ( 5) turn out equal to $ 

•» 

T 

_L_ ** » ■ 
«cm • TI* 7 g~» 

I èa . êv * 

«cômr+'ir—T* 
(13.6) 

Here u, v, and w are displacements of points of middle surface cor¬ 

respondingly In direction of generatrix, along parallel circle (on 

circumference, obtained during Intersection of middle surface with 

plane, perpendicular to axis of shell) and on Internal normal to sur 

face. 
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Changée of curvatures and torsion we determine by formulas 

( 10.55) * 

V 

V 

X! 

IF' 
1 t£a ÕV Id* 

*,cõi*TlP ï*mî« ""T“3r' 

^ '/i£i *! _ 2»i.,+_L_ 
7\ « 7Ï F ' tCM■ itdi ¡Teosa de/' 

( 15.7) 

In simplified variant of solution we disregard in expressions 

Fig. 15.1. System of coordinates 
for examining conical shells. 

for Kg and x members depending on displacement vj then we obtain ap¬ 

proximately 

■i 

X 

1 *w l dm 
~~ ITcõii â" IP 7 ~3T ' 

1 , 1 dv 
teosa ' s* cos a TT ' 

(13.8) 

In § 125 It was shown that equation of equilibrium of a member 

of a shell and equation of compatibility of deformations during moment¬ 

less fundamental state (fundamental is state of shell before loss of 
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stability) can be reduced to system of following simplified equations 

(10.83) and (10.86)1 

ovV—v¡f—f—0. ! 

VV+£*V¡«~0. I (15.9) 

Under q is implied hypothetical lateral load, equal from (10.89) to 

f-tf.-i+AV.+ Iax; (13.10) 

here N^, v and T^g are linear normal and tangential forces in the 

fundamental state ( see Pig. 13#ß)»? is function of forces. 

Fig. 13.2. Forces acting on 
member of shell. 

hence 

»Substituting in (13.10) exprès 

sions (13.7) and (13.8) for and 

Kg when T^g ■ 0, we obtain 

_ a; »/ t 1 , 1 dw\ 
» "i"»Vio., mi +7-35-)- 

(13.10a) 

Operators and we find 

by foraulas (10.81) and (10.84) 1 

r s «5Î7(,cosa + W(t^íT ¿)]’ 

«T»_I 1 , 1 d*» 
^“■Rr+ysr+Tico.». -W' (13.11) 

(13.12) 

Further we find 

P($-t 
I àm t 1 *w\ 

■♦“Va»». W) 

=7 {¿[*"**5 + 7 IT t cot 

+ w[«S7w(Tir+TW + 

Veo«» a ^))^- 

I d*a\n 
i* COS1 a dn )} ( ’ 

or 
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à I» 

(15.13) 

Putting expreBBionß (12) and (1¾ in equations (9), we arrive at 

following final equations of linear theoryi 

+ FïSïT îirjir + 7^7-gir 
2 , 4 , 

”■?«». JxW +7ï5n71îr + 'coTT 
1 dm 

+ ^ + ^ (lililí ^ + 7 s 0 * (13.14) 

If* + 'Xa cos1. 17^7 + i* co»4 ■ 154^ 

2 rriSir+ 7^517^+ 10- r co.* < 

+ + ^ + (13.15) 

We shall use these equations for solution of particular problems. 

§ 149. Axial Compression of Conical Shell 

Let us consider first of all problem of stability in the small 

of circular conical truncated shell, compressed along axis. By analogy 

with solution of problem for cylindrical shell we assume at first 

that buckling of shell is axisymmetric. Then we have w ■ w( s) , 9 ■ 

■ 9( b) and equations ( i4) and ( 15) will be reduced to form 

-<>(£+4 
1 4*« . 1 dm 

i* Fii+?7r)+ 
. , »ß« **? 
+ "»77+ ,7? 0. 

Til 

t ( 13.16) 



+ 7 —ir f¡í + ? TÍ" + c* ^ 4¡jr = 0 (13.17) 

or* In more compact fona. 

- a*-’-* K [•-• tí (* £)]}+^ £+", £=o. (13.18) 

(13.19) 

We coneider that during losa of atablllty there will be formed 

a large number of waveaj length of eaeh wave will be email, and there¬ 

fore, magnitudes within one wave It Is possible to consider constant** 

Let us consider wave, adjoining major base of cone. Putting s • 1^, 

where is distance on generatrix from vertex to major base, and 

M1 * "*?* where nJ is compressive force on circumference of major 

base, according to (18) and (1$) , we shall obtain 

We seek solution for equations (20) in form 

(13.20) 

(13.21) 

(13.22) 

where X is wave length* Putting (21) in (20) we obtain 

W-MtfJ+'W-o. 
W+'W-o- 

Equating to zero the determinant of system (22) and introducing desig¬ 

nation ir/K m ß# we find 

(13.23) 

»Such assumption was made by I. Ya. Shtayerman [13.11]j formula 
(25) is his. 
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Minimizing nÇ with respect to ß2, we determine magnitude ß2i 

(13.24) 

Putting this value In (23), we arrive at following value of upper cri- 

tical forcei 

(13.25) 

When p. - 0.5, we obtain 

Ä 0,605lg •** 0,605) (1%26) 

where Rq is radius of curvature of middle surface for major base. 

Investigating, then, case when buckling of shell is not axisym- 

metric, we take 

»««tCM«*. f —fjCOS*». (15*27) 

where w^ - w^(s), * 9^(b) # n are number of waves on parallel cir¬ 

cle. 

Putting (27) in (14) and (15) and introducing designation n ■ 

■ n^cos a, we obtain 

-*[ 
, * +2"? rf*»! , 1+2»!* *wx 
-y—-a» ^ ? ir 

4(4-"Î) _ , w ^ , ft 
?-•» + TF- + T- TyJ ( 15*28) 

Ai , 2 A| 1 
TF+TTF“” 

+ 2»!| J 
7TF-y~T?"+ 

i+ai} if! <»!(4-.»i}) tg. rfV, ' 
? TT-?-?« + ** —-j¡r = 0. (13*29) 

It is easy to see that equations (28) and (29) can be rewritten 

in the form [15*10] 
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D$*~l -jg I f*-«"1 -jj 1 ■*** ^ (»"'®,)j J j + 
+ ^JjT + ■§- = °* (13.30) 

¿ ¿ {^.-1 ¿.[j**.-' ¿ d*?,)] i 
+«-V-^ï 

4- 

iLiîÏL 0. (13.31) 

Replacing In (350) and (31)# as In preceding derivation, b by 

and by N^, we arrive at former expression (26) for upper critical 

force. It is the same as in case of axial compression of cylindrical 

shell of radius 

As experiments show, real conical shells, compressed along axis, 

bulge in a knock in rhombic form with formation of two or several 

strips of bulges in major base. Therefore, here we should take the 

same approach to problem as in case of cylindrical shell, with consi¬ 

deration of stability in the large. Complete solution of nonlinear 

problem for compressed conical shell in literature is still absent. 

We assume therefore, with sufficiently great confidence, that lower 

pressure may be defined by analogy with that taken for cylin¬ 

drical shell* by the formula 

wul=o.ise-g. (1J.32) 

Formulas (26) and (32) are useful for practical calculations! 

here it is necessary to consider indications made in § 129 with respect 

to cylindrical shells. Values of total axial compressive force are 

here equal to 

PB ** 0.605£ «/, Wn 2a. 

P. » Q,\&Ej£ «/, rin 2i == 0,18£A3ic tg a sin 2*; (13.33) 

♦Validity of such analogy is supported also by theoretical consi¬ 
derations (süe [13.9]). 
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here we take into account relationship Rq ■ l^/tan a. 

Formula (26) is valid on the condition that number of waves along 

generatrix is sufficiently great. Following I. Ya* Shtayeman [13.11], 

we shall consider that this condition is satisfied if shell is suffi¬ 

ciently steep (angle a2 50°) • 

It is desirable so that problem of stability of conical shell 

during axial compression be developed in more detail, taking into ac¬ 

count influence of angle of rise a on character of wave formation. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to extend to conical shell geometric 

approach to problem. Illuminated in § 131« 

Example 13.1. Conical diaphragm of center support (bottom) of 

air-breathing Jet engine, made of steel, is loaded by axial force 

P ■ 2500 kg (Fig. 13«3)• Check of diaphragm for stability. 

Fig. 13«3« Diaphragm of air-breathing 
Jet engine. 

We find tan a = 

480 
is equal to l1 - C0B- - 

ls ^0 " <373?5 " n®1* 

= 0.533 and a « 28°. Length of generatrix 

543 nim, radius of curvature for major base 
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B(y formula (52) the value of lower critical compressive force 

will be 

«0,18.2.10» ^ *586 kg/cm. 

Total axial critical force according to (53) is equal to 

Pa»0,18£A*xtg* sin 2a * 0,18 • 2 • 10* • 0,4* • it 0,533 • 0,829 « 8 • 104 kg 

Critical stress for upper base 

*4000 kg/cm2. 

Critical stress does not exceed limit of proportionality» Magni¬ 

tude PH turned out to be many times larger than magnitude of given 

axial force P» 

§ 150» Case of External Pressure 

In constructions of Jet engines, storage tanks, etc*, conical 

shells are subjected to external pressure* Let us turn to considera¬ 

tion of this case, where at first we shall consider shell* closed at 

top» Preliminarily we simplify initial equations, following N. A» 

Alumyae [15* 1]* We present functions w and q> in the form 

• = 4»(*)tg«cos«8. 

f * Xi (*) •* tg* a cos «8. 
(13.54) 

Here n is number of waves, formed on parallel circumference during 

loss of stability! by e is understood magnitude 

(13.35) 

where is length of generatrix from top to major base» 

Such substitution allows us to isolate in resolvents small mem¬ 

bers, which can be ignored» Forces of subcritical stress during uni¬ 

form external pressure q are expressed as follows: 

(13.36) 

We Introduce dimensionless parameters 
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—¡fe«***- t 

and dimensionless coordinate 

Then expression (36) will take form 

u»* 
CO«*« (13.37) 

( 13.38) 

Nt** — x**Eh tg*a. 
(15.39) 

If we consider equalities (34) and (37)—(39)> equations ( 14) and 

(15) can be given such form* 

+ ’[(*-T)â+'Â]}- 
( 13. W) 

+‘,(*'Sf,+î'âf ~'ï■S^+^¾')=¢• (13.41) 

Magnitude a is small as compared to unity* if only angle a is not 

close to zero) magnitude p becomes large as compared to unity* if 

angle a is close to If angle a is close neither to zero nor to 

tt/2* in equations (40) and (41) it is possible to disregard members 
o 

containing a and a » Doing this* we obtain 

#-£♦+*-0. 

•jjH-irli-O. 

(13.42) 

(13.43) 

Excluding from these equations function Xj# we arrive at following 

resolving equation) 

áí*1(13.44) 

We take this simplified equation as the initial one. During solution 

of problem we use first the Bubnov-Oalerkln method. 
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Por case of hinge-supported shell we are given function ÿ in 

such a formi 

where 

«X, (13.45) 

0 SES • + I» 
1+7* (13.46) 

Por M- ■ 0,3 we have a « -0.759. Punction (45) satisfies conditions 

of hinged support ^( l) - 0 and (^) » 0 (moment M1 is shown in 
X®* X 

Pig. 13.2b). 

Equation of Bubnov-Galerkln method, corresponding to (44), we 

write in the form 

f dx»[x3Vx*)'Mx + P*f ■^dx — p\ f ÿdx = 0. (13.47) 
0 • • 

Using formula of partial integration, we find 

lo 0 
* I 

+f x'{Bf 
lo 0 (13.48) 

then from (47) we obtain 

-1_0 J (13.49) 

J Vd* 

If shell was rigidly clamped on its edge, then boundary condi¬ 

tion would have form (4¾ . ■ 0 and we would arrive at formula* ox x*»l 

♦This formula was obtained by N. A. Alymyae. 
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(13.50) 
?!*(?£) *x+'/ír'x 

.=-1- 

i V** 

Putting expression (45) in (49) and determining magnitude p from 

condition of minimum of v, we find v ,n ■ 20.4« Using formulas (55)# 

(56) and (59)* we obtain following value of upper critical pressure: 

We solve this problem by method of finite differences.* 

equation ( 44) in the form 

^ Ä + 6jc8 S + 6x4 Ä ^ ^ ^ = °- 

For shell, closed at top, we have 0 £ x £ 1. We divide this interval 

into n parts. We take following boundary conditions. At peak, when 

X « 0, we set “ 0, 0. For points of base, when x « 1, we 

take conditions of hinged support 

Expressing in (52) and in boundary conditions derivatives 

through finite differences by known formulas,** we compose system of 

algebraic equations for values ÿ at nodes. Setting n « 4, we come to 

*This solution was conducted by I. I. Trapezin [15.10]. Formulas 
( 51), ( 57), ( 105) and ( 104) are his. 

**See, for instance, E. Kamke, Reference book on ordinary differen¬ 
tial equations, IL, 1950, p. 526. It is expedient for points x - l/n 
and x - 1 to use expressions for derivatives, giving approximation of 
first order, but for all others of points to use approximations of the 
second order. 

( 13.51) 

We rewrite 

( 13. 52) 
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the following equationsi 

I6tl + (l3+16p<-^l^ = 0. 

— 53.4ftJ*j+^31,36pHjijij «0, 
( 13.55) 

(î7.«3 + «) — 12,4¾ - O.ft)., = 0. 

Equating determinant of this system to zer*Oj we obtain equation 

from which there may be determined magnitude Minimizing v with 

respect to p, we find value v - 17*8* With smaller step (n - 5), we 

^ave vmin " formula for critical pressure then assumes form 

( 13. 54) 

We obtained fonnula of the same structure as earlier ( see expres¬ 

sion (51))# but numerical coefficient turned out here to be equal to 

2*8, instead of 3.15. Formula (54) is recommended for practical calcu- 

lations in determining upper critical pressure. Judging by experi¬ 

mental data ( see below)$ values of real critical pressures for care¬ 

fully made shells lie somewhat above magnitudes obtained by formula 

(54), Therefore, calculation by formula (54) will be, as a rule, go 

into safety factor. Por shells having initial deflection, one should 

conduct calculation taking into account lower critical pressure. Cor¬ 

responding nonlinear problem still has not been solvedj therefore, 

here it is expedient to use the same correction factors as were recom¬ 

mended in § 132 for cylindrical shells. 

We turn to case of truncated shell (Pig# 13.4), more frequently 

encountered in real constructions, Subcritical forces are determined 

here by formulas 
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Pig. 13*4* Truncated shell under action of 
external pressure. 

where lQ is distance on generatrix from vertes to smaller base. 

Introducing dimensionless coordinate x * s/lwe present these ex¬ 

pressions in the form 

(15.56) 

Magnitudes t and v are determined as before by ( 55) and ( 57) • 

Proceeding Just as in case of closed shell, after simplifications we 

arrive at equation (44). But if in case of shell, closed at vertex, 

magnitude x varied within limits 0 ¿ x £ 1, it lies within limits 

T,oft± £. x £ 
Solving problem of stability of truncated shell by method of 

finite differences, we obtain for case when shell is clamped on smaller 

base, and supported by hinge on larger, the following fonnulai 

Coefficient is determined by curve of Pig. 15.5. 

The obtained formulas are applicable, as already was said, for 

angle not close to zero to tt/2. Experiments show that these 
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formulas can be used with angle, lying within limits 20° £ <x ¿ 80°j 

at a > 80° It Is possible in calcu¬ 

lation qB to replace conical shell 

with a cylindrical one with a radius 

equal to average radius of conical 

shall« 

Will give data of tests of 

carefully made closed and truncated 

conical shell,* subjected to exter¬ 

nal hydrostatic pressure* Edges of 

shells were rigidly clamped* Pres¬ 

sure was measured by manometers and 

sensorj readings of sensor were re¬ 

corded on tape of oscillograph* 

Moment of loss of stability was 

marked by discontinuous decrease of 

ordinate of pressure curve* In 

Fig* 13*6 Is shown shell, closed at vertex, after buckling* In Fig* 

13*7 Is depicted truncated conical shell after test| photography was 

done from side of major base* 

Angles a of shells closed at vertex varied from JO to 73°, and 

of truncated ones, from 81 to 86°* Ratio h/l1 varied from 0*235»10"2 

to 0*57*10 * Loss of stability was accompanied by knock, although 

not sharp* Knock was stronger, if pressure on shell was not from 

liquid, but from air* 

Fig* 15«5* Graph for 
calculation of truncated 
shell with smaller end 
clamped and larger sup¬ 
ported by hinge* 

*These tests were conducted by I* I* Trapezln [13*10]* 



I
For all carefully prepared shells experimental value of critical 

pressure turned out to be somewhat higher than theoretlcalj determined 

by formula (54) (for shells closed at vertex) and (5?) (for truncated 

shells), and lower than pressure from (51)• On the average experimen

tal magnitude of critical pressure was approximately 5% higher than 

value fi*om ( 54) and P about as much lower then magnitude determined 

by ( 51).

In practical calculations It Is possible to use formulas (54) 

and ( 57) for upper critical ^ressurej here one should Introduce coef

ficient V as was recommended for cylindrical shells ( see § 1J>2) ,

Example 13»2. Check for sta

bility of the conical part of inter-

Fig. 13.6. Form of 
wave formation dur

ing buckling of coni

cal shell.
Fig. 13.7. End 
view of test piece.

J

nal wall of diffuser, of thickness h - 2.5 mm, located between adja

cent reinforcing ribs (Fig. 13.8) and under action of external pres

sure q - 6.3 kg/cm^. Dimensions are given on figure) using them, we 

find

. 2-120 

430

l|

cot56*2(r 
2^
777

.13. .=.56*20' 

— 777 Jf Ji. 1, - cos 56° 20' ,632mm.

A-^-a22l0->. A.^«0,815.
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Calculation was conducted by formula (57)• Values of in Pig. 15.5 

are given for values varying from zero to 0.8j in our case 

IqA± m 0»8U By extrapolation we find * 6*2. Then, by the for¬ 

mula (57)ß we find 

W kg/cm2 

Formula (57) was obtained on the assumption that shell is clamped 

on smaller base and is freely supported on larger. In our case both 

bases are clamped elastically* but ribs* on which the shell rests, 

are so powerful that fastening can be considered close to rigid. Cal¬ 

culated critical pressure turns out to be 2,4 times greater than excess 

external pressure. 

-¢700 

T- 
Î_t 
-¢860 

Pig. 15.8. Internal wall of diffuser of gas- 
turbine engine. 

§ 151. Case of Torsion 

Let us consider problem of stability of truncated, freely sup¬ 

ported conical shell, loaded by shearing forces evenly distributed 

on end sections.* 

Linear force in plane of smaller base (s - l0) we designate by 

TIq, and in plane major base (s ■ 1^) by Tj^. 

♦This solution belongs to Kh. N. Nushtarl [13.6]. 
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) These forces are equal to 

^"“ST^cSmP'* = ¿K(/, CMaÿ * 
M. ( 13.58) 

where M is the torque. 
Jv 

For additional displacements, arising during buckling of shell, 

we take following expressions, corresponding to helical waves, formed 

during loss of stabilityi 

a ■■ cy (Sn (X,* + *8) — sin (X¿r +1»«)}. 
• ** {rfn (X,« + ní) — sin (X^ +1»6)|, 

— 2C/* en(Xa 4- a6) sin s»,z. 

( 13.59) 

where 

1=1.-1-. «,=1=*^, c=i.(i +-L). x=i+A. 

By l there Is understood length of shell on generatrix, by C^, Cg, 

and are designated Indeterminate constants. 

Formulas (59) satisfy kinematic boundary conditions on ends of 

shell! for z - 0 and z-Ç, u»v-w«0. 

Using method of Rltz for solution of problems, we arrive at fol¬ 

lowing approximate formula for critical shear force! 

Tk ““ 4(!!»+<?) ***a; ( 15.60) 

here are Introduced designations 

D=, i jL «* r«»4-c»T/. 

c-=j-61 (m++*.)] • =râ • 

(13.61) 

(13.62) 

Conditions of applicability of given formulas are the following! 

• <0.l. 0.25 <|i<0.33. 

We give table for magnitude Cq (when m> ■ O.ÿ» 
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• 0.12 0,10 0,07 0,05 0,03 

C, 3,75 *87 3.05 4,08 4,31 

It Ib necessary to note that during solution of this problem sig¬ 

nificant role must be played by nonlinear members! it would be desir¬ 

able to investigate stability of conical shell during torsion in the 

large* 

§ Í52* Reinforced Conical Shell Under 
Action of External Pressure 

In aircraft equipment and motors, shipbuilding and engineering 

constructions, along with cylindrical shell reinforced by ribs (see 

§ 137), there are applied reinforced conical shells. Furthermore, 

there are possible cases when material from which conical shell is 

made, is anisotropic. 

Let us consider first problem of stability of conical shell, 

made from aniaotropio material, limited by case of orthotropy. We 

assume that main directions of rigidity coincide with generatrix of 

cone and arc of the cross-section. 

Dependences of Hooked law, pertaining to deformation of middle 

surface, we will assume analogously to those in § 137 (see formula 

(11.153))« 

Here 

(13.63) 

by Ei» Eg» Hj, and Ug are designated elastic moduli and Poisson's 

ratios in direction of generatrix and in direction of parallel 
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) 

circumference ( eee Pig* lj5*2a) • 

Developing, e*g., matrix for (65), we obtain 
w.+4 0 • r - .¾ - £- aí. 

Moments we express by analogy with (il.i54)i 

(13.64) 

Magnitudes Xg, and x are determined by equalities (7)t 

(13.65) 

Let us consider now equations of equilibrium from (10*63)—( 10*68)* 

They can be written both for fundamental form of equilibrium, and 

also for a form of neutral equilibrium, differing from fundamental. 

We shall call first equations, pertaining to fundamental form 

of equilibrium, equations ( a) , and the second, equations (b) * 

Putting in equations (b) £ ■ b, ^ ■ 0, • 1, Ag « s cos a and 

taking into account equations (a), we will reduce these equations to 

such formt 

f CO*# 4 A^,co*® 4 ^jCOS* sat 0, 

dN dT 
+ *«»•+ Tn cos s-t-r,,cots — Qstns, 

( 13.66) 

(13.67) 

^ « CO* « 4 Ql CO« # 4 ^ 4 /V|0 -Sr * CO* « 4 

4/V*W»«4Vl#(í¿í2f 4^.co*«)*0. (13.68) 

(13.69) 

éH * éMm 
tco* #4 “jj* 4 W,,co«# 4 Mfi cos# — Q, ssin# 3sO. ( 13.70) 
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In these equations N10 and are normal forces, appearing in 

shell before loss of stability, all remaining forces and moments are 

additional, i.e., appear during transition of shell from basic axl- 

symmetrio form to new form cf equilibrium (forces and moments are 

shown in Figs* l%2a and 15.2b) . 

Members, containing N10 and N20, are connected with changes of 

curvatures (-^) and (-Kg) [see (7) and (8)]. Last of the six equa¬ 

tions of equilibrium we did not write, since it, as this was shown 

in Chapter X 1b sinultanaouBly satisfied. 

If in equation (67) we disregard transverse force, then equa¬ 

tions (66) and (67) can be satisfied, setting 

+ ( 1J.71) 

A'.-S- ( 13.78) 

f«—fn — - , cm ■ 3¾ + ,‘coi i ■ (13.73) 

where 9 is function of forces. Excluding from other three equations 

Q and Qg, we obtaini 

V “o.. + 

+ N„£cMi + N,(_l_*J + £co,,j_0 

( 13.74) 
let us turn to equation of compatibility of deformations (10.54), 

in this case when « - ■, n - 9, *1 - 1. Ag . 8 cos a it will take 
such formt 

+•'S'* ^+7 7T - 7 lS" = °- (13.75) 
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Expressing Mg, and H^g - Hg^ » H by relationship (64) and 

considering equalities (7) and (8) and (72), we give equation of 

equilibrium (74) form 

n **9 — n t 2 d*» 2 d*» , 2 d»» \ 
1 ds* u*\«*co»1 ads*do* 5*70?«5T5»i* ' cot*a"di^/ 

_ on 1 ^ — n ( 1 d*9 i d*» i 1 àw ,_2_d1» \ 
* ji às* J\i4 coa4 a d84 «* di* ' < d.t ' i4 co<2 a dO* J 

o / 2 d** , 2 d*w 2 dH»\,ig 
5* cos* a dï* dû* ** cot* a d* dO* / s 

*g® , 
1ÏT + 

(13.76) 

Using, further, equality (62), taking into account (7) and (8), 

we reduced equation of compatibility (75) to such form: 

W “ F Irf + F w) + 

+ ^(^ + 7^) + ^ (i*cos* a A - 

ran Ä+tof; w)+ 

+ ^(í* coa* a ds* dfl* FcõFã di dô* 4 JT^7 ¡~ ¿jr + 

+ F¿L»a bJi ~-?15in'S’)X+TL,'^=“0- 

(13.77) 

Equations (76) and (77) are initial in the solution of problem 

of stability of orthotropic shell in the small* 

Let us consider case when shell is reinforced by circular and 

longitudinal ribs, symmetrically located relative to middle surface 

(Pigs* 12*9a and 15.9b)* Ribs are considered to be located suffi¬ 

ciently close together so that rigidity of rib can be evenly distri¬ 

buted ( "spread out") the length of the interval. 



1 

We conBider that ribs possess rigidity only in their plane. 

Under this condition ribs will not influence shearing and torsion of 

shell. Considering this, we take for T12 - T21 - T and %2 " **21 * 

■ H the same expressions as for a smooth shell. Remaining forces 

and moments must be considered separately. 

a) b) 

Pig. 13.9. Sections of reinforc¬ 
ing ribs. 

Por fiber, parallel to generatrix and located distance z from 

middle surface, we obtain such expression for deformation of elonga¬ 

tion! 

•f "‘i-V- 

Por fiber, perpendicular to generatrix, we have 

s'-s-v 
Por stress a^, we obtain 

•í-rlptt+Hí)- 

and, further, 

when 

+ —■jJ Änd ^ £+ ¿fj. 

Here by Is understood stiess In rib. 

( 1?.78) 

( 13.79) 

(13.80) 

( 13.81) 
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Analogously we find 

when 

—+«“i “ *(*> **“ «“i)] when -J </ <-j. 

^-£«¡=£(t,-n,) 

[-(4+>l)<*<-T]Bnd [|<*<(4 + i*)]' 

Force is equal to 

T ¥♦* 

■f T 

In this way we obtain 

Moment turns out to be equal to 

* 
Î 

or 

»♦f 

T ¥ 

~ li(f—(*i+i**J+ 

{[* +s '><,«!‘,,‘l ^]*|+l“,•}, 

(15.82) 

(15.85) 

( 15.84) 

(15.85) 

(15.86) 

( 15.87) 

For moment Mg we obtain the same expressions 

{^.+^ fl]1»+1^)- 

In equalities (86) and (87) by and are understood moments 

of inertia of half of section of rib relative to axes, lying in mid¬ 

dle surface! 

*= + (A 4 2ff. 
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Introducing designations 

I -L ^ /1 «V 
1 ~ I1*) “«I 1 + 

we present equalities (84)-(87) In form 

** T^t(*ibi + !“«)• = ?*i\ 

M' (/‘*»+1“*)* M* = V*+t'O- 

Expressing and tg, proceeding from equalities ( 90) , 

•« = ¿1(1^-,») - kW,)- 

(13.88) 

(13.89) 

(13.90) 

( 13.91) 

we obtain 

(15.92) 

Comparing expression for ^ and «g In (92) with formulas (65), 

we obtain following values of dg* and 

••-wliC-V *■ ^ ( 13.93) 

Comparing, further, equalities (9I) with expressions for moments 

given by equality (64), we find 

D‘ Iï(^^í»j• °* bïi-V1)* ^ d° 0t* ( 13.94) 

Putting (93) and (94) In equations (76) and (77)# we find that 

In cast of conical shells, reinforced by longitudinal and transverse 

ribs, problem Is reduced to solution of following equations! 

Ek» r. , a d*w 
ffinqftp 3F+Fïsnæraï 

+*ifâ¥Sî+ 

a , /, . 
#* cot* a ¿* cm* « 3¾7 ' 

/, d1» , /, dv 1 

—V&-N»'S'_A,»(.T¿¡n^r-t-7^)=0. (13.95) 
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à 

(13.96) 

In case of shell equipped with one-sided ribs (Fig. 13.10) exprès 

slons for 1., to, and lg» u>2 changes. In this case* 

(13.97) 

Here l£ Is moment of Inertia of section of longitudinal rib relative 

Fig« 13*10. One-Bided locating 
of rlbB* 

to central axis of profile of circular section of shell, Is moment 

of Inertia of section of circular rib relative to central axis of 

profile of axial section of shell* In the absence of longitudinal 

ribs we have 1^ - 1* 

Let us consider problem of stability of conical shell, reinforced 

by ribs, under action of uniform transverse external pressure* 

♦More detailed research of case of one-sided ribs in application 
to cylindrical shell was given by V* V* Novozhilov, V. I. Korolev, 
and also 0« I* Terebushko [11*22]j see work of 1962* 
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Equations (95) and (96) can be simplified just aa this was done above 

with respect to relationships ( 14) and ( 15) ( see § 150), then we 

obtain equation 

( 13.9 b) 

here 

•—&<* (13.99) 

(i—i*»)«. 
( 13.100) 

Function f Is connected with function w by equality (34), and 

magnitudes v and p come from formulas (37). Solving equation (98) 

by Bubnov-Oalerkin method, we obtain. Instead of equality (49), 

1 
w *•**■£) ürl,+/*(0)’ $ <"1 
;_•_ 0 J (13.101) 

01ven, as in case of smooth shell, expression ( 45) for function 

*• fro”1 condition - 0 we find 

•“"ÍTe- (13.102) 

Thus, in the presence of not only circular, but also longitudinal 

ribs magnitude a depends on 1^ change of a turns out to be insigni- 

floanti when ^ - 1 we have a - -0.759, and when i1 - 5, a - -0.75. 

This gives possibility when u - 0.3 to take for a the value, cor- 

responding to i^ » l# 

As a result, finding p from condition of minimum of v, we arrive 

at such formula for critical pressure! 

aw* 

h 
l)'1' JK*ïh 
/,/ (1-^ (13.103) 
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í 

We recall here that equation (98), and consequently, equality 

(lo?) are obtalned on the assumption that angle a Is not close to 

zero or to tt/Z, As calculations show, circular ribs essentially 

increase critical pressure, longitudinal ribs turn out to be signifi¬ 

cantly less effective. Solving the same problem with help of method 

of finite differences, we obtain formula (103) with coefficient 2.8 

instead of 3.15. 

In case of truncated shell we have 

9. (tg«)» 
* 

(13.104) 

Magnitude of coefficients C1 one can determine by curve of Fig. 13.5 

with the same boundary conditions. 
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I 

CHAPTER XIV 

SPHERICAL SHELL 

§ 153. Stability in the Small of Spherical 
Well Und er External Pressure 

Shells of revolution, having spherical outline or a form close 

to spherical, are applied in many areas of technology. Examples are 

radomes in aircraft, bulkheads of submarines, bottoms of storage tanks, 

etc. The most important problem of stability of such shells pertains 

to case when shell is loaded by evenly distributed external pressure. 

In real constructions we most frequently meet spherical segments, 

fastened on their edge. We will distinguish segments with large sub¬ 

tended angle, rise H of which is comparable with radius of curvature 

of middle surface R (Pig. 14.1) and shallow panels, for which H « R. 

In given chapter we consider only segments of large rise.* Since 

buckling of such a segment is accompanied by formation of comparatively 

shallow dents, critical stresses for it will be the same as for com¬ 

plete spherical shell (Pig. 14.2), 

Let us turn, therefore, to determination of critical load for 

complete spherical shell, subjected to external uniform pressure. 

As first glance, in view of ultimate simplicity of form of shell and 

♦Shallow spherical panels are subject of § l6l in the next chapter. 
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* I 

^—-oCx » 

symmetry of load* this problem should not be complicated* And Indeed, 

It does not present special difficulties if we solve it in linear 

formulation* However, real spherical 

shell turn out to be just as sensitive 

to the least initial imperfections, 

as a cylindrical shell compressed 

along axis. Buckling of spherical 

shells, as a rule, is accompanied 

by a knock, and true values of cri¬ 

tical forces lie usually much lower 

? 

Pig* 14.1. Spherical 
dome loaded by external 
pressure. 

than values found by linear theory. Therefore, problem of stability 

of spherical shell should be formulated as a nonlinear one. Experi¬ 

mental research of stability of a complete spherical shell or segments 

of great-rise are more complicated than for cylindrical shells. Pecul¬ 

iarity of process of buckling of real spherical shell is that in some 

cases it is accompanied by appearance of one rapidly developing dent, 

and in others by a series of waves, located on circumference. 

Therefore, construction of approximate solutions, connected with 

approximation of deflection surface, requires here special case. Thus, 

the practically important classical problem of buckling of spherical 

shell is one of the subtlest and most complicated problems of this 

group both theoretically, and also experimentally. 

Let us start with solution of linear problem.* We assume that 

within limits of zone of primary dent the shell is shallow, and we 

♦This problem was considered for the first time by R. Zoelly 
[14.14] and L. S. Leybenzon [14.2] in 1915-17. 



use equations (10.8¾ and ( 10.86) • In our case from ( 10.88) we have 

- (1/tyv2, where R la radius by middle of surface) consequently, 

we arrive at the following system of equations! 

o**»—**»+», 

W»v I Vw. 

Excluding <P from those, we obtain finally equation of sixth order 

for wi 

Fig. 14.2. Complete 
spherical shell under 
action of external 
pressure. 

Drm+^Vw=n,„ (14.2) 

where v « Daring action 

of external uniform pressure ini¬ 

tial forces in all normal sections 

of shell will be, by (10.65), 

N,~N,- 

If we consider compressive forces 

N and stresses a positive, we find 

.v-4. —£■ (14.3) 

We determine radial displacement wQ of all points of middle surface, 

corresponding to initial stresses a. Deformation of elongation along 

arc of any normal section is equal to e » w0/Rj on the other hand, 

e ■ cr( 1 - il) /E - qR( 1 - n) /2Eh, hence 

w»“ 0—10* (14.4) 

Henceforth, by w we shall designate additional deflection taking 

place during buckling of shell) actual load q will not enter equation 

(2) directly. Hypothetical load qz, however, corresponding to stresses 

a, we find by (10.89a)) qz ■ -hc^w. Thus, equation (2) obtains form 
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(1.4.5) 

Following V, Z. Vlasov [10.5] we assume that solution of equation 

(5) should satisfy relationship 

(14.6) 

where X is indeterminate variable. Then from (5) we obtain (when X / 

/0) 

t*-*+4-* 

and, further, 

• X*-+-. (14.7) 

p 
Minimizing a with respect to X , we find 

(14'8) 

Further by (6) we determine upper critical stress! 

*• ~ Ttfhpi eTf ^0,40Se 4 • 

Corresponding pressure is equal to 

f.- 

(14.9) 

(14.10) 

Thus, magnitude of upper critical stress for spherical shell by 

(9) is exactly the same as for cylindrical shell of radius R, compressed 

along axis. 

§ 154. Case of Axlsymmetrlc Buckling. 
Linear Problem 

Till now we were interested only in value of critical pressure 

and did not determine form of buckling of shell. We shall now find 

what the form of deflection surface is if buckling is axlsymmetrlc. 
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We start first with equation (6), corresponding to theory of 

shallow shells. We introduce polar coordinates r and <p and assume 

that deflection is a function only of distance r of given poli. 

poles w * w(r). Determining 7¾ by formula (9.16), we arrive ,t 

equation 

Fig. 14.3. Form of buckling, described by 
Bessel functions, J 

We already met an equation of this type above, while examining 

stability of radially compressed plate. Actually, relationship (9.3) 

when or m = -p can be given form 

or, when k2 « ph/D, 

from this follows equation (11). As we have seen, such an equation 

can be integrated in Bessel functions. Considering that at pole w = f 

we assume 

•-MO'). (14.12) 

where J0(Xr) Is Bessel function of first kind with Index 0. Graph of 

this function Is shown In Pig. 14.3. As we see, axisymmetric buckling 

of shell should be accompanied by appearance of comparatively deep 

dent at the pole and a series of annular folds, becoming smaller as 

we move away from the pole. 



If we now use theory of deep shells, then it is natural to pass 

to geographic coordinates (Fig. 14.4). In general case of asymmetric 

problem, first quadratic form will be 

«= +ûnH rfp*). (14.13) 

where a and ß are angles of latitude and longitude. Form factors I 

are equal to a^ * ■ R2, a22 « A2 « R2 sin2 a, and a12 * 0. 

Laplacian operator of (10.81) obtains form 

(14.14) 

Returning to symmetric problem, we find 

_p p p 
We introduce dimensionless operator v * R v ; then, proceeding from 

general relationships of Chapter X it is possible to arrive (see 

[10.3]) at following definitized relationship, replacing (6)î 

(^+2)^=3 - fw, (14.16) 

where s is new indeterminate variable 

o 
Substituting value v » 

arrive at equation 

SÜr+-£c*«+(*+2)«=0. 

We take s + 2 « n(n + 1), where 

n ■ 1, 2, 3, .,., then instead of 

(16) we obtain 

Fig. 14.4. Coordinate 
lines for examining 
spherical shells. 

■^r + 4çrctg*-M(«+l)» = o. (1^«17) 

Equation of such type pertains to 

class of so-called hyperge©metric 
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equations. It is satisfied by haraonious spherical Legendre functions 

of first kind (Legendre polynomials of first kind). To each index n 

there corresponds function of definite form. We shall try to 

magnitude s with geometric parameters of shell. Comparing equalx 

(6) and (16) we approximately take s « R2X2 or by (8), s = 

* r/i2(1 - u2)/h * 3.5RA- 

In Pig. 14.5 is given graph of function w(a), which, proceeding 

from these approximate dependences, corresponds to ratio R/h * 50. 

As we see, deflection surface here has the same character as in 

Pig. 14.3. Let us note that number of waves located on given section 

of meridian increases by measure of growth of ratio R/hj consequently, 

the thinner the shell, the shorter the wave will be. If amplitude of 

main dent is taken as 1, the amplitude of adjacent fold will only be 

equal to 0.4; subsequently, amplitudes gradually decrease with growth 

of a. During buckling of real shells position of pole of center of 

basic dent is accidental. In experiments, as we will see below, there 

may simultaneously appear several focuses of buckling, located in dif¬ 

ferent places of shell. It is necessary to consider that at sufficient 

distance from pole effect of given focus will not be perceived. If 

however distance between poles is less than operating range of this 

effect, then waves belonging to different focuses must overlap. 

Fig. 14.5. Form of buckling, described by 
spherical functions. 
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§ 155. Stability In the Large 

Let us turn to research o? stability of spherical shell in the 

I large. As we already said, in experiments there is observed either 

clicking and development of one dent ending in "inversion" of shell, 

or formation of a group of waves usually united then in one deep dent. 

In accordance with this two approaches to problem are possible; a) 

consideration of process of development of single dent occurring in 
f 

solution of axisymmetric problem, b) research of asymmetric buckling. 

Up to now we chiefly applied the first of these approaches; it will 

be explained below.* We consider that on first stage of development 

of dent, before load reaches lower critical value, behavior of elastic 

sphere may be described by theory of shallow shells. Fundamental non¬ 

linear equations (10.109) have form (taking into account lateral load 

q) 

Considering as before « (1/R)V^, we obtain 

- £(•. 

to-- ^ n». 

(14.18) 

(14.19) 

We use polar coordinates r and <p combining origin of radius-vec 

tor with center of dent. Considering that functions w and $ do not 

depend on q>, we find by (9.16) and (9.29) 

if; 

(14.20) 

*Problem of asymmetric buckling of shallow spherical shell was con 
sidered by E. I. Grigolyuk (see § 161, p.788). 
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Equation (l?) it is possible to present in the following manner 

(after reduction by r)î 

■íV-Tf^A—E[-Trí(rí¡r)+£iiF]- 

We integrate these equations with respect to r; then we obtain 

(after division by r) 

4(n.>—*U-£+¿(£)’]; 

by ¥ is implied the function of load: 

(14,22) 

V qrdr. (14.23) 

Stresses in middle surface are equal (in general case) to 

„ i M , i an a /1 m\ 

In axisymmetric problems we have 

I a« 
7 77 'y^r). t = 0. (14.24) 

Subsequently, we will need expressions for radial displacements 

u of points of middle surface. We find first deformation of elonga¬ 

tion in annular direction: 

. _ i / an » d*\ 
*t"T(-Sr-t Tr)- 

On the other hand, magnitude is equal to « u/rj hence 

—*(£-?--£)• (W.25) 

We apply these relationships to solution of concrete problem. 

We set ourselves the goal of tracing change of maximum deflection 

of a single dent, forming in a complete spherical shell, depending 

upon pressure; this should lead to determination of lower critical 
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load. All solutions of this problem available in literature can be 

divided into two groups. A significant part of works is based on use 

of variational methods of Rltz and Bubnov-Galerkln.« and only In the 

last .wo works was there conducted numerical integration of differ¬ 

ential equations by digital computers.** We stop first on application 

of variational methods. Difficulty of problem consists here in estab¬ 

lishment of boundary conditions on boundary of dent, inasmuch as re¬ 

maining part of shell also is subjected to deformation. In general, 

the section of the dent should be considered elastically fastened^ 

however, to approximate deflection surface of dent taking into account 

deformation of "smooth" zone is difficult. Furthermore, there have 

appeared a series of methodical questions. In one of first variants 

of solution [14.10] according to method of Ritz deflection surface 

was approximated by several variables and then there was produced min¬ 

imization with respect to one variable of the total energy of the 

system, and with respect to the other of the magnitude of pressure. 

Kh.M. Mushtari and R. G. Surkin showed [14.4] that it is more correct 

to minimize directly with respect to all variables total energy.*** 

Further, in work [14.9] there were allowed errors in formulation of 

boundary conditions for forces in middle surface. Regarding applica¬ 

tion of Bubnov-Galerkin method here it turned out to be essential that 

we considered change of radius of dent in process of buckling and 

fundamental equation of method corresponds to principle of virtual 

*First work in this region belongs to Karmán and Tsien Hsueh-sêng 
[14,10]; further research was conducted by Friedrichs [14.9], Kh. M. 
Mushtari and R. G. Surkin [14.4], [14,6], V. I. Feodos'yev, [14.7], 
Masuja and Yoshimura [14.12] and other authors. 

**These works were carried out in I96I by A, G. Gabrilyanets, V. I, 
FeodoS*yev [14.1], and also Murray and Wright [14.13]. 

***Such method was chosen above, in Chapter XI in examining stability 
of cylindrical shell during axial compression and external pressure. 
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displacements (see [14.7] and [14.3]). 

We give one of the simplest variants of solution of problem with 

help of Ritz method,* We assume (as first approximation) that 

boundary of dent (Fig, 14.6) there is met condition of complete cl^ - 

ing: 

•-». £=0 When f-c. (14.36) 

here by c Is understood radius of dent. We assume, further, that on 

edge of dent there are no radial displacements: 

«»0 when r — ei (14.27) 

by (25) we obtain 

-S—7TF-0 When '-*• (14.28) 

At pole, when r -*■ 0, radial 

stresses ar obviously must be 

bounded in magnitude. Hence, by 

Fig. 14.6. Form of dent (24) there ensues fourth boundary 
during axisymmetric buck¬ 
ling of spherical shell. condition: 

£.0 when r*=o. (14.29) 

Approximating expression for deflection, satisfying conditions 

(26), we take in the form 

this corresponds to form of deflection surface of circular plate, 

clamped on its edge and subjected to action of uniform lateral load. 

Substituting (30) In the right part of the second of equations 

(22), we obtain 

♦This variant was offered by author ([0.3] p. 364) in development 
of work [14.12], 
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(14.31) 

Integrating this expression, we find 

’’•“y ~ ^ +£)+ 
+4-ir(-s—£)+ci- 

New integration gives 

Constant C2 is equal to zero by virtue of condition (29). Determining, 

further, from condition (28), we find 

(14.3?) 

Last member corresponds to fundamental stresses Pr * « qR/2h. 

We find energy of system. Potential strain energy of middle sur¬ 

face is equal, by (10.95), to 

Magnitude V2<I> we find, using (51), by expression (52): 

” w ~6 + 3 t-] “ ^r 

Expression for U by (53) takes form 

Potential energy of bending is equal, by (10.95), to 
i 

ï(i-i»±$ £]***. 

Magnitude is equal, by (20) and (50), to 

"—£(-*£)• 

(14.34) 

(14.35) 

(14.3t5 ) 

(14.37) 
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Finally 

(14.38) 

We determine work of external forces, equal approximately ' 
i « 

r = fiiw+wJ2vdr, -, 

by w0 here is understood radial displacement, corresponding to funda¬ 

mental stresses. Putting in (39) expression (30) and (4) for w and 

wQ, we find 

*-^*/«*+-rt£. (14.40) 

Total energy is equal to 

3=U'+Um-W. 

We introduce dimensionless parameters 

* iw nr* •—Bk ~ !£**• t^Iï' ^—7 4 ^ 

then we obtain 

j " m”-Ü> k C‘ - Tïï^- P + > v+ 

(14.41) 

(14.42) 

(1^.43) 

We consider variable parameters Ç and k: the first of them char¬ 

acterizes maximum deflection of dent, and the second, its radius. 

Equations of Ritz method obtain form 

(14.44) *3 a *9 A -sr=0. -ir=0. 

Differentiating, we arrive, for Ç / 0 at equations 

+B(7-rt 4-^=-4- 
(14.4‘j) 

This system of equations connects magnitudes 9, Ç, and k. We 

exclude from this k and find dependence 3(Ç); then we obtain graph 

depicted in Fig. 14.7, Lowest point of curve $ corresponds to value* 

*More detailed calculations are given in book [0.3] p. 367, 
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5, = 0.155 when o. = 0.155E-£ (14.46) 

and maximum deflection Ç = 9.16. 

Formula (46) determines lower critical stress; to it corresponds 

pressure 

f, = 0.31E(-J)*. (14.47) 

Value of aH obtained by us almost is one fourth upper critical stress 

aB. If we compare formulas (46) and (11.66) for spherical and cylin¬ 

drical shells, then It turns out that coefficients in them are close 

to one another, similarly to the way it was in the linear problem. 

Kh. M. Mushtari and R. G. 

Surkin [14.4] and [14,6] gave defin- 

itized solution of problem. They 

constituted several different ap¬ 

proximating expressions for w and, 

furthermore, for meridional dis¬ 

placement u. In one of variants 

•=“/(* --jr) (l + -y7r)* 

Further they used Ritz method, and energy of system was minimized 

with respect to parameters f, c, and Uq. Lower critical stress turned 

out to be equal to $H « 0.193/-/1 - « 0,203. 

As we already said, threshold condition adopted during deriva¬ 

tion of formula (46) do not fully correspond to true character of 

linkage of zone of dent with other part of shell; clamping on edge 

of dent must be considered not rigid but elastic. Such assumption was 

made in work of V. I. Feodos*yev [14,7]; he took following approximatin 

« » i > 

* « 0 * 

Fig. 14.7. Diagram "stress 
— deflection" during loss of 
stability in the large. 

they took 



expression for angle of rotation of normal 6: 

« = (*) 
dw r /here 6 = P * us note that in preceding solutir 

ceeding from formula (J>0), we would obtain 6 s 2fp(l - p2). 

Thus, new in (b) is factor e"kP, considering damping of deflec¬ 

tions by measure of removal from dent. If one were to use Bubnov- 

Galerfcin method and in first approximation vary only parameter f, 

then lower critical pressure turns out to be negative: #H = -0,13; 

this corresponds to pressure directed from center of curvature. If 

however, in supplement to this we also vary radius of dent r (as this 

is done in article of Kh. M, Mushtari [14,3]), then we obtain for c? 

a positive value, aH = 0,1/A - \i2 « 0,11, 

If we compare diverse variants of solution of problem, then it 

will appear that magnitude found in them varies in very wide limits. 

Here is demonstrated that sharp sensitivity of results of application 

of variational methods to selection of approximating functions which 

we noted above. Obviously, further precise definition of solution 

is possible either by increase of number of varied parameters during 

use of methods of Ritz or Bubnov-Galerkin, or by application of other 

methods of integration of basic differential equations. In either 

case, apparently, it is impossible to do without application of digi¬ 

tal computers. In connection with this let us turn to results of 

calculations carried out with help ETsVM (digital computer) in work 

[14,1] (see also article [14,13]). 

• A, G. Gabril^ants and V, I, Peodos*yev [14.1] transformed equa¬ 

tion (22) introducing new variables; here it was shown that magnitude 

#H obtained as a result of solutions need not have to depend on ratio 
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R/h. This important conclusion pertains, of course, only to initial 

equations of theory of shallow shells. Further, it was assumed that 

nonlinear dependences extend to certain region with comparatively 

large deflections, dimensions of which it was possible to change in 

fairly wide range. Regarding remaining zone of shell, for it funda¬ 

mental equations were linearized. As we have seen in § 15h, solution 

of such linear equations is expressed in Bessel functions and can be 

considered known. 

The following boundary conditions were taken. For center of dent, 

when r * 0 we considered 6 * -dw/dr * 0, and also d<I>/dr = 0 from (29). 

Furthermore, we wrote four conditions of continuity of functions e 

and or * (l/r)(d$/dr) along the line of linkage of linear and non¬ 

linear regions; these conditions express equality on this line of 

angles of rotation of the normal, of bending moments, and also merid¬ 

ional forces and displacements. Machine calculation was applied for 

numerical integration step by step of equations of type (22) within 

limits of nonlinear section, from center to boundary. Integration 

was conducted by trial and error, in order to satisfy above-mentioned 

conditions of linkage. Results of calculations are shown in Fig. l’i.8. 

Along the axis of abscissas is plotted dimensionless deflection at cen¬ 

ter Ç * Wç/h, along the axis of ordinates, magnitude ¢. Solid line 

corresponds to fundamental forms of equilibrium, and dotted, to higher 

forms; these forms are shown in figure. Lowest point of fundamental 

curve, corresponding to maximum deflection w « 22.5 h gives magnitude 

£u * 0.067. Thus, judging by this solution of axisymmetric problem, 
n 

magnitude \ lies significantly lower than it would follow from 

solutions according to method of Ritz, and at the same time higher 
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than that value of (-0.13), which was obtained with unvaried radius 

of dent by Bubnov-Galerkin method. Nevertheless, we must assume 

that coefficient # « O.O67 is not yet the final one. Firs 

described solution is built on the basis of theory of shallow ci.t 

and results can be different if we use definitized equations. Further¬ 

more, problem was considered axisymmetric. Meanwhile, in many experi¬ 

ments discontinuous buckling of shell is expressed in development of 

Fig. 14.8. Diagrams of equilibrium 
states, obtained by digital computers. 

series of dents, filling certain region of shell, and is accompanied 

by mutual influence (interference) of dents, similarly to the way 

this occurs in case of cylindrical shell. But then problem should be 

considered asymmetric. Therefore, theoretical research of this impor¬ 

tant problem must be continued. 

Influence of initial imperfections of form on behavior of spheri¬ 

cal shells during axisymmetric buckling was studied by R. G. Surkin 

[14.6] with help of method of Ritz and analogously to how this was 

described above for cylindrical shells (§ 132). It turned out that, 

e.g., with maximum initial deflection of dent, equal to thickness of 

shell, upper critical pressure <?B is lowered by 39$ as compared to ctb 

for shell of ideal form. 
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Geometrie approach to problem, offered by A. V. Pogorolov [l,l ,‘j ], 

is based on the fact that buckling of spherical shell (or convex shell 

of other form) in the large should correspond to isometric transforma¬ 

tion of the middle surface. But then, as we saw in § 119> form of 

dent will correspond to mirror reflection of segment of shell in the 

plane intersecting it (see Fig. 10.I7). Let us consider strain energy 

formed with such buckling, as this was done for cylindrical shells; 

it can be composed from energy of bending in zone of dent and strain 

energy of strip lying between dent and smooth zone. Determining this 

energy by parameters of dent, it is possible approximately to deter¬ 

mine lower critical pressure. 

§ 156. Data of Experiments and 
Recommendations for Practical 

Calculations 

As was already noted above, carrying out of experiments with 

complete spherical shell is difficult. In article [14.10] are given 

data of test of spherical segment with aperture angle of 180° with 

R/h = 900. Loss of stability consisted of an abrupt pressing through of 

a hollow subtending central angle of 16° with maximum deflection f =-- 

«= 12.5 h. Critical stress was equal to 5 « O.I54. Numerous experi¬ 

ments with spherical segments were also conducted by R. G. Surkin.* 

Test pieces were prepared from sheet material (steel, brass, copper, 

aluminum) by drawing under oil pressure.** Character of buckling of 

shell depended on form of load. When in internal region there was 

*R. G. Surkin, S. G. Stepanov, article in collection "Theory of 
plates and shells," Kiev., 1962, 311-313. 

**We note original method of manufacture of analogous test pieces, 
! offered by L. S. Palatnik and consisting of condensing metal evapora- 
lited in vacuum on glass mold (see book of A. V. Pogcrelov [14.5] 

Ip. 62). 

If 
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created a vacuuin, loss of stability occurred in the process of a sharp 

knock. Durinj^ loading by liquid (oil) effect of knock was signifi

cantly less. Shell initially lost stability, as a rule, in - 

trie form. For shells with high rise, where H/c = 0.6 to 0,Ji> (sr - 

Fig. 14.1) there were observed different pictures of buckling. For 

certain test pieces there appeared a crescent-shaped dent, adjacent 

to f’dge; with subsequent loading this dent continued to expand, embra

cing whole peripheral part of segment (Fig. 14,9). Another example 

is shown in Fig. 14.10, from results of high-speed filming. Initially 

near boundary here there formed one dent, fast deepening; then there 

appeared adjacent dents. Comparison of separate framies shows that 

edres of dents changed tiieir outlines in process of buckling. A case 

of clearly expressed asymmetric loss of stability, occurring in the 

form of a very strong knock and accompanied by formation of several 

waves on circiunference, is shown in Fig. 14.11, Last, in separate 

cases there took place pressing through of central zone of shell 

(Fig. 14.12).

Judging by these experimental 

data, available theoretical research 

is far from covering whole range of 

different forms of loss of stability 

in the large.

As for experimental values of 

critical pressure, they turned out 

to vary greatly and depend on mag

nitude of angle subtended by segment. We shall characterize curvature 

of segment by parameter (see Fig. 14.1)

c*

vr

Fig, 14.9. Crescent

shaped dent.

y=V 12(1
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we assume 0 < l80°. 

In case of steel shells with total subtended angle 6 from 9 to 

45°, parameter X2 from JO to 350 and ratio R/h from 800 to 3900 tested 

by creation of a vacuum, there was obtained 0 from 0,606/4.11 to 

0,606/2,23; during test by oil pressure magnitude o constituted from 

0,606/3,8 to 0,606/2,61, We note that tests with constant volume 

give smaller scattering of experimental points than with constant 

pressure. For copper shells with subtended angle from I06 to 0°, 

X2 from I700 to 2350 and R/h from 8I3 to 86O there were fixed least 

values of a, from 0,606/6.14 to 0,606/4,19. 

As a result It is necessary to consider that real critical 

stresses S ^ of high spherical segments lie between upper critical 

value £b = 0,605 and lower value, which we conditionally will consider 

equal to ^ = 0.155. At the same time, calculated values amcq should 

depend on angle, subtended by segment, parameter of curvature X£ and 

ratio R/h. Picture here is obtained approximately the same as for cy¬ 

lindrical shells, although theoretically, lower critical pressure is 

not connected with ratio R/h; with large values of R/h one should 

expect significant initial flaws in form of shell, and this leads to 

lowering of a Now before accumulation of new theoretical and ey- 

perimental data in practical calculations one should originate from 

different values of ^pacq depending upon parameter of curvature of 

segment. Tentatively it is possible to offer following table for 

'a and critical pressure pertaining to carefully made shells: 
pacq pacq 

*byt«l Prom NO to M0 from soo toiwo 
More than 

1900 

•pac* by (®) 

fi» • 

Oils 
<U£*a/JP 

0.12 
OfiEh'jR1 

009 
QtfEh'lR* 
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Fifz. I'-.l Proe^r.T of lucklirv; of spher
ical shell hy data of filnlru’;.

t

Fie. I'^.il. Asymmetric form 
of'losE of stability.

With initial deflections attaining mar^nitude of order of thickness of 

shell these values one should he approximately lialved.
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I
We give also experiir.ental formula, recommended in work [14,11] 

for shells with ratio R/h lying between 40C and 2000, and angle 0 

from 40 to 120°;

here coefficient k is determined by the formula

e*—40“
*=(1-0.175-?:^) X

x(i-oo'to)-

In conclusion let us note that recently during raising of cer

tain constructions they apply dojiies 

in the form of shells of revolution 

with diamond-shaped "dents.” Form 

of these preliminary dents, as it 

is easily noted, is characteristic 

for loss of stability of shell Ir 

the large. Dependence between la

teral load and displacements for 

such shell should correspond to as

cending branch BD of Fig. 10.2, so 

that shell is as if beforehand in clicked through state. Study of 

^ constitution diagrams for shells of different form allows us to make 

a series of conclusions, pertaining to strength and stability of sucii 

domes; it is desirable to analyze this question in more detail.

§ 157. Ellipsoidal Shells

^ Let us give, further, data for a calculation of stability of

ellipsoidal shells of revolution, encountered in aircraft construction.

Fig. 1^.12. Buckling 
of shell vjith pressing 
through of central part.



Chemical industry, instrument-making. It is necessary to distinguish 

prolate ellipsoids, formed by rotation around axis AB of ellipse with 

semiaxes a and b where a < b (Pig. 14.15), and oblate (compren ^ 

ellipsoids, where a > b (Pig. 14.14). Let us assume that ellipsoidal 

shell is subjected to action of external evenly distributed pressure 

q. Problem of stability of such a shell* is related to analogous 

problem pertaining to spherical shell, since in both cases we are 

talking about formation of local dents. For prolate ellipsoidal shell 

one should expect appearance of such dents in zone of equator, since 

main radii of curvature of middle surface are the biggest here. Upper 

critical pressure is equal to 

‘J**-«1 Ä,,2,c‘5Snry (14.49) 

In case of flattened shell, on the contrary, first dents should form 

Pig. 14.15. Prolate Pig. 14.14. Oblate (com- 
ellipsoidal shell. pressed) ellipsoidal shell. 

in zone of poles A and B. Main curvatures at poles are equal to 
p 

= R2 • a /b; here known formula (10) for spherical shell turns out 

to be applicable with replacement of R by a2/b: 

ri y (14.50) 

♦This problem was considered in linear form by Kh. M. Mushtari 
:10.9] and in nonlinear form by R. G. Surkin [14.6]: see also book 
0.6]. 
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I
We give also experiir.ental formula, recommended in work [14,11] 

for shells with ratio R/h lying between 40C and 2000, and angle 0 

from 40 to 120°;

here coefficient k is determined by the formula

e*—40“
*=(1-0.175-?:^) X

x(i-oo'to)-

In conclusion let us note that recently during raising of cer

tain constructions they apply dojiies 

in the form of shells of revolution 

with diamond-shaped "dents.” Form 

of these preliminary dents, as it 

is easily noted, is characteristic 

for loss of stability of shell Ir 

the large. Dependence between la

teral load and displacements for 

such shell should correspond to as

cending branch BD of Fig. 10.2, so 

that shell is as if beforehand in clicked through state. Study of 

^ constitution diagrams for shells of different form allows us to make 

a series of conclusions, pertaining to strength and stability of sucii 

domes; it is desirable to analyze this question in more detail.

§ 157. Ellipsoidal Shells

^ Let us give, further, data for a calculation of stability of

ellipsoidal shells of revolution, encountered in aircraft construction.

Fig. 1^.12. Buckling 
of shell vjith pressing 
through of central part.
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CHAPTER XV 

STABILITY OF SHALLOW SHELLS UNDER ACTION OF IATERAL LOAD 

§ 158. Initial Dependences 

We considered till now shells of various outline, considering 

that initial curvatures of middle surface can be significant. We 

separate now especially shallow shells, having small curvatures. 

In Fig. 15.I are shown examples of shallow shells, one of which is 

rectangular in design and the other, circular in design. Let us 

a) b) 

Fig. 15.i. Shallow shell, a) rec¬ 
tangular in projection, b) circular 
in projection. 

agree to consider a shell shallow, if rise H does not exceed 1/5 of 

least dimension in projection.* We assume, further, that shell is 

*Such limitation was shown by V. Z. Vlasov (see [10.3], p. 303). 
E. Reissner in examining shells of revolution assumed that for shallow 
shell maximum angle of inclination of tangent must not exceed I/3 
(E. Reissner, Journ. Math, and Mech. 7, No. 2, (I958), p. 128). 
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subjected to action of load, directed on normal to middle surface 

(pressure of gas or liquid), or load, directed perpendicularly to 

base plane (weight of shell, weight of snow for roofs, etc.). Sh^11 w 

shells are applied at present more and more widely in buila.i i 

constructions; they enter also into construction of aircraft, sub¬ 

marines, etc. 

During research of shallow shells, under action of transverse 

forces it is necessary, as a rule, to consider stress to have moment 

already in first stages of loading. If we limit ourselves determi¬ 

nation of stress of shell during small deflections, then it is pos¬ 

sible to set it in the frames of linear theory. Distinction between 

shallow shell and flat plate then show only in the fact that for 

shell it is necessary to consider secondary stress in middle surface. 

However, for calculation for stability of shallow shell it is important 

to study large deflections from propositions of nonlinear theory. 

Let us consider diverse variants of diagram "load maximum 

deflection," which are characteristic of shallow shells of different 

curvature. In case of very shallow shell parameter of load q mono- 

tonically increases with increase of maximum deflection f (Fig. 15.2a); 

diagram here has point of inflection C, where on first section OC 

rigidity of shell drops, and on second it increases. If initial 

Fig. 15.2. Diverse variants of diagram 
load — maximum deflection." 
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rise of shell is comparable with thickness, diagram obtains limit 

point A (Fig. 15.2b)j here with given conditions - when load is 

"dead" — loss of stability becomes possible, expressed in clicking 

of shell to new stable equilibrium state. Further, in Fig. 15.2c 

there is depicted diagram q(f), corresponding to shell of greater 

curvature; falling branch AB of unstable states lies near initial 

branch QA. We analyzed such curves in Chapter XI; clicking becomes 

possible here with any behavior of load. Last, we meet examples, 

when deflection in center of shell at a certain stage of load 

decreases and diagram q(f) becomes loop-shaped (Fig. 15.2d); this is 

connected with change of form of wave formation.* 

In certain cases clicking of shallow shells is a necessary 

property of them (flapping diaphragms in instruments). On the other 

hand, for shells, serving as roofs in building constructions, and in 

many other examples phenomenon of clicking is impermissible. In any 

case for calculation of shallow shells for stability we must know 

characteristic points of diagram "load-deflection," 

In deriving basic dependences 

of nonlinear theory of shallow 

shells two approaches are possible. 

The first of them consists of 

direct use of equations of Chapter X. 

We originate from equations (10.111) 

for shell having initial deflections 

from ideal form, and introduce in 

them, instead of total deflection. 

*Such type of diagram was obtained by A. Yu. Birkgan for 
cylindrical panels; see also work of Budyanskiy [15.12], 

Fig. 15.3. Shallow 
shell, considered as 
plate with initial 
deflection. 
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additional deflection * w - wQ; in expanded form equations will 

take form 

(15.1) 

—(W*2) 

Equations (l) and (2) are obtained on the assumption that displace¬ 

ments u, y and w of a point of middle surface are counted off along 

tangent to lines of curvature x and y on normal to surface; all 

dimensions of shell also are naturally measured along lines of 

curvature. By kv and k are implied initial curvatures of lines x 
x y 

and y. 

Another approach consists of considering shell as plate with 

initial deflection. Let us assume that contour of shell in projection 

is rectangular. Then it is convenient to introduce Cartesian 

coordinates x and y, laying them in fundamental plane 1-4 along 

sides of contour (Pig. 15.3). Let us assume that, further, coordinate 

z determines initial position of points of middle surface.* Deflection 

now should be counted off from initial middle surface parallel to 

axis z. In such treatment in equations (1), (2) we must put k = 
•tv 

■ ky ■ 0 and introduce z in place of wQ; then we have** 

4^-5-(^+^)+v(^'+w)-*^(^ + ^r)+f (15,5) 

*With location of system of coordinates in Fig. 15.3 values of z 
will be negative. 

**These equations were given by K. Marguerre, Proc, of 5th 
Internat. Congress of Appl. Mech., 1938. 
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(15.4) 
#», *M *WX *t 

~TF^r--^r^r 

or, in compact notation 

v*4*-i(«,. •!-,+*). 
(15.5) 

If we use this approach, then dimensions of shell should be presented 

as dimensions in plane xy. 

Systems of equations (1)-(2) and (3)-(4) are equivalent* on the 

condition that central angle 2q>, subtended by the greatest dimension 

of shell, is sufficiently small, so that it is possible to take cos 9 * 

« 1, sin 9 » 9. Let us turn to separate problems, pertaining to shell 

of different form. 

§ 159. Panel. Rectangular in Projection 

We start from case when panel with main curvatures kx and ky 

has outline, rectangular in projection (Fig. 15.1a)j magnitudes k^ 

we designate by a and b. Let us assume that on edges the shell is 

fastened by hinge with ribs, absolutely rigid under flexure in direc¬ 

tion of normal and at the same time having low flexural rigidity in 

planes tangent to middle surface. Furthermore, we consider that 

points belonging to end sections of shell freely slip along ribs. 

To these assumptions there correspond following boundary conditions 

for edges x ■ 0, x ** a! 

(15.6) 

♦This question is considered in book of Kh. M. Mushtari and 
K. Z. Gallmov [0.6], p. I8l. 
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and analogous conditions for edges y = 0, y =* b. We assume that 

load of intensity q is evenly distributed over the entire surface and 

acts on the convex side.* 

We use equations (1)-(2); taking wQ = 0, we will present them in 

the form 

K -1V** + i 1(., . .,) + ^ + *, - 0. 

With boundary conditions given above it is possible to use for 

integration of system (7)-(8) the Bubnov-Galerkin method, applying 

it simultaneously to two equations of system.** We approximate 

function w and $ in first approximation by expressions 

**♦ 
(15.7) 

(15.8) 

ri — /i ~¡¡¡~ —%• • G =* ¿4, sin sin . (15.9) 

As it is easy to see, first three boundary conditions of type (6) are 

satisfied on all edges; fourth condition is executed only "on the 

1 b 
average," so that, for edges x « 0, x = a we have — / Tdy = 0. We 

a 0 

write Budnov-Galerkin: 

a • • » 

f f Xúnl¡-tinlfrdxriy = Q, f f Ksin ” sinrfjrrfy = 0. 
• • ó ó 

Substituting here (7)-(9) and integrating, we obtain 

+ Ur+v) 

(15.10) 

(15.11) 

*This pertains to shell of positive and zero Gaussian curvature. 

**Such approach was already taken in § 91, see p. 392. 
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We introduce dimensionless parameters 

(15.1¿) 

then by (11) we arrive at following dependence between load and 

deflection:* 

If panel is square (a » b), for p. - 0.3 we have 

(15.13) 

f 8.77^-2,464^4- (0.184^+22)0. (15.14) 

When shell has cylindrical form and coordinate y is counted off 

o 
along arcs, we must take k * 0, k ■ l/R; then we have k* = b /Rh. 

X y 

For spherical shell we obtain; kx » ky * l/R; when a = b we find 

p 
k* = 2b /Rh. It is interesting to consider case of shell of negative 

Gaussian curvature. In § 119 there was given example of a pseudosphere, 

for which kv - -k ; if we consider a * b, then here we have k* = 0. 
X y 

Equation (14) obtains form 

^-8.77^+220. 

If we judge by these data, panel of pseudosphere will behave as a 

flat plate; losses of stability in form, corresponding to (9), cannot 

occur here. 

*This dependence was obtained by M. A. Koltunov [lr^.4]; de- 
finitized solution to be mentioned later, carried out wiuh help of 
digital computers, is his. 
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On graph of Fig. 15.4 dotted lines depict diagram q*(Ç) according 

to (15) for different values of k* when X = 1. As we see, for small 

k* magnitude q* continuously increases, like case of flat plate; for 

large k* diagram has descending section. In order to find value of 

k* at which clicking becomes possible it is necessary to investigate 

derivative dq#/dC. Equating it to zero, we find values of Ç, cor¬ 

responding to upper and lower critical loads; 

-3^-1*)-• (15.15) 

Fig. 15.4. Graph "load-deflection" 
for square-projection panel. 

Boundary of region of clicking corresponds to the case when 

diagram q*(Ç) has point of inflection with horizontal tangent;* here 

expression under radical in (15) should turn into zero. Thus, 

limiting value of k* will be 

-K)* 
Vid-.*) when C = — k*. 

33 

Here we pass from diagram of Fig. 15.2a to diagram of the type 
depicted in Fig. 15.2b. 
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At first glance, in the course of designing it is desirable to 

designate such values of curvatures, at which clicking of shells will 

be excluded. It is easy to see, however, that here initial section 

of diagram will have small angle with axis of abscissas, so that 

rigidity of shell will appear insignificant. Therefore, from practical 

point of view it is important to determine qB and qH as exactly as 

possible for shells of relative great curvature. We present, for this, 

functions w and $ in the form of series: 

u «./ (1^.16) 

Solution will be more nearly exact, the larger the number of members 

of series we take into account during calculations. We give results 

of such solution, carried out with help of digital computer. If 

we retain in series (l6) members with indices (1, l) and (2, 2) and 

then join to them members (3j 3) and *0* we wiH obtain solid 

curves of Fig. 15.4, designated correspondingly by 2, 3, 4; on the 

figure they merge. However, the distinction from data of first 

approximation turns out to be very perceptible, starting with k* ^ 36• 

Definitized diagrams give somewhat lower upper critical loads, where 

peak of curve shifts toward smaller deflections. But lower critical 

load especially changes, and toward increase; in certain cases it 

changes sign and becomes positive. Near qB curve becomes steeper, 

and near q , more gently sloping.* Hence it is clear that when 

k* < 60 the second approximation gives practically exact results; 

true, before making final conclusions, one should conduct additionally 

*V. I. Feodos'yev came to analogous conclusions, investigating by 
digital computer the clicking of shallow spherical segments (see 
§ 161, p. 784 ). 
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calculation for combinations of indices (1, 3), (3, l), etc., and 

also consider antisymmetric forms of buckling. On graph of Fig. 15.5 

are given values of upper and lower critical loads depending upon 

k* for plates with various ratios of sides according by data of the 

fourth approximation (X = 1, X * 1/^2, X = 0.5); we take M- * 0.3. 

Clicking occurs when k* > 18 for X » 1; when k* > 20.4 for X » 1/^2 

and when k* > 30 for X = 0.5. Obviously, with increase of X rigidity 

of shell drops. 

Let us note that fourth boundary condition of (6) may be satis¬ 

fied at all points of the edge, if we select approximating expression 

for 0 in the form = U(x)V(y), where U and V are "beam" functions, 

satisfying condition of clamping of a beam on its edges.* If we 

consider a square panel, then in equation (14) essentially only the 

coefficient with is essentially changed; it takes value 7.48 

instead of 8.77. 

Let us turn to other cases of fastening of edges of a panel. 

Let us assume, e.g., that ribs bordering panel remain rectilinear, 

and at the same time freely approach one another. Proceeding 

analogously, we arrive, for a square panel in first approximation, at 

the equation (for p- » 0.3) 

- 7.K» _ J.0ftrc«+(o. I SiA1*+22) C. ( 15.17 ) 

2 
Coefficient with Ç renders substantial influence on character of 

diagram, lower critical loads as compared to preceding case greatly 

increase. Clicking turns out to be possible when k* >25.3. If, 

4This solution is given by M. M. Kozarov, cand. disc. MISI 
[Moscow Construction Engineering Institute], 1955. 
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Fig. 15.5. Values of lower 
and upper critical loads for 
shallow panels. 

however, ribs are not displaceable; dependence (17) obtains form 

- 28.9C* - e. UV + (0.5A» + 22) C. ( 13.18 ) 

It is desirable that for these cases, important from the point of 

view of practical applications, there be given definitized solutions. 

Let us note that for an elongated cylindrical panel (a » b) 

there may be obtained exact solution of the problem;* here we investi¬ 

gate behavior of arch-strip with corresponding conditions of fastening. 

§ 160. Conical Panel 

We turn to case when outline of panel in projection on a plane 

*This solution was given by I. G. Bubnov [0.2] and M. S. 
Kornishin and Kh. M. Mushatri [15.5]. 
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is not rectangular, but circular. Let us consider at first conical, 

and then a spherical, panel. Let us assume that shallow shell, with 

angle of rise a < 1/5, is subjected to action of uniform pressure 

(Fig. 15.6). We shall consider that panel is clamped on its edge 

and that together with that points of edge shift freely in plane 

(sliding fixing).* Peculiarities of problem, connected with presence 

of vertex of cone, we will not consider. 

Fig. 15.6. Conical panel 
under action of lateral 
load. 

Fig. 15.7. System of co 
ordinates for examining 
conical panel. 

We shall use the second of approaches to the problem according 

to § 158, presenting shell as a distorted plate. From Fig. 15.7 we 

find z * Hr/c * ar, where a « tan a = H/cj by c is understood radius 

of base, by H—initial rise. We take for a base equations (5) and (6) 

and express operators in polar coordinates r and <p, as in Chapter 

IX (p. 476). Introducing relative coordinate p = r/c, we obtain 

1 e , à* dw\ , 1 / d*» , d«« d*w\ , 

. 2 / *• . M d*» \ 2 d** d»» 
+FVîr¥3»W-7 - 

2 d# dv . ca d*v . a . 
7‘if Í7 pF “27 ‘•a c ' (15.19) 

1 / 2 d. d*. . 1 / òm \l 1 to d'w 
7\**) -?-3rwMir) -J-3T37- 

1 d*v d*« a d*» 
“7“37'37“T"37î 

(15.20 

*Similar problem was considered by E. I. Grigolyuk [15.3]. 
Solution below mentioned belongs to I. I. Trapezin [15.8]. 
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Laplacian operator has the form 

w , 1 #,1 #• V — -y ~ -r* yr ■ 

Boundary conditions will be 

• = 0, mm 0, #f=*0. t«0 *en pal. (l5.2l) 

We select approximate expression for deflection, satisfying the first 

two of conditions (2i), in the form* 

•**/1(1—pV+Ap40 — P*J*cos»»f. (15.22) 

First member in (22) corresponds, as already indicated in 

Chapter IX, to solution of axisymmetric linear problem for clamped 

plate, and the second depicts bending in n waves along arc with equal 

amplitudes toward and away from center of curvature. In combination 

these two members characterize formation of a series of dents, 

chiefly directed toward center of curvature. 

Putting (22) in the right part of equation (20), we find 

-¿’W^Ai+A.cosuf+AfeCOsfef. (15.23) 

where Rq and Rn are certain functions of p, containing parameters f^ 

and fg. Integrating (23), taking into account the fact that in 

center of panel, when p » 0, magnitude ar should be bounded, we 

obtain 

—cot 2«f. (15.24) 

where <t>0, <I>n, and <l>2n are new functions of p, f^, and fg. We then 

integrate equation (19) by Bubnov-Galerkin method, then we arrive at 

the following two dependences; 

- C,c*+c^+<y+c4e+C,a 
^+^+BJii+a4C*+Bt:*+BJ& = 0; 

*This expression was used earlier by V. I. Feodos'yev in 
examining flexible round plates [15.10]. 

(15.25) 

(15.26) 
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here there are introduced parameters 

«“4- (15.27) 

Coefficients C^, ..., and ,.., Bg depend on number of waves n. 

Let us note that dimensionless magnitude Ç characterizes according 

to (27) deflection of panel center. Excluding i from system (25)-(26), 

we find dependence q*(Ç), where the case n = 0 corresponds to axi- 

symmetric form of deflection. 

In Fig. 15.8 is given diagram q*(C) for c/h = 100 when a « o.l 

and n = 0 (solid line). If we construct curves for n / 0, then up 

to value Ç ■ 7.5 they will go above the curve corresponding to axi- 

synmetric form of equilibrium, and for Ç >7.5, below this curve. 

For example in Fig, 15.8 there is given dotted line, pertaining to 

n = 10. Consequently, asymmetric form of buckling should appear 

during deflection in center, equal to 7.5 thicknesses of the shell. 

The envelope of family of curves corresponding to different n, when 

Ç >7.5 differs little from curve, corresponding to axisymmetric 

Fig. 15.8. Diagram of equilibrium 
forms for conical panel.. 



form.* Lower critical pressure turns out to be close to zero. 

If we consider analogously the case of rigid fixing of panel, 

when points of edge do not shift, then lower critical pressure for 

c/h ^ 100 will be negative. 

Let us assume, further that conical panel with sliding fixing 

on the edge is subjected to action of concentrated force P in center, 

directed along the axis. Research of axisymmetric buckling of panel 

leads to following dependence between load P and maximum deflection 

f; 

^-0.294^--0.332^ + (0.16(^+ M7]c. 
* 

where P* - Pc2/Eh2, Ç = f/h. 

§ l6l. Spherical Panel 

Let us turn to problem of the stability of a shallow spherical 

segment (Fig. 15.9)* loaded by evenly distributed external pressure. 

Fig. 15.9. Spherical 
shallow panel. 

to complete spherical shell or a 

This problem has been the subject 

of numerous studies;** it turned 

out to be sufficiently difficult, 

and results of works of different 

authors frequently appeared con¬ 

tradictory. Study of behavior of 

shallow panel is intimately con¬ 

nected with research pertaining 

high segment, since panel serves as 

*This conclusion pertains only to given example. With other 
parameters of shell result may be different, so that research of 
asymmetric buckling will be necessary. 

**First work in this direction pertained to calculation of 
flapping diaphragms and belonged to V. I. Feodos'yev [15.9] and 
[15.10]. 
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a model of the dent, developed during buckling of such shells. At 

the same time calculation of shallow panels, form of which nears 

spherical, is itself of great practical value. 

We designate by H rise of shell; by c, radius in plane; by R, 

radius of curvature of middle surface; by ß, half of the angle, 

subtended by panel. As it is easy to see, these magnitudes are con¬ 

nected by relationships* 

c*»2RH, zsi2~. (15.28) 

Up to now we considered, as a rule, the axisymmetric form of 

buckling of shallow spherical shell. We originate from equations of 

type (1) and (2), considering that there is no initial deflection 

(Wq =» 0). Introducing polar coordinates and considering w = w(r) 

and <i> = ^(r), we can find first integral of these equations, as in 

Chapter XIV. When q * const by (14.22) we obtain 

4 \ é _dm 
-ertr7trrïr“(ÿ-^i)w+ÿ-' 

T'TrTlF'-JF^-^-dF + S) 
49 
dr 

(15.29) 

(15.50) 

We introduce dimensionless parameters** 

« 

1 4w 
/9* 4Í + •. T 1 d* 

EkïŸH dr ' 

1 Ë1 o_ 1 _/*\» _ _ 1 

(15.31) 

(15.32) 

*If one were to originate from instrucuion of E. Reissner, shown 
on p. 763# by (28) spherical shell should be considered shallow when 
H/R < 1/6. 

**Such parameters are introduced by Reiss, Greenberg and Keller 
[15.16]. 
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then equations (29) and (30) will change into the following: 

*'<«)-■*'(«T(15.33) 

*'<!)—jí'í*—** (15.34) 

where by L1 is understood linear operator 

^ ® ”2r T “21 (15.35) 

Parameters p1 and P are connected with magnitudes k and 0 

introduced by us in Chapter XIV by relationships 

j'—pL*. #»=yL. (15.36) 

We consider that panel is clamped on its edge and that there 

are no radial displacements of points of edge, as shown in Fig. 15.9. 

Then boundary conditions obtain form 

• «0. T-0 "hw 1*0. (15.37) 

.«I, ^-|»T=0 *h.n 8=1. (15.38) 

One variant of solution of problem is the following (15.16). 

We present magnitudes a and 7 in the form of 0-power series: 

t-St.**"'. (15.39) 

The first of expressions (39) constitutes generalization of approxi¬ 

mating formula, which we used in § II3, Chapter IX.* Actually, by 

(9.51), we find 

£—«/(? 

*See also first member of expression (22), pertaining to conical 
panel. 
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Increasing number of members retained in (39) as compared to (9.52), 

we increase accuracy of solution. 

Expressions (39) satisfy boundary conditions (37). By (38) 

we obtain 

2«.-i=o. 

2p»-<i+i>m.=o. (15.40) 

Putting (39) in equations (33) and (3^)> we have 

“* •<■.* + *)’ 72 = 8(1-aJ) 
for ffi (15.41) 

and, further, 

, a-t 

t«=-iïjf=.TySv«-( f»>- »>* ,,c „0. 
1.1 (15.42) 

These formulas allow us to express all coefficients a and 7 
n n 

by and 7^. Equations (40) then take form 

HV Ti) = 0. 0(»,.1,) = 0. (15.45) 
« 

where F and G are nonlinear functions of and 7^. In work (15.I6) 

determination of roots of equations (43) was conducted by digital 

computers; there were found points 1, 2, 3, ... on diagram "load P- 

maximum deflection Ç", as shown in Fig. 15.10. Most favorable was 

the case when line 0AB, connecting these points had a descending 

branch AB: this gave possibility of finding upper critical load 

with certain confidence. However, process of calculations did not 

always lead to required results. Thus, for instance, in individual 

cases dependence P(Ç) obtained from depicted in Fig. I5.IO by dotted 

line; at a certain point C the process of calculations started to 

part. Such cases in general, we frequently meet during solution of 
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systems of nonlinear equations in problems of stability; they require 

additional research, since they can be caused by peculiarities of the 

given program of calculations. In any case, speculatively take 

point C for determination of upper critical load. We give comparati¬ 

vely reliable results, pertaining to 

determination of upper critical 

load,» In Fig. 15.11 is given 

dependence of upper critical 

pressure qB on geometric parameters 

of shell for different conditions 

of fastening: rigid clamping on 

edge (curve l), hinged fastening 

with points of edge not shifting 

in plane (curve 2) and hinged 

Fig. 15.10. Diagrams 
'Vload-def lection* 
according to calcula¬ 
tions on digital com¬ 
puters. 

support with edge freely shifting in plane (curve 3). Along the 

axis of abscissas is plotted magnitude 

.-VV-VTiO-V) = (15.44) 

Fig. 15.11. Upper critical load for 
shallow spherical panel with various con 
ditions of fastening. 

♦They were obtained by Weinitschke [15.19]. 
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Using relationships (28), we express also parameter p by ratio 

H/h: 

, = 2 V 12(1or, whan p == 0,3. p :¾ 6,6 . (15.4^) 

Along the axis of ordinates are plotted values of parameter 

(15.46) 

Judging by expression (14.10), in (46) there appears magnitude 

of upper critical pressure for complete sphere; we designate it qn _ . 

Consequently, magnitude vB characterizes upper critical load for 

shallow panel over qQ B; vB =* qBAlQ 0. When p > 40 (k > 12) process 

of calculations converged so slowly that results could not be con¬ 

sidered final; corresponding sections of curves are shown in Fig. 

15.11 by dotted line. We turn first of all to case of panel clamped 

on its edge. Values vB lie for p < 25 significantly below 1: at 

the same time for 35 < P < 75 they exceed 1 and, last, when p > 75 

they again lie below 1. Such a form of curve vB(p) improbable at 

first glance, is explained by the fact that depending upon value p 

character of wave formation of shell turns out to be different. This 

circumstance is confirmed by experiments* conducted on shells made of 

magnesium alloy and rigidly clamped on their edges. With small p 

deflection was maximum at center and monotonically decreased in the 

direction of edge (Fig. 15.12a). With large values of p middle part 

of dent became more shallow and at p > 20 maximum deflection always 

took place not at the center (Fig. 15.12b). In case of developed 

♦Number of experiments with shallow spherical segments was con¬ 
ducted by G. N. Geniyev and N. S. Chausov [15.2], and also R. G. 
Surkin (see § I56). Here are given data obtained by Kaplan and Fung 
[15.14]. 



a) b) c) 

Fig. 15.12. Forms of wave formation of 
spherical panels of different curvature. 

dent maximum deflection will already be a distance of half the radius 

from the center. When p > 55 there appeared a new peak in the center 

(Fig. 15.12c). 

We return to graph of Fig. 15.11. Comparison of curve 2 with 

curve 1 shows that in a definite region, where 15 < p <30, magnitude 
q for case of hinged fastening lies higher than during clamping of 

panel on its edge. This is explained, possibly, by different 

influence of flexural stresses, formed at the edge. In remaining 

region of variation of p for hinge fastened shell we obtain values of 

vB smaller than for clamped shell. Especially sharply drops vB with 

edge freely displaced in plane. 

Let us note that formulation of problem here differs from that 

taken in § 155. There we conditionally assumed that fundamental 

state is momentless, and introduced initial deflection wQ. If, 

though, using equations (14.45), we try to find upper critical pres¬ 

sure for Ç 0, we will obtain 

If, then, we construct by this equation curve ^B(k), it will remind 

us of initial section of curve 1 of Fig. 15.11. 

All these data pertain to upper critical pressure. Judging 

by results of experiments (see Fig. 15.15 below), buckling of real 

shells occurs during load, lying, as a rule, significantly below qB. 
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Obviously, here there appear the same peculiarities of the problem 

as in case of complete sphere. Therefore reliable bases for 

calculation can be obtained only after study of character of other 

sections of curve q(Ç) and determination of lower critical pressure. 

Such data were obtained very recently also with the help of digital 

computers.* We give final results of calculations. In Fig. 15.13** 

Fig. 15.13. Upper and lower critical loads 
for spherical panels. 

4.4 
is offered dependence between parameter of load q* = qc /Eh and 

dimensionless maximum deflection in center Ç = w /h for panels 
niel a' 

having different initial curvatures and rigidly clamped their edges. 

When H/h » 0 we obtain case of flat plate. Further, for very shallow 

*These studies were carried out almost simultaneously by V. I. 
Feodos'yev and Thurston [15.18]; let us note that results of these 
works, obtained by different methods, turned out to be very close. 

**Graphs of Figs. 15.13 and 15.16 belong to V. I. Feodos’yev. 
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panel (H/h < 1.5 or p < 11) load Increases with Increase of Ç mono- 

tonically, which corresponds to Fig. 15.2a. For panels of greater 

curvature graph q*(£) obtains form shown In Fig. 15.2b. On graph 

are marked values of upper and lower critical pressures, where maxi¬ 

mum value of H/h here constitutes 4; this corresponds to p » 26. 

In case p > 26 process of 

Fig. 15.14. Branches of 
équilibrium states of 
shallow shells of various 
curvatures. 

calculations is significantly com¬ 

plicated; this is explained by 

change of character of wave forma¬ 

tion in process of buckling of 

shell. As we have seen from 

Fig. 15.12, maximum deflection will 

occur for p > 26, as a rule, not 

in center w^ of panel; on certain 

sections of loading deflection in 

center will decrease (see Fig. 

15.2d). Nevertheless, we define 

parameter Ç as deflection in center, over thickness; Ç = w°/h. In 

Fig. 15.14* are depicted results of calculations, pertaining to panels 

of somewhat greater rise, where 36 < p < 8l. For values p = 49 and 

p * 64, we obtained several different branches of equilibrium states 

of shell, not interconnected. Some of these branches correspond, 

apparently, to stable, and other, to unstable forms of equilibrium. 

Parameter 7 plotted here along the axis of ordinates is equal to 

7«6(l—|i?))/3(ï3p?)^ or» ’♦'•n P**0,3. (15.47) 

♦Graphs of Figs. 15.14 and 15.15 were obtained by Thurston 
[15.18]. 
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Eig. 15.15. Theoretical values 
of upper and lower critical loads 
In comparison with data of ex¬ 
periments. 

Study of curves of Figs. 15.13 and 15.14 allowed us to determine 

upper and lower values of critical pressure q_ and q when 0 < p < 80. 

These final data are shown in Fig. 15.15î along the axis of ordinates 

are plotted as before parameters vB and vH, characterizing ratios of 

qB and qH to magnitude q0^B for complete sphere. Curve for vB almost I 

coincides with that which was obtained by other methods (see curve 1 

of Fig. 15.11); line vH is a new one for us. In graph of Fig. 15.15 

are also given results of experiments of (15.14); one part of them 

was obtained with loading of shell by oil (diamonds), and the other 

part, with loading by air (circles). One may assume that in first 

case buckling occurred with constant volume, and in second, with con¬ 

stant pressure. Knock appeared the sharpest in the second case; 

drop of load marked in experiments is shown in Fig. 15.15 by pointers. 

As we see, experimental values of v lie in a fork, formed by vß 

and vH, and here for p > 40 nearer to vK. In practical calculations 

one should use graph of Fig. 15.15, determining, for carefully made 

shells, vH directly by curve of graph, but with relatively great 

initial deflection, with decrease of vH by approximately 40$. In ^ 
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case of hinged fastening of shell there can be obtained tentative 

calculating data, comparing graphs of Fig. 15.11 and 15.15. 

Fig. 15.16. Change of specific weight 
of strain energy of middle surface 
during buckling of shell in the large. 

In conclusion we give interesting data, allowing us to judge 

in what relationship potential strain energy of shell is divided 

into two parts—strain energy of middle surface U and energy of 

bending UM. In Fig. I5.I6 is repeated curve q*(Ç), pertaining to 

panel clamped on its edge, with H/h * 4. Here it is shown how ratio 

Uc/Uc + UM, expressed in ¢, changes in process of buckling. As we 

see, with small deflections (Ç < l) basic share—about 90$—of total 

energy is taken by strain energy of middle surface; this proportion 

is preserved when q * q . Then specific weight of U rapidly drops, 

but still at lower critical pressure U constitutes approximately 

23# of total energy. With subsequent buckling share of U drops 

already to 6$; calculations for values Ç > 8 still remain to be 

conducted. These data express question of possibility of disregarding 

magnitudes Uc for UB during study of different stages of process of 



buckling of shell; it is necessary, however, to consider that they 

pertain only to an individual example. 

We considered above only an axisymmetric problem. However, by 

analogy with case of conical panel it is natural to assume that for 

certain value of deflection there should occur formation of waves 

on circumference, where number of waves will depend on intensity of 

load. As already was noted above, consideration of such problem 

was started by E. I. Grigolyuk [15.3]j taking approximating expression 

in form, analogous to (22). It is desirable that subsequently 

these studies be continued both for a shell of ideal form, and also 

for case of shell with initial deflection with consideration of 

different conditions of fastening of shell on the edge. 

We note unique means of solution of nonlinear problems of theory 

of shells, offered by N. A. Kilchevskiy (Reports of academy of 

Sciences of Ukrainian SSR, No. 7* 1962), consisting of use of 

equivalent linear model with variable elastic characteristics. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

STABILITY OF SANDWICH PLATES AND SHELLS 

§ 162. Fundamental Equations of Linear Theory 
of Three-Ply Plates and Shells 

Sandwich plate or shell consists of two thin outer layers, 

prepared from strong material (supporting layers), between which 

there is placed relatively light and low-strength middle layer 

(filler), ensuring joint work of outer layers. Supporting layers 

usually are made from such hard materials as metal, plywood or 

plastic. As filler there can be used foam plastic, balsa wood, 

porous rubber, or metal in the form of corrugated sheet or honeycomb 

cells (Fig. 16.1). Sandwich constructions find ever wider applica¬ 

tion in aircraft building, shipbuilding, industrial construction and 

in other regions of engineering. Structures whose middle layer is 

made of a metal corrugated sheet or honeycombs, have begun to be 

applied at high temperatures. 

Fig. 16.1. Sandwich panels with fillers of a) solid foam plastic, 
b) corrugation, c) honeycombs. 
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Calculation of sandwich constructions for stability should be 

conducted taking into account different forms of buckling of con¬ 

struction as a whole and of its separate members. Let us assume 

that sandwich plate or shallow shell with solid filler is loaded 

symmetrically relative to middle surface. First of all, it is neces¬ 

sary to distinguish two forms of loss of stability: general, caused, 

basically, by distortion of middle surface of construction 

(Fig. 16.2a), and local, expressed, mainly, in distortion (wrinkling) 

of outer layers (Fig. 16.2b) and occurring without distortion of 

plate or shell as a whole. During local loss of stability of outer 

layer it may be represented as a plate or shell on an elastic 

foundation. If middle layer is carried out in the form of corrugated 

sheet or in the form of honeycomb cells, there is possible, further¬ 

more, local loss of stability of walls of the sheet or plates of the 

honeycombs. 

Research of sandwich constructions for stability of general and 

local type constitute two indepen¬ 

dent regions in each of which 

there are applied different 

assumptions. Such separation turn 

out to be possible in light of 

the fact that for sandwich plates 

there is absent mutual influence 

of these forms (16.5), and for 

sandwich shells mutual influence can be disregardeo, if shell is 

shallow (16.9). 

In this chapter we will consider only questions of general 

b) 

Fig. 16.2. Skew-symmetric 
and symmetric forms of loss 
of stability. 
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stability of sandwich plates and shells.* 

Thin supporting layers of sandwich plates and shells are 

naturally presented as ordinary plates and shells, using in composi¬ 

tion of equations for them the hypothesis of straight normals. 

Filler of sandwich construction should, generally, be considered 

a body of three dimensions. In this exact formulation there was 

carried out a series of studies of stability of sandwich plates.** 

These studies played a role in establishing effective methods of 

approximation of calculation of sandwich plates and shells, using 

certain assumptions about the work of the filler. Approximate theory 

of stability of sandwich plates and shells within elastic limit 

will be subject of this chapter.*** 

We make certain assumptions concerning deformations of filler 

during general loss of stability of plates and shells. First of all, 
* 

we shall disregard transverse compressibility of filler, and deflec¬ 

tions of outer layers we consider identical. This assumption, as 

shown in a number of works (16.11) and (16.27), turns out to be 

acceptable for practical calculations in a very wide range. 

*Local stability of outer layers in case of solid filler is con¬ 
sidered in works of A. P. Voronovich [16.5], V. I. Korolev [16.8J, 
A. L. Rabinovich [I6.I3], Cox [I6.I5], March [16.24], and Yussuff 
[16.57]; local stability in case of filler of corrugation type is con¬ 
sidered in work [16.3], 

**In this line were works carried out by A. P. Voronovich [16.5], 
Cox [I6.I5], Goodier and Neou [l6.l8], Hunter-Tod [16.21], Neuber 
[16.26], Legget and Hopkins [lb.22] and other authors. 

***This theory was developed in works of Neut [16.251, A. L. 
Rabinovich [16.13], Reissner [16.27], A. P. Prusakov [lb.11], and 
16.12], Hemp [16.19], Llbove and Batdorf [16.23], Stein and Mayers 

:16.31], Hoff [16.20], E. I. Grigolyuk [I6.6], V. F. Karavanov 
:l6.7], L. M. Kurshin [I6.9], and [I6.IO] and other authors. 
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If filler has rigidity of the same order as support layers, 

or ratio of dimensions of plate to its thickness is great, then 

during calculation it is possible to consider valid the hypothesis 

of straight normals for the whole three ply package. Calculation in 

this case will not differ from calculation of ordinary single-layer 

plates and shells, with this difference only, that in it we will 

use rigidity of compound sections. However, in most cases, from 

considerations of economy of weight the sandwich construction is 

executed in such a way that filler turns out. to be insufficiently 

hard, and calculation must be conducted taking into account deforma¬ 

tions of transverse shearing of filler. Namely calculation of 

influence of shear of middle layer of work on outer layers is main 

distinction of calculation of sandwich constructions from calculation 

of ordinary single-ply plates and shells. 

For calculation of deformations of transverse shift of filler 

we introduce following assumption. 

We consider that in filler a 

straight line, perpendicular to 

its middle surface before deforma- 

mation, remains a straight line in 

process of deformation, but 

because of shift the perpendicular 

ity is disturbed; in other words, 

throughout thickness of filler there is a linear law of displacements 

To thin outer layers we apply hypothesis of straight normals. Thus, 

a normal, passed through all three layers, in process of deformation 

becomes a broken line (Fig. 16.3). 

Such calculating scheme for sandwich plates and shells is very 

Fig. 16.3. 
Character of dis¬ 
tribution of dis¬ 
placements 
throughout a 
sandwich shell. 
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general and allows us to account for both shearing deformation of 

filler, so also work of it on longitudinal forces and moments. But 

calculation of longitudinal forces and moments received by filler 

by far is not always necessary. If ratio of elastic modulus of 

supporting layer E to elastic modulus of filler in plane, parallel 

to supporting layers, is great, and ratio of thickness of supporting 

layer t to thickness of filler 2h is not very small (E^h/Et < 0.1), 

then longitudinal forces are received almost wholly by outer layers. 

Such fillers by established terminology are called light. Thus, during 

calculation of sandwich plates and shells with light filler it is 

possible to disregard on the middle layer normal and tangential 

stresses, lying in plane parallel to supporting layers. If filler 

receives noticeable part of longitudinal forces, it is called a 

rigid filler. 

Hypothesis of broken line for displacements allows us to obtain 

equation of sandwich shells both with light, and also with rigid 

filler. We will give here derivation of equations for case of 

light fillers, of the greatest interest for practice. Along the way 

we will stop briefly to discuss equations for rigid fillers. 

Let us consider shallow sand¬ 

wich shell with identical outer- 

layers and light filler. We 

designate by and R2 principal 

radii of curvatures of its middle 

surface (Fig. 16.4). Curvilinear- 

coordinates X, and y on middle 

surface of shell, let us assume, 

coincide with lines of principal curvatures. 

.'T 

Fig. l6.4. Member of a 
sandwich shell. 
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For displacemente oí' points of upper layer during loss of 

stability in accordance with hypothesis of straight normals and 

taking into account shallowness of shell we find (when (-h -t) < z < 

< (-h)):* 

= —p + + (16.1) 

here v^, are displacement of points of middle surface of upper 

supporting layer. 

Analogously for displacements of points of lower layer (when 

ii < z < h + t) 

*.=•»• «. = „-p-»-4)£. V. = v1-(z-h-£)ty. (16.2) 

where u^, are displacement of points of middle surface of 

lower supporting layer. During research of deformations of general 

loss of stability of sandwich construction it is possible, as was 

indicated above, to take 

(16.3) 

Displacements of middle layer, in accordance with hypothesis of 

straight lines in filler, are equal (when -h < z < h) to 

* = 7 (*‘+ ¿ / ir) * 
= ï(«.+*a) - ¿(o, - "a - * 

(16.4) 

For deformations of layers we use expressions 

To 

dm w 
si-Tr 
dm . dv 

dx ' 

do 

* i dm 
dy * 

7/x 
du_ 
dz -h dx 

(16.1) 

♦Indices "b" and "h" here pertain to upper and lower layer, 
whereas in other sections they correspond to upper and lower critical 
load. 
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The last two relationships are necessary only for middle layer, where 

there occur shearing deformations. 

Let us consider sandwich shell with inner and outer layers of 

isotropic materials. We designate shear modulus of material of fiJl'r 

by G^. For stresses in outer layers we have expressions 

i_|»i (“*= J_^i (s11*')• x*y “¿(1 +(*)Ly (it ) 

Tangential stresses t and t in outer layers, as usual wlu n 

using hypothesis of straight normals, are determined from equati ns 

of equilibrium of the member of the outer layer. For tangential 

stresses in filler we have 

0* Txr V Tjrr ( ! ' .7) 

We determine force in outer layer. For that we integrate 

stresses (6) with respect to thickness of outer layer and take into 

account expressions for deformations (5) and displacements (1). For 

forces in upper supporting layer we obtain 

T,+ 

O 
here B = Et/(1—M- ) is rigidity of outer layer. 

Analogously for forces in lower supporting layer N 0, N 0, 

and T2 we obtain the same expressions (8) with replacement in t!.< m 

of u^ and v^ by u2 and v2 respectively. Positive directions of 

forces are shown in Fig. 16.5, by analogy with Fig. 10.24. 

For bending (M , M ) and torsional (H) moments in outer layen; 
x y 

relative to corresponding middle surfaces we obtain, calculating 

integrals of form 
-* J— -j-y« » AI,, j. 

-(»40 
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known expressions: 

Fig. 16.r). Positive direc¬ 
tions oí' forces in middle 
surface. 

^.1 = *«.«-^>(¾r + 1‘¾^')• 

H, = H,-(1-1.)0^: 

nere D is cylindrical rigidity of outer layer. 

Positive directions of moments are shown in Fig 

We determine tangential stresses in filler 

(4) we have 

(16.9) 

D = Etf/12(l~n2). 

. 16.6. 

. From (7), (5) and 

+ -^[7(^^)-(^+4)£], 

+if) = “ x*[y ív‘ ~ **) ~(A+y)^]- (16.10) 

Transverse forces in filler are 

Qf.= - 20, (a 

~20,(^(^,- t>3) —^A-f (16.11) 

We separate from upper outer layer member dx, dy. Let us con¬ 

sider conditions of equilibrium of moments (Fig. I6.7) and longitudinal 

forces (Fig. I6.8) acting on the member. We designate by t and 
X z, 1 

Tyz ^ tangential stresses acting at place of linkage of outer 
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Fig. 16.6. Positive direc¬ 
tions of moments. 

Fig. I6.7. Moments and trans 
verse forces acting on member 
of external layer. 

layer with filler. From condition 

of equilibrium of moments wf 

find 

¢,.1 

«... 

4M, 
Tjm.t* 

+ TT+2 Vi- 
(16.12) 

Fig. I6.8. Forces acting Conditions of equilibrium of 
or member of outer layer. 

forces give 

Fig. 16.9. Tan¬ 
gential stresses 
caused by inter¬ 
action of outer 
layer with filler. 

Ox 
r- , 
¡r-4 

¢) 

07 (16.13) 

Excluding from (12) stresses 

tcz, 1 311(1 V, 1' wlth help o1' 

(13) we obtain expressions for 

transverse forces in outer layer: 

(16.14) 
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Analogously for lower layer, considering direction of stresses 

Txz, and Tyz • 9) i i'rom equations of equilibrium of the 

member we have 

(16.1^) 

Summing transverse forces in filler and outer layers, we obtain 

for transverse forces in sandwich shell expressions 

~-y ~ a) +(7*1 — 7*a)]. 

“ ï ‘ a) + ¿ i7*1 “ • 

We introduce designations 

*. ** 7 (*i + «2)* { (vi + va). 

■»“y (*1 —*2). Vp=y (V|-Vj). 
(16.17) 

We express total forces and moments in sandwich shell by dis¬ 

placements of middle surfaces of outer layers. From (8) and (IT) we 

obtain 

1 + 8 = 2Ä ( -h ^- I» . 

7.7^ + 7^(1--,08(^ + ^). 

Bending moments and torques in a sandwich shell relative to its 

middle surface will be 

Mg= Mj,, 1 + M,,* — (a + 7)(^,. 1 — Ng'j, 

M9 “ M9i 1 +Af,fl ~(a + y) (Nh, — A/,, j). 

//=//i +//»—(* + ^) (fj — fj)* 
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Using (8), (9) and (17)í we obtain 

=-2D (£ +1» - 2 (* + j ) fl ( íl +1. ÎÏ). 

=-(iF + ^'sf) ~2 (*+ t) 8 +11 ^) ’ 

tf = -20(1 -^)-373^-(1-10^+2)^(-37 + -5^)- (16.19) 

For transverse forces in sandwich shell (16) taking into 

account (8), (9), (11) and (17) we obtain expressions in displacements 

<& = -*>,[«,-(* + !)£]_2D 37 V»»_ 

_ “J . ' +1* 0*0* \ 
~5 dp--* 2~ôxàVr 

Q,-20, [»,-(* +-20^ V’»- 

-«( , 1—1» , 1 + ^ d*«j 
IF"+"T“ ^ + “2“ dïdÿ )• 

(16.20) 

We turn to equations of equilibrium of a member of a shallow 

sandwich shell as a whole. From conditions of equilibrium of force: 

in directions x and y we obtain (Fig. 16.10) 

■3T+-37 = 0> 
¿AT, dT 
-sr+-fc=°- (16.21) 

Equations of equilibrium of moments (Fig. 16.II) give 

dMj, , dH „ dM, , dH Ä 
^+37^^- "1T+ 

(16.22) 

Equation of projections of forces on direction of normal taking 

into account components caused by turn of member (Fig. 16.12), gives 

N* i *jr . 3Q, i *Qy d (.,odw\ , 
+ Tf +-JT + IT + 3F V-Br)+ 

(16.23) 

Here N^, N^, and T° are forces in shell before loss of stability. 

Considering that forces N^, N^. and T° satisfy equations of 
x y 

equilibrium, we write equation (23) in the form 

ír+^+TT+TT+ ^15^+^ V + 2r^ = a 

‘^01 

(16.24) 



Fig. 16.10. Forces 
acting on a member of a 
sandwich shell. 

Fig. 16.11. Moments acting 
on member of sandwich shell. 

Fig. 16.12. Deriving 
equation of equilibrium of 
projections of forces on 
the normal. 

We express in equations (21), 

(22), and (24) forces and moments 

by displacements of middle sur¬ 

faces of outer layers with the 

help of formulas (l8), (19) and 

(20). 

Furthermore, we transform 

equation (24), adding to it 

equations (22); differentiating 

them with respect to x and y and multiplying by 20^, we obtain system 

of equations of stability of shallow sandwich shell in terms of 

displacements: 

( 

♦ 
1-1» d*. , l+H 
-5--3^r + -5-J7^ ífÍ-st+11 :^-)= 
i-. **. 
~r~~SK + 

1+H d*». dim. 9 \ 

0. 

0. 

+ 
»—I* . l+H \ 
2 3^+ 2 òxdy)' 

Bk 

IT, 

(16.25a) 

I 
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- 2fl(* + 4) V* (¾ + ït) - 2OT,W+ 

+ ^^+^^ + ^^,-=^ (if.esb) 

System of equations (25) can be reduced to one resolvent. W< 

introduce function of forces ¢, considering 

N* = l&’ Ny — ^sh' T—~ 15^' 

Obviously, equations (21), corresponding to first two equations 

system (25)/ here are satisfied. 

Excluding from three relationships (18) taking into account (gó) 

functions ua and va, we obtain equation 

^=-28(1- 

Designating 

f = (1< ) 

differentiating third equation of system (25) with respect, to •. ?n i 

the fourth, with respect to y and adding, we obtain 

BhVF = 0, [F — (A + y) ^½]. (1- . ? ') 

Last equation of system (25) taking into account, n-Lationsl ii ., 

(26) and (28) will be written in the form 

+ ^+^ + ^=0- (1.00, 

From equations (29) and (50) it is possible to exclude luncti n 
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-¾ 'r 

We obtain equation 

^ + 4)^+(1--¾^) [2DV% -^-0- 

ÓX áf ] 
1 »»o d*» ^^_2r° ^ 

(16.31 ) 

Thus, for functions of forces <p and deflection w we obtained 

system of two equations (27) and (Jl); they can be reduced to one 

equation in terms of deflection: 

V«*+(l — V*!^2DV*t»-f- 

+2(i-|‘,)Sd iJ'+l 0)’ ®]— 
^£ + ^0 + 27^-) = 0. 

(16.32) 

Let us note that solution of problem of stability with help of 

one equation turns out to be possible in those cases when boundary 

conditions can be expressed in w. Otherwise it is necessary to turn 

to system of equations (25), allowing us to satisfy boundary condi¬ 

tions, formulated for uß, vß, ua, and va. 

In case of sandwich plate (R± = ra, R2 = œ) system of equations 

(25) is broken up into two independent systems: two equations for 

functions ua and va, having trivial solution, and three equations for 

functions uß, vß, and w. These last three equation will also be 

equations of stability of sandwich plate with light filler; they have 

form 

(jS . ^ , 1+1* 
--+4- dy* + 

Bk /à*v. 
ç (-^-+ 

1—1* d*®, 

a)- 
-*.+(*+4)^=o- 

-Ä-U-ltü d'U9\ 

-îa(* + 4)T>(0 + 0)_2OTH.+ 

+ ^0 + ^0+2^^- = 0. 
(16.33) 
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It is possible to reduce system (33) to one resolvent for 

deflection: 

»(*+{)’»%+ 

(16.34) 

Let us note that in limiting case, when shear modulus seeks 

infinity, equations of sandwich plates and shells are reduced to 

equations of uniform plates and shallow shells with flexural rigidity 

2[D + B (h + -^) ], i.e., with rigidity of compound section of two 

layers, related on height of filler. In other limiting case, when 

G^ — 0, there are obtained equations for isolated outer layers. 

Thus, proceeding from assumption of linear distribution of dis¬ 

placements the thickness of filler, we obtained equation of stability 

of shallow sandwich shell with light filler, i.e., without cal¬ 

culation of normal and tangential stresses in filler, parallel to 

external layers. 

In practice of calculation of sandwich plates and shells, as 

was already said, one can meet cases of more rigid fillers, when in 

sandwich construction the filler receives noticeable part of longi¬ 

tudinal forces and moments. In this case it is necessary to consider 

stress in filler, directed parallel to outer layers. Equations can 

then be obtained, proceeding from linearity of displacements the 

thickness of filler and disregarding transverse deformation of filler. 

In principle this conclusion will not differ from the above-mentioned 

for light fillers; it is necessary only to introduce in expressions 

for forces and moments components, caused by stresses a , a , and 
X y 

T in filler. Not giving this conclusion, we write final equations xy 

of stability of shallow sandwich shell with hard isotropic filler, 
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•Na iT 
-jr+?y 0. 

1-1» d*u 
T 

dN, , ar 
~di+JI=0' 

3 1+1» 
r H ? î?"1'T“ ^757) “ 

* fo . 1 , ‘“I4 , l+* ^“3 \ 
U7^+TÂ«A-3ÿr+ -¿--¿x* +-5”^?7)-" 

— [2^(4-+y)+j ^) + (4ßcAf- 2d)v<k- + 

+7^ + ^ + ^^+^1^- 
. a*v a*« 

+ 'XT + 27^ ^T3r = 0. a^ay 

Forces and displacements are connected by relationships 

(16.3^) 

(16.33b) 

(16.33c) 

AT, « 2 <a + BJ +1» ^ ^ _ ,1 J£.), 

^^ + ^1^+^17-44-14^)1 
r»(i -^+^,)(^+ ^). (16.36 ) 

Here = E^h(l—m-2); Poisson's ratios M- of filler and outer 

layers materials are taken identical. 

During solution of problems of stability of sandwich plates and 

shells with middle layer of corrugation, honeycomb or foam plastic- 

reinforced type it is possible by introduction of reduced rigidity 

parameters to replace such fillers with a certain equivalent uniform 

filler.* 

Let us note that proposition of linearity of displacements the 

thickness of filler in case of light fillers used in this paragraph 

is result of following assumptions: a) equality of zero of stresses 

°xi ‘V ^ Txy' inextensionality to filler in transverse direction, 

w =* w(x, y). This directly follows from equations of equilibrium of 

*For determination of given elastic moduli of corrugation and 
honeycombs it is possible to use work [16.2]. Equations of stability 
of shallow shells with hard orthotropic filler can be found in [16.6]. 
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a member 

0. ^-=0 (16.57) 

and relationships 

du t dm dv dw xyt 
-5-+-37=-371 -37+37=37- 

Nevertheless, method of derivation of equations with assignment of 

law of change of displacements through the filler is more convenient; 

it may be almost wholly transfered to more general case of sandwich 

constructions with hard filler, during examining of which it is 

necessary to consider stresses ax, a^., and TXy in filler; then 

hypothesis of linear law of displacements will be essential. 

§ 163. Variational Equation of Stability. 
Boundary Conditions ~~~ 

Energy equation of stability of shallow sandwich shell we write 

in the fc rm 

U+J f + (16.38) 

where U is potential energy caused by forces appearing during loss of 

shell. 

For potential energy of upper external layer we have 

A+f 

u>-lf f f<V‘+V>+ Xx91x,)**dy<ls. (16.39) 
A 

Introducing in (39) expressions (5) for deformations and (1) for dis¬ 

placements and integrating with respect to z, we obtain 

(16.40) 
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Analogously for lower supporting layer we find 

U'~\I f{N-Á^~x)+N’'¡(w~x)+ 
-I ri (¾ + ¡ dx dy. 

Potential energy of filler will be 

A 

U»m==jf f f (^»Tx.4-V7,«)rfx dydz' 
-A 

(16.41) 

(16.42) 

Introducing expressions for deformations (6) and displacements (4) 

and integrating with respect to z, we have 

—Va)+(A + ^) 
(16.43) 

Summing (40), (4l), and (42) taking into account designations 

(17) and formulas (l8), (9), and (20) for potential energy, we obtain 

+(^*1_ i—+ 

+m - Ti)(^+^) -5 -i. i -33- -iM,., up-— 

-"^+¿«-[—•+(‘+1)^]+ 

+1 ^ ^+(* + Í) 17]} (16.44) 

or 

^-1//1^((^-^+(^-^+ 

+^-^)(^-^)+^(^+^+ 

+(^)+(^+^^^+^(^+^1+ 

MS %-(&)')}+ 

+i ['p - (*+7) ^ r+T °* h - (*+i ) n (16 hbj 

Varying in equation (38) displacements, we obtain variational 

equation 

M/ + y //[Afa + Ñ]l 4.27^¾ dx rfy = 0. ( 16.46 ) 

q08 
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We shall consider, then, a shell bounded by coordinate lines 

X = a^, X = a2, and y = b^, y = bg. Executing partial integration 

in equation (46), i.e., performing transformation by the formulas 

* •» 

I 
« *i «• »i 

•» b 

2 f f f 
•i •« *» 

we reduce the variational equation to form 

•* b 

-f f 

+[2B O + V" S + ^¾) - X (*’ ~(*+1)37))^+ 

+(-^+^+^)+^(^ + ^--^+ 

+ / {^7^+^^1+^(^/+1113^)^)+ 

+B*M%+%h>-”(w+>£Hw)+ 

- 20(-^+0-rt^0¾-)]^+/(^^+^^.+ 

+ 28(^+^)^+00 -1^)(0 + ^)^- 

-^(0+^0)40)+1^0+^0- ^ 

-5-jr^o•(‘*-(*+î)0)-2D¿(0-|:!-l‘)0)l¾*'L<,)’,' 
+4(1-^)/)((^^)^ = 0. 

+ 

(16.47) 

Forces N , N , and T in this equation are connected with dis- X y 

placements by formulas (l8). 

Inasmuch as variations 6ua, ..., 5w are arbitrary, factors in 

each of variations in first integral must be equal to zero From 
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this ensues five differential equations of stability. It is easy to 

see that these equations coincide with equations (25); in order to 

prove this, one should perform obvious transformations of the last 

equation by third and fourth equations. 

Second and third integrals correspond to homogeneous static 

boundary conditions on every edge of shell; they are obtained by 

equating to zero the factors in variations of displacements, arbitrary 

on the edge. As we see, in distinction from homogeneous shells, 

where on edge it is possible to assign four conditions, for sandwich 

shells there should be given six conditions. 

Let us turn to edge of shell x » const and write for it the basic 

boundary conditions. 

1. Two boundary conditions are connected with deflections and 

turn>: ¿n the edge or, with static boundary conditions, with transverse 

force and moments. In case of hinged support of external layer or a 

free edge magnitude 6(òw/dx) is arbitrary and boundary condition 

according to (47) will be 

(16.48) 

With clamping of external layers, instead of (48), we have 

'S»“0- (16.49) 

If deflections on edge are arbitrary (edge is free from supports), 

we have 

¿£í«-M*+í)a- 
(16.50) 

In the presence of supports, instead of this condition, we have 

geometric condition 

• -0. (16.51) 

4 
<1 
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2. Two boundary conditions, connected with displacements ua 

and V or in accordance with forces N„ and T, are determined by 
a - x 

character of fastening of edge of shell as a whole relative to 

displacements in direction perpendicular to edge (ua), and in direction 

tangent to edge (va). 

If supports prevent such displacements, we have 

.,=0. (16.52) 

(16.53) 

If displacements ua and va are not constrained, instead of these 

conditions we have 

(16.54) 

(16.^5) 

5. Last two boundary conditions are connected with disple.jcments 

Uß and Vß or corresponciing forces and are determined by character of 

fastening of edge of shell as a whole relative to turns in direction 

perpendicular to support (Uß), and relative to mutual displacements 

of external layers in direction tangent to edge (Vß). 

If edge of shell is secured as a whole from turning (clamping), 

then 

*1 = 0. (16.56) 

With hinged support or free edge 

(16.57) 

If external layers are secured from mutual displacements direction 

tangent to edge, we have 

«, = 0. (16.58) 

^11 
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In this case external layers in plane of support are united by shear 

resistant diaphragm. If there Is no such diaphragm, then we should 

have 

àx^W ' (16.59) 

Furthermore, as follows from equation (47), in free angles there 

should be special conditions, having the same form as in theory of 

uniform plates and shells: 

dxòy >0. 

(16.60) 

During approximate solution of problems of stability displacements 

car. be sought in a form satisfying not only geometric but also 

static boundary conditions. In this case it is possible to use the 

Bubnov-Galerkin method. 

For sandwich plates (^ = R2 = co) during loss of stability we 

have ua = va = 0. In accordance with this the number of boundary con¬ 

ditions is reduced to four, and from equation (47) the first two 

drop. 

Solution of problems of stability of sandwich plates and shells 

it Is possible to simplify, if we disregard irregularity of dis¬ 

tribution of stresses in the thickness of external layers, i.e., 

assume in equations of stability that flexural rigidity of external 

layers D is equal to zero. This assumption during solution of 

problems of stability is introduced by most authors. Here the order 

of system of equations of stability of shells (25) and plates (55) 

will be lowered. In accordance with this the number of boundary 

conditions will be reduced. Instead of six conditions for shells we 

^H1 have five, and for plates Instead of four, we have threej there 

disappears condition (49) for angle of rotation of external layer 

^12 
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(48) for moment. 

Let us turn to consideration of concrete problems, pertaining 

to sandwich plates and shells. 

§ 164. Stability of Infinitely Wide Plate With 
~~ íd.ght Filler During Compression 

Let us start with case when an infinitely wide plate with light 

filler, having span a, is compressed by evenly distributed forces* 

N (Fig. 16.13). We shall consider cylindrical form of loss of 

stability, so that 

*,-0. «»«(*). A^=--yV. A/°, = 7* = 0. 

iiiiiiiiiiininii 

Fig. 16.13. Sandwich plate during 
compression in conditions of flat 
defomation. 

Equations (33) will be written in the form 

Bk rf*a, / t \ áw 

-2b(a + ï) 
é'v é»w 

ZF 

here 
B Bi 

2D-nr-NÃF 

Et* 
Tid-jâ*) 

0; 
(16.61) 

*This problem was considered upon different assumptions in works 
of A. L. Fabinovich [I6.I3], A. P. Voronovich [16.5] and many other 
authors. Different cases of support were considered by A. P. 
Prusakov [I6.II], Bijlaard [16.14]. We gave here results from work 
[16.11]. 

^13 
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We introduce dimensionless magnitudes 

ï _ ü T = J- [—_V 

Equations (6l) take form 

*“îF”<,>+(Â + ï)7-rfr=°- 
rf'* tf*v 

(16.62) 

rf1««. 
= 0. (16.63) 

Here <p is dimensionless parameter of critical load, connected with 

N by relationship 

N = y (16.64) 

We find solution of system (63), considering r = 0(D = 0). 

Characteristic equation of system in this case will be 

«*|a*(1 — kf) — <p] = 0. 

Solution will be registered in the form 

9 » i4, sin a; + A2 cos a- -f A¿ -f- Ait 

•1 =8 - 7 (* H- {) ún a*; ~ ^1cos **) ” ^3] • 

where 

(16.06) 

(16.06) 

T^t, * 

Hence 

Í 

?=TFi7* (16.67) 

Value of a is determined by conditions of fastening of edges of plate. 

Let us turn to boundary conditions. In connection with the 

fact that in considered case conditions connected with disappear, 

there must be formulated (taking into account assumption D = 0) two 

boundary conditions on each of the edges of the plates for w and uQ 

6 I 
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or corresponding forces. With hinged support boundary conditions 

according to (51) and (57) will be 

*•■■0, *0 wh«n JCasO. JT»*« 

or, in dimensionless form, 

ÿ""0 #Mn (-0. !■•«. (16.68) 

Subordinating solution (66) to boundary conditions (68), we 

obtain 

4|rin««4 4|cos«« 

Nontrivial solution takes place with equality to zero of deter¬ 

minant of the homogeneous system, which gives equation av = 0. To 

least value of critical load there corresponds a * l. Thus, param¬ 

eter of critical load ç in formule (64) turns out to be, by (67), 

equal to 

*“TTT- (16.69) 

If edges of plates are clamped, boundary conditions according 

to (51) and (56) will be 

whan |«0. (I6.7O) 

Determinant of system, obtained as a result of subordination of 

solution (66) to conditions (70)> is reduced to equation 

[»-T- r+7FC0,T L]-o- 
from which least a will be a * 2. Then 

»-■rrw- (16.71) 
l 

If edge X » 0 is clamped, and edge x ■ a is free (cantilever), 

boundary conditions for x - 0 according to (51) and (56) will be 

•>^-0; (16.72) 

$15 



when X » a by (57) and (50) we have (taking into account D » 0) 
I 

*»1 _ „äw Ä ^ r / í\<íwi A 
TT“0, -NJ7-2—r-°»[•>“(* + 1)77] = ^ 

Taking into account the first of equations (6l) and designations 

(62) and (64) last conditions will take form 

fori»« -^»0. T|r + f(* + y)7-^- = 0. (16.73) 

By the same means in this case we obtain for a equation am ■ 0, from 

which a « 0.5. Here 

f"TTT* (16.74) 

^en .edge X « 0 is clamped, and edge x = a is freely supported, 

boundary conditions will be 

for (»0 • = ip = 0. ] 

r.r s=* •-TT“0 1 (16.75) 

Equation for determination of a will be 

(16.76) 

Least of value of qp according to (67) and (76) depending upon k 

is given in graph of Fig. 16.14. 

t ♦♦»*»*# 
1 

T-rt|— 

«J V a vs 1.0 
t 

Fig. 16.14. Graph for 
parameter <p when one 
edge of plate is clamped, 
and other is freely 
supported. 

We estimate limits of appli¬ 

cability of obtained solutions on 

the basis of assumption D » 0(r = 0). 

Introducing solution (66) in second 

equation (65), we write condition 

of acceptability of this assumption 

in the form 

(16.77) 

^16 



considering permissible an error of 5# and considering designation 

(62), we obtain 

(16.78) 

where a is determined depending upon boundary conditions (0.5 < a < 2) 

Let us note that case k * 0 corresponds to homogeneous plate with 

flexural rigidity of 2B(h + t/2)2. 

§ I65. Rectangular Freely Supported Plate During 
Longitudinal Öompression 

Let us turn to case of rectangular plate (Fig. 16.15), evenly 

Fig. 16.15. Hinge-supported plate during 
compression. 

compressed by forces* » -N. Introducing dimensionless magnitudes 

* -X. I MX 

T* * 
Bk «■ 

(16.79) 

and coefficient q>, equal to 

(16.80) 

♦This problem was investigated by A. P. Voronovich [l6.5], 
Bijlaard [16.14], Hoff [16.20] and other authors. In works of Bijlaard 
[16.14], Seide and Stowell [I0.5O] and A. P. Prusakov [I6.II] there 
is given solution of problem taking into account work of external 
layers of plate beyond the elastic limits. 

^17 
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we write equation (35) in the form 

dldn) 
« dw 
ã m ■j + (* 4 -j) 

+%)- 

= 0. 

= 0. 

= 0. 

(16.81) 

We obtain, first, a solution, considering r = 0(D * 0). On each 

of edges of plate there must be set three boundary conditions. 

„ With free support of plate in accordance with (51) and (57) we 

have condition 

_ Ai, dv, 
when X = 0, X = a »=»-¿ + 11^=0. 

when y = 0. y = A 
(16.82) 

Third condition it is possible to formulate differently dependinr. 

upon presence or absence of shear-resistant diaphragms, connecting 

external layers on supports. If external layers are united by 

diaphragms, according to (58) we should have 

when X=*0. X = a t>,=*0; when y = 0. y=»A «3 -=0. (16.83) 

If there are no diaphragms, according to (59) for x » 0, x = a, 

y » 0, y « b we have 

(16.84) 

We find solution of problem, assuming that on edge there are 

diaphragms. Taking into account designations (79) wc write boundary 

conditions in the form, 

when ( 

when 1) 

. dii, 
0. E = * = =^ = 0. 

do. 
0. t¡ = ic » = -^ = 15 = 0. 

(16.85) 

^18 
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Boundary conditions (85) and equations (81) it is possible to 

satisfy, seeking a solution in the form 

v«4llii«£flliiiii). «jasBersM;tin«jasCilnM;cot«^. (I6.86) 

where m and n are Integers. Equations (8l) give homogeneous system, 

equality to zero of whose determinant leads to equation for param¬ 

eter of critical load 

Obviously, to least value of q> there corresponds n * 1. 

Designating mX - mb/a « Vs we obtain 

. (16.87) 

Integer m in formula (87) is selected In such a way that value of 

9 is the smallest. Critical load is determined by the formula 

N-»-V-2^ 

On graph of Fig. I6.I6 there are given values of 9 depending 

upon ratio a/b for a series of values of parameter k. If ratio a/b 

is great (a/b > 2.5)* value of 9 in formula (87) can be found from 

condition of minimum 

(16.88) 

Equation (88) will be written in the form 

(16.89) 

When k < 1, we have 

r 

{ÎÎ • (16.90) 

When k > 1, the only positive root of equation (89) is equal to 

00, consequently 

t“*y (16.91) 
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'Fig. 16.16. Graph for parameter 
9 in case of freely supported 
plate. 

Let us note that when k 1, in longitudinal direction by our 

conclusions there should appear waves, length of which a/m -► 0. It 

is not difficult to see that this finding is result of assumption of 

r * 0 for D » 0. In connection with this it is possible to write 

solution of problem taking into account flexural rigidity of external 

layers and to try to estimate limits of applicability of assumption 

D « 0, 

As a result it turns out to be expedient to limit applicability 

of assumption D =» 0 to conditions k < 1, When k > 1 assumption D = 0 

leads to essential distortion of true character of wave formation. 

Inequality k < 1 it is possible to take as criterion of accept¬ 

ability of assumption D = 0 also with other conditions of fastening 

and other forms of load. Such conclusion is confirmed by comparison 

with more exact solutions, obtained without this assumption. 

§ I66. Other Conditions of Fastening of Edges. Method 
of Split Rigidities 

During solution of problems of stability of rectangular plates, 

Q2Ü 

“ ^ " 1 



I two opposite edges of which are freely supported and on the two 

others there are given different conditions, it is possible to use 

method of Levy known in theory of homogeneous plates. Let us con- 

sider case of rectangular plate, compressed uniformly by forces 

0 
N = -N, unloaded edges of which are clamped, and loaded edges are 
A 

freely supported* (Fig. 16.17). Assuming that on edges of plate 

there are diaphragms, we write boundary conditions taking into 

account designations (79) in the form 

5 = 0. $ = w = -3/ = ^, = 0, 

tj = 0. 11 = *. w = r, = », = 0. 
(16.92) 

~L 
v.nw.v .s I 

Fig. 16.17. Compressed plate with clamped 
longitudinal edges. 

♦Solution of this problem was obtained in works of Seide [16.29], 
Yen, Salerno and Hoff [16.36], A. P. Prusakov [I6.II]. Other 
boundary conditions are considered by Thurston [16.32] and A. P. 
Prusakov [I6.II]. Problem of stability of long freely supported plate 
during shear was considered by Seide [16.29]; of a rectangular 
freely supported plate during shear, by A. P. Voronovich [I6.5]; 
during shear together with compression, by A. P. Prusakov [I6.II]; 
during compression in two directions, by Reissner [16.27], Stability 
of sandwich plates with filler of corrugation type was considered 
by Seide [16.29]. 



Solution of equations (8l) for r = 0 we shall seek in the form 

«j = /j(i))co*«;. *3 =/3(11)sin«î, (16.95) 

where m is an integer. Boundary conditions on edges 1=0, | = n, 

obviously, are satisfied. Introducing expressions (93) in equations 

(8l), we obtain system of ordinary differential equations for 

functions f(T)): 

— *p/i + k/¡ + ^ ^/,=o. 

j)j/;=o. 

1^/.+ ^/. + l^/l— /7 + ?^A j f 'f2/, =0. 

where 

♦ =X«, 

Characteristic equation of system will be 

(16.94) 

[• —V- * (J* - ♦*)] [(11 - W 11 =0. (16.9!') 

Designating 

Tut«*J/A —y1 + (i-|ij* (16.9( ) 

we write solution of system (94) in the form 

3 

/1— J§Mich 1ñ+c\ *h Ti1)). 

a 
/i*»2j(C|chvi-M4shv0 4 ^(C3chT3T(+^shT3ii), 

1-1 ” 

(16.97) 

Subordinating solution (97) to boundary conditions, which 

according to (92) and (93) have form 

/lÄ /j =* /j =. 0 whan i¡ = 0, 1J = it. 

( 

i 

^ZZ 

i 



à 0 

we will obtain system of homogeneous equations for arbitrary constant 

and C^. Equating determinant of this system to zero, we obtain 

equation which is split into two equations. The first of them has 

the form 

. ^»(lî-tî) t.« 
+ 5 «1-5--0. (16.98) 

Second equation is obtained from equation (98) by replacement every¬ 

where of function th by cth. Calculations show that least value of q> 

gives equation (98). During calculations by equation (98) number of 

half-waves m should be selected from condition of minimum ¢. On 

graph of Fig. I6.I8 are given values of <p, obtained by equation (98), 

for a series of values of k as a function of ratio of sides a/b. 

Fig. 16.18. Values of parameter <p 
for rectangular plate with clamped 
longitudinal edges. 

We will specially consider case of compressed long plate with 

clamped longitudinal edges (Fig. I6.I9). We turn for solution of 

this problem to method of approximation of split rigidities,* 

*This method was offered by Bijlaard [16,14], who solved with 
its help a great number of different problems. 

^23 



consisting of the following. In equation of stability of a sandwich 

plate (34) 

2B(* + ^)’vSi+(l-^-P)[2Dr'B- 

kfi o'*» h» <)»» 9r, d*® |_n 
-"•TF- N'-df ~2T õÃoy J ^ 

we assume Nx = “Nnxi Ny = “Wnyí T° = -Nnx here N is sought critical 

parameter with given character of loading of plate by forces n , n , 
x' y 

nx^y. Equation will take form 

*»(* + 7)’»«•+(' --^»>)|2DT<« + WP(»)| = o. (16.90) 

where 

-£r + «, + 2/1^. 

Fig. I6.I9. Compressed infinitely 
long plate. 

Then we consider three problems of stability. 

Let us assume, first of all, that shear strength of middle 

layer is infinitely great (G^-^oo), and that flexural rigidity of 

external layers is equal to zero. Equation (99) wilt take form 

2B [h -f -f NP(w) = 0. (I6.100 ) 

Further, we will assume that plate basically works on shearing 

(Gc “* and' furthermore, as in first case, we take D = 0. Equation 

of this problem will be 

2fl (a -f V'v - ™ NVP (w)=,0. (16.101) 

^24 



Last, we shall consider extenslonal rigidity of external layer equal 

to zero (B = 0); then equation (99) will change into the following: 

2D VS»-}- NP(w) = 0. (16.102) 

Let us assume that in all cases forms of loss of stability w 

are identical. If we designate by N^, N^, Nq critical loads cor¬ 

respondingly for each of three problems, then we obtain 

Sfl(* + =, _ A/,p (.,. 

Introducing these expressions in fundamental equation (99)> we find 

hence 

-J-p-. 
(16.10?) 

This formula is the principal one in method of split rigidities. 

Length of half-wave of buckling for Nq, N1, Ng is taken as the same;, 

it is determined from condition of a minimum N. 

We shall illustrate method of split rigidities by the example 

of the problem in Fig. I6.I9. Finding N^, we, essentially, consider 

case of a homogeneous plate. Considering 

and integrating according to Bubnov-Galerkin method an equation of 

type (100): 

2S (4+7)^+/^=0. 

we obtain 

(16.104) 
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here L is half of wave length during buckling. 

For determination of N2 we present equation (101) in the form 

o«(*+4)* 
2 

Considering 

F(y)ún~, 

we obtain equation 

°«(*+í) _g ' .. 
* i \ijT~Ti FI+N*VF = 0- 

Integral of this equation will be 

where 
f (y) = C, sin *y -f Ca cos ty. 

20, -f 

We use boundary conditions F(0) = F(b) = 

M* i 
0; then we find bx = f¡ 

hence 

(A + í)* 

Turning to formula (103) and disregarding in it flexural 

rigidity of external layers (N0 = 0), we obtain finally 

(16.103) 

Parameter <p in formula 

T+.^g» 12-kiTW 

2«*a(A + iy 
-V-" 

will be equal to 

2 » ViUw+ilHd+WI • 
where k = T Bh/G^b . Parameter ß is determined here from condition 

of minimum ¢. Dependence of 9 on parameter k is presented in Fig. 

16.20. 



In conclusion let us note 

—1—1— 

TE 

that method of split rigidities 

gives for real sandwich plates 

fully acceptable results. 

§ 167 » Stability of Cylindrical 
Sandwich Panel During' 
™~ Compression 

Fig. 16.20. Values of <p 
for infinitely long plate 
with clamped edges. 

Let us turn to problems 

pertaining to sandwich shells. 

Let us consider stability in the small of a freely supported cylindri¬ 

cal panel, compressed by longitudinal evenly distributed forces* 

(Fig. 16.21). Equations of stability (25) on the assumption D = 0 

will be written in the form 

I 1—1» , I-1-1» &vt 
TF"’ 5 J»r H 5 SIÍ7 

I» dm 
R~Sx 

i 1 —I» dßvt 1 4-t» «Pa, 1 dm 
¿y* 2 dx* ' 2 àxày R èy 

-0. 

.0, 

(16.106a) 

o, U? + “i“ Tür + T“ Shf) - «>-I-(* + 7) 17 = a 

+ (. + ^)^=0. 

-“(*+7)^+^)+ 
2B/doy du. w\ 9m 

+ X + •* IT - If) ~ W IF-“ °' 

Assuming that on edges of plate there are diaphragms, boundary 

conditions for case of free support we write in the form (see § I63) 

(16.106b) 

(16.106c) 

when JC = 0, X = 0 

when y = 0, y = b 

ir=t,p ^.=8 TF*0* 

= 0. 

(16.107) 

♦Solution of problem of stability of cylindrical freely supported 
panel with light filler is obtained in work of Stein and Mayers [16.31] 
and in work [16.9], Other boundary conditions are considered by V. F. 
Karavanov [16.7]. Number of problems is solved in work [16.9] of 
L. M. Krushin; he also investigated problem about stability during 
shearing and of stability during compression beyond the elastic 
limit. 



We seek the solution of equations (106) in the form 

« s ¿i sin m Ç sin at), 
«. = i4acosmÇsinATj, «p — í43 cos ms, sin atj. 

» Aa sin cos atj. vf = /45 sin m ; cos atj; 

here m and n are integers; £ = 7rx/a, tj = iry/b. 

(16.100) 

Fig. 16.21.. Cylindrical freely sup¬ 
ported panel during compression. 

Introducing displacements (108) in equations (10b), from con¬ 

dition of equality to zero of determinant of the system we find for 

parameter of critical load expression 

here 

_(** + »»**)* , m*X» 
▼ «1*1»(H-*(«W + n*)] "T (ffl»Jl* + n5)ï, 

(16.109) 

?=* X = » a * 

Values of integers m and n in formula (I09) are determined in 

such a way as to obtain least value of ç. In Figs. 16.22 and 16.23 

are given minimum magnitudes of 9 for certain values of a and k. 

Obtained results are applicable, as is shown in work [I6.IO], when 

ct^ < (1 - k)/k^. In case a2 > (1 - k)/k2 it is necessary to take 

into account rigidity of external layers (see [I6.IO]). Results 

without calculation for D give in this case somewhat decreased value 

^Z8 

of critical load. 
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Pig. 16.22. Values of parameter 9 for 
p 

cylindrical panel when a = 5. 
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Fig. 16.23. Values of parameter 9 
2 

for cylindrical panel when a =15. 

Certain research of stability of sandwich panels in the large 

[16.10] leads to preliminary conclusion that effect of nonlinearity 

of problem is not so evident here, as in case of homogeneous shell. 

Consideration of this question should be pursued. 

!!§ 
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§ 168, Stability of Sandwich Cylinder During 
Longitudinal Compression and "internal 

Pressure 

Let us consider long sandwich cylinder with lighi filler, 

loaded by uniform compressive longitudinal load* ■ -N (Fig. 16.24). 

Here, too, we shall originate from linear equations. 

D 

Fig. 16.24. Sandwich cylinder, com¬ 
pressed along generatrix. 

Equation of stability (32) for deflection on the condition that 

0 we write in the form 

**(*+{)’_ 
(16.110) 

If loss of stability is axisymmetric, equation (110) will take 

form 

\ »/\ ^TiPyl 3F+W3?J=(I- (16.111) 

Considering w - A sin (ttx/L), where L is length of half-wave in 

longitudinal direction, from (ill) we find 

T+V' (16.112) 

♦linear problems of stability of sandwich cylindrical shells 
with light filler during compression were considered in works of 
Legget and Hopkins [16.22], Stein and Mayers [16.31], and Gerard 
[16.17]. Case of filler of corrugation type is considered in works 
[16.31] and [16.9]. Stability of sandwich cylinder during compression 
beyond the elastic limit is considered by E. I. Gfrigolyuk [16,6]. 
Problem of stability of long sandwich cylinder with light filler 
during torsion was solved in works of Gerard [16.17] and L. M. 
Kurshin [16.9]. 



where 

î 
WR* 

h _ 

ir7*’ iî 
From condition of minimum (112) we obtain 

when *¿<1 T-when *«P>I T*=oo, 

Thus, in first case. 

and in second. 

(16.113) 

(16.114) 

Research, conducted for general case of loss of stability 

[16.9]# shows that for sandwich cylinders when R/(h + t/2) > 100 

least value of critical load is given by symmetric form. Let us note 

that formula (114), obtained without calculation of flexural rigidity 

of external layers, gives decreased value of load. 

It would be desirable to consider problem of stability of 

cylindrical sandwich shell from positions of nonlinear theory and 

to conduct experimental research, which would allow us to estimate 

practical value of above mentioned formulas. 

In conclusion we give without derivation the formula for cal¬ 

culation for stability in the small of a long sandwich cylinder with 

light filler, loaded by evenly distributed external pressure. 

Critical pressure is determined by the formula 

f 
«0 

(* +ï)' 
w+«v (16.115) 

Loss of stability here, as in case of long single-layer cylinder, 

occurs with formation of two waves in circumferential direction. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

PLATES AND SHELLS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 

§ 169« General Equations 

In this chapter we will return to the question of Influence 

of high temperatures on stability of elastic systems, which partly 

was considered in Chapter V. As was already said in § 56, problems 

pertaining to this are urgent for aviation constructions* design of 

skin of aircraft having supersonic speed of flight is conducted 

taking into account aerodynamic heating. Question of influence of 

high temperatures is important also for design of shells in construc¬ 

tions of engines. But buckling of shells under the influence of 

thermal effects can occur also in constructions pertaining to other 

areas of engineering, e.g., in shells of towers or tanks which 

experience uneven heating in various directions. 

We shall supplement fundamental equations of theory of flexible 

shallow shells (given in Chapter X) on the assumption that temperature 

changes both in middle surface and also throughout thickness of shell. 

We write expression for deformation along line of curvature x 

at distance z from middle surface 
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by and here are understood stresses in the same layer of shell; 

by t0,z the temperature in degrees C in given layer; by Ez and m.2; 

the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio, depending, in general, on 

temperature; and by a, the coefficient of linear expansion of the 

material. Subsequently we shall consider magnitude Ez * E and 

M« * M. constants throughout thickness and corresponding to tempera¬ 

ture of middle layer. 

Magnitude ez, on the other hand, is equal to 

where by is understood deformation in middle surface, 

find, 

Thus, we 

and, analogously. 
«-jjT «-y (oj — iwj) + aJ** 

•> - * Tjr “ T W - K)+tf1, *• 

(17.1) 

(17.2) 

We multiply all members of expressions (1) and (2) by z and Integrate 

over thickness of plate, then we obtain 

k* _ 1 tu „ J k* n 

“ TÏ “ T “ ir (17.3) 

here Mx, and My are bending momenty, and 0 is reduced magnitude of 

"temperature moment t" 
* 
T 

e=-0 y f-'tii. (17.4) 

We find moments by (5)1 

* 
'T 

~ 0 (jf+1* 3¾+c s 

~ 0 (5? +11 s?) + E n! tt? *e- 

(17.5) 
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Putting these expressions in equation of equilibrium of a member of 

the shell (10.105), we arrive at following final equation,* replacing 

(10.107)! 

Further, we write by (1) and (2) expressions for deformations in 

the middle surface: 

•«50 ï ~ P®»)+***• 

(17.7) 

here by T is understood magnitude 

* 
I 

r—^ f <***. (17.8) 
* 

“1 
°x> ay are stresses in the middle surface. Putting (7) in equation 

of compatibility of deformations (10,93)* we obtain in exchange for 

(10.109) this equation: 

(17.9) 

Consideration of equations (6) and (9) shows that temperature 

effect shows in them only through Laplaciens v2T and v29. Consequently, 

if magnitude T and 9 remain constant along lines x and y or change 

by linear law, basic differential equations will be the same as for 

"cold" constructions. However, influence of temperature can never¬ 

theless be seen in boundary conditions. Such case is characteristic 

for reinforced constructions. If skin is heated faster than rein¬ 

forcing ribs, then temperature deformation of skin will be constrained 

♦Equations (6) and (9) are found in book of Kh. M. Mushtari and 
K, Z. Galimov [0.6], General linear equations are given in book of 
W. Nowacki, "Questions of thermoelasticity," see Russian translation, 
1962. 
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and in sheathing there can appear significant compressive stresses, 

causing buckling. 

If we investigate small deflections of shell taking into account 

given forces in middle surface, then equations (6) and (9) will change 

into the followings 

t"—m¡+ 

¿ “ - ** Jÿ? - *> JF - • V,T! 
(IT.10) 

by Pv and p as before are understood given normal efforts (positive a y 

during compression)) by s, tangential forces. 

Excluding from this ¢, we obtain following resolvent with respect 

to w (with constant k and k ), 
X y 

K + ** JIT 4 2*jr*F jp" i -f *»JP + 

(17.11) 

For circular cylindrical shell we will have 

Tf^+ViF+i v,(^£f)+ 
+1 V*(*^)+î 

(17.12) 

0 z 
For thin shells one may assume that temperature t 9 changes 

through thickness by linear law. With such assumption we find 

7=4«. (17.13) 

Here At0 characterizes temperatures differential twtIÄItt and t 
BHeiU BHyTp 
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between external (z - -h/2) and Internal (z - h/2) surfaces, and 

tcpefl Is average temperaturet 

tcott — 
+f Jüm. 

(17.14) *cp*â-J 

If we consider w = 0, then by (9) we obtain known equation of 

flat problem of thermoelasticityi* 

¿W—.TO (17.15) 

If however, we take 4» s 0, then we arrive at initial equation of 

problem of bending of plates in a nonuniform temperature field* 

DT,-=-nf^rTO- (17.16) 
During research of stability of shells in the small one should write 

equations in variations," which can be obtained from (10)-(12), if 

by w and * we understand deflection and function of stresses, con¬ 

nected with buckling, and set q - 0; temperature members here disap¬ 

pear. 

S I70. Flat Reinforced Panel 

Let us consider case when flat rectangular panel of sheeting 

is fastened by hinge on its edges with bend-resistent ribs, so that 

points of all edges of panel are not displaced either in plane of 

Plate or in transverse direction. We assume that temperature changes 

along axes x and y (Fig. I7.I) by parabolic law 

r-r.+ r.f. 

and is constant with thickness. We determine critical value of parame 

ters t0 and at which there will occur buckling of the plate.** 

♦Here is considered case of plane stress. 

#*This problem was considered by Klosner and Forray [17.15], 
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Fig. 17.1. Reinforced plate during 
nonuniform heating. 

Stresses of fundamental state are determined from equation (15). 

Integral of this equation we write in the form 

+2>.c..ü=M 
m a a 

where px, and p^ are average compressive stresses along x and y. 

Constants here are determined from boundary conditions, corresponding 

to fixed edges. Then we apply Ritz method. We select approximating 

expression for deflection in the form 

(fc) m a 

Minimizing total energy of system with respect to f , we arrive 

at system of linear equations for f^. Equating, as usual, the 

determinant of this system to zero, we find critical stress. Results 

of calculations by [17.15]# conducted with retention of four 

members of series (b), are given by solid lines in Fig. I7.2 (we took 

\i = O.52). Along the axis of abscissas is plotted ratio a/b; along 
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the axis of ordinates, value of coefficient determining critical 
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formula 
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Fig. 17.2. Determining 
critical temperatures in 
case of reinforced plate. 

Curves are constructed for various 

ratios Tq/T^, characterizing 

temperature field. Dotted lines 

give results of approximate 

solution, in which temperature is 

taken uniform and corresponding to 

certain mean value between Tq and 

T^. When Tq/T^ 2 results of 

definitized and approximate solutions can be considered to coincide, 

while in case Tq/T^ < 2 effect of irregularity of temperature field 

turns out to be substantial. 

When one considers case, where reinforcing ribs are elastic 

and deformation of plate is less constrained, the irregularity of 

distribution of temperature will be even greater. 

Question of postcritical deformation of plates in the presence 

of uniform or nonuniform distribution of temperatures is important, 

first of all, for calculation of aircraft skins. As already was said 

in Chapter VII, aerodynamic properties of construction depend on 

amplitudes of local buckles. On the one hand, wave formation of skin 

leads to increase of drag, and on the other, to increase of turbulence 

of flow, which, in turn, is connected with appearance of dangerous 

oscillations and development of fatigue cracks.* Last, it is 

*This is indicated, in particular, in article of van der Neut 
[17.18]. 
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necessary to determine influence of high temperatures on reduction 

factors. Problems of postcritical thermal buckling of plates must 

be solved with help of equations (6) and (9). Certain results in 

this region were obtained by van der Neut [I7.I8], and a]so V. V. 

Bolotin and Yu. N. Novichkov [19.5], 

Case of cylindrical panel with nonuniform distribution of tempera¬ 

ture throughout thickness was considered with help of equations (6) 

and (9) by M. S. Ganeyeva [17.3]. Problems, pertaining to stability 

of circular plates with nonuniform distribution of temperatures 

along radius, were investigated by S. G. Vinokurov [17.1] and E. I. 

Grigolyuk [17.4]. 

§ Ifl. Reinforced Cylindrical Shell 

We turn to problems about stability of shells with high tempera¬ 

tures. These problems are of special interest for designing thin- 

walled constructions: thermal buckling of shell, frequently accom¬ 

panied by knocks, leads to appearance of permanent deformations and 

lowering of rigidity of construction; such a phenomenon, as a rule, 

is impermissible. Furthermore, thermal stresses, even if they are 

themselves insignificant, can be that disturbing factor, which in 

connection with fundamental forces causes loss of stability of a shell 

in the large. 

We shall consider first the case of an evenly heated circular 

cylindrical shell, fastened on ends with "cold" frames (Fig. 17.3), 

under the condition that ends freely are displaced in axial direction 

relative to each other. We assume that difference of temperatures of 

shell and frames constitutes T. "Cold" frame greatly blocks thermal 

lengthening of shell in circumferential direction, therefore in 
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shell there appear ring compressive stresses. Magnitude of them 

drops by measure of removal of considered point from frame, we obtain 

here stress of boundary effect type. 

At that moment, when compressive 

stresses attain critical level, 

near frame there appear buckling, 

axial symmetry of bending of shell 

is disturbed. We shall determine 

critical temperature at which such 

buckling of shell in the small 

occurs.* This problem is very 

close to those problems of stability of shells in zone of boundary 

effect, which were considered in § l4l. 

We consider that in axial direction shell is deformed freely and 

that on ends there is clamping. In order to find stress in sub- 

critical state, we use the first of equations (10), For axisymmetric 

problem with uniform distribution of temperatures we have 

D á*w •» E 
T7j? (17.17) 

or 

lap-K“7’”)?)*0*. 

From this follows this equation: 

RkP ä*w , w - /„„.on 
»<ï-i.«)7F+*=,Ti (I7.I8) 

when T = 0 It changes Into equation (11.192). Integrating (18) taking 

»Similar problem was considered by Zuk [17.22], Johns [17.11]. 
Hoff [17.14], L. M. Kurshin. 

Fig. 17.3. Shell in 
case of nonuniform 
distribution of tem¬ 
peratures along 
generatrix. 
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into account boundary conditions 

* 2= 0. -7- = 0 wh« X = 0, X = L, 
ÜX 

we find 

— e~^* (A\ cos 23x -f- v4a sin 

-i)+ i42sln2?(l -i)l. (17.19) 

where 

X 

By and we designate certain functions of magnitude ß, character¬ 

izing relative length of shell. Using (17)» we determine by (19) 

ring stresses Gy. In Pig. 17.4 solid lines show dependence of magni¬ 

tude Oy/EaT on x for different values of ß. Dotted line depicts 

function 

(17.29) 

As can be seen from graph, it approximately corresponds to parameter 

ß = 2. 
/.0i 

We take for example dependence 

(20) as initial* and determine 

critical temperature drop. We 

originate from equation (12); in 

our case it takes form 

V V V H U 
i 

Fig. 17.4. Calculating 
stability of shell with 
nonuniform distribution 
of temperatures. 

deflection. Approximating w with 

help of expression 

here by w is understood additional 

*Such assumption was made by Zuk [17.22]. 
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as done in § I3I (p. 597)* and using Bobnov-Galerkin method, we 

arrive at following expression for critical temperature:* 

VMl'-rt »I w[* ]+ 1MÍp-}' (17.21) 

where i¡j = 7rR/nL. The number of waves n here should be determined 

from condition of minimum T xp 
Let us give calculating formulas obtained by other means, per¬ 

taining to long shell, when ß > 5. With clamping on end, the critical 

temperature is equal to 

r _ Ml k 

and with hinged support on end. 

(17.22) 

1^21 k 

«ff* T-~ ” (17.23) 

Corresponding ring stress near frames is equal in first case to a 
Kp 

= 3.88Eh/R, and in second, a = 7.^Eh/R. The circumstance that 

magnitude TKp was higher for hinge-supported shell than for clamped 

is explained by great pliability of hinge-supported shell during 

heating. Judging by resulting expressions for thermal buckling 

of duralumin shells clamped on ends with R/h < 15OO will occur 

already beyond the elastic limit. 

If ends of the shell cannot shift relative to each other during 

temperature increase in shell there will appear axial compressive 

stresses. Here one should expect buckling as in Fig. 17.5a within 

elastic limit and as in Fig. 17.5b, in elastoplastic region. 

Of significant interest also are problems of buckling of cylindri¬ 

cal shells at a temperature, varying along circumference. Example 

♦This expression was obtained by L. M. Kurshin; formulas (22) 
. and (25) are also his. 
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heated and cold zones. Further, for solution of problem of stability 

in the small we use equation (12). Detailed research shows that it 

is possible to produce practical calculations, as in case of buckling 

of shell during bending, by the greatest compression stress, com¬ 

paring it with magnitude 0.605Eh/R. It is desirable to consider such 

problem in nonlinear formulation; apparently, here too one should 

compare the greatest compression stress with lower critical magnitude 

(see § 135). 

§ 172, Buckling of Plates and Shells During Creep 

Let us turn to problems of buckling of plates and shells during 

£reep. They are more complicated than analogous problems, pertaining 

to bars (see Chapter V), since here in every layer of plate or shell 

there will be formed not uniaxial, but biaxial stress. Meanwhile 

laws of creep in complicated stress by themselves still have not 

been explained. Furthermore, peculiarity of phenomenon of buckling 

of plates and shells during creep consists of the fact that during 

deflections, comparable with their thickness, there appears effect of 

chain stresses. As we will see, for plates this influence is reduced 

to the fact that the process of buckling of the plate is "braked" 

and build-up of deflections fades. 

At the same time for shells, subjected to creep, characteristic 

is buckling in the course of a knock. Therefore, research of this 

phenomenon will be sufficiently full only when it is conducted from 

propositions of stability in large. In Fig. I7.8 are compared 

characteristic diagrams "maximum deflection Ç-tirne t" for bars, 

plates and shells. Here we consider members of constructions, 

approximating real ones and having some initial deflection. In case 
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Fig. 17.8. Characteristic diagrams "deflection¬ 
time" for bar, plate and shell during creep. 

of bar deflections monotonically grow in time (Fig. 17.8a). Deflec¬ 

tions of plate at first increase in accelerated manner, then speed 

of growth of deflections gradually drops (Fig. 17.8b). Finally, in 

case of shell monotonie increase of deflections ends in a knock 

(Fig. 17.8c). These diagrams intentionally are simplified in separate 

experiments there can appear influence of such factors as non-cor¬ 

respondence of form of initial deflection and form of buckling, re¬ 

lationship between transient and steady-state creep, etc. What 

sort of form will "Deflection-time" diagram have for ideal member of 

construction not having initial imperfections? Is it possible to 

obtain such dependence as limiting one for diagrams of type of 

Fig. 17.8, driving initial deflections to zero? Apparently, to this 

question at present it is still impossible to give a final answer. 

Nevertheless in a number of works there are offered criteria of 

buckling of ideal constructions, presented in § 6l. For plates and 

shells they frequently apply criterion of critical strain.* For 

instance, for elongated plate of width b compressed in one direction, 

♦See work of Gerard and Gilbert [I7.IO]. A somewhat different 
approach is offered in another article by Gerard (J. Aerospace Sei., 
29, No. 9, 1962). 
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critical deformation in elastic region is equal to 

We assume that creep buckling will set in when approach of loaded 

edges attains this magnitude. For compressed circular cylindrical 

shell analogous approach leads to formula 

*qpb •** 0*605 , (b ) 

if as the basis we take upper critical load. But, as we will see 

later, calculation by (b) gives sharply overstated values of critical 

time, calculation by lower critical deformation will agree better 

with experiments 

^0.18^. (c) 

^ ãyfl&ntá-Ç criterion of stability of plates during creep was 

developed by Yu. N. Rabotnov and S. A. Shesterikov [5.6]. V. M. 

Panferov offered method of determination of critical time during 

transient creep on the basis of a series of experiments in extension 

of samples with given speeds of change of deformation. 

Subsequently we in detail will discuss criterion of initial 

ÍIS£Hfectlons; we shall consider that initial and additional deflec¬ 

tions are comparable to thickness of plate or shell. 

j I73. Buckling of Plate, Having Initial Deflection 

We shall investigate case of rectangular plate with sides a and 

b, supported on edges and compressed along edges a (Fig, I7.9); we 

assume that edges of plate remain rectilinear and that unloaded edges 

freely approach one another.* 

*The problem was considered in such form by author in 1959. 
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Pig. I7.9. Square flat panel, 
compressed along one of its 
sides. 

Fundamental equations we write according to (10.111); 

(¿(10,, W0)—L (w, TP)1, 

where w and wQ are total and initial deflections. 

(17.2^) 

Solving problem in first approximation, we take for deflections 

the approximating expressions 

w^fún^-ún^-. «„«/orin-^-sln-Y-. (17.25) 

Putting (25) in the right part of the second of equations (24), 

we find 

by p is understood intensity of forces of compression, 

middle surface will be 

(17.26) 

Stresses In 

°y = -^-. t = (17.27) 

Flexural stresses, the greatest by thickness of plate, are equal to 

(17-20) 

‘‘'íxíy"'1- 
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Minus sign pertains to points of plate (Fig. 17.9b), lying on 

lower surface (z = h/2); plus sign, to points on upper surface 

(z = -h/2). We determine total stresses for center of plate (x = 

= a/2, y = b/2): 

—/o)(p- + -p-)—p. ! 

(17>29) 
t.«0. J 

Intensity of stresses in each of the points with coordinates 

z = +h/2 is equal to 

« => Vo> 
V w M» ■ * Jr* ■ ■ Jr# ■ 

this magnitude corresponds to intensity of deformations e1 = c^/E; 

in all cases by E is understood elastic modulus of material at cor¬ 

responding temperature; we assume that during whole process of de¬ 

formation of plate stresses lie within proportional limit. 

Let us turn to dimensionless parameters 

/ 
T' 

(17.30) 

(17.31) 

Let us agree henceforth to consider compressive stresses positive. 

Then we obtain 

/•. (17.32) 

0--¾. (17.33) 

(•’J+ivtf-v'y,- (17.34) 

Let us assume that in initial moment plate experiences com¬ 

pression by forces p. In supplement to initial deflections it 

immediately obtains elastic deflections. For determination of 
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additional deflection it is necessary to turn to the first of equa¬ 

tions (24). If we place in this equation expressions for w, wQ and 

and use Bubnov-Galerkin method, then we arrive at following 

dependence (see book [0.3], p.286 ): 

* 
Here by pKp is understood parameter of ciitical compressive stress: 

*■)(l+y) • (• 36) 

With given parameter of compressive force p* from (35) we can 

find total deflection Ç. Knowing Ç, we can determine intensity of 

deformations at any point of plate. For simplification we shall 

limit ourselves to determination of intensity of deformations at 

two points of normal z * +h/2 for center of plate where x = a/2, 

y = b/2. 

For characteristic of process of creep during complicated stress 

we shall use dependences of theory of elasto-plastic flows. We 

introduce concept of intensity of creep deformations: 

*i“7j Vr (17.37) 

We use theory of aging and assume, e.g., that during steady- 

state creep magnitude is a function of intensity of stresses oi 

and time t: 

(17.38) 

It is assumed that this law takes place, in particular, during 

uniaxial extension and compression with constant parameters A and m 

for given material. For determination of components of creep we 

use relationships 

•# 1 
(17.39) 
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We introduce designation: 

(17.^0) 

then relationship (38) and (39) will take form 

(17.4?) 

(17.^1) 

We take following order of calculation. Let us assume that 

plate is subjected to action of forces p constant in magnitude. Let 

us consider certain interval of time At, counting from beginning of 

process of creep. We calculate intensity of stresses at points 

z = +h/2 at center of plate. Further by expression (4l) we establish 

intensity of creeps and by (42), components e* and 7*. Following 

step should consist of determination of additional deflections Aw 

of plate, caused by creep. For that we use relationship, pertaining 

to point z = h/2: 

(17.43) 
Taking 

AvasA/dn-^-sin fjL, ^ A/ 
“T* (17.44) 

for center of plate we obtain 

(17.45) 
When z = -h/2 we have 

(17.46) 
We write expression for AÇ in the form 

(17.47) 
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From bending strains it is possible to pass to total deforma¬ 

tions, since deformations in middle surface will be eliminated 

during subtraction. We obtain 

“"ilK.JU-K.J-J- (rM8) 
Adding increment of deflection AÇ to initial Çq, we find new 

deflection ¢1: 
CÍ-^+áC. (17.49) 

Magnitude Çq we consider initial deflection for following 

interval of time At. Repeating this procedure, it is possible to 

trace development of plastic and elastic deformations of plate. 

Example 17.1. Let us consider case of square duralumin plate, 

for which ratio a/h constitutes 60. Forces of compression we take 

equal to 80% of critical magnitude: 

(a) 

We constitute relationship (35). Introducing designation k = 

= C/Çqí we obtain 

In given example we have 

(c) 
Using expression (b), we compose table or graph for dependence 

£0(k). Such a graph is depicted in Fig. I7.IO. 

Let us assume that ambient 

temperature constitutes 300°C. 

Elastic modulus of duralumin at 

this temperature we take equal to 

5 0 
E = 4 X 10 kg/cm . Law of creep 

we give in the form 

(d) 
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where ^ is expressed in kg/cm2; t, in hours. When m = 3 by exprès 

sion (40) 

10-w (4-1^^ = 0,0445, (e) 

and, further. 

^-0,0445(.^/. (f) 

We take initial deflection equal to f0 = O.lh or ÇQ = 0.1. 

Using graph of Fig. 17.IO, we find corresponding value k = 4j 

dimensionless total deflection constitutes Ç = 0,4. 

By expressions (32)-(33) for u = 0.3 we find 

< - -1,23-0.15 + 7.05-0,3 +2.88 - -0,19 — 2.12+2,88 

•Î - -0.10- 2,12 + 2,88 - 0,57 

{--0,10 + 2,12- 1,93 

{•" —0.19—2.12 - —231 

4,81 when / = — A/2, 

when * = A/2, 

when / — — A/2, 

when I — A/2. 

Intensity of stresses by (3^) is equal to 

4,17 when / = — A/2, 

< - + 2^1* +0^7 -231 . 2,64 »rilen M — A/2. 

We select interval of time t = 0.5 hour. By expression (4l) we 

determine intensity of creep deformations: 

•l — 0,0445 • 0,5 • 4,17* = 1,62 when / = — A/2, 

{-0,0445-0^-204*-0.42 when * - A/2. 

Component deformations along axis by expression (42) will be 

*^(431-00-1,93) .. 
•/--10 

when / — — A/2, 

0,0 <0,57-MW-SJ» ... 
'-SM- 

when * — A/2. 

Increment of deflection constitutes 

A,_ 10-0^7 
AC ---- 0,13. 

We would obtain somewhat differed result if we conducted cal¬ 

culation by deformations ey. More consequential would be to correct 
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Obtained values ex and ey so that magnitude AÇ turned out to be the 

~ * 

same. However, we shall continue calculations, using values e . 
A. 

Considering interval of time from 30 to 60 min, we must con¬ 

sider initial deflection equal to 

c;ac-0,21 

Using Fig. 17.10, we find k = 3 and Ç» = 3 x 0.23 = 0.69. Then 

we repeat calculation by the same scheme. Below are given results 

of calculations, pertaining to first nine intervals of time (of 

30 min); here are given dimensionless total deflection Ç at beginning 

of interval and increase of deflection AÇ, taking place during the 

given interval due to creep. 

Number 
of 
•tep 

i 1 a 4 s 4 1 « • 

c 
4C 

0.4 
0.13 

OJBO 
0.17 

0,92 
0,20 

1.14 
0*1 

UB 
0,20 

Ul 
0.17 

1.67 
0.11 

1.79 
0.11 

1,92 
0.05 

Graph of dependence Ç(t) is 

shown in Fig. 17.11 (solid line). 

As we see, speed of build-up 

of deflections connected with 

creep at first increases, and then 

starts to drop; dot-dash line in 

Fig. 17.11 corresponds to incre¬ 

ments AÇ. Apparently, in case of 

reinforced plate in general, it is 

impossible to determine critical 

period of time upon the expiration of which speed of build-up of 

deflections becomes infinitely great. As we already said, in this 

of deflection of a 
plate in time (t in 
hours ). 
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we see the effect of chain stresses, appearing during deflections of 

plate, comparable with thickness. 

Solution of problem was given here only in first approximation. 

However, obtained results are interesting from qualitative aspect; 

they testify to uniqueness in behavior of plate, expressed in increase 

of its supporting power as compared to case of compressed bar. 

§ 17^. Buckling in Large Cylindrical Panel 

We shall clarify now peculiarity of behavior of shells during 

creep from example of shallow circular cylindrical panel, compressed 

along generatrix (Fig. I7.I2).* Fundamental equations obtain such a 

form from (10.111); 

*)+!£. (17.50) 

(17.51) 

Fig. 17.12. a) Cylindrical panel, com¬ 
pressed along generatrix, b) section of 
panel. 

Taking former expressions for deflection (25) and putting them 

in equation (51), we find, instead of (26) 

(17.52) 

*This problem Is considered by P. G. Zykin; he also conducted 
the experiments described in § I75. 
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Stresses in middle surface are determined as before by (27), ^nd 

flexural stress, by (23). Using dimensionless parameters (30) and 

(31), we find total stresses in center of plate (considering their 

positive during compression): 

£ — Co) + P*. (17.53) 

«til 1> s| 

°! = —pP“¢+ * (17.54 ) 

p 
where k = b /Rh. Integrating equation (50) according to Bubnov- 

Galerkin method, we obtain, instead of (35), 

* 

where p^ is parameter of upper critical stress. We consider that 

parameter of curvature of panel k lies within limits k < 24 and that 

buckling of panel occurs in one half-wave along sides a and b. 

We try to introduce here, instead of (33), a more general law 

of creep in order to describe not only steady-state, but also transient 

phase. We take 

i-Ki-e. (17.56) 

where K, B and 7 are constants for given material at a definite tem¬ 

perature. We use former relationships (40) and introduce designation: 

«•-*(4)'. B-=. .>.,(4)', (17.57) 

then we have 

(17.58) 

We preserve the same order of calculations as in § I73. Ex¬ 

pressions (45)-(49) remain unchanged. 

Example 17.2. We perform calculation for duralumin panel with 

following data: X = 1, a = b = 200 mm, R = 615 mm, h = I.9 mm, 
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c0 = °»3* Parameters in formula (56) we take for material DI6ATV 

at a temperature of 250°C equal to, K = 4.51 x IO-5; B = 527 x { 

7 = 0.63; 0 is expressed in kg/crrT; t, in hours. We consider, 

furthermore, that E = 5.38 x 10 kg/cm , p = 0.42. 

By formulas (57) we have 

Af-OJOa, B* s- 0,159. 

If we construct by (55) dependence p*(f,) for different values of 

Çq, then we obtain graph of Fig. 17.13. Parameters of upper and 

Fig. 17.13. Dependence "load-deflection" 
for cylindrical panel with initial deflec¬ 
tion. 

* * 
lower critical stress for Çn = 0 are equal to p = 33.6, p = 6.6. 

u 2 h 

Using curves of Fig. 17.13* it is possible to pass to dependence I 
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Ç(Çq) with given forces of compression p*, determined depending upon 

parameter p* by ratio a = p /p . Graph of C(Cn) is depicted in 

Fig. 17.14. For values a > 2, there occurs a jump from one stable 

equilibrium state to the other. 

total and initial deflections 
for cylindrical panel. 

We take for example a = 0.35* which corresponds to average com- 
P 

pressive stress p = 570 kg/cm . As first step of calcualtions we 

find by (55)-(54), 

«* -15,36, **-3,61 when * =» — Aft 

•*-11.53, ¢--0,22 when * =* A/2 

and, further, 

•Î — 14j6 when * — — A/2, eJ = 11,63 when * — A/2. 

Interval of time we take equal to 0.2 hour. From (58) intensity 

of creeps is equal to 

— 1 jW when 1 — — A/2, — 1,16 when jr — A/2L 

¢- 1,72when /- — A/2. - l,16when • - A/2L 

Ofl 

Hence 



Increment of deflection constitutes 

AC- — -0.057. 

For following interval, from 0.2 to 0.4 hour, initial deflection is 

equal to Cg = + AÇ = 0.357. Using graph of Fig. 17.14, we find 

C = O.634. Continuing calculation, we compose the following table: 

Number of step 1 s s 4 t • 1 

Interval of time in hours 

c. 
âc. 

ou 
0,525 
0,057 

ou 
0,634 
0,039 

ou 
0,710 

0,031 

ou 
0,785 
0,034 

0.2 
0,880 

0,039 

ou 
1,050 
0,058 

0.1 
M30 
0,054 

In Fig. 17.15 are depicted graphs Ç(t) and AÇ(t). Decrease of 

increment of deflection on first 

of deflections of 
panel in time, ending 
in a knock. 

steps is explained by drop of speed 

of creep in first phase. With 

increase of deflections creep 

deformations accumulate ever faste 

this leads, in turn, to accelerated 

growth of elastic deflections. At 

the end of the 7-th interval of 

time deflection attains such a 

magnitude that there should occur 

a knock with sharp increase of 

deflection. As we will see later, 

such knocks are observed also in 

experiments . 

Knock of shell is accompanied, as a rule, by appearance of 

significant plastic flows. Therefore, we again 1.turn to idea of 

critical time, understanding by it the period of accumulation of 

deflections, ending in a knock. If we turn to graph p*(Ç) in 



Fig. 17.13, for given value of forces of compression p* l'- '1, 

we gradually pass from one curve to the other; after we at rain "hurí 

of curve C0 = 0.5, there takes place a jump. 

M 

§ 175, Data of Experiments and Recommendation for 
Practical Calculations 

Let us give data of a series of experiments on stability of flat 

and cylindrical panels in conditions of c.eep. Samples were prepared 

from duralumin DI6ATV. Panels were loaded by a special attachment, 

allowing us to carry out different conditions of fastening of edges. 

Deflections were measured by indicators of dial type. Stress was 

investigated by electrical heat resistant resistance pick-ups. 

Preliminary tests on stability at normal temperature gave pos¬ 

sibility of establishing order of error in determination of critical 

stresses; for flat panels it constituted not more than 5# of theoretical 

values. Further we conducted brief tests on stability of plates at 

heightened temperatures (up to 250°C); they showed that in this case 

usual calculating formulas with modified modulus E are applicable. 

For cylindrical panels real critical stresses (during knock) con¬ 

stituted (0.65-0.7) of upper theoretical values; experimental values 

of p^p could be approximated by formula PKp “ 0.41Eh/R. 

Tests for creep were conducted at a temperature of 250°C; com¬ 

pressive forces p constituted such fractions of critical pressure: 

« a b 0.65; 0.8; 0.94. 
A» 

Combined graph of dependence of deflection on time (dotted lines) 

for three flat panels is given in Fig. 17.i6; by a is understood ratio 

of compressive stress to static critical value. As we see, here there 

occurs monotonie change of deflections with decreasing speed. Creep 

does not lead, thus, to stormy growth of deflection; this is 
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( 
(fi 

«» 

V 

vs 

» 

Pig. 17.16. Diagrams 
"deflection-time" for 
flat.panels (t, in 
hours ). 

confirmed by results obtained 

above in § 173j theoretical data 

are shown by solid lines. To check 

we conducted experiment with plate, 

longitudinal edges of which 

shifted freely; in other words, 

we investigated case of beam-strip. 

Curve C(t) obtained here is de¬ 

picted in Fig. I7.I6 by dot-dash 

line; it corresponds to usual 

diagrams pertaining to bars, and 

allows us to determine critical 

time t . 

Data of tests of ten cylindrical panels are shown in Fig. 17.17 

and 17.18. Solid curves here depict dependence Ç(t), obtained in 

3 
t. hr 

Pig. I7.I7. Diagrams "de¬ 
flection-time" for cylindri 
cal panels of first series 
in comparison with data of 
experiments. 

FJg. 17.18. Diagrams 
"deflection-time’’ for 
cylindrical panels of 
second series. 
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experiments; dotted lines are constructed according to approximate 

solution presented in § 174; Ç0 designates parameter of initial 

deflection; a shows ratio of compressive stress to upper critical 

magnitude. If average stress is equal to lower critical value (a « p , 

a - 0.3), shell behaved similarly to a flat panel. If however, 

stress lay within limits p < a < p , buckling of shell in all cases 
H B 

ended in a knock. 

With help of graphs of Figs. 17.17 and 17.18 we established 

critical time t , upon the expiration of which there occurred 
itp 

buckling in the large. These data are depicted in Fig. 17.19. 

If we conditionally take 

magnitude of initial deflection for 

all tested samples as approximately 

identical, then it is possible, 

using experimental data (triangles), 

to construct graph of dependence 

for cylindrical panels at 
different levels of com¬ 
pressive stress. 

of critical time t on average 

compression stress (dotted line in 

Fig. I7.I9). As we see, critical 

time sharply drops with increase 

of compressive stress. At loads, 

constituting 90^95^ of p , critical time in a number of cases was 
p 

calculated in seconds. 

Thus, data of a calculation by criterion of initial imperfections 

sufficiently well agree with experiments. 

In Fig. I7.I9 by solid lines there are also plotted values of 

t , obtained by criterion of critical deformation e. if we consider 

it equal to 0.605h/R or 0,41h/k. As we see, results of calculation 
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by these formulas greatly deviate from experimental data. As already 

was said, it is more correct as base of calculation to take lower 

critical deformation 0*l8h/R. 

As a result it is possible to recommend for rough calculations of 

buckling of plates and shells during creep use of criterion of 

critical deformation* For plates here there will be determined, 

apparently, that time interval, upon the expiration of which speed of 

build-up of deflection is the greatest. As for shells, here, thus, 

there will be found moment of time, corresponding to phenomenon of 

knock. Moreover, as initial strain it is necessary to take defor¬ 

mation, corresponding to lower critical stress, found for elastic 

region (see Chapters XI-XV). This pertains not only to case of com¬ 

pression, but also to other loads. 

More reliable data about behavior of plates and shells during 

creep can be obtained by using criterion of initial imperfections, as 

this described in §§ 173 and 174. But here it is necessary to have 

information about approximate values of initial deflections for con¬ 

structions of one or another type. And in this case the most valid 

is statistical approach to problem. 

We did not touch here upon important question of decrease of 

torsional rigidity and possible loss of stability of a thin-walled 

construction of the type of an aircraft wing, connected with thermal 

stresses; this question is illuminated in articles of B, Budiansky, 

J. Mayers, J. Aeron. Sei., 23, No. 12, 1956, van der Heut [17.18] 

and other authors] see book of A* A. Utaanskly [4.12] 1961. 
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CHAPTER mil 

STABILITY OP PLATES AND SHELLS UNDER DYNAMIC 
LOADING 

§ 176. Formulation of Problem 

In Chapter VI we met certain problems pertaining to stability of 

bars under dynamic loading. We turn now to analogous questions of 

stability of plates and shells. If we consider various problems 

in linear formulation, then between them there will be no fundamental 

distinction. However, if we investigate deflections, comparable with 

thickness of plates or shells, then problem will be nonlinear and will 

obtain a series of peculiarities. We recall case of loading of bar 

with compressive force rapidly growing in time under the condition that 

bar has initial deflection and is considered as a system with one 

degree of freedom. Diagram Mdeflection-loadM has the form shown in 

Fig. 18.la by the solid line, in distinction from static diagram 

depicted by dotted line.* 

We turn to the same problem for shell with initial deflection, 

subjected to buckling under action of certain load. Here too we 

♦When we are given law of mutual displacement of ends of bar 
in time, problem also becomes nonlinear (see Chapter VT). 
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Pig. 18.1. Build-up of static and dynamic 
deflections in case, a) of a plate, b) 
of a shell. 

conditionally consider shell a system with one degree of freedom. 

Let us assume that, investigating equilibrium forms during static 

loading, we obtain on diagram "load-deflection" a line with upper 

and lower critical points PB and PH (Pig. 18.lb). If load rapidly 

increases in time, then parameter of external forces can "pass" 

levels of both lower and upper critical loads (section of solid line 

OK in Pig. 18.lb), whereupon in initial section (where P < Pß) there 

will occur oscillations about equilibrium positions, characterized 

by "small" deflections. 

At a certain moment, approach of which is determined by program 

of loading and different perturbing factors, there occurs a sudden 

displacement of shell to equilibrium positions with great deflections 

(line KN in Pig. I8.1b)j after that there will start oscillations 

about new equilibrium forms, having a clearly expressed nonlinear 

character. Subsequently this process of Knock of a shell with 

rapidly increasing load we shall conditionally call dynamic buckling 

or dynamic loss of stability. We introduce also concept of dynamic 

critical load Pr, corresponding to moment of knock. We will find it 
' ~ " r - - r i ^ 

conditionally by diagram of type 18.lb, determining abscissa of point 

M of bend of curve P(f), i.e., point, corresponding to greatest 
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"speed of buckling" of shell* It la possible also to conditionally 

determine with help of other magnitudes, characterizing section 

of knock KN* 

Till now we assumed that load applied to shell increases in time 

and that snapping of the shell occurs on this ascending path of load. 

Let us assume now that load increases only to a certain magnitude 

^ pa 18.2) (where snapping of shell is not carried out) and 

that then load starts to decrease 

in time by given law. If drop of 

load is accomplished sufficiently 

intensely, then shell will obtain 

oscillation around initial position 

of equilibrium and after damping 

of vibrations will return to this 

position. In that same case, if 

load drops comparatively slowly, 

snapping of panel, nevertheless, 

can take place on descending branch of load. Approximate curve, 

characterizing change of f during drop of P, is shown in Pig. 18.2 

by heavy line. We will conditionally consider that snapping of shell 

was accomplished, if the greatest deflection f^, attains value fcTJ 

i 
by f„ is understood static deflection corresponding to load P„. 

Such comparison is necessary in order to find whether during dynamic 

loading, accomplished by complicated program, there will appear 

noticeable permanent defc rmations. 

Problems described here are important for aircraft construction 

and other fields of engineering. Por instance, hull of aircraft is 

subjected to dynamic loading on starting section. Past change of 

Pig. 18.2. Dynamic 
deflections on descend¬ 
ing branch of loading. 
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load in time is experienced also by certain engine shells. 

We write basic dynamic equations of nonlinear theory of shallow 

shells taking into account initial incorrectnesses of form of shell. 

We originate from equations (lO.lil) and supplement them with an 

inertial member, corresponding to normal displacement (deflection of 

shell) w. Inertial loads, corresponding to displacements u and v in 

middle surface, we shall not consider. Thus, we here refuse to 

research process of propagation of elastic waves in middle surface; 

limitations with respect to character of application of loads, given 

in Chapter VI for bars, remain in force.* Finally we obtain equations 

in the form 

T T‘(—é)=AC. + *, £ + * -i £ . 

under 7 is understood specific gravity of shell material. 

_§ ITT. Stability of Plates and Cylindrical Panels 
During Action of dompressing Load 

Let us consider shallow cylindrical panel, secured by hinge on 

its edges (see Fig. 11.61). Let us assume that panel is subjected 

to dynamic compression along generatrix; we investigate its behavior 

in time under the condition that shell has initial deflections. 

Equations (1) and (2) take form 

♦More general problems were considered by N. A. Alumyae [18.21 
and V. L. Agamirov. 

(18.3) 

(18.4) 

(18.1) 

(18.2) 
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We shall analyze first the case when force of compression p 

Increases in time according to the law p « ct* We take for total 

and initial deflections the expressions 

tinWq =s/usin'j-sin(18.5) 

Substituting these expressions in equation (4), we find, as usual, 

function of $ (see p. 858 )» 

(?-«(£ cos- 
2xjc 

f -cos 2*y 

(18<6) 

where p is intensity of average compressive force, depending on time 

Ç * f/h, C0 * ^qA1* Further, we use Bubnov-Oalerkin in application 

to equation (1), Integrating, we arrive for square panel (a * b) at 

following dependence! 

~+ (l8*7) 

here there are introduced former dimensionless parameters p* * 

* pa2/Eh2, k - a2/Rh, 

Dropping in (7) inertial member, we obtain solution of static 

problem of stability in the large. Considering C0 5 0 t Q> 

we find parameter of upper critical stress for panel which does not 

have initial deflection! 

On the other hand, rejecting nonlinear members and considering 

p* - 0, C0 - 0, we arrive at equation of small oscillations of 

unloaded panel without initial deflection! 

'í+íájFP *r“°- 
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Square of principal frequency of oscillations turns out to be equal to 

a’— «*£«*■ 

We divide each member of equation (7) by p and introduce designa- 
# P 

tion t^ for parameter of timet 

(18.8) 

then we obtain ordinary differential equation for deflection: 

(18.9) 

By is understood magnitude 

where V is speed of sound in material of shell. Comparing expressions 

2 
for a) and we find: * ^(Pg/c)* In distinction from equation 

(6.31), composed above for compressed bar, equation (9) is nonlinear; 

integrating it, we find dependence C(tJ). 

Let us turn to other case, when we are given law of mutual dis¬ 

placement of curvilinear edges of panel.» Deformation in middle 

surface along generatrix is equal to 

On the other hand 

where u is displacement of point of middle surface along generatrix. 

Shortening of a certain fiber, parallel to generatrix, is equal to 
Qi 

ex = 3x dx# We designate by e mean value of e with respect to 
0 ^ b x 

arc edgei e = ¿ / e dy; then we obtain 
ü 0 

*-~t// 

♦This problem was considered by author [18.11], 
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We take e = st. In case of square panel in former designations we 

obtain 

T? “ ' + T ^ ® + il!í£i - W- 

or 

(18.9a) 

Here is introduced new parameter of time 

Æ ™ -jp^. (18.10) 

We place p* if (9a) in equation (7) and express t by (10); then 

we arrive at dependence 

+ pjj(K’-«U-®-(C-C.)}=-0: (18.11) 

by S2 here is understood new magnitude 

Equation (11) was integrated by numerical method, and also 

with help of analog computer for different values of £0 and S2. We 

took initial conditions 

»»han /j»0. 

Results of integration for case k = 0 (flat panel) with Çq = 0.001 and 

$2 = 1.000 are presented in Fig. l8.3a. Along the axis of abscissas 

* 
is plotted parameter along the axis of ordinates, magnitude Ç and 

* . * 

ratio of compressive force to critical p /PKp. To static dependences 

there correspond; for deflection--sections 0B and BLF, and for load- 

sections 0A and AC. With dynamic loading there occurs pulling of 

initial section to point M (or K); then deflections sharply grow, 

and there appear steady nonlinear oscillations. These results are 
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very close to those which were obtained in Chapter VI for a bar, but 

postcritical diagram for load AC here is ascending. In Fig. 18.3b 

a) ¥ 

Fig. 18.3. Diagrams "load--time" for, a) 
plate and b) shell during static and 
dynamic loading. 

are depicted analogous graphs for square cylindrical panel with k = 

= 12; values Ç0 and S2 remain as before. To static problem there 

correspond curves OBLF and OAC; to dynamic, lines OBM and OAK. In 

dynamic application load attains, as for plate, approximately 165$ 

of upper static magnitude. Then there occurs a sharp drop of p*, 

where magnitude p* becomes negative, which corresponds to extension 

of the panel. 

§ 178. Application of Digital Computers 

In the preceding section we reduced plate or shell to system 

with one degree of freedom and determined dependence of deflection on 

time. Here we did not manage to trace change of character of deflec¬ 

tion surface of plate or shell in process of loading. More exact 

solution of problem can be given if we approximate deflection surface 

by means of several parameters or present the initial equations in 

differences. In both cases calculations are greatly com¬ 

plicated and for their fulfillment there must be called in electronic 

digital computers. 
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1 

Solution of problem with help of method of finite differences is 

set forth below.* Let us consider general case of shallow panel 

f 
with sides (in plane) a and b, having certain initial deflections. 

We use dimensionless parameters 

Xss*i> y-f. F-^V. (18.12) 

then it is possible to present initial equations (1) and (2) in the 

form 

V' (« —w0)-|- -2-&-Ä 
dx dy dxdy 

>• \ dx* 

(*L)' 
\ dxdy I 

1 
12(1-h») 

dßw dßw ‘mZ 
dx* dy* \dxdyj ^ 

dx* dp* k* 

Here are introduced relationships 

I ^*0 Pip f, d*(9-i,) d* (»-»,) 
dx* dy* 

(18.13) 

(18.14) 

« 
T' ^jt1 

(4)- ^Ä4(p-)* 

(18.15) 

Operator has the form 

1JL+2-*- 
JL» dx« ^ dx«<>? 

+ » dy* 
(18.16) 

i 

Let us note that during selection of dimensionless parameters 

by (12) and (15) a panel rectangular in projection will be converted 

in a square with a side, equal to one. 

Boundary conditions, given in the form of linear uniform depen¬ 

dences we shall consider constant in time. Initial conditions can, 

e.g., have form w = Wq, òw/òT = 0 for t = 0. Henceforth, the dash 

above designations w, x, y, t, etc., will be omitted. 

♦This resolution was given by A. Yu. Birkgan and the author [18.6] 
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In space of variables x, y, t, bounded by plane t = 0 and planes 

X = 0, x = 1 and y = 0, y = 1, we construct system of planes t = 0, 

t = At, t = 2At, ..., t = mAt, ..., covered by net of straight lines 

x = 0, x = s, x = 2s, ..., x = 1, y = 0, y = s, ..., y = 1. Hr>rc 

At is step in time, s is step in space coordinates x and y (Fig. 18.4). 

Fig. 18.4. Three-dimensional net region. 

At nodes three-dimensional, grid region net constructed thus, there 

must be satisfied equations in finite differences, approximating 

system of differential equations. Furthermore, for expression of 

boundary conditions with help of symmetric finite differences we 

introduce necessary quantity of extra-contour nodes, located on planes 

x*=* —2$, x = — i, *»1+«, x = 1 + 2«. 
y »= — 2«, y =» — «. y » 1 + «. y »1 + 2«. 

Derivatives with respect to space coordinates we replace by dif¬ 

ferential operators from formulas of type (7.238) and (7.239): 

»,-2», + », 

-4?^- 

—• 

> (»14-.1 + ., + .«) + ., + ., + .f + .i 
«* • 
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9 

with error, having order of the square of the step. Numbering of 

nodes of computing cell is given in Fig. 18.4. Time derivative we 

replace by relationship 

TT- tfi? • 

Placing these expressions in equations (13) and (14) and dropping 

members of order of square of the step, we obtain at current (zero) 

point of layer t^m^ two equations in finite differences. Transition 

from m-th to (m + l)-th layer in time is produced by a formula, in 

the right part of which are known values of functions (such dif¬ 

ferential scheme is called explicit): 

cf+i>a [(„;*> - 2w0*‘ 4- - 

— Wj*+•}■»- ^»f*)+(•<*> - 2«£«> 4- •<«>) (4K,-' - 

-24>f»4- - #£V)—j —<" 4- •'r’—<") - 

—2*f«+,+»/(♦r - 2«<,»+♦» - 
- - ttíft [(¿+»+»*) »r- 

-4(' + F)(«r+«n - 4(|+1*> w+<')+ 

+5 (,p -(-■p*++ «|«)+ + *->)+* «'+V,«) ]+ 

(18.17) 

For determination of function of stresses at moment t^m+1'^ it 

is necessary to solve jointly system of differential equations of such 

type: 

1 

+<♦»)+4(1 +11)(^+^)+ 

+ 4(1+^(^+^^-^(^^+^0- 

-^[^(^.-Hp-.+^'O+V«*»- 

-2<*»+<«o]+v}- (IP 18) 
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«a t è 

Here LQ and Hq are functions, depending on initial deflection, c = 

= 1/12(1 - p2). 

Process of calculations starts with consecutive papsing around 

nodes of grid to determine deflection w^2^(x, y, 2At) by formula (17). 

1 (2^ 
Then we find function of stresses ;(x, y, 2At) by solving by method 

of successive approximations the system of differential equations 

according to formula (18). Essentially, on a given stage there is 

solved a linear problem, since values of deflection w^m+:1'^ in the 

right part of equation (18) already were calculated at preceding 

point. As initial approximation of function of stresses there can 

be taken its values on preceding step in time, if they are not equal 

4 
to zero, or values of function Hs . Iterations are finished after we 

attain required degree of accuracy. 

A step in time is completed by recount of extra-contour values 

of w and in accordance with taken boundary conditions. Then cal¬ 

culations are repeated: we find values of w^)(x, y, 3At) and 

(3) 
y(x, y, 3At), determine functions in extra-contour nodes knots, 

etc. After every step in time or after definite intervals it is 

possible to determine value of stresses. 

: 

Fig. 18.5. Change of deflection 
of plate during dynamic loading 
with different speeds (according 
to calculations on digital com¬ 
puter) . 
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Concrete calculations were conducted on computer for square flat 

plate with step s » 1/B. Step in time was selected in such a way 

that stability of differential equations was ensured. Preliminarily 

we determined static equilibrium forms of plate during postcritical 

deformations, corresponding to different "generating" deflection forms. 

The latter corresponded to values of linear problem with the number 

of half-waves m « 1 and m - 3 in direction x and one half-wave along 

y. In Pig. 18.5 dotted lines represent static dependence of deflection 

in center of plate w* on parameter t* * P/P™ with initial deflection 

wS * 0.001 j by p,,. * tt2/3(1 - ^2) is understood parameter of static 

critical stress. Deflections directed in the direction of initial 

deflection are plotted upwards. Further, solid lines show results of 

solution of dynamic problem with load increasing in proportion to 

time. When speed of loading is relatively small (p/t = 2.15), intense 

build-up of deflections occurs with load p « ^PjtpJ then there occur 

nonlinear oscillations about positions of static equilibrium. With 

high speed of loading (p * 5t) deflection sharply increases, where 

P w 2.6p: after that in the course of every period of oscillations 

the plate Jumps from one equilibrium form to the other, so that 

FJ.g. 18.6. Deflection forms of plate at 
different moments of time. 
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deflection changes sign. With sharp build-up of deflections and 

subsequent oscillations the form of deflection surface greatly 

changes. This is possible to see from Fig. 18.6; here are presented 

deflection forms of plate in middle section, parallel to x. Each of 

these forms corresponds to points of curve in Fig. 18.5, designated 

by the same letter (a, b, c, etc). 

Let us note that for solution of dynamic problem by described 

method it is necessary to execute about 50 million operations. 

§ 179. Buckling of Closed Cylindrical Shells 
During Hydrostatic Pressure — During Hydrostatic 

Let us turn to case of closed circular cylindrical shell, sub¬ 

jected to dynamic application of hydrostatic pressure. We assume that 

on ends the shell is fastened with frames (see Fig. 10.17), remaining 

circular during deformation of shell. For total and initial deflec¬ 

tions by analogy with solution of static problem (§ 133) we select 

following approximating expressions (see work [18.1]), 

•* d« fy+1 dn*«x+f). 
«fc—/'(tfa&x tfn py+ÿ«ln*«x+V), (18.19) 

where a « tt/L, ß » n/R. 

We place expressions (19) in the right part of equation (2). Then 

integral of this equation may be presented in the form 

• « £(£| cos 9ax + JT) cos 2ßy+JTi 4n ax «in 0y 

(18.20) 

Here 

Kt-1-¿¡T (/*—/*)• 
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The last two members In expression (20) correspond to stresses 

In middle surface, determined by membrane theory. 

Comparing expression for e in terms of deflection and function 

of stresses, similarly to the way this was done in § 127# we find 

(18.22) 

We write condition of closure which we already used during solution 

of static problem (p. 574): 

Substituting (22), taking into account preceding relationships, we 

find 

(18.23) 

Thus, magnitude ç turns out to be expressed through ^ and f. It 

remains to compose equation for determination of these parameters. 

We use Bubnov-Galerkin method and write equations 

(18>24) 

i a* 
f f X+fiiXâsâymtfr, 

here X is determined by (3). We place under integral sign the above- 

described expressions for w, Wq and ¢. Integrating, we arrive at 

following equation, connecting parameters of deflection with load 

varying in time: 

4 

iJt+C.'J-Jr. (18.25) 
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where 

<; 

c. 

ft 

c< 

7~nr[«»<i!w»+mÆrt 

¾“íî¡Tîiíyí,+^wrl, 
i» 

In the above equations there were introduced dimensionless parameters 

»-■J(T)’. C-{. «,-4. 

'“■TT ^ * TT* 
(l8.26) 

Second equation of system (24) we shall not develop here, and, in 

order to simplify calculations, we take for parameter V' that expres¬ 

sion, which ensues from solution of static problem: 

♦-Jiviftw (18.25a) 

where 

f* —F“** + 

This means that for a given value of Ç the form of wave formation is 

considered in case of rapid loading the same as and during slow 

loading. 

Limited in (25) to first member and considering ÇQ = 0, we find 

parameter of upper critical pressure for given value of q equal to 

S - co or 

This expression corresponds to formulas (11,74) and (11.93) taking 

into account 4 = In order to obtain calculating upper critical 

value "q , we should find such magnitude tj (or such number of waves n), 

«•— 1 + 
t+'J* (18.27) 
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A 
at which expression for q will be minimum. 

B 

We assume that intensity of pressure increases according to the 

law q « ct, and we introduce parameter of time 

Î—5Ç—(18.28) 

then it is possible to give equation (25) form 

-t, l*“®* • - (t-uc’ 

here 

-0; (18.29) 

*-cÿ. 

Equation (29) for dimensionless deflection Ç was Integrated 

by numerical method, and also with help of analog and .digital com¬ 

puters with following initial data: 

$"”0 when Î—O. 

During calculations we assumed in application to duralumin shell 

V » 5 X 105 cn^/sec, \l * 0.3, E « 7.75 x 10^ kg/cm2. Furthermore, we 

took R/L - 0.45, KA* - 112, 6 * 1.8 x 10"3. 

In Fig. 18.7 is presented graph of C(t), reflecting dependence 

between total deflection and time of loading (or load) for case 

Ç0 * 0,001. First curve on the left corresponds to solution of static 

problem for c 0; this solution can be obtained according to method 

shown in § 133. On graph is depicted envelope of different curves, 

corresponding to various numbers of waves n. Upper critical pressure 

takes place at n =* 6; lower, at n « 5* In the same Fig. 18.7 are 

plotted curves, found for case of dynamic loading with speeds of 
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Fig. 18.7. Diagrams "deflection-load" 
with initial deflection of 0.001 the 
thickness of the shell. 

c = 0.2 X lo\ c * 1 X 104, c = 2 X 104 atm(tech)/sec. All curves 

are reconstructed in such a way that as a base there is taken least 

upper critical pressure q . On figure are given curves for those 
B 

numbers of waves n, at which rapid growth of deflections corresponds 
A 

to least parameter t. 

As we see, dynamic effect here too appears in consecutive growth 

of number of waves and significant increase of critical pressure. 

Graph of Fig. I8.8 contains the same curves for case of large 

initial deflection (CQ = 0.1). 

initial deflection con¬ 
stitutes 0.1 of thick¬ 
ness of shell. 

As one should have been led to 

expect, with comparable values of 

speed c here there appear less 

high forms of loss of stability 

with respect to case = 0.001; 

smaller (approximately by factor 

of 1.5) are critical values of 

pressure. General form of curves 

of also somewhat different; 
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build-up of deflections is less sharp than for » 0.001. 

Given scheme of solution of problem was used by V. L. Atamirov* 

A 
for determination of critical parameter t with the most diverse values 

of R/L, R/h and c. As an example we shall show the results of unique 

study, carried out by digital computer. In Fig. 18.9 is depicted 

dependence between coefficient of dynamic overload equal to ratio 

of conditional dynamic critical load to upper static value, and initial 

deflection for L/R = 2 and 101 * 100. Here we intentionally selected 

-4 -20 
vanishing minute dimensionless initial deflections from 10 to 10 

Magnitude kft monotonically increased 

from 4.21 to 8.56. There arises 

the natural question whether it 

is possible to find a finite value 

of k^ for limiting case of ideal 

shell (when ÇQ->0). This question 

is important from theoretical 

aspect, and it should be considered 
0 

in greater detail. However, one may assume that case of vanishing 

-20 
small magnitudes of C0 (of the order 10 c ) may be practically 

investigated. 

Let us consider a more complicated program of loading of a shell. 

Let us assume that shell is subjected to pressure, growing with 

speed c = 2000 atm/sec, and attaining value, equal to 80$ of dynamic 

critical load. As we have seen, here in process of loading shell 

does not obtain noticeable deflections. Let us assume that 

Fig. 18.9. Dynamic "criti¬ 
cal" load depending upon 
initial deflection. 

♦Another solution of problem was given by Yu. I. Kadashevich and 
A. K. Pertsev [18.15], taking into account inertness of axisymmetric 
"compression" of a shell. 
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subsequently load changes by different laws, as shown In Fig. 18.10b. 

Tig. 18,10. Build-up of deflections 
of a shell during more complicated 
program of loading. 

Variant 1 coincides with that which was analyzed earlier; here load 

continues to grow with former speed. In variant 2 load on second 

stage remains constant. In remaining variants (3-9) load drops by 

linear law; rate of drop of load is designated by c2 and changes from 

2 X 10? to 2 X 10^ atm(tech)/sec. In Fig. 18.10a are shown graphs of 

change of deflection in time. In spite of the fact that in variants 
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3-9 load drops, deflection grows to a certain limit, after which it 

starts to decrease. Behavior of shell on wave of unloading is charac- 

I terized by magnitude of maximum deflection. In § 176 we agreed to 
■ 

consider that shell buckles in period of unloading if maximum deflec- 
I 

tion exceeds static deflection, corresponding to the biggest value of 

pressure; static curve is shown in Pig. 18.10a on the left. If we 

agree with this assumption, then dangerous speeds of unloading will 

be all speeds cp, smaller than 3»000 atm/sec. 

1 

Pig. 18.11. Diagram ’’deflection-load" 
during fast unloading. 

In Fig. 18.11 theüe curves are presented in other coordinates. 

Along the axis of abscissas is plotted magnitude of load, and along 

the axis of ordinates, deflection. 

It is possible to take other criteria of loss of stability or 

exhausting of supporting power of a shell in period of unloading. 

For instance, there are grounds to take as limiting parameter the 

deflection related to thickness of shell. Most important here is to 

establish, with what deflection the shell does not obtain noticeable 

permanent deformations* 

§ 180. Solution with Help of Analog Computers 

Along with digital computers for research of dynamic stability 



there can also be applied analog computers,* basic elements of which 

were briefly described in § 24. Considered problem preliminarily 

should be reduced to integration of system of ordinary differential 

equations. 

We give scheme of solution on machine MN-7 of the problem, 

analyzed in § 179, for case when load increases in proportional to 

time. We rewrite equation of type (29) in form 

Ç *= +flâ+c+d;*+tv -i- r.s 

or in the form of system of equations 

X! = +Bt+ Dxt 4-Ejd + fxj) + C, xj —xi. (18.30) 

where x2 = Ç, x2 = dÇ/dî. Let us consider shell with former param¬ 

eters, taking h = 0.8 mm, R = 90 mm, L = 200 mm, Çq = 0.001, n = 6, 

qp = 0.0402, c = 6,000 atm (tech)/sec. 

In this case system (30) will take form 

jr,®xa(?-. I -0.508 - I0'3xa +0.02x1 — 0.234 - lO"3xJ)C.9-f 

+ 6,9 • 10"*; Xa=X!. (18.31) 

We select maximum value of functions x^ = 100, = 20. 

So that process in circuit did not go so very fast that it is 

inconvenient to remove indications of instruments and observe functions 

on the beam indicator, we multiply machine time by 10 times. Then 

we have 

T -, in# r — tòO r r   r I -a IW, Xt *= *|i *a — IQQ x2- 

Now it is possible to record system (31) in machine form: 

-100+1.38r+l.lx|-5.3xJ)+6.9 - I0"4. 
A. 
Xj » 0.5x,. 

(18.32) 

♦Analog computers for solution of such problems were applied by 
V. V. Bolotin, 0. A. Boychenko and other authors [18.9], [10.10]. 
Solution of problem given here belongs to Yu. I. Kadshevich and A. K. 
Pertsev. 
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Here it is considered that during multiplication of two functions the 

block of products divides product by 100. 

For setting up problem on machine there is composed a block- 

diagram. In this case load linearly depends on time, and on nonlinear¬ 

ity unit there was set up function F(T) = T. Since nonlinearity 

unit allows us to set up a function of any form, then on machine it is 

easily possible to investigate more complicated cases of loading. 

Block-diagram for system (52) is shown in Fig. 18.12. 

Fig. 18.12. Block-diagram of set-up of 
problem on analog computer. 
KEY*, (a) Initial conditions; (b) Initial 
condition; (c) Spark recorder; (d) Beam 
indicator; (e) Voltmeter; (f)6n = Pro¬ 
duct unit; (g)6H = Nonlinearity unit. 

Let us note that machine practically works well with increase of 

initial values of function by 30-50 times. A specific condition of 

problems of research of questions of loss of stability of shells is 

the requirement to obtain increment of a function of several thousand 

times. Therefore, such problems must be solved, either by calculating 

initial section of curve numerically (what is facilitated by the fact 

that with small deflections equations become linear), or by solving 

problem by stages on machine, reconstructing on each stage the block- 

diagram. 
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Given example was solved on machine MN-7, starting with time 

t = 3.3. Values of function Ç and its derivative at this instant 

were obtained by numerical integration. System of equations (32) is 

converted to new machine time; = T — 33. Solution of problem is 

recorded on spark recorder and is shown in Fig. 18.13 (solid curve). 

Here dotted line shows section of curve, obtained by numerical integra¬ 

tion. As can be seen from graph, accuracy of solution on machine 

turned out to be sufficiently high. 

Fig. 18.13. Diagrams "deflection- 
load," obtained on analog computer 
(solid line) and by human calcula¬ 
tion (dotted line). 

§ l8l. Experimental Research of Buckling of Shells 
under Hydrostatic Pressure" 

Let us give results of experimental research, conducted on a 

series of carefully prepared (machined) duralumin pieces,* with 

R/h = 220 and L/R = 2.2. Specially designed installation consisted 

of two tanks, inserted one in the other and filled with oil (Fig. 

18.14). The test piece, consisting of circular cylindrical shell, 

was in the inner tank and upper end of piece remained open. Hole in 

»Experiments were conducted by V. Ye. Mineyev with participation 
of V. S. Smirnov. Data of these experiments were given in part in 
article [18.12]. 
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bottom of inner tank was closed by 

valve, connected with system of 

springs. In outer tank there 

was created heightened pressure 

of 5 to 50 atm(tech)j here gas 

"pad” in upper part of tank was 

compressed. With sudden opening of 

valve in inner reservoir there 

occurred a hydraulic shock, trans¬ 

mitted to test piece; with known 

approximation it was possible to 

consider that piece was subjected 

here to dynamic loading by hydro¬ 

static external pressure. Change 

in time of pressure at several 

points of tank was measured by 

special pickups, signals from 

which were fixed on tape of loop 

oscillograph. Pickups of ohmic resistance, fastened to outer and 

inner surface of test piece, allowed us to determine deformation of 

elongation at corresponding points; indications of pickups also were 

transmitted to oscillograph (lines 1-3 in Fig. I8.15). During tests 

we varied pressure gradients in outer and inner tanks, and also time 

of opening of valve, which allowed us to obtain different speeds of 

build-up of pressure from 2 x 10^ to 6.5 x i0^ atm(tech)/sec. 

In Fig. I8.I6 are given photographs of pieces, subjected to 

static loading (Fig. l8.l6a) and dynamic loading with speed of build- 

^ up of pressure of 4,700 and 5,000 atm(tech)/sec (Fig. I8.l6b and c). 

I 
«23'iPr 'IP ^ V' 
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Fig. 18.14. Installation * 
for experimentsi test 
piece (3)i inner (1) and 
outer (2) tanks, pickups 
(6, 7). 



4. 

Fig. 18.15, Oscillogram of 
dynamic loading of shell. 

a) c) 

Fig. 18.16. Shells after 
buckling; a) with static 
loading, b) with loading at 
speed of 4,700 atm(tech)/sec, 
c) at speed of 5,000 
atm(tech)/sec. 

General character of deep dents, 

turned, mainly, toward center of 

curvature, in all cases was the same; however, configuration of dents 

changes somewhat; with dynamic application of pressure they have out- 

ii.ne close to a rectangle. As we see, with increase of speed of 

loading form of wave formation changes, as follows from the theoreti¬ 

cal solution. At the same time supporting power of shell is sharply 

increased in stage of loading. 

Fig. 18.17. Comparison of theo- 
tical data for case Ç = 0.001 
(solid line) with experimental. 

In Graph of Fig. I8.17 experimental data are compared with 

results obtained in § 179 for shells with the same dimensions. Along 

the axis of abscissas is plotted speed c in atm(tech)/sec, and on 

axis of ordinates, coefficient of dynamic overloading k^. Solid line 

connects points obtained from graphs of Fig, 18.7 for C0 = 0.001. 

Triangles mark experimental data for initially "smooth" shells; 
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circles show same for shells with initial deflection, where initial 

deflection constituted 2h. Judging by graph, experiments confirmed 

theoretical conclusions, at least, qualitatively. Certain deviation 

cf experimental values of critical pressure for shells of "ideal form" 

upwards from theoretical curve can be explained by the fact that in 

experiments edges of shells were clamped and what to forces of 

inertia of mass of shell were joined forces of inertia of adjacent 

layer of liquid. Furthermore, theoretical solution cannot be consid¬ 

ered final; it is desirable, in particular, to clarify in greater 

detail nature of change cf parameter 

Another series of experiments 

was conducted on steel shells,* 

parameters of which were, R/h = 

= 200, L/R * 2.9. Shells with 

insertable bottoms were placed in 

tank filled with liquid. On free 

surface of liquid there was pro¬ 

duced a shock by a falling load. 

Change of height of drop of load 

allowed us to vary speed of build¬ 

up of hydrostatic pressure trans¬ 

mitted to shell. In Fig. I8.I8 are depicted test pieces after 

buckling (bottoms were removed). During static loading the shell 

received six dents on its circumference (a); during dynamic loading 

with different speeds; it received eight (b) and nine dents (c). 

*This research was carried out by V. V. Sorokin. 

Fig. 18.18. Form 
of buckling of shells 
during shock loading. 
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§ 1Ö2. Closed Cylindrical Shells Under Axial Compression 

Let us turn to case when circular cylindrical shell is subjected 

to dynamic impact of axial compression (see Fig. 11,2),* 

Total and initial deflection we approximate by analogy with (IQ) 

in the following manner: 

• = / (sin jr sin ßy -j- <{» sin* amx -f- ?)t 
•q = /p(*to «« X sin py 4- *1» sin* «mjt + f). 

In these expressions there enters new coefficient a . equal to a = 
m n m 

= mir/L, where m is the number of half-waves the length of the shell, 

whereas in § 179 the corresponding coefficient was taken in the form 

a = tt/L. Let us remember that during axial compression, in distinction 

from case of hydrostatic pressure, loss of stability of shell in the 

large is expressed by appearance of diamond-shaped dents, located in 

checkerboard order and generating several strips along length L. 

Substituting w and w0 in equation (6) and integrating, we find 

♦ = E(K\ cos 2%mx + ^cos 2?y + 

+ tó *n ««X sin py -f tó sin 3*m * sin Py) — . 

t i i 

Coefficients K^, ..., are determined by former expressions (21) 

with replacement of a by by p is understood average intensity of 

compressive forces, applied to ends of shell. 

Applying Bubnov-Galerkin method, we use equation (3). After 

integration we arrive at following relationship: 

P CÍ (i - £) + c; (I?—¢)+c; (I?—qJH» _ c; (C—y *+ 
(18.33) 

#Here there is offered solution of problem, obtained by S. N. 
Kiryushina. Other works on this question are those of V. L. Agamirov 
and the author [18.1], and 0. I. Terebushko [18.19]. Detailed research 
of linear axisymmetric problem is conducted by A. I. Blokhina [18.7]. 
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where 

4 

ci 

ci 

_ 4 . 
ÏÏ+W+ 
i i+ft 

« (1+4? 
u(i-0 4 % 

ï <-4[ 

“¿[,+?riVI' c; 

ÕTíf+o+Ki)’ 
i«* i ... 4 

'o+2?' 

In supplement to (26) here there are Introduced dimensionless param 

eters 

If from equation (33) we exclude Inertial member and set = 0, 

we arrive at solution of static problem for shell of ideal form. 

Upper critical stress for certain given form of buckling will be 

equal to 

* * no-rt'"lr',+0+4J,i' 
. , A 

which corresponds to formula (11.39). Minimizing p, we find certain 

value of $ = O.605. As for lower critical stress, given variant of 
J3 

solution leads to parameter* ^ » 0.15P- = 0.09; it corresponds to 
H B 

value ê = 0.6. 
m 

Let us return to dynamic problem. We assume that external forces 

increase according to the law p * ct, and we introduce dimensionless 

parameter 

then equation (33) will take form (indices m are dropped): 

+ öfc[' +0^1^-^+0+^^-191)-0, 
(18.34) 

♦Above (see § 127) in this approximation there was obtained some¬ 
what different magnitude (0.124). In § 126 magnitude 4 is designated 
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Equation (34) was integrated by numerical method and with help 

of digital computer. Here we took form of dents, which corresponds 

to least upper critical stress. Parameter ^ was taken the same as in 

corresponding static problem for shell of ideal form (see § 127). 

Furthermore, we took R/h = l80, L/R = 2.2. Results of calculations 

are presented in Fig. 18.19. Along the axis of abscissas are plotted 

values of 

r=± = ¿; 
A A 

here in denominator is least upper critical stress. Along the axis of 

ordinates in Fig. 18.19 are laid values of deflection Ç. Different 
£ 

series of curves pertain to dynamic loading with speeds c = 1 x 10 ; 

6 6 2 
2 x 10 ; and 5 x 10° kg/cnr sec. Every curve corresponds to certain 

number of waves n, shown on graph. As we see, violent growth of 

deflections occurs in first case at n = llj in second, at n = 12; 

in third, at n = 13. 

»•l#*kg/oin2 «ac 

*1 J #■ 'rfkg/t m2 

1-/ jf*k&/on2 mo ? 

è 
; 

r 
il i 11 
ft V V a (« a n V iß, 

Fig. 18.19. Curves "deflection-load” during 
dynamic compression along generatrix. 

In another variant of solution of the problem (see [I8.I] and 

[18.19]) deflection was approximated by expression 

•-/(*, if!*. 
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In calculations conducted in the same way we assumed that waves are 

square: = nurR/nL = 1. Integration of equation of type (3^) was 

carried out with help of digital machine "Ural-2" and by numerical 

method; data turned out to be very close. Results of calculations 

are given in work of 0. I. Terebushko [I8.19]. 

Theoretical conclusions can be compared with data of a series of 

experiments on duralumin shells,* conducted on the same installation 

as was described in § I8I. In Fig. 18.20 are shown experimental 

values of coefficient of dynamic overloading; it was obtained by 

division of magnitude of load, at which dynamic buckling occurred, by 

static critical value of load, also found from experiments. Solid 

line is passed through points obtained by integration of equation (34). 

Let us note that experimental points have here larger scattering than 

in case of hydrostatic compression (see Fig. 18.I7). Effect of 

dynamicness in case of axial compression turns out to be smaller. 

.. t 1—i—i , 
I 44 * * 'V iS »Wo«* MC 

Fig. 18.20. Comparison of theo 
retical curve with data of ex¬ 
periments (triangles). 

In case of compression buckling is expressed in formation of 

shallow dents, occupying usually only part of surface of shell; 

therefore, force of inertia here does not render such an influence 

*These experiments belong to S. N. Kiryushina. 
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8s during lateral loading, when, as a rule, the whole mass of the 

shell is set in motion.

• 1

Fig. 18.21. Photographs of test 
pieces (end view) after buckling.

In Fig. 18.21 are depicted photographs (end view) of shells

0.5 mm thick, one of which was tested statically (Fig. l8.21a) and
6 2

the other, during dynamic loading witn speed c = O.65 x 10 kg/cm 

(Fig. 18.21b).

A series of interesting experiments on dynamic buckling of shells 

during axial compression was conducted also by Smitt [18.23] and 

Coppa [18.22]. It is true, experiments of these authors pertained 

more to purely shock loading of shell than to the case of moderate 

speed of growth of load, which was considered above. Nonetheless, 

qualitative results of experiments correspond to theoretical con

clusions obtained by us. It seemed that during dynamic loading size 

of dents was less and n\amber of dents in cross section was greater 

than during static application of force. In work [18.22] special

attention 'was allotted to form of 

buckling of shell under a blew.

It turned out that here the same 

geometric approach to the problem 

may be applied, as was offered 

for static problems (see § 128).5^ Fig- 18.22. Buckling

of shell under sharp 
—^ blow.

A
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In Fig. 18.22 is shown form of wave formation of real shell, approxi

mating isometric. In the following figure isometric form obtained 

by construction (Fig. l8.25a) is comparable with actual configuration 

of dents (Fig. l8.25b).

t)

Fig. 18.23. Shell bulges under bl:.w (b) 
in a form, very close to Isometric (a).

§ 183. Spherical Shell Under External Pressure 

We shall consider now spherical shell, subjected to dynamic 

action of evenly distributed external pressure. We are talking both 

about a closed spherical shell and also about a spherical segment 

enveloping a sufficiently great central angle (see Figs. l4.1 and 

14.2). Up to loss of stability of shell compressive stresses in wall 

are equal to o = qR/2h.

We shall limit ourselves to solving problem of dynamic stability 

of the shell in linear formulation. Considering in (1) and (2)

= l/R and rejecting nonlinear members, we arrive at equations
X y

(18.35)

(18.36)
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Uniting these two equations, we obtain following resolvent deflection 

+ = (18.57) 

Proceeding the same way as in § 153, we shall not write for 

functions w and w0 concrete expressions, but will take following 

dependence, ensuing from periodic character of these functions: 

Vwzm-l*W, 7½¾ = 

then equation (37) will take form 

(18.38) 

We introduce designations 

WRkimyp, = q. =» a; 

then after simple transformations we obtain 

(18.59) 

If in this equation we drop inertial member, then when C0 

we find static critical pressure, corresponding to given parameter r¡: 

Minimizing this magnitude with respect to tj, we find certain value of 

upper critical pressure * 1.21. Corresponding dimensionless 

membrane stress is equal to /aB = O.605. 

Dynamic equation (39) it is possible now to rewrite in the form 

i*?-»T;“° 
or 

(l8.40) 

We assume that pressure changes according to the law q = ct, and 
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we introduce dimensionless parameter of time 

* 5^* 

Then equation (40) will change into the following, 

where 

(18.41) 

MîîW* (18.42) 

Integrating equation (41), we find dependence £(t*) for given 

S. Then one should change to "unitary” time 

emtS-rnrnfh. 
* * ru 

# 

and compare curves Cft^), corresponding to different values of q. 

Finding curve, to which there corresponds the most violent growth of 

deflections, we determine dynamic critical pressure. 

In Fig. 18.24 are depicted 

sjé 

0' 

MV'*'* 

T T 
1 1 
4 J - 1 

Fig. 18.24. Diagram 
"deflection-load" for 
spherical shell. 

1 

'0 
• /-/ 7 

curves of Cft^), obtained with help 

of digital computer "Ural-1". They 

-4 
pertain to values S = 5, Ç0 = 1° 

p 
and different q . As we see, 

rapid growth of deflections occurs 

2 
first of all in case q - 5. 

On following figure, Fig. 18.25, 

are compared curves Cft^), per¬ 

taining to parameter S = 5 and 

different Ç0; here we selected 

only curves, lying nearest of 

axis of ordinates. 

Fig. 18.25. Curves of 
dynamic buckling of 
spherical shell with var¬ 
ious initial deflection. 
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§ 184. Practical Conclusions. Other Dynamic Problems 

In this chapter we considered in detail different approaches 

to solution of dynamic problem, which from practical point of view is 

the most urgent—the behavior of plates and shells of different form 

during rapid monotonie growth of load. We outlined also ways of 

research of more complicated programs of loading. General conclusion 

is that character of buckling of plates and shell during dynamic load¬ 

ing is different than during static, and that in first case there 

appear higher forms of loss of stability. This allows us to design 

lightened thin-walled constructions, anticipating in advance their 

overloading in short period of application of forces. 

Given data are interesting also from theoretical point of view, 

since they open a new region in problem of stability of plates and 

shells. They indicate, in particular, importance of study not only 

of first form of loss of stability, but also higher forms. Further¬ 

more, certain properties of shells, as, for instance, transition to 

almost isometric surface during buckling, are more distinct in 

dynamic process. 

We considered behavior of shells, as a rule, from propositions 

of nonlinear theory. We note, however, that integration of linear 

equations (see § 183) also allows us, although with certain error, to 

judge initial stage of rapid growth of deflections. 

We considered only forces of inertia, corresponding to normal 

displacement. More complete equations include inertial members for 

displacements u and v. Preliminary calculations* show that in a 

*They were carried out by V. L. Agamirovj see also above-indicated 
works of N. A. Alumyae [18,2] and Coppa [18.22]. 



number of cases it is possible to separate study of influence of 

inertia in direction of normal from consideration of influence of 

inertia in middle surface. This question should be investigated 

additionally. 

We turn now to other dynamic problems, considered in Chapter VI 

in application to bars. Most attention in literature was paid to 

problem of parametric oscillations of plates and shells* And here 

full picture of behavior of plates and shells may be obtained only 

with use of nonlinear theory. This is of especially great value for 

shells, since process of oscillations can be accompanied by their 

snapping. Let us consider for example case of closed cylindrical 

shell under action of pulsating normal pressure. We use scheme of 

solution of problem, adopted in § 179 in application to ideal shell, 

i.e., considering = 0. It is possible to give equations (25) and 

(25a) form 

C.S+K; 

f ¿(W+v,)' 
(18.45) 

We take q(t) = q° cos Ot and assume approximately ^ = (Ny/2N1)Ç; then 

the first of equations will take form 

where 

¢+•*(! - 2* coi I0C - +« 0. 
(18.44) 

•»- Wt C» 
c4 * 

♦These problems were first considered by V. V. Bolotin [18.8], 
and subsequently, by S. A. Ambartsumyan, Zh. Ye. Bagdasaryan and others 
[l8.5]-[lo.5]f and [18.15]. Below are described data, obtained by V. 
Ts. Gnuni. 
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If we exclude from (44) nonlinear members, then we arrive a known 

Mathlev equation (6.II8). Results of research of such a linear 

equation coincide with those which were presented in § 77. Meanwhile 

solution of nonlinear problem has essential peculiarities. If we 

consider linear damping, then for TrR/nL< 2.66 we will obtain dependence 

o 
between square of amplitude of steady-state oscillations C and 

p 
square of frequency of excitation force 6 in region of smooth (first) 

parametric resonance, depited in Fig. 18.26. As we see, curves 
p p 

C'(e ) have characteristic loop-like form; this indicates possibility 

of realization of knock from some stable steady positions to other.4 

Investigating behavior of 

shells duving dynamic application 

of load, we became acquainted 

already with natural nonlinear 

oscillations of shell around stable 

equilibrium states. Interesting 

peculiarities of such oscillations 

were studied by E. I. Grigolyuk 

[l8.l4] and 0. D. Oniashvili [18.I8]. Specific traits of forced 

oscillations of shells were considered in works of S. A. Ambartsumyan 

and V. Ts. Gnuni [l8.3], G. V. Mishenkov [I8.I7] and other authors. 

In conclusion let us note that above-mentioned research is only 

a first step in development of theory of stability of shells and 

plates during dynamic loading, including description of phenomenon 

of snapping shell. The "vulnerable" point of solutions by Ritz and 

Bubnov-Galerkin methods, especially in application to a closed 

*V. V. Bolotin turned attention to this circumstance in his work 
[18.8] 1958. 

of shell in zone of param¬ 
etric resonance. 
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cylindrical shell, is the assumptions, concerning character of wave 

formation of shell in process of buckling. It is desirable to 

continue more precise definition of solutions of different problems 

with application of digital computers (see § 178), and also to conduct 

new series of experiments. Other directions of possible research 

in this regions are outlined in § 204 (p.1020). 
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CHAPTER XIX 

CERTAIN PROBLEMS OF AEROELASTICITY 

§ 185. Divergence and Flutter of a Panel in a Gas Flux 

We turn to problems of stability of plates and shells, pertaining 

to region of aeroelasticity, when behavior of plate or shell is 

intimately connected with influence of a gas flux flowing past them. 

Consideration of these problems is important, inasmuch as question of 

elastic stability inevitably appears during calculation of the con¬ 

struction of any aircraft. These studies are no less interesting 

from theoretical point of view, since they allow us to find different 

forms of loss of stability. One of them consists of monotonie 

buckling; for instance, with onset of certain conditions not the plane 

form of panel, but the bent form becomes stable. In aviation litera¬ 

ture such a process of static loss of stability usually is called 

divergence. Another, oscillatory form of onset of instability is 

expressed by appearance of undamped vibrations of a construction. 

We already met this second type of instability during the study of 

parametric oscillations. Peculiarity of that oscillatory motion, 

which wè meet in this chapter, consists of the fact that it is 

maintained by energies furnished by gas flux, where speed and direction 

of flux can remain constant. Such kinds of vibration are called 
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natural oscillations or oscillations of flutter type. We shall here 

be concerned only with static buckling and natural oscillations of 

reinforced plates or shells which are panels of the skin of the wing, 

fuselage or empennage of an aircraft; such oscillations obtained 

name of panel flutter. 

Let us assume that elongated panel, secured on edges, is flowed 

past by gas flow along line AB (Fig. 19.1); velocity of flow is equal 

to U. If panel deviates from plane 

AB, then it will be subjected 

to transverse pressure, depending 

at every given point on angle 

between normal to middle surface 

Fig. 19.I. Panel under in¬ 
fluence of flow of gas; dis¬ 
tribution of normal pressure. 

and direction of flow. When bent outline of panel is symmetric with 

respect to middle section, normal pressure turns out to be in first 

approximation antisymmetric, as shown in Fig, 19.I. Panel obtains 

unique deformed configuration, combining symmetric and antisymmetric 

deflections. Behavior of panel here depends on character of fastening 

of edges and on whether there, are initial forces in middle surface. 

If plate in initial position is flat and is subjected to action of 

compressive forces then at certain velocity of flow this initial form 

can become unstable, while bent forms will be stable; in this case 

there sets in static buckling of panel (divergence). On the other 

hand, with a certain combination of compressive forces and velocity of 

flow there can appear oscillation of panel flutter type. Since 

oscillation cause accelerated development of fatigue cracks in the 

skin,* then they are undesirable, even if their amplitude is limited. 

*In the literature there is information that influence of gas 
flow caused in its time destruction of certain panels of the skin of 
the German V-2 rocket. 
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For aircraft, having supersonic or hypersonic speed, initial 

forces in skin can be caused by increase of temperature, connected 

with influence of the same gas flow. Therefore, fundamental equations 

describing behavior of plates and shells in flow of gas must take into 

account the influence of temperature field, and they should be refer¬ 

red to region of aerothermoelasticity. 

Determination of aerodynamic pressure at great supersonic 

speeds is facilitated by possibility of application of so-called 

piston theory. We shall subsequently have to use basic relationships 

of this theory; therefore, will give a brief derivation of them. 

§ 186, Determining Normal Pressure by Piston Theory 

Let us consider one-dimensional problem of transient isentropic 

motion of an ideal gas inclosed in a cylindrical tube and on the right 

of piston A (Fig. 19.2). Piston shifts to the right with velocity u, 

small as compared to speed of sound in an undisturbed gas medium; 

obviously, particle of gas adjacent 

to piston possess this velocity. 

Speed of propagation of small per¬ 

turbations (velocity of sound) in 

gas medium we designate by c; 

pressure, by p; density, by p. 

All these magnitudes changed with 

distance from piston. At a sufficiently great distance from piston 

points of gas are at rest, so that velocity u = 0; remaining character¬ 

istic magnitudes correspondingly are equal to cQ, pQ, and p0. 

We select at a certain distance from piston two infinitely close 

sections m and m’ in such a way that small perturbation is transmitted 

from m to m' with velocity of sound c during the time dt; distance 
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Fig. 19.2. Deviation of 
equation of motion of gas 
with movement of piston. 
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between sections will be dx = c dt. Let us assume that in section m 

pressure is equal to p, and in section m' it is equal to p—dp. 

We compose momental equation for elementary mass of gas p dx, in¬ 

cluded between sections with unit area, considering that under the 

influence of perturbation this mass during time dt obtains additional 

velocity du: 

— — 

Hence 

¡y*/. (19.1) 

Assuming that during time dt inside the element through the 

section there flows mass of gas p du dt, we determine new value of 

density in that same volume; 

consequently, 

(19.2) 

Another derivation of obtained dependences consists of the 

following. We write equations of motion of elementary mass of gas 

and continuity known in aerodynamics: 

>(*+•£)+£-«• 
í+-Ã-+fn-°- 

(19.3) 

Considering that velocity u and increments of u and p are small, we 

disregard their products; then equations (3) take form 

(19.4) 

For perturbation, transmitted through gas to the right of piston, all 
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characteristic magnitudes will depend on one variable* x’ = x - ct. 

For certain function f we have 

nlâr^ïF’ (19.5) 

Replacing partial derivatives in (4) with total derivatives with 

respect to x', we arrive at relationships (1) and (2). 

Comparing (1) and (2), we obtain known formula for speed of 

sound: 

(19.6) 

On the other hand, for isentropic process there is dependence 

#-CP\ 

where C is a constant, h is relation of heat capacity of gas at con¬ 

stant pressure to heat capacity at constant volume. Considering 

h = const, we find 

(19.7) 

and 

*f • (19.8) 

Equalities (1) and (8) give 

(19.9) 

Using (7) and (8), we express velocity of sound c in an arbitrary 

section in terms of velocity of sound cQ at infinity: 

♦This proposition implicitly figured in preceding derivation, 
when we took dx = c dt. 
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Relationship (9) takes form 

(19.11) 

Integrating (11), we have 

•-*-/í*-(£) * *(■£)• 
Hence for Uq = 0 

«“^r[(^)'ir-*].- (19.12) 

Further we obtain 

(19.13) 

here u should be taken with a plus sign during ejection of gas by- 

piston (Fig. 19.2) and minus during suction into the tube. 

For air when h = 1.4, we have ^-= (1 + 0.2 ~)^. 
p0 c0 

Considering u < cQ, we expand expression (13) into a series by 

Newton’s binomial theorem: 

+lt±r^(i).+ (19.14) 

Hence 

+Ü±]^=Ä(i.y+...]. (19.15) 
p 

Using (8), we find, pQ = CqPq/h; consequently, it is possible to 

record factor before brackets in (15) in the form (CqPq). 

For small perturbations in first approximation we have 

(19.16) 

*r —— 
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We obtained linear relationships, connecting increase of pressure 

with the velocity of flow. Let us note that (16) also directly 

ensues from (2). Retaining in expression (15) two or three members 

of the series, we obtain correspondingly nonlinear deoendences of the 

second or third approximation. 

Let us consider the case when elongated slightly distorted panel 

is subjected to action of a supersonic or hypersonic flow (see Fig. 

19.1). We designate velocity of undisturbed flow by U, velocity of 

sound in undisturbed flow by Cq, and corresponding Mach number by 

M = U/cq. We consider that this number lies above value M = 2. 

If length of panel b is significantly greater than width a, for 

research of deformation of panel it is sufficiently to consider line 

of width, equal to 1 (Fig. 19.2), and consider all sought magnitudes 

to be functions of coordinate x and time t. We designate by 0(x, t) 

Fig. 19.2. Case of elongated panel: 
problem becomes one-dimensional. 

total angle of inclination of normal to middle surface with respect to 

a plane perpendicular to vector U; magnitude 6, expressed in radians, 

2 
we consider small: 0 « 1. 

Let us assume that to left of panel (Fig. 19.4) is a hard barrier, 

so that panel is flowed past by flow only from below. We assume first 



f f * 

Fig. 19.4. Different cases of distortion 
of a panel, a) convexity upwards, b) con¬ 
vexity downwards. 

that panel is bent with convexity upwards (Fig. 19.4a). Then directly 

after point A there will lie a zone of rarefaction of the flow. In 

this zone flow is isentropic; let us note that if it was one-dimen¬ 

sional, then it would be described by exactly the same equations (2) 

and (4), as for subsonic flow; we should consider that piston depicted 

in Fig. 19.2 moves to the left. However, considered problem is 

much more complicated, since it is two-dimensional. Let us assume 

now that panel is distorted with convexity downwards (Fig. 19.4b). 

Then in the zone nearest point A there will take place compression of 

gas; from A the front of a compression shock takes its beginning. 

Possible outline of this shock is depicted in the figure. Perturbed 

zone of the flow (shaded in Fig. 19.4b) is between surface of plate 

and front of the shock. Here already the one-dimensional problem 

should be formulated in a new fashion, since between layer of gas 

adjacent to piston and the other region there is located a shock 

wave; within perturbed zone entropy of gas changes. 

Thus, as compared to above-described one-dimensional problem of 

subsonic motion of piston we encounter here two basic difficulties: 

(a) problem turns out to be two-dimensional, and (b) there are com¬ 

pression shocks in compressed zone, where entropy of gas cannot be 

considered constant. 

* 
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The first of these difficulties may he surmounted by introduction 

of so-called hypothesis of plane sections. As more detailed research 

shows, with sufficiently great M numbers the front of the compression 

shock lies comparatively close to surface of plate. During passage 

through the shock the velocity of a particle of gas changes insigni¬ 

ficantly; after contact with plate particle of gas continues to move 

with almost constant tangential velocity. This tangential velocity 

with small angles 0 can be considered equal to velocity of undis¬ 

turbed flow U. Perturbation of flow, caused by contact with plate, 

consists, mainly, in transverse displacements of particles of gas. 

The picture of flow is the same as if the particle of gas continued 

to move with constant speed U, deviating in the direction of the normal 

to the surface of the plate. Let us reverse motion, i.e., assume that 

plate moves with speed U in a quiescent gas medium (Fig. 19.5). 

Then we find that plate "cuts" 

the medium, imparting to particles 

transverse motions. We separate 

layer of particles of gas by two 

planes mn and m^n^, normal to 

vector U. One may assume that with 

great supersonic speeds of motion 

of plate particles of a layer are displaced only within limits of 

given layer; planes mn and ni^n^ turn out to be as it were "impenetrable 

walls."* This constitutes the hypothesis of plane sections. 

Such formulation of hypothesis of plane sections is given in work 
of A. A. Ilyushin [19.6]. Research in this region belong, furthermore, 
to Hayes [19.19]> Lighthill [19.25]» Ashley and Zartarian [19.14] 
and other authors. 

Fig. 19.5. Formu 
lation of hypothe 
sis of plane sec¬ 
tions . 
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If we return to initial flow past of panel and consider that 

panel is motionless, then transverse component of velocity (Fig. 19.6) 

will be equal to U0; for plate accomplishing oscillations it is 

necessary to consider also transport velocity dz/dt, which a point of 

middle surface with coordinate z possesses. In other words, problem 

of determining pressure on a plate is reduced to consideration of 

transient motion of particles of gas in the presence of a hard wall, 

travelling with velocity 

(19.16a) 

If this perturbed motion of 

gas was isentropic, then for 

solution of problem we could use 

results obtained in examining 

one-dimensional propagation of perturbations in gas, displaced by 

piston; velocity of piston should, obviously, be determined by 

formula (16a). For zone of rarefaction we can do this without any 

new assumptions. However, for zone of compression of gas additional 
i 

hypotheses are necessary. 

It is possible to show that with use of nonlinear expression (15)» 

in which there is retained cubic power (u/c0), we obtain values of 

pressure, very close to "exact" ones, even if the latter are found 

taking into account the strongest adjoint shock wave. Thus, here 

too process of propagation of perturbations in gas it is possible to 

assumé approximately Isentropic. 

Piston theory gives satisfactory results, if M number of flow 

0 
satisfies requirement M » 1; in practice it may be applied even 

when M > 2. We note, further, that during derivation of relationships 

» 
Fig. 19.6. Transverse 
component of velocity of 
flow and transport 
velocity. 
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pertaining to one-dimensional problem about motion of a piston we 

considered that velocity of piston is small as compared to velocity 

I 

of sound Cq. Consequently, we should have u < cQ or 

(u'+tL<^ 
Let us assume that investigated process is oscillatory and that magni¬ 

tude z changes according to the law z = A sin œt, where A and œ are 

the amplitude and frequency of oscillations, then = AiU* 

Here condition (a) will be rewritten in the form 

where 0 is the biggest value of 0, or 
max 

(b) 

We put amplitude A over width of panel b; then instead of (b) we find 

< 1. 

Additional research showed that formulas of piston theories are 

applicable also when basic flow is non-stationary, i.e., when U = U(t); 

here there must be maintained certain conditions with respect to 

character of change U. 

In many cases it is possible to disregard the second component 

in expression (16a) as compared to the first and to set 

(19.16b) 

Such formulation of problem carries name of quasi-static; we condition 

ally consider that at every given moment of time pressure on surface 

of vibrating plate is distributed Just as for motionless plate of the 

same configuration. 

In courses of aerodynamics there is given known expression for 

seo 



excess pressure: 

where q is dynamic pressure, equal to q 
A A 

we find 

P0U2/2 • Taking U = Mc0, 

When M2 » 1 it is possible to consider JvF - 1 « M. Then we arrive 

at linear dependence* 

it coincides with formula (l6), derived by piston theory if we deter¬ 

mine u by (16b). 

Let us turn to case, when sides a and b of panel are comparable. 

Here deflections of plate depend both on coordinate x, and also on y. 

Hypothesis of plane sections remains in forcej transverse movement 

of particle of gas must here be considered to occur along normal to 

deformed surface of plate. If direction of velocity of flow coincides 

with direction x, then by angle 6 we must understand rotation of the 

normal in plane xz: 

I_i 
* Ur* 

all remaining relationships remain in force. Reasoning thus, we 

disregard effect of deflection of vector of velocity of flow from 

plane xz. 

§ 187. Initial Equations for Shallow Shell Past Which 
a Supersonic Flow Flows 

We shall henceforth consider a shallow shell as a slightly 

*Introducing instead of M factor m2/¿F - 1, it is possible to 
move lower bound of applicability of piston theory approximately to 
M = VÏÏ; see book of V. V. Bolotin [0.1], I96I. 
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distorted plate, considering initial and additional deflections com¬ 

parable to thickness. As initial dependences we take the dynamic 

nonlinear equations given in the preceding chapter (p. 872): 

.¿.Ws- w) — L(«„, «Jl; 

(19.17) 

here as before w and Wq are total and initial deflections. 

Intensity of lateral load q we determine, using (13): 

(19.18) 

Minus sign before (p - pQ) is explained by the fact that with 

positive value of 0 load turns out to be directed upwards, i.e., in a 

direction the reverse of axis zj with negative 0 load will act down¬ 

wards (see Fig. 19.I). 

Considering from (16b) 

we introduce (18) in equations (17) and supplement them by temperature 

members from (17.6) and (17.9). Furthermore, we take into account 

linear damping, as this is usually done in theory of oscillations. 

Then we obtain following dynamic equations of aerothermoelasticity 

for a shallow shell of great deflection,» past which there flows a 

supersonic flow of gas in direction x* 

■y ▼• (•—« (.(•, w) —- -1- 4. 

(19.19) 

♦Equations of such type were composed by V. V. Bolotin (see 
"Strength Calculations" 6, i960). 
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If we present q by formulas of third approximation (15) in the 

form 

* * - £+-^ *•* (£)*+tï1 M'(0)’] • 

the first of equations (19) will take form 

-1^00 + ^0(1+>0)]-TÄr" ^.20) 
Equations (19) and (20) are nonlinear from two points of view: on the 

one hand, they consider geometric nonlinearity in accordance with 

basic assumptions of theory of flexible plates and, on the other, 

they account for aerodynamic nonlinearity of dependence of normal 

pressure on velocity of flow. If we assume aerodynamic relatlonsphlps 

linear, we obtain equation (20) in the form 

i(*. “•if"" 

- -^^0-1*5-4 ^ (19.20a) 

Let us turn to particular case of elongated plate, experiencing 

cylindrical bending. Deflection w will here depend only on x and t, 

i.e., w = w(x, t). Of the stresses in the middle surface it is 

necessary to consider only a% - o0, where this magnitude should be 

considered constant the width of the plate. The second of equations 

(19) drops, and the first obtains by (20) the form 

D ¿'(»-»J_!"• 
T 

X 

-1^0^+4^0(1+Tm0)]-W^£- (19.21) 

Instead of equation (20a) we have (compressive stresses are 

considered positive here): 

0-^0-T^r^. 
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If long edges of plate do not shift, then magnitude a is connected 

with initial and total deflection according to (7.44) and (7.207) 

by relationship 

0 

Let us turn to solution of certain concrete problems. 

.§ 186. Equilibrium Forms of Plate with Shifting Edges 

Let us consider at first an elongated plate, past which there 

flows from one side a gas flow under the condition that long edges 

are supported by hinge and can freely approach one another in plane 

of plate. Let us assume that plate in initial state is flat and what 

it is subjected to action of constant compressive forces o0 along 

axis X (Fig. 19.7). 

Fig. 19.7. Initial and total de¬ 
flections of plate. 

Compressive forces can be caused by general bending of the con¬ 

struction and, furthermore, by thermal strain of the skin. True, 

thermal stresses are determined by various conditions of joining of 

skin with reinforcing members; meanwhile we consider edges of panel 

free-moving. However, study of case of constant compressive forces 

allows us to find basic peculiarities of problem. 

We assume, further, that deflections are small as compared uo 

thickness of plate, and we solve problem as linear both geometrically, 
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and aerodynamically. We rewrite equation (21a) in the form (o - oQ): 

(19.23) 

here we take e = 0 and 8 = const. We noted already that uniqueness 

of problem consists in combination of symmetric and antisymmetric 

forms of bending of the plate. Therefore, the expression approximating 

deflection will be selected in the following form: 

(19.2^) 

Applying Bubnov-Galerkin method, we write equations /• • f XúnZléx-O. 
Substituting here (24) and integrating, we obtain 

*X IF /1 — ~ ¿ «0. 

(19.25) 

(19.26) 

We introduce dimensionless parameters 

^*■4' (19.27) 

2 2 
by a3 is understood is Euler's critical stress: » tt D/a h. 

Equations (26) take form 

Considering parameters of deflection ^ and 

zero, we equate determinant of this system to zero; 

(19.28) 

different from 

then we find 

(19.29) 

This solution, obviously, has meaning when 1 < o0 < 4, so that magni¬ 

tude o* lies between critical values, corresponding to buckling of 

plate in one and two half-waves. It is interesting to note that in 



a certain zone of values M critical compression stress for plate, past 

which there flows a gas flow, turns out to be larger than in the 

absence of flow. Thus, here the gas flow has a stabilizing effect, 

"straightening" the plate. Certainly, research of postcritical 

deformation of plate, when deflections become comparable to its thick¬ 

ness, should be conducted by general nonlinear equations. 

r 

Fig. 19.8. Dependence between pressure 
and compressive forces for elongated 
plate by exact solution (solid line) 
and approximate solution of problem 
(dotted line). 

On graph of Fig, 19.8 dotted line is depicted dependence q (Cq) 

by (29); curve has the form of loop. To every value of q* there 

correspond two equilibrium forms* with different relationship of 

C1 and C2. At a certain limiting value of q* these forms merge; 

obviously, for large values of q* in general there exist no equili¬ 

brium forms combining one and two half-waves of sinusoid. Minimi- 

zing q* with respect to a0, we find values of a0 and q* for limit 

point: a* = 5/2, q* = 9/8. If we select form of deflection in the 

form of combination of three and four half-waves, then we obtain on 
* * 

the graph of q (oQ) the following loop, included between values 

*0bviously, only the form pertaining to left part of loop is 
stable 
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a* = 9 and a* = l6. Corresponding maximum q* lies much higher than 

the first; therefore, here from practical point of view it is suf¬ 

ficient to consider the first loop. 

We pass to case of plate supported by hinge at its edges with 

sides a and b, comparable to one another, and we assume that direction 

of flow is parallel to side a. Let us assume that plate is compres¬ 

sed in the same direction by forces Oq. Solving problem in the same 

formulation as in preceding case, we write equation (20a) in the form 

r-4»Si+.,0+^*M-g—o. 

We approximate deflection by expression 

• sin(19*30) 

introducing, in addition to form of bending in one half-wave along 

both sides, an antisymmetric form along direction of flow. 

We write usual equations of Bubnov-Galerkin method; after integra¬ 

tion we find 

A~-o"¿r/1j>0»M/a*gQ. 

® ^(jr + ir) /f““«oär/s+ 3¡yPo*M/i**0. 
(19*31) 

If we take in first equation pQ = 0, we find magnitude of criti¬ 

cal stress; 

• (19.31a) 

This expression is valid under the condition that sides of plate 

differ little from one another: a < b We introduce in supplement 

to (27) dimensionless parameters = aç/a3» a = aAî then equation 

(31) will take form 

(1 — vCi—»* 0’ 
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Equating to zero the determinant of the system, we find 

Magnitude q* turns into zero when = 1, = i ). t Second 
u u H (l+a¿)¿ 

(19.33) 

value of corresponds to highest critical force for the second of 

the forms of buckling taken by us (two half-waves in direction x and 

one along y). 

In case of square plate we obtain 

*•-4/K-1)(t(19.^) 
Limiting value of q* is at Qq = 41/32 and is equal to q* = 27/32. 

We met solution of problems, pertaining to an elongated plate, 

and also a plate of finite dimensions, in first approximation. How¬ 

ever, for these problems there can also be obtained an exact solution. 

We return to initial equation (23) for an elongated plate and rewrite 

it in the form 

(19.55) 

We introduce designations 

q = **«V; (19.36) 

instead of (35) we obtain 

.nr+^+j**0; (19.37) 

dashes designate derivatives with respect to x. Corresponding 

characteristic equation will be 

V1 (19.38) 

One of its roots is equal to r^ = 0; the others we find from cubic 

equation 

+ (19.59) 
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Discriminant of this equation is positive; consequently, one of roots 

is real, and the other two are complex. We designate them r^ = a, 

r^ ^ = 7 + i6. Roots of equations are connected with its coefficients 

by following dependences: 

From this we find 

• -«—it. ^=8 27(4^ + ¾). 

Roots r^, ...» r^ corresponds to solution of equation (37): 

Wm*A+ B**-f Cxi<i+tl'* + Oj*»-“»'. 

or 

• » -h Ä# -J- Ci** cot lx De1" sin 

Boundary conditions we write in the form 

(19.40) 

(19.41) 

«-0. ^«0 whan X*= 0; I. 

Substituting here (41), we obtain four equations, connecting constants 

A, ..., D. The first of them has the form A + B + C * 0. Expressing 

hence A in B and C, we equate to sero the determinant of remaining 

three equations: 

1—#"** I—I* cm! —»»il« I 
4t« i*-!» 3,1 a-ü 

Expanding this determinant, we »-rive at equation* 

1(7* + »V + — T1)! 

or 

((7*+- 4^-+ 47*(V — 71)) sh 7 tin ft «= 8^(ch 7 cot 4 — ch 27). ( 19.42 ) 

*A similar equation for more general dynamic problem was obtained 

by A. A. Movchan [19.9], and also Hedgepeth [19,22]. 
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Using (40) and (42), one can find dependence between gq and q, 
* * _ 

or, in other words, between Oq and q . In case q = 0 we obtain by 

(42) "y = 0; here we have sin b - 0, 6 » tt, 2ir, ... or aQ « tt , 4tt , ..., 

which corresponds to values oQ * 1, 4, ... When 7/^0 and 1 < o0 < 4 

we obtain solid curve q (Oq) in Pig. 19.8; it slightly deviates from 

* 
dotted curve of first approximation. Limiting value of q by exact 

solution turns out to be equal to 1.17, which is very close to approxi¬ 

mate value 9/8 = 1.12. 

Analogous solution can be obtained for plate with finite ratio 

of sides [19.3], if we originate from equation (20a) and present w 

in the form w * X(x) sin (ïïy/b). Let us turn to study of second 

type of loss of stability, oscillatory. 

§ 189. Dynamic Problem for Plate with Shifting Edges 

We start from equations (21) and (21a), describing process of 

motion of elongated plate in time. Again we consider case when plate 

does not have initial deflection and edges shift freely; we shall 

consider deflections small as compared to thickness. Taking linear 

expression for pressure and not considering damping and Influence of 

irregularity of temperature, we obtain the following initial equation 

from (21a), where 0 * Oqî 

(19.43) 

Let us assume that as a result of certain perturbations panel begins 

to accomplish small harmonious oscillations of frequency ci> near posi¬ 

tion of equilibrium. Then deflection w can be presented in the form 

«■B«(jr)dii (•/ + «). 

Putting this expression in (43)# we arrive at equation 

- f (19.44) 
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We take for w, as before, approximating expression (24) and we 

write Bubnov-Galerkin equation of type (25). After integration we 

obtain equations, analogous to (26), but in the first of them there 

will enter additional member (-a7/2g)o>2f1, and in second (-a7/2g)œ fg. 

If we assume in these equations that o = 0 and Pq = 0, then will arrive 

at certain values of first two frequencies of free vibrations of an 

elongated plate: 

We introduce supplementing (27) parameter œ* = Vai/o^; then system of 

equations of type (28) will take form 

(19.^5) 

Equating to zero the determinant of this system, we find 

♦•-{KK+Í-OOO-K-O (19.46) 

We obtained dependence between reduced velocity of flow q* and 

frequency of steady-state vibrations of plate œ*, if we consider 
* 

given the value of initial compressive force o0# We assume at first 

that Oq = Oj then we have 

^-4^-0(10-0 

This dependence is depicted in graph of Pig. 19.9 by dotted line; 

*4 
along the axis of ordinates are laid off values of a) . And here 

curve q*(ü>*4) has the form of a loop. For every value of q* we obtain 

within this loop two different types of vibrations, with frequencies 

o>* and cn£. During vibrations with frequency o£, obviously, symmetric 

form of deflection predominates, and at frequency the antisymmetric 

predominates. At certain limiting value q* = q* these frequencies 
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merge, and in case q > steady-state vibrations of plate become 

impossible. Obviously, in this case there should appear unsteady 

motion of flutter type, accompanied (in the absence of damping) by 

growth of amplitude. Magnitude q^ is dimensionless critical velocity 

of flow. For determination of this magnitude we write condition 

dq*/dü>* = 0, whence = 17/2. Corresponding value of q* will be 

45/16 * 2.81. We used Bubnov-Oalerkin method, where approximating 

expression for deflection contained two parameters. If we consider 

three parameters, corresponding to three first natural modes of 

vibration, then we find q* = 3.68. 

We turn now to general case a* / 0. In Fig. 19.10 is given three- 

dimensional graph* depicting dependence of q* on 0* and o)*^ by (46). 

Here is shown surface, including loops q*(o>*) for different 0*, and 

also loop q*(o0), corresponding to static buckling. 

»Graphs of Figs. 19.IO and 19.12 were built by E. D. Skurlatov. 
Graph, analogous to the one depicted in Fig. 19.II, was offered by V. 
V. Bolotin, see book [0.1], 1961, p. 268. y 
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Fig. 19.10. Loops of static and vibra¬ 
tional instability of elongated panel. 

# # 

In Fig. 19.II is shown final curve of q (o0) according to first 

approximation. Slanted straight line, determining boundary of flutter, 
* 

touches loop of static buckling at point q* = 0.9, a0 * 3.4. Analysis 

of this curve lead to interesting conclusions concerning behavior of 

panel during increase of flow velocity. Let us assume that compressive 

forces are small and lie below o8. With growth of q* and 0* = const we 

will move on graph on the level of a certain line mn. Plate will 

remain flat up to moment, corresponding to point nj here there should 

appear flutter. Let us assume now that magnitude q* remains constant 

and in skin there appear compressive forces. Then, going along the 
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line Ip, we approach point p, corresponding to divergence of the 

panel. 

Consequently, shifting on graph from region of plane equilibrium 

Fig. 19.11. Graph of 
critical velocity of 
flow for elongated 
panel. 

(39) we obtain here equation 

forms, we may in one case intersect 

boundary of monotonie, and in the 

other, the boundary of vibrational 

instability. 

It is possible to give exact 

solution of linear problem similarly 

to how this was done in § 188. 

Using designations 

we rewrite equation (44) in the form 

•IV +0,^+^-^ = 0. 

Instead of characteristic equation 

^+•/*+¿>-*=0. (19.47) 

Study of its roots* leads to curve shown in Fig. 19.9 by solid 

line, where magnitude q* turns out to be equal to 3.54, i.e., 26% 

above q of the first approximation and 4# below q^ of the second 
'4- V 

approximation. Will note, however, that during study of equilibrium 

forms of panel in postcritical region and, especially, in zone, lying 

on curve of Fig. 19.11 above point of tangency A, one should use 

nonlinear dependences (see § 190). 

*It was conducted by A. A. Movchan [19.9] and Hedgepeth [19.22]; 
study of case of plate with finite ratio of sides is also his. Here 
account is constructed from [19.22], 
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Let us turn to case of plate with finite ratio of sides. Solving 

problem in that same formulation as above, we assume that plate is 

compressed along axis x by forces Oq. Equation (20a) takes form 

Considering w * w sin (o>t + a), we arrive at equation for function 

W = w(x, y): 

— (19.^9) 

Using as before an approximating expression for deflection of type 

(30), we write Bubnov-Galerkin equation; then arrive at equations 

[TT(i+Fy_‘»ïF-Îr]/'-Er*,M/»“0' 

¿ WM/i 
(19.50) 

Considering in first equation cc = pQ * 0, we again find static 

value of critical stress (31a). On the other hand, considering in 

both equations (¾ * pQ = °# we obtain two frequencies of free vibra 

tions: 

^-^(7+7)/^- --^(7+7)/^= (^-51) 

they correspond to forms of deflection appearing in (30). 

Subsequent calculations we conduct for square plate (a - b); then 

we have 

-“TT- -“Tr/^f- -“t/^- 

We Introduce dimensionless parameters 

equations (50) will take form 

* 

£2*MA\ 
(19.52) 

(19.55) 
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Pig. 19.12. Loops of static and vibra¬ 
tional instability of square panel. 

Equating to zero the determinant of this system, we find 

From condition cJcJ/òü) = 0 we find 

= Maximum value of 

q, which we consider critical, is 

equal to 

= (19.55) 

In the absence of compressive 

force we have ^ * 65/13. In Fig. 

19.12 is curve change of 'q depend- 

A 4 
ing upon Oq and o> , analogous to 

curve of Fig. 19.10. In Fig. 19.13 

is shown loop of static equilibrium 
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forms and straight line (55); point of tangency corresponds to 

values q = 0.675 and * 1.45. 

§ 190. Plate with Fixed Edges 

In all preceding examples we assumed that compressive force Cq 

is assigned and that edges of plate shift freely. In real construc¬ 

tions, however, panel of skin is connected to reinforcing ribs. 

Therefore, for practical calculations it is important to determine 

behavior of panel in interaction with other members of a construction. 

We assume, e.g., that along lines x = 0, x = a an elongated plate 

is fastened by hinge with ribs so rigid that these edges must be 

considered fixed. We investigate equilibirum positions of plate, 

assuming that in initial state plate is distorted in a half-wave of a 

sinusoid wQ = fQ sin (irx/a) and that initial deflection fQ is com¬ 

parable with thickness of the plate.* Thus, here we consider problem 

from propositions of geometrically nonlinear theory. At the same time 

we consider aerodynamics in the first variant to be linear. Conse¬ 

quently, we have to start from equation (21a): 

Magnitude a here is not given, but is connected with deflection by 

relationship (22). 

Taking from w approximating expression (24), we find 

(19.56) 

We write Bubnov-Galerkin equation (25). After integration we arrive 

*A similar problem was solved by Fung [19.I6] taking into account 
initial forces in the middle surface. 
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at following equations: 

TSF^1“^—0 ¿ /’«“M/a = 0, 

X'Íf'A-°'^r/i+¿ /vM/i — 0. 
(19.57) 

We introduce in supplement to (27) designation Çq = f^/h and substitute 

exoression c from (56); then equation (57) will take form 

3 (tf + —Ãi)-HÇ* — C«) — = 0. 

3(43+¾ — 3¾) + 4Ca-f-j y*t| = 0. 
(19.58) 

Using this system of cubic equations for parameters of deflection 

and Çg, for given values of q* and Çq we can determine equilibrium 

forms of panel. 

More exact solution (taking into account aerodynamic nonlinearity) 

leads to very complicated calculations; therefore, it was carried out 

on digital computers.* We will introduce dimensionless parameters 

X 

f 

7* • T- 

» 13(1 —p*)*Ma* 
* ëV—• 1 = Mj. 

(19.59) 

If we consider vi - 1.4, then fundamental equation (21), containing 

three members of the series in the expression for q, will take form 

(dashes above dimensionless magnitudes are omitted) 

Expression (22) Is reduced to the following form: 

(19.60) 

•/[OH#» (19.61) 

♦This solution for elongated plate and panel with finite ratio 
of sides (see below) belongs to A. Yu. Birkgan. 
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o 
coefficient (1—^ ) here ia omitted. As can be seen from (60), param¬ 

eter T] allows us here to consider higher members of expansion of 

aerodynamic load in a series according to (15). We present (60) and 

(6l) in finite differences, using symmetric operators of the second 

order of accuracy from (7.238) and (7.239). In the i-th node equation 

has the form 

•i-»—¿•i-t+— A«l+I+~ Cf. ( 19.6 2 ) 

2 2 
where A=4+co , B*6+ 2o* . By s is understood step of inte- 

gation; depends on aerodynamic load and initial deflection. 

Magnitude o is determined by numerical integration, e.g., by Simpson's 

formula. Thus, we arrive at system of nonlinear algebraic equations, 

which is solved by successive approximations. 

In Fig. 19.14 is shown depend¬ 

ence between magnitude q and de¬ 

flection in center of panel = 

* f^/h for Çq = 5 and rj = 0. 

Curve 1 corresponds to results of 

machine calculation; curve 2 is 

obtained by Bubnov-Galerkin method 

by (58). As we have seen, magnitude 

T) accounts here for aerodynamic 

nonlinearity; case rj = 0 corresponds 

to linear aerodynamics. Points of right section of branch we could 

not determine by machine calculation; apparently, for this there must 

be found special methods (see footnote on p. 92Ó). 

In Fig. Í9.15 is shown dependence q(o) for different values of q. 

Let us remember that compressive stress 0 here is the result of bend¬ 

ing of the panel. As we see, inclusion of aerodynamic nonlinearity 

forms of panel with fixed 
edges. 
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forms of panel taking Into account 
aerodynamic nonlinearity. 

here leads to lowering of limit point.* Forms of deflection surfaces, 

corresponding to different values of q" when q = 0.2 are presented in 

Fig. 19.I6. 

Let us turn to case of panel 

of finite dimensions. Let us con- 

Fig. 19.16. Forms 
of deflection surface 
of pane¿ for dif¬ 
ferent q. 

sider square hinge-supported panel 

with side a, having initial de¬ 

flection Wq = f0sin(Trx/a )sin(Try/a ) 

and past which there flows on the 

convex side a flow with param¬ 

eters M, Pq. We assume that edges 

of panel can be displaced, remain- 

ing rectilinear. We solve this 

problem, accounting simultaneously 

for geometric and aerodynamic nonlinearity, without expansion of 

*This circumstance was shown by V. V. Bolotin (Scientific reports 
of the higher schools of machines and instruments, No. 3, 1958). 
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magnitude (p—P0) in a seriesj then we have (for k * 1.4) 

where, as before,* t) * Mh/a. Taking dimensionless parameters 

(19.63) 

we bring system of equations (19) to form (dashes above w, ¢, etc. 

are omitted 

c?% -1(«. •)+, [l - (l —11-£)']+♦. ( 19.64 ) 
(19.65) 

here ip and <p are functions of initial deflection. Equations (64) and 

(65) can be presented in finite differences and calculation conducted 

on digital computers, as in § 90. 

Resolution of dynamic problem for elongated panel and a panel 

with finite ratio of sides may also be carried out on digital compu¬ 

ters. For that we use method described in preceding chapter (§ 178). 

If we turn for example to equation (60), then it will be transformed 

to 

Here in supplement to 

•^5?^+fTF+ 

I <*■ I , _0 (19.66) 

expressions (59) are introduced parameters 

ISïT-rtî’ 

•-•4 
(19.67) 

»Here parameter q is the only magnitude corresponding to velocity 

of flow. 
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magnitude e accounts for damping of vibrations.* Net region is con¬ 

structed in general in space x, y, t. Step in time is selected from 

condition of stability of solution of differential enuations. As a 

result of calculations we obtained the following results. Let us 

assume that panel with initial deflection is placed in flow with 

parameters rj and p. Behavior of panel to significant extent depends 

on values of ti and p and coefficient of damping. With relatively 

small T] and p vibrations ere quickly damped. When parameters q and p 

attain certain critical magnitude, peek values of deflections and 

stresses have a tendency to grow, or, at least, do not decrease, in 

spite of presence of damping; this corresponds to phenomenon of flut¬ 

ter. Especially interesting is the picture with compressive forces 

significantly exceeding critical magnitude. In the course of every 

period of vibrations deflection changes sign, so that panel should 

accomplish one knock after another. Similar process of vibrations 

with large amplitudes it is possible to characterize as violent 

flutter.»» If we trace any nodal point of panel, then it will appear 

that it shifts in time along a path. Thus, here distinctly is 

observed phenomenon of so-called traveling waves. It is desirable 

subsequently to conduct fuller solution of dynamic problem for panels 

of different outlines and different conditions of fastening, and also 

to carry out additional experimental research. 

Here we touched on only certain problems, pertaining to flutter 

of flat and slightly distorted plates, with determination of aerody¬ 

namic forces by piston theory. A survey of literature concerning this 

»In equation (66) dashes above t and e are omitted. 

»»It was observed in experiments, described by Fung [10.16], and 
also in experiments of V. L. Agamirov. 
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question, and also about limits of application of piston theory, is 

contained in works of Goodman and Rattaya [19.18] i960, and V. V. 

Bolotin ([0.1] 1961, and [21.1] 1962). Boundary layer effect on 

critical speed of flutter is discussed in article of Miles [19.26] 

1959; influence of magnetic field, in article of A. D. Lisunov (Journal 

of applied mechanics and technical physics No. 4, i960). 

Concept of panel flutter extends also to free vibrations of closed 

cylindrical shells, accompanied by formation of local dents. This 

problem was investigated by V. V. Bolotin [19.3]* Miles [19.26], R. D. 

Stepanov [19.II], A. A. Movchan [19.9]» Yu. Yu. Shveyko [19.12] and 

others. 

Calculations and experiments show that in practice phenomenon 

of panel flutter is dangerous for relatively thin plates and shells 

(see experimental data of G. N. Mikishev [19.8] and E. I. Grigolyuk, 

R. Ye. Lamper and L. G. Shandarov, Transactions of Yerevan conf. on 

theory of shells, 1962); therefore, research, based on geometrically 

nonlinear theory, is of special interest. This pertains, especially, 

to case of closed cylindrical shells. 
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CHAPTER XX 

APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS 

§ 191. Fundamental Concepts 

In preceding section of this hook we considered, essentially, 

certain models of concrete constructions, reflecting in some approxi¬ 

mation physical properties of material, geometric characteristics of 

members, conditions of loading. In certain cases we tried to bring 

the model selected by us close to real constructions, considering 

transition of elastic deformations of material to elasto-plestic, 

initial incorrectnesses of form of a member or character of change 

of load in process of buckling, studying stability in the large, etc. 

Nonetheless, here too we remained in the frames of definite schemes. 

We encountered individual constructions only when we gave final data 

of separate experiments, although certain characteristics of experi¬ 

ments remained for us unknown or were not noted. 

All this is completely natural: characteristics of material of 

a given member of constructions, initial imperfections, reaction of 

other parts of constructions, applied loads are random variables. 

Having certain theoretical results or data of a series of experiments, 

we can judge the behavior of any construction new to us only with a 

certain probability. In certain cases we can consider our judgements 
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practically reliable, in others, not so. Therefore, it is very im¬ 

portant to use statistical methods and to try to establish probability 

of realization of one or another conclusion obtained by us for con¬ 

crete constructions. 

Let us give certain propositions and formulas of probability 

theory, which we will need subsequently.* An event, the occurrence 

or nonoccurrence of which it is impossible to definitely predict, 

is called random. Such a random event we can consider the result of 

a single trial. Let us assume that after n trials, conducted under 

certain conditions, random event A appeared m times. Ratio 

» = £ (20.1) 

is called relative frequency of appearance of event A. It was deter¬ 

mined that this frequency, with sufficiently large number of trials, 

is stabilized near a certain magnitude, which is called probability of 

event under the given conditions. We designate probability by ¢. 

Obviously, frequency of event and its probability must satisfy 

inequalities 

0<»<|.. 0<O<l. (20.2). 

Probability of a reliable event is equal to one; of an impossible one, 

to zero. Random events are called incompatible, if they cannot occur 

simultaneously; end independent, if probability of one of them does 

not depend on whether the second happens. 

If events A^, Ag, ..., An are incompatible, then probability of 

appearance of one of them is equal to the sum of probabilities of 

♦See Ye. S. Venttsel7, Probability theory, 2nd edition, Fizmatgiz, 
M., 1962, V. S. Pugachev, Theory of random functions, 2nd edition, 
Fizmatgiz , M,, i960, and others. In this section the account is 
basically from book of B. R. Levin, Theory of random processes and its 
application in radio engineering, 2nd edition, "Soviet radio," M., 
I960. 
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every event separately. 

• M,. or A*.... or ... (20.3) 

If events ..., Bn are compatible, but independent, then 

probability of their simultaneous occurrence is ecmal to product of 

probabilities of every event: 

• (BpWdA» ...,andfl(I) = <Kal)X^WX...X®W. (20.4) 

Result of a single trial is also presented by a certain random 

variable 4; thus, instead of qualitative characteristic of trial 

there is introduced its quantitative estimate. In certain cases 

possible values of random variable can be renumbered beforehand with 

help of a natural series of numbers: such a magnitude is discrete. 

In other cases the random variable can take any value in certain 

interval; then probability that the magnitude will take a given value, 

is equal to zero. It is possible, however, to determine the probabi¬ 

lity that such a random variable will be in a certain interval of 

possible values. 

Let us assume that random variable i can take any real values 

from -co to -kd. Then it is important to establish probability that 

£ does not exceed certain given level x, i.e., to establish probability 

of fulfillment of inequality 4 < x. This probability carries name of 

integral distribution function of random variable 4 end depends on 

value of x. We designate distribution function by F(x): 

F(x) = Q(; <x). (20.5) 

Probability that magnitude 4 will be in interval between values 

and Xg is equal to 

•<*, <;<*,)-FW-FUfc (20.6) 

we always should have F(x2) > Fjx^) when Xg > x^. 
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We Assume that random variable is changed continuously and that 

integral distribution function also is continuous and is differenti¬ 

able. Then it is possible to introduce new important characteristic 

oí random variable, called probability density or differential dis- 

tribution function, equal to 

/<*>—TT1: (20.7) 

since function F(x) is nondecreasing with growth x, then we always 

have f(x) £ 0. 

From preceding relationships there ensues 

M 

♦(i<*)-#>(x)« f/(x)dx. (20.8) 
•a» 

*> 

•(*i <5<*a)s* / f(x)dx. (20.9) 

Fig. 20.1. Curves (a) of probability 
density and (b) integral distribution 
function. 

In Fig. 20.1 is depicted form of differential and integral dis¬ 

tribution functions f(x) and F(x). Probability that £ lies between 

values and x2 (by (9)) graphically corresponds to shaded area on 

Figure 20.1a located in these limits. Since probability that magni¬ 

tude i will take any value from -oo to -hd is equal to one, then total 

area under density curve of probability is equal to 
CD 

¡/(x)dx= l. (20.10) 
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Correspondingly Integral curve In Pig. 20.1b Is located between axis 

of abscissas and line P * 1. Value ( » x at which probability density 

Is maximum. Is called the mode. 

In practice we frequently meet random variables having so-called 

normal distributive lawt 

(20.11) 
Coefficient c Is found from condition (10); It Is equal to 

•“PÓ- (20.12) 

Mode of normal distributive law Is equal to a; In Pig, 20.2 are 

plotted values of f(x) depending upon (x - a)/s. As It Is easy to see, 

second derivative of d2f(x)/dx2 turns Into sero at x - a + s; con¬ 

sequently, with these values of x curve f(x) has point of Inflection. 

Maximum value of f(x) Is equal to 

(20.13) 

In Pig. 20.2 Is shown what percent of total area under distri¬ 

bution curve Is occupied by area of band between lines a + s, a + 2s, 

a + 3s. Judging by theae data, it Is possible in practice to consider 
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that any random variable, distributed by normal law, lies within 

a + 3s. Probability of such an event is equal to O.997, and it there¬ 

fore, can be assumed practically reliable. The larger parameter s, 

the more gentle be curves f(x) and the more significant the scattering 

of the random variable. In Pig. 20.3 are depicted curves of f(x) 

and F(x) for different parameters s. 

-4-1-1-1 # » # J 4 
b) **« 

fWf?™^Jvw0bablllty t3enslty (a) and integral 
function (b) for normal law for different param- 
B&crs 8 e 

One of the characteristics of distribution of a random variable 

is the so-called mathematical expectation or mean value, equal to 

*©“^/*/(•*><*• (20.14) 

Magnitude m(«) is numerically equTl to static moment of area, lying 

between line f(x) and axis of abscissas, around the axis of ordinates. 

But since actual area is equal to one, then expression (14) simultane¬ 

ously determines abscissa of center of gravity of the area. Deviation 

of random variable from mathematical expectation is equal to [Ç-m(Ç)]. 

Expression 

fl«)— f — ff(x)éx 

is mathematical expectation or mean value of the square of the 

deviation and bea s the name of dispersion of magnitude i. 
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ï 

Calculating square root of dispersion, i.e., we find root mean 

square deviation or so-called standard of the distributive law. 

For normal distributive law after simple calculations we find 

•“* O-A (20.16) 

Consequently, by a it is necessary to understand mathematical expecta¬ 

tion (and at the same time the mode), and by s, the root mean square 

deviation or the standard of the normal distributive law. For distri¬ 

bution, symmetric with respect to axis of ordinates, mathematical 

expectation is equal to zero. 

Subsequently we shall need to determine probability density <p(y) 

of random variable rj, if we know dependence of q * U(4) on another 

random variable | and probability density f(x) of this second magni¬ 

tude is given (Fig. 20,4), Let us assume that there is a one-to-one 

Fig, 20,4. Probability densities 
of f and 9 for magnitudes i and 
n - tî(Ç). 

correspondence between | and T). If | lies within x < £ < x + dx, 

then from this follows inequality y < q .< y + dy when y * U(x). 

! Probabilities of fulfillment of these inequalities are equal to one 

another. But since these probabilities correspond to shaded areas 

I of f(x)dx and i|>(y)dy in Pig. 20.4a and b, then it is possible to 



record equality 

/U)rf* « fOtfrfy. (20.17) 

Prom this we find the simplest formula for transformation of probablH. 

ties: 

t(y) . 
(20.18) 

We recall that here the presence of simple inverse function 

x * v(y) is assumed. Since we always know <p(y) > o and f(x) > 0, 

then in (18) we should set substitute absolute value of dy/dx. 

Let us assume that magnitude i is distributed by normal law (11) 

['-«p 

(20.19) 

(20.20) 

If second random variable t) linearly depends on the first, 

y « Ax, 

that from (18) we obtain 

¡^SPr' (20,21) 
Thus, mathematical expectation, the standard and dispersion for new 

magnitude tj are equal to 

*inAa. #, = ks. Dl = kiD. (20.22) 

Transformation is reduced to change of scales along coordinate axes 

by k times. 

Let us turn to consideration of two-dimensional problem, when 

probability of simultaneous fulfillment of inequalities É < x, q < y 

for two dependent, generally, random variables Ç and q is determined. 

We designate integral function F(x, y)¡ 

•(5 < X, ^ < y)**Fix. y). (20.23) 

On graph of Fig. 20.5 is given geometric interpretation of 

inequalities in (23): coordinates (?, q) of a point on a plane must 
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Fig. 20.5. Deter¬ 
mining two-dimen¬ 
sional distribution 
function. 

not exceed levels x and y, i.e., 

must be within limits of shaded area, 

Two-dimensional probability density 

of f(x, y) is defined as mixed 

second derivative of F(x, y): 

(20.24) 

Two-dimensional probability density 

can be geometrically depicted in 

the form of a surface, located 

above plane x, y. 

Probability of F(x, y) by (25) is equal to 

J f/totiéxiy. (20.25) 

Considering upper limits x -* oo and y -♦ oo, we arrive at formula 

/ (20.26) 

Consequently, volume under surface of distribution is equal to one. 

Let us assume, further, that in (25) the second of limits y oo; 

then two-dimensional density changes into one-dimensional, pertaining 

to magnitude 4: 
J« 

• • iH*.+«)-J //(.. (20.27) 

Derivative of this magnitude Is equal to probability density of 
J 

/■<*>- //<*• »)<«»• (20.28) 

If random variables 4 and q are independent, then by rule of multi¬ 

plication of probabilities we obtain 

J)—#® < *. *< jr)« /'i(jr)F,(y). ( 20.29 ) 
!¡í 
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where F^x), F2(y) are Integral distribution functions for each of 

magnitudes I and tj. The same relationship takes place for probability 

densitiest 

/C*. D-/,<*>/,& (20.30) 

Let us assume that we know mathematical expectations a and b of 

two random variables £ and tj: 

/*/»<*>**. /y/i(y)*jr. (20.31) 

We find mathematical expectation for the sum of these magnitudes 

C * £ + ns 
• m 

*■■ / /(*+>)/to(20.32) 

Comparing (28) and (31), we have 

• f fx/(x. y)dx4y, »= f f y/(x. y)dxdy. (20.33) 

Consequently, magnitude c is equal to the sum of mathematical expecta¬ 

tions : 

«««+#. (20.34) 

Let us assume that, further, we are given dispersions and D2 

of independent random variables Ç and r\i 

0,- /(X—«)*/|(x)rfx, D,* f (y-bf/tWdy. (20,35) 

We define dispersion of sum Ç * £ + t) as mathematical expectation of 
2 

magnitude (Ç-c) ^(Ê + il-a-b)^. From (34) we have 

(20.36) 

or 

DG—«ß—*). (20.37) 

For independent magnitudes the last component turns into zero, since 

for each of factors (£- a) and (tj - b) the corresponding integral is 
equal to zeroj e.g., 
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/ /<*-•>/<*. tfiterf»-/<*-«)/,WAt-O. (20.38) 

finally we find that magnitude D is equal to sum of dispersiones 

OG-D<D+l>(* (20.39) 

Let us assume that magnitudes t and q are independent and that 
I 
each of them is distributed by normal law: 

1 
(20.40) I T^Cf 

then two-dimensional probability density by (30) is equal to 

/(.. (20.41) 
« 

surface corresponding to f(x, y) with sections, parallel to coordinate 

planes, is shown in Fig. 20.6. 

'M 

Fig. 20.6. Section of surface, cor¬ 
responding to two-dimensional normal 
distributive law. 

Probability density for sum of magnitudes x + y * z by (39) and 

(34) will be equal to* 

*For direct derivation of formula (42) and (4l) see book of S N 
Bernstein "Probability theory," M., 194o, p. 270. 
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(20.42) 
/(*)' 

where 

*™41“*"** (20.43) 

Let us assume that It is required, by two-dimensional distribution 

function x2) of random variables ?1 and (s, to determine two- 
dimensional distribution function of «p^, y2) of random variables 

ilj and t)2 which are functions of first variables! n. = U ft f 1 

^2 * U2^1' lf Actions of Ç and tj are identical, we have 

fOr,. h)=a/(x,. (20.44) 

by / is understood determinant, composed from the derivatives: 

£ & « a 4j*» ii> 
•üiTÿ») (20.45) 

If ve transform n random variables, then we have 

?(y». * .... *.)■•/(*,. Jf,.jrA>|^|; 

determinant V is composed by analogy to (45): 

(20.46) 

(20.47) 
Let us turn to application of statistical methods for determination 

Of supporting power of real bars, plates and shells. 

I-I92. Supporting Power of Compressed Rods 

As we have seen, supporting power of compressed bars greatly 

depends on initial incorrectnesses in form of bar, eccentricity in 

application of load, conditions of fastening, etc. These factors 

are random, and for them there can be fixed certain distributive laws 

For function of these magnitudes—supporting power—it is possible 

also to find a certain distributive law and, thus, establish 
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probability of exhausting the supporting power in different condi¬ 

tions • 

In work of A. R. Rzhanitsyn [20.5] there was offered the 

following approach to this problem. Let us assume that axis of hinge- 

supported bar has initial deflection, varying according to the law 

w0 * fo 8ln ("VO* Composing differential equation of bending line 

"(45- 

where w and w0 are total and initial deflections (Pig. 20.7), and 

considering w - f sin (mc/l), we arrive at known formula (1.182): 

/-—V- (20.48) 

'“•W 

Pig. 20.7. Bar 
with initial de¬ 
flection, sub¬ 
jected to eccen¬ 
tric compression. 

We determine stress aA in 
1 

edge fiber for an average section; 

•i-f+íf. (20.49) 

where F and W are the area of 

section and moment of resistance 

of section. Introducing designa¬ 

tions for average stress a0 * P/F 

and for radius of the kernel of 

the section p - W/P, we find 

(20.50) 

where m » Íq/p. If force is applied with eccentricity eQ, increasing 

initial curvature, it is possible to set m * (fQ + e0)/p. 

Analysis of experimental data shows that magnitude m is higher, 



the greater the slenderness ratio of the bar. We use formula» 

•—+f(7)’ (20.51) 

and assume that values of l and p, and also the load are given and 

quantities a and ß are random and that they are distributed by norma 1 

law with center (mode) at the origin of coordinates. Then magnitude 

°1 wil1 also k® random. We shall consider that material obeys the 

Hooke's law up to the yield surface. Then supporting power of the 

bar can be determined by the stress o0, at which in extreme fibers 

the yield point is attained.»* 

We determine difference between "absolute" supporting power of 

bar, corresponding to yield point oT, and the actual supporting power: 

(20.52) 

Magnitude R characterizes, as it were, the unused part of the absolute 

supporting power of the bar. 

We set ourselves the goal of determining distributive law of R. 

It will be normal when R is expressed by a and ß linearly. Therefore, 

we will take R approximately in the form 

(20.53) 

and determine A and B as partial derivatives of R with respect to a 

and ß: 

' Ä“(f),<4- (20.54) 

*!“CÍJep?n<Jence ““offered by A. R. Rzhanltsyn [20.5]¡ a formu 
close to this is recommended also by Donnell and Wan [11.30a]. 

S1*6?1?? so}ut;ion of problem one should also consider 
hat load P and yield point of material aT are random variables, and, 

ofrtherbaref20O5]Íder P0SSible chan8es in method of fastening of ends 
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Center of distribution of R will be 

and standard from (22) and (43) is equal to 

(20.55) 

(20.56) 

where sa and sß are standards of distributions of magnitudes a end ß. 

We introduce designations 

By V' is understood coefficient of lowering of supporting power of a 

bar as compared to yield point, or, in other words, coefficient of 

lowering of tolerable stress. Magnitude 7 determines scattering of 

deviations of limiting stresses from yield point with respect to mean 

deviation; the higher the 7# the less this scattering. A. R. 

Rzhanitsyn recommends to taking tentative values of 7 for bars of 

asymmetric section equal to 3* and for bars of symmetric section 

equal to 3.2. This means that point of inflection of distribution 

curve will lie, in the case of asymmetric section, distances from 

point R * 0 equal to 2/3(aT - aQ) and 4/3(cT - aQ). With a symmetric 

section probability of reaching the yield point in extreme fibers is 

larger; this is explained by increase of 7. By XT is understood 

slenderness ratio of an ideal bar, corresponding to critical stress, 

equal to yield point aT. Finally, parameter i is equal to ratio 

of radius of gyration to radius of the kernel of the section; for a 

rectangular section we have Ç * VJ, for I-beam section during bending 

in plane of web £ * 1. Using (57)» we reduce expression (56) to form 

““- ¡»UàH Ÿ0.+WV (20.5 
2 2 

where Da ■ sa. Dp = Sp are dispersions of distributions of a and ß. 

(20.58) 
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Given values of Da, Dß, XT and 7, we determine from (58) depen- 

uence between coefficient and slenderness ratio of the bar X when 

^ ^ * 90. In Figs, 20.8 end 20.9 are given curves* of 

^(X) for steel St 3 for different values of D_.; we take Da * 0 end 
-12 ß 

~ 25*10 , When Da = Dß = 0 by equation (58) we obtain ^ * 1. 

However, by graph of Fig. 20.8 for Da = Dß = 0 we find ^ = 0.7. 

This is explained by the fact that during construction of curves of 

I^igs. 20.8 and 20.9 we also considered possible scattering of values 

of yield point of steel by normal law. We assumed that ratio of 

dispersion of distribution of aT to the mean value was equal to 0.1. 

If we take DQ * Dß - 0, then we find (1 - ^)/7 = 0.1; when 7 = 3 we 

hove V' = 0.7, 

Fig. 20.8. Coefficient of lower¬ 
ing of supporting power V for 
bars of different slenderness 
ratio X with dispersion Dft = 0. 

Fig. 20.9. Coefficient ip with 
dispersion Dß = 25«IO“12. 

Taking a definite value of 7, we thereby fix distributive law 

for magnitude R. Now we can determine probability $ of exhausting of 

supporting power of a bar from condition that magnitude R turns into 

zero. In Fig. 20.10 is shown approximate distribution curve of 

magnitude 

X m 
**£ - 

R — (aT — o0). (20.59) 

♦These graphs are taken from work [20.5], 
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Fig, 20.10. Deter¬ 
mining of probability 
of exhausting of sup¬ 
porting power of a bar. 

Fig. 20.11. Limit 
point for eccentrically 
compressed bar in 
elasto-plastic stage. 

If this magnitude becomes equal to [-(aT - a0)j; then supporting power 

of bar must be considered exhausted. Corresponding probability is 

equal to area, shaded by slanting lines in Fig. 20.10, or, in other 

words, difference between half-area under the total distribution 

curve, equal to 1/2, and area, shaded by vertical lines. We find 

or 

I 1 T vsr (20.60) 

♦-ï-yg- f = ¢(1). (20.61) 

where y = x/sR. Determining integral ¢(7) by tables, we find that to 

value 7=5 there corresponds probability $ = O.135# and to 7 = 3.2, 

probability of 0.06j%. As we see, value 7 = 3.2 was obtained taking 

into account the fact that with symmetric section probability of 

appearance of yield should be twice as large as from preceding 

derivations. 

We originated in the given derivation from the fact that support¬ 

ing power of a bar is exhausted by the greatest stress reaching the 

yield point. It would be more valid to originate from data of 

Chapter II, pertaining to eccentricity of compression of bars in the 



elrsto-plastic stage. As we have seen, to each value of eccentricity 

(and consequently, each magnitude or Initial deflection ÇQ) on 

diagram 0g(Co) there corresponds a certain limit point, determining 

true supporting power (Fig. 20.11). Let us assume that for given 

material dependence of maximum average stress on from disturbing 

Xactors—‘eccentricity and initial incorrectnesses of form of the 

bar—is determined. Then, using some distributive law for perturbing 

factors, it is possible to establish distributive law of the magni¬ 

tude of true supporting power and to compare it, e.g., with supporting 

power, corresponding to the yield point aT. Pravda, distributive 

w of suppoiting power no longer will be normal, since dependence 

a0,max on eccen^ricity and initial deflection cannot be assumed 

linear. Problem becomes here more complicated and may be solved by 

the means shown below in application to a shell. It is desirable that 

namely such an approach to problem be taken in further investigations. 

§ 193» Influence of Initial Incorrectnesses 
on Behavior of Shells. “ 

Cylindrical PaneT 

Application of statistical methods is especially important in 

examining stability of elastic systems in the large. As we have seen 

from exsrnPles of shells subjected to various kinds to loads, influence 

oí perturbing factors on their behavior and supporting power is very 

great. Shells, and also certain other systems, inclined to snap, 

are sensitive to the slightest flaws in form of the middle surface, 

eccentricities in application of load, errors in manufacturing 

technique, etc. This explains great divergence in critical loads 

for real constructions and in experiments. Valid analysis of such 

experimental data and an attempt to predict behavior of members of 
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real constructions, obviously, are impossible without the probability 

approach. 

We subsequently shall conditionally consider, that buckling in 

the large is a dangerous event for a shell.* Obviously, probability 

of this event with a load below lower critical magnitude is equal to 

zero, but with a load attaining upper critical magnitude, it is 

equal to one. Let us assume that upper and lower loads are determined 

for shell of ideal form and for shells, having different initial 

imperfections, and at the same time with various boundary conditions. 

Then statistical approach can consist of determining from given prob¬ 

ability characteristics of initial incorrectnesses and conditions 

of fastening of shells the probability characteristics of critical 

load. Problem leads, thus, to transformation of probabilities. It 

is very important here to agree on how a shell behaves during change 

of load. One of the approaches to solution of the problem consists 

of the following. We shall consider here that load changes compara¬ 

tively slowly and that deformation of shell continuously follows the 

load. Obviously, such a system is noninertial, and behavior of shell 

completely is determined by nonlinear diagram of equilibrium states 

p(f) of the type depicted in Pig. 20.12a. Such an approach to the 

problem can be characterized as static.*» It is necessary, further, 

»This corresponds to above-mentioned theoretical and experimental 
data. More general formulation of problem consists considering 
possibility of occurrence of other dangerous states, for instance 
transition from elastic region to plastic, etc. 

**0r, better, as quasi-static ; with its help we can also solve 
certain dynamic problems. This approach belongs to V. V. Bolotin 
[20.1], 
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Pig. 20.12. Diagrams of equilibrium 
states of a shell. 

to establish which of the branches of the diagram of Fig. 20.12a is 

used during solution of the problem so that dependence p(f) is 

unambiguous. We assume that during growth of load from P < PK 

equilibrium states of shell correspond to branch OAj when load reaches 

value pb there occurs a knock.* If, however, load drops from value 

p > p0 then it is necessary to use branch CB; when p = p there is 

a reverse knock. Unstable states, corresponding to branches AB, 

in general, are not realized. Thus, strictly speaking, state of shell 

depends on the history of loading. Subsequently for simplicity 

we shall consider that load always is increasing and that, conse¬ 

quently, states of the shell are unambiguously determined by the 

diagram in Fig. 20.12b. 

We apply such approach to solution of the problem primarily to 

the case of a square cylindrical panel, by hinge supported its edges 

and compressed along generatrix by forces p (see Fig. 11.61). We 

assume that all important perturbing factors are reduced to equivalent 

initial anomalies in form of the middle surface. We shall consider 

the panel a system with one degree of freedom; here formulas of 

»Translation Editor^ Note: h = lower critical, b= upper 
critical. 
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trensformation of probabilities are significantly simplified. If 

we approximate total and initial deflections by expressions (17.25) 

and introduce dimensionless parameters from (17.31)* then dependence 

between compressive force p* - pb2/Eh2 and deflection Ç will take 

form (17.55). For square plate (X * l) we obtain 

+ (20.62) 

where k * b /Rhj by PB is understood upper critical force for 

shell of ideal form; by Çq, the initial deflection. We take k = 12. 

Curves p*(Ç)> constructed by (62) for different values of Ç0 with 

such magnitude k, are given in book [0.3], p. 288; they have the seme 

character as curves of Fig, 17.13 

Fig. 20.13. Data for 
transformation of dis¬ 
tribution function in 
case of compressed 

cylindrical panel. 

We determine with help of this 

graph values of upper critical 

« 
forces pB HaxJ for shells with dif¬ 

ferent initial deflections Çq. 

In Fig. 20.13 is depicted curve 

of Ç0(p*)î magnitudes PBj Haq He 

# 
between load pB HatJ * 3.3, cor¬ 

responding to C0 * O.25» and upper 

critical load p* * 7.2 for 
B, 11¾ 

ideal shell. When £0 > 0.25 

snapping of shell does not occur. 

In Fig. 20.13 ere given also 

absolute values of derivative 

dCo/dp*. 

Thus, we established dependence between upper critical forces 

and initial deflection for that region, where snapping of the shell 

occurs. Problem is now posed thus; by given probability curves 
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for Sq, establish probability curves for p^. The most difficult part 

of the solution of the problem consists in determination of prob- I 

ability parameters for initial deflection. At present there is still 

little data for selection of these parameters. We assume as a first 

approximation that magnitude Çq is distributed by normal law with 

its center at the origin of coordinates: 

(20.63) 

We use, then, formula (l8) for transformation of probabilities. 

But one should keep in mind that, by our assumption, takes any 

value from -go to -W), while phenomenon of a knock occurs only at 0 < 

Cq < Tq* where ■ 0.25. Therefore, during transformation of prob¬ 

abilities one should introduce normalizing factor (see [20.1]). We 

shall determine the probability that C0 lies in the shown limits: 

f-j/cy*. (20.64) 
o 

By this magnitude, smaller than one, it is necessary to divide density 

(63); then from curve 1 of Fig. 20.14 we turn to curve 2, where area 

i 

Fig. 20.14. "Normalization" 
of distribution curve of 
initial deflections. 

tion function of criti¬ 
cal load for compressed 
panel. ( 
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under this curve will remain equal to one. Finally probability 

density of f(p*) turns out to be equal to 

/(/>-£/<y|-*;|. (20.65) 

In Fig. 20.15 is depicted curve f(p*), obtained in work [20.1] 

for case s^ = 0.1. As a result of transformation the density is 

especially increased for those values of p* where absolute values of 

derivative dÇo/dp* are great, i.e., for the zone closest to the lower 

critical load. Mathematical expectation m(p*) and dispersion D(p*) 

of new distributive law are determined by formulas (14) and (15) 

taking into account factor l/Fî 

(20.66) 

J 
(20.67) 

According to work of V. V. Bolotin [20.1, 1958], in case 

s(Cq) * 0,1 mathematical expectation is equal to 4.84, or 67# of 

Pp,MA;and of Ph,ma; when s^o) * 0,25 11 is ec*ual t0 ^»5» or 

accordingly 62^ and 156^. As we see, magnitude m(p*) with given dis¬ 

tributive law depends little on dispersion of initial deflections. 

Fig. 20.16. Probability den¬ 
sity of initial deflections, 
chiefly directed toward center 
of curvature. 
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It is necessary, however, to consider that initial anomalies 

in form of shell appear as a result of industrial working, various 

kinds of blows during transportation and assembling of constructions; 

one should consider that reaction of shell to these perturbations 

has the same character as during action of working load; more likely 

there appear initial dents, directed toward the center of curva¬ 

ture. Therefore, center of distribution of initial deflections is 

selected appropriately at a point located a certain distance from 

the origin of coordinates—in the direction of positive deflections 

turned toward the center of curvature. In Fig. 20.16 is depicted such 
/ 

a distributive law of probability density with center, equal to "Çq = 

= 0.1, and standard s^ - 0.1. In Fig. 20.17a is shown corresponding 

Eig. 20.17. Distribution functions for 
panel with initial deflections by Fig. 20.16. 

probability distribution of f(p*), calculated by (65). Mathematical 

expectation turned out to be equal to 4.14 or 57# of pt, M and 107# 
# H, HA 

^ PH,HA* In Fig* 20is depicted corresponding integral distri¬ 

butive law. Let us note that mathematical expectation of p* for 

shells with initial anomalies here almost coincides with lower criti- 
# 

cal load pH for a smooth shell. This conclusion has essential practi- 

cal value, since it shows that in calculations for real panels it is 

necessary to start first from magnitude p . 
H 

Analogously we take into account probability curves of conditions 
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of fastening of shell at its edges. 

§ Í94. Influence of Initial Anomalies on Behavior 
of Closed Cylindrical ¿hells 

We turn to case of closed cylindrical shell,* supported by hinge 

on its edges, subjected to external evenly distributed pressure 

(Fig. II.17). In Fig. II.30 is depicted dependence of parameter of 

load q * qR2/Eh2 on deflection for during different values of 

dimensionless initial deflection Çq, Leaving for Çq the distributive 

law of probability density of Fig. 20.16 when s. - 0.1 and using 
‘■O 

formula (65), we find distribution of probability density of critical 

load, shown in Fig, 20.1Ô. Mathematical expection by (66) turns out 

nn 

Fig, 20.18, Distribution function 
for critical load in case of a closed 
shell subjected to external pressure. 

to be equal to 0.035 and constitutes 85# of qB As we saw, such a 

result comparatively well reflects experimental data (see § 132). 

*A number of problems, pertaining to closed shell, are considered 
mor» specifically in the first of works of B. P. Makarov [20.4]. 
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Let us consider analogous problem for closed shell under action 

of axial compression. Parameter of external load we select as before 

in the form p = pR/Eh. Dependence CQ(p), found according to work 

[li.30a] for R/h * 1000, is depicted in Pig. 20.19. 

Pig. 20.19. Dependence 
"initial deflection- 
upper critical load" for 
case of axial compression. 

distributive law unrelated 

Preserving former 

distributive law of Fig. 20.16, we 

arrive at distribution of probabil¬ 

ity density of load (Fig. 20.20a) 

and integral distribution function 

(Pig. 20.20b), Mathematical 

expectation of p is equal to O.369, 

or 6l# of upper critical tension 
A 

PB, MA* 

Till now we consider given 

In reality, to dimensions of shell. 

Fig. 20.20. Distribution functions for 
critical load in case of closed shell 
during axial compression. 

however, amplitude and form of initial deflection depend on geometric 

parameters of shell. For bar above we assumed that dimensionless 

initial deflection is proportional to square of the ratio of the 

length of the bar or, better, the length of the half-wave of the 

deflection line to the characteristic transverse dimension. For 

shells it is possible to introduce an analogous assumption, but here 
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the amplitude of the dent should depend on dimensions of the dent not 

in one, hut in at least two directions. In case of cylindrical shell 

we naturally connect possible initial deflection with lengths of 

half-waves of the deflection surface in two directions (Fig. 20.21a)«— 

along generatrix (l ) and along the arc (Zj. In works [11.30], 

[11.30a] there was offered formula for dimensionless initial deflection 

(ratio of deflection to thickness) of such a structure: 

. C/ Jj/, I V« 

(20.68) 

where C, 6 are empirical coefficients. 

Fig. 20.21. Possible outlines of 
initial anomalies. 

Judging by certain empirical data, parameter 6 varies from 1.5 to 

3. By analogy with the case of a bar it is possible to select a 

mean value 6*2. 

Donnell and Wan [11.30a] consider that when 6*2 coefficient 

C will be equal to: for shells made from pipes, C = 1.5-3; for 

cylinders carefully prepared from specially treated flat sheets 

C - 3-5; and, last, for shells obtained from sheet without special 

requirements on manufacture, C - 5-10. In one of Nash's article 

[11.48] magnitude C was taken significantly larger, C * 30. Thus, 

at present there are no definite data on coefficient Cj obviously. 
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it will sharply change depending upon technique of manufacture of 

shells and conditions of storage, transportation, tests, etc. 

Attention was also turned [11.30a] to the fact that during 

manufacture of hollowed shells, stretched along generatrix (Fig. 

20,21b) are more frequent than ones along the arc (Fig. 20.21c). 

Therefore, they offered a formula of type 

where X < 1. Taking X 

C. 
Cl ir-mtr' 

0.5, we obtain 

(20.69) 

C. "«r (tòo*)* ' (20.70) 

The value of C1, Judging by structure of the formula, should be 

approximately one fourth of C. 

If we take ¿x * I/m and ly = ttH/tx, where m is number of half-waves 

along the generatrix of the shell and n is the number of waves in a 

cross-section, then we obtain 

(20.71) 

Introducing former parameter (11.38) 

we give (71) the form 
(20.72) 

'•"^■ró’ÍTsr)’- (20.73) 
Magnitudes C and depend, mainly, on technique of manufacture of 

test pieces. If we conditionally consider that C and C. do not 

depend on H/h, then by (73) It will appear that deflection of initial 

dents is proportional to (R/h)2. it is possible to outline the 

following way of determining dependence of mathematical expectation 

of p on R/h. Taking for C1 a certain distributive law and using 

formulas of transformation of probabilities, we find mathematical 
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expectation of p for different ratios R/h, As a result we should 

conclude that average critical stress for real shells should be 

lowered with increase R/h. Meanwhile by classical linear theory 

upper dimensionless critical stress P ttn * O.606 does not depend on 

R/h. Analogous conclusion ensues from nonlinear solutions according 

to Ritz method with respect to lower critical stress, equal to 

Ph,J!A ® Consequently, from statistical point of view we should 

get consecutive lowering of mathematical expecation of p from the 

A A ^ 
level PBi j,Ä to the level PH^ and possibly further to the level of 

lower critical stress for given initial deflection p„ as shown in 
*• £ naLH 

Fig. 20.22. Such a conclusion, as we have seen in Chapter XI, will 

agree with experimental dataj it is the basis of recommendations of 

§ 129 for practical calculations.* 

Fig. 20.22. Lowering of level of 
upper critical stress with increase 
of 101. 

We assumed in examples, for simplicity, that initial deflections 

are distributed by normal law. However, this assumption is not 

fully founded. Really, during manufacture of members of real con¬ 

structions we usually originate from definite specifications. If 

these specifications regulate the maximum deflections from a given 

i 

♦This concerns only that case when stresses in a shell lie within 
the elastic limit. 
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form of a shell, then pieces which do not correspond to them are 

rejected and are eliminated from the lot. Therefore, distributive 

law of initial deflections must be selected specially for every 

investigated lot of pieces. It is possiole to expect that for a 

limited lot the probability density of initial deflection Ç0 will be 

more or less evenly distributed on a limited section < Ç < C2. 

Further, during consideration of influence of various other 

perturbing factors by far it will not always be convenient to transform 

them to equivalent initial deflections. Then one must pass to the 

solution of a more complicated problem, transforming probability by 

formulas (44) or (46). 

Since distributive laws of 

initial imperfections have not 

yet been studied much, it is 

interesting to formula the reverse 

problem; by final data of results 

of experiments on real shells to 

determine probability character¬ 

istics of initial deflections. 

Let us consider the same case of 

axial compression* and use experimental data of article [11.33], 

In Fig. 20.23 are given values of dimensionless critical stress $ 

for different ratios I\/h. By these data it is possible for different 

R/h to construct histogram of magnitude v = p/£ i.e., diagrams, 
Bp KA 

consisting of rectangles and indicating, what number of experiments 

♦This case was investigated by B. P. Makarov in his second work 
[20.4], the data mentioned below are his. 

V 
i 

V 

t 

Fig. 20.23. Critical com¬ 
pression stresses by ex¬ 
perimental data. 
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corresponds to given interval of change of ratio v of real critical 

stress to magnitude P^jj^ * O.605. Such histograms are depicted in 

Fig. 20.24. Let us note that with growth of ratio R/h the spectrum 

Fig. 20.24. Histograms of values of real criti¬ 
cal stresses. 

of real values of p narrows and shifts to zone of smaller v. Further¬ 

more, it is interesting that two first histograms have two maxims 

of probability density, so that 

distributive law turns out to be 

"double-humped."* If, further, 

we transform probabilities by 

graph of Fig. 20.19 and use 

formula of type (73)# then we can 

find histogram for parameter u, 

corresponding to (^. Such a final 

Solid line corresponds to normal 

* 0.1 and standard s * 0.06. We 

Fig. 20.25. Determin¬ 
ing distributive law 
of initial deflections 
according to real 
critical stresses. 

diagram is shown in Fig. 20.25. 

distributive law u with center u 

find here confirmation of assumption made above that center of 

^Analogous double-humped distributive law was obtained by V. M. 
Goncharenko in another problems: see the second of works [20 31 
Whether such a result !• regular still remains vague. 
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distributive law of initial deflections should be displaced in the 

direction of positive C0. 

§ 195. Influence of Randen Loads on Behavior 
- on She .I? —— 

Till now we paid our main attention to the influence of initial 

imperfections of form, and also boundary conditions on behavior of 

shell. But a very important role in phenomenon of snapping of a shell 

is also played by character of change of load. By far not always 

does load change in time so slowly that it is possible to be limited 

to consideration of equilibrium diagrams of "load-deflection.” 

Thus, for instance, shells of aircraft, located near jet engines, are 

subjected to acoustic pressure, the spectral iepresentation of which 

is almost constantly in a very wide region of frequencies. Another 

example is influence on shell on aircraft shells of turbulence of the 

atmosphere. 

We consider that load applied to shell consists of two parts: 

fundamental, which is a systematic nonrandom magnitude, and additional, 

having character of random actions. We assume that these random load 

variations are independent of factors characterizing scattering of 

initial anomalies and other parameters of the shell. Further, we 

assume that random actions have character of white noise, i.e., evenly 

distributed in wide range of frequencies. Term "white noise" cor¬ 

responds to white light, characterized by uniform spectrum. 

During the study of influence of variable load on phenomenon of 

knock of a shell we naturally first of all use the energy approach.* 

In Chapter X we talked about the fact that "spontaneous" knock for an 

»Such an approach to problem belongs to I. I. Vorovich [20,2], 
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ideal shell occurs only at upper critical load p_ MJT. But since real 

shells buckle, as a rule, at a lower load, then here there should be 

surmounted a certain energy barrier. This barrier is higher, the 

lower the load. Certainly, we are talking here only about such loads 

at which there is the possibility of loss of stability in the large. 

Whether there will occur a knock of the shell at load p, lying within 

limits PHjMÄ < P < P b, KÄ* ^ePend8 on presence of random perturbing 

factors, allowing us to surmount energy barrier. Here there is a 

certain analogy with problems of passage through a potential barrier, 

met in other fields of physics, for instance in examining Brownian 

movement, where statistical methods are also used. 

Obviously, probability of system surmounting the potential 

barrier depends on level of total energy of system at given load and 

its possible variations in process of tests or operation of the con¬ 

struction. It is possible to try to establish probability of a shock, 

using expression for total energy in terms of generalized coordinates, 

not passing—as in preceding paragraphs—to direct dependence between 

these coordinates and perturbing factors. We designate dimensionless 

total potential energy of system by t and introduce parameter 6, 

determining scattering of random dynamic loads which construction can 

experience, so that level of random load can attain magnitude 8/5. 

Conditions of tests or utilization of construction will be especially 

"restless” for low values of 6. 

At the same we shall consider different geometric and elastic 

imperfections of system with help of equivalent initial anomalies of 

form; for simplicity we assume as before that these anomalies can be 

determined by the one parameter C0. As a result of application of 

random loads the system may receive deformations of one or another 
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scale. We shall describe these deformations conditionally also with 

help of one parameter Ç (dimensionless deflection). 

Let us assume that we are given initial imperfections of shell 

and we determine steady-state probability density of Ç) for times, 

great as compared to so-called relaxation time (t » t ). We use for 

that Gibbs distribution known from statistical physics.• For fixed Ç0 

the sought probability density will be equal to 

/i<C)=7#‘*3w. (20.74) 

where a is a certain coefficient, depending on character of construc¬ 

tion;* by i/J is understood "normalizing" factor, where 

00 • 

2' ~ (20.75) 

Let us note that probability density of one or another value of 

Ç depends here on magnitude of energy of the system; density is 

greater, the lower the energy level. This is natural, since most 

frequently there must be realized more stable states of a system with 

minimum energy. 

We take into account, further, scattering of initial deflec¬ 

tions, considering that here we account for other deflections from 

the calculating model of a shell. Designating probability density Ç0 

through <P(C0), on the basis of theorem of multiplication of prob¬ 

abilities we obtain 

/G)**/iG)?(g; (20.76) 

here we assume that parameters, determining scattering of values of 

load and initial imperfections, are independent. Probability that 

*In work [20.2] this coefficient is expressed through parameters, 
characterizing oscillations of a construction taking into account 
damping. 
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deflection Ç will lie in interval < C < C2' ls equal to 

r-f //i»t<W<c«. (20.77) 

As an example we consider the same shallow cylindrical panel as 

§ 193. Dimensionless energy of system is equal to* 

**(*;*+«„)+ 

(20.70) 
. # 

where PB^ is parameter of upper critical load, p* is parameter of 

given static load, and k is parameter of curvature. 

Behavior of the system during random actions depends on relative 

level of static load v 

feetions C0 and parameter a/6, 

P /Pb,jía' distribution of initial imper- 

In Fig. 20.26 and the following 

are given results of calculations 

contained in work of I. I. Vorovich 

[20,2],. In Fig. 20.26 along the 

axis of ordinates is plotted prob¬ 

ability F that dimensionless 

deflection Ç in modulus will not 

attain one, and along the axis of 

abscissas is plotted dispersion D 

of initial deflection on the 

assumption that for CQ we select symmetric triangular distributive 

law. We take k ■ 12 and v * 0,5» Graph shows, as one should have 

expected, that the greater a/6 and consequently scattering of dynamic 

loads, the greater will the probability of obtaining maximum deflection 

Fig. 20.26. Probabil¬ 
ity F, pertaining to 
total deflection of 
panel at level of 
average load Ç ■ 0.5. 

*See book [0.5], p. 282-286 and work [20.2], 
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will become. We note, that for small a/6 dispersion of initial 

deflections almost does not affect probability F. 

'\ u 

0,9 • /jj- 

Eig. 20.27. Probabil¬ 
ity F for total de¬ 
flection of panel at 
different levels of 
average load. 

Fig. 20.28. Proba¬ 
bility F for magni¬ 
tude of total de¬ 
flection of panel 
depending upon load. 

In Fig, 20,27 it is shown how probability F depends on dispersion 

cf Ç0 and level of load v when a/5 = l. The higher the v, the less 

the probability that deflection will remain within limits (-1) < Ç < 1, 

In Fig. 20.28 the same dependence is given in coordinates of F and v. 

Let us note that level of lower critical load is characterized by 

v = O.544. As we see, when v > 0.544 probability of appearance of 

dangerous deflections sharply increases. 

We determine now the probability F* that at any random selected 

moment of time t » tp shell will be in the neighborhood of a snapped 

state; subsequently we shall conditionally call F# the probability of 

a knock. By (77) this probability will be equal to 

«• OD 

/ (20,79) 
Cf *QD 1 

As we have seen, knock can occur only under the condition that 

Ç0 does not exceed known magnitude £0 (for k = 12 the value C0 was 

equal to 0.25). Thus, we obtain 

« £ 

C. -00 

(20.80) 
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In distinction from § 193, here we consider not only positive, 

but also negative initial deflections, i.e., directed both towerd 

and also from the center of curvature; knocks take place in real tests 

also with negative deflections (see Fig. 20.29), although for an 

infinitely slow process here it is impossible to obtain a diagram of 

gradual transition from one form of equilibrium to another. 

1/ 

shell with transition 
from "negative" deflec¬ 
tions to "positive." 

Fig. 20.30. Proba¬ 
bility of snap of a 
cylindrical panel 
depending upon level 
of load. 

In Fig. 20.30 is shown how probability of a snap F* depends on 

level of load v and dispersion of magnitude C0. With increase of v 

near lower critical value probability of a knock rapidly increases. 

Let us note that energy approach allows us to establish certain 

statistical dependences and to arrive at definite qualitative con¬ 

clusions without direct use of equilibrium diagrams for a shell; it 

is necessary only to have expression for the total potential energy 

of the system. 

§ 196. Other Problems of Statistical Theory 

Approach described above leads to characteristics of behavior 

of shells, established during the comparatively large interval of 

time. It is possible to set another problem—to determine probability 
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characteristics of behavior of shells in a fairly small time interval. 

In first case it was possible to consider shell as an elastic system 

with slight inertia or with strong damping. In second case we must 

consider system inertial, i.e,, use as it were a dynamic approach.* 

Thus, e.g., the following problem can be solved; to establish 

probability that the shell will be in the environment of a snapped 

state at moment of time t where t « tp. This probability turns out 

to depend on height of potential barrier dividing stable forms of 

equilibrium of shell, and the damping decrement, which here plays 

an essential role. Another problem is formulated as follows: to 

determine probability that during certain interval of time the shell 

will appear at least once in a snapped state. In work [20.3], 1S61, 

there is considered, e.g., the case when an elongated shallow 

cylindrical panel is under action of a normal pressure, whose char¬ 

acteristics correspond to acoustic pressure on an aircraft fuselage. 

Especially important is problem of determination of probability 

characteristics of process of consecutive forward and backward snaps 

of the shell, leading to development of fatigue cracks in the material. 
9 

In general, investigation of influence of a random action, having 

character of white noise, is connected with application of theory of 

so-called Markov processes. Solution of problem of probability 

characteristics of behavior of the system boils down to integration 

of a Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation;** in general it is possible to 

conduct such integration only numerically. Therefore, it is necessary 

to look for a way of effective solution of different partial problems. 

*V. M. Goncharenko indicated this [20.3]. 

**See R. L. Stratonovich, Selected problems of theory of fluctua¬ 
tions in radio engineering, M., 1961, p. 59. 
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We assumed till now that "basic" part of load is a nonrandom 

given function of time. But the problem should be formulated otherwise 

e.g., if we discuss behavior of shells during dynamic loading (see 

Chapter XVIII). In Fig. 20.31 is given for an example the diagram 

"deflection-time" for a load, whose main part is also a random 

function of time. Although character of process remains, as a rule, 

the same, concrete outlines of diagram change from case to case. 

Therefore, in experiments for test pieces of the same series we obtain 

different dynamic "critical" loads qA, different "peaks" of deflection 

and etc. 

Fig. 20.31. Random dynamic processes 
for shells. 

The important case of high-frequency changes of load, leading to 

increase of lower and upper critical forces is also investigated (see 

work of V. N. Chelomey [18.21] and V. M. Goncharenko, DAN Ukrainian 

SSR, No. 7, 1962). 

Thus, statistical approach to problems of stability of shells 

should consider, on the one hand, dispersion of parameters of shell 

and boundary conditions and, on the other, influence on behavior of 

shells of different groups of loads: a) random loads of white noise 

type; b) loads, whose variation may be described by a finite number 

of random variables with a certain distributive law. 

In conclusion let us note that application of probability methods 
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in theory of stability of elastic systems will be effective only afte 

we have gathered more detailed data about initial imperfections of 

constructions and obtained characteristic of random loads, etc. It 

would be desirable, if subsequently experiments, on fairly large 

lots of pieces always were accompanied by statistical treatment of 

results. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

GENERAL CRITERIA OF STABILITY OF ELASTIC SYSTEMS 

$ 1Q7. Dynamic Criterion of Stability In the Small 

In preceding sections of this hook we analysed a number of pro¬ 

blems pertaining to buckling of bars, plates and shells. We met 

different methods of solution of problems, at the basis of which 

lay static, energy and dynamic criteria of stability. In this chapter 

we will consider these criteria from a more general point of view, $ 

connecting them with those approaches to concept of stability which 

are taken in analytical mechanics and nonlinear theory of elasticity. 

Even in § 1, introducing the concept of stability of a compressed 

bar, we, as it were, intuitively used a simple dynamic model. And 

here we will start with the dynamic criterion, applying it first of 

all to stability in the small. Here we naturally turn to those con¬ 

cepts of stability and instability of mechanical systems with a 

finite number of degrees of freedom, which were in their time intro¬ 

duced by Lagrange.* He spoke of stable equilibrium "in the sense 

that if at first a system was in a state of equilibrium, and then 

*J. L. Lagrange, Analytical mechanics, Vol. 1, Gostekhizdat, 

1950, P. 97. £ 
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was somewhat removed from it, by itself it seeks rushes to return to 

this state, accomplishing near it infinitesimal oscillations." 

Further, with unstable equilibrium "the system, once removed from this 

state, can accomplish oscillations, which will no longer be very 

small and which can more and more deflect the system from 

its initial state." 

A strict definition of stability of equilibrium, as a particular 

case of motion, was first given by A. M. lyapunov.** Let us assume 

that position of system is determined by n generalized coordinates 

(i = 1, 2, ..., n), where in equilibrium state we have q¿ = 0 with the 

same i. 

We assume that in initial moment t * 0 absolute values of coordi¬ 

nates and velocities lie within limits 

and that in any subsequent moment of time t > 0 we compare coordinates 

q^t) and velocities q^t) with certain magnitude 6. Stable equili¬ 

brium state is characterized by the fact that for any e > 0 it is 

possible to select corresponding magnitude 6(e) > 0 at which for whole 

period of time t > 0 magnitudes JqJ and |qi| will be within limits 

Ifi! <«. I ¿Jo¬ 

in other words, in case of stable equilibrium of a system we always 

can select such initial conditions that generalized coordinates and 

velocities will not go beyond certain prescribed bounds, lying in the 

neighborhood of the base state. If we approach this determination 

*A. M. Lyapunov, General problem of stability of motion, 
Gostekhizdat, 1950, pp 17-21. See also N. G. Chetayev, Stability 
motion, Gostekhizdat, 1955. 
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from geometric point of view, then it is necessary to imagine a 

certain tube in a (2n + 1)-dimensional space. Let us assume that 

magnitudes qi and are plotted in an imaginary section of such a 

tube, having 2n dimensions, and time t, along its axis. Stable 

equilibrium is characterized by the fact that if one were to select 

properly initial values of q^ and q^, then magnitudes q^ and q^ for 

any t will lie inside a tube with the given section. 

A. M. Lyapunov also introduced concept of asymptotic stability; 

this form of stability pertains to case when system with unlimited 

growth of t returns to base state, i.e., q^t), q^t) -*1 0, if t -*■ oo. 

We assume, further, that a mechanical system with given param¬ 

eters has not one, but several stable equilibrium states; a series of 

examples were encountered above. Then the definition of stability in 

the small, given here, should be related to the vicinity of each of 

these equilibrium states. 

The criterion of stability and instability mentioned above can 

be generalized for a deformed construction which is a system with 

an infinitely great number of degrees of freedom. Circle of magni¬ 

tudes, characterizing behavior of such a system in time, is expanded; 

here there can be introduced, along with displacements of points of 

the system and velocities, such magnitudes as components of additional 

deformations and stresses. Emerging from frames of mechanics itself, 

we can consider also change of temperature in different points of the 

system, etc. 

Magnitudes, which are selected in this or that problem for 

description of the behavior of a construction, will henceforth (for 

brevity) be called characteristics. 
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§ 198. st.at.lc Criterion of Stability In the Small. 
-“ Investigation of Melghtorlng isquillbrium 

Forms for Three-Dimensional 
Problem." — 

Let us turn to static criterion which we repeatedly used during 

investigation of stability in the small. Let us assume that the 

load received by a construction is proportional to a certain param¬ 

eter and that to smell values of the parameter there corresponds only 

in a considered range of characteristics a stable state of the system. 

We increase parameter of load, investigating here the state of con¬ 

structions. close to the base state. That value of the parameter,at 

which at least one of the adjacent states of the construction for the 

first time becomes an equilibrium state we cell critical value. With 

s load exceeding the critical magnitude, the base state, as a rule,. 

ceased to be stable.* 

We studied by Investigation the neighborhood of the beslc eauili- 

brium state In many particular problems, when It was unlexiel (bf'r) 

biaxial (plate, shell); in practical applications namely these 

problems are essential. But In order to establish common features 

in the formulation of different problems, we shall consider the case 

of a triaxial stress.** 

We relate the deformed and stressed state of an elastic body to 

the Cartesian system of coordinates. We designate, as before, by u, 

V and w shift of points of the body along axes x, y and z; by ex, 7xy, 

•For certain mechanical systems exceptions are possible, see A. 
Yu Ishlinskly, S. I. Melashenko and M. Ye. Temchenko, News of 
Academy ofSciences of the USSR, Dept, of Tech. Sciences, No. 8 

(1958), 53-61. 

*»Xn the subsequent account we follow V. V. Novozhilov [21.8]. 
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etc., deformation of lengthening and shear; by etc., normal 

and tangential stresses. Subsequently components of deformations and 

stresses, corresponding to the base state, we designate e°. -y° o° 
o X xy' X* 

Txy* etc* Wlth growth of parameter of load magnitudes e°, o°, 

change at every point of the body monotonically. Formulation and 

solution of problems are significantly facilitated in case of simple 

loading, when main deformations and stresses at any point preserve 

their direction, or, in other words, when all components of deforma¬ 

tions and stresses change proportionally to the same parameter of 

load. This requirement is satisfied, e.g., for shells if the base 

state is momentless. However, we also met cases of complex loading,* 

when direction of main deformations and stresses for various points 

changes in process of loading (moment base state for shells). 

In one way or another we can express deformation by shifts by 

certain formulae of the linear theory of elasticity!** 

«‘ g . Ouf 
r o.x y ' ay * 

V —,ÍM 1 ‘ÍÍL y _ dl' . ùtt 
»y ^ O.X ’ Ty* - rt* +■ <)y • hx 

riw , Ou 
0.x ^ o; • 

(21.1) 

We consider here that magnitudes e° -v0 4 ei uucd ex, rXyt ... are small in comparison 

to 1. We compose, then, the equation of equilibrium of a member 

having dimensions dx, dy and dz. If we do not consider mass forces 

(for instance, force of gravity), then these equations in projections 

on axis of coordinates will take form*** 

in literature8on^the1theory"ofnplast?city.10S(^n*" ^ °ften applled 

1939*1??'44-fé! P‘ P' P8nlC°VlCh’ Theory of ela3tlclty, Oborongiz, 

***See above-indicated book of P. F. Pankovlch. pp. 19 and 31. 
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,hx , , d-u 
ÒX + dy ' Oc 

+ , ,hy‘ 
Ox “ dy ' <); 

d-. ir 

Ox + 

Oy 

0-. tv 
Oy oc 

-0. 

-- 0. 

— 0, 

and equation of moments lead to equalities 

■iy "* >.r’ mx: */«• ’yt ~~ ‘jy’ 

(21.2) 

(21.3) 

Then we write dependence of Hooke's law, 

*• (»,- y»,V 1„ ‘ *V'* (21.4e) 

Using (4a), it is possible to express stresses by deformationsj 

then we obtain formulas of type 

* .-F- I, 'g’.\ £ 
X I +:* I .»t- 1—27a' )• "iy ■“ 2(1 f ¡i) Try (21.4b) 

where Ö * ex + e^. + e° is volumetric strain. 

If we place these expressions in equations of equilibrium (2) 

and use relationship (i), then we obtain linear equations for shifts 

u , V and w . Solution of these equations should satisfy boundary 

conditions. Let us assume that on the surface of a body there ere 

given components of external load p°, p°, p°. Then from condition of 

equilibrium of a boundary member we obtain 

*«/ +•> + *> = Pr 

(21.5) 

where i, m, n are cosines of angles formed, by a normal to the given 

area of the surface with the x, y and z axes. 

From known theorem of Kirchhoff it follows that with given 

boundary conditions the solution of linear static equations of theory 
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of_el9stlcity is unique.» Consequently, the possibility of determining 

of the neighboring equilibrium state by usual linear equations is 

excluded. If we turn to the example of a plate experiencing force 

in its plane, then in this case it is impossible to investigate 

stability of the plate using linear equations of a plane problem and 

corresponding boundary conditions. 

A peculiarity of problems of stability in the small is that 

investigation of a neighboring equilibrium state it is neces¬ 

sary. to consider change of orientation of the faces of an element of 

the body, while in composing usual equations of classical theory of 

elasticity of type (2) this change is not considered. In other words, 

in problems of stability there must be introduced into consideration 

rotation of the element about the coordinate axes. 

Let us consider transition from the base state of body to a 

neighboring state. We designate additional shifts of any point of the 

body, appearing with such transition, by u', v', w', and correspond- 

ingly additional deformations and stresses by e*, a', etc. For 

deformations we write expressions of type (1): 

9 

X 
dv' , _ dm' 
dy ' •í-ôT’ 

» —i ^ _av i w • 
'*y 5y T A? ’ A? • "Sÿ" • T« 

dv' , dv* d-y , du' 
ox ' »/j 

(21.6) 

We set ourselves the goal of characterizing the turns of an element 

about the coordinate axes. In Fig. 21.1 is presented the face of a 

body's element, perpendicular to axis z. Turn of unit vector of axis 

X in plane xy is equal to òv'/òx, and turn of unit vector of axis y 

1935 #peeÍ8l*ß’, A# Mathematical theory of elasticity, ONTI, 
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in that same plane is equal to 

òu'/òy, where it will be positive, 

if it occurs in the direction of 

positive u', i.e., in a direction 

the reverse of the first turn. 

0 
I 

Fig. 21.1. De¬ 
termination of 
rotation of an 
element about 
the z-axis. 

r By turn o)z of face xy about axis z 

we will understand the haIfsum of 

magnitudes dv'/dx and -ôu’/ôy, 

determining as it were the "average” 

value of turns about z of various straight lines passing through 

point 0 and lying on face xy. Analogous reasonings lead to the fol¬ 

lowing formulas for turns of the element about axes x, y and z: 

* I (dw' dv'\ 
“2' Vy A* ) * 

(21.7) 

We shall consider that deformations of elongation and shearing, 

occurring in plane of every face, according to (6) are small as com¬ 

pared to "average" turns of the face a>. cd, cd . and, in turn, these 
Z X y y 

magnitudes are small with respect to 1. But then during determination 

of new position of unit vectors of coordinate axes one should con¬ 

sider, e.g,, that the face of the element xy is a rigid disk, turning 

about axis z an angle equal to coz. This gives possibility of 

writing a table of approximate values of cosines of angles, which 

rotated unit vectors 1», J» and k» of axes x, y and z will constitute 

with their initial directions (Fig. 21.2). 

We now write equation of equilibrium of the element of a body 

in a neighboring state, considering fundamental stresses after 

rotation, secondary stresses and mass forces. Considering secondary 



stresses small as compared to fundamental ones, we will not consider 

their rotation. 

of unit vectors of 
coordinate axes. 

Equation of type (1) in projections on axis x will have form* 

tfc K + XMMmf ■+ 3x) + ^ (V ~ °y “i + 

-f- + Vr)H-¿ (*„ - V«; -r ^ Vv) °- (21.8) 

Here increments of forces in planes with normals 1», j', k* con¬ 

secutively are projected on axis x taking into account first line 

of table of cosines. Subtracting (2) from (8), we obtain finally 

¿ ft +*>;)+ ¿ft,- *>;+ 

+ V“i) + diftjr - «V + 3,‘%) = 0- (21.9) 

By analogy we write two other equations.» 

SJrfty + ¿ft + vX ~ Vwx)+ 

+ Si (“ó + - V'x) = 0. 

¿JT ("** ~ay^ 'nm'x) + ¿ ft* — y* "Í + 3, o H“ 

(21.10) 

+ ¿ ft ~ C S + > O "= °- ( 21.11 ) 

It is possible to present these equations in somewhat different 

form. Since we agreed to disregard deformations as compared to 

rotations, then during calculation of a)', cd', a)* will set 
x y z 

■»' 1 n , dv' . újf' . 
1*9 Sj òx ^fy* di oy ^ ®* 

»" 3=:^ i Ö«' 
==: OX ' </* 0. (21.12) 
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Then, by (7) we find 

10' ^.àu’ _ dw' , _ Ov* <ÍM, , 
»■• * {21.13) 

If we turn, for example, to equation (11), then, using (13), we can 

give it form 

a* (*" ^ “ïr v) ^ ( V+^ + 
+*iT7)+ff(**+i"^ + ,»^-)=0 (21.14) 

In equations of type (9) or (14) stresses, as before, can be 

expressed by deformations by the formulas 

=-1-77(^+[=35 ^ ■=;,= 2,4,1 (21.15) 
. i » i 

where & ■ + + and then deformation and rotations are 

expressed In shifts according to (6) and (7). Then we obtain three 

homogeneous equations for u', v* and w*. 

Let us turn to boundary conditions for a neighboring state of 

the body. Let us assume here that during transition from base state 

to a neighboring one the external load remains constant in magnitude 

and direction. Then for the new position we have 

(*m - ++•;)/+4 
■*“ + *ir)m+(•« - '„“i 4 4 a - /»,. ( 21.16 ) 

Substracting first equality (5) from (i6), we obtain 

(3* “*ymt4 ‘„",)/4 (“'jj — 9ym't -f- 

+vS)m 4 (vr - ‘iy«; -i- a;«»;) « o ( 21.17 ) 

The other two conditions it is possible to write by analogy. 

Thus, problem is reduced to investigation of a system of homo¬ 

geneous equations, containing shifts u», v», w' (or equations, 

equivalent to them), where fundamental stresses a°, T°y, ... in (17) 

are considered certain given functions of coordinates. If fundamental 

stresses are proportional to a certain parameter X, then, finding 
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magnitude of X, at which these equations have a nontrivial solution, 

we obtain the so-called eigenvalues of the problem about stability in 

the small; they correspond to branching points (bifurcation) of 

equilibrium forms (when examining problem in linear formulation). As 

a rule, in elastic systems to every eigenvalue of a problem there 

corresponds one natural form, i.e., one definite form of loss of 

stability. It is possible, however, to imagine that in certain cases 

(for instance, for plates or shells) to some eigenvalue there will 

correspond two, three, etc., forms of loss of stability (different 

buckled states); then we will obtain eigenvalues of second, third, 

etc., multiplicity. If we compare consecutive eigenvalues of a prob¬ 

lem of stability of a system, then it appear that the least of them 

has direct practical meaning, since it corresponds to loss of stabil¬ 

ity of the base state; this value also determines first Euler critical 

load or, in terminology adopted by us, upper critical load. As for 

the following of points of bifurcation, then to them only unstable 

branches converge, and equilibrium states corresponding to all these 

branches are not realized. 

We compare equations obtained by us with those, which we used 

for plates. We take, for instance, equation (14). Considering o°, 

°y, an<* Txy as no^ d®Pending on coordinates and, furthermore, taking 

Tzx " Tzy * 0 and az * °' we obtain 

,rW' n ■ **** + ¿y + 9, 4 2\,y ~O.k 0Ÿ T U-V 

After Integration with respect to thickness of plate we easily obtain 

those equations which lay at the base of solution of linear problems 

of stability. In order to obtain analogous dependences of the theory 

of stability of shells, one should express basic dependences in 
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curvilinear coordinates [see § 120], 

We compare equations of equilibrium of type (2), pertaining to 

base state, and equations (14), corresponding to transition from base 

state to a neighboring one. Both groups of equations are linear, 

but they have different meaning. Equations of second type must be 

considered equations obtained by linearization of certain nonlinear 

dependences, describing large shifts of the system (see § 201), since 

these equations of second type are derived taking into account rota¬ 

tion of an element of the body. Therefore, it is possible to say 

that ultimately every stability problem is nonlinear. There arises 

the question: are points of bifurcation, found with help of linearized 

equations, the same, as if they were obtained proceeding from non¬ 

linear dependences? This question was considered with help of methods 

of functional analysis.* It turned out that for practically important 

cases, when to critical values of parameter X there corresponds only 

one definite form of buckling (or, in general, an odd number of such 

forms, i.e,, when eigenvalues have odd multiplicity), all eigenvalues 

of linearized equations are points of bifurcation of a nonlinear 

problem. Meanwhile, if eigenvalues have even multiplicity, such 

coincidence cannot take place. 

§ 199« Energy Criterion for Stability in the Small. 
Lagrange-¿irlchlet Theorem. 

Let us turn to the energy criterion of stability in the smell. 

This criterion in application to a conservative system with a finite 

number of degrees of freedom is based on known Lagrange-Dirichlet 

♦See M. A. Krasnoselskiy, Topological methods in theory of non¬ 
linear integral equations, Gostekhizdat. 1956; I. I. Vorovich, Reports 
of Acad, of Sei., USSR, 122, No. 1 (1958). 



theorem.» which is formulated as follows. If in a certain (base) 

state of a conservative system the potential energy Is minimum with 

respect to values of energy for all adjacent (deflected) states of 

the system, then base position Is a position of stable equilibrium. 

For proof we assume that in the base position generalized coordinates 

^2* •••> are e<lual to zero, potential energy 3 for that 

position we also take equal to zero. For adjacent positions of the 

system, where |q^| < e and |q^| < e and condition 3(0, 0, ..,, 0) = 

min * 0 will be 3 > 0. But then total energy E, consisting of 

kinetic T and potential 3, will be for these positions E * T + 3 > 0, 

since always T > 0. We note values of E for different states on the 

boundary of the region e and establish the least from these values E*. 

We assume that magnitude E changes continuously inside region ej here 

there can be found such a narrow region 6 inside e, for which we 

have IqJ <6, (qj <6, and energy will be E < E». We select coor¬ 

dinates qt and velocity q1, satisfying this condition, as initial, 

and then initial energy E° (for t * 0) will be E° < E*. But since, 

for conservative system, total energy remains constant, then for all 

the subsequent time energy of the system will be E = E° < E*. Here 

the system will appear stable, since for any t > 0 coordinates and 

velocity will leave the bounds of e. 

Judging by given proof, Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem may be 

extended to systems, on which there act, in addition to potential 

forces, also dissipative forces; for such systems E < E^ < E#, i.e,. 

»This theorem was formulated first by J. Lagrance (see 
’Analytical mechanics," Vol. i, 1950, p. 97)) Ä belongs to P ß 
Lejeune-Dirichlet (see the same book of Lagrange, p, 537). Here* 

1960°11OW F* R’ Gantmakherj see his "Lecture on analytical mechanics," 
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motion will be accompanied by energy dissipation. 

A. M. Itfapunov gave for two important cases a conversion of the 

Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem. In one case there is considered a 

certain (base) equilibrium position of the system, in which potential 

energy is maximum with respect to energy of adjacent positions, 

where this maximum corresponds to members of lowest (not necessarily 

the second) order in the expansion of potential energy on coordinates 

in this case base position is unstable. In another theorem we 

talk about the case when we know only that energy in the basic 

equilibrium position is not minimum] such a position will be unstable, 

if absence of minimum is determined by members of the second order 

in the expansion of potential energy. 

All the given theorems pertained to systems with a finite 

number of degrees of freedom. Generalization of them for case of a 

system with an infinitely great number of degrees of freedom is the 

subject of a number of investigations* and has not yet been completed. 

But, as was already said during solution of many problems an elastic 

construction is considered as a system with a finite number of 

degrees of freedom, and then the fundamental theorems can be directly 

applied. 

The theorems of Lagrange-Dirichlet and tyapunov indicate a way 

of finding critical load. Considering small deflections of a system 

from its base state, we will present increase of total potential 

energy in the form 

A3 

*See. e.g., A. A. Movchan, Applied mathematics and physics, 24 
(i960), 988-1001. 
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in linear problems the following members of the expansion will be 

absent, since energy is quadratic form of generalized coordinates. 

For any equilibrium state 53 = 0; therefore, the character of equili¬ 

brium must be judged by the sign of the second variation. Equilibrium 

will be stable when 623 > 0 and unstable when 623 <0. But first 

upper critical load corresponds to transition from stable equilibrium 

positions to unstable ones; consequently, for that the value of load 
p 

should be 6 3 =* 0. If system has n degrees of freedom and deflections 

from the base state are determined by generalized coordinates q^, 

q2> •••» qni then the second variation can be presented in the form 

»2 a _ » » , ù*3 s n , . _ 
0 3 = — + r-r W]+ • •. 4 2 

àç\ Otfj 
d*.9 

ûlt úç. 
«Il '*h 

2 
Condition 6 3 * 0 is equivalent here to the following equation, 

containing coefficients of the given series:* 

dq{ ûq/ " 

d*3 à»3 

^2^1 

I 

(21.18) 

Roots of this equation determine all critical loads, including the 

least of them. 

We did not distinguish here "classical" problems of stability, 

in which subcritical loading is simple, and upper critical load is a 

point of bifurcation, and problems with complex loading, when critical 

load constitutes a limit point. In both cases the branch of stable 

solutions is linked at the first point with the branch of unstable 

solutions. Question of to what branch the critical point itself 

P. 
»See N. G. Chetayev, Stability of motion, Gostekhizdat, 1955, 

1 
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pertains remains vague here; it may be considered only during solution 

of nonlinear problem taking into account highest members of expansion 

of A3 (see § 202). 

A number of examples of application of the energy criterion were 

given in sections pertaining to bars and plates. 

§ 200. Dynamic Criterion of Stability in the Large. 

Till now we considered criterion of stability of the basic 

equilibrium state of an elastic system as compared to adjacent states. 

As we know, in many problems, pertaining, first of all, to a shell, 

more important is the study of stability in the large. Loss of 

stability practically is accomplished for such systems not by means 

of continuous shift of equilibrium forms, but suddenly. Since new 

states of equilibrium turn out to be remote from the initial, then 

problems of stability in the large are essentially nonlinear. Appli¬ 

cation of a dynamic criterion consists in investigating character of 

nonlinear oscillations of system about its equilibrium positions. 

Of special interest here is case when construction may be reduced 

to a conservative system with one degree of freedom. Then character 

of equilibrium is determined by curves on the so-called phase plane.* 

These curves express dependence between generalized coordinate Ç and 

generalized velocity Ç ensuing from law of conservation of energy 

E = T +3 = const, on the condition of invariability of level of load. 

3y E here is understood total reserve of energy obtained by system 

at the initial moment of time. In Fig. 21,3a is shown curve of Ç(Ç) 

for case, when load does not reach lower critical value. System here 

♦See, e.g,, I. M. Babakov, Theory of oscillations, 1958, 
Gostekhizdat, p. 510 et seq. 
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Fig. 21.3. Curves on the phase 
plane. 

has a single stable equilibrium position, corresponding to point A. 

This singular point carries the name of the center; it is surrounded 

by closed nonintersecting lines (phase trajectories), each of which 

corresponds to a definite reserve of energy E. Above in the same 

figure is depicted dependence 3(C). As we see, to center A there 

corresponds a minimum value of 3. 

The following curve. Fig. 21.313, contains phase trajectories for 

case when load exceeds lower critical value. Here there are two 

centers, A and C, between which there lies another singular point B, 

called the saddle; it corresponds to the unstable equilibrium state. 

Depending upon which initial values Çq and Çq are given to the system, 

we will obtain oscillation around one of the stable positions or 

oscillations, embracing both these positions. As can be seen from 

upper graph, to the saddle there corresponds the maximum value of 3. 

Finally, curve in Fig. 21.3c corresponds to case when load is 

exactly equal to lower critical magnitude. At point D one of centers 

coincides with the saddle. On graph of energy to position D there 

corresponds a point of inflection from the horizontal tangent. 

Examples of phase trajectories for shells, considered as a 

system with one degree of freedom, were given by E. I. Grigolyuk* 

♦See News of Acad, of Sei., USSR, Dept, of Tech. Sei., No. 3 
(1955), 55-68. 
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and the author [0.3, p. 29^]. Above, in Chapter XVIII, we also gave 

an example pertaining to cylindrical panel, when oscillations embraced 

different stable eQulllbrlum statesj here the panel was presented as 

a system with several degrees of freedom. 

§ 201. Static Criterion of Stability in the Large. 

As we have seen, for a system with one degree of freedom, 

analysis of character of nonlinear oscillations of construction is 

relatively simple, but for system with large number of degrees of 

freedom it is fairly complicated. Therefore, research on stability 

in the large, is based, as a rule, on a static criterion. Equations, 

describing different equilibrium states removed from each other, 

remain here nonlinear. We shall become acquainted with the structure 

of such static equations, pertaining to a three-dimensional problem.* 

We will not give here general relationships of the nonlinear theory 

of elasticity, but will immediately introduce those assumptions, 

which are appropriate during investigation of stability of a flexible 

construction. They are the fact that it is possible to disregard 

components of deformations, if they enter in equations along with 

rotations, and that both deformations and rotations are small as 

compared to 1. 

Henceforth we shall reject separate consideration of deformation 

of a body in the base state and during transition to the new state, 

as in § i98, and we shall consider an undeformed position of the 

body as the initial state. 

♦This question was investigated by V. V. Novozhilov [21.6], V. V. 
Bolotin [21.1] and ochers. Survey of literature on general relation¬ 
ships of nonlinear theory of elasticity is given by K. Z. Galimov 
[21.4]. Following presentation is built basically from book of V. V. 
Novozhilov [21.8]. 
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We designate by u, v and w shift of points of the body along 

axes of Cartesian system of coordinates x, y and z. Deformations of 

elongation turns out to be equal to* 

i 

y 

and deformations of shearing are equal to 

(21.1Ç) 

■r ,)1, z. I ÒV . 
ry oy OX OX oy ^ ox oy ox Oy ' 

Y - jl1' 4. i àu i »){> ()c ! Oip 0{¿> 

y’ " t,s ¿y ^ '•/ 0; 'T oy Vi' 1 Oy os * 
Y -r ■ àu . Ou Ou , /»t. (iv Ow oir 

o.\ OS 1 OS OX 1 OS Ox r OS O V 

(21.20) 

If we consider shifts u and v small as compared to w and disregard 

in (19) and (20) nonlinear members containing u and v, then we 

obtain the formulas for ex, ey, and 7xy, which were derived in Chapter 

VII for flexible plates. 

We use, further, approximate dependences of type (13): 

^ ‘h’ ^ .» 0,1 ^ dle ^ 0o on 
Oy ^ os " r' os " iix " u'r ox ' ~ ov ' (21.21) 

end designate linear components ex, 7xy, etc., by ex 7xy ...; 

disregarding squares of these magnitudes as compared to squares 

of rotations, we obtain 

+5 (■;+«»). 

'r. ' + j(“5 + *í)' 

V - Ly.., - 

V..,- 

w4“*r- 

(21.22) 

♦See book of F. F. Papkovich, indicated in § 198, p. 69. 
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Equations of equilibrium of an element of a body we compose 

using former assumptions about relative magnitude of deformations and 

rotations. Then cosines of angles, constituted by unit vectors of 

rotated axes of coordinates with fixed axes x, y and z, are determined 

the same table as on p. 996 , but replacement of oj on m , etc 
X X 

Reasoning Just as in § 198, we obtain equation of equilibrium in the 

form (mass forces, as before, we ignore) 

(21.23) 

Let us consider again as an example a flexible plate. We take 

rotations in the plane of plate to be negligible [cd = 0] and do not 

consider in the first two equations members depending on tangential 

stresses xxy, Tyz. If, furthermore, we take relationship (21), then 

system (23) will take on form 

"W.r ~t) f ^ ~0x* + 2t*y d.rdy ^ 9y Hÿ* ~ 0: 

these equations also lie at the base of the nonlinear theory of 

plates (see Chapter VII). 

Boundary conditions in general preserve the same form as in 

§ 198; the first condition is composed by (i6): 

(®4T ~xymt “t "x*®y) ^ (*,X -f“ m “t 
+ (r,v — V** + v*»' « -- Pr (21.24) 



where px is component of external load; we assume that external 

forces do not change their magnitude and direction. 

We write, then, relationships between stresses and deformations 

of type (15): 

9* '' T+ :* (*r I - 2;»fi) • 2(1 4- T ry (21.25) 

If we substitute in (23) values of ax, Txy, ... from (25) and 

use dependences (19) and (20), then we arrive at equations for shifts 

u, V and w. In distinction from the equations composed in § I98, 

they will now be nonlinear, and this is explained by the structure of 

formulas (I9) and (20) or (22) for components of deformations. Thus, 

nonlinearity here has a geometric sense and is caused by the fact 

that shifts are considered not small, but terminal. If it is necessary 

to consider also physical nonlinearity, then relationships (25) must 

be replaced by corresponding dependences pertaining to the considered 

system. In all preceding calculations we considered deformations and 

rotations small as compared to 1, otherwise we had to consider not 

only change of orientation of faces of the element, but also change 

of area of faces; furthermore, table of cosines, shown on p.996 , 

would have a different form (see [21,8]). 

System of equations for u, v and w may be replaced by an 

equivalent system, containing, e.g., one of shifts and, furthermore 

a function of stresses, as we did in examining a flexible plate; 

but, then we must write dependences, ensuing from (19) and (20) and 

expressing the condition of compatibility of deformations. 

Solution of the final system of equations determines dependence 

between parameter of load X and magnitudes characterizing deformed 

state of body. In a number of problems we sought to establish the 

value of lower critical load. We try now to give a more strict 
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definition of this concept. We recall, first, that course of reason¬ 

ing which led us to the concept of an upper critical load. We con¬ 

sidered the fundamental stable stress. Then we increased parameter X 

and determined point of branching of solutions, considering that at 

this point where X * XB the fundamental state ceases to be stable. 

Now we approach the problem from the other direction. We assume 

that with sufficiently large value of X in a given region of character¬ 

istics there occurs stable secondary equilibrium states, differing 

from the base state (for instance, moment states for shell, when base 

state is momentless). We decrease parameter X. and trace the character 

of solutions, determining secondary states. That value of parameter 

x> at which secondary states of body cease to be stable, we call 

lower critical value XH. We assume at the same time that for values 

of X, smaller than Xg, there can take place secondary states (for 

instance, moment states for a shell), but they already are unstable.* 

If construction is ideal, i.e., it completely corresponds to given 

model, then with a load corresponding to XH, there can occur a sudden 

transition of construction from a secondary state to the base state. 

Prom given definitions it follows that "first" lower critical 

load must not lie above the "first" upper critical load. Actually, 

when X * Xg in the neighborhood of the base state there appear certain 

secondary states, which we consider stable. Consequently, we should 

have relationship XH < XB.** 

♦Such states are found, for instance, for an elongated cylindrical 
panel, subject to lateral load (see [0.3], p. 244). 

**It is possible, indeed, to imagine that interval of fundamental 
stable states is broken at a certain point X = XB, and secondary 

stable states appear only at higher value of X, but such case is 
hypothetical. 



In preceding chapters we understood by lower critical load that 

load at which basic form of equilibrium ceases to be unique. For 

system with one degree of freedom both approaches lead to the same 

result. But in case of system with two or more degrees of freedom 

together with growth of number of points of bifurcation (values of 

linearized) the number of lower points of branches of diagram "load- 

characteristic of deformation" is increased.* 

But of these lower points only that which corresponds to loss of 

stability of secondary forms of equilibrium has practical value. The 

following point corresponds to shift from one form of instability to 

another. Consequently, during determination of lower critical param¬ 

eter of load, which is the basis for practical calculations, we 

should study namely those solutions of the initial equations which 

correspond to stable secondary positions. This circumstance must be 

taken into account when using different approximate methods of 

integration of the initial equations. Method of Ritz gives possibility 

to directly investigate energy of system and to derive solutions, 

corresponding to stable states. Method of Bubnov-Galerkin, applied 

to equations formally, can lead to unstable solutions.** If we use 

method of finite differences and calculations are conducted with help 

of digital computers, here it is necessary to deal with results 

cautiously. However, experience shows that unstable solutions can 

be obtained in the process of machine computation only as an exception. 

*In above-indicated example with a cylindrical panel, reduced 
to a system with two degrees of freedom, we found two upper and two 
lower points of diagram. 

**This signifies solutions corresponding to unstable forms of 
equilibrium. 
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Thus, theory of stability of elastic system in the large is 

closely tied with qualitative theory of nonlinear differential 

equations. A number of results, pertaining to shallow flexible shells, 

were obtained in this direction by I. I. Vorovich [21.3]. By methods 

of functional analysis he showed that in those cases when initial 

state of shell is momentless, there always exists a number X# > -oo 

such that for X < X# there is possible a unique form of equilibrium 

and at the same time, in the interval of values of parameter X# < 

< X < X# + e (where e is any arbitrarily small positive number) there 

exist such X to which, besides momentless, there corresponds at least 

one moment form of equilibrium of the shell. These values of X# 

satisfy relationship X# < XB, where XB is lowest eigenvalue of 

linearized problem, corresponding to point of bifurcation of the 

initial equations. Thus, for the most important class of nonlinear 

problems there is strictly proven possibility of obtaining no unique 

solution of initial equations for loads, lying lower than Eulerian, 

§ 202. Energy Criterion of Stability in the Large. 

As we have seen, in seeking practically valuable branches of 

solutions of nonlinear problem it is important to determine character 

of corresponding forms of equilibrium; an essential role here is played 

by the energy criterion. Using it, we are able, first of all, to 

definitize our ideas about equilibrium forms of a conservative system 

near the point of bifurcation, i.e., at loads, differing little 

from upper critical value. 

Let us consider the case of a system with one degree of freedom.* 

♦Investigation of this case belongs to W. T. Koiter [21.14]. 
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We designate parameter of load by p and parameter of characteristic 

shift (e.g*, deflection of the shell) by Ç. In distinction from 

linear problem (§ 199)> we can now present energy taking into account 

higher powers of Ç, Let us assume that in expression for dimension¬ 

less total energy 3* there are retained powers of Ç up to and including 

tlle fourfrh and this expression has the form 

•** « ca <* - p) c* - cp+C«;<, ( 21.2 6 ) 

where PB is the parameter of upper critical load, C± are certain 

constants. We met examples of expressions of such type for energy 

in problems pertaining to flexible plates and shells. 

Let us consider first of all the critical state and set n « n . 
-- r 

Let us assume at first that / 0; then the member containing 

can be rejected, so that we have 3* - -C^5. When > 0 and Ç > 0 

or ^ 0 and Ç < 0 transition to adjacent state will be accompanied 

by a drop of total energyj therefore, here the equilibrium state 

corresponding to p will be unstablei this conclusion ensues also 

from Lyapunov*s first theorem (p. 1001), If however, * 0, then we 

should study expression 3* - When C4 > 0 deflection of system 

from base state will be connected with Increase of the energy level, 

and critical state will be stable. Conversely, when < 0 it will 

be unstable. 

We turn now to equilibrium forms for levels of load lying some¬ 

what above or below critical. If we consider only members of the 

second power, we obtain, 3* - C2(pB- p)Ç2. Considering the base 

state to be stable when p < pB, will obtain C2 > 0. When C, / 0 we 

reject again the member with Ç . Considering that adjacent state is 

an equilibrium state, we write equality ò3*/òÇ * 0 where Ç / 0; then 
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we obtain 

~ 7QTs=:2(P — P*)C2 

If C, > 0, then with a load exceeding p , i.e., when p > p , we have 

Ç < 0, ò23#/àC2 > 0, so that deflected states will be stable; when 

p < Pb we obtain Ç > 0, a23#/dC2 < 0, which indicates instability. 

In Pig. 2Í.4 is depicted diagram p(Ç) for > 0 and * 0 pertaining 

to Ç0 - 0 (absence of initial deflections); branches of stable states 

are depicted by solid lines, of unstable, by dotted line. At 

upper critical point A there occurs exchange of stability between 

branches,* where actual critical point belongs, as we saw, to the 

unstable branch (black circle). 

point of branching belongs 
to unstable branch. 

We shall next analyze the cases 

C4 > 0; point of branching 

belongs to stable branch. 

* 0 and / 0. When > 0 

♦Properties of such diagrams,containing points of bifurcation, 
were first investigated by Poincare (Acta mathematica 7 (1885), 
259-380) in connection with study of figures of equilibrium of 
celestial bodies; in problems of elastic stability these diagrams were 
investigated by Q. Yu. Dzhanelidze [21.5], V. V. Bolotin [21.1] and 
other authors• 
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we have 

(P — P%), = 4Ca(p — ps). 

Hence we conclude that when P > p adjacent equilibrium states will 
43 

be stable as shown in Fig. 21.5* where point A for p * p,,.. should 

belong to the stable branch (light circle). Conversely, when < 0 

curves for p(Ç) will be turned with convexity upwards (Fig. 21.6) 

and point A will belong to branch of instability. 

Let us consider, further, 

influence of initial perturbations 

(for instance, initial deflection 

in the case of a shell) on behavior 

of a system. We write augmented 

expression for energy in the form 

s*=ca </v « - P) - cp+cp - c0pV- 
(21.27) 

where is parameter of initial perturbation, p_ is upper critical 
b, 

load for an ideal system. Analysis of expressions for ò3*/dÇ and 
2 # g 

O 3 /òçc leads to following conclusions. In case > 0, Ç > 0 or 

Ctj * 0, C4 < 0 diagrams of p(Ç) have boundary points as shown in 

Figs. 21.4 and 21.6, where these points belong to unstable branches. 

When * 0, C4 > 0 all equilibriums form turn out to be stable (Fig. 

21.5). 

As an example, corresponding to Fig. 21.4, we can use a cylindri¬ 

cal panel, compressed along its generatrix (§ 159), and for Fig. 

21.5, a compressed reinforced plate (§ 88). An example of a con¬ 

struction corresponding to diagram of Fig. 21.6 is given in article 

of B. L. Nikolai [21.7], 
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Analogously we can investigate equilibrium states adjacent to 

lower critical point p , This point, as we have seen, divides region 
mm 

of instability and stability. Consequently, when p * p the second 
H 

variation of total energy should turn into zero: 6^3* * o. 

Finally, the power criterion can to a certain extent serve 

for determination of load at which we should expect snapping of 

real constructions. Certain authors offered to take as the basis of 

calculation for stability in the large not the lower critical load, 

but such load p , at which energy of base state is equal to energy 

of snapped state. It should be noted, however, that in those con¬ 

crete problems which have been solved till now magnitude p exceeds 
3 

Ph slightly (within 10^) j therefore, this proposal does not have 

essential practical value. At the same time during the presence of 

sufficient perturbations snapping to a stable state with higher energy 

levels can occur. Obviously, question of realization of various 

equilibrium forms may be solved only by probability methods. 

We discussed above only criterion of stability of equilibrium of 

deformed bodies in application to conservative and partly to dissipa¬ 

tive systems, these criteria lie at the base of all methods of solution 

of particular problems for such systems familiar to us. Criterion of 

stability of systems having an influx of energy from without must be 

considered specially (see, e.g., § 21). 

We turn now to the case when a conservative system is subjected 

to combined loading« 

§ 203« Criterion of Stability with a Combined Load. 

Let us assume that loss of stability of an elastic system may 

occur during action of loads of different form. For instance, for a 
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reinforced rectangular plate such loads may be compressive forces in 

several directions or shearing forces. 

Let us assume that wc have found critical value of loads during 

their separate application, and we consider case when they act 

Jointly in some combination.» 

We assume that a system having one degree of freedom is subjected 

to action of two loads of different type and that we are investigating 

stability of the system in the small. 

In Fig. 21.7 on the axes are 

laid off parameters of loads P and 

Qj critical values of them in 

separate application we shall de¬ 

signate by P# and Q#, and in com¬ 

bined action, by PB and QB. Point 

A noted in Fig. 21.7 has coordi¬ 

nates PQ, Qq, lying within limits 

0 < p0 < PB, 0 < Qq < Qp. obvi- 

Fig. 21.7, Transition 
from region of stability 
to region of instability 
during combined load. 

ously, point A is in region of stability belonging to the base state. 

Total energy corresponding point A we will present in the form 

^ « y (• — ßP0 — iQjq* = J W. (21.28) 

where q is generalized coordinate, varying during transition from the 

base state to a neighboring one. Derivative turns into zero 

only when q - 0; proceeding from the criterion of stability of the 

base state, we find 

♦In general form the problem of stability under combined load 
was first solved by P. F. Papkovich [0.7]. 
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Further, we vary the loads, applied to system, considering 

P^Pt + Xk, <? = <?„ +AÏ. 

In Fig. 21.7 magnitude X is plotted along ray An; parameters k 

and l represent directing cosines of the ray, k * cos(xOi), I = 

* cos(y, n). Since work of external loads is subtracted from total 

energy of the system, then for the new state we have 

+ t0| qi (21#2( 

Designating (ßk + *yl) by *, we obtain 

IX) q2, ^ = (21.30) 

If parameters k and l are positive, then we always have ¿ > 0; 

with negative k and l we have $ < 0. If one of parameter k and l are 

positive, and the other negative (ray A'n* depicted in Fig. 21.7) 

it may be that $ > 0 or * < 0. Depending upon sign of $ system will 

behave differently with increase of X. 

Let us assume that ^ > 0, Then for a certain value of X we 

obtain 

^jr~*%—*X = 0. (21.31) 

which corresponds to the criterion of loss of stability; consequently, 

we will find the first pair of critical loads PB, o,B. With further 

growth of X we always will have 

^»«•-tATcO. (21.32) 

so that equilibrium will be unstable. 

Let us assume that Fig. 21.7 equality (31) is satisfied for 

points B and B*; these points will lie on the boundary line separating 

stable region from the unstable. If we move along ray An from point 

A, after we pass point B, we no longer can return to region of 

stability; the same pertains to transition from A* to B' along A'n*. 
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When * < 0, magnitude ò23/òq2 cannot turn into zero, and consequently, 

we always will be in the region of stability. 

Thus, passing a ray from any point of the region of stability 

in an arbitrary direction, we can either intersect a boundary line, 

and only once, or not intersect it at all. It is easy to see that 

the boundary, line satisfying such requirement cannot be turned with 

its convexity facing the region of stability. This meâns that 

boundary line should consist of sections of straight lines or sections 

of curves, turned with their convexity toward the region of instability 

(Fig. 21.8). Here the angle of inclination of straight sections, 

tangent to curved sections, should change monotonically. 

This conclusion gives us the 

possibility of establishing approxi¬ 

mate values of critical forces 

during combined load. Actually, 

points P# and Q, are connectable 

by a straight line (Pig. 21.9); 

obviously, its points give critical 

combinations of forces P and Q 

Í ' 

Fig. 21.8. Boundary 
lines, separating 
stable region from 
unstable. 

Fig. 21.9. Approxi¬ 
mate determination 
of boundary line for 
zone of stability. 

either exactly, or approximately, 

but in the second case always with 

a certain margin of stability. 

Let us assume that we know 

the position of the tangent to 

boundary lines at points P * P# 

and Q » Q# (Pig, 21.9)i then the 

sought boundary curves must lie 

between line P^ and these tangents. Equation of the "safe" line 
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has the form 

(21.33) 

These results are simple to spread to case when system Is sub¬ 

jected to action of three loads of different type, P, Q, R; Instead 

of a two dimensional picture we obtain a three-dimensional one; 

Instead of a boundary line, a surface; Instead of straight sections, 

planes. With a number of loads greater than three we must pass to a 

multl-dlmenslonal space. 

Analogous conclusions may be obtained also In the more complex 

case, when system has n degrees of freedom [0.7], B. M. Broude 

extended these conclusions to nonlinear problems pertaining to 

stability In the large. It turned out that the given criteria of 

stability during combined loading can In certain cases serve for 

determination of not only the upper, but also the lower critical loads. 

This question requires additional Investigation. 

§ 204, Certain Problems for Further Investigation 

In conclusion we shall enumerate certain urgent problems of the 

theory of stability of elastic systems, which we already discussed 

In part above. Most Important from the practical point of view— 
t 

especially for aviation—are, at present, problems pertaining to 

stability of shells. It is necessary, using digital computers, to find 

reliable data for calculation of shells for stability In the large. 

The basic purpose here is determination of deflnltlzed values of lower 
i 

critical loads. It Is desirable to consider anew cases of a circular 
i 

cylindrical shell, subjected to axial compression, external pressure 
i 

and torsion, spherical and ellipsoidal shells under external pressure, 

shallow shells of different outline In plane during action of 
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lateral load. It Is desirable to investigate different cases of com¬ 

bined loading of circular cylindrical shells; special attention should 

be given to problem of joint action of internal pressure and axial 

compression or torsion. 

Of essential practical value are problems of stability of rein¬ 

forced shells. It is necessary to consider more specifically dif¬ 

ferent modi;!" of such constructions—the anisotropic shell with dis¬ 

persed rigidity of ribs and a smooth shell with discrete ribs—and 

to establish limits of application of such models. It is important 

to find methods for rational designing of reinforced shells of mini¬ 

mum weight. 

Shell prepared from glass-fiber plastics enjoy ever wider appli¬ 

cation in different regions of technology, however, data for cal¬ 

culation of such shelu'. is extremely scarce. Here it is important 

to establish what models must be taken as the basis of investigations 

for shells of one or another structure, and depending upon this to 

compose initial equations, originating from the theory of orthotropic 

shells from the general theory of anisotropic shells. Further, it is 

necessary to clarify for what circle of such shells we should consider 

stability in the large. It is necessary experimentally to establish 

basic elastic characteristics for shells of different structure. 

The number of works devoted to sandwich shells is sufficiently 

great, but at present there is not yet reliable data for calculation 

for stability sandwich shells of average length experiencing external 

pressure and torsion, and also these forms of load in combination 

with axial compression. These problems must be solved not only in 

linear, but also in nonlinear formulation. Little experimental data 

has been accumulated for such shells. 
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Question of stability of shells in the small and in the large 

beyond the elastic limit requires significant attention. It is 

desirable to find how appropriate it is to use here one or another 

theory of plasticity, especially with finite shifts, and to obtain 

practically accessible methods of solution of concrete problems. 

Further, it is necessary to determine upper and lower critical loads 

for shells of different outline. 

Question of thermal buckling of shells and plates awaits further 
» 

development. Here it is important to consider reinforced shells 

with one or another distributive law of temperatures by section of 

skin and reinforcing ribs, and also on the surface of the skin, and to 
i 

determine values of critical temperatures. The question of buckling 

of plates and shells during a thermal shock has still been little 

developed. 

Problem of stability of shells, plates and bars during creep 

also needs development. It is necessary to analyze anew available 

criteria and methods of determination of critical time, comparing 

them with experimental data for different materials. Essential is 

the question about stability of shells in the large during creep. 

Criterion of stability in temperature problems must be generalized 

proceeding from thermodynamic relationships for reversible and 

irreversible processes. 

Urgent are problems pertaining to stability of shells, plates 

and bars during dynamic loading. It is desirable to investigate 

stability of shells and plates during very fast (shock) loading, 

taking into account propagation of waves in the middle surface. In 

available works there are considered, as a rule, elements of con¬ 

structions with "equally-possible" initial imperfections of different 
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types. For real constructions various forms of initial imperfections 

can predominate; in this case it is necessary to expect jumps from 

some forms of buckling to others in the process of dynamic loading. 

There arises the question; is it possible to realize passage to 

the limit from a problem for a construction with initial imperfections 

to the problem of behavior of an ideal constructio-i? Solution of 

this question will give possibility of more strictly approaching the 

concept of dynamic critical load. For practical calculations it is 

also important to determine magnitude of work which may be absorbed 

by a construction up to moment of buckling. It is desirable to 

investigate the problem of dynamic stability of closed shells, con¬ 

taining a fluid, taking into account the reduced mass of the fluid. 

It is desirable to continue solving problems of stability of 

shells for that case when the fundamental stress is a moment one. 

This pertains to a short cylindrical shell subjected to external pres¬ 

sure or joint action of axial compression and internal pressure, to 

shallow shells supporting a normal load, etc. Here it is useful to 

consider bifurcational problems, when initial form of shell is 

replaced successively by forms of different type and there appear 

various numbers of shallow dents. In certain problems (for instance, 

with internal pressure in a closed shell) it is necessary to consider 

development of plastic flows in the base state. 

Especially important are studies in the application of statistical 

methods for calculation of constructions for stability. This pertains, 

first of all, to stability of shells in the large. All available 

statistical approaches to the problem should be intensely developed. 

It is necessary to study distributive laws of initial imperfections 

for real shells with different techniques of manufacture and 
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probability characterisitics of loads experienced by elements of 

various constructions. Application of statistical methods should 

explain experimental data with respect to scattering of critical 

loads and at the same time introduce a more reliable basis for design¬ 

ing real constructions. In examining dynamic stability of construc¬ 

tions it is necessary to apply statistical methods pertaining to 

random processes. 

Various methods of solution of particular problems of stability 

must be examined, proceeding from possibilities of digital computer 

techniques. It is desirable to apply digital computers to the pre¬ 

liminary stages of solution of problems by the Ritz method, starting 

from determination of the energy. It is necessary to learn to 

separate stable branches of solutions from unstable ones during 

application of method of finite differences or method of collocation. 

It would be useful to develop a special program for determination of 

lower critical loads without investigation cf the whole region of 

buckling of shells. 

For many constructions calculation for stability is decisive. 

Till now during determination of dimensions of designed constructions 

they originate usually from comparison with analogous already 

realized constructions or from "intuitive” considerations, and then 

conduct a check for stability. Meanwhile application of computers 

should allow us to compare a large number of variants of a construc¬ 

tion and find the most advantageous of them. This pertains, e.g., 

to constructions of glass-fiber plastic, for which there may be 

established the most profitable combination of different layers with 

one or another direction of the fibers. Thus there would be found a 

basis for determination not only of dimensions, but also desirable 

... 

i è 
.- 
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techniques of manufacture of the construction. 

It is necessary to return to initial equations of nonlinear 

theory of shells and to constitute a system of equations which could 

describe buckling of shells in long waves. Methods of functional 

analysis for qualitative inverligation of nonlinear equations of theory 

of shells and, especially, for clarification of properties of 

solutions near lower critical points await further development. 

General linear theory of stability of shells also has not yet 

been perfected. Here it is especially important to definitize 

limits of applicability of equations of different types and to clarify 

to what extent of boundary point-by-point fulfillment conditions on 

edges of the shell affects solution of problems of stability. 
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